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This study sets out to explain the importance of
Emmanuel Mounier (1905-1950), taking it to be ideological,
that is, operating simultaneously on a social and a conceptual level.

It therefore stresses economic, social, politi-

cal and .cultural forces in addition to personal and philosophical ones.

It attempts to show the processes involved in

the creation of an ideology and an ideologist, and the
factors governing their relationship.
Chapter one examines Mounier's formation as a member
of the catholic intellectual ~lite, ~racing his early studies,
experiences and patrons in Grenoble and Paris.
Chapter two analyses the situation and events which led
to the foundation of the review Esprit, which Mounier directed
until his death, his first attempts to formulate a political
ideology and his response to the political and social crises
of the 1930's.
Chapter three traces the philosophical

roots and evo-

lution of Mounier's personalism, showing its function as an
intellectual matrix and method of analysis.
Chapter four shows Mounier's reactions to the war, his
activities under the Vichy regime and his place in the
Resistance, emphasising the importance of this period for
his later ideological position.

Chapter five studies Mounier's initial aspirations to
establish personalism as a major political ideology of liberated France, and traces the erosion and eventual collapse of
his hopes to the point where his political position became
scarcely tenable.
Chapter six examines Mounier's confrontations with
existentialism and Marxism in his attempts to maintain and
extend the ideological power of personalism and, with it,
catholicism.

It also critically assesses Mounier's main

post-war philosophical works.
The conclusion analyses the contradictions

implicit in

Mounier's work and his relative success and failure as an
ideologist.
The bibliography
known works.

includes a full list of Mounier's
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The Development of the Work and Thought of
Emmanuel Meunier: A Study in Ideology.

INTRODUCTION
The respect shown to the memory of Emmanuel Mounier in
some circles suggests that he has exercised a considerable
influence.

The purpose of this study is to show where, how

and why this was the case.

But first the perspective and

terms of the enquiry need explanation.
A central concept in this analysis is 'ideology', which
admits a number of meanings.

To describe an activity as

ideological in a broad sense may mean no more than to distinguish it from productive economic activity; which forms
the 'infrastructures'
to be helpful.

of society.

This meaning is too broad

In a second sense, ideological activity is

the process by which different groups within a society see
and interpret their own existence.

Such a definition would

cover a wide range of social phenomena, many of which belong
to social psychology.

A third, more specific, meaning of

ideology is a coherent formulation of attitudes, ideas,
beliefs and values which is adopted by a social group.

This

is the sense in which the term 'ideology' will be used here,
and in this sense Mounier's activity will be described as
ideological.

A fourth possible use of 'ideology' is to

apply it to any coherent system of concepts.
it is generally a pejorative alternative

In this sense

to 'philosophy',
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'dectrine' er some such word, and therefere has no place in
the present study.
The definition adopted implies two distinguishing criteria.

On the one hand, its coherent formulation distin-

guishes ideology from social psychology.

On the other hand,

its social insertion distinguishes it from philosophy.

Much

of the analysis which follows will be concerned with the
area on either side of the berderline between idee logy and
philosophy.

Philosophy could be considered as an ideological

activity which has no significant effect on the consciousness
of a social group, or which is considered in isolation from
its social implications.

Hence any phi~ephy

may potentially

become an ideelogy in the sense indicated, and any ideelogy
may have philosophical aspects.
There are many kinds of ideology in a society, and
they need not be mutually exclusive, since any group or person may simultaneeusly subscribe to several of them or several
groups to the same one.

It is not always easy to draw boun-

daries between different ideologies, since they tend to overlap, subdivide and coalesce.

It is, however, possible to

analyse ideologies by reference to the ways in which they
vary.

Six main factors of variation can be distinguished:

the specific attitudes, ideas, beliefs and values expressed
in the ideology, the coherence of its formulation, the
extent of its social implantation, the range of human activities to which it refers, the degree of its autonomy ln
relation to other ideologies, and its historical development.
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These six factors are not exhaustive, but they constitute
a useful instrument for distiniuishing between ideologies.
The examination of Mounier will take account of all six,
althouih particular factors will predominate at different
times.
Although ideoloiies are generated by social iroups, they
are articulated by individuals, singly or in combination.
Often the ideologist

may derive the form and content of his

ideoloiY from material produced by himself and other thinkers
without any acknowlediement of its social relativity.

The

determining forces in the creation may be economic and social,
but they must operate through political, cultural and ideological mediations.

These mediating structures have their

own internal characteristics which affect their own development and may even affect the economic and social forces
operating on them.

An ideal.gy is therefore created by a

network of interactions between economic, social~ political,
cultural, ideoloiical and individual forces.
The life and work of Emmanuel Mounier offers an
accessible example of these processes.

The twenty-five

years from 1925, when he was twenty years of age, to his
death in 1950 saw the gestation, establishment and decline of
personalism as an ideology.

Mounier belonged to the same

social group that adopted his personalism;

in many ways he

was a typical product of that group and was affected by most
of the forces that affected the rest of his group.

In some

ways he was different from his fellows, but the differences
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were such as to explain why he was a leader, rather than a
follower, in the ir.uP.

His personal qualities and the

privileged attention he was accorded as a result helped to
distinguish, thoulh not to isolate him.
Mounier is described threuihout this study as belonging
to the 'catholic intellectuel elite'.

The term is used to

describe, not to judge, Meunier's activity.

'Catholic'

desiinates a commitment by conviction or by social tradition
to the doctrines and institutions of the Roman Catholic
Church; 'intellectual' denotes the activities involved in
the creation, transmission and criticism ef ideas; an 'elite'
is a minority ir.uP defined by its privileged access to some
area of human activity, and therefore not necessarily
socially homogeneous er cohesive, nor exclusive of other
social groupinis.
While Mounier held the action of elites t. be valuable,
and considered himself to be a member of an elite, he never
considered himself as an ideologist, nor did he consider
personalism as an ideology.

A close colleaiue of his has

recently even sUigested that personalism is an anti-ideologyl
Both Mounier and his colleague refuse to regard personalism
as ideological because they believe in an absolute truth
existing independently of human activity.

They consider this

to provide a point of reference outside man which makes

1.

Jean Lacroix, Le personnalisme comme anti-ideologie,
Paris, 1972.
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thought aut.aom.us frem its social and historical context.
In so far as ide.logy is a philosophy with a sociological
extension, Mounier weuld net have denied the ideological
function ef his awn thought, thaugh he would have denied
that it was only ideel.gical, and certainly preferred the
use of a different expression.

His refusal to be described

as an ide.legist was also based en a degree of ambiguity in
Mounier's intentions for persenalism.

At different times in

his career he formulated his ambitions differently, so that
it was not always clear how extensive their scope was in
relation to his social insertion or to the other ideologies
of the period.

Nevertheless, the same aim was implicit

threuihout, whether expressed in terms of a spiritual transformation, a personalist and communitarian revelution or an
awakenini of the sense of man: he aimed to formulate a
specific set of concepts and values and to propagate them as
widely as possible.

In the terms here defined, this const-

tutes an ideological activity.
The structure of this investigation is determined by a
decision to study a particular ideologist, although there
are other perspectives through which ideology could well be
studied.

The first chapter studies Mounier's formation in

the social and ideological context of the 1920's.

His

career is then considered in three main parts; before, during
and after the Second World War.

This division corresponds to

three distinct and entirely different historical situations,
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each decisive in the development ef Mounier's position.

At

every stage it will be seen how personalism was generated
and developed, how Meunier understood the process, how he
reacted en the basis ef that understanding

and what effect

,

his action had.

This perspective clearly implies a principle

of selection in the aspects of Meunier's work to be studied
and the impertance given to each.

In the event, little of

his work is irrelevant in this context, but its ideological
significance is net always in proportion to its size nor to
the importance Mounier attached to it.

This study cannot

hope to be exhaustive, but it seeks to offer a detailed
explanation of Meunier's importance for so many people, and
to demonstrate some of the mechanisms and processes which
govern the productien and communication of ideologies.
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T E R

FORMATION

OF

ONE

A

LEADER.

GRENOBLE
a)

Childhood and Youth

Emmanuel Mounier was born on 1st April 1905, the
second child of a Grenoble. pharmaceutical chemist1•

His

family came of rural artisanal and farming stock, and
enjoyed a comfortable, though not affluent standard of
living.

His education was founded on the traditional piety

of the provincial catholic petty bourgeoisie to which he
belonged.

The Great War left no apparent mark on his child-

hood, but a series of misfortunes rendered him totally deaf
in one ear and virtually blind in one eye at an early age.
At school he was a conscientious and methodical pupil, and
having lost a year's schooling for reasons of health, came
to dominate his fellows both in ability and maturity2.

1. There is no standard biography of Mounier. The major source
of information is the anthology of letters and notebooks edited
by his widow Mme Paulette Mounier as Mounier et sa generation
(Paris, 1956), reprinted, with alterations, in E. Mounier,
Oeuvres, IV (Paris, 1963), p.407-831. This material is incomplete, however, and is partly complemented by the special number
of Esprit devoted to Mounier (decembre 1950, no.174, 721-1080)
particularly the article compiled by Albert Beguin as "Une
vie", ibid, 923-1060. Additional information can be gleaned
from the twice-yearly Bulletin des amis d'Emmanuel Mounier which
contains much otherwise unpublished material. Unless otherwise
stated, biographical details used in this study are taken from
these sources. Many of Mounier's personal writings remain
unpublished by the wish of his widow, and a definitive biography will not be possible until this material becomes available.
2. Cf. Esprit decembre 1950, p. 937-938, particularly
remarks of M. Jean Tavernier.

the
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Although his final year at the 'Lycee Champollion' in
Grenoble revealed his substantial gifts in philosophy, his
attention had been directed largely towards the sciences,
and on leaving school in June 1923 he was encouraged by his
parents to study medicine.

A conflict immediately arose

between his taste and competence for more contemplative
activities and his family's desire that he should make his
career as a country doctor, a course he half persuaded himself to embrace.

The confusion and uncertainty led to a

state of psychological crisis.

He later described this

period as 'ma premiere souffrance' and recalled a feeling
of

.
,aux go ad·
'desespoir, Jusau
ts

e

SU1C1"de ,3 .

In March

1924 he attended his first religious retreat, during which
he became convinced of the need to abandon medecine for
philosophy.

At the same time he underwent what he regarded

as a religious conversion.

It took the form of a new enthu-

siasm and earnestness in his chtistianfuith, and he felt it
to be 'le passage d'un pietisme traditionnaliste et bourgeois

a

la vie v~ritablement chr~tienr.e4. As a result of

this experience, his father decided to entrust him to a
young philosophy teacher at the University of Grenoble,
Jacques ChevalierS, with whom the Mounier family were dis-

3. E. Mounier, Oeuvres, 4 vols, (Paris 1961-1963), IV, p.417.
(Hereafter referred to simply as Oeuvres with volume number.)
4. Esprit decembre 1950, p.940, in a letter to his sister
dated 19 decembre 1925.
5.

See below, Section I.b.
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tantly acquainted.

The intention was that Emmanuel should

'faire de la philosophie en vue de l'apostolat,6.

Chevalier

agreed to become Mounier's mentor and take charge of his
intellectual and ~iritual formation.
With this meeting, Mounier took his first step in the
direction which was largely to determine his future development.

The importance of Chevalier's influence is hard

to overestimate.

His teaching was in complete harmony with

what Mounier had been brought up to believe; Mounier's normally timid character was in an extremely impressionable
condition since his recent upheava17; and in a provincial
university where mediocrity was often the rule, Chevalier's
reputation and ability made him a great man by local standards, and an object of admiration for his students.

b)

Chevalier

Jacques Chevalier, who was born in 1882,8 had followed
a successful academic career, in which after three years at

6.

Esprit decembre 1950, p.941.

7. Oeuvres, IV, p.417, in a letter dated 2S aout 1933 he
described himself as having been 'souple comme un agneau'.
8. This information is drawn from: Jacques Chevalier, Etat
des services, publication et projet d'enseignement (Montlu~on,
1929); Alain Guy, Metaphysique et intuition: le message de
Jacques Chevalier (Paris, 1940); Jeanne Dubois, Pour reconstruire la France, deux architectes, Frederic Mistral et
Jacques Chevalier (Avignon, 1941); Emmanuel Mounier, 'Un
penseur Erancat s !, La vie catholique, 3 avril 1926, p.1-2;
Emmanuel Mounier ,'Medi tations dans la foret', La vie catholique, 5 juillet 1930, p.11-12, signed "Jacques Mersennes ",
During the Second World War Chevalier was briefly Minister of
Education in the Vichy regime, pursuing an extreme clericalism.
Afterwards he returned to philosophy and produced his four
volume Histoire de la pensee (1955-1966). He died in 1962.
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the 'Ecole Normale Superieu~' and second place in the philosophy agregation of 1903, he held grants and taught both
in England and in France, leading to a highly praised doctorate in 1914 on necessity in Aristotle and Plato.

Since

his arrival in Grenoble in 1919, not only had he established
a high reputation as a teacher,9 but he had also published
a number of books on major thinkers, and many articles on
religious and philosophical questions.10

He was also a close

friend of the eminent philosopher Henri Bergson, which added
lustre to his name.

His thought was inspired by orthodox

catholicism and combined with conservative political and
social views.

He was particularly opposed to liberal indi-

Vl dua 1Ism, 11 w h lCh h e saw as sprlnglng from the R enalssance,
o

0

0

0

0

0

enthroned by the French Revolution of 1789, and leading to
the ruin of the family by pernicious laws on divorce and the
distribution of property.

Doctrines and institutions were

equally undermined by individualism, he argued.

The only

remedy was for the individual to renounce his own interests
and submit to the higher interests of religion, society,
law and order.

9.

The moral implications of this position

See E. Mounier,

'Un penseur f rancai s •.•'·,and Oeuvres,

IV, p.420-421, in a letter to Francisque Gay dated 8 fevrier
1926.
10. His reputation as a philosopher rested mainly on his
two major works, Descartes (Paris,1921), and Pascal (Paris,
1922). For a complete list to 1929, see his Etat des services •...
11. This is expressed particularly in his pamphlet,
L'individu, souverain maitre de la vie (Lyon, 1923).
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remained constant in Mounier's own thought, though he was
not long in abandoning the social and political consequences.
Beyond the attack on individualism, which had a marked
effect on Mounier's later personalism, Chevalier's views
were influential in a more general way.

His teaching during

Mounier's three years with him covered a wide range, but from
what can be gleaned it fell into three rough categories:
the history of ideas, religious questions and Bergson12.
Chevalier dealt at some length with Plato, to a lesser
extent with Aristotle, allowed some time for selected
philosophers of the 17th and 18th centuries, but above all
dwelt

on catholic thinkers, in particular, Pascal, St.

Thomas and Maine de Biran.

It is easy to judge him harshly

for his omissions: German philosophy, including Kant, was
almost entirely ignored and even British thinkers of the
status of Hobbes, Locke, Hume and Berkeley were presented
as little more than caricatures.

On the other hand his

treatment of Greek, Latin and French thinkers appears to
have been thorough.

Two names tewer above the others in

importance: Plato and Pascal.

Plato was one of Chevalier's

special interests and an early enthusiasm of Mounier, who
belonged to and, for a time, ran, special study groups in
which Plato was exa~ined at length.13

It is important to

12.

Cf; Esprit decembre 1950, p.941-948.

13.

Cf. Esprit decembre 1950, p.946.
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remember that Chevalier taught from an uncompromisingly
catholic point of view.

Plato was approved in so far as

he illuminated and prefigured christian doctrine, and
although Mounier was exposed to other approaches, he made
Chevalier's view his own.

The precise effect Plato had on

his own thought is hard to assess, but a whole series of
parallels can be suggested.

Plato's preoccupation with
~r~p~}

moral education,

expressed[in the Republic, was at

the centre of Mounier's work; Plato's criticism of forms of
society certainly found a strong echo; Platonic psychology
was closely parallelled by the description of the 'personnel;
and the theory of Forms was influential in Mounier's conception of values and value-hierarchies.

A detailed demon-

stration of any of these points would be long and of limited
interest, but it is clear that perceptible Platonic overtones remained characteristic of Mounier's writing.
The other thinker who dominated his student days and
exercised a profound influence on him throughout his life,
was Pascal.

This name occurred regularly in letters to his

sister and something of his affection for him can be gleaned
from the recollection of one of his early pupils at SaintOrner:
Je regrette que Mounier nous ait interdit de prendre
des notes lorsqu'il nous commentait Pascal. 11 nous
avait confie que les Pensees etait son livre de chevet et qu'il y puisait toujours des forces neuves.
'L'homme n'est ce qu'il est que lorsqu'il se depasse'
(notes de morale). Et il nous repetait souvent: 'On
ne possede que ce qu'on donne'.14

14.

Esprit decembre 1950, p.956.

Temoignage de Mme Duhameaux.
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These last two sayings are typical of the short Pascalian
quotations that Mounier never tired of repeating in his
writing, and represent Pascal's immediately visible contribution to his thought.

Why Pascal was so important is

hard to explain, although it is interesting to note that
in the early 1920's considerable attention was paid to him,
and important writings appeared by Brunschvicg, Chevalier,
Bremond, Blondel and Unamuno among others. 15

It was less

is a result of enthusiastic teaching than of his own prolonged study and meditation that Mounier came to regard
Pascal as a constant point of reference, so that although
it is of some interest to consult Chevalier's writings, the
only means of discovering what Mounier took from Pascal is
by general inference from his later writings, particularly
noticeable in those concerned with existentialism.
Of the other thinkers he studied, St. Thomas Aquinas
was perhaps the most useful.

Mounier had little textual

knowledge of him, and was far removed from the neo-Thomism,
. M arItaIn.
. . 16
which h e was later to meet In

Nonetheless his

studies fostered a facility for theological discussion and
provided a foundation of theological orthodoxy which informed
17
many of his later analyses.
He also developed an affection
for Maine de Biran which was revealed in his second article,

15. A large amount of work was done on Pascal during this
period, much of it in connection with the celebration in 1923
of the 300th anniversary of Pascal's birth.
16. See below Chapter One, II.c). His understanding of St.
Thomas was considerably strengthened by his contact with Pere
Ponget; see below, Chapter One II.a).
17. Particularly evident in his studies on anarchism, property and the problem of war and peace.
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written before leaving Grenoble.18

He admired him for the

way he unified his life and thought, and for his insistence
that 'la religion r6sout tous les problemes que la philosophie pose', 19 particularly as regards personal identity,
of which he saw God as the ultimate basis.

It would be

futile, however, to seek any tangible line of influence.
Blondel was in like case;20 Mounier had certainly read at
least some of L'Action, and occasionally mentioned it in
his writings, but it is doubtful whether this reading bore
any more substantial fruit, since he never sought to explore
Blondel's work or thought in any detail.

To these thinkers

must be added Descartes and Bergson, who call for separate
study.21
The second main category of Jacques Chevalier's teaching centered on religious questions.

While much of the dis-

cussion stemmed readily from the thinkers studied, lectures
and seminars were also devoted to topics of doctrinal
interest in themselves.

The immortality of the soul,

18. E. Mounier, 'A propos d'une these sur Maine de Biran.
La le~on d'une vie', La vie catholique, 3 septembre 1927, p.9.
Maine de Biran (1766-1824), a moderate royalist politician
at the time of the Revolution, expressed his catholicism in
philosophical and psychological treatises which were strongly
influenced by the ideologues.
19.

Ibid;

20. Maurice Blondel (1861-1949), a catholic academic philosopher in the tradition of Olle-Laprune and Boutroux, was
most noted for his treatise entitled L'Action which sought to
elucidate the spiritual roots of human activity in the
broadest sense. He touched on many of the themes of existentialism and personalism, but generally left them undeveloped.
21.

See below, Chapter One I.e) and d).
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miracles, the power of truth, God and morality, sin and
grace, these and many other subjects which are not reported,
occupied much of Mounier's philosophical studies.22

To

describe in any greater detail the content and manner of
his religious education would require a study by itself,
but it is important to realise that this part of his
training seemed to Mounier to be the most vital, the bedrock of his life, which he held in common with the entire
catholic community, and to which all else was ancilliary.
It is, however, with this ancilliary aspect that the present
work is largely concerned, for it is in so far as he was
distinguished from a host of others that he became significant as an ideologist.

He had frequent discussions with

the local priests on matters of faith.
Fath er Em101 e Guerry,

W hIt
0

One of them was

0
23 an d
a er rose t0 prom1nence,

although it is impossible to assess their influence, they
certainly encouraged him in his meditations on christian
doctrine along an orthodox path.

The bulk of his education

being directed towards confirming the traditional catholic
orthodoxy of his youth, it is not surprising that he left
Grenoble already equipped with an extensive understanding
and deep f'a i th in the Church.

22.

His faith, with the possible

Esprit decembre 1950, p.442-443.

23. Emile Guerry (born 1891), an A.C.J.F. organiser and a
founder of the Jeunesse Ouvriere Chretienne, rose to hold
several high offices in the Church hierarchy, including
that of Secretary to the 'Assemblee des Cardinaux et Archeveques de France', and at the time of writing had held the
archbishopric of Octava since 1966.
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exception of one moment,24 remained unshaken to the end of
his life, and his understanding grew constantly, though
not always along the path of undisputed orthodoxy.

c)

Bergson

The third part of Chevalier's teaching was decisive in
Mounier's development.

His knowledge in the fields of

philosophy and religion would probably have been substantially the same with most other teachers, but the giant
shadow of Bergson which fell over his thought, and the
specifically christian interpretation of him, was a direct
and important result of Jacques Chevalier's influence.
During the Spring of 1924, Chevalier gave a series of lectures on Bergson.

Since the latter was already considered

a great man, since Chevalier enjoyed a high reputation in
Grenoble, and since the two men were known to be friends,
the lectures drew large audiences.25
was asked to make a book of them.

In consequence, he

By this time Mounier was

on intimate terms with him and considered as a sort of secretary.

In early 1926 Mounier wrote, from his own notes,

and had published, an account of Chevalier's university
lectures on Bergson,26 and was helping him to prepare an
24. At the moment of the death of his closest friend,
Georges Barth~lemy in January 1928.
25. Cf. E. Mounier, 'Un penseur f rancaf s •••'.
26. The summaries, all initialled E.M., appeared between
March and July 1926 in the Revue deS-COurs et conferences,
no.8 1926 ,p.673-681; no.9 1926 ,p.18-26; no.10 1926 ,p.142148; no.l1 1926 ,~193-202; no.13 1926 ,p408-417; no.14
1926 ,~SS2-S60; no.1S 1926 ,~S96-607.
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edition of Descartes' Discours de la methode.27

Now he

assisted in the preparation of the book on Bergson.

The

extent of his participation can be gathered from the fact
that Chevalier gave him a presentation copy numbered 2,
and from the dedication he wrote in it:
A mon tr~s cher el~ve et ami, Emmanuel Mounier, en
reconnaissance de tout ce que je lui dois pour la
realisation de ce livre, et pour qu'il se souvienne
toujours qu'une seule chose ici-bas merite notre
amour: la verite.28
The extent to which Mounier assimilated Bergson is attested by the whole of his writing, explicitly in his early
articles, and implicitly, but equally clearly, in his later
work.

It is therefore appropriate and instructive to

examine at some length the work in question.
The first chapter bore the title 'Le milieu et l'epoque,
anthropocentrisme et theocentrisme', the terms of which
were later taken by Mounier and applied to Descartes.

In

it Chevalier insisted on the relation of thought to thinker
and thinker to his time:
avant d'etudier la doctrine, nous devons etudier
l'homme, et avant d'etudier l'homme, nous devons
etudier son temps.29
What he meant by 'his time' was not the historical situation, but specifically the philosophical context in which
the thinker wrote.

So he undertook a broad sweep of philo-

27. Published Aux editions de la Chronique des Lettres
Francaises (Paris, 1927).
28. Jacques Chevalier, Bergson (Paris, 1926). The fly-leaf
is signed 'Jacques Chevalier' and dated 22-1-27; the copy,
numbered 2 printed on pur fil Lafuma, is conserved in the
Biblioth~que Mounier at Chatenay-Malabry.
29. Ibid., p.2.
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sophy since 1870, interesting because his judgements tended
to be Mounier's automatic reactions at least for some years
to come.

Mill and Spencer were condemned out of hand for

their "rigid determinism" and their "exclusion of human
problems"; Fichte and Schelling likewise for their "pantheism" and their "deification of man"; Renan and Taine
for their "scientism" and "false mysticism".

Claude Bernard

and Comte were only approved in so far as they recognised
the limitations of the intellect; Renouvier and Cournot in
so far as they returned to human and mystical questions.
All these thinkers were classed as anthropocentric and
opposed to a second class of theocentric thinkers.

Thus

Maine de Biran, Ravaisson,30 Lachelier31 and Boutroux32
were lauded for their emphasis on more spiritual problems,
leading to the discovery of God, and taking their inspiration
from Plato and Pascal.

Chevalier spent some time examining

them and did not hide his sympathy.

The important point,

30. F~lix Ravaisson (full name Jean Gaspard F~lix RavaissonMollien) (1813-1900), an academic philosopher, who came at
an early stage under the influence of Schelling and Cousin.
Usually regarded as a spiritualist thinker, he is best
e
known for his Rapport sur la philosophie en France au XIX
siecle (1867) and the attack on eclecticism and positivism
it contains.
31. Jules Lachelier (1832-1921), a"universi.tyte.acher and
inspector he professed an idealist philosophy and founded
the neo-spiritualist school in France.
32. Emile Boutroux (1845-1921), an academic, latterly director of the Fondation Thiers, he was one of the leaders of the
spiritualist reaction against the prevailing scientism of
the late 19th century, and was particularly concerned to
reconcile science and religion.
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however,was that Bergson refused to fall into the extremes
of either materialism or idealism and attempted to find a
new synthesis which would account for the problems raised
by both.

This method of situating Bergson's thought between

and beyond two extreme schools anticipated Mounier's method
of situating his own thought between and beyond two opposed
half-truths, be they spiritualism and materialism, individualism and collectivism, or Marxism and existentialism.33
The opposition between anthropo- and theo-centrism was not
one he insisted on in his later writings, but it remained
a personal preoccupation

and in his thesis on Descartes he

took it as the central problem.

After presenting Bergson,

the man, Chevalier wondered about the future development of
his thought, but concluded that he would have to wait for
the truth to emerge.

Not that he had any doubts about "the

truth": for him it was the revealed truth of catholicism.
Any implied doubt was purely bogus, the answer was in the
back of the book, and the only question was whether, when
and how Bergson would arrive at it.

Thus when, in 1932,

Bergson seemed to have come near to christianity, Chevalier
was ecstatic at the apparent vindication of his faith, and

33. See Gerard Lurol, 'Pour une genese de la thematique de
la personne chez Emmanuel Mounier' (unpublished memoire de
maltrise de Philosophie, Sorbonne, Faculte des Lettres,
octobre 1970) esp. p.12ff. Lurol analyses this methodological approach in some detail.
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Mounier felt a similar exaltation.34

This attitude to

"the truth", and the tacit condescension implied in it,
remained with Mounier to the last.
Passing on to consider Bergson's treatment of the
intuitive method, Chevalier quoted him on the concept of
the self:
•..il y a une realite au moins que nous sa1S1ssons
tous du dedans, par intuition et non par simple
analyse. C'est notre propre personne dans son
ecoulement ~ travers Ie temps. C'est notre moi qui
dure.35
How, he asked, can we define this self?

The answer was

that no analysis or other intellectual operation could do
more than manipulate symbols or fragments of it and that
the self could be grasped in its totality only by an act
of simple intuition.

This conception was reflected stri-

kingly in Mounier's eventual development of the person and
his constant refusal to accept that it could be definable.
It also provided him with further authority for Scheler's
answer to doubters, that the person must be intuitively
experienced, and if it is not, then the intuition of the
doubter is defective.36

The conception of intuition as a

privileged form of knowledge set up a model of philosophy
to which Mounier's 'realisme spirituel' owed a great deal.

37

34. Cf. Esprit decembre 1950, p. 956. The occasion was the
publication of Bergson's book Les deux sources de la morale
et de la religio~, of which Mounier received an advance copy.
35. Henri Bergson, 'Introduction ~ la metaphysique', Revue
de mfitaphysique et morale) janvier 1903J p.4. Quoted in J.
Chevalier, Bergson, p.S7.
36. Scheler's influence is discussed below, Chapter Three.
37. Cf; particularly the latter part of 'Refaire la
Renaissance', Oeuvres I, p.166-174.
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Chevalier asserted that the dimension of transcendence in
man's nature dictated the area in which a metaphysic was
possible, and that the ideal of a simple intuition encompassing a complex network of rational enquiry dictated the
method by which it must be established.

Much of Mounier's

early writing must be understood in this perspective.
Chevalier also elaborated the Bergsonian concepts of
duration and human freedom at some length.

Mounier never

developed them in detail, but he assumed, for example, that
la duree was undoubtedly part of experience, that men
acquired·a personal history which accumulated with their
development, that human freedom was compatible with natural
science and was to be conceived as the expression of the
person in action rather than as a separable quality.

'Tout

acte qui porte la marque de notre personne est veritablement libre' ,38 the phrase was Chevalier's but could equally
have been Bergson's or Mounier's.

It was the basis of

Mounier's concept of 'liberte sous conditions', which proposed to accept all discoverable determinisms but asserted
freedom as an experience and as a reality which drew its
substance from being inserted in a framework of determinations.
Bergson's treatment of the thought/matter duality was
largely concerned with problems which Mounier did not take
up, but he situated the human consciousness
'realisme spiritualiste',

38.

in terms of a

of which Chevalier said:

Chevalier, Bergson, p.12S.
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il se place au point
nous, dans la donnee
agissent ensemble la
matiere et l'esprit,

de contact entre les choses et
immediate ou se joignent et
perception et le souvenir, la
le present et le passe.39

This, divested of its Bergsonian jargon, was closely
similar to Mounier's eventual description of the person's
point of insertion in reality and anticipated the image of
the person as a crossroad where all dimensions meet.
Bergson's Evolution creatrice, as seen by Chevalier,
offered an important critique of the intellect.

It left

its mark on Mounier in the form of a deep-seated suspicion
of all philosophical enterprises based wholly or largely on
rational argument, expecially where they aspired to be
systematic.

He tended instinctively to equate them with

atheistic materialism and a consequent denial of the values
of spirituality.

Everywhere, the argument ran, there is

movement, invention, creation and unpredictability,

in a

word, life; the intellect can only satisfactorily deal with
matter, so is continually tempted'to reduce everything else
to matter, in order to give an impression of totality; the
resulting system is therefore radically false in that it
omits the non-material part of reality.

This is one reason

why Mounier resisted the demand to define or systematise,
and insisted on the basic values of unpredictability,

spon-

taneity and creativity which would not fit into a rational
system.

39.

Ibid., p.163.
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In the final chapter of his book, Chevalier indulged
in a lengthy meditation on the purpose of philosophy in
general, with the intention of demonstrating that Bergson's
was everything a philosophy should be.

In so doing he gave

a valuable indication of the viewpoint he passed on to
Mounier, who never entirely renounced it:
La philosophie n'est rien si elle n'est .•. cet
effort toujours renouvele pour remonter la pente ou
nous entrainent la materialite, le mecanisme, le
fige, la mort. (••.) La philosophie ne vaut que dans
la mesure ou elle reflechit notre destinee d'homme
et nous aide a la realiser.40
The theme of fighting all that is mechanical, habitual and
atrophied constantly recurred in all Mouniers writing, particularly in his study of peguy.41

Consequently he held

that phiksophy should be an activity which enhanced the
quality and richness of life.

It should contribute to the

spiritual development of the person, he thought, specifically in so far as it revealed the creative potential
inherent in every man.

This corresponds in Mounier's

vocabulary to developing the vocation of the person, or
'l'epanouissement spirituel de l'homme'.

Chevalier saw it

as the preparation for a religious experience, and he saw
philosophy as nourished by the spiritual life to the extent
that in the final analysis, 'philosopher, c'est faire retour
::. D.1eu.
,42

et

Therefore Bergson's development towards the

acceptance of God was for him the model of all philosophy,

40.
41.
42.

Ibid., p.242.
See below, Chapter One, II d).
Chevalier, Bergson, p.242.
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and in the end the criterion for judging any thought was
its apprehension of God.
Without God he argued, all was inexplicable, and
only when God was acknowledged did the world take on a
meaning.

Mounier accepted this as true for himself, but

gradually came to realise that such a point of view could
not unilaterally be imposed on others.

It will emerge how

complex and ambiguous the relationship sometimes was between
his thought and his faith, but much of it referred back to
Chevalier's conception of philosophy.
Later in the chapter, examining the problem of spiritual or moral liberty, Chevalier noted in the natural world
a conflict between the drives of individuation and association, and remarked:
Chez l'hGmme, ce conflit prend un sens plus haut, et,
s'il se retrouve, c'est transpose ~ un plan superieur:
car l'individu ici est devenu personne; il n'est plus
seulement comme le corps organise, un systeme isole et
clos par la nature; il est un etre libre, soumis a un
ideal moral, c'est-~-dire a quelque chose qui, sans
doute est 'immediat', et qui est immediatement donne
a sa conscience la plus intime, mais qui, en meme
temps, depasse toute nature, et sa nature meme& etant
la loi qui la regit et a laquelle elle aspire.43
This passage contained the embryonic forms of some of
Mounier's most basic philosophical preoccupations.

The

tension between the individual and the collective was a
constant theme in Mounier, though by no means a new one.

43.

Ibid.; p.279 (his italics).
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The opposition between the individual and the person became
a central focus of personalism, and although Chevalier did
not develop the point, he already suggested that the distinction was a moral one, and hinted at the themes of openness, communication and transcendance.

The notion of the

person as oriented towards a moral ideal, both within and
beyond the person, led directly to Mounier's treatment of
the dimension of vocation.

This was not entirely surprising

because these notions are relatively commonplace in catholic
thought and can be traced back in one form or another to
antiquity.

It was, however, in this specifically Bergsonian

formulation that Mounier met them, and dealt with them
throughout his work.

His debt to Bergson was deep.

Few

intellectuals of his generation were unmarked by Bergsonian
philosophy, but in addition he received a strong current
of Bergsonism through his reading of P~guy and through_his
own contact with Bergson Bnd his books.

He was in corres-

pondance with the great man regarding Chevalier's book,
and although he never met him, his accounts of his visits
h
to the Bergson home were 1·1tt 1 e sort

0f

. 44
ecstat1C.

When

the master sent him a dedicated advance copy of Les deux
sources de la morale et de la religion in 1932 his delight
was unbounded, to the extent that one pupil could describe
45
him as having 'un culte pour Bergson'.
But if he continued

44.

Oeuvres, IV, p.433 and p.447.

45.

Esprit d~cembre 1950, p.956.
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to study Bergson after his years in Grenoble, it is apparent
that the decisive impulse and the particular interpretation
came from Chevalier.

The indelible impression of Bergsonism

on Mounier is evident in all his work; it is the lines of
this influence that I have been concerned to show.
Mounier's precise debt to Chevalier is less easy to
situate.

The philoiophers towards whom he was directed

remained constant references for him, as did the spiritual
values and the faith which he was taught.

Chevalier can

be reckoned to have acted as an intermediary, passing on the
thought of others, but this ignores Mounier's attitude of
humble discipleship, which is best revealed in the article
he devoted to his teacher,46 and in his correspondence on
.the subject.

Describing Chevalier as 'l'image vivante d'une

force dans sa maturite' ,47 he recounted how the admiring
crowds flocked to his lectures to hear 'une oeuvre de genie
.
~ 1·
bien fran~alse
par son rea
Isme et sa c I ar t~'
e .48

For the

bulk of the article he linked together sayings of Chevalier
with eulogistic commentary extolling the virtues of truth
and humility which, he claimed, Chevalier both taught and
embodied.

It was a piece of uncritical adulation which

accurately reflected his state of mind whilst with Chevalier.
A little later, he wrote to a friend:
46.

E. Mounier,

47.

Ibid., p l .

48.

Ibid.

v

'Un penseur f ranc ai.s•••

I

•
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Heureusement, pour me soutenir et m'elever, a1-]e
aupres de moi l'inepuisable gratuite d'une lumiere
et d'une affection. Je decouvre chaque jour M.
Chevalier, et je vous assure que mon article de
Paques me parait bien pauvre en comparaison de ce
que j'en sais maintenant.49
Chevalier was gratified by the effect he had on this bright
pupil and returned the affection offered.sO

For three

years he had almost complete control of Mounier's development, and found him anxious to think and be everything his
master taught him.

The relationship between the two was

not accidental or unusual, however.

It offers a good example

of the way in which a lay elite was formed within the catholic church.

No formal arrangement existed, but a certain

number of catholic intellectuals undertook to supervise,
with special personal care, gifted young men who came under
their tutelage.

This mechanism of elite-creation is not

confined to the Church, but the kind of spiritual patronage
involved was particularly highly developed in the French
Church between the wars.

Chevalier was the first, but not

.

the only~ patron to guide Mounier's steps.
was not Chevalier's only protege.s1
Grenoble the spell slowly faded.

Equally, Mounier

When Mounier left

His own strong and inde-

pendent character began to assert itself, and within a year
he was able to suggest to his mentor that the period had
49. Esprit decembre 1950, p.942. The article referred to is
'Un penseur fran~ais ...'.
50. Ibid., p.943-945.
51. Mounier's other patrons, most notably Jacques Maritain,
are discussed later. Chevalier was also patron to some
extent to Jean Guitton, with whom he put Mounier in contact.
None of his other proteges attained positions of eminence
comparable to these two. Mounier himself became in turn a
patron a~ter the Second World War. His relationship with
Jean~Mar1e Domenach, who took over Esprit as director in 1957
was 1n many ways one of patron-protege.
'
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been 'trois ann~es de convalescence et de bonheur trop
calmes,.52

Despite the undeniable mark he left, Chevalier

also had the effect of a cocoon, which,having

outlived its

usefulness, was left behind.

d) Descartes
Mounier's most substantial work of this period was the
dissertation he wrote for the 'Diplome des Etudes Sup~rieures', entitled 'Le conflit de l'anthropocentrisme

et

du th~ocentrisme dans la philosophie de Descartes', which
he presented on 23 June 1927. 53 Initially he was to have
included Descartes, Pascal and Malebranche in his subject,
but the two latter were eventually omitted through lack of
time.

He regarded himself as dealing with a concrete rather

than an abstract problem; Chevalier had taught him to view
philosophy as more than an intellectual parlour-game, with
the result that he always sought to relate thought to important human problems.

Although his subject appears abstract,

it corresponded to a problem which Mounier felt to be
important.

It is impossible to penetrate the preoccupations

of his vie interieure beyond the vague suggestions already
noted~ but his choice of s~bject reflects a more general
concern.

Chevalier undoubtedly suggested the idea, the

first chapter of his Bergson divided philosophy into two

52.

Oeuvres, IV, p.422-423.

53. Only one copy survives, kept in the Bibliotheque Mounier
at Chatenay-Malabry.
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currents of anthropocentrism

and theocentrism, and Mounier

certainly took something of the impulse from Bremond's
Histoire litteraire du sentiment religieux en France.54
At the same time, an attempt may be discerned among
catholics to reconstitute their humanism without displacing
God.

With the decline of scientism, it was becoming in-

creasingly possible to discuss human problems in the full
light of scientific discovery without incurring suspicion
of irreligion.

Therefore, while far from becoming human-

ists, many catholics now foresook the intransigeant
spiritualism of their forefathers.55
Mounier began with the premiss that 'il n'y a que deux
regles pour mesurer les choses: l'homme et Dieu',56 and
launched an attack on anthropocentrism,

particularly as it

appears in the flamboyant humanism of the Renaissance.
Taking up a Thomist distinction which recurred in his later
works, he accused it of glorifying the materially determined
individuality at the expense of the whole spiritual personality, in a word, of exalting man against God.

It led, he

54. Published Paris, 1916-1933, 12 vols. Henri Bremond
(1865-1933), a Jesuit priest and journalist, left the order
after an involvement -on the fringe of the Modernist movement.
His chief work, the Histoire litteraire •.•, is concerned with
conceptions of spirituality in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and examines the major themes and figures in devotional literature during that period. Only the first six
volumes had appeared by 1927.
55. Cf. A Dansette, Histoire religieuse de la France contemporaine (Paris, 1965), esp. p.750-751.
56.

Moun i er , 'Le conflit ... ', p.5.
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argued, to pure selfishness, and its principle was mortal
pride.

Theocentrism,

on the other hand, stressed the total

submission of the creature to God and could, he suggested,
lead to such extreme positions as the anti-humanism of
Luther.

Between the two extremes, he found christian

humanism, which, faced with the new Renaissance paganism,
strove to define a balanced relationship between man and
God.

I'n this attempt, it saw the true self, not in the

individual glorified by the anthropocentrists,

but in;

le sanctuaire silencieux ou la fine pointe de l'ame
touche les realites et s'unit a elles, le domaine
de l'inquietude sacree d'ou jaillit l'inspiration
si nous savons l'y acceuillir en faisant taire nos
sens et notre intelligence, en un mot c'est l'ame
indivisible qui veut, sent et connait par un meme
acte, qui n'est epuisee par aucune de ses manifestations, dont elle sent toujours l'inadequation
avec les richesses infinies qu'elle murit.57
This was the first statement of what with eventual modifications of terminology and emphasis, remained the basis of
Mounier's conception of the human person.

He equated it

with the christian notion of the soul; perceived in meditation and manifested diversely in action.

In a footnote

58

he referred to its different expressions in the thought of
P16tinus, Saint Augustine, Saint Theresa, Saint Thomas
Aquinas and Pascal, references which he continually took up
in the later expositions of his personalism.

With its

directing principle of Ghristian charity, he explained, the
true self was in direct relation with God in whose image it

57.

Mounier, 'Le conflit ... ', p.g.

58.

Ibid., p.g.

,
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was made.

The conception of a balanced christian humanism,

which Mounier found largely in the abbe Bremond's account,
seemed to him, despite the wound of original sin, essentially an optimism, and dictated the pattern which his own
humanism strove to attain.
Coming to his subject, Mounier suggested that it was
illegitimate to separate Descartes' metaphysics from his
life and his other theoretical writings, concluding:
Toute l'activite philosophique de Descartes nous
semble donc orientee verS91'epanouissement en tous
sens, de la vie humaine.
Descartes was concerned, he explained, that all his theoretical reflections should lead to an improved understanding of the practical and moral sciences with the intention
of founding practical advances which would benefit all
humanity; such a project seemed to Descartes vain unless
it had a firm metaphysical foundation.

Mounier took the

sincerity of Descartes' christianity as an established
fact, and added:
Si Dieu est au centre du systeme, il est un centre
d'impulsion, d'oll tout part, et non pas un centre
d'attraction, Oll tout converge, un principe, et non
une fin.60
Descartes' concern was to establish certainty on which a
valid synthesis could be based, his first aim must therefore be to establish God metaphysically.

While Mounier

found this acceptable in itself, the limiting of God's role
to that of a first principle to the exclusion of his place

59.

Ibid., p.17.

60.

Ibid., p.22.
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as a final end, seemed to him a regrettable error of perspective.

Following the operation of methodic doubt,

Descartes came to the intuitive consciousness of himself
as a thinking subject, within which he found the idea of
God, inseparable from, but greater than his thinking:~elf.
To Mounier Descartes appeared to have discovered God as
within and fundamental to man.

This discovery set him apart

from the Renaissance anthropocentrism which Mounier condemned
and qualified his thought as 'Ie couronnement des efforts
de la Renaissance chretienne pour relier l'homme a Dieu par
Ie dedans'. 61 Descartes, thus saved, was assimilated to
the school of christian humanists whose balanced philosophy
had already been praised, and took his place as one of
Mounier's points of reference in the pre-history of personalism.

At the same time, God was established as the causal

and creative principe without which there could be no metaphysics or natural science.

The effect offuis demonstration

was merely to corroborate an unshakeable conviction which
underpinned the argument of Mounier's own early writings.
Certainly there is no sense of discovery in the analysis,
and his approach is close to that expounded by Maritain in
his Trois reformateurs,62 a book Mounier read and quoted
in his thesis.

61.

Ibid., p.35-36.

62.

Jacques Maritain, Trois reformateurs (Paris, 1925).
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He then went on to examine two major problems of
Descartes' account of man.

How could God's infinity be

reconciled with the reality and freedom of the individual?
And how, in view of Descartes' theory of substances, could
the mind be reconciled with the body?

In neither case, he

argued, could Descartes give a satisfactory rational explanation.

The discussion is too detailed to recount here,

but Mounier's main point was that both these questions
arose from the inadequacy of an essentially rational account
when it is brought into conflict with reality.

Both God's

provision for human freedom and the unity of mind and body
were irreducible facts, he asserted; all Descartes could do
was affirm them and admit them to be mysteries which transcended his rational comprehension.

The conception of God

and the human person as obscure but fertile mysteries was
a constan~ theme in Mounier, and one of the reasons he consistently refused to define either.

Both were for him the

object of immediate experience and the source of continual
reflexion.

Their reality could never be exhausted by def-

initions, he insisted, and was more often falsified by
them; because they were crucial terms in his thought he
refused to elaborate a systematic philosophy.
An important point on which Mounier criticised Descartes was his attitude to the natural world.

It was an

attitude, he said, in which everything which was inaccessible
to reason was ignored as being part of God's incomprehensible
omnipotence, and science was left to account for the rest
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as though God did not exist.

This step was unacceptable

to Mounier, who felt that an element of mystery pervaded
all the created world.

He saw Descartes' radical separation

of God from the world as an impoverishment which left the
way open for mechanistic rationalism, and which denied the
mysterious workings of God in things and events.

An equally

pernicious tendency which Mounier perceived in Descartes
was the assertion of the human will, enlightened by reason,
as the practical arbiter of moral behaviour.

In Mounier's

view this led to the exclusion of God, since he was an
unknowable absolute, and the introduction of a cold, inhuman
ethic with no practical point of reference other than the
individual self.

Although he gave God all the honours on

a theoretical level, Mounier emphasised, the practical
result was that Descartes relegated him to a realm where he
was completely excluded from contact with human reality,
leaving man as the master of all he surveyed.

Mounier con-

stantly strove to reestablish the link between man and God
as a crucial dimension of the human person, thereby precluding a repetition of Descartes'error.
In the concluding chapter Mounier tried to summarise
his criticism of Descartes.

He admitted his undoubted

religious convictions but emphasised how much responsibility
he must bear for his annexation by two centuries of rationalism and materialism.

His God was omnipotent and trans-

cendant, but he was not the God of Charity, Mounier argued,
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and he remained aloof from his creation.

In contrast with

Pascal, who had the experience of a personal God, and
lived with an anguished and insatiable thirst for the
infinite, Descartes appeared to Mounier to have the idea
of a distant God, which allowed him to occupy himself in
tranquility with the finite.

Mounier agreed with Pascal

and argued that Descartes was neglecting the experience
of God's relation with man, and creating an antinomy which
eventually opened the way to misinterpretation

and abuse:

La philosophie de Descartes est un anthropocentrisme
parce qu'ale est un theocentrisme, et dans la mesure
ou ce theocentrisme est excessif ••• encore, le th~ocentrisme de Descartes est solidaire de son anthropocentrisme et il en est l'indispensable contre-poide.63
Because God was so absolute, man could only give himself
meaning by putting him in brackets, Mounier pointed out, but
since God was for Descartes the fundamental principle of all
things, and neither man nor anything else could have meaning
without him, the system, from Descartes' point of view, was
neatly balanced and fell into a satisfying dialectic.
Mounier admitted this to be a major strength, but pointed
out that the introduction of an internal principle of division entailed the risk of engendering successors who, with
scant regard for the coherence of the original system, would
not hesitate to base their thought on the suppression of one
of the terms.

In Mounier's eyes, he was therefore responsible

for those who regarded him as the father of rationalism and
the founder of scientific humanism.

63.

Mounier,

'Le conflit ...', p.90.
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Mounier took Descartes' error to be at the base of the
aberration he saw, along with Maritain, in the Renaissance;
to correct it was one of the first preoccupations
own thought.

of his

The terminology changed, but the driving

inspiration of his early writings was the attempt to re-establish a synthesis in which theoce~trism and anthropocentrism would be inseparable and mutually implicit.

e)

Social and political context

If his thesis on Descartes marked the climax of his
intellectual formation in Grenoble, Mounier's social and
political development had followed quite a different course.
His home town had been relatively cushioned from the effects
of the Great War and he was in any case only thirteen when
it ended.64

His adolescence passed under the conservative

Bloc national government, during whose time France recovered
from the effects of the war.

Despite financial instability

in government, agriculture was progressively modernised and
industrialisation

accelerated to the point where production

soon exceeded pre-war levels.

This was achieved with con-

siderable inflation and indirect taxation which meant an
increased prosperity for the urban middle classes and for
small farmers, accompanied by rising militancy in the industrial and agricultural working-class

faced with worse prob-

lems of poverty and working conditions than before.

Politi-

64. The historical material presented here is taken from numerous sources, and is generally to be found in most accounts
of the period. The works most heavily drawn on are Alfred
Cobban, A History of Modern France, vol.III (London, 1965); and
D.W. Brogan, The French Nation 1814-1940 (London, 1957).
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cally, the ruling class bolstered its position with an intensified nationalism, directed mainly against defeated
Germany and bolshevik Russia, opposed by a divided Left,
newly split into communist and socialist parties, but sympathetic to the working class movements in Russia and
Germany.

Between Right-wing nationalism and Left-wing

socialism lay a cluster of groups who for various reasons
resisted both.

They were composed of middle-class interests

but anxious to reduce political and sectarian polarisations.
This 'moderate' group was strengthened by the emergence of
the French communist party in 1920 which gradually asserted
itself as the 'extreme Left' and drove many socialists
towards the centre.

It was strengthened on the other flank

by the Church's disavowal in ~26

of Action fran~aise and by

the succeeding polemic which impelled many catholics to
reconsider their traditional nationalism.

The 'moderate'

parties effectively occupied power from the collapse in 1926
of the Cartel des Gauches until the Front populaire ten years
later.
. If·0
G renob Ie was typica

. I France. 6S
provIncIa

It par-

ticipated in the economic expansion as a local capital and
as an industrial city in its own right; socially it experienced the creation of working-class

ghettos, swelled by

Italian and North African immigrant labour, and it saw the
increasing growth of the more prosperous central and suburban areas.

Ideologically it also reflected the same

65. A detailed examination of Grenoble is contained in P.
Barral, Le d6partement de T'Isere sous le Troisieme Republiqtie 1870-1940
(Paris, 1962).
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divisions as the rest of the country, situated in an area
of varying religious and political commitment.66

Of the

ideological groups, the most firmly established was the
catholic Church, to which group Mounier belonged.

Since

the war, a new generation of catholics had begun to emerge,
who felt themselves to have a legitimate role to play in
the national development, who had not known the violent
sectarian divisions of before the war, and who felt more
. h MS·
aff··
1n1ty W1t
arc

. h Ch arIes Maurras. 68
angn1er 67 th an W1t

Entering republican politics for the first time they found
an early expression in christian democracy, which was consolidated into a modest political party, the Parti Democrate
Populaire, in 1924.69

Mounier was not actively involved in

66. A study of the ideological composition of Grenoble can
be found in Gabriel Le Bras, Etudes de sociologie religieuse
(Paris, 1955), vol.1, esp. p.145-148.
67. Marc Sangnier (1873-1950) led a popular movement of
young batholics, Ie Sillon, at the beginning of the century.
One of the earliest attempts to encourage catholic participation in republican democracy, it was disavowed by papal
intervention in 1910. Although it went into voluntary liquidation it remained influential, and Sangnier himself was
always seen as a father of later christian democracy.
68. Charles Maurras (1868-1952), journalist and politician,
was the intellectual leader of the nationalist Right for the
first half of the century. Although an atheist, he commanded
a wide support among catholics through his paper Action
fran<,;aisewhich proclaimed a "nationalisme integral". When
placed on the Index in 1926 the paper refused to submit to
papal authority and thereafter steadily lost support. Maurras
spent the last eight years of his life in prison for his
collaborationist activities during the occupation.
69. For a de t ad Led i.exami.na t Lon of christian democracy and
Mounier's relation to it, see R.W. Rauch, Politics and
belief in conternprary France (The Hague, 1972).
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politics at this stage, but he did belong to an organisation
which was closely oonnected with this movement: the
Association Catholique de la Jeunesse Francaise.70

Almost

entirely a middle-class, and largely student-based organisation, the A.C.J.F. sought to ~waken social and civic
awareness among its members, with the more specific aim of
forming catholic students to take leading roles in social
organisations and public life.

Several of Mounier's con-

temporaries in it became leading members of the post-war
M.R.P., which succeeded the P.D.P., and held government
posts.

Much of its work consisted in study groups and dis-

cussions, and there is no doubt that Mounier received his
early political formation in this context.

It is worth

noting also that his first two published articles were in
the christian democrat newspaper, La vie catholique, though
neither article was political in intention.
Sharing some of the social concerns of christian democracy was the Societe Saint Vincent de Paul,71 an organisation
of more traditional stamp which had flourished in the previous century under Frederic Ozanam.72

Mounier belonged to

the Grenoble conference, as the local branches were called.
It aimed at uniting catholics of all classes, and reconciling
social antagonisms.

To this end it undertook charitable

70. See R. Kothen, La pensee et l'action sociale des catholiques, 1789-1944 (Louvain, 1945), p.238-239, also A. Dansette,
Histoire religieuse, p.647-649 and p.746.
71. For a detailed study of the Society, its foundation, aims
and development, see J.-B. Duroselle, Les debuts du catholicisme social en France (Paris, 1951), p.154-197.
72. Frederic Ozanam (1813-1852), a leader of the Society from
its foundation in 1833, devoted his energies to furthering its
ajms. Alt~ou2h he avoided political actlvity, he rallied to
the Republlc In 1848, while remaining a staunch catholic.
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works in poor quarters, home-visiting,
accommodation,

providing hostel

i~proving housing for the workers, christian

education for the young, Sunday schools and the like.
Although it was generally middle-class,
paternalistic,

conservative and

it did have contact with some poorer sections

of the population.

It gave Mounier first-hand experience of

poverty in the working-class

areas of Grenoble, and helped

him to understand the intolerable social conditions in
which much of the working-class

lived.

This was the political and social climate in which
Mounier grew to manhood.

In many ways his experience was

similar to that of young catholics throughout the country;
nothing significantly differentiated his environment from
the pattern which prevailed allover

France, and for that

reason he found so much in common with his conternpaaries in
the early 1930's.

He was singled out in his late teens for

an intellectual training which was not accessible to all of
his generation, but most of his later associates had been
through a comparable process to become the new catholic elite.
Having reached the highest intellectual level Grenoble could
accommodate, Mounier's next step was to graduate from his
provincial cradle to the intellectual crucible of the
capital.

- 000

-
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II.

PARIS
a) The University
On 29 October 1927 at the age of twenty-two, Mounier

arrived in Paris to prepare the agr~gation.

The bewilder-

ment and insecurity he felt at the change was compounded
with his first real experience of suffering with the death
in early January 1928 of his only close friend, Georges
Barth~lemy.

This event first provoked religious doubts,

but he soon eliminated them and threw himself into preparing
the examination.

It has also been suggested that his result-

ing loneliness drove him to an energetic search for human
contact, from which his future role at Esprit

arose.73

He spent the academic year 1927-1928 studying on his
own and attending lectures at the ~Ecole Normale Sup~rieure'.
He seems to have been little attracted by the teaching but
this did not prevent him from being placed second to Raymond
Aron74 in the final classifications of the philosophy
agr~gation.

It is interesting to note that Jean-Paul Sartre

took the examination for the first time in the same year,
and, against all expectations, failed.

Mounier mentioned him in

a letter, but it is unlikely they ever came into contact at
this time.75
73.

The main result of this year seems to have been

Cf. Albert Be gui.n, 'Une vie', Espri t decemb re 1950, p . 952.

74. Raymond Aron, an almost exact contemporary of Mounier's,
went through the Ecole Normale Superieure and after his
agregation pursued an academic career. A staunch Gaullist
since the Occupation, he is now a prominent journalist and
political thinker.
75. Cf. Oeuvres, IV, p.435, in a letter dated 20 juillet
1928.
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to instil into Mounier an implacable loathing for all that
the Sorbonne represented, and for the academics he met
there:
Les esprits limites, les gens assis en chaire, a la
tribune, dans leur fauteuil, les gens satisfaits, les
intelligents, les u-n-i-v-e-r-s-i-t-a-i-r-e-s.76
This reaction, one he shared with Peguy, was directed
against the sophistication,

the hypocrisy, the superfi-

ciality, and the decadence which seemed to him to distinguish
Paris from the provinces.

He never abandoned this attitude,

and, despite his own position as an intellectual and philosophy teacher, was always hostile to the values he associated with the university.

At the root of his hostility

were probably the cultural shock, the domination of the most
prestigious intellectual circles by non-catholics,

and his

own position somewhat on the periphery of the parisian
educational structure, which made him feel intimidated and
excluded.

Nonetheless, his success in distinguishing himself

at the academic exercise which most typified the Sorbonne
assured him of considerable advantages in whatever he chose
to do.

He saw it as the first step in a traditional acade-

mic career, for which he had no inclination, but he was also
aware that it opened many other doors.

In effect he was

given a certificate of entry into an intellectual elite, and
although he refused a university career, he did not scorn to
use his qualification

in other ways, whether to obtain a

scholarship or a teaching post, or to establish himself as an
intellectual journalist.

76.

Oeuvres, IV, p.430.
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His links with Grenoble were still strong, not only
did he maintain a copious correspondance with Chevalier,
and his own family, but he also struck up a friendship
with an old pupil of Chevalier's, Jean Guitton,77 a near
contemporary whom he had first met in 1924, but who now
helped him to settle to Paris life.

More influential was

Ie pere Pouget to whom Chevalier sent Mounier at the
beginning of his stay and with whom Mounier had a close
relationship until the old man's death.

Guillaume Pouget,78

a Lazarist priest of peasant origin, was gifted with an
extraordinary knowledge of scripture and an unusual talent
for biblical exegesis.

He took upon himself the role of

teacher, and in his old age taught a number of young catholics, many of whom became well-known, and among whom parti-

77. Jean Guitton (b.1901) after studying in his native St.
Etienne, where he met Chevalier, and in Paris, acquired both
the agregation and a doctorate of Letters. Making his career
as a teacher and writer, he was elected to the 'Academie
Fran~aise' in 1961 and was one of the few laymen to attend
the first sessions of the Second Vatican Council. His
writings are mostly of a religious and hagiographical nature.
78. Guillaume Pouget (1847-1933) spent his youth as a shepherd in the Cantal region, before becoming a Lazarist priest.
As a teacher in Evreux and Paris, he acquired a high reputation as a biblical exegete, despite his failing eyesight,
which he lost altogether in about 1908, and despite his
early involvement in the Modernist movement~ Widely revered
for his simplicity and wisdom, he is reputed to have known
the scriptures by heart. See 'Numero special sur Ie P.
Pouget' , Mission et charite (janvier 1962); Jean Guitton,
Portrait de M. Pouget (Paris, 1941).
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cu1ar1y figure Jean Guitton and Jean Lacroix,79 both of
.
80
w h om were l·f
1 e- 1ong f·
r1en ds 0 f M oun1er.

Though he wrote

little, he i~pressed many who knew him with his wisdom and
saintliness.

His most notable achievement was the part he

played in bringing Bergson to accept catholicism; which
bears witness to the force of his persona1ity.81

When

Mounier met him in November 1927, Pouget was in his
eightieth year and had been blind for twenty years.

Mounier

was immediately impressed and felt moved to write to
Chevalier, 'quand je me trouve en sa presence, i1 me semble
que je suis en face de la verite,.82

For nearly five years

he worked privately with Pouget two afternoons a week and
amassed a considerable documentation on a wide variety of
subjects, principally the Bible, religious history, mystic
saints (notably the two saints Theresa and St. John of the
.
.
83
Cross ) an d th emes 0 f me d·1tat10n
an d act1on.

It is hard

to assess quite what influence Pouget had on Mounier, though
both his widow and Jacques Chevalier have suggested it was
79. JeanLacroix (b.1900) after studying in his native Lyon
and in Paris, leading to the agregation in philosophy,
became and remained a lycee teacher, whilst establishing himself as a man of letters. A regular contributor to Esprit
since its inception, he is one of the foremost catholic
intellectuals in France, and since 1944 has held the philosophy column in Le Monde.
80. Pouget also taught several other prominent catholic
intellectuals, among whom the best-known are Henri Lorin,
Henri Gouhier, Gabriel Madinier and Pierre Lachieze-Rey.
81. The details were recounted by J. Chevalier, who witnessed the crucial conversation, in his Bergson et Ie pere
Pouget (Paris, 1954).
82. Oeuvres, IV, p: 428, dated novembre 1927.
83. Cf. Oeuvres, IV, p.428-429 - in an extended footnote.
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considerable.84

Certainly his work in helping to form a

catholic elite seems to have borne fruit in Mounier.
is no

There

evidence to suggest that he made any attempt to pass

on to his pupil any distinctive doctrines of his own, but
he offered a rigorous theological training which undoubtedly
contributed to giving Mounier a knowledge and self-assurance
in questions of catholic faith and dogma which allowed him
to step boldly but never too far in questions where traditional catholic reactions allowed less advanced positions
than did the precise teaching of the Church.8S

More tntan-

gible, but also important, are the values which Pouget
embodied and with which he continued to inspire Mounier long
after his death.

His humility, simplicity, poverty and

J
wisdom were a 11 recor d ed at 1 engt h b yean

·
86 and
Gu1tton,

when, as often happened, Mounier expounded these virtues,
it is likely that the ooncrete example he had in mind was
Guillaume Pouget.

84. For example, Chevalier suggested Mounier's great debt
in the copy of his Bergson et Ie P. Pouget which he dedicated to Mme. Paulette Mounier, and which can be consulted in
the Bibliotheque Mounier. She in turn remarked in a letter,
'je sais l'influence enorme que Ie Pere Pouget a eue sur lui',
in 'Lettre au P.Dodin' , dated 17 novembre 1961, quoted in
Mission et charite (janvier 1962), p.68.
8S. This assessment of Pouget's role is suggested, in part,
by Albert Begu i n in 'Une vie' , Esprit decemb re 1950, p.958-959.
86.

J. Guitton, Portrait de M. Pouget.
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After his agregation, Mounier was awarded a threeyear grant to prepare a doctoral thesis, but being uncertain
of his choice of subject, he spent much of his time discussing different topics with various Sorbonne philosophy
tutors, who advised him on subjects ranging from Greek
stoicism through Spanish mysticism and eighteenth century
·
mora 11sts
to N·1etzsc he. 87

At the end of his first year he

decided to concentrate his efforts on the Spanish mystic,
Juan de los Angeles, and with him in mind spent three weeks
in the spring of 1930 visiting a number of Spanish cities.B8
When for the second time he applied for a place at the
'Fondation Thiers', he submitted a tentative plan of
research setting out his preoccupations.89

His ultimate

ambition was unequivocal:
...collaborer a l'edification d'une morale dont
l'absence est vivement ressentie a la fois par les
philosophes et par les hommes d'action.90
Because he saw morality as having undergone a continuous
decline since the middle of the nineteenth century, Mounier
was anxious to contribute to a moral renewal.

He suggested

87. Among them were the professors Brehier, Bremond, Baruzi,
Delacroix and Laporte. Mounier appears to have had no extended contact with any of them.
88. Cf. Esprit decembre 1950, p.954.
89. Oeuvres, IV, p.463-467. The advantage of acceptance
into the 'Fondation Thiers' was that it offered research
facilities, supervision and living conditions more conducive
to successful study than could be found elsewhere. It also
conferred prestige on those who were accepted. Although
the director was unwilling to consider philosophy students,
Mounier was placed second on a waiting list: there were,
however, no unexpected vacancies.
90. Oeuvres, IV, p.464.
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that a first step was to define the limits of the moral
order by examining the points at which it merged with the
biological and the religious orders.

Specifically he was

concerned with the frontier between morals and religion.
The first example he cited was the problem of the moral
person as distinguished from the hermetic individual and
the sociological unit.

His studies therefore aimed at a

major thesis which would deal with personality from a biological, jurididal, theological, psychological

and moral

point of view, with the origins and theory of individualism,
and with the role of the individual in mystical experience.
A complementary thesis was to deal with these problems as
embodied in the life and thought of Juan de los Angeles.
It is difficult to trace the details of Mounier's evolution
up to this point, for the necessary documents are not
available, but it is significant that at this stage his
thought was tending to crystallise around an area which prefigured his later personalism.

He wrote:

Je suis amene a etudier de toutes parts Ie contact
et les reactions reciproques, du point de vue de la
moralite, entre l'individu et le milieu: a definir
une harmonie qui ne soit pas conformisme, une autonomie qui ne soit pas separation.91
This in brief was the essence of his doctrine of the personne
as it later appeared.

Although he did not yet direct his

thought consistently to the problem, this statement is an
indication of how he came to centre his philosophy on the

91.

Oeuvres, IV, p.466.
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human person.

It also provides support for the contention

that the personne was a moral concept, developed to solve
the important moral problem of the relation between man
and the universe.
How seriously he pursued his doctoral studies can only
be a matter of speculation, since positive evidence is not
available.

He discussed them with his professors and with

Maritain, but it is likely that his interest was less than
whole-hearted.

He had never felt part of the Sorbonne,

and his rejection for the second time by the 'Fondation
Thiers' reinforced his feeling of alienation, which was
further increased by the conflicting advice of different
tutors as to which direction he should take.

Though he

detested the traditional university system, he recognised
its intellectual superiority with a confused mixture of
admiration and mistrust.

He felt no commitment to the

institution and felt only half-hearted about pursuing his
research in isolation.

Gradually he carne to realise that

he would not be able to complete his doctorate, and that
he was academically lost.

But if he was floundering in

the world of the university, which he was soon to leave,
the three years of his doctorate grant proved both fruitful
and decisive on another level.

During this time he began

his career as a writer, as a journalist and as a teacher,
and made important friends.

-

b)
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Professional training.

From late 1929 until the end of 1931, Mounier contri.
t0 LaUInzaIne
Q..
b u ted for ty b 00k -reVIews

..
92 anew
crItIque,

fortnightly which undertook to review new publications.
His regular appraisals of philosophical works were largely
devoted to uninteresting original works and editions of
well-known texts, since Jacques Chevalier, the other philosophical reviewer, was given the choice of all major works.
Apart from three of Chevalier's works, Mounier saw little
of interest though he was occasionally able to draw from
this reading for his other writings.

The staff of the

review also included Gabriel Marcel and Jean Bruller, who
later won fame as 'Vercors', but since the context afforded
him little contact with either, he drew little benefit from
this work other than a little money and a lot of experience
in book-reviewing.
A more fruitful experience, on which he had embarked
earlier, was his contribution to a review entitled Apres rna
classe, revue de culture generale.93

Published in the

Gard region, it was founded in January 1929 for the benefit
of young primary school teachers, with the intention~

con-

tributing to their personal education and development,
particularly since they often found themselves teaching in
isolated surroundings.

Although as an agrege, Mounier's

own teaching posts were at a much higher level, he was
92. His first review appeared in the second issue of the
magazine, dated 25 novembre 1929, and his last in that dated
10 decembre 1931.
93. From October 1930 the magazine was known simply as Revue
de culture ,enerale. The magazine was aimed at an audience
roughly
of ahout hal
7_r;nn_ of whom were catholic, and reached a circulation
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interested in all aspects of education and felt able to
help in the project.

His first contribution appeared with

the signature un ami in the first monthly number, under the
rubric Causerie philosophique.94
It was a confused attempt
to explain how laws of causality must be regarded as insufficient if they excluded God as a universal presence and continual cause.

It also showed a degree of self-satisfaction

and pious condescension which initially surprises the reader.

The following month he published a second, more coherent article95 on the nature of opposites and the golden
mean, in which the note of condescension was much less
oppressive.

In the third article,96 a longer, subtler

treatment of the irrational, signed in his own name, the
condescension was almost absent, all that remained was a
tendency to moralise, which in a diminished form he never
lost, and a self assurance which was henceforth his constant
characteristic.

As the titles suggest, all these articles

were strongly marked by the kind of catholic Bergsonism he
had inherited from Chevalier, and there is little in these
ot. the succeeding essays which adds to the picture already
traced. During the course of these pieces, he did, however,
develop a range of interests and a maturity which prepared
his later career, and while some of the subjects he treated
were of passing interest, many also anticipated or reflected

94.

'Cause et condition', Apres rna classe, janvier 1929,rJ4-17.

95. 'Contraires et contradictoires, ou, de la discorde' ,
Apres rna classe, fevrier 1929J~63-65.
96. 'L'idee d'irrationnel', Apres ma classe, mars 1929, p.
110-115.
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Thus, articles on an

obscure contemporary theory of language, 98 on how to treat
0
0
11 y, 99 or on recent Vlews
0
E lnsteln
sceptlca
o

f American

0

0
0
100 were lntersperse
0
dOh
C1Vl01 lsatlon,
Wlt ones on Pascal 101
102
and Bergson,
and more general ones on, for example,
o

teac h lng p hOI
1 osop hy. 103

They increased in length and scope
W1t h a 1ong ser1es on P~
eguy 104 at th e t1me hO1S b 00k was due
o

o

0

0

to appear, but perhaps the most revealing series was that
entitled L'action intellectuelle ou de l'influence.105

In

it he analysed how one mind can bring another mind to modify
itself, and began to develop his view of influence as a
form of presence in the world and dialogue with others.
106
Attacking JUlien Benda,
he called for a return to the
97. The Bibliotheque Nationale annexe at Versailles possesses only numbers 1-3 of the magazine. The only accessible
source for the other articles Mounier published in it is the
set of typed duplicates kept in the Bibliotheque Mounier.
Some of the articles have also been posthumously reprinted
elsewhere. See also n.l0S below.
98. Apres rna classe, mars and avril 1930. The theory was
that advanced by Ie pere Marcel Jousse, whose work he had
dealt with in a book review.
99. Ibid., janvier 1930.
100. Ibid., octobre 1930. He was particularly concerned
with the views of Georges Duhamel, who had recently written
of his visit to America.
101.

Ibid., avril 1929.

102. Ibid., juillet 1929.
103. Ibid., octobre, novembre and decembre 1929.
104. Ibid., novembre and decembre 1929, janvier, mars and
mai 1930.
105. Revue de culture generale, from octobre 1931 to mai
1932, it is reproduced in the Bulletin des amis d'E.Mounier,
no.4 .'janvier 1954 , 2-16.
106. Benda in his Trahison des clercs, had decreed that the
role of an intellectual was incompatible with involvement in
the world, and specifically in politics.
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philosopher's forgotten role as teacher and guide, and
for the re-establishment of contemplation as a value through
the renewal of intellectual action.

Though dominated by

the figures of Peguy and Maritain, Mounier was clearly grappling
with the questions rising from the preparation of Esprit,
and working towards a first statement of what was to be his
life's work.

While these articles undoubtedly allowed him

to define his thought and to increase his powers of expressian, they also obliged him to adjust to a partly non-catholic audience, a new experience for him and one which proved
valuable in the establishment of Esprit as a non-sectarian
review.

On a personal level, it is evident from the tone

of h5 early articles that Mounier was acutely aware of his
role as a member of the intellectual elite, and that his
newly acquired status had gone to his head.

Though he did

not reduce the implied assessment of his own importance,
he rapidly learned a more seemly modesty, less likely to
antagonise those whom he felt called to instruct.

This

was a simple but important stage in adapting to the position
of spiritual leader which he already saw as his vocation.
At Easter 1929, he was introduced by Jean Guitton to
another movement among primary school teachers.
Aix-en-Provence,

Based in

the Davidees107 were a group of catholic

teachers in state schools, who, as well as forming a circle
of friendship, held devotional and intellectual retreats,
107. For full details on the movement, see Jean Guitton, a~s
Davidees (Paris, 1967). Named after the heroine of Rene Bazin's
novel Davidee Birot, these institutrices had formed a group to
sustain each other in their religious beliefs and to explore
w~ys.of pu~ting thei! belie~s into legitimate fo~ms of action
w1th1n the1r.profess10nal 11ves. In this they received considerable support from the clergy.
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and published a monthly bulletin entitled Aux Davidees.
Their aim was to enrich their intellectual and ~piritua1
lives, and to come to terms with teaching in secular schools.
The initiator and inspiration of the movement was MIle
. S·l
..
1·Ity ma de an
M arle
1 ve, 108 a teac h er w h ose splrltua
immediate impression on Mounier, and whose simplicity and
serenity led him to return several times to the movement's
meetings:

Not only did he find peace, however, he also saw

there a first tentative solution to the problem of action.
Until this time he had seen two possibilities - either to
remain a sedentary intellectual, with unsullied integrity
but without effective influence, or to commit himself to
effective action and accept the accompanying party discipline, lies and erosion of spiritual life.

With the Davi-

d!es he saw a pure, discreet, but apparently effective form
of action based on spiritual values and carried out through
109
personal contact.
He was so enthusiastic that he offered to write a
regular column in the monthly bulletin.

The offer was

gratefully accepted, and from November 1929 under the heading 'Lettres philosophiques', he contributed a series of
articles some five or six pages long, intended to provne
the reader with a means of approaching philosophical sub-

108. Marie Silve, born in the 1890's, had entered the
traditionally secular 'Ecole Normale' system and from 1913
taught in primary schools in the region of Aix-en-Provence.
In 1916 she founded the Davidees group with a few other
institutrices, and continued to direct it with increasing
success, while remaining a teacher.
109. Oeuvres, IV, p.444.
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jects, usually in the form of an edifying discourse
expressed in simple language.

Written under the pseudonym

of Jean Sylvestre, they are of no great interest outside
their immediate context, but reflected the preoccupations
he was also expressing elsewhere.

Descartes and themes of

meditation were gradually replaced by Peguy, Maritain and
themes of action, but since his contributions were all aimed
at a devout catholic audience, they tended to fall too
eas ily into pious homily.

More than with Apre's rna classe,

Mounier was aware of his prestigious position and conceived
himself as an intermediary between the people and the truth,
adopting the full status of clerc which the French intellectual elite felt entitled to claim.110
At the same time as Mounier was writing for them, the
group carne under attack from one of the leading defenders
of secular education, M. Marceau Pivert, who in a speech
to the conference of the Ligue de l'enseigIiement111 accused
them of subverting the la!city of public education.

They

were, he said, a secret society intent on infiltrating
among and converting primary school teachers with the active
support of the catholic hierarchy and its various organi110. The propensity for French writers to consider themselves
as a kind of lay clergy was implicit in many of the debates
between the wars, though it was by no means unique to the
period. Benda's book Le trahison des clercs (Paris,1927) is
a characteristic example. Sartre, as he described himself in
Les Mots (Paris, 1961) also had a similar conception.
111. The speech, delivered on 7 June 1930, was reprinted
under the ti t le 'Une entreprise de It noyautage II de l'enseignement public - les Davidees', in L'Ecole Liberatrice, 28 jUin
1930 ,p.553-554.
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This was not the first time that suspicion had

fallen on catholics in national education: larcit~ had
always been a sensitive issue.

Although he exaggerated the

strength of the David6es and overestimated their effect,
Pivert's interpretation of their action as 'une entreprise
de noyautage' was quite compatible with the facts.

Amid

the controversy that raged for some months afterwards,
Mounier wrote an article in their defence.112 Speaking
under a pseudonym, he held,that their action was valuable
from a catholic point of view, entirely consistent with the
principle of secular education and protected by the constitutional right of freedom of thought.

This long, closely

documented and argued article was reproduced separately and
distributed in some quantity.

It may have helped the move-

ment to weather the crisis, and certainly won Mounier friends
among catholic teachers, many of .hom later helped to form
the hard core of Esprit subscribers.

The substance of his

defence was to reject Pivert's suspicions as implying an
unreasonable degree of Machiavellian iptention on the teachers' part.

The posture of wounded innocence was, however,

too ingenuous to be plausible, and although he was probably
right in asserting that the letter of the law had not been
transgressed, he could Dot convincinglY,argue

that the

David~es were observing the spirit of secularity in education.

Although no more details of his involvement are

112.'Une
amiti6 spirituelle: Les Davi.dees ", La vie spIrItuelle, no.139 (avril-juin 1931),p66-91, signed "Fran~ois
Chauv i e r e s ".
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available, Mounier drew from this affair a new experience
of public controversy and was for the first time seriously
embattled on an important issue.

It was excellent train-

ing for the future.

c)

Maritain.

Perhaps the most important meeting of this period was
with Jacques Maritain, who held the key to an important
section of the catholic intellectual milieu in Paris, as well
as part of the provincial intelligentsia.
Their first
113
meeting was some time in late 1928.
Maritain, born in
1882 of a protestant family, had been conv.erted, with his
wife, to catholicism in 1906.

During his successful career

as a scholar and philosopher, he had acquired a high esteem
in catholic circles, and contributed much to the Thomist
revival in France.

As was the case with many catholic

113. Albert B6guin, in "Une vie', Esprit, d6cembre 1950, p .
966, suggested that the meeting was in the autumn. The
first mention in Mounier's notebooks is dated 17 d6cembre
1928 (Oeuvres, IV, p.442). The reasons for their first
meeting are not clear. Mme. Mounier suggested that it was
in connexion with his book on P~guy (in a footnote in Oeuvres;
IV, p.442). This seems unlikely, however, since his rediscovery of Peguy dates from Christmas 1928. It would hardly
have been in connexion with his thesis, since he was only
beginning to look for a subject with his official tutors at
that time, and in any ~ase there is no mention of such a
motivation in his letters or papers. Chevalier would hardly
have introduced his favourite pupil to a virulent antiBergsonian whom he did not like. Even Jacques Petit in his
edition of their correspond5nce (Maritain-Mounier 1929-1939
(Paris 1973)) leaves the question undecided (ibid~,p.17).
It would be interesting to discover by what process Mounier's
next step into the catholic intellectual elite was initiated,
but it must remain undecided until further information
becomes available.
It is reasonably certain that the first
important contact was when Mounier attended a meeting between
catholic and orthodox intellectuals at Maritain's home on 17
Dece~ber 1928 (?euvres,IV,p.442), though he may have been to
earl1er ones wh1ch were not recorded.
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intellectuals, he became associated with the Right-wing
Action francaise movement, which was publicly condemned
by Rome in 1926.

When Mounier met him he was groping for

a new political philosophy compatible with his catholic
faith, and had set down his first conclusions in a book,
Primaut6 du spirituel!14 which had a great influence on
young catholics and in particular on Mounier.

His argument

was directly inspired by the lessons of 1926.

On the one

hand the Church, he said, having jurisdiction in all ethical
and spiritual matters, was superior to politics in the
hierarchy of values.

In so far as moral and metaphysical

questions were involved in politics, he went on, the
Church had an indirect power over temporal affairs, and
furthermore had the right to define the extent of its own
intervention.

On the other hand, he insisted, the Church

must never be subordinated to, or annexed by any political
party or ideology, Right-wing or Left-wing, for the temporal
had no jurisdiction in spiritual matters.

The Church in its

wisdom left it to the conscience of the individual to choose
his political preferences, he argued, though it had the
right to condemn those it saw as incompatible with the faith.
Calling for a return to the principles

(though not the

institutions) of the Middle Ages, he declared that the
spiritual force which guided history led to a universalism
which must be sought through God alone, and called for a
spiritual crusade to restore the primacy of contemplation

114.

Jacques Maritain, Primaute du spirituel (Paris, 1927).
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and revealed truth, which must be fought for, even though
its triumph might not be certain.

Much of this was repea-

ted in Mounier's own writings, and although he soon developed a more Left-wing political position than Maritain, he
was always adamant that no temporal movement should try to
annexe the Church.

He also accepted Maritain's distinction

between action en chr~tien and action en tant que chr~tien,
which 'mea~t ' that a particular political commitment could
be inspired by but not necessitated by christian principles.
In many respects Maritain's political philosophy was an
articulation of the currents of thought underlying the
A.C.J.F., and later it was taken widely to offer a theoretical basis for christian democracy.

At the time Primaut~ du

spirituel appeared, Mounier had made no real attempt to
formulate his own political ideas, so that Maritain's ideas,
cogently expressed and in harmony with Mounier's ideological
background, made a strong impression on him.

Their effect

was further increased by personal contact and by Maritain's
assuming the role of mentor to Mounier.
On a philosophical level, Maritain's influence on
Mounier was less apparent.

The teaching of Chevalier ensured

that Mounier was not responsive to the kind of post-Kantian
neo-Thomism which Maritain offered: he was too much of a
Bergsonian to find it attractive.

One important concept,

however, was that of the person as opposed to the individual.
Though it was a common-place of catholic theology, particularly in connexion with the three persons of God, its formu-
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lation by Maritain was influential in the development of
Mounier's thought.

Maritain defined the person as 'une

subsist~nce individuelle complete de nature intellectuelle
i ons ' 115 w h lC
i h was only f·ound In
e tAtmal resse de ses ac t lons,

its perfect form in saints, because its ultimate centre
was God.

The individual was, for him, a material entity,

isolated and egocentric because matter was the principle
of individuation and division.116 As a result of these two
being confused by both the Renaissance and the Reformation,
individualism had been able to establish its pernicious
reign, he held, and the only remedy to the situation was
the re-establishment of a christian state which would be
'aussi fondamentalement anti-individualiste que fonciere.
,117
Though his vocabulary was fresh,
ment personna 1Iste .
the distinction was old, and Maritain did not dwell on it,
though he may justly claim to have contributed to the upsurge of interest in the concept of the person in the
early 1930's.

Its importance as a focal point in Mounier's

thought will become amply evident.
While Maritain's most important role in Mounier's
development was partly in the founding of Esprit, which will
be examined in a later chapter, he also provided Mounier
with access to a large part of the Parisian christian intelligentsia.
115.
116.
117.

The monthly gatherings at the Maritains' horne

J. Maritain, Trois reformateurs

Ibid., p.2S.
Ibid., p.32.

(Paris, 1925), p.27.
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in Meudon were centres of debate and information which
attracted a wide variety of thinkers and artists.
as meeting many of his own contemporaries,

As well

Mounier there

met writers of the stature of Gabriel Marcel,118 Charles
du Bos, 119 Marcel Arland,120 and Nicolas Berdyaev.121
this way he had an early and privileged introduction

In
to

the most energetic and influential of the catholic laymen
and quickly established a network of sympathy and support
which stood him in good stead during the rest of his life.
Once again, the mechanisms of catholic ~lite-formation
operated efficiently,

and Maritain, the last of Mounier's

living mentors, proved to be his most useful patron.

118. Gabriel Marcel (b.1889) after long studies in philosophy became a catholic in 1929. He combined writing plays
and literary criticism with philosophical articles and
established himself as an independent thinker who has often
been described as existentialist.
Politically conservative,
he Was one of France's most eminent chris tian ph i lesaphers ,
119. Charles Du Bos (1882-1939), art historian, literary
critic and essayist, was early associated with Gide and the
Nouvelle Revue Fran~aise. He became interested in christian
mysticism, and his catholicism inspired his literary analyses, which were highly influential during his lifetime.
120. Marcel Arland (b.1899), after an early association
with the dadaIst movement, joined the Nouvelle Revue Fran~aise, which he directed from 1953. His main reputation
lay in his work as a novelist and as a journalist, and he
Was on close terms with many of the intellectual leaders of
the 1920's and 30's.
121. Nicolas Aleksandrovitch Berdyaev (1874-1948), after
an active participation in the Russian socialist movement
before and during the Revolution of 1917, became preoccupied
with a transcendental mysticism which led to his explusion
from Russia in 1922 as an Idealist. He settled in Paris in
1925 where he wrote the larger part of his work. He was
considered a major figure in christian existentialist thought,
and his analyses of Soviet Russia were widely received. He
was an early contributor to Esprit.
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d)

P~guy.

In the spring of 1929 Mounier re-read some of the
works of Charles P~guy, 122 and was immediately filled with
enthusiasm for him.

He had been asked to give a lecture

on P~guy and in preparing it, he developed the notion of
..
wrltlng
a b 00k on h'1m. 123

Maritain encouraged him in this.

He was responsible for editing a series of philosophical
and religious books for the Roseau d'Or collection, and
asked Mounier, along with two other young men, Marcel p~guy124
and Georges Izard,
him.

125

to prepare manuscripts on P~guy for

Mounier went to work with enthusiasm and by March 1930

had finished his allotted section.
swift and less prolific.

His colleagues were less

When La pens~e de Charles p~gUy126

122. Charles P~guy (1873-1914), poet and journalist, moved
from an early socialism to a highly individual form of catholicism. A leading dreyfusard and a staunch republican, his
main work was published in his Cahiers de la Quinzaine. He
was killed in action in the Battle of the Marne. The fullest study is Jean Delaporte, Connaissance de P~guy (Paris,
1944), 2 vols., (revised edition 1959).
123. Of. Oeuvres, IV, p.445-446, 452-453.
124. Marcel P~guy, son of Charles, a near contemporary of
Mounier's whose only apparent claim to celebrity is a series
of books, articles and anthologies on his late father. He
also edited the 'PI~iade' edition of his works.
125. Georges Izard, two years older than Mounier, had studied
at the Sorbonne, and was forging a successful career as a
lawyer. Extremely active in the early years of Esprit (see
Chap.2), he was a d~pute in the Front populaire and went on to
participate in the socialist party and plead in several important cases. He was elected to Massis' chair in the 'Academie
Fran~aise' in 1971.
126. E. Mounier, G. Izard, M. Peguy, La pensee de Charles
Peguy (Paris, 1931). Mounier's contribution is reprinted in
Oeuvres, I, p.13-109.
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finally appeared in early 1931, it contained, apart from
Mounier's contribution,

a section by Marcel P~guy entitled

'La pens~e politique et socia1e', some 90 pages long, and
110 pages from Georges Izard entitled 'La pens~e religieuse'.
The bulk of the volume was occupied by Mounier's

200 page-

long 'Vision des hommes et du monde', and his eight page
preface.

In addition he had some thirty pages of biblio-

graphy, whichw(re printed e1sewhere.127
To understand the importance of Mounier's work, and
its context, it is instructive to look briefly at the state
of studies on P~guy when it appeared.

There was as yet no

complete edition of his works, although the Nouvelle Revue
Francaise was in process of producing one, a substantial
part of which had already been published.
works were otherwise unobtainable.

Most of his

A dozen books had been

written mostly by PEguy's associates,128

and numerous arti-

cles had appeared, among whose authors, Maurice Barr!s129
and Henri Massis,130

Robert Garrit31nd Maurice de Gandi1-

127. In Documents de la vie intellectuelle,
1931, 147-176.

20 janvier

128. These were mostly anecdotal or hagiographic, or else
literary appreciations.
The most bulky and most recent was
by Jerome & Jean Tharaud, Notre cher P~guy (Paris, 1925),
2 vols. Mounier was in contact with the circle of P~guy's
family and associates.
129. Maurice Barres (1862-1923) spent an active political
and literary career which made him a prominent figure of
the catholic, nationalist Right-wing.
130. Henri Massis (1886-1970), a writer and journalist,
was a close associate of Charles Maurras' at Action francaise. He was a virulent polemist and a recurrent adversary
of Mounier's.
131. Robert Garric, a socially concerned catholic journalist,
had organised the 'Equipes sociales' to alleviate some of
the worst effects of urban poverty. He was a conservative
in the christian democratic tradition, and editor of a catholic youth magazine, Revue des Jeunes. Mounier was involved
in a polemic with him in 1933 (see Chapter 2).
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lac132 were the most prominent and prolific.133
polarisation

is immediately visible.

A distinct

The two former names

were closely associated with Action francaise, the two
latter were identified with the liberal, more socially
conscious elements of the catholic intelligentsia.
same polarisation

The

is reflected in the two periodicals which

had devoted special numbers to P~guy.

LeMail

of Orl~ans134

had assembled an impressive list of friends and admirers to
contribute articles with a largely poetic and social emphasis.

Published in P~guy's birthplace with the encourage-

ment of his family, the issue contained a broad spectrum
of reputable catholic writers mostly of a liberal and intellectual tinge, though it did find room for Montherlant.
The other periodical to devote itself to P6guy was Les

132. Maurice de Gandillac, philosopher and journalist, was
a near contemporary of Mounier's. Though an academic
philosopher, he was open to progressive political ideas and
contributed later to Esprit. He remained a friend of
Mounier's.
133. This is gauged by the quantity of articles noted in
Mounier's bibliog~aphy of works on Peguy.
134. Le Mail, no.XII (Printemps 1929), 1-103, special number entitled 'Charles Peguy, poete de Jeanne d'Arc'. It consisted mairif of reminiscences in the formd letters to the
compilers, often quite short, interspersed with unpublished
texts by peguy. Contributions carne from Marcel Abraham,
Charles Lucas de Peslouan, Henri Roy, Stanislas Fumet, Roland
Dorgeles, Henri de Montherlant, Maurice Genevoix, Jacques
Copeau, Julien Benda, Philippe Guiberteau, Robert Garric,
Marcel P~guy, Roger Secr~tain.
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cahiers 1930,135 an organ of the Jeune Droite.136
stressed the nationalistic

It

and religious aspects of his

writings and tended to assimilate him to its own refurbished Maurassism, under the sympathetic guidance of Henri
Massis.

Many, though not all, of the contributors were

themselves prominent in the attempts to rejuvenate the
political Right.

This division among those who felt them-

selves to be sympathisers,

if not followers, of P~guy stems

from the ambiguities and frequently the contradictions,
which coexisted within his thought, laying it open to conflicting interpretations.
nationalists

P~guy was alternately annexed by

and by democrats with apparent ease, and it

seemed that almost any shade of politic~opinion
support in his writings.

could find

It was with this situation in

mind that Mounier expressed, in his avant-propos,

the wish

to paint Peguy, 'warts and all', without introducing distortions which might have given his subject more partisan
appeal.

How far he expected to satisfy both sides is a

135. Les Cahiers 1930, no.6 Cfebrier 1930), special number
entitled 'Porche ~ l'oeuvre de Charles Peguy', it consisted
of a series of 'billets' from Peguy to Henri Massis, followed
by a series of commentaries on various of his texts. Contributors were Jean-Pierre Maxence, Marcel P~guy, Jean
Godme, Elie Rabourdin, Andre Charlier, H.-R. de Simony, Jean
Chauvy, Augustin Fransque, Bernard Guyon, Jacques de Grix,
Rene Pintard, Robert Francis.
136. A term loosely employed to designate the various
magazines and organisations which formed the current of men
who had come of age since the war, were inspired by Charles
Maurras , and since the condemnation of 1926 .had at least
nominally been independ.nt of Action Francalse.
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matter of speculation, for he did not propose a purely
descriptive essay.

In referring to 'les erreurs, les

injustices involontaires de ce juste', and his 'grandeur
herissee de defauts' ,137 he admitted, at least implicitly,
to proposing a number of value-judgements which in turn
implied a point of view, which he knew to be at variance
with other current interpretations.

His object, however,

was less to convince those familiar with Peguy, than to
introduce and recommend him to those who knew little or
nothing of him,'d'eveiller

l'interet et d'ouvrir les voies

~ une 1ecture di1recte., 138

Having been greatly inspired

by Peguy, he was anxious to communicate his inspiration to
others with the further, but unstated, aim of continuing
what he saw as Peguy's mission.
care
1

'P'"
eguy n 't
es

pas mor t'l
, 1

This is why he could deest' 1nac heve
ev~ '•139

The

point was left undeveloped, but its significance emerges
unmistak,ably in retrospect.
While acknowledging the intrinsic interest of the
book, the intention of this study is to examine it for the
light it throws on Mounier's development~

It is a platitude

of studies on Mounier to apply his statements about Peguy
to him~elf: he speaks for instance of Peguy's thought as:

137.

Oeuvres, I, p.13.

138.

Ibid., p.14.

139.

Ibid., p.14.
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quelque chose cornme les visions d'un proph~te, ces
idees multip1es, serrees, fecondes, inepuisables a
l'usage, qui apparaissent d'abord en foule bigarre~~
et peu a peu rev~lent leur plus profonde parente.1
Something in this description, when divested of the linguistic extravagance, is true of Mounier.

There are, how-

ever, a number of objections to the simple transference of
this and other remarks.

Mounier was not writing even

indirectly about himself, and such remarks could not conceivably have been applied to him either as he was when he
wrote, or as he saw his future at that time.

His comments

were often made in imprecise, emotive and unverifiable
terms which with a little imagination, may be applied to
many thinkers.

The fact that he was writing of a man he

admired intensely, and that consciously or unconsciously he
modelled his own life in many ways on Peguy's, is not sufficient ground for arguing that his assessment of Peguy is
an accurate assessment of himself, however similar the
two men were.

With these reservations in mind, Monnier's

account of Peguy still affords substantial evidence of his
own preoccupations and aspirations.

(ii) Life and truth.

--------------

The first major topic to appear was the inseparable
union of thought and action in Peguy's life.

Peguy's

position, according to Mounier, was that man was initially

140.

Oeuvres, I, p.14-15.
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a whole, his thought and action expressing in different
ways the same indivisible reality, and that they only
became separated by an artificial distinction based on a
spurious rationalism.

Peguy held that the authentic source

of this original wholeness and the highest inspiration of
thought was to be sought in the common people, Mounier went
on; they alone were equipped to guide the philosopher in his
search for a truth which expresses all human reality.

Be-

cause Peguy's writings always sprang from historical events,
Mounier argued, and because his concepts referred directly
to specific people, his thought was highly concrete, and
if at times this led to oddities in his vocabulary, it was
because he was so firmly entrenched in his time.

In this

analysis Mounier was visibly working towards the key concept
of incarnation, which later became a central point of his
thought.

What is noteworthy is that he conceived thought

as being given an incarnation, as against Peguy who in his
earlier writings appeared to suggest the reverse: thought,
or ideology, being generated by a social group, the peuple,
and formulated by the thinker or ideologist.
Next he considered truth, which he took to be Peguy's
overriding aim.

For him, Mounier argued, the philosopher

was the man for whom no sacrifice was so great as to prevent him seeking and speaking the truth.

On this point

Peguy's teaching seemed entirely at one with Jacques
Chevalier's.

-
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Le culte de la v~rit~ est le plus scrupuleux des
cultes. Elle est pr~cieuse en soi parce qu'elle
est divine. Seule une ime grossi~re se satisfait
a distinguer de grandes v~rit~s •.• et le menu fretin
des petites v~rit~s. Ce sont les petits mensonges
et les petites injustices, lentement infiltr~s, qui
pourrissent un pays et n~cessitent une revolution.141
Although Mounier might not be certain of its precise content, he at all times held truth to be an absolute value,
particularly in his early writings.

As the thirties

progressed the corollary became prominent: the war on lies,
which this passage clearly suggests, and which became an
increasing aspect of Esprit's work.

The mention of revolution

evokes an important future development, particularly suggesting the task of self-purification which every personalist
revolutionary had to undertake if the revolution was to be
the victory of truth and justice.
The final section of Mounier's introductory chapter
was devoted to the structure of P~guy's thought, and his
assimilation of Bergson.

Non-systematic and at first sight

disorderly, his writings reflected, in Mounier's view, the
concern to express reality rather than to impose an order
on it.

He thought Peguy's early contact with Bergson had

given him not a systematic doctrine, but an awareness of the
youth and vitality which philosophy could have, along with
a collection of concepts and a language with which to elucidate his own thought.

Mounier felt that it would be erro-

neous to regard P~guy as a mere disciple of Bergson's,
since his thought was no mere repetition of the master's

141.

Oeuvres, I, p.2S.
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word.

To supportfuis view, Mounier pointed;fhe

difference of style.

striking

As against Bergson's method of build-

ing up his argument in a rational development, he pointed
out that Peguy's writing was not neatly ordered because life
was not neatly ordered, and the acceptance, which Bergson
reached by reason, of an order beyond any rational system,
was the premiss on which Peguy's work was based.
own much-repeated

Mounier's

refusal of systematic philosophy was

firmly rooted in the same considerations.

The next chapter of the book, entitled

'La denonciation

de la pensee toute faite', presented Peguy as a declared
adversary of what was misleadingly

called intellectualisme.

This did not mean that he was against intelligence, Mounier
explained, quite the contrary, what he attacked was its
restriction to a rigid and mechanical operation.
Une logique raide peut laisser echapper les replis
de l'erreur •••• C'est une logique souple •••qui
poursuit, qui atteint, qui dessine lesgnuosites
des fautes et des deficiences ••.• La raideur est
essentiellement infidele et c'est la souplesse
qui est fidele.142
This passage from Peguy sums up the argument.
for Peguy, complex and often unpredictable,
therefore the philosophical

Truth was,

Mounier argued,

apparctus used to transcribe it

in conceptual terms had to be sufficiently

flexible without

142. Oeuvres, I, p.31. The quotation is from Peguy's
'Casse-cou'; see C~ Peguy, Oeuvres en prose, I (Paris, 1959),
p.311. The omissions are Mounier's.
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being imprecise.

The criterion used in the defence of the

flexible intellect was fidelity, specifically fidelity to
reality or truth.

But for both Peguy and Mounier the

terms reality and truth seem interchangeable and were not
defined, except in terms of their opposites.

The opposite

of the flexible intellect, 'la pensee toute faite', was
the subject of some of Peguy's most vehement attacks, for,
as Mounier explained, a ready-made coat is easier to buy
but less likely to fit the wearer than one made to measure,
so it is easier to think in ready-made categories with
little chance of accurately understanding realit~ than to
create new and appropriate ways of thinking.

He argued

that Peguy condemned the kind of abstract thought that
refused to accept the teaching of experience, since it could
not, except by accident, correspond to reality.

Instead,

he continued, Peguy felt that thought should spring from
and reflect experience of the real world, resisting the
temptations of mental sloth or the easy brilliance which
dazzled without enlightening.

He was sure that such a

procedure was the only way to avoid rigidity and therefore
error.

He made it clear that Peguy was not trying to con-

struct a monism which would tend to suppress or ignore
differences in thought or between people.

This, he stressed,

would be confusing and dishonest, and since lucidity and
honesty were the only effective ways to conduct intellectual
enquiry or personal relationships, Peguy was rather arguing
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for a kind of pluralism, such as he tried to practice at
his Cahiers de la Quinzaine.

In exploring Peguy's ideo-

logical pluralism, Mounier was dealing with a concrete
problem, since he was already nurturing plans for founding
his own review.143 Pluralism required harmony between
unlike people, or dissimilar modes of thought, he went on,
and Peguy was convinced that many of what appeared to be
contradictions could be resolved by considering them as
merely different ways of looking at things, equally valid
and even complementary.

In the history of philosophy, for

example, Peguy saw different systems as running parallel,
he said, and to set them in opposition was to misunderstand
their true aim.

He pointed out that, following Bergson,

Peguy saw every philosophy as consisting of a central intuition of reality, which was its particular contribution,
and a more or less systematic form, which was expendable,
the apparent contradictions springing from the forms and
leaving the essences intact.

He explained that Peguy's

early writings presented these essences as part of a universal harmony, while in later works they appeared as markers
on the path to wisdom, and finally as a christian convert,
Peguy had adopted a more modest view of each thinker elucidating in his own way one of the infinite aspects of eternal
truth.

This last view prepared Mounier's own later insis-

tence that personalism, his own chosen philosophy, was
143. Mounier had been thinking of the project for some
time, and the conversation during which the decision was
made took place on 6 December 1930. His Peguy was published
in January 1931 after some delay.
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capable of virtually as many different varieties as there
were personalists, without necessarily entailing contradiction.

Mounier was, however, aware of the criticism

that such an attitude could lead to the toleration of carelessness and excess in the expression of a doctrine, and
was quick to defend P~guy against the charge.

Apparent

excesses, he argued, should be viewed in the total context
of the work concerned, particularly since P~guy was often
engaged in vigorous polemic, and frequently omitted to
counterbalance his statements with the necessary reservations.
Mounier conceded that P~guy's thought on the point was a
little confused and demonstrably false if taken to mean that
all philosophies were in essence mutually compatible.
Learning from P~guy's mistakes, Mounier later tried always
to make explicit reservations where he felt they were called
for, though in the heat of polemic he felt he was allowed
a certain licence.
One important value which Mounier took from P~guy was
the belief that it was more important to witness disinterestedly for the truth than to establish the correctness of
a particular point of view.
Nous n'avons pas mission de faire triompher la
v~rit~, disait Pascal, mais seulement de combattre
pour elle. C'est l'enseignement meme de P~guy. 144
For Mounier this entailed that, since God was the final
judge and victor, it was less important to win than to
fight well.

144.

Victory held dangerous temptations, he warned,

Oeuvres, I, p.S1.
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leading to mortal pride and possible ossification, in any
case it was a gift from God which did not depend on our
merit.

This conception of philosophy was Mounier's own

view.

The aim of witnessing to the truth as opposed to

ensuring practical success was at the crux of his early
writings.

He only gradually began to recognise the impor-

tance of efficacy.

Even then, the concern to be un temoin

was scarcely eroded,

In Mounier's judgement, Peguy's tea-

ching was so pure as to render insignificant and unjust the
criticisms aimed at him, specifically by Julien Benda,145
on the grounds of his inconsistency, his tendency to equate
persons and concepts, or the limitation of his mental world
to France.

Benda's reproach that he betrayed the intellect

by commitment in the world he regarded as irrelevant in view
of the inseparability of thought and action.

Mounier passed

rapidly over the accusation of idolising heroism, which he
admitted, was a value for Peguy, though not the highest, and
properly defined was another way of expressing intellectual
courage and 'l'impulsion que donne la soif de justice et de
verite,.146

If he seemed to praise war, Mounier suggested,

it was war in a just and noble cause, honorably fought,
that he praised.

Mounier thus refuted the exaggerated

charges brought by Benda and thereafter felt no need to
defend Peguy on these issues.

He went on to point out the

remarkable justice Peguy displayed even in the heat of argumente
145. Benda, Trahison des clercs (Paris, 1927), and Fin de
l'eternel (Paris, 1929).
146.
Oeuvres, I, p.S2.
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Dans sa polemique meme, nulle violence pour la
violence, nul grossissement, nulle insinuation,
nulle offense biaisee, nul trait pour faire mal
a l'adversaire parce qu'il est adversaire. La 147
plus dure riposte est la plus exacte d'intention.
This estimate of Peguy was the model which Mounier himself
tried, not always with success, to follow in his own writings, though his account of Peguy's qualities in this
respect was rather overstated.

But while he was insuffi-

ciently critical, his analysis was strongly supported by
the evidence he adduced, and he gave a strong statement of
the case on Peguy's behalf.

In the following chapter Mounier examined Peguy's
analysis of habit as the enemy of authentic existence,
assimilable to the mechanical as opposed to the creative
side of life.

He pointed to Peguy's affirmation of the

value of creative living in the dimension of la duree, as
against the encroaching sterility of the mechanical and
habitual.

To Peguy's mind, he said, past events could be

retained either by living memory or by inscription in history, memory implying that the person had been creatively
,~~~~~d

in the events, and was therefore able to recreate

them, history implying that, not having been involved in
the events, he could only recount them in a detached and
objective manner, thereby robbing them of their reality.
For Peguy, the past possessed less reality than the present,
he argued, though as part of la duree it retained a level

147.

Oeuvres, I, p.54.
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of reality which could be communicated
prepared fully to experience it.

9Y

someone who was

Similarly, he said, works

of art or literature tended to lose the freshness of their
first creation, but Peguy thought that the receptive reader
or spectator could restore life to the work by a creative
response which overcame the ravages of habit.

The same

conflict between creation and habit, he suggested, underlay Peguy's account of private and public life.

He explained

that Peguy held public virtue to spring from private virtue,
and private intimacy, where la duree was most intensely
experienced, to be the source of creativity and life.

It

followed, he argued, that Peguy saw publicity as parasitic
on truth and creativity, turning its authentic and private
raw material into simplified, distorted forms of facility
and habit.

Although Mounier was not long in abandoning

Peguy's vocabulary, his own thought had roots in this analysis.

His suspicion of public language and the lies accom-

panying large-scale projects was an obvious case.

In a

more general sense, Mounier's later action was based on
meeting persons, directly or indirectly, in their own privacy, entering their homes and their meditations in order
to communicate honestly.

Although the practice was less

thorough than the theory, Mounier succeeded in surrounding
Esprit with an atmosphere of intimacy and human warmth
which few intellectual movements achieved.

Its recurrent

emphasis on the analysis of private experience as a vital
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part of the review's work can be traced, in some measure,
to his study of peguy.

Perhaps also Peguy's denunciation

of academic historical work strengthened Mounier's resolution to reject the tempting path which led to a Chair at
the Sorbonne.

There is also an echo of this in his prefer-

ence at Esprit for publishing eye-witness accounts rather
than more thorough but more deta,ched analyses, particularly
in the case of international events.
Next, Mounier looked at the best-known of Peguy's
antinomies - mystique against politique.

Mystique was the

positive pole, corresponding to the creative intuition
within la duree, it was the unspoilt essence of any doctrine, and while its formulation came late in Peguy's
development, Mounier argued, it was implicit in all that
went before.

Initially he had held a secular view of it,

Mounier thought, but in his later life had corne to regard it
as an expression of the divine inspiration in human activity.
In an individual possessing it, the mystique in Peguy's
account, was a force for liberty and justice, Mounier went
on, and since the mystique participated

in the spiritual

reality of the world, all pure mystiques were compatible
with all others.

At the other end of Peguy's polarity,

Mounier continued, the politique was parasitic on the mystique, just as the truth, initially held as an intuitive
experience, gradually deteriorated into logic, with the life
drained away, inert and false.

Peguy saw the politique,

Mounier explained, as based on laziness and facility, unwillingness

to face the insecurity of continually question-
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ing acquired beliefs, and a readiness to rest on ageing
laurels.

He added that it only subsisted by encroaching

on sources of power from outside itself: first taking pure
temporal power, second acquiring intellectual prestige and
third usurping spiritual authority.

The last two tempta-

tions were particular to the intellectual, he said, and
entailed the ultimate treason of confusing the temporal
and eternal orders, which must at all costs be kept distinct. For Peguy, he suggested, mystique and politique
were in permanent opposition: a mystique, belonging to the
eternal order, was in harmony with all other mystiques and
hostile to all poLkiques;

a politique, in the temporal

order, w~s not only hostile to all mystiques but also to all
other politiques.

He explained that Peguy's well-known

dictum, 'tout commence en mystique et finit en politique,148
expressed the inevitability of decay, since time was on the
side of the politique, since the greatest vigilance was
needed to arrest the process, and since continual renewals
were needed to eliminate the dead wood of habit.

The

implications of this analysis for Mounier were very clear.
They were at the root of the problem of ends and means
which bedevilled him throughout his life.

Peguy's uncom-

promising spirituality was always instinctively attractive
to him and he felt ill at ease with anything less than complete spiritual purity of means.

Throughout the thirties

148. Oeuvres, I, p.77, quoted from Peguy's 'Notre jeunesse',
see C. Peguy, Oeuvres en prose, II (Paris, 1961), p.516.
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he was heavily inhibited in his actions as a result, and
although he never really overcame it, he did come to realise
that such purity led in practice to ineffectiveness.

His

distrute for politics can also be traced to P~guy's teachings,
and although he tried to adopt a 'balanced' attitude, he
always tended to think of problems as existing on a primarily spiritual level, with the political ramifications
being mere embodiments of them.

The metaphysical nature of

the mystique served to reinforce his conception of the
world as governed by mind, spirit or ideas: a conception he
never abandoned although he was forced to modify it considerably.
The polarity in P~guy's thought continued into the
field of morality, and the analysis of rigid and flexible
thought could almost be transcribed to apply to it, Mounier
explained, since rigidity was not, in P~guy's opinion, a
criterion of moral worth, and could not take account of the
complexity of moral issues, nor of the effects of suffering
or grace.

Mounier showed the rigid morality as representing

for Peguy a petty-bourgeois

ethic of calculation, security

and tranquU!ity, excluding creative and heroic virtues.

It

seemed to Mounier, as it had seemed to Peguy, that this was
the opposite of the true chTistian life, and neither man
could ever find words harsh enough to denounce the abomination.
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Mounier found one phenomenon which Peguy hated even
more: money, the all-powerful master of the modern world,
which represented for Peguy the temporal in its pure state,
without even the most tenuous link with the ~piritual.

He

said Peguy thought that, elevated to the level of a value
itself, it had come to replace God in many lives, and represented the apotheosis of quantitative materialism, in
which the entire moral framework was caricatured in reverse,
deadly sins becoming the virtues of finance, virtues becoming
commercial folly as money degraded and perverted all that
was good, the Savings Book replacing the Prayer Book.

The

same denunciations constantly recurred under the pen of
Mounier, despite slightly more sophisticated economic considerations, and, like Peguy, he tried, as far as possible,
to base his life on the principles of poverty despite his
opportunities of wealth and the assumptions of his petitbourgeois upbringing.

Cv)
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Mounier next looked more closely at Peguy's doctrine
of time, which, taking much of Bergson's analysis, saw the
dead weight of the past and its determinations meeting and
being enriched by the free and creative being of man in the
instantaneous present.

On this view duration was an irre-

versible process,he explained, and everything tempo~al
inevitably decayed, thereby excluding material progress,
and suggesting that true progress could only be spiritual.
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Since the human form of decay was ageing, Nbunier went on,
Peguy was led to associate spirituality with youth and
innocence rather than age and experience.

Although it is

a commonplace theme, Peguy and Mounier both held youth to
be an important value, and the continual efforts to rejuvenate their respective reviews, along with the repeated
manifestos dwelling on the virtues of youth clearly show
that the concern was real rather than conventional.
Mounier also saw Peguy as concerned about the effect
of temporal decay on the eternal.

Because the two were

inseparably linked, he argued, the soul participated in
the body's decay.

This involved an important principle

of Mounier's later thought, which he established in a short
digression: that the spiritual, though essentially distinct,
was incarnated in the temporal.

Underlying this notion was

the incarnation of Christ, necessary because in this perspective the eternal could only communicate to man by taking
temporal form.

Both Mounier and Peguy insisted that the

spirit was distinct from the world, but was not separate
from it.

It was a difficult point to make and, as both

men's careers demonstrate, easily led to misinterpretation;
but both considered it to be a basic principle of their
action.
Returning to the main line of his argument, Mounier
examined Peguy's concept of la misere, which in one sense
corresponded to a kind of metaphysical destitution such as
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Pascal described, but in another sense contained something
of Baudelaire's ennui.

It was, Mounier said, an all-per-

vading misery, entirely negative, without any of the salutary qualities often attributed to sufferings, and therefore
unrelieved evil, unconditionally to be eradicated.

Because

he could not conceive the situation with any optimism on a
temporal level, Mounier suggested, P~guy eventually abandoned his socialism, and even as a christian he could not
reconcile himself to accepting misery, particularly economic misery, but was struck by feelings of powerlessness in
face of its enormity.

His pessimism led, Mounier said, to

his sometimes claiming that evil was stronger than good,
and, despite everything, would always win.

P~guy, on this

occasion found no echo in Mounier's own optimistic view,
but Mounier felt that he needed to understand this neardespair in order to offer an acceptable remedy.

In the last chapter of the book, Mounier sought to
show how Peguy avoided the final step of despair, and found
'Ie salut par l'esperance'.

Having painted a black picture,

he put it into perspective, referring to it as 'une prem,
.
de d'esentrave., 149
iere operation, une operatlon

He asser-

ted that Peguy's temperament would not allow him to be
satisfied with such a barren philosophy as he had just outlined, but that Peguy had learned that misere, although it

149.

Oeuvres, I, p.109.
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must be endured, could be transfigured by faith in salvation.

Mounie~

explained that this meant man was more

than a physical being governed by the law of matter, and
insofar as he was eternal, and therefore exempt from that
law, he could hope for salvation.

Mounier considered that

Peguy had been too much of a socialist to accept the logical consequences of this view, and had tried to include the
temporal in the process of salvation on the principle of
'aide-toi, Ie ciel t'aidera,.150

Ultimately, he insisted,

Peguy knew that God decided the outcome of the struggle,
but thought that man must use all his energies in the appropriate direction; mystique would still deteriorate into
politique, but, with the aid of the eternal, it could constantly be renewed and recreated.

According to Mounier,

although Peguy thought misery sterile in itself, he conceded
it the virtue of breaking down the shell of self sufficiency
and thought moral misery, or sin, to be an essential part
of salvation: the sinner and the saint being poles of the
axis on which christianity turned.

Where habit and hard-

ness of heart had taken over, Mounier said, P~guy argued
that divine grace could not penetrate, and sin was a fissure
through which grace could enter.

Consequently, he thought,

it was better, in Peguy's terms, to sin, than to adhere to
a rigorous but mechanical morality, since the perspective
thus opened up was a basis for the virtue of hope, which
was at the source of all spiritual vigour, creation and
liberty.

Mounier felt that Peguy's notion of hope, as a

oonstant fidelity to something better despite the contrary
150.

Oeuvres, I, p.112.
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evidence and despite powerful mechanisms in the world,
offered a vision of christianity centring on a perpetual
revolution.

He examined Peguy's view of revolution as a

moral transformation which consisted of a gradual purification of the temporal by the~ernal,
sudden and material upheaval.

rather than as a

There was no calculation

involved, he stressed, because hoping was a non-directed,
confident and care-free abandonment, implying a faith in
the eternal for the outcome.

Mounier saw Peguy's revolution

as a spreading of the christian values and virtues which
would, by some spiritual agency, or, in Peguy's later
thought, by the action of freely given grace, automatically
entail the material and intellectual changes which the
word revolution usually evoked.
At this point, Mounier touched most closely on spiritual aspects, and showed how Peguy's attitudes and his
interpretation of Bergson led necessarily to christian
belief.

Mounier did not hide his own perspective; his

account was highly selective and directed to a culmination
in orthodox catholicism.

Nonetheless, Peguy's thought

contained themes which derived from his early socialism and
were later modified by the introduction of christian and
Bergsonian concepts.

These themes, channelled through the

ethos to which Mounier was most receptive, formed Peguy's
particular contribution to his thought.

The concern with

the concrete and the refusal to abandon the temporal was
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a lesson which Mounier learned from Peguy, but which he
spent the rest of his life learning to implement.

Perhaps

the most significant borrowing was the concept of the
spiritual revolution.

From 1930 onwards it was a problem

which increasingly occupied Mounier's thoughts.

Peguy's

slogan 'la revolution sera morale ou elle ne sera pas,151
was often on his lips, emphasising that spirituality came
before revolution.

But beyond these obvious borrowings

there was a far greater debt.

By his training and incli-

nation, Mounier was disposed to welcome much of Peguy's
thought, as did many catholics of his generation.

Peguy

combined an imaginative interpretation of Bergson with a
clear development towards catholicism, and thereby found
an immediate response in the young Mounier, imbued as he
was with Chevalier's teaching.

He greatly admired Peguy

as a person, for he seemed to embody the heroic and spiritual virtues of catholicism and focus all that Mounier held
valuable into a striking and attractive model.

This deep

affinity emboldened him to explore the dangerous paths
which led away from the traditional conservatism of provincial piety, without feeling that he was betraying the
essence of his faith.

The political dimensions of Peguy's

writing, his utopian socialism and his republican dreyfussisme translated twenty years later into revolutionary

151. It recurs throughout Mounier's work, but most strikingly at the head of his 'Refaire la Renaissance', Oeuvres,
I, p.137.
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personalism and antifascism without too much difficulty.
The terms had changed, but the same spirit presided.
Mounier was permanently marked by his encounter with P~guy.
Consciously and unconsciously he followed his example on
innumerable occasions.

As time passed Peguy's domination

of his thoughts decreased, but it was powerful during the
most formative years of Mounier's intellectual development
and more than any of his living patrons, P~guy can be considered as Mounier's mentor.

(vi)

!~E~~!.

The book, La pensee de Charles Peguy, appeared after
some delay, in January 1931.

Despite the economic slump,

which was affecting book-sales, it was bought in good num152
bers, and the critics received it favourably.
In the
Nouvelle Revue Francaise, Albert Thibaudet paid Mounier
the compliment of taking it as the starting point for an
article on Peguy and Bergson.153 The following month in
the same journal, Gabriel Marcel enthusiastically reviewed
152. The reviews it received are too numerous to list here
in detail. Those mentioned are the more substantial articles,
taken from serious and representative periodicals. N.R.F.
was probably the leading literary journal; Etudes was a highly
respected catholic journal; La revue universelle was a longestablished journal of the Right. Mounier subscribed to an
agency which collected cuttings referring to himself and
later to Esprit. These are collected and available in the
Bibliotheque Mounier. The collection includes a number of
articles and reviews on his peguy.
153. A. Thibaudet, 'Reflexions - Peguy et Bergson', Nouvelle
Revue Francaise, no.211 (avril 1931),~580-592.
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h ad not written all
k 154 regrettlng
th e b 00,
th at M ounler
three sections, and praising him for his accurate understanding of 'l'architecture secrete de la pensee de Peguy~155
In the Jesuit journal, Etudes, Mounier's contribution was
seen as an 'etude importante' and given a long, warm reception.156

More revealing, though, was the article from

. 157 w h 0 was to b ecome M·'
ounler s constant oppoH enrl. M assls,
nent.

Scornfully referring to Mounier throughout as

'l'Agrege', never once mentioning his name, he denounced
the book as a betrayal of all Peguy ever was.

Recounting

the intervention by Mounier at a lecture on Peguy by J.-P.
Maxence158 of the Jeune Droite, he fulminated against
Mounier's approach as an intellectual manipulation which
distorted both the spirit and the tone.

Having accused him

of the 'pensee toute faite', which Peguy so abhorred, and
which Gabriel Marcel had complimented him on avoiding, he
concluded:
154. Gabriel Marcel, 'Compte rendu', Nouvelle Revue Frans:aise, no.212 ,mai 1931 ,p.747-750.
155. Ibid., p.747.
156. P. Defrennes, 'Chefs de file', Etudes, tome 208 .20
juillet 1931, ,p169-188, (p.183-188).
157. H. Massis, 'Charles Peguy et l'Agrege', Revue universelle, tome XLIV, no.24 :,15mars 1931,',p.742-747.
158. Jean-Pierre Maxence (1906-1956), founder of the review
Cahiers and one of the foremost of the editors and journalists of the catho Lic Right during the 1930's, was also a
powerful political orator. He collaborated during the
Occupation and died in exile in Geneva. At the time of the
incident with Mounier he had just finished a book on Peguy
(J.-P. Maxence & N. Gorodetzky, Peguy (Paris, 1931)).
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Decidement, il va sans dire que l'Agrege n'entendra
jamais rien ~ Peguy; mais tout de meme il valait
mieux que cela fat dit.159
Mounier in reply wrote a polite, though sharp letter published the following month.160 Requesting exemption from
the opprobrium Massis had heaped upon the Sorbonne, he
reproached him for his dishonest quotations and underhand
polemic, concluding:
L'avenir discernera ceux qui continuent l'esprit
de Peguy et ceux qui en parlent.161
In a heavily sarcastic commentary on the letter, Massis
recounted how, after the

'ec~r~

in question, he had

approached Mounier to discuss the matter, and on hearing
him defend himself by appealing to the texts, had been moved
to 'Ie renvoyer ~ sa boite ~ fiches'. 162

This series of

exchanges is doubtless at the origin of the enmity in which
the two men always held each other over the years, an enmity
which was amply fuelled by events.

It also marks the first

of Mounier's real conflicts with the Right-wing catholic
groups, and furnishes ample evidence of his commitment to
follow the example of Peguy, as he interpreted it.

There

is no other published record of this encounter, or its consequences, but it is significant that a fortnight after the

159.

Massis, 'Charles Peguy et l'Agrege', p.747.

160. Printed in H. Massis, 'Peguy et l'Agrege (suite)',
Revue universelle, tome XLV no.2 15 avril 1931)_F>l27-230.
161.
162.

Ibid., p.228.
Ibid., p.229.
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second article, Mounier wrote to Chevalier suggesting
that Massis was an unsuitable person to participate in
.
163
th e p 1anne d reVlew.

Ce)

Conclusion.

The spring of 1931 is an appropriate time to pause
and assess Mounier's development, since in many ways it
marked the end of his apprenticeship.

At the age of twenty-

six he was approaching the end of his formal studies, having
decided not to pursue his doctorate.

He had published his

first book and a large number of articles; he was having
his first taste of public controversy, with Massis and the
Davidees affair; and he was already laying firm plans for
founding a new review.
His sheltered upbringing in a pious, petit-bourgeois,
provincial home led easily to a narrow but intensive philosophical training.

He was a talented and serious student,

receptive to the friendly guidance of a philosophy professor
for whom he felt a strong intellectual and personal attraction, but who could only offer him limited intellectual
nourishment.

Mounier was taught the great classics, a

handful of nineteenth century catholic thinkers and Bergson.
He was virtually ignorant of recent movements within France
and of most non-French thought.

Apart from peripheral

involvement in student organisations with a limited social
163. Oeuvres, IV, p.486. Only an extract of the letter is
printed, and it is unclear what the precise context was. It
is unlikely that Mounier had ever considered asking Massis
to contribute, and Chevalier may have suggested asking him.
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orientation, his world was virtually restricted to philosophy and religion.

Political events and social movements,

in or out of France, made no noticeable impact on him: he
was cushioned by a comfortable social position in a period
of relative prosperity, by the provincial insularity of
Grenoble, and by his choice of contemplative pursuits.
Leaving home, he found Paris a foreign, hostile place.
Naturally he sought out people who would sympathise with
the ways of his horne environment and for two or three years
he lived protected by a strong defensive mechanism which
excluded many ideas and experiences which were now offered
to him.

During this time he acquired a basic training in

the skills of a writer, journalist and intellectual; he met
and was accepted by a small intellectual circle; he consolidated his ideas without significantly enlarging them; and
he began to grope towards some idea of what he was going to
do with his life.

He hated the university, though his own

experience was largely drawn from books, and a narrow range
of them.

Though he disliked intellectuals, he was by the

spring of 1931 a fully-fledged catholic intellectual, supported by experienced patrons who were anxious to groom him
and smooth his way to establishing himself as a member of
their elite.

All he lacked was experience.

But already

he w~s taking the first steps in his public existence as
an intellectual and was becoming aware of a wider range of
problems than he had previously known.
- 000
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ESTABLISHING THE MEDIUM.
a)

The political environment.

If Mounier entered the 1930's with an unusually narrow
experience of contemporary problems, events were not lacking
to broaden his view.

It was a historical situation in which

comfortable solutions were violently challenged. 1

Emerging

from the relative tranquility of post-war recovery, France
was gradually feeling the effetts of the international
economic crisis.

The Wall Street Crash of 1929 had shaken

the structures of international trade and finance, and had
initiated the Great Depression, but France was cushioned
from its immediate effects and only seriously began to
suffer two years later.

The resulting social disruption

affected all aspects of French life, and no one, from the
year 1931 onwards, thought to deny that there was a crisis,
however they interpreted it.

The repercussions soon became

visible in political life and thought, with a growth in
the strength of movements which undertook to bring radical
and, if necessary, violent remedies to the'major social and
economic problems.

The increasing polarisation between the

1. The historical material is drawn from many sources,
particularly A. Cobban, A History of Modern France (London,
1965) and D.W. Brogan, The French Nation 1814-1940 (London,
1957).
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extremes of Left and Right threw the more moderate traditional parties into disarray, obliging them to seek new
solutions if they could.
The political divisions within France at this period
were complex, but a pattern is still visible.2

The tradi-

tional Right, grouped around the extreme monarchist newspaper and movement, Action fran~aise, was expanding into a
number of small/but related leagues.

They were fiercely

nationalistic and often modelled on a military pattern.
Increasingly they were looking to Italy and Germany, where
impressive fascist movements were already attracting international attention.

The Marxist Left had split into two

after 1920: the communist party had committed itself to the
Russian-led Third International and professed a strict
Marxist-Leninism;

the socialist party had kept its indepen-

dence and claimed to follow the established traditions of
French socialism.

The communists had increasingly won the

support of the urban working-class and looked to the Bolshevik Revolution for their inspiration, whereas the socialists
were driven to a lower-middle-class

and rural base, and

offered a more moderate programme for political change.
Between Marxism and Maurassism were all the centrist currents
which had developed from the successive controversies of the
Third Republic.

Largely conservative and pragmatic in their

2. The political analysis of France in the early 1930's is
drawn from D. Thomson, Democracy in France (London, 1946),
and from Roy Pierce, Contemporary French Political Thought,
(London, 1966).
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attitude, they found their most characteristic expression
in the post-Enlightenment

liberalism of Alain,3 which par-

ticularly animated the 'radical' parties.

Within this

broad, complex body of political attitudes was a small
christian democratic current.

It grouped many catholics

who accepted the Republic but could not cooperate with the
major Republican parties, which tended to keep to the anticlericalism of their origins.
The Church had, from the earliest days of the Republic,
been identified with the anti-Republican, monarchist, nationalist Right.

There was no theoretical obligation on catho-

lics to take this position, but in practice the majority
had done so.

At the turn of the century an evolution had

begun away from this identification' taking some impetus
from Leo XIII's encyclical Rerum novarum

5

Although the

same pope had warned against the dangers of christian democracy in his encyclical Graves de communi,6 there was a
3.

Alain (1868-1951), whose real name was Emile Chartier,

philosopher and journalist, was a philosophy teacher in Rouen
and Paris, whose best known works were his Propos, short,
aphoristic pieces on a wide variety of subjects. He was an
influential liberal theorist, concerned with limiting the
power of the state, but did not construct any'systematic
political philosophy.
.

\ S. Published on March 15th 1891, Rerum novaru, was devoted
r to the condition of labour, the first major statement from
l,
..•.

\\ the Church on the position of workers in modern industrial
iL societies.
4. The analysis of the Church's social and political doctrines is drawn from R.L. Camp, The Papal Ideology of Social
Reform (Leiden, 1969), which studies its historical development from 1878-1967; Anne Freemantle (ed.), The Social Teachings of the Church (New York,1963), which publishes substantial extracts from the declarations of popes and catholic
hierarchies from Leo XIII to John XXIII; and A. Dansette,
Destin du catholicisme fran~ais 1926-1956 (Paris,1957).
;

6.

Published on January 18th 1901.
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genuine attempt on the part of the Church to understand
the modern problems of democracy and social justice.

The

way was left open for catholics to explore political positions other than the traditional Right.

The decision in

1926 to place Action francaise on the Index of prohibited
books made it more urgent for catholics to look elsewhere
for solutions to the problems posed by the post-war state
of society.

In the Spring of 1931, in the middle of the

economic and social crisis, Pius XI issued the encyclical
7
Quadragesimp anno which spoke out sharply against the evils

and abuses of the capitalist system and attempted to lay
down &tructures for a solution to some of the problems,
strongly inspired by corporatist theory.

Despite its short-

comings, the encyclical had the effect of calling catholics
to a reappraisal of their social thought, and although it
continued to anathematise socialism and communism, it did
imply a measure of political reform.
To Mounier, a young catholic in the Spring of 1931, it
was difficult to avoid feeling the need to participate in
the search for new political and social solutions.
participation was sollicited from many sides.

His

Maritain

encouraged him to join in the rethinking, which he himself
was undertaking independently.

Maritain also put him into

contact with a number of young men who were already engaged
in similar work, for Mounier was something of a late-comer

7.

Published on May 15th 1931.
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to political and social thought.

Since the condemnation

of Action fran~aise, and since the setting up, about the
same time, of specialised catholic youth organisations,S
there had been attempts by young catholics to instigate
spiritual and political renewals. 9

These became increas-

ingly urgent as the crisis worsened, and from 1929 onwards
there was an explosion in the number of new periodical
reviews appearing in France, not restricted to catholics,
and most of them under the impulse of men and w9men who had
been too young to fight in the Great War, and who now had
reached adulthood.

This was Mounier's generation.

Seeing the energy that was being expended by these
young people in working out new positions, the Nouvelle
Revue Fran~aise approached one of the most active of them,
Denis de Rougemont,10 to collect declarations from the
various groups.

This collection appeared in the N.R.F. of

8. Cf. A. Dansette, Destin ••~, Chapter II
9. These attempts from the late 1920's are studied in great
detail by J.-L. Loubet del Bayle, Les non-conformistes des
annees 30 (Paris, 1969). Lopbet includes Esprit in his analysis and argues that Esprit, Ordre Nouveau, and the Jeune
Droite shared a substantial degree of agreement in 1932 and
1933. See also J. Touchard, 'L'Esprit des annees trente',
in Tendances politiques dans la vie fran~aise depuis 1789
(Paris, 1960).
10. Denis de Rougemont, born 1906 into a Swiss protestant
family, was close to both Esprit and Ordre nouveau, and wrote
several theoretical works, of which l'Amour et l'Occident
(Paris, 1939)is the best known. After various journalistic
activities throughout Europe, he spent the war in the U.S.
helping,among other things, to broadcast to occupied France,
and since 1947 has been prominent.in the European federalist
movement.
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December 1932 as a Cahier de Revendications,11

whose aim

was to list the themes of the different movements, presenting them as far as possible as a coherent whole.

The first

two, Henri Lefebvre12 and Paul Nizan,13 were rather out of
place, since both were committed communists, who denounced
contemporary capitalism and the bourgeois values and institutions associated with it, pointing to the communist party
and a communist revolution as the only solution.

Their

views were entirely out of harmony with the rest and Nizan
was not slow to dissociate himself from them when the issue
11. 'Cahiers de Revendications', Nouvelle revue f rancai.se ,
decembre 1932, p.801-845, edited by Denis de Rougemont, contributions: Henri Lefebvre, 'Du culte de "l'e~prit" au materialisme dialectique', p;802-S; Paul Nizan, 'Les consequences
du refus', p.806-811; Philippe Lamour, 'La revolution et la
jeunesse', p.812-814; Jean Sylveire, 'Un', p.81S-816; Thierry
Maulnier, 'La revolution totale', p.817-820; Arnaud Dandieu
& Claude Cheval~, 'L'intelligence epee', p.821-823; Emmanuel
Mounier, 'Ce ne sont pas ceux qui disent: Esprit, esprit',
p.824-826.
(Mounier's article is reprinted in his Oeuvres, I,
p.847-849.); Georges Izard, 'Un instinct sec et rude', p.
827-830; Rene Dupuis & Alexandre Marc, 'De la patrie au
federalisme revolutionnaire', p.831-833; Robert Aron, 'Questions posees', p.834-837; Denis de Rougemont, 'A prendre ou
a tuer', p.838-84S.
12. Henri Lefebvre, born 1905, a leading young Marxist
thinker, became well known as one of the French communist
party's leading theoreticians, but who was also prepared to
assert his intellectual tndependence.
13. Paul Nizan (190S-1940), Marxist journalist and novelist,
who was a close friend of Sartre's. Strongly opposed to any
compromise of his revolutionary purity, he eventually left
the communist party in protest against the Hitler-Stalin
pact. He was killed in action during the British retreat from
Dunkirk. His best known work is the novel La Conspiration
(Paris, 1938).
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appeared.14

The only other non-christian in the collection,

Philippe Lamour15 was also a Marxist, but he spoke of the
revolution as a form of humanism which could create new
values, and therefore clashed less violently with the remainder, while lacking their spiritual interests.

The

remaining eight articles could be classed together as representative of the critique of society advanced by the young
catholic movements.

Izard and Mounier each contributed a

short piece repeating their main themes as set down in the
first issue of Esprit.16 They were the furthest to the Left
of the catholic contributors, though the question of concrete goals and actions was in all cases left vague.

At

the other end of the political spectrum, Thierry Maulnier17
14. 'Sur un certain front unique', Europe, January 1933, p.
137-146. In this article Nizan dissociated himself from any
sort of solidarity with the rest, seeing them as a refurbished
form of the old bourgeois intelligentsia, anti-Marxist and
probably in some cases crypto-fascist.
15. Philippe Lamour, born 1903, trained as a lawyer, was
first tempted by fascism, but abandoned this very quickly for
revolutionary Marxism. He was from 1931 editor of the technocratic review Plans, and in 1936 stood as a Front populaire
candidate but was defeated. After several journalistic posts,
he has been since the war a government advisor on agriculture.
16. See below, Chapter 2, I.c.
17. Thierry Maulnier (b.1909) whose real name was Jacques
Talagrand, was a journalist for various Right-wing reviews,
while making a reputation for himself as a literary critic.
He contributed to Action fran~aise from 1936 and throughout
the war. Co-founder of the Table ronde, he has contributed
to many reviews and papers, most notably Le Figaro, and has
been since 1964 an academicien.
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asserted the necessity of violent revolution, since spiritual
means were ineffective, but refused a Marxist or collect ivist revolution.

He was the only representative of the

Jeune Droite, and was a close friend and collaborator of
both Jean-Pierre Maxence and Jean de Fabr~gues, 18 the leading figures of the movement.

Though his views derived

mainly from Charles Maurras, he was concerned to escape
from the narrow orthodoxy of Action Francaise, and to this
extent deserved inclusion in the cahier.
Although Denis de Rougemont invented a group, Combat,
to hide their predominance, the majority of the contributors
came from the group known as Ordre nouveau.19

Catering for

apolitical and independent young intellectuals, it sought,
under the inspiration of Arnaud Dandieu,20 to build an original philosophy, cutting across the old divisions and
making friends from the communists to the monarchists.

Many

of its major themes were close to those of Esprit, to which
18. Jean de Fabr~gues, born 1906, journalist at Action fransaise, and subsequently director/founder of several Rightwing reviews. Leaving politics for more intellectual pursuits, he was not compromised under Vichy, and since the
Liberation has been editor/director of La France catholique,
and written various studies in the history of ideas.
19. Ordre nouveau is fully analysed and documented in J.-L.
Loubet del Bayle, op.cit. It should not be confused with
the post-war fascist group of the same name.
20. Arnaud Dandieu (1897-1933), trained as a lawyer, became
a librarian at the Biblioth~que nationale. The most original
and prolific thinker of the Ordre nouveau group, his premature death left a gap which was never filled; even Mounier,
who did not like him personally, admired his intellectual
gifts.
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it contributed and which it considerably influenced, though
its sympathy for the Right wing, its ivory-tower intellectualism and its piecemeal technocratic reformism sharply
distinguished it from Esprit as time passed.

Jean Sylveire,21

in his article, asserted the primacy of etre over faire,
and, echoing Mounier, declared: 'il n'existe d'autre force
revolutionnaire que celIe de la verite,.22

Dandieu and

Chevalley23 proposed a conception of the intelligence as a
sword, both aggressive and adventurous.

Dupuis24 and Marc25

suggested a revolutionary federalism aiming at 'une societe
fondee sur le primat de la personne humaine' .26

Robert

21. Jean Sylveire, a young catholic journalist, member of
Ordre nouveau, was attracted to Esprit, for whom he wrote
several articles before disappearing from public view.
22. 'Cahier de revendications', p.816.
23. Claude Chevalley, born 1909, worked for nine years with
the Ordre nouveau group before devoting himself to the
scientific research for which he had trained. Spending the
war in the U.S., he was from 1954 a teacher at the Paris
Faculte des Sciences.
24. Rene Dupuis, born 1905, journalist and specialist in
Eastern European affairs, he collaborated with Alex. Marc
in Ordre nouveau, before devoting himself to the study of
international law. Since the war he has given himself to
literary studies.
25. Alexandre Marc, born 1904, of emigre Russian jewish
origin, was one of the founders of the Ordre nouveau group.
Converted to catholicism in 1933, he was an energetic contributor to Sept and Temps present. Active in the Resistance, he remained a regular contributor to Temoignage chretien until devoting himself to the European federalist movement.
26. 'Cahiers de revendications', p.832.
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Aron27 analysed the political implications of Ordre
nouveau's call for a non-violent revolution:
Nous ne sommes ni droite ni gauche, mais s'il faut
absolument nous situer en termes parlementaires,
nous r~p~terons que nous sommes ~ mi-chhmin entre
l'extreme-droite et l'extreme-gauche, par derriere
le pr~sident, tournant le dos ~ l'assembl~e.28
This statement summarised the common refusal to participate
in any of the established political categories; the formula
ni droite ni gauche was an often repeated slogan, which
even Esprit adopted for a short time.

The cahier was both

edited and summed up by Denis de Rougement, who, while
ostensibly trying to establish a measure of common agreement,
in fact reiterated the Ordre nouveau creed.

Attacking the

d~sordre etabli,29 he refused to be classed as Left or
Right, and demanded a revolution, neither materialist nor
collectivist, but based on the decisive value of the human
person, under the patronage of Proudhon and Kierkegaard as
opposed to Marx and Hegel.

Although Rougemont's summary

took little account of Nizan, Lefebvre or Lamour, his remarks
did reflect a measure of agreement between the christian contributors and suggested the directions in which they were
27. Robert Aron, born 1898, began his career in publishing,
took up political journalism, and after an excursion into
the theatre became one of the leading figures of Ordre nouveau.
Arrested by the Vichy government, he escaped to Algiers to
work successively for Giraud and de Gaulle. Active in the
federalist movement, he has since earned considerable respect as a historian, most notably for his Histoire de Vichy
1940-1944 (Paris, 1954).
28. 'Cahier de revendications', p.837.
29.

'Cahier de revendications', p.844.
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seeking their new solutions.

What all

had in common was

a refusal of the visible evils of capitalism, a desire for
radical social and spiritual transformations,

a refusal of

traditional political positions, a desire to elaborate an
intellectual blueprint for the new world, and a total lack
of practical experience in applying their abstract conceptualisations.
Mounier's position was at first sight hard to distinguish from what appeared to be the common ideology of the
young catholic elite; but for all the passion expressed in
the cahier, a careful study of the texts reveals that the
points of agreement were in what all the writers attacked,
not in what they recommended.

Not all were catholics, but

the ideology which provided their main point of reference
was catholic, and their vocabulary was drawn from this
cornmon inheritance.

Politically,

they were relatively inno-

cent and had not yet been forced by events to define their
positions in practice, but already the three groups were
distinguishable.

The Jeune Droite did not hide the political

tradition to which it felt closest, and the names of its
characteristic

reviews, Reaction and La revue fran~aise,

clearly marked it out as 'reactionary' and nationalistic.
Ordre nouveau was aggressively apolitical and primarily
concerned with doctrinal originality, a cornmon sign of
political conservatism.

Esprit, on the other hand, while

refusing the traditional political options, seemed to intend
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its revolution to involve practical political action, even
if it did not make it clear what form this would take, or
with whom it would co-operate.

None of the three groups

appeared to offer a distinct political theory which might
form the basis of a political ideology.

The future of

the Jeune Droite was a complete assimilation into the traditional Right, the future of Ordre nouveau was an increasingly irrelevant abstraction, leading to a brief flirtation
with fascism and an early dissolution.

The future of

Esprit was longer and more complex, as will be seen.

b)

The emergence of 'Esprit'.

It is difficult to establish precisely how and when
the notion of founding a review arose.

Certainly it

occurred in the circle surrounding Jacques Maritain, and
appears to have simmered for some time in the regular
gatherings at Meudon, which were increasingly attended by
the rising generation of young men in their middle twenties.3D By early 1930, Mounier had come into contact with
Georges Izard, a young lawyer who had agreed to contribute
a section to the projected book on Peguy.31 Maritain has
suggested, and an examination of the book confirms the
impression, that the two young men 'entendaient bien que Ie
livre sur Peguy ne restat pas une manifestation sans lende-

30. Accounts of these meetings can be found in J. Petit}
(ed')/Maritain-Mounier 1929-1939 (Paris, 1973)J passim; H.
Iswolsky, Light before dusk (New York, 1942), esp. p.7D-87;
Raissa Maritain, Les grandes amities (Paris, 1962)}passim.
31.

See Chapter One.
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By the winter of the same year, Andre Deleage,33

a librarian at the Sorbonne, had joined them at Maritain's
discussions, which gradually turned away from purely doctrinal matters to take into their sweep questions of more
i
.
tempora I concern, 34 a Lbee1t
th e p01nt
0 f' V1ew was always

catholic and spiritual.

Independently,Mounier on the one

hand and Izard and Deleage on the other, were contemplating
ways of giving their thought a practical expression which
might influence not particularly events but the spiritual
fabric of modern civilisation.

All three thought, possibly

under the influence of Peguy's example, that a new review
might provide the solution.

So, when on the night of

December 7th 1930, Izard asked Mounier to direct the review
he and Deleage had decided to found, Mounier had no hesitation in agreeing to abandon his teaching career to take
on the task.35

Once this decision had been taken, a hun-

dred questions immediately raised themselves.

First the

32. Esprit, decembre 1950, p.974.
33. Andre Deleage, born 1904, after studies at the Ecole
normale superieur, became a librarian at the Sorbonne, and
later in Toulouse. A close collaborator from the first of
both Izard and Mounier, he was a chief organiser of the
Troisieme Force until its fusion with the Front commun at
which point he retired from politics to follow a university
career in history. After serving in the Resistance, he was
killed in action against the German army at the end of the war.
34. On November 30th 1930, for example, Mounier recorded a
discussion of the Soviet Union, which touched sympathetically
on the possible acceptance by christians of revolution.
See Oeuvres, IV, p.473-474.
35. The circumstances of the foundation of the review were
the subject of an acrimonious exchange between Izard and the
director of Esprit on the occasion of Izard's election to
Massis' chair in the Academie Fran~aise (Esprit, avril 1971,
p.928 and Esprit, juin 1971, p.1311-2). The account offered
here is consistent with Esprit, decembre 1950, p.972-975
with Oeuvres,IV, p.477, and with G. Izard, 'La fondation'
d'Esprit', Express, 29 mars 1960, p.30-31.
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aims and form of the review had to be established in
more detail, and something approaching a philosophy, or
at least a statement of principles, had to be drawn up.
At this point all was vague, and the project appeared to
different people in different lights, as Mounier cast
about for support.

The intention on his part at least was

to subject all aspects of culture and civilisation to a
searching examination in accordance with a spiritual
orientation - an ambition imprecise enough to command approval from a broad front of catholic intellectuals.

In a

letter to Izard, he suggested that it be based on, though
not confined to, a catholic readership.

This would permit

him to 'accrocher cette renovation humaine et plus particu...
1·lerement
ca th 0 1·lque, a:..
qUOl...
Vlsalt p<!!~guy.,36

Maritain

could not fail to agree when told of this, but immediately
raised the question of who should be included, who excluded.
The germ of future dissent is visible in Mounier's diary:
Le probleme de l'aile gauche: nous voudrions la
laisser tres ouverte, Maritain pense que malgre
tout nous aurions a preciser les limites des Ie
depart. J'accepterais Jouhandeau, Malraux, etc.,
Maritain hesite.37
While on a political level he was anxious to permit as
broad a spectrum as possible, within the catholic camp
he was anxious to eliminate those who in the public mind
had a compromised past.
part, wholeheartedly

Maritain, dubious of the first

agreed with the second, and thought

that those with established ideologies could only damage

36.

Oeuvres, IV, p.486.

37.

Oeuvres, IV, p.486.
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.
38
th e reV1ew.

For several months Mounier and Izard fought

an attempt to assimilate them to the Revue des jeunes, a
.
d'1rec t ed b y R 0b ert G arr1C
,39 W1t
'h
fl'
agg1ng magaz1ne

'
th e a1m

of encouraging traditional Christian charity to combat
social misery.

At the same time, Mounier was trying to

justify to Jacques Chevalier his refusal to accept Massis,
Laberthonniere40 and Le Roy,41 whom he considered as com, d .42
prom1se

To the accusation that he was constituting a

chape1le, he replied that it was the last thing he wanted,
but that he had to establish a sufficiently integrated
team to undertake the tasks facing them.43
Progress was slow in establishing contacts and raising
money, but through Maritain, Mounier had accesS to a large

38. Cf. J. Petit, op.cit., p.32.
39. Garric initially thought to use the energy and initiative of Mounier, Izard and their team to rejuvenate his
ailing magazine. The negotiations took place between
February 1931 and January 1932. They were largely promoted
by the publishers, Descl~e de Brouwer, who preferred to subsidise a joint enterprise rather than two separate reviews.
40. Le pere Laberthonniere was one of the leading Modernist
theologians whose work had been put on the Index in 1906.
41. Edouard Le Roy, an associate of Laberthonniere and
Loisy (the major Modernist) had had work put on the Index
in 1907 for his Modernist views.
42. See the letter to J. Chevalier of 29th April 1931,
Oeuvres, IV, p.486.
43.

Oeuvres, IV, p.487.
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sector of the catholic intelligentsia, and found there an
important pool of goodwill.

By the end of 1931 he had

promises of aid from Nicolas Berdyaev, Maurice Blondel,
Paul Archambault,44 Etienne Gilson,45 Henri Bremond, Rene
Le Senne46 and Louis Lavelle.47

It is likely that they

had little concrete notion of what was planned, but Mounier,
Izard, Deleage, joined by Louis-Emile Galey,48 all felt the
need for a review to fill the vacuum left by the Nouvelle
Revue Francaise, which no longer met the needs of the
rising generation.

The review had also by this time acqui-

red its eventual title Esprit, probably Mounier's suggestion,49
and a solid determination to extend its scope to non-catho-

44. Paul Archambault, twenty years Mounier's senior, was a
leading philosopher and journalist of the christian democratic movement. He directed the review Cahiers de la Nouvelle Journee.
45. Etienne Gilson, a contemporary of Archambault, was a
prominent Thomist philosopher and historian of philosophy,
particularly medieval. He later was elected to the Academie francaise.
46. Rene Le Senne (1882-1954), a philosophy teacher, defended what he saw as the cartesian French tradition in the
philosophy of mind.
47. Louis Lavelle (1883-1951), professor at the Sorbonne,
professed a spiritualistic variety of existentialism, and
directed, with Le Senne, the collection Philosophie de
l'Esprit.
48. Louis-Emile Galey (b.1904), a student of architecture,
joined the group and became a leading member of the Troisieme Force. After joining the editorial board of La Fleche,
he joined the socialist party. Leaving politics in 1940,
he made a successful career in cinema design and administration.
49. See Esprit, decembre 1950, p.973.
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lies.

Worked out under Maritain's watchful gaze, the

principles of this risky step were established.

Mounier

noted:
J'affirme mon intention energique d'assurer l'independance des catholiques comme de nos autres collaborateurs, et je les vois venir avec l'integralite
de leur bagage catholique. Etablir entre eux et
les autres un plus petit commun multiple serait les
diminuer ..• sans les faire mieux accepter.SO
From the beginning he was anxious to escape a narrow sectarianism and to face others' beliefs honestly in a spirit
of cooperation without losing sight of his own total catholicism.

For this, he did not intend to foster an aggres-

sive proselytizing but rather a constant awareness that
every action implicitly expressed the underlying faith.
The material problems faced by the team were considerable,sl and it required lengthy, strenuous negotiations
before a publisher could be found to support the venture.
Eventually Desclee de Brouwer agreed to publish the review,
after first trying to arrange a merger with the Revue des
jeunes, which they already published.

Maritain was ener-

getic in promoting Esprit, which may well never have appeared
without his efforts, in finding subscribers, contributors,
publishers and printers.

In view of the economic crisis

Desclee could only offer to print, not to subsidise, the

50. Oeuvres, IV, p.487, the remark is from his notebook,
dated 3rd January 1932.
51. The details can be gleaned from J. Petit, op.cit., p.
31-47; Oeuvres, IV, p.48S-S14; Esprit, decembre 1950, p.
971-977.

-

review.
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Mounier and Maritain urged all their friends,

acqurontances and contacts to contribute to the initial
subscription to raise the capital necessary for the first
few issues.

This was an operation based on trust, but

Maritain's name was a firm guarantee.

After the prospec-

tusS2 of February 1932, Mounier began to receive subscriptions to the magazine, which was initially planned to
appear the following Easter.

Sufficient money was raised

to cover the costs of the first few issues, but there was
little margin of security.

Throughout Mounier's editorship

the finances were a constant source of anxiety, though with
the aid of donations and a system of supplementary sub" "
53 h e was never f orce d" to 1nterrupt pub Lfca
ti
scr1pt10ns
1cat1on
through financial pressure.

The catholic communication net-

work, lay and clerical, was a valuable instrument in making
contacts, enlarging the mailing list and sol..-icitingsupport.

Once it was generally known that the project was

considered important by respected intellectuals and church
men, there was a vital fund of goodwill and energy made
available.54

52.

See below, in this section.

53. It was possible to subscribe at a number of different
rates, some of which carried extra privile~ges (better
quality paper, honorific mention, more intensive mailing
list facilities, etc.) and subscribers were asked to pay the
highest rate they could afford.
54. This system is studied below, Chapter 5.
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In February 1932, the first circular app'eared announcing Esprit's imminent publication, and setting out its
main positions.

It was the first coherent statement of

principles, and described its attitude as 'en revolution
permanente ,contre les tyrannies de cette epoque 55
l

•

The

tyrannies in question were science, which was utilitarian
and irresponsible; philosophy, which was removed from life;
society, which was run like a busines; economics, which
adapted man to the machine; private life, which had become
dislocated and unstable; literature, which was remote and
over-sophisticated:
the world.

and technology, which was destroying

All these forces contributed to the servitude

of man, it declared, but could be countered by making man
more aware of his own nature.

Therefore, the manifesto

continued, 'notre tache capitale est de retrouver la vraie
notion de l'homme,.56

The true nature of man was spiritual,

it stated, and it followed that his first preoccupation
should be to defend the 'spirit' without feeling bound to
defend its temporal manifestations

for their own sakes.

It W3.'s
admitted that some members of the review's team
placed this in a religious context, but otherwise the terms
remained undefined.

On a political level the prospectus

declared its hostility to capitalism, Marxism and nationalism.

Capitalism, based on a money-orientated

materialism,

-------------------------------------------------------------55.

It is reprinted, in part, in Oeuvres, IV, p.489-491.

56.

Oeuvres, IV, p.490.
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was castigated for creating misery and servitude.

Marxism,

granted that it contained a degree of justice and heroism,
was nonetheless rejected as leading to the tyranny of the
materialism on which it was based.

Nationalism, perverting

the permissible love for one's country, was condemned for
erecting a narrow and aggressive creed on the basest of
human instincts.

As a more positive step, Esprit pledged

itself to examine progressive and constructive possibilities
in social structures, international affairs, private life,
art and thought.

The terms of the document were extremely

vague, and the overriding impression was of an enthusiastic
idealism which had yet to come to grips with the harsher
realities of life.

Politically it had no direction, and

despite the lack of specific acknowledgement, it was clear
that the inspiration was catholic.

It reflected accurately

the scope of Esprit as it was planned and as it was presented at least in the early months of its existence, the
strong emphasis on a spiritualist philosophy subsisting
uncomfortably with the thoroughly critical social and cultural analysis.
The organisation of the review began to feel the strain
of maintaining its dual aspiration.

It had been agreed

from an early date that the review should not be just
another theoretical magazine, but that it should be coordinated with a movement and eventually, possibly, a political party.

Deleage and Izard had originally intended the

- lOS -

review to be a doctrinal organ for the movement, whereas
Mounier, encouraged by Maritain, was primarily concerned
with establishing a review which would inspire a movement
founded on its principles.

In the Autumn of 1931 a number

of study groups were set up, from which there grew two
tendencies.

The one, centred on Mounier, was concerned

with creating a new doctrine; the other, centred on D~l~age,
was concerned to initiate action, Izard providing the
liaison between the two.

Throughout the early months of

1932 the debate simmered, Mounier and D~l~age both intransigeant in trying to impose their conflicting visions.
The struggle, however, was unequal, for Mounier had powerful suppurt from Maritain, who told him:
Mes amis et moi, c'est A vous que nous donnons
notre confiance, et non pas A un mouvement anonyme qui vous enverrait des ukases de province. II
faut absolument qu'on assure votre permanence et
vos droits.57
Interested though he was in the plans of the others,
Maritain felt he could trust only Mounier to put sufficient
emphasis on spiritual and theoretical questions.

It was

therefore D~l~age who, through Izard's diplomacy, yielded.
It was agreed that the review should be independent of the
movement, but that the movement should remain faithful to
the doctrines elaborated by the review, except in so far

57. J. Petit, op.cit., p.49. The remark was noted in
Mounier's notebook, dated 17 July 1932. The ukases de
province refer to the sharp letters Mounier was receiving
from D~l~age in Toulouse.
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as the tactical demands of concrete action prevented
their strict application.

It was implicit that the Mounier-

Izard combination would keep both sections together: Izard
being a member of Mounier's editorial board, Mounier being
a member of Izard's central committee.
Throughout

the first half of 1932 the preparations

continued, publication which had first been planned for
late 1931, then for Easter 1932, was fixed for October
1932.

The delay, while provoking some frustration, gave

time for the financial situation to improve, but, perhaps
more important, allowed Mounier the leisure to collect a
substantial

fund of material and promised contributions

to choose from in his first issue.

Helpful though Maritain

was, he tended to suggest mainly writers of his own generation whose reputation was already established.

Mounier

did not wish to be burdened by too many older men who
might tend to turn his review into a pale reflection of
existing periodicals.

His main problem was to discover

writers of his own age group of sufficient calibre to maintain high literary and intellectual standards while offering fresh and adventurous analyses which would distinguish
the review from its respected, but staid predecessors.

In

the time at his disposal he was able to gather around him
an impressive team of young intellectuals.

Apart from

Izard, Deleage and Galey, Mounier also had the cooperation,
in various capacities, of Jean Danielou,58 Jean Lacroix,

58. Jean Danielou (b.190S) was at this time studying in a
Jesuit seminary prior to being ordained as a priest in that
order. He established himself as a theologian of international
repute, combining teaching with an.editorial post at Etudes.
He was present as an expert at Va t i can II and having::-,~,-:.....:...:::..
been made a Cardinal, died in 1974.
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Denis de Rougemont and most of his colleagues of Ordre
nouveau, Andre Ulmann,59 and Edmond Humeau.60
By the summer of 1932, groups had been set up, contacts established,

contributors

and in various European cities.

assembled allover

France

The material needs had

been sufficiently met, and publication was due in the
Autumn.

Before this, however, a score of the group leaders

and the major participants

in both review and movement came

together in mid-August for a week's conference at FontRomeu. 61

This turbulent though inspiring meeting soon passed

into Esprit's private mythology as the decisive moment in
determining the nature of the project.

From the beginning

the tension between Mounier and Deleage continually erupted
into heated exchanges.

Mounier refused to abandon any of

his independence as director of the reVIew, and noted:
Je suis moi-meme fort embarrasse; comment faire comprendre qu'en defendant apparemment rna personne, je
defende une fidelite plus haute aux droits de la
verite.62
59. Andre Ulmann (1912-1971), the youngest member of the
team, became secretary to the review and commented on political and economic affairs. He was the most Left-wing of
the editorial board and contributed to many journals and
campaigns. A Resistance leader during the war, he
edited La Tribune des nations until his death.
60. Edmond Humeau (b.1907), best known as a poet, came to
Esprit as a literary critic. Politically active in the
Troisieme Force, he also held a government administrative
function. Active in the Resistance, he abandoned politics
after the war, winning the Prix Max Jaco~ for poetry in 1956.
61. See Oeuvres, IV, p.499-501.
17th-22nd August 1932.
62. Oeuvres, IV, p.499-S00.
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He strongly felt that he was entrusted with a spiritual
mission, and was prepared to go to any lengths rather than
compromise it.

Maritain had written encouraging him in

this path:
Je suis persuade que les ruptures les plus graves
valent mieux que de laisser Esprit devenir "l'organe"
d'un mouvement politique. Ce serait le monde renverse, c'est l'esprit qui se sert d'organes, en
bonne philosophie! ••• En ce qui me concerne, je
parlerais aussi de 'rupture' si la conception de
3
Toulouse devait triompher, et je ne suis pas le seulJ6
Whether Mounier ever invoked the threat of losing Maritain's
support is not discoverable, but the challenge of Deleage
was effectively defeated on the crucial issue by Izard's
support of an apparent compromise which left Mounier's
position intact.

The danger of a split was avoided at the

same time by insisting that no resolution be accepted unless
there was unanimous agreement, a tactic which obliged dissidents to change their minds rather than keep to their
original positions.

Three papers were read out - Mounier

on the spiritual directions of the movement, Izard on the
. 1 questIon
.
.
l·f
SOCIa
and D~l~
e ~age on prIvate
1 e. 64

All

0f

them

provoked criticism, not least Mounier's, but with appropriate re-wording, they were accepted as corresponding
closely to the common beliefs of those present.

Two con-

63. J. Petit, op.cit., p.51. Maritain added that he authorised Mounier to convey his feelings to the others if Mounier
thought it useful. The conception de Toulouse was a reference to Deleage who held a librarian's post in Toulouse.
64. Only Mounier's paper was published in Esprit. It is
discussed below)nsection I.c ; the original version is reprinted in Bulletin des Amis d'E. Mounier, no.13-14, March
1959, p.1-48.
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First, a political movement was con-

stituted under the name Troisi~me Force, to provide a radical alternative to capitalism and communism.

It was inten-

ded that it should work closely within the doctrinal limits
laid down at Font-Romeu, and that it should seek new and
effective means of implementing spiritual principles in a
temporal context.

Second, the review was launched with its

first issue settled for the following October.
As a result of this congress, Mounier's position at
the head of the movement was immeasurably strengthened.
Control of a substantial intellectual undertaking was in
his hands, and since the Troisi~me Force only had a public
existence initially through the review, he could expect to
exercise a considerably influence on its development, even
though it was nominally independent.

In addition, this

crucial victory had conferred on him ~ measure of authority
°
hO1S own eyes, an dOh1n t e eyes 0f th e ent1re
°
bot h 1n
group. 65
In addition to being master in his own house, he had
largely through Maritain's good offices, acquired widespread
support and sympathy in a large section of the French
catholic intelligentsia.

He was trusted for his strict

orthodoxy, for his sound intellectual formation, for his
undeniable personal gifts, and for his sincere youthful
enthusiasm tempered by prudent moderation.

The previous

chapter has shown that in many ways he was the characteristic product of a traditional catholic education.

This

65. See Jacques Madaule's remarks in Esprit, decembre 1950,
p.975, 'Apr~s la fondation d"'Esprit", je m'etonnai de la
jeune autorite que je lui vis deployer'.
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combined with his specific training and allied with a certain boldness and zeal, prepared him to lead a spiritual
movement little different from the catholic revival to
° 66
w h 1Ch hO1S e Id ers I00k ed b ac k W1°th nosta Ig1a.
o

The extent

to which his own conceptions invited such expectations is
evident in a letter he wrote to his mentor, Jacques
Chevalier, at this time.
Le travail de constante revision et rigueur interieure
que vous rn'avez enseigne rn'a conduit peu a peu a
epurer sur bien des points rna conception de la defense
spirituelle. Nous ne sauverons l'esprit, dans les
modestes moyens qui nous sont donn~s a chacun, qu'en
le separant courageusement de multiples alliances
historiques oa il ne fait que compromettre sa purete.
C'est ainsi que je sens de plus en plus profondement l'opposition essentielle qu'il y a entre les
cnnceptions sociales et humaines, les moeurs spirituelles meme de beaucoup de chretiens, et les principes dont ils se reclament. Nous allons, je crois,
vers une seconde Renaissance, qui doit ~tre precedee
par un ecrasement de l'individu et la restauration
de la personne dans le service et le don qu'elle doit
au monde.67
Although it is possible, in retrospect, to see the germs
of Mounier's socialism in this letter, there was also everything necessary to suggest a more traditional interpretation.
The defence of the spiritual, the search for purity from
temporal corruption, the recalling of christian people to
their principles, the new Renaissance and the elimination
of selfish individualism,

all these themes were in perfect

harmony with the anticipation of a christian renewal and in
66. They particularly looked back to the early years of the
century when a succession of prominent intellectuals and
writers were converted to catholicism, including Maritain
and peguy.
67. Oeuvres, IV, p.503. The letter is dated 20th September
1932, between Font-Romeu and the first issue of Esprit.
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a purely spiritual sense no sincere catholic could help
applauding.

Mounier was therefore fitted to play the role

of active but ultimately docile member of the catholic
elite to which Maritain and Chevalier belonged, and which
they hoped to see perpetuated in their own image.

Playing

an active role, Mounier well repaid their expectations,
but he was not long in demonstrating his lack of docility
and his willingness to transform the image of the catholic
elite.

c)

The doctrines of spiritual revolution.

The first number of Esprit appeared in early October
1932,68 bearing the subtitle 'revue internationale'.

The

subtitle in itself was sufficient to worry some catholics
who would immediately associate it with communism.

Inside,

after a few explanatory notes on the layout and organisation
of the publication, appeared a lengthy article, entitled
.
.
69
'Refaire la Rena1ssance',
and signe d by Emmanuel M oun1er.
This was substantially the text admitted at Font-Romeu as
defining the spiritual directions of Esprit, though it had
been considerably re-worked to improve the quality of the
writing, and in a few cases to modify the ideas expressed.
The importance of the article as a statement of principles
calls for a detailed examination.

It was divided into two

68. This number contained articles also by Izard, Deleage,
Berdiaev, Jean Sylveire, Jean Lacroix, Denis de Rougemont,
Andre Ulmann, Louis-Emile Galey, Marcelle Girardot-Magdinier,
Andre Bridoux, Dr. Rene Biot, Jacques de Monleon, Pierre
Verite and Gilbert de Vericour.
69. Esprit, no.l, octobre 1932, p.5-51, reprinted with subtitles and later alerations in Oeuvres, I, p.137-174.
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major sections: the second, more philosophical part will
be examined in the next chapter.

No subtitles had yet

been added, but the title and the motto 'la revolution
sera morale ou elle ne sera pas' borrowed from Peguy,
were adequate announcement of the content.70 The suggestion that the Renaissance was a regrettable development was
a commonplace among catholics, Maritain and Chevalier
freely assumed it, as did many of their contemoraries.
It was seen as the beginning of an individualism which
wantonly destroyed the medieval catholic order and undermined both the Church and spiritual life.

The project of

remaking the Renaissance also situated Mounier's concerns
in the broadest possible field, not merely philosophical,
nor political, nor religious, but encompassing the movement
of an entire civilisation.

The slogan from Peguy was an

even more precise indication.

The name instantly. evoked

the Cahiers de la Quinzaine and the social awareness which
he combined with a robust catholic faith.

The quotation

itself was both an affirmation and a reservation - affirming the expectation of a social and political revolution,
reserving the right to withdraw support unless it was
accompanied by a moral or spiritual transformation.
The first lines of the article reversed this affirmation and reservation to give a different perspective.

70.

Oeuvres, I, p.137.
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Mounier affirmed his adherence to Maritain's dictum
'primaute du spirituel' ,71 but immediately stated his
refusal to interpret this in the traditional way as a good
excuse for indifference to the material needs of the
oppressed.

He made clear his belief that l'esprit or Ie

spirituel was the fundamental motive principle of the
world, but did not stop to define these terms, crucial
though they were to his thought.

It would be inappropriate

to seek a new theory of reality in his analysis, for he
understood hims~

to be using a vocabulary which would

command easy recognition and a ready acceptance in the
predominantly
himself.

catholic milieu to which he was addressing

Far from having aprecise metaphysical content,

his use of the spirituel recalls Peguy's in that it could
refer at the same time to the Bergsonian concept of the
spirit, to the christian notion of spiritual .forces, to
the Church in its temporal manifestations,

to the values

of mind and intelligence, and to the intelligentsia in
general, be it religious or secular.
The present crisis, he continued, was provoked by
material factors, and while that crisis was real enough,
it was only the visible sign of a profound disorder in the
spiritual world - a disorder which had subsisted even in
apparently tranquil times:

71. Ibid., p.137. Primaute du spirituel was the title of
a book by Maritain. See Chapter I above.
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Ce d6sordre des p6riodes 6tales, le plus pernicieux
parce qu~napparent, le plus odieux parce que masque,
voila l'ennemi hereditaire. Quand ils ne se posent
pas, c'est alors qu'il est beau de poser les problemes. Et de montrer les homrnes d'ordre perpetuant
le d6sordre quand l'apparente violence des revolutions porte en avant la raison.72
Material order thus served to mask a deeper spiritual
dislocation, he argued, which, though less apparent, was
more far-reaching, and which made it constantly necessary
to denounce those who, while promoting order in a material
sense actually perpetuated the deeper evil.
the question of politics arose.

At this point

Mounier made it clear

that his main battle was not to be fought in the political
arena, nor were his goals primarily political; but since
politics and spirituality were historically linked, he felt
he could not evade the problem.

He suggested first that

the traditional identification of the spiritual and the
reactionary had to be destroyed, but that the spiritual
should be saved from falling into the contrary and equally
erroneous identification.

It would be unjust to suspect

Mounier of disingenuity on this question, particularly in
the light of his later dispute with the M.R.P~73 and th e
progressistes,74 but there is no doubt that his attack was
72.

Oeuvres, I. p.139.

73. The Mouvement Republicain Populaire, a post-war christian democrat party, was continually criticised by Mounier
for identifying spiritual integrity with its own centreleft politics.
74. The progressistes, extreme left-wing catholics, were
criticised by Mounier for holding that their revolutionary
politics derived necessarily from their faith.
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aimed at undermining the Right by denying it the extensive
support of French catholics, which it had until recently
enjoyed.

This solidarity had already been shaken, as has

been seen, but six years after the condemnation of Action
Fran~aise, there was still much to do in exploring the
possibilities opened up.

Mounier regretted that the

opposition between Left and Right had arisen, particularly
since it was a misleading oversimplification, but he appreciated that it had to be taken into account, even though
it had eventually to be dissolved.

He saw his task as two-

fold: on the one hand to wean the spiritual cornrnunityaway
from the Right; on the other to wean the Left away from
its aggressive anti-spiritualism.
At this point he had to face the Marxist critique.
He admitted that those who traditionally defended spiritual
values had too often sought to avoid their temporal responsibilities, and by their default had left the world to its
material mechanisms.

Marxism seemed to him 'la physique

de notre faute',75 an accurate account of the world as it
had been allowed to become, though this primacy of material~~
d re mctap
~
hYS1que
.
ism was un ucsor
et moral' 76 w hO1Ch dOd
1 no t
refute the fundamental spirituality of reality:
L'esprit seul est cause de tout ordre et de tout 77
d~sordre, par son initiative ou son abandonnement.
75.

Oeuvres, I, p.145.

76.

Ibid., p.145.

77.

Ibid., p.145.
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Materialism only saw the surface workings of things, he
claimed, whereas reality could only be adequately understood by accepting that there was a spiritual principle
which was far more basic.

His uncritical 'assumption that

Marxism was an accurate account of the material forces
operating in the world is a little surprising, but reflected Mounier's almost complete ignorance of it and his early
tendency to regard as irrelevant any non-spiritual
cies.

This was adequa~y

agen-

demonstrated when he went on to

consider the question of what action was to be undertaken
to change the degenerate world.
A spiritual crisis, he argued, demanded spiritual
action.

This consisted essentially in the elucidation of

truth; for truth, he had always believed, was the purest
and most potent of spiritual forces:
II faut oser croire, d'abord, que la verite agit
par sa seule presence, que la meditation d'un seul
ou la souffrance d'un peuple peuvent ebranler plus
efficacement l'humanite que ne le font des architectures de reformes.78
The accent was that of Chevalier's disciple, but the perspective was changing, for his faith in the power of truth
was tempered by the realisation that it has to be translated into a readUy communicable formulation, and propagated.

What was required, he thought, was tune transfor-

mation dans la masse de toutes nos valeurst ,79 in other
words a spiritual revolution which would realign everyone

78.

Oeuvres, I, p.146.

79.

Ibid., p.148.
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truth.

The way to achieve that,

in his view, was through a pure spiritual action which,
by personal example and patient teaching, would win adherents to the truth: 'la saintete est desormais la seule
politique valable,.80

Even without enquiring further into

the notion of truth, which Mounier took as an absolute, it
is possible to see here the culmination of all his training.

The only effective form of political action he

recognised was a campaign by aspiring saints to transform
everyone else into saints.

This conclusion was entirely

consistent with his belief that the fundamental principles
of reality were spiritual, but it is clear that he was not
entirely satisfied with the practical implications, for
he stated his dilemma in concrete terms:
Des amis intrepides nous opposent qu'on_ne s'inquiete pas des degres de l'etre quand les hommes
tombent de faim, quand les avions de la civilisation
bombardent des villages en Indo-Chine.
La question est de savoir si la reconnaissance
des degres de l'etre n'eut pas detourne ces malheurs.
Tout de meme, devant les derobades de la pensee
81
soyons sensibles a l'accent de cette protestation.
This passage indicates the uneasiness Mounier was feeling
even at this stage, with his concern for purity.

He was

aware that pure spirituality did not remove urgent temporal
problems, but he was more concerned that spiritual values
should not be compromised and subverted in the impurity of

80.

Ibid., p.150.

81. Ibid., p.150. The mention of Indo-China is a reference
to France's brutal colonial policy there in the face of the
independence struggles.
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action.

Though he was conscious of the need for action,

he understated it, probably because he knew that the rest
of the issue of Esprit

would compensate, and looked to

the Troisieme Force to grapple with the problem.
view of action owed something to Blondel.82

His own

He argued

that 'nous agirons par ce que nous sommes autant et plus
i
,83
que parce que nous f erons e t d 1rons.

Action for him

was a spiritual process, the conjunction of a man radiating
truth and a man being changed by the truth radiated.

His

efforts were therefore to be directed at changing men's
minds, and his commitment to revolution took appropriate
account of this:
On veut que la r~volution ce soit cet ~blouissement
rouge et flarnrne~i~]
Non, la r6volution c'est un tumulte
bien plus profond. ~£TcXvo."r.!:
changez Ie coeur de
votre coeur. Et dans Ie monde, tout ce qu'il a
contamin~.84
This formulation, which constantly recurred in Mounier's
writings, sums up the revolution he sought as a transformation in men's hearts.

His concept of revolution evolved

considerably but this was always the essence of it.

For

this reason the career he built was not political, though
it developed increasingly political ramifications.

He

aimed first at a spiritual change, then at a cultural transformation, and only thirdly at political action.

In appro-

82. Blondel had advanced a complex view which founded
action on participation in the divine presence.
83. Oeuvres, I, p.153.
84. Ibid., p.148.
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priating Peguy's moral revolution he was, theoretically,
even further removed than Peguy from advocating social or
institutional revolution, though he assumed it would
naturally follow from the other.
The overall effect of Mounier's analysis was to
seem an abstract remanipulation of well-established
lic principles.

catho-

The visible influences were thinkers well

known and generally acceptable to catholic thinking: Bergson
was present, though not dominant, Blondel was implied,
Peguy and Maritain were more specifically invoked.

The

main principles established were already commonplace: the
notion that spiritual forces govern the world was fundamental to christian thinking; the revolutionary power of truth,
understood as a spiritual absolute, was long established in
many forms, varying from a belief in the creative power of
'the Word' to the slogan 'the truth will make us free'; the
political force of saintliness was another principle the
Church had taught since antiquity; the interpretation of
genuine revolution as being a basic change in men's hearts
was equally hallowed by christian tradition, going back at
least to Saint Augustine.

Two points were less familiar.

The first was Mounier's firm determination

to end the situ-

ation in which Right wing politicians were parasitic on
catholicism, and to open the way for catholics to choose
a political commitment elsewhere in the political spectrum.
The second point was his almost incidental acceptance that
Marxism provided an accurate account of the world as it
had been allowed to become in the absence of a firm action
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by spiritual forces.

Both these points led to consider-

able controversy, and the obligation to define his thought
in these areas was one of the motive forces in Mounier's
political development.
The most important of the other articles in the
first number of Esprit was certainly Berd:yaev.'s.,
Verite
.
85
et mensonge du communlsme.
Briefly, its major point
was that communism was a religion which set itself to
replace the christian religion.

Owing its success to the

failure of christians, Berdyaev suggested, it proposed a
messianic appeal to the soul offue masses, and an ethic
of devotion.

Philosophically,

he argued, it was based on

rigid economic determinism, denying the importance of
ideological, spiritual or cultural activities and offering
a secular equivalent for all the powerful
tianity.

'myths' of chris-

The truth of Marxism lay, he said, in its cri-

tique of the exploiting capitalist system, of formal democracy, of nationalism, and in its determination
theory and practice to build a new world.

to ally

The lie which

outweighed these truths, he insisted, was the denial of
God and therefore of man, the deification of society and
the proletariat in particular,
collectivism.

in short, its materialist

Berdyaev held that the strength of communism

85. N. Berdiaeff, 'Verite et mensonge du communisme',
Esprit no.l, Octobre 1932, p.104-128.
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lay in the fact that it contained truths mixed with error.
Therest tactic, therefore, he argued, would be to admit the
true parts while rejecting the errors, rather than merely
attacking the whole of it.

The effect of Berdyaev's anal-

ysis on Mounier and nn the political stance of Esprit is
hard to overstate.

Berdyaev's Russian background, his

involvement in the early years of the bolshevik Revolution,
lis evident spirituality, his intellectual prestige, and
his keen interest in the launching of Esprit, all conferred
on his words an authority few could rival.86

His assess-

ment of communism was authoritative, and the fruit of
mature reflection and experience.

The article in Esprit's

first number rapidly attained the status of a classic
statement of the review's position, and was assimilated
into the corpus of its credo.

In later articles, Mounier

often quoted the basic arguments outlined by Berdyaev,
taking them for granted as established interpretations,
to the extent that he scarcely felt obliged to elucidate
his own position any further.
The practical political implications of Esprit were
87
made explicit in the manifesto of the Troisieme Force.

86. Berdyaev described his contact with Esprit in his
autobiographical essay, Dream and reality (London, 1950),
p.273-275. He said he felt a great affinity with the
group, and felt a new spirit blowing in it. He claimed to
have been at the meeting at which Esprit was founded. By
this, he probably meant the first formal meeting of editors
and sponsors, 24 June 1931. Certainly, he was always in
close contact with the early developments.
87. Published unsigned as 'Chronique du mouvement', Esprit,
no.l, octobre 1932, p.129-136.
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It reiterated the spiritualist doctrine Mounier had outlined, and went on to define itself as an alternative to
both capitalism and communism.

It particularly

launched

a strong attack on the evils of the capitalist system,
predicting its imminent collapse, presaged by the current
crisis.

It called for a revolution to set up a just

economic and political order, suggesting such step~ as the
socialisation of credit, workers' control of their workplaces and the decentralisation
economic production.

of political power and

At the same time it was careful to

point out what it considered as the failure of the Soviet
Russian Revolution and to distinguish itself from communism.
The manifesto was a strange blend of abstractions on a
spiritualist theme and radical political intention.

Whre-

as its theory clearly carne from catholicism, its practical
aims were decidedly socialist and even trotskyist in
affinity.

The difficulties involved in sustaining this

uneasy synthesis emerged slowly in the following months.

d)

Early clarifications

The position of Esprit, and of Mounier himself, contained a number of ambiguities.

These were the result

partly of the team's own unresolved divisions, partly of
a lack of experience in conveying ideas, partly of a deliberate vagueness.

The deliberate vagueness was intended

to avoid limiting the review's audience to catholics by
the appearance of too strict a religious obedience.

This

-
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-

was important since part of the original intention was to
appeal to a wide non-catholic audience, while keeping the
contents of the review firmly in harmony with catholic
doctrine.

Mounier saw the importance of not restricting

his audience from the beginning, but Maritain was anxious
that the review be unambiguously established as catholic,
excluding non-believers and limiting the contribution of
portestants.

The second number of the review seemed to

him to confirm his suspicions that Mounier was allowing
himself to be led into a position in which a belief in the
revolution was becoming more important than the proclamation of the catholic faith.BB Cut to the quick by such
a suggestion, Mounier restated his position to Maritain.89
He told Maritain that he would not publish anything which
recommended or implied atheism, nor would he consider any
article attacking the Church, or even in clear opposition
to a papal encyclical.

At the same time he would not

give space to interdenominational

squabbles.

Maritain was

impatient to read an unambiguous statement to the effect
that the review was inspired by catholic principles, but
he had to wait until the sixth issue before Mounier stated
clearly that he was a catholic.

Maritain was over-sensitive

on this question, however, because the news had circulated
long before its appearance that Esprit was a catholic undertaking.

The title of the review was a further indication.

88.

J. Petit, op.cit., p.S9-60.

89.

Ibid., p.64-6S.
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Although it could be translated as either 'mind' or
'spirit', the resonances of spirituality were too strong
to leave much doubt as to which was intended.

Certainly

those who subscribed to and bought Esprit were predominantly catholic,90 and there is no evidence to suppose
that the editorial ambiguity led to much confusion over
its doctrinal allegiance.
The question of revolution and its relation to spirituality was a further ambiguity which the first issue had
left unresolved.

In the third issue Mounier tried to
clarify his conception of the revolution.91 Restating his
earlier position he emphasised that his commitment was
primarily spiritual; 'nous sommes du parti de l'esprit
avant d'etre du parti de la revolution,.92

But he also

90. No figures or sociological analyses are available to
confirm this assertion. It is based on the overwhelming
opInIon (or more usually assumptions) of those who have
spoken or written about Esprit. The early subscribers were
mainly catholic since they were recrUted through catholic
circles, and the presence of the names of catholic intellectuals and occasionally clerics among the published lists
of subscribers would soon reveal the fact to an observant
reader. Moreover, it is unlikely that anyone would subscribe
to or buy regularly a review whose orientation he did not
know. Esprit's public was not all catholic by any means.
Many non-catholics, Gide, for example, read it with interest
(cf. A. Gide, Journal, vol.1,(Paris (Pleiade) 195~, p;1154),
but they remained a minority.
91. E. Mounier, "Programme pour 1933", Esprit, no.3, decembre
1932, p.363-369.
92. Ibid., p.365.
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made it clear that he believed in the inevitability of a
social, political and cultural upheaval usually designated
by the word 'revolution': 'la situation revolutionnaire
existe: nous n'avons pas
ma1"s a'lU1"fa1"re face,.93

a

la souhaiter ni

a

la deplorer,

In a f011oW1ng
"
"
h e exam1ne
"d
1ssue

the implications of this on the nature of the force which
a spiritual revolutionary might exercise.94

He emphasised

that the highest form of strength was moral or spiritual,
but he pointed out that since only saints were capable of
it in its full purity, lesser men must be prepared to
exert force in its more imperfect physical form: 'si possible: la force de la justice, sinon: la force avec la
justice,.95

Although there was little originality in

these positions, it represented an evolution in Mounier's
thought since he now admitted that political revolution
was a likely and legitimate activity.

But he was still

unwilling to be more specific.
The most serious ambiguity, however, arose from the
contradictions within Esprit between the doctrinal and the
militant wings.

This difficulty arose from the incipient

conflicts which had been papered over at Font-Romeu.

Now

that the political movement had acquired a certain autonomy and a substantial membership, it began to grow away
93. E. Mounier, 'Programme pour 1933', Esprit, no.3;
decembre 1932, p.365.
94. E. Mounier, 'Eloge de la force', Esprit, no.5, fevrier
1933, p.819-826. Reprinted in Oeuvres, I, p.307-313.
95.

Oeuvres, I, p.310.
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"

f rom th e reV1ew.

96

Mounier felt unable to accept the

impurity which concrete action involved, and by early
1933 he was already beginning to feel the strain of associating with a movement so foreign to his temperament.97
In the spring of the same year the contradictions had
become intolerable, and Mounier strongly resented the
friendly derision with which the members of the Troisieme
Force treated his continual insistence on spiritual and
"
me di1tat1ve
va 1ues. 98

Their lack of respect for the doc-

trinal pronouncements of Esprit, and in many cases their
ignorance of it, were paralleled by Mounier's basic lack
of interest in political action, and the outright suspicion
in which the movement was held by many of his editorial
team.

In a long letter to Izard,99 Mounier tried to patch

up the original relationship, restating the line he had
adopted at Font-Romeu.

He realised that Izard was his only

link with the movement and felt their friendship disintegrating.

For a short while matters improved; among other

things the right-wing elements were discreetly ejected,

96. The Troisieme force had acquired a headquarters, organisational structures and soon an organ of its own. Its
activities were largely confined to Paris, particularly the
Latin Quarter, where it engaged in various forms of combat
with Right-wing groups. At its height its numbers were
probably 8-9,000. (Cf. G. Izard, in 'Qu'as-tu fait de ta
jeunes~', Arts, no.561, 28 March 1956.)
97. Cf. Oeuvres, IV, p.516-518.
98. Cf. Oeuvres, IV, p.524-525.
99. Letter dated 11 April 1933, Oeuvres, IV, p.526-527.
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which removed any remaining doubt as to the political
affinities of both review and movement. Ideally, Mounier
wished the movement to invent an ~ntirely new form of
political expression, ineependent of the old Left-Right
opposition.

The movement, however, was moving distinctly

to the Left and felt antagonised by Mounier's attempts to
limit its field of action.

It had by now corne to accept

the possibility of cooperating with the communists in
undertaking a collectivist revolution, after which it would
initiate a further revolution on behalf of human and personal values. 100
Up to this moment, Maritain had been
urging Mounier to distance himself from what he considered
to be the hot-heads of the Troisieme Force101 and had even
threatened to withdraw his support unless their excessively
violent declarations were rectified.102

Now that the

Troisieme Fo~ce had publicly declared its willingness to
cooperate in a communist revolution, Maritain was outraged
and threatened to dissociate himself publicly from the

100. This was expressed in the 'Chronique de la Troisieme
Force', Esprit, no.B, mai 1933, p.291-292.
101. In his letter of 10 November 1932 he had feared that
valuable and reliable catholic writers might be discouraged
by the presence of 'excit~s' at Esprit. (See J. Petit,
op.cit., p.67.)
102. See J. Petit, op.cit., p.59-69. Maritain insisted
on witholding an article he had planned to publish in
Esprit because he was not confident that the rest of the
material was of sufficient orthodoxy to provide a suitable
context for his own piece.
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rev i ew , a damaging step, unless Mounier separated Esprit
definitively from what was now no more than a Force II-bis~03
Maritain's criticism struck a deep chord in Mounier, and
served to add to his own misgivings.

He held disillusioned

negociations with Izard, and within a few days they agreed
that the movement and the review should separate definitively.

The July number of Esprit carried a joint dec-

·
1arat10n

to th i1S e ffect, 104...
1ns1st1ng th at th e reasons

were doc~rinal, giving the impression that a separation
had been the original intention, and adding that there
was no 'dessous' to the affair.

This last claim must be

seen as a tactical dishonesty, aimed at doing the least
possible damage to either side.

Though Mounier continued

for some time to be on close terms with Izard, and though
he continued to follow the Troisieme Force's progress with
105
active sympathy,
this dissolution marked the end of his
103. See J. Petit, op.cit., p.78-96. Maritain wrote a
letter to be published in Esprit, in which he dissociated
himself from the 'demagogy' of the Force. In the event,
the letter was not published on this occasion. It is reprinted in J. Petit, op.cit., p.81-82. The sense of ForceII-bis was to imply that it was now a mere adjunct of communism.
104. 'Avertissement', Esprit, no.l0, juillet 1933, p.4S4456 signed by both Izard and Mounier.
It is reprinted in
J. Petit, op.cit., p.9S-96.
105. Mounier continued to attend meetings of the movement,
but felt it had died finally when in the autumn of 1934 it
merged with another movement, Gaston Bergery's Front commun
to form a united Front social party which played a part in
the formation of the Front populaire.
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first attempt to solve the besetting problem of his life:
how to translate thought into action without relinquishing
its purity.

The problem could equally be expressed as that

of reconciling mystique and politigue, and though Mounier
had abandoned P~guy's vocabulary, much of the substance
. d 106
had remalne.
The separation from the movement finally confirmed
Mounier's mastery of Esprit.

He was probably helped in

the affair by what he considered as a providential improvement in the review's financial position.

The shortages

which had accompanied the review from the beginning became
more acute in the spring of 1933 and provoked a more than
. .
usually Inslstant
appea Iffor

. h 1S
i e d 1tor1a
i
. I •107
un d s 1n

In addition to a flood of letters and donations, he received
a visit from an industrialist, Georges Z~raphal08 who had
a deep sympathy for the review, and was alarmed to hear of
its difficulties.

He undertook to raise the necessary

capital, and, a few days later, to provide office facilities when Esprit was asked to leave Descl~e de Brouwer's
premises.

This event put Mounier in a relatively sound

financial position, though he was careful not to allow his
readers to feel any complacency as a result.
106. Maritain, in a letter, had analysed Mounier's disagreement wi th mHeage as 'la vieille querelle du "mystique"
et du "politique'" (3 August 1932, J. Petit, opvci t . , p.S1).
107. See 'Vers notre seconde journee', Esprit, no.7, avril
1933, p.4-S.
108. Georges Zerapha, the director of a small business, was
attracted to Esprit from the beginning. He wrote numerous
articles and provided much material aid for Esprit. Mounier
was pleased to publish one of his articles under Vichy, part~cularly.since Zerapha was jewish. His assistance with Esprit's
fln~nces IS recounted in Oeuvres, IV, p.S29-533, covering the
perIod of 10 May to 30 June 1933.
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At the same time as Mounier was warding off the
challenge from inside Esprit, he was also forced to defend
himself against attacks from outside.

The Right-wing had

made no mistake in sensing a hostile force.

Action fran-

caise smelt Bolshevism and particularly took Berdyaev to
task for h i1S neo- S ta 1··
1n1sm, 109 w h ilIe La revue francaise
derided tces tentatives spirituelles si equivoques, si
ambigues, si vagues que nous propose une equipe revolutionnaire ivre d'abstractions internationales,.110

Fran~ois

Mauriac111 issued a sharp reprimand, warning the deluded
men of Esprit that after they had facilitated the revolution
they would be ruthlessly suppressed because they were catholics, and that they should therefore have no truck with
.
112 The christian democrats, while less hostile,
revo 1ut10n.
offered serious criticisms.113 Paul Archambault criticised
Esprit for its vagueness and for its failure to produce a
109. Anonymous, 'Communisme et Communion', Action francaise, 1 decembre 1932.
110. Anonymous, 'Sous le signe d'Esprit', La revue francaise, 25 decembre 1932.
111. Fran~ois Mauriac (1885-1970), novelist, academicien
since 1933, Nobel prize winner (1952), and political commentator, had been associated with the catholic Right, particularly Action francaise, but since 1926 had begun a slow
evolution towards a moderate conservatism, which protected
him from total support for Franco or the Vichy government.
112.
Fran~ois Mauriac, 'Les jeunes bourgeois revolutionnairest, Echo de Paris, 25 mars 1933, p.l. The Echo was one
of the leading Right-wing nationalist daily newspapers, with
a large catholic readership.
113. For a detailed account of Mounier's relations with the
christian democrats, see R.W. Rauch, Politics and belief 1n
contemporary France,(The Hague, 1972}
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constructive alternative to the many things it refused.
He felt that their hearts were in the right place but regretted that they did not tell him who he should vote for.114
Robert Garric was worried that Esprit's pessimism as to
the present state of society was unwarranted and that the
young team was wasting its time preparing for a revolution
"
" 1"1se. 115
w h i1Ch was never g01ng
to mater1a

Th e Le f t-w1ng,
"

although generally indifferent to what it regarded as
nothing new, did offer one or two criticisms.
in L'etudiantsocialiste

A reviewer

regretted the obvious antipathy

shown towards Marxism, but did not altogether dismiss
Esprit, hoping that a closer contact with the proletariat
might save it from 'un socialisme aristocratique d'intellectuels,.116

Paul Nizan, who had already declared his

hostility to the writers of the N.R.F. 's 'Cahier de revendications' ,117 took up Mauriac's point to reassure him that
Espri t was no danger to the bourgeoisie,

since

t'l:

only

sought to reintroduce the traditional bourgeois values in
"
118
a new d i1sgu1se.

114. Paul Archambault, 'Esprit', Politique, novembre 1932,
p.1034-1036.
115. Robert Garric, 'Pourquoi nous acceptons', La revue des
jeunes, 15 fevrier 1933, p.159-173.
116. Pierre Boivin, 'Esprit', L'etudiant socialiste, janvier 1933.
117. See above, Section I.a).
118. Paul Nizan, 'Les enfants de la lumiere', Commune,
octobre 1933, reprinted in P. Nizan, Intellectuel communiste (Paris, 1967), p.219-225.
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These reactions were largely to be expected in ~w
of the position Esprit had chosen to adopt, and indicated
the approximate area of sympathy Mounier could hope for.
He could afford to ignore the objections of the socialists
and communists, for, as yet, he did not feel that there was
any use in opening a debate with them.

He knew his audience

to be drawn from catholic circles and therefore practically
absent from either party, and any political controversy had
to be based on an area of common interest if it was to
have any ideological impact.

In the case of the extreme

Right, from whom Mounier wanted above all to be dissociated,
there was no use in opening a debate which he wished to
remain closed to avoid any confusion.

Mauriac, though con-

servative, was a respected literary figure; Garric and the
christian democrats were .the closest among the catholics
to Esprit's position.

Mounier therefore replied in an

article to both Mauriac and Garric.119

To Garric he replied

that his apparent pessimism about the state of the world
was justified, and that revolution was a spiritual duty
which should not be shirked under the pretext that it may
not succeed.

He restated his belief in the importance of

bearing witness:
Meme si demain le vieu~monde devait trouver l'herbe
magique pour prolonger d'un siecle son agonie ..•
nous n'aurions pas perdu notre oeuvre, car pour qui
ne reussit pas, il reste de temoigner. Une vie n'est
pas brisee qui a porte un grand temoignage.120
119. E. Mounier, 'Certitude de notre jeunesse', Esprit, no.
8, mai 1933, p.228-234. Reprinted in Oeuvres, I, p.301-306.
120. Oeuvres, I, p.306.
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In so doing he rebutted the christian democrats' reformism
in the name of a more spiritual consideration than material improvements in living conditions.

To Mauriac, Mounier

replied refusing to accept his reasoned defence of the
bourgeoisie, and refusing to abandon the wor~ revolution
because of its associations with the miserable and the
oppressed.

At the same time he refused to be branded as

neo-Marxist, ins~ing

that he did not want to destroy the

values of christian civilisation, but to renew them.
Although he spoke harsh words to both Mauriac and the
christian democrats he made it clear that he felt himself
part of the same christian family and wanted only to bring
the others to a sharper awareness of their spiritual obligations.

By appealing to values which were common to all

of them, Mounier was situating his ideological aims firmly
in a catholic context.
Shortly after this skirmish, ominous probings began
to emanate from the catholic hierarchy.

The Cardinal Arch-

bishop of Paris asked for a report on the review,121 showing some concern over its relations with the Troisi~me
Force, the Church and non-catholics.

Thanks to the influ-

ence of Maritain and the judicious intervention of friendly clerics, Mounier was able to reassure the Archbishop
and the Comit6 de Vigilance as to the value of Esprit.

He

121. See Esprit, d6cembre 1950, p.982, and J. Petit, op.cit.,
p.83-89 covering the period 16-26 May 1933.
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was able to report the separation from the Troisi~me
Force, but he strongly asserted his independence from the
Church hierarchy.

Welcoming the close contact and advice

of the Church, he made it clear that catholic contributors
would not truncate their faith but that he was not prepared
to require other christians to renounce or hide their
differences from Rome.

For the time being, the danger of

official censure was averted.

Mounier was aware that such

censure would put an end to any influence he might hope to
wield, and one effect of the incident was to make him conscious of the fragility of his position and of the need to
avoid dangerous excesses in his material, unless they were
accompanied by a firm editorial corrective.
By the end of its first year, the review had won
itself a wide following among catholics,122 and established itself as genuinely committed to a social and political revolution as well as a spiritual renewal.

The

numberfur March 1933 is a good example of the material
with which it was making its impact.

Entitled 'Rupture

entre l'ordre chr~tien et le d~sordre ~tabli', it included
major articles by Jacques Maritain, Nicolas Berdyaev,
122. No reliable figures are available for circulation, all
records having been lost during the war. It is not certain
how many copies of any issue were sold, though numbers certainly varied from month to month. On 13 January 1933,
Mounier reported the SOOth subscriber (Oeuvres, IV, p.S19),
and numbers increased steadily throughout the year. Approximately 80 people failed to renew their subscription at the
end of the first year (ibid., p.S40), but by this time subscriptions were increasing in numbers at a rate of around
four per day. Figures can only be approximate, but the
review reported 1101 subscribers in July 1934, a figure
which probably rose near to 2,000 during the course of the
1930's. (This last figure was suggested by J.M. Dornenach
in conversation.)
Sales were probably three to four times
more.
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Denis de Rougemont and Andre Philip123 among others.124
Mounier's own liminary article set the tone.125

Pointing

out the massive desertion of spiritual values by christian
people, he denounced the extent to which the Church had
comp:romised itself with the temporal forces of the world.
The worst treason, he said, was its close identification
with the most reactionary elements of the bourgeoisie, its
alliance with power and money.

Catholic doctrine, he con-

tinued, required obedience to temporal powers only so long
as they did not constitute a tyranny; western capitalism
did constitute a tyranny.

He pointed out that the same

doctrine set five conditions on the right of revolution,
and only the danger of a worse, communist tyranny, prevented
them from being entirely fulfilled beyond doubt.

The enemy

was the bourgeois, which he saw as a moral rather than an
economic category.

Bereft of love or a sense of true exis-

tence, the bourgeois, he said, sought the order and tranquility necessary to procure a mediocre contentment based
123. Andre Philip, a Protestant and an early contributor to
Esprit, joined the socialist party and was elected to parliament in 1936, he was an active Resistance worker, and
after the Liberation held ministerial posts.
124. Other contributors to this issue of Esprit included
Charles Dulot, Edmond Humeau, Alex. Marc, Jean Plaquevent,
Etienne Borne, Pierre Courthion, F.D. Vindelle, A. Savoy,
Olivier Lacombe, Rene Schwob , Georges Duveau, Andre Ulmann,
Georges Izard and Pierre Traval.
125. E. Mounier, 'Confession pour nous autres chretiens',
Esprit, no.6, mars 1933, p.873-896, reprinted in Oeuvres,
I, p.373-393.
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on possessions.

Mounier considered him 'une forme bonhomme

de l'Antechrist',126

and thought it imperative that he

should be driven from his association with christianity.
In the spirit

a

these principles, the remainder of this

issue of Esprit was devoted to drawing a firm line between
christian values and their misappropriation
modern bourgeois capitalism.

in defence of

Protestant, catholic and ortho-

dox chuxches were represented and the whole issue was an
impressive contribution to christian reflexion on the role
of christianity in the world.

It 350 marked the moment at

which any confusion about the seriousness of the review's
commitment was dispelled, and in many ways became a model
for its future development.

It was a constant point of

reference for Mounier and of all the early numbers of the
review, the one by which Esprit was most often judged.
Important special numbers of the review followed at regular
intervals, dealing with education, work, money, property,
art, fascism, communism and other burning issues, but all
took their pattern from this one.
Now that Esprit had been established as a viable
medium, Mounier, firmly in control of it, had to look for
a new form of action to replace the Troisi~me Force.

In

July 1933 he announced the setting up of the Amis d'Esprit~27
126.

Oeuvres, I, p.390.

127. 'Constitution des Amis d'Esprit' (unsigned), Esprit,
no.10, juillet 1933, p.457-462.
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which was to be a network of groups of friends forming
spdr i tual communi ties and study groups throughout France.
On a practical level they were to safeguard the material
conditions for the review's continuation, and eventually
try to implement its judgements, though this latter point
was not developed.

Throughout the autumn Mounier let the

project lie fallow, but in the first issue of 1934 he
asked his reader~ particularly the groups, to undertake a
serious investigation into what he termed 'unetechnique des
moyens spirituels', aimed at 'la recherche simultan~e de
la puret~ et de l'efficacit~'. 128

This revealed an abiding

preoccupation, and it seems that he was beginning to feel
that his declared commitment might ring hollow without
some more concrete expression than the review.

Soon after
129
this a young Belgian catholic, Raymond de Becker,
interested him in a movement he was planning to found based
on a secularised version of religious communities.

Mounier

was enthusiastic, and the movement, soon entitled Communaut~, aroused in him high hopes that he might at last have
found the form of action to which he could unreservedly
commit himself.

The project, however, lost momentum and

128. 'Deux enque tes ", (unsigned), Esprit, no. 16, janvier
1934, p.S2S-S32. The other enquiry concerned attitudes to
the problem of war.
129. Raymond de Becker, an eccentric monk-like figure, was
attempting to found a series of communities based on the
principles of poverty and austerity among young French,
Belgian and German intellectuals. His authoritarianism and
intransigeance was, however, too demanding for his colleagues
to bear for any length of time, and he never retained much
support. He resented Mounier's abandoning him and later
(1942) attacked him for his sterility and empty speculation.
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by the time it had drawn up a constitution, Mounier knew
that he had been over-optimistic,

and turned back to

Esprit as his best hope of achieving efficacity.130

The

groups were slowly spreading, and in addition to regional
gatherings, Mounier set up specific study groups to establish considered positions on various questions, with the
ultimate purpose of preparing articles for the review.
No doubt Mounier was thinking back to his experience with
the David~es when he conceived the Amis d'Esprit.

It was

a much larger scale of operation, aimed at organising the
evident support enjoyed by the review, particularly in the
provinces, which provided a strong base for Esprit.

Using

the groups, Mounier expected to ensure an effective agency
for the propagation of Esprit's ideology.
tation he was not mistaken.

In this expec-

By carefully selecting corres-

pnndants and organisers in the provinces and in the Frenchspeaking areas of Switzerland, Belgium and North Africa,
by publicising them regularly in the back pages of Esprit,
and by the frequent visits he and other leading figures of
the editorial staff made to these areas, he was able to
build up an efficient network of groups.

In January 1934,

Esprit reported groups in twenty French towns,131 seven
130. Cf. Esprit, decembre 1950, p.991, and Oeuvres, IV,
p.546-575 passim.
131. The first twenty towns named were: Agen, Angers,
Avignon, Besan~on, Dijon, Grenoble, Laon, Lorient, Maubeuge,
Mazamet, Montauban, Nantes, Obernal, Poitiers, Rennes,
Rochefort-sur-Mer, Rouen, St. Quentin, Toulouse, Tours.
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Swiss groups (Basle, Berne, Fribourg, Lausanne, Leysins,
Neufchatel, Zurich), three Belgian groups (Brussels,
Liege, Ghent), as well as groups in Madrid, London, Gasgow,
Amsterdam, Casablanca and the Argentine.

By September of

the same year twelve more French towns had been added,132
as well as Louvain, Oxford, the Hague, Nijmegen, and
~

Utrecht.

Each townLat least one correspondent whose name

and address was printed in the review.133

In the first

list of French correspondents, from twenty names, at least
five were teachers, though more may have been, and another
worked in a school, reflecting the extent to which Esprit
depended on those in various levels of education as
'cadres' of the movement.

The number of groups expanded

to a peak of over sixty in France alone by the late 1930's,
but before then it had become clear that the nature of the
groups was corresponding less and less to Mounier's hopes.
Originally conceived as the militan~ active wing of a
spritHal revolution led by Esprit, the groups, once formed,
tended to lose momentum, and after a first rush of enthusiasm settled into a pattern of study groups and friendly
gatherings.

The groups in their final form were far short

132. They were Bordea~ Bourg, Bourges, Charleville,
Chateauroux, Lille, Lons-Ie-Saunier, Marseille, Montlu~on,
Roubaix, Strasbourg, Vannes.
133. Though most of the correspondents in the provinces
were otherwise unknown local enthusiasts, several figures
were known on a national level (for example, Pierre-Henri
Simon, Roger Secretain, Jacques Ellul, Max-Pol Fouchet,
Jean Lacroix, Maurice de Gandillac); the most distinguished
was Maurice Merleau-Ponty, the correspondant for Chartres
in 1935-1936.
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of Mounier's ambition, but they were still a valuable
assistance to Esprit, then and later, on a material and
an ideological level, forming a stable, loyal and reliable
clientele.
In the meantime, his enquiry into spiritual means of
action was maturing, and at the end of 1934 he synthesised
its results into a series of articles.134 Refusing both
impotent purism and cynical realism as dangerous and inadequate responses, he suggested the elaboration of a
range of non-violent action which would only be replaced
by violence under the strictest of conditions.

He declared

that the militants of the revolution must submit to a
strict self-discipline and self-examination

to ensure that

they were as pure as possible in all their actions and that
their commitment included dedication to spiritual values
before material success.

Rejecting political action as

impure, and institutional changes as ineffective, he outlined the nature of the actions which he encouraged as
long as the choice remained open.

These entailed publicly

exposing and denouncing the oppression and injustices of
the established disorder; refusing to participate, even
indirectly, in it; passive disobedience by boycotting and
obstructing its operations.

It was essentially a personal

ethic, intended to bear witness to a daily refusal of com134. E. Mounier, 'Pour une technique des rnoyens spirituels',
Esprit, nos. 26, 27, 29, novernbre & decernbre 1934, fevrier
1935. Reprinted in Oeuvres, I, p.314-360.
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plicity.

It called for a thorough and long-term depouille-

ment, but was not to be understood as replacing the more
specific responses required by the development of events.
Up to this time, as he later admitted,135 his conception
of action had been abstract and removed from direct contact with reality, but already events were prompting the
emergence of a more concrete political commitment.

He

never disavowed the concept of spiritual revdUtion elaborated during these first months, nor did he renounce his
search for a purely spiritual form of action.
basic to his political philosophy.

They remained

But for the philosophy

to become an effective ideology it was necessary for them
to be completed by a practical response to the historical
situation.

In the event, the second half of the 1930's

left Mounier and everyone else with little alternative
but to take specific political positions.

II.

TAKING POSITIONS.
a)

Debates and polemic.

The first signs of real turbulence in France came to
136
a crisis with the events of February 1934.
On the evening of the sixth, a large demonstration on the Place de la
Concorde, consisting mostly of royalists and members of
135. E. Mounier, 'Les cinq etapes d'Esprit', Dieu vivant,
no.16, 1950, p.37-53. Reprinted in Bulletin des Amis d'E.
Mounier, no.29, mars 1967, p.9-24.
136. The circumstances of these events are described and
analysed in great detail in A. Werth, France in Ferment
(London, 1934). Mr. Werth was the Paris correspondant of
the Manchester Guardian at the time.
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the various fascist leagues, turned into an anti-parliamentary riot in which several demonstrators were killed
by police gun-fire.

Though the action failed to achieve

more than a change at the head of the government, it was
a severe shock to the Left, and prompted massive counterdemonstrations by both communists and socialists.

Mounier's

reaction to this sudden intensification of political activity was to shy away in horror.137 He saw it as caused
by and as proliferating

lies, particularly in their most

pernicious embodiment: the myth.

He went on to enumerate

and denounce the myths erected on both Left and Right to
simplify and falsify judgements.

If this was the condition

of revdution, he said, then he felt obliged to abstain,
and to prepare a more long-term spiritual revolution free
from unacceptable impurities.

He was anxious not to be

drawn into party politics, since he saw that it offered
little better than a choice between fascism and communism.
Mounier's position regarding fascism was first stated
in early 1934, 138 when, admitting its dynamism, he accused
it of being founded on the distorted caricatures of genuine values and rejected it as an easy, but pernicious
option: 'la plus dangereuse d~mission qui nous soit aujourd'hui proposee.139

He even delivered a harsh reprimand to

137. E. Mounier, 'Les le~ons de l'~me"te, ou la revolution
contre les mythes', Esprit, no.18, mars,1934, p.90S-91S.
Reprinted in Oeuvres, I, p.361-369.
138. E. Mounier, 'Les peeudo-valeurs spirituelles fascistes', Esprit, no.16, janvier 1934, p.S33-S40. Reprinted
in Oeuvres,I, p.223-228.
139. Oeuvres, I, p.22S.
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Ordre nouveau for failing to appreciate the distinction
between fascist pseudo-values and authentic values,140 an
act which led directly to the dissociation of that movement from Esprit. 141

This refusal of fascism never varied,

though he consented, the following year, along with other
young intellectuals, to attend an explanatory conference
in Rome on the corporate state.142 Making every effort to
give his sympathetic understanding

to the complexities of

Italian ideology, he re-stated his objections and added
that the major theoretical obstacles were its acceptance
of the state as the primary value, its belief that all
persons could be assimilated spDntaneously into a harmonious uniformity within it, and its consequent identification
of the leader with the true state.143 After allowing some
140. Oeuvres, I, p.228.
141. E. Mounier, 'Reponse a Ordre nouveau', Esprit, no.19,
avril 1934, p.199-203. The separation confirmed a difference which had always been implicit (see above Chapter 2,
I.a). In this article Mounier denounced their aggressive
and violent notion of the human person, their doctrinaire
technocracy, and their nascent Right-wing attitudes. Mounier explained that if he were forced to choose, he would
count himself as Left-wing. The separation was never total,
and some Ordre nouveau writers still wrote for Esprit
afterwards - notably Denis de Rougemont and Alexandre Marc.
Ordre nouveau were not badly damaged by it, but had already
begun their own monthly review.
142. Others were: Ulmann, Galey, Robert Aron, Dupuis,
Chevalley, Roditi, Paul Marion, Ganivet, Fabr~gues, see
Oeuvres, IV, p.570-572. The transcript of the conversations
is available at the Biblioth~que Mounier.
143. Cf. E. Mounier,'Esprit au congres franco-italien sur
la corporation', Esprit, no.33, juin 1935, p.474-480.
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debate in Esprit notably with the theorist Georges de
Santillana, Mounier brought the question to a definitive
end, baldly refusing all moral complicity with the aims
and the path of fascism.144 Henceforth the review was
unambiguously anti-fascist and the fact was not thought
.
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In taking this position, Mounier was

allying himself with almost the entire French Left, who
began increasingly to insist on their common task of antifascism in face of the rising wave ofmscism

in Europe.

Mounier's stance regarding oommunism, on the other
hand, was less straightforward,

and probably the single

most important dialogue of his career.

It was governed by

one unpleasant, but unavoidable fact: the communist party
was the single and consistent effective defender of the
working class in France.

Without this Mounier would doubt-

less have been even more peremptory than with fascism.

In

June 1934 he restated the position Berdyaev had already
established, showing some enthusiasm for Marxism as a
method of enquiry, but refusing the totalitarian expression
. S OV1et
.
n
•
145
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He denied that communism was

necessarily inseparable from the defence of the working
class, and denied that criticism of it was therefore reactionary.

Consequently, he said, he felt free to oppose

144. E. Mounier & G. de Santillana, 'Dialogue sur l'Etat
Fasciste', Esprit, no.35-6, septembre 1935, p.725-751.
145. E. Mounier, 'Tentation du communisme, pour un certain
sang-froid spirituel', Esprit, no.21, juin 1934, p.416-425.
Reprinted in Oeuvres, I, p.229-235.
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its implicit materialism, but only because he also opposed
the oppression of the working class.

Mounier's determined

resistance to communism was in no way surprising.

It had

long been anathematised by the Church and any cooperation
with it was unthinkable.

Berdyaev was already considered

daring in conceding communism any virtues whatsoever.
At approximately the same time Mounier was anxious
to counter the latest development of the Troisieme Force.
In the autumn of 1934 Izard was considering a proposal by
Gaston Bergery146 to merge with his own Front commun party.
This involved a certain acceptance of the usual party political conventions, including action on the masses.

Mounier

warned him of the folly of this course:
Ce ne sont pas les masses qui font l'histoire,
mais les valeurs qui agissent sur elles ~ ~artir
de minorit6s in6branlables dans leur foi.1 7
It was his unshakeable belli! that the only worthwhile
change was that brought about by a militant minority who
would inject their values, in all their purity into the
impure mass, by a process of rayonnement based on personal
conversion.

The view of history implied was entirely con-

146. Gaston Bergery (b.1892), a lawyer, after the first
world war held various public posts, becoming a d6put6 for
one of the 'radical' parties in 1928, was dissatisfied
with traditional politics and formed a more Left-wing ginger
group, the Front commun, which was one of the groups at the
origin of the Front populaire. D6put6 from 1936, he
agreed to serve in the Vichy government, and held various
ambassadorial offices, though he was acquitted of collaboration at the Liberation, since which time he has restricted himself to Law.
147. Oeuvres, IV, p.538, dated 16 October 1934.
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sistent with the spiritualism of 'Refaire la Renaissance',
but this was the first time Mounier had expressed his
elitist view of politics in a clear way.

This is the con-

text in which the Amis d'Esprit were conceived, and the
basis for all Mounier's active political work.
1934 the merger was nonetheless voted.

In November

Mounier instantly

resigned from the new Front social in deep disappointment.
This formation was one of the bases on which the Front
populaire was founded, but Mounier continued to feel that
the measure of compromise involved was unacceptable, and
that the movement was now open to assimilation by the
communists with their unified and intransigeant ideology.
In practice, his fear of communism at this stage was such
as to prevent any contact with them.

The communists in

their turn continued to ignore the development of Esprit,
considering it as irrelevant to the social and political
struggles in which they were engaged.
Nonetheless, Mounier began to feel something of the
impulse towards constructive action that was now running
through the Left, characterised by the mooting of a unified campaign against the increasingly bankrupt Right-wing
government.

He was more than ever conscious of the degree

to which catholics were identified with the Right,148 and
148. To take two examples, in Esprit no.2S, octobre 1934,
p.142-1S6, Mounier's article 'Par dell:les equivoques du
spiritualisme', a review of several recent books, took the
defence of Gide's criticisms of the Church in its deafness
to the social and political aspirations of the working
class, concluding that it was not too late for the Church to
renew itself. The following month (Esprit no.26, novembre
1934, p.283-7), in an article 'Colonialisme et christianisme', he replied to the Jesuit journal Etudes which had
thought it unpatriotic to denounce colonial abuses. He rem~nded the~ t~at the missionary service should not be equated
w1th colon1al1sm, and felt that the Church had too ft
acted as though 1t should.
0
en
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it was his determination to dissolve the combination that
led him to become gradually more involved in active politics.

The crucial point was the spring of 1935 when he

became involved in a vigorous polemic.

The ageing leader

of the Federation Nationale Catholique, General de Castel149
nau,
had been urging in the Echo de Paris that the period
of conscription be raised from one to two years, that
young catholics be encouraged to enrol in the army, and
that re-armament should be introduced as a major priority
of government.

Outraged by this war-mongering,

Mounier

wrote in Esprit reminding him of the pope's condemnation
of war and, referring to his three sons killed in the Great
War, asked, 'General, trois fils, n'est-ce pas assez?'. 150
The general was indignant and wrote a vehement attack in
the Echo de Paris and an insulting letter to Esprit.151
The conservative catholic press, shocked and angry, accused
Mounier of pride, vulgarity and brutality, while he insis149.

General Edouard de Castelnau (1851-1943) after a long

and eminent military career, entered politics as a depute
in 1919, but after defeat by the Cartel des Gauches in ]924
founded and presided over the Federation Nationale Catholique which had some success in opposing the Cartel's anticlerical legislation. He used the organisation as a platform for his monarchist views and also campaigned against
the Republic particularly in the Echo de Paris.
150. E. Mounier, 'Les catho1iques et la defense nationale',
Esprit, no.31, ~vril 1935, p.133-134.
151. The texts and a commentary on them can be found in
Rene R~mond, Les catholiques, le communisme et les crises
1929-1939 (Paris, 1960), p.79-83.
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ted that his words were prompted by sincere charity and
generous concern.152

However that may be, the affair came

as a rude awakening to those who still saw Esprit as an
anodyne, abstract though occasionally extravagant publication.

It also gave a considerable jolt to Mounier him-

self who became aware of his tendency to indulge in 'des
meditations trop sereines, trop cosmiques, trop lisses,!53
and resolved to express himself with more vigour in matters
of controversial political import.
Within the space of a few days, the oppertunity came
to implement this resolve.

Parliamentary elections were

being held in an overwhelmingly catholic quarter of Paris,
and the ony candidate to stand was Jean Chiappe,154 a
monarchist sJmpathiser who had been dismissed as prefect
of the police for corrupt and anti-democratic practices.
Determined not to let him pass unopposed, Mounier and a
number of his associates organised a last-minute campaign

152. E. Mounier, 'Un p6Iemique', Esprit, no.32, mai 1935,
p.316-320.
153.

Oeuvres, IV, p.568 in his notebook for 17 May 1935.

154. Jean Chiappe, Corsican-born manarchist sympathiser
who by a blend of ruthless ambition and corruption rose to
be Prefect of Police in Paris, was suspected of collusion
in the preparation of the attempted fascist coup of 6
February 1934, and of involvement in the affaire Stavisky,
a seamy financial scandal.
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to elect Jacques Madaule, 155 one of their number.

Sup-

ported by a selection of respectable catholic intellectuals they did all they could to expose Chiappe's misdeeds
and appeal to the community to reject his candidature as
an insult.

Hindered by his late arrival and by the total

silence of the public media regarding his campaign, Madaule
" te,
db" ut In th e
lost heavI"ly.156 M"ounler was d"Isappoln
face of palpable failure, he appreciated how much needed to
be done before his mission bore substantial fruit.

It had

also corne as something of a shock to him to see the power
of the press and of even a corrupt politician like Chiappe
over the minds of those who professed to stand for spiritual values.

All the vigour and probity of a spiritually-

based action had been fruitless, and Mounier carne one step
nearer to realising the conflict between two desirable
ends, purity and efficacity.

155. Jacques Madaule (born 1898), historian and critic,
became interested in politics in the eatly thirties. He
was a regular contributor to Esprit, and participated in
the later founding of the christian democrat M.R.P. party,
for which he was a depute after the war. He has more
recently become known as a political commentator in Le
Monde, and as a Claudel scholar.
156. See A. Ulmann, 'La candidature Chiappe, scandale
public', Esprit, no.30, avril 1935, p.126-128; E. Mounier,
'Contre Chiappe', Esprit, no.32, mai 1935, p.331-333; E.
Mounier, 'Le~ons d'une campagne', Esprit, no.33, juin
1935, p.457-460; and Oeuvres, IV, p.569, in his notebook
dated 17 May 1935.
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b)

The Front Populaire.

During this time, events were moving rapidly with
the unprecedented agreement by the communist and socialist
parties to present a joint programme at the following elections of spring 1936.157 They were joined by a number of
smaller groups, including the Front social.

Even the tra-

ditionally centrist radical party expressed a guarded
willingness

to co-operate.

The Castelnau and Chiappe aff-

airs had made Mounier feel a greater sympathy and openness
towards the forces at work in the construction of a Leftwing alliance.

Significantly, in the heat of combat he

felt himself nearer to Peguy, his spiritual mentor,158 and
by implication closer to finding his best means of expression.

In June of the same year, he participated in ar.num-

ber of meetings159 which had arisen from the recen~ decision
to establish close cooperation between various left-wing
organisations with a view to forming a Popular Front movement.

In his contact with many of the leading intellectual

figures of the Left, Mounier was initially dismayed by the
artificiality of their welcome and felt that political
157. The events of the preparation and period of office of
the Front are well described and documented in G. Le£ranc,
Le Front Populaire (Paris 1965), and L. Bodin & J. Touchard,
Front Populaire (Paris 1961).
158. For example, he referred to the period as a 'quinzaine
peguyste' (Oeuvres, IV, p.567 & 569).
159. See Oeuvres, IV, p.572-574. Mounier here recorded his
mixed reactions to two meetings in the space of ten days
during June ~35 in which he felt wooed by the left-wing
.
intellectuals, including .Nizan, Aragon, Marc Bloch and Malraux,
all of whom had previously shown nothing but hostility.
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expediency was destroying their integrity.

But it can be

taken as a sign of Mounier's success in establishing himself as recognisably

'of the Left', that he should be

regarded as a useful ally.

Though he was bewildered and

mistrustful of the sudden change, Mounier found in their
unity an important and hopeful sign, particularly since
the rigid dogmatism of the communists had now given way to
a readiness to listen to and tolerate contrary views.

In

Esprit he published articles by Andre Ulmann,160 the political and economic correspondant, who expressed a cautious
optimism about the Front Populaire, despite misgivings
about the differences glossed over in the name of unity.
Over the summer of 1935, Mounier's position underwent
a slight regression.

The question of political action had

been discussed at the second Esprit conference in July
and the collective statement, drawn up as a result, declared
that since no party fully satisfied its conditions, Esprit
would work for the long-term constitution of a third force,
independent of the Front populaire - as of the right-wing
.
I - nelt
. h er M arX1S
. t nor f ascIst.
asc i
161
Front natlona

It h a d

harsh words about the Popular front, which, it said:

160. Cf. A. Ulmann, 'Lettre a un camarade deprovince sur
le Front populaire', Esprit, no.34, juillet 1935, p.635639; A. Ulmann, 'Vers l'annee decisive?', Esprit, no.35-6,
septembre 1935, p.821-824.
161. 'Notre humanisme (declar-ation collective)', Esprit,
no.37, octobre 1935, p.1-244• Although the document was
the result of a collective reflection, there can be no doubt
that Mounier was prominent in its formulation, and anyway
fully endorsed its positions. He no longer met with the
opposition he had experienced at the first congress at
Font-Romeu, partly because, as he wistfully noted, til n'y
en avait plus un de Font-Romeu' (Oeuvres, IV, p.S75).
Those who disagreed with him had left.
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accapare la terminologie de la justice sociale,
souvent aut (orise par une fidelite civique incontestable a cette justice, et l'attache a des
ideologies que nous repoussons, a des corruptions
qui ne meritent pas les causes dont ils se font
les representants.162
There was in this no suggestion of an attraction towards
the right-wing alternative, rather Mounier was attempting
to foster the kind of purification which he had constantly
urged on Izard and the Troisieme Force.

In addition,

Esprit was obliged to advance prudently, and any unseemly
enthusiasm could easily lead to censure from the Church,
an eventuality Mounier wished to avoid.

As the Church's

volunteer advance guard, he knew that it was imperative
not to be cut off from the main body of the army.

In the

November 1935 issue of Esprit, he explained in greater
detail his political evolution,163 clarifying particuarly
the notion of a third force:
Dans toute la mesure, et dans l'exacte mesure ou
Ie Front populaire correspond a une realite vivante,
et n'est pas machination ou confusion des politiciens, il marque une premiere conscience par ces
masses LPuvriere~ de cette troisieme voie.164
If he had originally seen the Front populaire as an electoral manoeuvre and demanded more, he now accepted that it
was more than that, and to that extent gave his sjmpathy.
He emphasised that he would not contemplate a radical
attack on a movement or party which represBnted the working
class, though adding that he would not accept the identi162. 'Notre humanisme', p.24~.
163. E. Mounier, 'Faisons le pint', Esprit, no.38,
novembre 1935, p.279-281.
164. Ibid., p.280.
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fication or confusion of the oppressed with a particular
organisation.

Mounier's threat to find a middle-way

between the Left and Right was politically unreal, and
from the huge demonstrations of 14 July 1935 up until the
electoral victory of 3 May 1936, the Rassemblement populaire, as it was officially known, won the support of an
increasing number of organisations.
near to Mounier's own position.

Some of these were

Apart from the major

parties, communists, S.F.I.O.-socialists,

independent so-

cialists, republican socialists, radicals and radical
socialists, the Ra~semblement also included the christian
democratic Jeune Republique165 and the Front social of
Bergery and Izard; two of the main trades unions supported
it, the C.G.T. 166 and the C.G.T.U. 167 Significantly the
christian trades union, C.F.T.C.,168 witheld its support,
but there were few bodies in the labour movement or in the
political Left and Centre to follow its example.

The elec-

toral programme was a series of thoroughgoing reforms based
on national and international peace and freedom with social
165.

The Ligue de la Jeune Republique was founded in 1912

as a result of Marc Sangnier's experience with the Sillon.
It was intended to spread a spiritual education in political
matters, and had limited electoral aspirations.
166. The communist-lee Confederation Generale du Travail
was the largest of the labour unions, and the most militant.
167. The socialist-led Confed~ration Generale du Travail
Unitaire was the second largest union.
168. The catholic-led Confederation Fran~aise des Travailleurs Chretiens was the smallest, most conservative of
the major trades unions.
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justice and economic growth.169

To remain consistent with

his declared position, Mounier could not disown the
Rassemblement, but he was unwilling to be drawn into a
movement which contained much to disquiet him, even if it
did group the working class and all politically progressive movements in France at that time.
Though Mounier himself was sceptical about the forthcoming elections, he nonetheless reflected in Esprit something of the enthusiasm which they inspired in some of
his colleagues.

Andre Ulmann and Andre Philip in parti-

.
170 ma k·1ng It
. c 1ear
cu I ar expresse d great expectat10ns,
that they saw the Popular Front as essentially other than
an electoral cartel, and hoped that neither timidity in
action, nor neglect of its popular support would vitiate
the future government's programme.

Surprisingly, perh,ps,

Mounier gave relatively little space to discussion of the
matter, but this can be understood in the light of his
dislike and distrust of the French parliamentary system,
which he had never tried to hide.

Speaking of the election

campaign he could, for example, write:
Un grotesque carnaval de trois semaines vient de
s'ouvrir sous le pretexte officiel d'un acte de
souverainete respectable: comment passer sans rougir
le long de ces panneaux OU s'etale une frenesie
ridicule de bacchanale.171
169. See G. Lefranc, Le Front Populaire, p.49-54.
170. See Andre Ulmann, 'Chronique politique', Esprit, no.
40, janvier 1936, p.636-642, and Andre Philip, 'Et apres',
Esprit, no.43, avril 1936, p.35-38.
171. E. Mounier, 'Les deux grandeurs', Esprit, n6.44,
mai 1936, p.152.
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This disgust was entirely consistent with his repeated
attacks on parliamentary democracy and his insistence that
the real revolutionary work took place on a different level.
In the June number, however, his attitude was considerably
softened, and, as a result of the election victory of the
Front populaire, he published a full statement of his
..
172
pos1t1on.
Beginning on a restrained note, pointing to the
impure elements accompanying any government, he acknowledged the number of men worthy of respect it included.
He saw the victory as a 'succes des forces populaires,173
and admitted to feeling 'une joie venant du fond'. 174
This was already a sufficiently great change of tone,
but, more surprisingly, he went on to suggest that the
victory was a thorough vindication of his own position and
by implication claimed a degree of responsibility for the
success:
Elargissez, disions-nous aux revolutionnaires marxistes, la notion de proletariac et abandonnez votre
politique de classe pour un large rassemblement sur
des valeurs humaines fondamentales, contre le monde
de l'argent; detachez-vous de l'orthodoxie marxiste,
integrez nos revendications communes de justice
sociale aces valeurs humaines qui transcendent
l'histoire, meme si l'histoire en renouvelle les
aspects; detournez-vous d'un sectarisme antireligeux
qui n'a trop longtemps ete qu'un moyen pour la bourgeoisie radicale d'immobiliser les justes coleres
populaires; ne rejetez pas la possibilite d'accomplir
les revolutions necessaires par la conquete legale
du pouvoir legal, preferable, humainement et tactiquement, a toutes les violences de rues. - Et voila que

172. E. Mounier, 'Rassemblement populaire', Esprit, no.45,
juin 1936, p.441-449.
173. Ibid., p.442.
174. Ibid., p.445.
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nous entendons d~clarer jusqu'~ l'extreme-gauche
communiste: rassemblement de taus les Fran~ais
contre la minorit~ qui les opprime; pas de poing
ferme contre la religion (Thorez); defense de la
famille (Vaillant-Couturier). VoilA finalement que
ce rassemblement apaise, pr~cede de sa mystique,
conquiert, sans effusion de sang, les pastes de
commande du pouvoir.175
There was some justice in Mounier's claim, for the Front
populaire met most of the conditions he laid down for a
catholic to be able to work within it.

The reason for this

is clear: intellectually, Mounier stood as far to the Left
as it was possible to stand at this period without incurring
the censure of the Church.

Any Left-wing movement could

reasonably regard his conditions as a minimum requirement
in order to attract significant catholic support.

It is

therefore not surprising that all three sectors of the
Front populaire should at least pay lip-service to the
main human and spiritual values Mounier defended.

They

could not expect electoral victory without a degree of
support from catholics, and even the General Secretary of
the communist party, Maurice Thorez, made a speech offering
la main tendue to catholics.176

French catholics did not

respond enthusiastically to this, but enough of them were
persuaded to give the Popular Front its victory.

Mounier

could fairly claim to be a representative of the kind of
catholic the Front populaire had to win over.

There was

no direct causal link between Mounier's ideas and those of
the new government, though there was sufficient resemblance
175. E. Mounier, 'Rassemblement populaire', p.443.
176. The appeal, made on 17 April 1936, is examined in R.
Remand, Les catholiques, le communisme et les crises, p.218228; Remand describes the effect it had and the issues invol~ed in the question. See also R.W. Rauch, Politics &
Bellef •••, p.169-176.
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for him to be excused a little discreet preening.
Working on the principle that firm but fair criticism
was likely to be more influential than unconditional support or over-indulgence, Mounier was particularly intransigeant towards movements close to his own thought, so in
this instance he reserved the right to criticise harshly.
The defenders of the oppressed were in power, he argued,
and he was therefore excused the scruples which previously
led him to attenuate his disagreements.

The main target

he singled out was the danger of a materialist dictatorship
under a new Stalin, a danger all the more acute since orthodox communism was the most cohesive and effective single
element of the new dispensation.

Consequently, he promised

to help and encourage all constructive projects, both at
the hub and on the perimeter of the government, not fearing
to 'mettre la main

a

la p~te partout

au

il le faudra'. 177

At the same time, bearing in mind the undoubted repression
in the U.S.S.R., he promised to fight to eliminate any
signs of an incipient police or party dictatorship.

While

the terms of his approval may seem muted, Mounier's scepticism was tempered by a strain of anticipation which reflected something of the exhilaration which the whole French
Left felt in the spring of 1936.
In the months that followed, Mounier kept his promise
to exercise constructive criticism and published numerous
studies in which developments within the Front populaire
177.

E. Mounier, 'Rassemblement populaire', p.447.
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were followed with critical sympathy: appreciating Blum's
d 1screet
i
Iea dersh 1P,
i
178 approv1ng
.
dec 1arat10ns
.
0 f particular importance, especially ones emanating from that part
of the movement led by Bergery and the Front social
group,179, but equally showing a lucid awareness of the
difficulties and failures the government had to face.180
It came to be accepted that, whatever its failings, the
Front populaire was the only means of implementing personalist ideas at the time, and that any criticism had to be
so expressed as not to give an advantage to its many
opponents.181
The government's first year was summed up
by Roger Labrousse in Esprit as a fruitful one, but he was
quick to point out how far short of its declared aims it
had fallen, and looked pessimistically ahead to the increasing preponderance of the luke-warm 'radicals,.182

Touchard

echoed him the following month lamenting Blum's departure
and the Chautemps cabinet's mediocrity.183

By November,

178. See R. Leenhardt, 'Blum et le r'alisme politique',
Esprit, no.51, decembre 1936, p.448-9.
179. See R. Leenhardt, 'Chronique politique', Esprit, no.
50, novembre 1936, p.361-7, & R. Labrousse, 'En marge de la
declaration frontiste', Esprit, no.51, decembre 1936, p.
518-525.
180. See Georges Duveau, 'Le filet d'argent', Esprit, no.
52, janvier 1937, p.676-682.
181. See R; Leenhardt, 'Le vin nouveau et les vieilles
outres', Esprit, no.54, mars 1937, p.981-986, & J. Madaule,
'Chronique politique', Esprit, no.57, juin 1937, p.493-497.
182. R. Labrousse, 'Front populaire, An II', Esprit, no.58,
juillet 1937, p.632-637.
183. P.A. Touchard, 'Chronique politique', Esprit, no.59,
aoOt 1937, p.669-671.
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Madaule was gloomily analysing the Front's incipient failure and calling for a new upsurge of p~lar
corne to the rescue.184

pressure to

In February 1938 he announced the

death of the original movement.185

The March number of

the review was entitled 'Le Front populaire, Bilan-Avenir',
and contained articles judging the unsatisfactory economic,
political, social and international state of the nation.
By this time events seemed to have confirmed Mounier's
more gloomy predictions.

The reforming work of the govern-

ment had been increasingly impeded by pressure from industrialists and property-owners,

supported by the more con-

servative elements in the coalition.

The communists had

refused to cooperate in administering the compromises
introduced into the initial programme, which they had considered as a minumum.

The balance of power was shifting

to the right, exposing all the contradictions which had
gone unchallenged in earlier more enthusiastic days.

For

the March 1938 issue of Esprit Mounier wrote a long assesst . d t0 c1ear away some
ment, 186. In w h·1Ch h erIe

0f

the dea d

wood of slogans, clich~s, and stereotyped attitudes, the
mythologies which he considered to falsify and distort the
the expression of left-wing politics.

Because of the tena-

city of these parasitic accretions, he said, he was not
184. J. Madaule, 'Thermidor', Esprit, no.62, novembre
1937, p.330-333.
185. J. Madaule, 'La mort du rassemblement populaire',
Esprit, no.65, f~vrier 1938, p.781-785.
186. E. Mounier, 'Court trait~ de la mythique de gauche',
Esprit, no.66, mars 1938, p.873-890. Reprinted in Oeuvres,
IV, p.40-75.
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prepared to be crudely categorised

as a ~t-winger,

but

was willing to work in cooperation with, and for the purification of, those forces which did call themselves
wing.

Left-

The failure of the Front populaire, he suggested,

could be ascribed to its not having purged itself of its
mythologies.

As a result, he said, it has been polluted

and diluted by both the mediocre liberalism of the 'radical'
parties, and the harsh materialism

of the communist party,

to the point where it combined the worst, rather than the
best of all sides.
for the undoubted

There are many possible explanations
failure of the Front populaire.

was above all an idedogical explanation.
government of betraying

Mounier's

He accused the

the mystique which had brought it

to power, and of failing to elaborate a coherent ideology
which took honest account of differences.

The willingness

to sacrifice ideological purity for purely material gains,
he thought, inevitably

led to actions failing.

He himself

was not willing to make such a sacrifice; he refrained
from adding that this position led to no action at all.

c)

Relations with the Church.

Apart from Mounier's

temperamental

obsession with

spiritual purity, there was another factor which contributed greatly to the apparent timidity of Esprit's political
ideology.

Since the brief alarm, already mentioned,

French hierarchy's

of the

early probings, Esprit had been the
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object of a ca~paign by the nationalist Right, which aimed
at securing official disapproval of Esprit by Rome.

One

tactic was to equate Esprit with the openly pro-communist
" an attempt to d i1scre dd1t the more pruT erre nouve 11 e 187 1n
dent position of Esprit.

Despite his sympathy for many of

their aims, Mounier was obliged on several occasions to
draw a firm distinction between his own and the other review,
and even had specifically to rebut the suggestion that he
was less than whole-hearted in his adherence to the pope's
ruling against catholic and communist collaboration.188
At the same time, as will be seen, he had opposed Italian
imperialism in Ethiopia, a fact which was used to exert
pressure against him in Rome, and had tentatively supported
the Spanish Republic against the catholic-backed rebels.
His support for the Front populaire was the culmination of
a succession of positions which set him on the left wing,
and his enemies, mostly in the Action fransaise circle,
sought to demonstrate that he had distorted and betrayed
the Church's teaching in this.

At the end of May 1936,

Mounier was shocked to receive a letter from Maritain
which, in his own words, warned him:
187. Terre nouvelle, organ of the Union des communistes
spiritualistes, first published May 1935, bore the symbol of
the hammer and sickle superimposed on the cross, and described itself as the 'mensuel des chr~tiens r~volutionnaires'.
Its contributors, including D~l~age, Andr~ Philip and Paul
Ricoeur, advocated christian cooperation with the communists
in making the revolution. It was first censured in February
1936 and put on the Index in July of the same year.
188. See Mounier's articles, 'Chr~tiens dans la cit~',
Esprit, no.41, fevrier 1936, p.797-800; 'Catholicisme et
communisme', Esprit, no.43, avril 1936, p.90-91; 'Terre
nouvelle', Esprit, no.45, juin 1936, p.452-453.
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Des nouvelles de Rome par une source tres sQre.
La condClmnation d'Esprit est donnee comme une chose
a peu pres decidee et imminente. Une campagne de
dix-huit mois est sur le point d'aboutir.189
Mounier was stunned.

The official condemnation of Esprit

would effectively have wrecked all his work.

It soon

appeared, however, that the process was not so far advanced
as had been feared at first.

Maritain spent several days

making representations to various members of the Church
hierarchy, finally obtaining for Mounier an interview with
the Cardinal Archbishop of Paris.

In order to prepare

this meeting, Mounier was advised to draw up a detailed
report on Esprit, which he presented after Maritain had
read and modified it.190

Since Mounier was anxious to

cover the whole of the review's work, this report is a
useful succinct statement of his achievements and objectives, though certain aspects are emphasised more than
usual, the better to win the Cardinal's sympathy.
Refusing to call Esprit a catholic review, he pointed
out that most of the contributors were catholics with their
189. Oeuvres, IV, p.S82, in his notebook dated 30 May
1936. The entire episode is narrated in J. Petit, op.cit.,
p.146-1S2. Maritain's letter is reproduced ther e in full
(p.146) dated 23 May 1936. The alarm lasted about a month.
The impression that a campaign had been organised was accurate. Henri Massis claimed part of the responsibility for
this and other campaigns. In an article published recently
in Aspects de la France (30 April 1970) he said he had been
in May 1935 to see Cardinal Pacelli (later Pope Pius XII),
the Vatican's Secretary of State, about the affair. In
addition, the Right regularly circulated the Cardinals of the
Church with copies of Esprit and commentaries presenting it
as a Bolshevik organ (see J. Petit, op.cit., p.146).
190. The substance of this report is reprinted in Oeuvres,
IV, p.S8S-S9S.
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inspiration deriving from the best catholic tradition,
rather than from socialist or communist sources.

At the

same time they would not claim that christian doctrine
necessarily entailed their chosen positions.

The distinc-

tion between acting en chr~tien and en tant que chretien,
though extremely fine, was, as always, stressed, and helped
to protect him throughout his life from impending censure.
With that reservation made clear, he added that Esprit was
concerned to explore and confront the positions of nonbelievers which might differ widely from its own.

He

accepted that this was a perilous mission, but thought it
vital: in any case, he said, the confrontation was not
allowed to touch religious questions.

He insisted he was

not trying to establish a new orthodoxy but rather to provide a context for conversation and debate.

This did not

exclude, however, the definition of a series of general
positions, which he proceeded to outline.

These positions,

he agreed, may be at variance with those of other catholics,
but this was quite permissible, always provided they did
not run counter to the Church's teaching.

On the key prob-

lem of communism, Mounier explicitly rejected the suggestion that his attack on catholic complicity with the established disorder in any way gave communism more ammunition.
On the contrary, he argued, it was only in so far as one
admitted the valid parts of the communist critique that one
could successfully combat its portion of error.

But he

-
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took great pains to deny any possible confusion between
christianity and socialism or communism in his philosophy.
He did not deny that he may have been guilty of some verbal excess, but excused himself on the grounds of his youth
and the novelty of his position.

So far there was nothing

in his report that could not be gathered from an attentive
reading of the review, but in the last and most interesting
part of the report, Mounier examined Esprit's achievements
and its future possibilities.

First, he claimed, it had

begun to compete with communism on its own ground.

By

constructing a series of effective techniques for social
renewal without a rigid materialistic metaphysic, it had
taken some of the force from the commnnist hold over the
oppressed and seriously challenged the necessity for
materialism.

Second, he explained, Esprit had established

links between catholics and non-believers

such that the

catholics had been brought out of their intellectual and
political ghetto, and the non-believers had abandoned some
of their suspicion and resistance to catholicism.

Third,

he claimed, Esprit, now established, was the only major
review in the cultural field, dominated by catholics, most
of the others being directed by communists.
view of the rise of the Left allover

Finally, in

Europe at this time,

he thought it essential that the Church should not be cut
off from the progressive movements and particularly

from

the working class, but that it should be in a position to
influence both those in power and their supporters in the
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factories.

This he thought Esprit could claim to promote.

He added a veiled warning:
Si demain cet espoir etait brise, un grand desarroi
secouerait cette generation. En face de son oeuvre,
inachevee, le pouvoir etabli aurait beau jeu de
declarer qu'aucun mouvement social d'inspiration
chretienne ne peut mener A bien sa tache. Et sa
reaction risquerait d'etre terrible. De tout notre
coeur nous souhaitons ~ue ces tristes conjonctions
ne se produisent pas.1 1
Of the whole report only this last section was significantly
new, and calls

for comment.

There can be little doubt

that it contained some overstatement and wishful thinking.
The broad terms in which Mounier described the impact of
Esprit need clarification.

It was read in a limited milieu192

ahd certainly did not command an audience in the working
class, but it was read by a number of trades union leaders
- mostly catholics - and by some of the non-catholic intelligentsia.
191.

It could certainly claim to be one of the few

Oeuvres, IV, p.595.

192. See above, section I.d. The social composition of
Esprit's readership cannot be established with certainty,
since none of the information required is available. The
only sources are the published lists of subscribers and
correspondants; but since only a few of them can be accurately situated in social terms, they can only give the
vaguest of indications. These lists give the impression
that the readership was predominantly made up of writers
and journalists, teachers, doctors and priests, but this is,
at least in part, because these categories are easy to
identify (e.g. by title, address or familiarity of the name).
Even allowing for other categories such as students, civil
servants, lawyers and managerial staff who read it, there
is no reason and no evidence to suppose that Esprit had any
direct readership in the working class, though it might have
had an indirect following through other papers which transmitted its contents or reported on its developments. On
the evidence available, admittedly limited, Esprit's audience seems to have been the lower section of the catholic
middle-class and a small minority of non-catholic intellectuals.
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catholic-dominated

reviews to be read at all outside

catholic circles, and could also claim to aim at propagating a catholic-inspired
Church.

social doctrine outside the

Its claim to propose a social doctrine which

inherently challenged communism is more debateable.
Partly at least because it had not had time, Esprit had
by no means established a powerful, effective or original
alternative to Marxism, though it certainly intended to.
There is little to add to Mounier's analysis of the link
established between catholics and non-catholics.

The

review certainly fostered a more open attitude, but it is
arguable that its effects were far more influential on
catholics than on non-believers.193

There can be little

doubt that the condemnation of Esprit might have caused an
upheaval among progressive catholics, comparable to the
censure of the Sillon,194 and would surely have placed
considerable constraints on those who, like Mounier, were
attempting to lead catholics out of their traditional
right-wing political ghetto.

How far Esprit, or any other

catholic organ, was influential in government circles, or
even in the various left-wing groupings, is difficult to
193. ·The contributors to the review were much more ideologically diverse than its readers, and included most of the
christian denominations and even some agnostics (e.g. P.-A.
Touchard, G. Duveau, P.-L. Landsberg, F. Goguel). Thus the
dialogue between believers and non-believers was largely
one-way as far as the readership was concerned.
194. The Sillon, an early christian democratic movement led
by Marc Sangnier, had a large, enthusiastic following, but
was dissolved by pope Pius X in 1910. The movement lost its
impetus but its members were influential in the later development of christian democracy.
(See A. Danset~HiStoire
religieuse •••, p.649-666.)
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assess,19S but it is probably fairer to see its action as
preparing the future time when catholics would wield effective influence on the Left in power.196
Armed with his report, Mounier had an audience with
Cardinal Verdier, Archbishop of Paris, who had been briefed
on Esprit by clerics sympathetic to it.

The Cardinal dec-

lared that he was strongly opposed to disciplinary measures
being applied to any French catholic group at that time,
.
an d th at h e un derstoo d th e necessIty

0f

E sprIt.
. 197

Th e

friendly tone of the interview did much to reassure Mounier
that his action was acceptable to the Church and he felt
he had its blessing.

At the same time, the incident once

more reinforced Mounier's conviction that he must proceed
with the greatest caution.

Therefore, while Mounier rejoiced

in the political and social renewal the Front populaire
provided, while he printed enthusiastic articles by others
and did what he could to encourage it in achieving its
aims, he reserved his own comments on it in Esprit to statements of editorial position with the full range of reservat ions required by prudence, a role which was in complete
harmony with his temperament.

195. There is no evidence to suggest that Esprit had any
influence on the government, which was dominated by three
traditionally non-christian parties (communist, socialist,
radical), but, as has been pointed out, the government had
to take some account of catholic feeling, and Esprit was a
convenient spokesman; also Esprit had links, however tenuous, with the SM~ll Jeune R~publique and Front social
groups.
196. See below, Chapter Five.
197. See J. Petit, op.cit., p.1Sl, a letter from Mounier to
Maritain dated 24 June 1936 narrated the interview. A
~lightly different description went into Mounier's 'notebook
tOeuvres,IV, p.S9S) on 26 June 1936, where he described the
Card1nal as fraternal; he had used 'patern~l' to Maritain.
The other proun unner ::JttArkAt the same tIme was th.e
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d)

The personali~t manifesto.

In the October number of Esprit, Mounier published
his weighty summum of all that it had come to represent.
This 'Manifeste au service du personnalisme', 198 which
summarised and reappraised all the positions which have
been shown as emerging during the first four wears of
Esprit's existence, remained the point of reference governing all Mounier's future commitment.

It will only be

examined here in brief, particularly to point the distance
which his thought had travelled over four years.

The

development of personalism as a philosophy will be studied
in the next chapter, but personalism had by 1936 become
synonymous with a political and cultural programme as well
as a philosophical doctrine.

Most of the detailed propo-

sals had been elaborated through the collaboration of a
large number of people working in study groups and action
committees throughout France.

Mounier and his colleagues

directed and coordinated their reflexions, but the final
result was a collective effort in which Esprit had laid
down the basic principles and the active members of the
Amis d'Esprit had worked out the detailed findings.

The

political ideology which emerged was therefore generated by
a large group of people, who felt all the more committed
to the conclusions because they had participated in reaching
197. (cont. from page 167) ~~. christian democrat paper
L'Aube.
..
198. E. Mounier, 'Manifeste au service du personnalisme',
Esprit, no.49, octobre 1936, p.1-216. It was published
later the same year in book form, with modifications, and is
reprinted in its second form in Oeuvres, I, p.479-649.
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them.

This group in turn was intended to be an ~lite

working in the community as a whole, bearing the same relation to the community as the review's editors bore to the
Amis. When it is remembered that Mounier was firmly in
control of the review's direction, it will be noticed that
he had established an organisation hierarchically structured in the same way as the catholic church.

Though the

review's formal relationships were not made explicit, it
is possible to draw a direct paz.llel between Mounier and
the Pope, his team and the bishops, the Amis d'Esprit and
the parish priests.

This parallel should not be overstated,

but it is not surprising that in trying to establish an
ideology Mounier should reproduce the basic structures of
the most effective ideological organisation he knew.
In the Manifeste Mounier wished to give a comprehensive
account o£ personalism as it had become.

He began by sta-

ting that the scope of his action was the transformation of
the whole civilisation.

Like Marxism, he saw the impending

collapse of liberal and bourgeois capitalism.

Unlike

Marxism, he believed the spiritual and metaphysical aspects
of a civilisation to be more crucial than the economic and
social aspects.

It was therefore at the spiritual that his

ambition of remaking the Renaissance was directed.

He

examined in turn the three dominant conceptions of civilisation, the bourgeois individualist, the fascist and the
Marxist, taking up in each ca~the

critique already devel-

oped, then passed on to an exposition of the characteristics of a personalist civilisation.

After a discussion of
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the underlying philosophy, dealt with in the next chapter,
he outlined the main lines of the personalist society.
The substance of what followed was in effect a reiteration
of the conclusions reached by the various study groups
and frequently little more than a reworking of parts of
the various special issues of Esprit which had dealt with
most major questions.
On the vexed question of education, he called for a
'pluralist' system which would allow schools of all differend creeds with a degree of centralised supervision to
maintain standards.

Within the schools, he argued, it

should be accepted that the object of education was to
foster the free and creative development of the child,
the better to fulfil his vocation as a person.

This may

appear unremarkable, but the significance appears more
clearly when set against the backcloth~

the sectarian

strife which had accompanied discussion of education in
France since the first setting up of a secular Republic.
The Third Republic had, since its earliest times, attempted to enforce a thorough-going secularisation of education.
This had been bitterly opposed by the catholic church which
felt education to be an intrinsic part of its apostolic
mission.

Both parties had been anxious to instill their

ideologies into their pupils.

Mounier had attempted by

his 'pluralist' and child-centred
to escape the state of conflict.

conception of education
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Turning to the problems of private life, a subject
to which Mounier always attached great importance, he
attacked the unreflecting mediocrity of bourgeois comfort,
pleaded for the recognition of women as persons in their
own right, and laid down recommendations

for the renewal

and enrichment of family life as a free community of persons.

Seen in the context of the conservative and authori-

tarian conception of women and the family traditionally
held by the Church, these considerations represented a considerable step towards liberation, though they now seem
somewhat tame.
Next, Mounier denounced the stagnation and sterilisation of culture induced by the spread of bourgeois values,
and while refusing to admit state control, advocated greater
state patronage of the arts.

He also reminded artists and

intellectuals that they were by no means dispensed from
observing the moral and social values which bound other
men.

These conclusions are particularly

interesting, for

they anticipate several aspects of the development of artistic and intellectual concern in France, particularly in
the matters of state subsidy for art and the rise of popular and committed literature, which was not new, but which
particularly marked Mounier's generation.
He saw economics as conditioning, though not determining, human activity.

Its practical importance was out

of all proportion to its position in the hierarchy of
values, he thought, but was such that he devoted much space
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to it.

Condemning in some detail the complex mechanisms

of modern technological capitalism, which alienate and
depersonalise, he proposed a 'pluralist' economy in which
profit was subordinated to production, production to consumption, and consumption to human needs.

The details

were not closely elaborated, since that would be futile,
but the principles were firmly established, and in effect
reversed the order of priorities prevailing in modern
capitalism.
Partly deriving from this was his political position.
Rejecting the centralised state, he outlined a 'pluralist'
and decentralised democracy in which a skeleton state,
with constituent powers firmly separated, would accurately
represent the will of the people.

Again, no firm details

were provided, but Mounier suggested that there was much
scope for invention within the bounds of his personalist
principles, and pointed to the Proudhonist rather than the
Marxist tradition as the current from which his state would
.
.
.
.
199
ta k e ItS InspIratIon.
Finally, in the field of international affairs, Mounier condemned a narrow and aggressive nationalism at the
199. Mounier's debt to Proudhon is difficult to locate.
Certainly Mounier had by this time become familiar with his
writings, in connexion with his own studies on anarchism
and property. Proudhon, the nineteenth century anarchist
socialist, had proposed a decentralised syndicalist state,
and his influence on the French labour movement and French
socialism was considerable, providing the main alternative
current to Marxism. His best-known work, Qu'est-ce que la
propriete?, held that property was theft, and that the present property-based social order was immoral and should be
overturned by violent revolution if necessary. Mounier is
reported as claiming to be a proudhonist at this period
(Marcel More, 'Liminaire', Dieu Vivant, no.16, 1950, p.7-15).
Certainly his concept of the state was Proudhonist, as was
his 'pluralism' generally.
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same time as a weak-willed and unrealistic pacifism, but
argued that France should strive to become a strong,
independent nation without colonial orcppressive ambition,
but one which would be able to assert and defend its right
to live in peace and cooperation with demilitarised neighbours.

Even less than the previous discussions was this

section developed in detail.

Mounier was not proposing a

blueprint for foreign policy, but rather suggesting longterm objectives which ignored the short term measures
necessitated by international expediency.
Each of these sections was the fruit of considerable
meditation and discussion.

Little of what he said there

could be found explicitly in the first number of Esprit;
experience and contact with other minds had considerably
broadened his view.

If 'Refaire la Renaissance' was a

declaration of intent to change the world, the 'Manifeste'
was a declaration of the main lines of that change, and as
such analysed in each field both the structures of contemporary society and the structures of the ideal personalist
society.

The outstanding question remained how to progress

from one to the other.
In part four of the book, Mounier broached the question of action once more.

The first step, he said, was

the purification of the revolutionaries
ment of their unconditional
and generosity.

commitmentm

and the establishhonesty, integrity

With this accomplished, he thought it

would be possible to undertake revolutionary activity pro-
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vided it was directed at finding new modes of action consonant with the emergence of a new personalist society.
Only as a final resort, when every other means had been
tried, did he think it permissible to consider the use of
coercive violence, and then only under the strictest of
conditions.

One last question remained to be ansered:

who was going to carry out the personalist revolution?
Sectarianism was excluded, but at the same time he accepted
that the harsh realities had to be faced: there were few
people capable of the~propriate

dedication, and no success

would be possible without the support of the working class.
The problem as he saw it was to unite the true spiritual
values, so long usurped by the bourgeois establishment,
with the rich fund of values preserved intact by the working class, thereby waging a concerted struggle against the
totalitarianism which threatened on either side.
The importance of the'Manifeste' was that it offered
a coherent and comprehensive statement of Esprit's position
in a way that his Revolution personnaliste et communaut1tire200 failed to do.

Much of the ambiguity of the earlier

book was dispelled along with the unevenness inevitable in a
composite work.

But if his thought gained in clarity, it

also lost credibility.

As the title suggested, it was

200. E. Mounier, La revolution personnaliste et communautaire (Paris, 1935) was a collection of some of the more
important of Mounier's articles published in the first two
and a half years of Esprit. It is reprinted in Oeuvres, I;
p.128-414.
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intended to be a programme for the personalist offensive
and was necessarily simplified and uncompromising.

If

this was the case, a literal interpretation would suggest
that it was inadequate in being an abstract elaboration
not remotely corresponding to practical reality.

However,

seen in the context of Mounier's own development, the precarious position he held, and the historical context, a
more favourable judgment is possible.
way since the Autumn of 1932.

He had come a long

The outlines for a new

society were more concrete than he could then have envisaged,
and his attitude to action, while adamant on basic principIes, had developed a flexibility which allowed him to condone a greater range of commitments than he himself would
ever be prepared to initiate.

He clearly situated his own

field of action as the 'f~condation organique d'une civilisation nouvelle par cellules discontinues,.201

1[s implied

that a small number of active and intelligent people must
be formed, who by training and dedication would be able so
to affect those around them that far-reaching movements of
.
.
202
renewal woul d b e set 1n mot10n.
It was an accurate
description of the ambitions of Les Amis d'Esprit, and
also a statement of Mounier's mission as the education of
a spiritual and cultural ~lite to provide the initiative
and inspiration for the personalist revolution.
201.

His

Oeuvres, I, p.646.

202. The resemblance to the principles, though not the
practice of Leninism is noticeable. Lenin recommended the
formation of a small, effective group of dedicated revolutionaries. Mounier could see this at work in the operations of the communist party and may have drawn to some
extent on their example, wh1ch in some respects confirmed
the methods of the Church.
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position was protected from censure by church authorities,
since they could not ascribe to him responsibility for
free and creative acts of his disciples which might in some
cases exceed the limits laid down by orthodox doctrine.
Finally, the 'Manifeste' must be placed in its historical
context.

In the autumn of 1936 the hopes placed in the

new government were still green, and it would have been
absurd to call for a revolution against a government established and still supported by a greater part of the popular
forces.

Many of its principles were in harmony with

Mounier's and it was a permissible ambition to excercise,
by the judicious infiltration of men and ideas, a certain
influence over its policies, giving them a more personalist bias.

He felt that the government was probably keeping

itself informed of developments in cathiic thinking, if
only from electoral self-inteRSt.

If he could command

even that limited attention, he thought that the quality
of his review's work was high enough to exercise an influence by the power of the truth embodied in it.
numbers of Esprit reflected this attitude.

Successive

Special studies

laid down recommendations on trades unions, education, the
law, popular culture and political and economic realism
among others.203•

These were areas in which Mounier felt

able to offer serious analyses which might be listened to.
203. The main studies were:- Trades unions: July 1936;
Education: September 1936, February 1937; Law: Septembe:~
1936. Popular culture: November 1936; Political and ecol~lic
realism: December 1936.
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The decay of the Front populaire prevented any progressive
influence Mounier might have had, as the left-wing coalition was gradually taken over by those interests Mounier
was trying to attack.

In addition, the political scene

was increasingly dominated by the course of international
events.

Mounier could hardly hope to influence them, but

he could try to modify their effects on French attitudes,
and it was in this perspective that he addressed himself
to the problems of international politics.

e)

International Affairs.

Although it called itself a 'revue internationale,204
Esprit did not pay close attention to foreign affairs during
its early years.

Its position consisted of denouncing the

faults of the treaty of Versailles, suggesting the strengthening of the League of Nations, and lamenting the lack of
adequate international response to the rise of Italian
fascism and German national socialism.

It had called for an

end to colonisation and its consequences, exemplified in
the war in Indo-China.20s

The first major international

issue to attract Mounier's commitment was the Italian invasion of Abyssinia.

From April to November 1935, he parti-

cipated in the controversy which divided catholics first on
204.

This was the review's subtitle from the beginning.

205. These positions occur over a large number of articles,
reviews, notes and letters by a wide variety ,of writers.
They were implicit in the 'Manifeste' (see above, Chapter
Two, II. d). It is impossible in the space to give a detailed account of all of Esprit's positions.
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the ethics of expansion, and later on the interpretation
of Pius Xl's speech on the subject.206

Placing himself

firmly on the same side as the christian democrats, he
condemned Italian imperialism and called for peace initiatives in France such as were being made by the English
churches.

But he was consistently reluctant to exacerbate

the controversy, particularly on the delicate question of
sanctions, and sought a solution which would be acceptable
to all catholics, without retreating from his demands for
justice and peace.

He displayed in fact the same mixture

of caution and boldness as elsewhere.

Nowhere did he

show it more, however, than in the most passionately argued
international issue of these years: the Spanish Civil War.
The Spanish war, a unique and central issue in its
own right, is also worth close scrutiny as a model of
Mounier's handling of controversial questions, particularly
in foreign affairs.

Mounier himself had visited and acqui-

red a deep affection for Spain, and one of his first
international correspondants was Jos~ Maria de Semprun y
Gurrea in Madrid.207

From late 1933 Semprun contributed

206. The pope spoke to an audience of catholic medical orderlies on 27 August 1935, condemning war in general, but
also placing reservations on the right of expansion, and
upholding the rightto self-defence.
See E. Mounier, 'L'opinion chretienne et la guerre d'Ethiopie', Esprit, no.37,
octobre 1935, p.136-138.
207. J.M. de Semprun y Gurrea, a catholic and teacher of
law and political science at the University of Madrid, was
one of Mounier's first foreign correspondants.
On the outbreak of civil war in Spain he sided with the Republic and
acted in an advisory capacity to the government.
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periodical accounts of political and social developments,
and in early 1936 commented on the February elections
there, welcoming the overwhelming confidence of the people
in the Republican Frente popular government headed by
Azana, but regretting the lack of spiritual leaders as a
result of the heavy commitment of the catholic hierarchy
.
to react10nary
po 1..
1t1CS. 208

In May he answered rumours of

civil war by defending the government, condemning the violence of the fascist leagues, and drawing attention to the
partiality of the French press in reporting on Spain.l09
His position was throughout consistent with Mounier's,
particularly in his attempt to separate the Church from
the powers of capitalist exploitation, while working for
the acceptance of spiritual values by the forces of renewal.
The situation in Spain in 1936 was complex.210 Briefly,
the Left-wing Popular Front government, with the support
of the communist-and anarchist-dominated

labour movement,

208. J.M. Semprun y Gurrea, 'Espagne, le drame electoral',
Esprit, no.41, fevrier 1936, p.839-843, & 'Apres les elections en Espagne', Esprit, no.43, avril 1936, p.13-16.
209. J.M. Semprun y Guerrea, 'La guerre civile en Espagne,
ou l'organisation du mensonge', Esprit, no.44, mai 1936,
p.280-282.
210. There are many studies of the Spanish Civil War.
Particular use has been made of H. Thomas, The Spanish Civil
War (London, 1961), and F. Borkenau, The Spanish Cockpit
(London, 1937).
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had taken power after legal elections, bringing to an end
a long period of conservative, catholic-dominated
ment, often dictatorship.

govern-

In its efforts to introduce

radical reforms, including widespread nationalisation

of

land and industry, the government had met bitter opposition
from the property-owners,

supported by the catholic church.

Right-wing para-military leagues were formed modelled on
Italian and German fascism.

The violence ensuing escalated

until a group of catholic generals led a rebellion against
the government.

These were the nationalists, among whom

General Franco emerged as the leader, supported not only
by the Church but by Italian and German military aid.

For

three years the war was fought with a proliferation of
brutalities on both sides until eventually the nationalists
won.

In France catholics were invited to see Franco's

action as a holy war, encouraged by stories of Republican
violence against churches and priests; whereas the Left
generally urged that active support be given to the Republic,
and many Frenchmen left to fight for it in the international
brigades.
In October 1936, Mounier wrote an editorial on the
o

su b Ject.

211

In the absence of any eye-witness accounts

from Spain, he recalled a meeting some three weeks previously with Jose Bergamin212 who had explained at length how
211. E. Mounier, 'Espagne, signe de contradiction', Esprit,
no.49, Octobre 1936, p.1-3.
212. Jose Bergamin, Spanish cathdic theologian, whom Mounier
described as 'Ie Maritain espagnol', refused to associate
himself with the commitment of his Church to defend the fascist pro-Franco forces against the Republican government.
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the Republican cause was at least compatible with the
Church's teaching.

Mounier mentioned Semprun's similar

commitment and described the two men as 'plac~s entre deux
i ne ' 213 on th e one S1od e the rebels with nothing
murs d e haa1ne,

to recommend them but the official support of the Church
in Spain, on the other side the government with everything
to recommend it but its anticlericalism.

Taking no pains

to hide the unsavoury part played by the clergy, as described by Bergamin, he acknowledged the terrible dilemma
for a catholic and concluded by commenting on Bergamin's
choice:
Ceux mames qui ne le suivraient pas dans cette
assurance s'inclineront devant le cour~ge et la
grandeur douloureuse de son choix.214
Non-committal though this judgement may sound, Mounier
made clear his lack of sympathy for the nationalists, and
if he tended to support abstention it was nonetheless
apparent which side he would support if compelled to decide.

Even this mild-seeming attitude was enough to pro-

voke the indignation of his former teacher Jacques Chevalier, and Mounier was obliged to defend himself, claiming,
'nous penchons tous, aujourd'hui, vers la double abstention',
but also condemning 'ces "saints" qui ont os~ d~clencher
une guerre aussi ~pouvantable dont aucun motif ne pouvait
°
°fO
JUSt1
1er l'h orreur.' 215

In the months that followed,

while proclaiming neutrality, he printed a number of articles from Spanish sources, particularly from Semprun and
213.
214.

E. Mounier, 'Espagne, signe de contradiction', p.2.
Ibid., p.3.

215. Oeuvres, IV, p.597-598, in a letter dated 24 October
1936.
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like-minded catholics.

He made it clear that he regarded

them as courageous and honest witnesses, but was at all
times careful to dissociate himself from any suggestion of
being bound by their final commitment.216

This attitude

was dictated by intellectual integrity: an honest and
intelligent case could conceivably be made for the other
side; and by prudence: he could not be certain what position
the Church would allow him without considering censure.
In view of the overwhelming support of French catholics
for Franco, Mounier's attitude must be regarded as courageous, if cautious.

At a time when public opinion was

being inflamed by the appearance in the press of exaggerated
stories and lurid photographs suggesting devastating atrocities committed gratuitously against churches, priests
and catholics by the government, Mounier insisted on presenting the positive aspects of the Republic's achievement
and the series of atrocities committed by the rebels.217
He firmly rebutted the widespread appeal to consider Franco
as a crusader fighting a holy war, and constantly reaffirmed his sympathy for the Spanish working class, the Republican basque priests and such gestures as Unamuno's oppo,218
In this, he was in a minority among
sition to Franco~

216. See E. Mounier, 'Terre libre', Esprit, no.50, novembre
1936, p.286';'290.
217. See E; Mounier, 'Review of F. Gay, "Dans les flammes
et dans le sang"', Esprit, no.51, d~cembre 1936, p.529-532.
218. See the collection of articles and documents printed
in Esprit, no.52, janvier, 1937, p.593-625.
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catholics.219

The christian democrats were critical of

Franco but even less fond of the Republicans, with the
result that they tended to take a firmly abstentionist
line, which was as near as most catholics came to Mounier's
position.

Even Mauriac, despite his much-repeated attacks

on Franco and the holy war, and Bernanos, despite his denunciation of nationalist atrocities, had little sympathy
for the government forces.

In this state of isolation it

is therefore not surprising that Mounier avoided committing
himself to Republicanism, but he did nothing to suppress
the pro-Republican views of many of his colleagues.
On 26 April 1937, German aircraft fighting for the
nationalists bombed and strafed the basque town of Guernica,
systematically destroying it and massacring its inhabitants.
More than any other event, this atrocity mobilised international indignation.

Mounier felt able for once to give

vent to his anger and roundly denounced Franco.

There

was no longer any question of political option, he argued,
220
the massacre was to be condemned on moral grounds.
For
the June edition of Esprit, he wrote a detailed account of
the reporting of the bombing, revealing the system of lies
and contradictions with which the nationalists and the
219. For detailed accounts of catholic reactions, see:
R.W. Rauch, Politics and belief, p.185-193; R. Remond, Les
catholiques, le communisme et les crises, p.175-211; L:
Bodin & J. Touchard, Front populaire, p.170-185; A. Coutrot,
Sept (Paris, 1961), p.195-217; G. Bernanos, Les grands
cimetieres sous la lune (Paris, 1938), passim.
220. E. Mounier, 'Guernica', Esprit, no.56, mai 1937,
p.:27.
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press favourable to them had attempted to deny their responsibility, and establishing as far as possible the truth
of the matter.221

This was the kind of exercise which most

suited Mounier, for it concerned the denunciation of lies
and the reinstatement of truth, as a result of which certain
moral and political positions were rendered untenable: in
this case, support for Franco as a crusader was thoroughly
discredited.

So moved was he by Guernica that he agreed

to sit on a commission of enquiry into the bombing and on
a committee for civil and religious peace in Spain, which
also incluied Mauriac and Maritain.

It seems unlikely,

however, that either body had more than a protest value,
since neither produced any tangible result.
As a result of its attitudes to the Spanish conflict,
Esprit was now coming under heavy criticism from the catholic press, particularly the Echo de Paris, which still
nursed a grievance from the Castelnau affair, and Action
fran~aise, under the aegis of Massis.

As a result, Mounier

"
had to d e fen d Semprun aga1nst
scurr1"11k
ous persona attac s, 222
but most serious was the recurrent charge of encouraging
communism, the criticism most often levelled against him,
and the one h e was a 1ways mos t" anX10US to re f ute. 223

In a

221. E. Mounier, 'Guernica, ou la technique du mensonge',
Esprit, no.57, juin 1937, p.449-473.
222. See the note written by Mounier in Esprit, no.57,
juin 1937, p.512.
223. The need to be dissociated from communism became even
more urgent at this period with the publication on 28 March
1937 of a papal encyclical Divini Redemptoris which reiterated in stronger terms than before the Church's position
that communism was intrinsically wrong and that catholics
should not under any circumstances cooperate with it.
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letter to Chevalier he protested that 'Es~~it serait Ie
premier, en Espagne comme ailleurs,
.
,224
menace commun~ste
•

a

lutter contre une

It was ent~rely
.
.
cons~stent
with

his continual assertions, and was well demonstrated in
his comment on two letters about the divisions within the
Republican campi printed in Esprit:
[Espria ne peut pas plus souhaiter la victoire, dans
la R~publique espagnole, de l'extr~misme anarchiste
que de l'extr~misme communiste.225
He went even further, pointing out that he had no confidence in Russian communism, and more specifically, was as
radically opposed to Stalinism, which he called ~ommunist
., , as h e was to F'
ranco s b ran d
fasc~sm

0f

fasc~sm.
.
226

Per-

haps the most thorough and revealing expos~ of Esprit's
position is Semprun's 'Lettre ouverte a Emmanuel Mounier?27
and Mounier's reply,228 both published in the same number.
Semprun's letter was an appeal for a sharper awareness and
for firm support on the part of Esprit, and, by extension,
by French catholics, in the Republic's struggle for survival against the combined force of Franco, Hitler and
Mussolini.
224.

He left the question of concrete action open,

Oeuvres, IV, p.605, letter dated 26 May 1937.

225. E. Mounier, 'Chronique internationale', Esprit, no.
57, j uin 1937, p ,503.
226. E. Mounier, 'Contre tous les fascismes', Esprit, no.
58, juillet 1937, p.649-650.
227. J.M. Semprun y Gurrea, 'Lettre ouverte a Emmanuel
Mounier', Esprit, no.68, mai 1938, p.235-243.
228. E. Mounier, 'R~ponse a Semprun', Esprit, no.68, mai
1938, p.245-251, reprinted in Oeuvres, IV, p.31-39.
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but implicitly suggested that pressure be exerted for
French intervention on behalf of the legal government.
Mounier's highly nuanced reply repeated Esprit's established position, but added:
Nous restons, nous, dans un pays dont la fissure
fatale n'a pas encore tranche Ie destin, qui dans
sa majorite repousse encore et la dictature de
classe et la dictature d'Etat. Nulle part nos
options ne rencontrent l'obstacle du sang verse ou son respect. Hn chemin nous est ouvert - qui
vous est ferme.22
The force of this was to remind Semprun of the passion
and polemic which Spain aroused among French catholics,
and of his duty, so long as there was in France no irreparable division in the Church or state, not to cut himself
off from one part of his country or his religion, particularly with the spectre of civil war as a consequence of
such an action.

This duty seemed to him all the more

urgent since, by the inevitable impurity of action, Semprun's position ental led more acceptance of communism and
other undesirable elements than Mounier could willingly
admit.

Mounier admitted that his attitude was for the few:

Certains d'entre nous ont choisi, par une vocation
strictement individuelle, qui n'est pas plus generalisable, par exemple, que la vocation monastique,
de ne servir aucun parti, rnais en tous lieux, comme
une sorte de corps franc, la verite et la justice.230
In other words, as long as there was a fence, he personally
would sit on it, the better to judge with clarity and jus229.

Oeuvres, IV, p.36.

230.

Ibid., p.38.
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tice, but he accepted that for the majority it was necessary to come down on one side or the other, and his conclusion made it clear that, on this basis, Semprun had
his support.

The letter is a fine example of Mounier's

subtlety, the despair of less patient readers, but indispensable in the context of the many-fronted action he was
undertaking.

It is hard to fault his scrupulous fairness

on a literal level, but the informed reader could not
fail to see a clear-out choice being made.

Despite the

many reservations it advanced, the effect of the reply
was to endorse Semprun, while avoiding the risk of conflict
with the Church.
This exchange was the culmination of Esprit's attitude
to Spain, and henceforth the position did not vary.

The

summer of 1938 brought more immediate problems to France,
and the Spanish war dropped from the foreground.

Before

leaving it, however, there are four conclusions to be
drawn from the preceeding examination.

First, the Spanish

Civil War was the central international affair of this
period, though not the only one, and as such served as an
important yardstick for situating any writer or movement
in the increasing political polarisation which was imposing
itself on France.

While he deplored the piarisation and

constantly affirmed his adherence to values beyond politics,
Mounier nonetheless firmly placed himself on the side of
the working class and the non-communist,

though not anti-
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communist Left.

Second, his attitude to Spain provides

a pattern for his approach to every other major issue, in
that he constantly surrounded his commitment with a full
range of reservations which br~it

to the point of

being compatible with the teaching of the Church.

This

also renders his writing difficult to approach through
a straightforward reading.

He had always seen his task

as the elucidation of truth in all its complexity, thus
automatically excluding a simple stance most of the time.
But equally he appreciated that for most purposes, and
certainly for the purposes of action, a simpler position
was vital.

To this end he was always careful to indicate

what the lines of such a position were.

Third, his own

written thought has always to be taken in the context of
other expressed positions either within or outside of
Esprit.

With outsiders, he was usually concerned to re-

dress the balance, tending to emphasise what they omitted.
Because of this he sometimes seemed to be in contradiction
with himself, whereas his statements were only one half of
a dialogue.

On the other hand, his use of contributors to

Esprit was so conceived as to permit things to be said
which he could not himself formulate as director.

This

resulted in his own statements often appearing far more
cautious in isolation than the impression given by the
review as a whole.

Finally, by taking a position on Spain
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which ran counter to the overwhelming tendency of French
catholics, Mounier was relying on the ideological influence, or moral authority, which Esprit had established
for itself on other grounds.

He was not tapping any sub-

stantial body of opinion among catholics, but rather adopting an avant-garde position in the attempt to introduce
new attitudes into his readership.

This was his work of

education at its clearest, as he fought to stemthe most
regrettable effects of an international crisis on the
attitudes of catholics.

It was a stand which required

considerable courage, particularly if there had been any
foundation in the widespread fear that the war might spread
to France.

It is debatable whether Mounier had much success

in his efforts in these two or three years, but, though he
could not yet know it, it was ideologically important
after the Liberation to have been identified as a proRepublican however many reservations such a designation
may conceal.

f)

Conclusion.

By the summer of 1938, Mounier had already fulfilled
many of the tasks he was beginning to work on in the
spring of 1931.

On a personal level, he had established

himself in the catholic intellectual elite as the leading
figure of a respected journal, and as a serious spokesman
for those catholics who were open to the political Left.
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Although Mounier's own efforts and qualities were responsible for a great deal, his early steps were safely completed thanks to an effective grooming and decisive interventions by Jacques Maritain.
his only protector.

Maritain was now no longer

The two alarms with the catholic

hierarchy demonstrated clearly that he could rely on powerful clerical support within the Church, as well as the wide
network of lay friends he had built up.
On an ideological level, Mounier had created a medium,
Esprit, with a stable and receptive audience, a coherent
body of doctrine and a record of outspokenness and integrity.
Esprit was an impressive intellectual achievement, but its
audience was more limited than its content implied.

The

influence of the review was mainy felt in middle-class
catholic homes and among a small circle of non-catholic
intellectuals.

Its commitment to action by a dedicated

elite took account of this, but on the level of action the
elite had proved surprisingly sterile.

Its commitment to

reflection also took account of its audience, but in the
field of political ideology, Esprit found itself parasitic
on the practically-oriented

ideologies which were being

developed independently of it by the main parties of the
Front populaire.

Its own doctrine was abstract and its

detailed political programme irrelevant in the~sence
anyone to carry it out.

of

Whereas its political analyses,

its special studies and its sometimes courageous state-
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ments of principle were generally respected, the fact
remained that it was still only interpreting the world,
not changing it.

The extent to which Mounier had become

aware of the need for political and social action was
clearly expressed in his report to the July 1938 conference of Esprit at Jouy-en-Josas.231

In it he abandoned

his earlier taste for apolitism and nOB-conformism, considering that the need was now for concrete and constructive political action.
II ne s'agit donc pas de relacher notre r~flexion
doctrinale. Mais regardons done ~ notre influence.
Ce sont des actes, comme telle PQlemique avec Ie
General de Castelnau, tel reportage colonial, nos
prises de position sur l'Espagne qui l'ont assur~e
232
au moins autant que nos meilleures ~tudes doctrinales.
In this observation, he put his finger on the paradox of
his position.

He had at first tended to regard politics

as a necessary evil, subordinate to the elucidation and
promotion of spiritual values.

Graaually, however, he had

been compelled to recognise the full implications of his
determination to influence people and events.

This did not

mean that a firmly worked out guiding doctrine was rejected,
but that he realised it had to be constantly expressed, and
if necessary, modified, in action.

He recognised that the

easy moralism which led to a vague and universal benevolence
was a constantly lurking danger which had to be rejected in
favour of a firm and virile commitment.

In practical

terms Mounier felt that Esprit had some influence among

231. E. Mounier, 'Esprit et l'action politique', Esprit,
no.73, octobre 1938, p.34-64.
232.

Ibid., p.44.
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socialists and christian democrats and in the Front populaire as a whole, but while he thought that it should be
exploited, he found it ultimately inadequate because of
the imperfections inherent in these organisations.

What

he foresaw was a series of political flying columns with
the immediate object of forming militants and undertaking
specific action on important issues.

Mounier had come a

considerable way from the Amis d'Esprit discussion groups,
and there was a sense of urgency about his proposals which
only serious pressure from events could produce.
Since the spring Anschluss on Austria, the international
situation had rapidly deteriorated.

By the early summer

of 1938 it was clear that the emergency situation over
Czechoslovakia
flict.

could easily lead to a major European con-

Esprit was entirely sympathetic to the plight of

the Czechoslovakian people and strongly opposed the injustice which was being prepared.

The Munich agreement and

its aftermath was a turning point for Europe, and Mounier's
reaction to it marked a decisive turning point in the
development of the review.

Munich was a culmination and

a beginning; henceforth the question of war and peace
dominated everything.
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PERSONALISM

E

(1931-1938)

TOWARDS A PERSONALIST SYNTHESIS.
a)

A spiritualist humanism.

The economic crisis of the early 1930's sharpened
the need for French intellectuals to produce a serious conceptual framework for understanding
middle-class

their times.

The old

secular ideologies of liberal individualism

were being found inadequate to deal with urgent social
problems.

Positivist and rationalist methods were incapable

of analysing the movements,

changes and conflicts of which

even intellectuals were becoming increasingly
major alternative

aware.

The

secular ideology was an aggressive Marx-

ism which brought new concepts and methods of analysis but
was politically

revolutionary

and socially working-class.

The old religious ideology of the catholic church was also
under pressure. 1

It had already virtually

working class to Marxism.

lost the urban

An increasing proportion

members belonged to the middle-classes
influenced by the liberal individualism

of its

and were strongly
there.

If the

Church was to retain its strength it had to speak to the
1. The best account of French catholicism during this
period is A. Dansette, Destin du catholicisme fransais
1926-1956 (Paris, 1957), from which much of this analysis
is drawn.
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working-class,

rural and urban, it had to purge itself

of the contamination from decaying middle-class ideologies,
and it had to address itself to the acute social problems,
offering a plausible analysis and general guidelines helpful to all classes.
In his encyclical Quadragesimo anno2 of May 1931,
pope Pius XI restated the Church's rejection of individualism as well as of collectivism.

He spoke on issues such

as the nature of property relations, the relations between
capital and labour, trades unions and the role of the
state in social and economic affairs.

In each case he

tried to make constructive suggestions based on the Church's
traditional understanding of the nature of man in society,
but also taking into account the extremes of social inequality and injustice which existed in modern societies.

As a

practical plan, the pope's suggestions were generally
ignored; but for catholics of Mounier's generation the
encyclical had the effect of asserting the relevance of the
Church's social doctrine and of impelling them to reexamine
its theoretical foundations.
As a result of this reexamination, Mounier attempted
to express the Church's teaching in a new and relevant
form that would be attractive and accessible to as wide an
2. The encyclical, published on 15 May 1931, was heavily
based on Leo XIII's encyclical Rerum novarum (15 March 1891).
It is reprinted in extracts in A. Freemantle, The Social
Teachings of the Church (New York, 1963), p.80-B8.
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audience as possible, including non-catholics.
ject for a review allowed him

His pro-

scope to do this by formu-

lating a conceptual framework in harmony with catholic
doctrine but not specifically limited to catholics.

The

Church's social doctrine was based on a view of man's
essential nature;3 it held that society was made for man
and that man was made by God in His own image.

It there-

fore proposed a normative account of man and sought to
elaborate the social structures and relationships which
would best suit him.

Mounier followed the Church's method,

basing himself largely on its teaching, with which he was
well acquainted, and set himself to elaborate a vision of
man, on which to found his social and political theory.
Mounier published the first comprehensive statement
of his view of man in the first issue of Esprit as the
4
second part of his article 'Refaire la Renaissance'.

His

exposition fell into three parts, corresponding to the
three essential dimensions of man, material, social and
spiritual.

He presented man as essentially spiritual, and

related to these three dimensions by a spiritual link.
Analysing man's relationship with the material world, Mounier felt that medieval christianity had established an
3. See J.Y. Calvez & J. Perrin, The Church and Social Justice
(Chicago, 1961). This is a detailed study by two Jesuits of
the social teaching of the popes from Leo XIII to Pius XII.
A whole section (Chapter 5, p.101-132) is devoted to the person and society, describing the person as the starting point
of the Church's social thought. The book was first published
in French as~Eglise et la Societe economigue (Paris, 1959).
Although it is quite possible that it reflects something of
Mounier's influence, the analysis is based entirely on papal
declarations and is here taken as a reliable account of catholic doctrine.
4
E Mounier, 'Refaire la Renaissance', Esprit, no.l
o~tob~e 1932, p.5-51, reprinted in Oeuvres,I, p~137-17a.
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intimate link between man and natur~, which was shattered
during Descartes' lifetime and replaced by a new dualism
which encouraged man to regard Nature as an inert and
foreign object.
quantifying

Man was then able to manipulate

Nature,

it for his own convenience at the expense of

denying its essential reality, Mounier argued, and culminating in the invention of money, which was quantity in its
purest and most destructive

form.

The solution, he sugges-

ted, was to reaffirm the spirituality

of matter, thereby

giving the world a soul and a solidity which permitted man
to have a genuine and valuable relationship with it.
Examining the social dimension of man, Mounier denounced both individualism

and collectivism

as half-truths,

and stressed that to deny either half of the truth was pernicious, but that the two dominant world-views
The Renaissance,

he argued, saw the birth of the individual

as the central metaphysical
aggressive

had done so.

value, cut off from eve~hing,

and entirely self-regarding.

This brand of hu-

manism, he went on, now dominated the western world, and
had provided the excuse for brutality and oppression by
invoking the values of liberalism.

The contractual

tionship and the politics of laissez-faire
facilitated

rela-

legitimised

and

the tyranny of the strong, he said, and liberty

and toleration were dangerous unless tempered by discipline
and justice.

More briefly he examined the rise of collect-

ivism since the mid-nineteenth

century, with its culmination
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in the Marxist subordination of the individual to society,
and declared that he would defend the human person against
its assimilation into a communist state machine but would
not fall into the opposite error of defending liberal
individualism.
Working towards a definition which avoided both
excesses, Mounier offered the principle that 'on ne pos5
s~de que ce qu'on donne', and erected generosity into a
mode of perception and existence.

Man as a free and crea-

tive agent, he argued, was vitiated unless his freedom and
creativity were directed outwards, so that in a movement
of giving he became consistent with, and aware of, his own
true nature.

Man's interior self was intended as 'un foyer
6

de commencements, une premi~re pente vers Ie monde', he
suggested, and at the other end, his public self was intended as a necessary, but freely chosen and wholehearted
participation

in the world.

Only if both poles of this

interplay were full and free did he think a man could be
his true self.
Because of his intention to reach a wide audience, the
assumptions and implications of his analysis were not all
clearly stated; the social and communitarian

reality to

which the generosity was orientated was left unelaborated,
and the existence of a prior model, to which the self ought
to conform, was taken for granted.
5.

Oeuvres, I, p.162.

6~

Ibid.

He did, however, draw
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certain provisional conclusions, suggesting that an obligation of contemplation and self-purification was coupled
with one of social action and work, that one should also
cultivate an openness to other people, particularly
strangers, a fresh, youthful vitality, and a liberating
spiritual and material poverty.
The third dimension which Mounier attributed to man
was spiritual.

He dissociated himself from the Idealist

tradition which sought to reduce everything to spirit in a
comfortable homogeneity.

Such a view, he argued, fell

into the error of immanence without transcendence and
could even be termed materialist in so far as, failing to
allow any form of disjuncture within the spiritual world,
it eliminated the necessary principle of individuation.
Since there could only be contact between distinct beings,
he thought it essential to introduce a principle of spiritual distance to establish the possibility of communion
without confusion.

The basic experience which expressed

this principle was the rencontre, he said, where two distinct beings perceived the real presence of each other and
came together in a spiritual union without losing their
individuality.
This description enclosed both a metaphysic and a
theory of knowledge.

The metaphysical

spiritualism was

fundamental to Mounier's thought, but always taken for
granted, without any coherent attempt to establish an
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ontology.

His ontological assumptions were not rendered

explicit and it is therefore not possible to ascribe a precise content to his concept of the spirit.

The lack of

precision allowed him to avoid lengthy scholastic debate,
but with the later accretion of new analyses to his thought
it also left him vulnerable to the accumulation of implicit
contradictions.

In Mounier's epistemology, the knower and

the known were defined neither as separate entities nor as
one indissoluble reality, but as being both distinct and
united participants in a spiritual universe.

The terms,

while unclear, had the advantage of laying the groundwork
for the introduction of a more dialectical account of the
human person; at the same time they encouraged the development of a phenomenological

view of perception not always

compatible with the implicit metaphysic on to which Mounier
grafted it.

Closely linked to Mounier's spiritualism was

a determination to foster a sense of mystery in the world
and a responsiveness to the sol c-i c i tation of events.

He

saw the sense of mystery as an awareness of the infinite
complexity and the ultimate spirituality of the universe.
Not to be confused with pseudo-mysticism,

a taste for the

occult, obscurity, or mere bewilderment,

it did not exclude

clarity of thought, he insisted, since true mysteries were
in no danger however closely scrutinised, and in that respect resembled poetry.

The responsiveness

to events also

reposed on a belief in the ultimate spirituality of every-

-

thing that happens.
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For Mounier, events were nodal occur-

ences where the universe outside the self most closely
interacted with the self.

There were many ways of dealing

with them, he said, but given their spirituality, they
should be regarded as a form of communication and discipline from the spiritual world.
Suggestive though Mounier's analyses were, they were
clearly unsatisfactory as an independent philosophy.

To

be taken seriously his argument must be put in its precise
context.

By omitting all reference to christian doctrine,

and even the name God, he seemed to discourage the connection with any specific religion, but his thought was comprehensible only in the context of his adherence to a preexisting and familiar framework of belief.

There was no

sense of discovery or redefinition, there was merely the
reaffirmation of a set of assumptions implicit throughout.
The final paragraphs spoke of l'esprit in such a way as to
leave no room for doubt as to the basis of his thought:
he was talking about God, whose functions and qualities
were merely sub sume d un d er th e name

,

..

,7

sp1r1t.

There were

two main reasons why Mounier should omit any reference to
God and to his own religious commitment.

First, he was

7. This is not meant to deny the thread of Bergsonism which
ran through his exposition, modifying its expression. But
while Bergson sought to establish the reality of the 'spirit'
independently from religious doctrine and was led to catholicism by his search, Mounier received his Bergsonism, as has
been shown, in a specifically catholic context, where it was
always understood that the answer Bergson sought was contained
in the teaching of the Church.
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conscious of writing, not so much to represent his own
beliefs in detail, as to lay down a more general doctrine
for the review, into which his own catholic views fitted,
but which did not exclude the assent of non-catholics or
non-christians with a spiritual view of the world.

Hence,

all specifically catholic dogma was set aside and the
remaining philosophical positions, though clearly intended
to be compatible with it, Mounier hoped would be acceptable
as a basis of common agreement.

This was intended to appeal

primarily to christians of other denominations, but was
also aimed at agnostics provided they were still intellectually close to christianity.
that a non-confessional

Second, Mounier was aware

stance would allow greater liberty

of thought to his contributors, where an explicit affiliation to catholicism might lead to embarrassing interventions from the Church hierarchy, or at least oblige him to
pay excessive attention to the orthodoxy of opinions
expressed.

The wisdom of this was clearly demonstrated in

his relations with the catholic hierarchy.8

In any c~se,

it is unlikely that his readers were perturbed to any
great extent by the absence of specific reference to catholicism; they were predominantly catholics, who shared
Mounier's frame of reference, and they generally assumed
that Esprit was, in an important sense, a catholic review.

8.

See Chapter Two, II; c.
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Mounier's account of man was certainly not new; his tripartite classification

of man was traditional, going as

far back as St. Augustine;9 his specific statements in each
of the three categories were taken from the fund of research
he had acquired during his intellectual apprenticeship,
all of them fell within a strictly catholic context.

and

What

his imprecision achieved was to open up an initially catholic exposition to a fertilisation from other currents of
thought which were also grappling with the problem of
formulating a new philosophy of man.10

b)

From spiritualism to personalism.

The view of man presented in 'Refaire la Renaissance'
was spiritual in essence, but its focus was man, the free,
creative agent at the intersection of the material, the
9.
Cf. H. de Lubac, Catholicisme, 2nd edition (Paris, 1941),
p.9-12. Augustine spoke of original sin as cutting man off
from himself, God and his fellow men. The categories are
not precisely as Mounier had them in 1932, but they had been
variously developed since Augustine's time. The threepersons-in-one of the Trinity also provided a model for
Mounier's development of this classification.
10. Mounier admitted this himself a dozen years later when
he said of the article: "On s'aper~oit que finalement tout
y ~tait. Et pourtant rien n'y ~tait. Et cette forme est
commune aux choses vivantes: nous devons au d~but laisser
une certaine impr~cision. Je crois que c'est gr§ce a cela
que nous pouvons nous d~velopper".
The assessment, made
in a talk given in 1944, which was published as E. Mounier,
'Les cinq etapes d'Esprit', Dieu vivant, no.16, 1950, p.
37-53, can be found under the same title in Bulletin des
Amis d'E. Mounier, no.29, March 1967, p.9.
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human and the divine manifestations of the spirit.

In

catholic termnology this agent was usually referred to as
the human person.

Mounier was aware of the resonance of

la personne as a technical term and used it sparingly in
the article, mostly empkfing it as a prefer~able alternative to l'individu, which was too reminiscent of the
individualism he was anxious to reject.

He particularly

used it in the discussion of man's social dimension, where
the nature and position of the individual man in relation
to the group was sufficiently contentious to make him
choose his terms carefully.

But he h~d not yet adopted

the person as the central concept of his philosophy.
was there any indication that he intended to do

80.

Nor
The

use of the term 'person' in a technical sense dated back
to the early Church fathers.

It was in part through the

revival of interest in St. Thomas Aquinas that the person
became a focal point of discussion in France during the
1920's and 1930's.

In his discussion of the persons of

the Trinity, Aquinas took up Boethius' definition of the
11
person as an individual substance of rational nature.
Maritain developed this, opposing the person, characterised by reason and wholeness, to the individual, characterised by matter and incompleteness.

As early as 1925, in

a study on Luther, he argued that the individual, but not
the person, was subordinate to society:
11. Summa Theologica (London, 1921), vol.2, p.2S, la, q. '
29, a~t, Aquinas defined the person as 'substantia individua
rationalis naturae'.
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C'est la cit@ humaine qui est ordonn@e aux int@rets
@ternels de la personne et ~ son bien propre •••
toute personne humaine est ordonn@e directement ~
Dieu comme A son fin ultime.12
Although Maritain's interpretation was debatable,13 he
was influential in establishing a distinction between the
person and the individual which within ten years became
a well-worn

commonplace.

In Maritain's view, the indi-

vidual, man considered in his material aspect, was at the
service of the community, which was in turn at the service
of the person, man considered in his spiritual aspect, who
was in turn at the service of God.

For this reason, he

could argue that his vision of society was 'aussi fondamentalement anti-individualiste
.
,14
sonna 11ste •

que fondamentalement per-

A closer definition of the person was difficult,

he explained, since it was the most perfect thing in
nature,15 but it was possible to say of it that it had
God at its centre.

Only saints could be fully persons, he

said, and they have understood that 'Dieu devait leur devenir un autre moi plus intime~u)eux-memes'. 16
12.

J. Maritain, Trois r6formateurs

The person

(Paris, 1925), p.31.

13. Maritain's interpretation has been contested at length
both by J. Croteau, Les fondements du personnalisme de
Maritain (Ottawa, 1955), and by P. Descoqs, 'Individu et
personne', Archives de Philosophie, vol.XIV, cahier II,
1938, p.1-58.
14. J. Maritain, Trois r6formateurs, p.32.
15. He quoted Aquinas (Summa theologica, la, q.29, a.3.)
as saying 'persona significat id quod est perfectissimum
in tota natura'.
16. J. Maritain, Trois reformateurs, p.36.
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therefore appeared as approximately equivalent to what
might be called the spiritual dimension of man, though it
was understood that it was inseparable nom the material
dimension.

At the same time it was a goal of human aspi-

ration, the embodied form of perfection.

Etienne Gilson,

another Thomist, remarked:
Comment la personnalit~ ne serait-elle pas la marque
propre de I'etre en son plus haut point de perfection, dans une philosophie chr~tienne ou tout est
suspendu ~ l'acte createur d'un Dieu personnel?17
Both the metaphysical and the moral implications of the
concept of the person were thus established elements of
catholic, and specifically, neo-Thomist thought before
Mounier began to form his own thought.

It has been shown

how he had come across the notion in the course of his
studies on the Spanish mystics.

The influence of Marttain

made him even more aware of its importance; he had certainly
read the Trois r~formateurs18 and was familiar with much
of the material included in Les degr~s du savoir,19 where
the person was defined at greater length.
Une personne est un centre de liberte, fait face
aux choses, l l'univers, l Dieu, dialogue avec une
autre personne, communique avec elle selon l'intelligence et l'affection. La notion de personnalite,
si complexe qu'elle soit, est avant tout d'ordre
ontologique. C'est une perfection metaphysique et
substantielle qui s'epanouit dans l'ordre operatif
en valeurs psychologiques et morales.20
17. E. Gilson, L'esprit de la philosophie medievale (Paris,
1932), p.195. Personnalit~ is to be understood in this
context as the state of being a person.
18. Mounier quoted the Trois reformateurs in his thesis
on Descartes.
19. J. Maritain, Les degres du savoir (Paris, 1932),
20. Ibid., p.457-8.
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This statement

not only contained much of the argument

of 'Refaire la Renaissance',
of its future development.
a triple categorisation,
the same ground.

but also indicated
Although

Maritain

the lines

he did not set out

effectively

covered

More important, however, was his explan-

ation of the category of philosophical
the person belongs: primarily

discourse

a metaphysical

to which

reality,

the

person was for him the source of moral and psychological
values.

In Maritain's

a metaphysical

own thought,

foundation

the establishment

predominated.

Mounier

of

tended

to take it much more for granted, and explore the moral
and psychological

consequences.

At the same time as Maritain
ing a neo-Thomist
receiving

account of the person,

attention

representatives

and Gilson were develop-

in other quarters.

of the non-Thomist

the concept was
The most lucid

personalism

at this time were the members of the movement
and in particular

taking much from Bergson,
ism with a deep-rooted

from many sources,

allied a Nietzschean

Proudhonian

to him in October

him and his personalism,
Zl.

Ordre nouveau,

their leading theorist Arnaud Dandieu.21

Dandieu drew his personalism

introduced

in France

socialism.22

1932, instinctively

and while
individualMounier,
disliked

which denied the subordination

of

See Chapter 2, I.a.

Z2. See J.-L. Loubet del Bayle, Les non-conformistes
annees 30, (Paris, 1969), p.83-S.

des
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of the person to God.

23

Nonetheless,

he admitted the

intelligence of his conceptions, and as time passed recognised increasingly the importance of Dandieu's introduction
of new ideas.

The new ideas came particularly

from Germany.

Dandieu had made a considerable study of the phenomenological writers, who were still relatively unknown in France,
and was attracted particularly
Scheler.24

to the thought of Max

Scheler, taking Kant as his ethical starting-

poing and heavily imbued with Nietzsche, developed the
.
27 to conanalyses of Brentano, 25 Husserl 26 and Me1nong
struct a theory of the person as a spiritual being ontologically attached to an objectively existing hierarchy of
23. See Oeuvres, IV, p.507-9.
24. Max Scheler (1874-1928) after studies in Munich and
Heidelberg, ·met Husserl in Halle in 1901, and was heavily
influenced by his phenomenological method, which he put to
use in many varied fields, notably anthropology, psychology
and the social sciences. Converted for a time to catholicism in 1920, he taught P.-L. Landsberg, who became a close
friend of Mounier in the mid-nineteen thirties, and who did
much to propagate his master's thought.
25. Franz Brentano (1838-1917), a German philosopher,
taught at Wurzburg and Vienna, where he influence~ some of
the major figures in German philosophy.
He became a catholic priest in 1864, but left nine years later in protest at
the doctrine of papal infallibility.
26. Edmund Husserl (1859-1938), initially a mathematician,
studied philosophy under Brentano and went on to develop
methods of analysis which were decisive in the development
of phenomenology, of which he is generally regarded as the
founder.
27. Alexius Meinong (1853-1920), studied under Brentano,
and went on to explore the theoretical bases of descriptive
psychology, making important contributions to the theories
of knowledge, feeling and judgment.
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of values.28

The example of Scheler encouraged Dandieu,

and consequently Ordre nouv.au, to develop a personalism
in which the moral and the metaphysical implications were
scarcely distinguii.ed. Although Scheler's influence only
became directly important in Mounier's thought after Dandieu's death, the prior flourishing of a French personalism,
which assembled not only Scheler's inspiration but also so
many other elements not easily synthesised, already prepared a philosophical eclecticism into which Mounier was
readily drawn.

The attraction of this personalism became

all the more powerful as his friends and collaborators in
Ordre nouveau used the person as a constant reference.
Alexandre Marc, Denis de Rougemont and Robert Aron, all of
whom Mounier found particularly sympathetic, were proclaiming themselves personalists at the time of Esprit's foundation.29

Since the values they upheld were substantially

the same as Mounier's, he gradually came to regard himself
as one of them.

His catholic Bergsonism inclined him in

th e same d··
lrectlon. 30

He was familiar with Bergson's

28. This is substantially the conclusion of his major work,
Der Formalismus in der Ethik und die materiale Wertethik
(Halle, 1916).
29. See D. de Rougemont, Journal d'Epoque (Paris, 1968),
p.93.
30. See Chapter One, I.e., where this question is raised.
See also Jules Grivet, 'La theorie de la personne d'apres
Henri Bergson', Etudes, 20 novembre 1911, p.449-485, which
summarises Bergson's popular course of lectures on the
person in 1910-1911. Bergson's concept was characterised
by the radical separation of mind from matter, which introduced a dislocation not found in the catholic conceptions
examined here. Otherwise his account was close to the
catholic view.
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earlier thought which put considerable
person.

emphasis on the

Chevalier had interpreted Bergson in such a way

as to reconcile his position with atholic orthodoxy,

and

as a result Mounier could feel that his interest in the
concept was entirely in harmony with his deepest convictions.
As a result of these factors, Mounier was increasingly
inclined to situate his thought in terms of a philosophical
category, the person, both traditionally

established

and

newly rediscovered, which seemed to offer a fertile and
flexible centre on which to base his own explorations.
Though it is difficult to chart the evolution of a man's
thought in chronological
Mounier's personalism

terms, the decisive moment in

appears to have been the summer of

1933. The first occasion on which he used the term personne
in a fully technical sense was in a summary of the conclusions reached by a special issue of Esprit devoted to the
problem of work.

Work, he argued, was a value only in so

far as it was directed at the 'accomplissement
sonne', 31 and taking up Maritain's

de la per-

distinction between the

individual and the person, he referred to the person as
..
11'
'premi~re valeur sp1r1tue
e •32

innovation,

This marked a distinct

confirmed by the next issue of the review in

which he promised studies on personnalite

and communaute.

This promise was almost certainly motivated by his recent
31. E. Mounier, 'Quelques conclusions',
juillet 1933, p.630.
32. Ibid., p.633.

Esprit, no.10,

-
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initiation into the writings of Scheler, for at this
period he wrote to Izard:
Je viens de remettre un peu Ie nez dans la psychologie, cote Scheler, etc. Certainement c'est par
la que nous ressentirons le plus la mort de Dandieu.33
Dandieu's death made Mounier feel responsible for filling
the breach it left.

The maturation of the development

thus launched was long, but he now had a clear idea where
he was heading.

In October 1933 he was already in a posi-

tion to map out the ground to be covered, and examining
the nature of private life, he declared:
Nous le verrons plus clairement le jour ou nous
develqperons, a la fois contre l'individualisme et
contre le collectivisme, cette philosophie conjointe
de la Personne et de la Communaute, qui sera notre
metaphysique sociale.34
.
The assurance of this declaration stemmed from the visible
coherence of the personalism he attdbuted to Scheler and
the Ordre nouveau school, from the confidence that it was
co~patible with christian personalism in Maritain's manner,
and from the convenient way in which both brands of personalism appeared to converge on the account of man he had
set out in 'Refaire la Renaissance'.

The article continued

with a swift sketch of the general lines of his projected
philosophy of the person.

The person was the supreme

value, he said, and the cultivation of its interior life,
33.

Oeuvres, IV, p.537, in a letter dated 6 September 1933.

34. E. Mounier, 'Argent et vie privee', Esprit, no.13,
octobre 1933, p.55. This paragraph was omitted from the
later published version of the article in La revolution
personnaliste et communautaire (Paris, 1935), since Mounier
felt by that time he had developed the necessary philosophy.
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while paramount, had to lead to an outward-going movement
which initiated a communion based on love and capable of
uniting two persons as one.

Briefly outlining the degrees

of perfection a community could attain, he gave a foretaste of the fully communitarian doctrine he was to develop.
At this point, Mounier's formulations were increasingly dependent on Scheler, the more so since at the same
period he met and was highly impressed by an ex-pupil of
Scheler's, Paul-Louis Landsberg35 who had already formulated a coherent christian-based notion of the person, and
who was one of the most influential figures in the study
group Mounier set up in the spring of 1934 to define a metaphysic based on the person.

36

From this time onwards he

felt committed to personalism, though his concept of what
constituted a person remained vague.

In April 1934, for

example, he published his study on property, basing important parts

0f

. on the person, 37 an d· 1n th e same mont h
1t

drew a firm distinction between his view of the person and
35. Paul-Louis Landsberg, a German christian philosopher,
was a pupil of Max Scheler in Bonn, and taught there himself. Leaving Germany at the time of Hitler's accession to
power, he eventually settled in Paris and worked for Esprit.
Active in the French Resistance, he was arrested and deported to the German concentration camp at Oranienburg, where
he died in April 1944.
36. See Oeuvres, IV, p.548 & 552. In a letter to Berdyaev
(ibid., p.580) Mounier wrote "Je vais organiser des groupes
d'~tudes, notamment, avec un ~leve de Scheler, exil~ a
Paris, un groupe pour definir la philosophie personnalistecommunautaire de notre mouvement." Mme Mounier dates this
letter 15 February 1936, but itltlearly an error and must
date from 1934, probably 15 February. Mounier participated
actively in this group himself.
37. See below, Chapter Three, II.a.
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that of Ordre nouveau, for whom it came close to being
an aggressive and autonomous agent.38 While in both these
instances a specific content of the term 'person' was
implied, it was not sufficiently defined to repay analysis.

Only in late 1934 did Mounier feel capable of setting

down a coherent account.

When it did appear, it was the

fruit of much study and discussion, and the first full
formulation of a personalism many of whose elements were
39 presented
implicit in his preceeding work. Two essays
the doctrinal basis of Esprit; an analysis of them is
indispensable here, since they were never superseded, even
though some of the details were later modified.

c)

Communitarian personalism.

The first essay attempted to explain what was meant
by the person.

Taking up Maritain's point, Mounier dis-

tinguished the person from the individual.
L'individu, c'est la dissolution de la personne
dans la matiere. Pleonasme: l'individu, c'est,
tout court, la dissolution de la personne; ou 40
encore la reconquete de l'homme par la matiere.
The individual, defined as materiality, represented the
easy way out, drifting with the tide, inflexibility, selfishness, aggressivity and isolation, he explained, in
38. E. Mounier, 'Reponse a Ordre nouveau', Esprit, no.19,
avril 1934, p.199-203.
39. E. Mounier, 'Qu'est-ce que le personnalisme?', Esprit,
no.27, d6cembre 1934, p.357-367, reprinted in Oeuvres, I,
p.175-183, and, 'La revolution communautaire', Esprit, no.
28, janvier 1935, p.548-580, reprinted in Oeuvres, I, p.
184-209.
40. Oeuvres, I, p.177.·
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short, man surrendering his being to the blind forces of
the world, as opposed to the person, which was characterised by control and initiative.
The person was equally distinguished

from conscious-

ness of the self such as it might be perceived in prolonged
introspection, Mounier said, for it ultimately escaped even
the deepest scrutiny.

It was like an invisible centre to

which everything was attached, he suggested, but was not
a psychologically
in space.

isolable phenomenon, nor was it localised

tpersonal', he suggested, was synonymous with

'spiritual', and to speak of a person was to designate a
spiritual presence in a man, beyond time, space or consciousness, which constituted a moral absolute.

This

approximation of a definition was clearly modelled on the
concept of God as the centre of man's being, such that man
was more truly himself the nearer he came to conformity
with the divine will.

In short, for Mounier, the person

was the equivalent of that manifestation of the Holy Spirit
to which man was a temple.
speaking, ineffable.

It was therefore, properly

No attempt at definition could be

successful, he insisted, since the divine was beyond human
comprehension; all that could be done was to point to the
existence of a reality which was either experienced and
believed in, or not.

The religious implications of this

analysis were ambiguous.

Mounier admitted that for him

it reposed on christian faith, but that he was also willing
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to suppose that it might also be acceptable to a nonchristian.

This was the same posture as that of Jacques

Chevalier with regard to Bergson: in each case, the catholic considered himself to be in possession of the full
truth, but was indulgent to the non-believer in so far as
he held a part of that truth and did not exclude the
whole.
Having established the spiritual nature of the person,
he elaborated its dimensions:
La personne est le volume total de l'homme. Elle
est un equilibre en longueur, largeur et profondeur,
une tension en chaque homme entre ses trois dimensions spirituelles: celIe qui monte du bas et
l'incarne dans une chair; celIe qui est dirigee vers
le haut et l'eleve ~ un universel; celIe qui est
dirigee vers le large et la porte vers une communion. Vocation, incarnation, communion, trois dimensions de la personne.41
This succinct definition recalled the tripartite analysis
of 'Refaire la Renaissance'.

The three dimensions of man

had become dimensions of the person and acquired na.es.
'Incarnation' designated the link which bound man inseparably to his material environment through his body:
Mounier emphasised that man should not seek to deny this
condition of his existence, but should use it to fulfil
and transcend himself.

'Communion' designated his situa-

tion as a part of one or sevem[ human societies, and was
developed in the following article.

'Vocation' designated

the aspiration which led man to discover what would most
fulfil his deep spiritual nature; Mounier explained that

41.

Oeuvres, I, p.178.
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it was the divine sollicitation which led him to discover
God's will for him.

To each of these dimensions Mounier

allocated a fundamental exercise which would allow a man
to realise his person more completely.

To incarnation

corresponded commitment, the recognition of one's mater.ality and the effort to spiritualise it.

To communion

corresponded self-denial,42 the determination to live in
and for others.

To vocation corresponded meditation, the

persevering quest for a greater knowledge of oneself and
of the spiritual reality beyond oneself.
The person was, for Mounier, in the first instance,
a metaphysical entity.

But it also provided a normative

model embodying those ethical values which must be pro~oted or defended.

This. VV\(Lo..~ti

that an action was to be

judged according to the extent to which it encouraged or
prevented a man's development towards becoming more fully
a person as characterised by Mounier.

Furthermore, he

used the person as a yardstick for judgement in social,
economic and political matters.

Every state, he argued,

had the duty to promote and protect the fullest development of all its citizens as persons, and ought never to
treat a person as other than an end in himself.

This

doctrine differed from defending 'the liberty of the individual', he declared, in that it refused to accord liberties which did not both comply with the moral obligations
42. Mounier's term was d6pouillement, a term which constantly recurred under his pen, implying the renunciation
of self-seeking, and the promotion of personal humility
and self-giving.
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placed on the individual, and conduce to the spiritual
development of his neighbour.

Mounier's analysis repeated

the catholic conception of man with the addition of something of Scheler's notion, but the vocabulary was more
clearly christian and theological than he had previously
been prepared to allow.43

What he offered was a coherent,

more systematic account of the values embodied in man
which should direct any modification of society.
In his second article he looked for the values embodied in society which should direct men to modify their
attitudes.

To do this he drew heavily on Scheler's phen-

omenological sociology to supplement his catholic training.
If the first Renaissance established the individual as
the central value, he argued, a second Renaissance now in
progress aimed at establishing society as central.

Just

as individualism was a vicious caricature of the personalist humanism it failed to attain, he explained, so nascent
43. For the catholic doctrines relating to the human person
in society, the following books have been consulted: A.
Delmasure, Les catholiques et la politique (Paris, 1960),
esp. p.29-39, which examines the Church's teaching on man
as a person, as a social being, and in relation to the common good; H. de Lubac, Catholicisme , p.253-273, which
expounds the theology of man in society based on the Church
fathers, was written in the late 1930's, and reflects some
of the contemporary debate; J.Y. Calvez & J. Perrin, The
Church and social justice, p.101-132, which deals with the
human person, his rights, his development in society and
the organisation of society for him. Mounier took his first
inspiration from catholic doctrine, modelling his thought
clesely on it, but even when he underwent the influence of
other thinkers, he was careful to ensure that his borrowings
were compatible with the Church's teaching. To establish a
detailed correlation between Mounier's thought and catholic
sources would be a long task outside the scope of the present
study: the sources are pointed out in general terms at the
appropriate places.
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collectivism

threatened to fall short of the communi tar-

ian socialism it ought to strive for.

He suggested that

a primary distinction was to be made between a society
and a community.
individuals,
persons.

Societies were mere agglomerations

of

he said, but a community was a bond between

There were, he added, degrees of attainment in

the establishment

of the true community.

Mounier estab-

lished and described at some length a hierarchy of types
of society and community which CDsely corresponded

to

Scheler's analysis.44
Scheler held that there existed a permanent and
objective hierarchy of values.

The lowest category rela-

ted to the purely material and inorga~

world, the next

related to the organic and living world, the third to
intellectual

and cultural experience, and the highest to

religious and spiritual experience.
Scheler, applied to all judgements,
sal criterion for establishing

This hierarchy,

for

and served as a univer-

relative worth.

Thus for

him the most worthy of all people was the saint, followed
by the genius, the hero and finally the producer in that
order, depending on the values which directed their efforts.
Applied to human groups, this classification

gave a spiri-

tual community of persons as the highest aspiration, with
the ar'tifically

constituted

society, the natural life-

community and finally the mass, following in descending
44. Much of the following material was drawn from the
detailed study on the subject: E.W. Ranly, Scheler's
phenomenology of community (The Hague, 1966).
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order.

45

Mounier adopted Scheler's account virtually

unchanged.

For Mounier, the lowest degree of community

was the mass, the anonymous, impersonal herd.

Strictly

speaking, it was not a degree of community at all, he
explained, but rather the absence of community.

He called

it the 'monde de l'On',46 Heidegger's das Man, Berdyaev's
obje ctivation, the modern ad-mass, depersonalised and
irresponsible.

A higher stage was what Mounier termed

'les societes en nous autres' ,47 which occurred when a
section of the mass acquired a collective will and a sense
of identity.

This included political parties, but, Mounier

said, for all the dedication they inspired, they could not
encourage the development of the person, nor therefore
be counted as genuine communities.

The first degree of

real community, he thought, were life-groups, formed by
physical or environmental chance.

These could be based

on race, nationality, kinship, geography or any other
natural accident, he argued, and by being organic in essence, they tended to foster both individuation and social
awareness in their members.

Though at worst they could

become closed and aggressive, he thought, at best they
could provide a dynamic base for the preparation of true
45. This analysis was implicit in Scheler's Wesen und
Formen der Sympathie (Bonn, 1923), which Mounier was familiar with in its French translation, Nature et formes de
la Sympathie (Paris, 1928).
46.

Oeuvres, I, p.186.

47.

Ibid., p.198.
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community.

Above these, Mounier found the 'societe

.
bl e,' 48 an assoclatl0n
..
.
ralsonna
0 f men b ased on an lntellectual principle.

In practice, however, he saw this

ideal as tending to fall into impersonal detachment and
hence evade the personal de~opment

necessary to true

community.
Though he adhered to Scheler's hierarchy of community,
Mounier was not enthusiastic about the precise order of
classification, except in the case of the lowest end the
highest.

The highest form of community, Scheler's

Gesamtperson, was what he was really concerned to promote.
Referred to alternately as 'la communaute personnaliste'
and 'la personne de personnes',49 it had the same role on
a social level as the person itself on an individual level.
It could only be founded on the values of the person,
Mounier argued, and was the logical outcome of those values.
In his view, the true community was a series of interlocking love relationships which taken together presented the
same characteristics as a single person: 'toute communaute
aspire done

a

s'eriger,

a

la limite, en personne'.so

To

forestall any abuse of this concept, Mounier added that
just as the perfect person was an aspiration unrealised in
human life, so the perfect community was not to be found
in this world, but rather to be seen as an ultimate goal
48.

Oeuvres, I, p.201.

49.

Ibid., p.202.

so.

Ibid., p.194.
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which was only reached in, for example, the Communion of
Saints, and, most eminently, in the Holy Trinity, which
should be the model for an aspiring community.

The con-

clusions implied in the analysis, Mounier argued, were
that nothing should be allowed to hamper the development
of the person, which alone could ensure the development
of true community, but that this priority should not be
used as a disguise for the selfish egoism characteristic
of the individual.

In practice, he said, it meant a

rigorous self-discipline on the part of the person, and
a decentralised, pluralist state, whose structures Esprit
was striving to establish.
The community, like the person, and all the more so
since it depends on the person, was first of all a metaphysical entity, whose ontological foundation remained
entirely unelaborated, but was assumed to be uncontroversial since it hung entirely on an implicit acceptance of
a catholic theology whose precise content remained unspecified.

Second, and, for the purposes of this study, more

important, the community, like the person, was a normative
model.

Each group, association or society was seen as

being always at some stage below the level of true community, which by implication it should strive for.

It

should therefore abandon, Mounier was suggesting, or be
made to abandon, those elements of itself which most impeded its upward progress, primarily its oppressions of the
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person, but also its implicit concessions to the selfish
use of individual freedom.

Equally, each individual was

seen as existing in a society, or a number of societies,
whose development to true community was a necessary means
to his own fulfilment as a person.

He should therefore

abandon, Mounier concluded, or in some cases, be made to
abandon, those habits which hindered the growth of true
community.
In establismng this comprehensive theory of man in
society, Mounier was consciously trying to provide a metaphysical basis for a social doctrine which was firmly
within the catholic orthodoxy, which was adequate to
understand and respond to the urgent problems of modern industrial societies, and which was sufficiently cogent to command the assent of non-catholics;

His account contained

philosophical inadequacies, largely deriving from his
reluctance to attach the person to a faith in the christian
God, but he was less concerned with providing a logical
account than with promoting a set of values.

Nonetheless,

he was prepared to modify his account to some extent, and
in his exposition in the Manifes~ au service du personnalisme51 he introduced changes to counter two serious objections.
The first objection was: if the person is able to be
perceived as a part of experience, why do some people deny
its existence?

To this Mounier replied that while the

51. E. Mounier, 'Manifeste au service du personnalisme',
Esprit, no.49, octobre, 1936, p.7-216. Reprinted in Oeuvres,
I, p.481-647. Especially the section entitled, 'Qu'est-ce
que Ie personnalisme?', Oeuvres, I, p.523-S42.
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person was experienced as a spiritual reality, some people
may be 'aveugles

a

la personne,.52

Just as others were

colour-blind, these people did not perceive the person, he
said, though this in no way detracted from its reality;
at the same time he implied that it was at least partly
culpable since the person was an experience available to
all.

This was an appropriation from Scheler, who developed

the notion that some people were personblind, as a response to those who professed not to accept his category
of the person.

The circularity of the argument is evident;

it was a reasonable but not a persuasive reply.

Fortunately

Mounier did not often invoke the principle of personblindness.

The second objection was: if everyone is a person,

how can they also strive to become one?
it in two ways.

Mounier countered

He defended his presentation of the per-

son both as a descriptive and a prescriptive concept, but
attempted to make the link clearer:

...a

cette exigence d'une exp~rience fondamentale, le personnalisme ajoute une affirmation
de valeur, un acte de foi: l'affirmation de la
valeur absolue de la personne humaine.S3
Whereas Scheler had cemented the connection by establishing an objectively existing hierarchy of values, Mounier,
without this resource, was obliged to base his solution on
an act of faith, a logically unsupported affirmation of
the person as that which is ultimately and absolutely
52.

Oeuvres, I, p.S24.

53.

Ibid., p.524.
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valuable in itself.

Since the person as a metaphysical

entity was itself ultimately affirmed through an act of
faith, this defence made Mounier's position doubly fragile from a philosophical point of view.

As a second

defence, Mounier operated a shift in his description of
the relation between the person and the individual:
Dans cette opposition de l'individu ~ la personne,
il ne faut voir qu'une bipolarit~, une tension
dynamique entre deux mouvements interieurs, l'un
de dispersion, l'autre de concentration.54
Where previously there had been a straight opposition,
there was now a tension between two opposed movements.

On

the one hand, he argued, material constraints exercised
a permanent tendency to dissipation and degradation, on
the other the spiritual dimension exerted a force for unification and perfection.

It was, he said, the spiritual

dimension which, in its purest form, was designated the
person.

But the person, as the spiritual part of man,

was always beyond its concrete manifestation, he pointed
out, and therefore never strictly attained.

Hence he

thought it more fitting to speak of it as a process of
spiritualisation, or, synonymously, a process of personalisation.

This was a more effective defence, even if it

still left ample room for ambiguity.

In any case, the

move from a static account of the person as essence to a
dynamic account of the person as movement introduced a
flexibility and generality which had not formerly been

54.

Oeuvres, I, p.526.

-

present.
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Each of the three changes introduced in the

Manifeste was taken directly from P.-L. Landsberg's essay
55
on the person,
and thereby indirectly from Scheler.
They did not materially affect the substance of what
Mounier had already set out as his personalism, but they
reveal at least Mounier's willingness to integrate new
concepts into his doctrine.

d)

The uses of personalism.

The publication of the Manifeste marked the end of
most of Mounier's creative work on the level of speculative
philosophy.

Although it underwent modifications

and

received elaborations, the personalism with which he and
Esprit were always identified was substantially complete.
As a philosophy in its own right, it was both unoriginal
and inconsistent, the inconsistency deriving from the
unoriginality.

Its sources were numerous, and became

increasingly so as time passed: rooted in Jacques Chevalier's catholic Bergsonism, it grafted Scheler's phenomenology on to Maritain's neo-Thomism,

forming an odd hybrid

nourished by any other ideas which came to hand.

On a

purely formal level it could hardly command serious attention, since it was open to critical attack from many sides.
55. P.-L. Landsberg, 'Quelques reflexions sur l'idee chretienne de la personne', Esprit, no.27, decembre 1934,p.386-399,
reprinted in his Problemes du personnalisme, (Paris, 1952),
p.13-27.
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The contradictions,

implicit and explicit, the ambiguity

of key terms, the lack of assignable intellectual content
in others, the undeclared and unelaborated

assumptions,

all contribute to undermine its claim to be coherent
synthesis, and all give weight to the view that it was
an eclecticism assembled from whatever material came to
hand.

Fortunately, the strength and interest of Mounier's

personalism did not rest on its intellectual coherence.
It rested first on its success as an ideology, second on
its value as a method of investigation.
Personalism as an ideology embodied a set of values
shared to a greater or lesser extent, more or less consciously by an important section of the population.

By virtue

of its generality, personalism did attract a handful of nonbelievers,

and a larger number of christians of other

denominations,
were catholic.

but by far the majority of its devotees
Mounier based his thought firmly in the

values and doctrines which catholics shared and recognised.
Much of his theoretical writing would command an easy
assent from catholics who recognised the language of their
Church and the traditional values it stood for.

By arti-

culating these values in a rough synthesis, personalism
drew the people concerned into more conscious solidarity,
thereby increasing their capacity for concerted activity.
Having established a corpus of doctrine, Mounier could hope
to draw consequences

from it which would direct the actions
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of his audience into channels which they had not previously
considered, but which could be shown as legitimate in terms
of the basic values and doctrines.

This was especially

important in social and political matters, where the Church
left a wide margin of initiative to its members in their
choice of action.

By establishing personalism as a semi-

autonomous philosophy within the catholic tradition, Mounier was preparing it to function-as a sub-ideology of
catholicism, but intervening in a wider range of human
activities than the Church, and gaining the support of
people outside the Church.

In this way, Mounier could

claim to be carrying forward the Church's work of understanding and responding to the modern world particularly
in the area of social problems.

At the same time he was

aware of the possibilities of extending the apostolic work
of his religion.

The theoretical aspects of Mounier's

thought were dearly

unsatisfactory as philosophy; they

were more effective as the core of an ideology.
Less important in the short term, but possibly more
important for its long-term survival, was personalism's
function as a method of investigation.

It depended on

regarding the person as a nexus on which several crucial
issues converged; for Mounier it was the most important
nexus, on which all crucial issues converged.

Most think-

ers at some stage consider the nature of man and his
relation to the world; Mounier would argue that in so doing
they reveal the fundamental characteristics
osophy.

of their phil-

He would argue that most practical and theoretical
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problems in some way raise the question of how man is to
be viewed.

The acceptance of a particular view, in his

opinion, would suggest the kind of solution to be adopted; at least it would be a useful starting point for a
discussion.

Mounier's thought must be judged in part,

at least, by the extent to which his philosophy of the
person proved probing, flexible and productive as an
instrument of analysis and construction.
Mounier's studies on property and anarchism demonstrate these considerations.

The first was written before

the full elaboration of his personalism, but it reveals
the way in which the person was used as a point of reference to elucidate a complex theoretical problem with
important practical consequences.

The second, written

after the Manifeste, shows Mounier's attempt to establish
personalism not only as a means of analysis, but also as
a serious political philosophy with a claim to embody a
potentially powerful ideology.

In works such as these

the value of personalism was most critically tested.

II.

PERSONALISM IN OPERATION.
a)

Property.

If Mounier had set himself to mobilise the Church's
social doctrine to deal in relevant ways with the social
problems of his time, then it was clear that one problem
he had to face very early was the problem of property.
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It was a current reproach, dating back more than two hundred years, that the catholic church had set itself up as
a defender of the property owning classes at the expense
of the generally propertyless w.6rking classes.

It was

true that the Church had always pronounced itself as a
56
champion of private property.
The popes, following St.
Thomas, had dc:rl.ared
that God gave man the right to possess
the earth and everything on it, that ownership was a human
right based on the dignity of the person, that the only
legitimate form of property ownership was that exercised
by private persons, that property should be freely disposable in exchange or gift, and that temporal authorities
had the duty to defend private property against violation.
The Church allowed a wide degree of freedom in the specific
forms which ownership might take and conceded the right of
the state ot intervene in regulating property relations,
but denied the right of the Sate to own property anonymously.

On the other hand the Church recognised the social

function of property, the obligation for owners to use
property in the common good, and the subordination

of

property rights to more fundamental human rights.
The Church's view of property was complex, and in
view of the conflicting interests within society, tended
to be oversimplified
property-owners

and misinterpreted.

The wealthy

saw the Church as supporting their position,

56. The account given here of the Church's doctrine of
property is drawn from J.Y. Calvez & J. Perrin, The Church
and social justice, p.190-225.
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and their dispossessed opponents saw the Church as bolstering their enemies' position.
ced property as

Since Rousseau57 had denoun-

the first step in man's social oppression,

since Proudhon58 had denounced property as theft, since
59
Marx and Engels
had declared war on private property,
the social struggles of the working-class had increasingly
rested on the view of private property as an oppressive
instrument of the ruling class.

In the 1930's it was evi-

dent to Mounier that the existing property relations were
contributing to the economic crisis and would have to be
changed.

He felt, as part of his general commitment to

dissociating the Church from the 'established disorder' ,60
that he should try to show that the Church's doctrine of
property was not tailored to the needs of wealthy capitalists.

More than that, he hoped to show that its doctrine

was actually helpful in solving the social problems deriving from current property relatinnships.

57. For example, J.-J. Rousseau, Discours sur l'origine
et les fondements de l'in~galit~, (Paris, 1755).
58. For example, P.-J. Proudhon, Qu'est-ce que la propri~te? (Paris, 1840).
59. For example, K. Marx & F. Engels, The Communist
Manifesto (London, 1848).
60. The term d~sordre ~tabli was used in the title of
Esprit's special number of March 1933, and has since
passed into general usage. It has been claimed that Mounier
coined the phrase; certainly it was not current in written
sources before the early 1930's, but its paternity is
impossible to establish with certainty.
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The question of property had interested Mounier for
.
61 b ut It
. was not untl·1 th e sprIng
.
some tIme,

1934 that

0f

he was able to devote himself to producing a serious study
of it.

The essay 'De la propri~t~ capitaliste

a

la

propri~t~ humaine' was first published in April 1934.62
It began with an analysis of possession in metaphysical,
moral and psychological terms, after which Mounier hoped
to be in a position to draw implications for property on
the legal and economic levels.

The distinction between

possession and property was an old one, rooted in Roman
law andcommon to most analyses of the subject.

He argued

that possession was at its most perfect in God,63 since
God alone was fully himself, and everything existed in
him; there was therefore no separation between what he
was and what he had.

For man, Mounier said, there was

much which was permanently alien from his own being, and
with which he felt the need to establish a relationship;
since he could not be that which he was not, the nearest
he could come was to have it.

He suggested that 'having'

was a degraded substitute for 'being'.

The ideal form of

human possession, he said, was a co-existence in a loverelationship with another person, where the sense of being
61. He wrote to Georges Izard in the spring of 1932 to say
he was working on the problem. (The letter, not published
in full, is transcribed and available in the Bibliotheque
Mounier.)
62. E. Mounier, 'De la propri~t~ capitaliste a la propriete humaine', Esprit, no.19, avril 1934, p.5-70. It was
reprinted in book form two years later (Paris, 1936),
with slight modifications, and also in Oeuvres, I, p.419-477.
63. He argued that this held good as a hypothesis even
for those who did not accept the existence of God.
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swallowed up the sense of having.

At the other end of

the scale, he argued, pure having involved no relationship
with a man's being.

The best possession open to man was

God, he said, for man could participate in God's being
and thereby in the being of everything.

This part of

Mounier's analysis resembles the thinking of Gabriel
Marcel whose 'Esquisse d'une phenomenologie de l'avoir'
. d64 an d also recalls the analysis
d ates from th e same perlo
offered in Karl Marx's early writings which were first
published at this period.65

Marcel's explorations and the

interest shown in Marx's analysis spring from the same concerns which moved Mounier: the attempt to elucidate the
theoretical foundations of property relationships in order
to understand, and possibly change, the existing property
s t ruc tures .
64. Marcel's ~tre et avoir (Paris, 1935), appeared the
following year and contained the 'Esquisse ••• ', which was
written in November 1933 but had not been published till
1935. In a later note (Oeuvres, I, p.438), Mounier acknowledged Marcel's work, quoting, with some satisfaction, passages which ran parallel to his own thought. Mounier knew
Marcel from the meetings at Maritain's home in Meudon, but
had little contact with him otherwise. The two men were of
different generations and different intellectual traditions.
Marcel was best known as a dramatist and had not yet established his reputation as a philosopher; his Journal metaphysique had appeared (Paris, 1927) but he had not yet published the works for which he became best known. It would
be mistaken to see any real influence in either direction,
though the coincidence is significant.
65. Marx'S 'Economic and Political manuscripts' (see T.B.
Bottomore (ed.), Karl Marx: Early Writings (London, 1963)),
presented 'having' as the lowest form of appropriation, of
which love was the highest. Although the work was written
in 1843, the manuscripts were not discovered till later and
provoked a great deal of interest when they were generally
published in the early 1930's. Mounier had certainly not
read them, but he read parts of A. Cornu's Karl Marx, l'hornme
et l'oeuvre 1818-1845 (Paris, 1934), to which Esprit gave
extensive coverage. There was no direct influence, but an
interesting concurrence.
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Turning to the imperfect forms of property, from
which God was excluded, Mounier distinguished degrees of
degradation.

The highest form, possession as conquest,

he thought the most heroic since it at least procured the
virile pleasures of struggle, victory and domination.

It

failed, he suggested, since it had constantly to nourish
itself on new conquests without which it would collapse.
This kind of possession provided the motive force for
capitalism, he said, but though; it sought the satisfaction
of overcoming difficulty, it inevitably tended to the
elimination of all difficulty.

Conquest, he thought,was

still preferable to the second degree of degradation,
possession as enjoyment, which excluded no possible gratification, to the point where, reduced to a mode of passive
receptivity, it became the lower degree of possession as
comfort.

In possession as comfort, Mounier argued, the

possessor allowed his life to be governed by his belongings until he was effectively possessed by them.

Lower

than this he placed property as status, in which the fact
of owing merely enhanced the proprietor's reputation, and
property as self-assertion where all that concerned the
proprietor was the legal status he enjoyed as a propertyowner.

Overschematic and abstract though this analysis

was, Mounier was proposing a series of·models for understanding types of imperfect possession.

His categories

were fluid, and presented as being distinct for didactic
rather than logical reasons, reflecting his desire to
provide readily assimilable frameworks for his readers to
adopt.
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Passing on to examine true possession again, Mounier
offered the state of communion with God in prayer as a
pattexq arguing that this involved the recognition of a
presence beyond oneself, and a respect for its inherent
dignity.

This entailed love and the giving of oneself, he

argued, and all forms of possession aspired to the condition
of a love-relation.

He hastened to add that this did not

mean that a man should give himself to an inanimate object,
but that in so far as everything in the world rod a spiritual presence, he should give himself to that presence,
which ultimately was God.

In giving himself, Mounier said,

a man possessed himself all the more, and at the same time
possessed that to which he gave himself.

Conversely, he

went on, he possessed a thing all the more in giving it,
to the point at which, paradoxically,

the supreme degree

of possession was a total dispossession.

At this extreme

limit, Mounier could only appeal to the experience of the
christian mystics who felt most themselves when they had
given themselves entirely to God, who was, for them, the
ultimate reality within man.

The effect of this analysis

was to set up a model of the highest form of possession,
to serve as a criterion for judging all lower forms.

This

procedure implied a series of analogous orders where the
highest was a model

which the lower should imitate.

Mounier's paradigm was God, and the way in which the persons of the Holy Trinity possessed each other demonstrated
in his view the ultimate and unfathomable
ion in dispossession

ideal of possess-

through total love and self-giving.
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Mounier's descriptions appear unrelated to what is
normally understood by the words possession and property,
but his primary concern was to elucidate as far as possible the spiritual and personal implications before passing
on to the material aspects, which were, for him, secondary in importance.

Using the basic principles thus estab-

lished, he would then be at liberty to work out a practical
system of rights to replace existing ones, safe in the
knowledge that it was co.mpatible with his and the Church's
fundamental spiritual doctrines.

In the second, and lon-

ger part of the essay, Mounier attempted to work out the
practical implications, basing his position on the doctrines laid down by St. Thomas and by the popes.

Man in

general had dominion over nature, he began, to use and
distribute it, but in particular it was the person, who
had to exercise this dominion.

The person, as primary

reality, was the repository of all human functions, he
pointed out, including the administration of property, but
the person existed only in the context of a series of communities which surrounded it.

The problem, he thought,

was to reconcile the two, and in that sense the question
of property was bound up with the whole relationship
between the person and the community.

At its simplest,

the private property was the power of each individual to
govern and dispose of goods, he said, not as a consequence
of natural law, but agreed by both reason and convention
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as being the most suitable way for man's dominion to be
exercised.

He summarised it as 'un regime de responsa-

bilites personnelles, ces responsabilites disposant d'autant d'initiative et de liberte que le permet le bien
66
commun'.
Mounier conceived it as a basis for attacking
both the communist and the capitalist conceptions, each
of which failed in his view to fulfill an important part
of it.

He pointed out that the capitalist mode of property

ownership shared communism's denial of personal responsibility, compounded with the centralisation of property in
the hands of a privileged few, and ignoring the factors
of work and occupancy, which alone conferred a legitimate
right to ownership.

In other words, he argued, capitalism

illegitimately assumed an unlimited right to personal
property, regardless of the common good.

At the least,

he asserted, property should be an institution for the
more effective participation of all men in enjoying the
fruits of the earth.
Looking at the existing society, Mounier examined
the capitalist system, in which profit determined production, which in turn determined consumption, which was put
above needs, particularly those of spiritual life.

He

argued that the desirable hierarchy was exactly the opposite, with the spiritual requirements paramount.

This new

order of priorities obviously demanded a different account
66.

Oeuvres, I, p.449.
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of property rights, he suggested, and offered a system
based on human need.

If need were the criterion, he said,

every man should have the right to enough for pure survival, the 'n6cessaire vital,.67

He considered this right

to be so absolute that he who had not the 'necessaire
vital' could legitimately take what he needed from anywhere, or anyone, without being morally guilty of theft.
Beyond this, Mounier continued, every man had the right
to enough to be able to develop himself as a person, the
'n6cessaire personnel,.68

The two rights were fundamental,

he insisted, and until everyone was assured of them, no
one had a right to more than that.

Once they were satis-

fied, he went on, if there was a surplus of wealth, everyone had a right to that which would best allow him to
express his gifts and satisfy his aspirations, the 'n6cessaire large.69

To these rights Mounier added obligations,

arguing that people with more wealth than they needed
should give it away because they had no right to what they
did not need, and could only claim even the 'n~cessaire
large' if everyone already had the 'n~cessaire personnel'.
He pointed out, following Peguy and Nietzsche, that a moderate poverty was the most enriching condition, and that
giving away one's surplus encouraged the virtues of justice,
liberality and compassion.
67.

Oeuvres, I, p.453.

68.
69.

Ibid., p.453.
Ibid., p.454.
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In answer to the problem of how to implement these
principles in modern societies, Mounier suggested that
it would be necessary to introduce new forms of collective
ownership which still met the requirement of property's
being attached to the person.

He suggested a way:

D~gager lA ou elles se forment, des personnes
collectives reposant sur l'organisation de personnes
responsables dans toute leur ~conomie interne, personnes de personnes, comme un corps vivant est un
organisme d'organismes. C'est A la notion et ~
l'institution de personnes collectives que nous
conduit, de soi.·, Ie principe personnaliste joint
0
7
aux conditions collectives de la production moderne.
This basic statement of personalist aims on a social and
economic level implied the establishment of a decentralised
state composed of autonomous productive communities, communally owning both the means and the fruits of their production.

To implement this proposal he saw it would be

necessary to fight the growth of monolithic collectivism
in the form of large trusts and state capitalism, both of
which discouraged the development of organic communities.
He also saw the need to eliminate anarchy and conflict
between productive units.

Since such a vision of the fut-

ure would clearly not be fulfilled spontaneously, he recognised the need for state intervention to introduce and
maintain the system, while insisting that the role of the
state must be severely limited.

Not being a person, the

state, he said, could not own property, but could legislate

70.

Oeuvres, I, p.470 (Mounier's italics).
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as to its distribution and the rights and duties attaching to it, since the state was the guardian of the common
good.
In this essay, Mounier's primary aim was to separate
the authentic christian conception of personal property
from the distorted notion of it which was used to defend
injustices in the capitalist system of property relationships.71

While criticisms may be levelled at the detail

of his analysis on points of theory and practice, he nonetheless established a comprehensive and coherent account
which rectified many easy assumptions about catholic social
doctrine.

He also aimed to use the Church doctrine as a

means to proposing a workable social order, towards which
existing society could conceivably move, and which would
resolve some of the acute social and eaonomic problems
currently facing the world.

His main method in this

second aim was to emphasise all those elements of catholicism which concerned the human person, and to integrate
them into his own nascent philosophy of the person.

The

success with which he achieved the integration is the more
striking because he had not at that stage elaborated his
full personalism, a fact which explains the sometimes disconcerting ambiguity of his vocabulary.

The practical

71. Mounier tried to base his account as.rigorously as
possible on catholic doctrine as established by the Church
fathers and by papal encyclicals. Throughout his exposition he made constant and copious reference to authoritative sources. Referring mainly to St. Thomas, he relied
heavily on commentators, from Cajetan to modern exegetes,
among whom Maritain was prominent. This was not an automatic guarantee of orthodoxy - his notion of collective
persons is of doubtful orthodoxy - but it meant that the conclusions he drew were generplly compatible with, and inspired by, the Church's teachlng.
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consequences Mounier drew from his personalist analysis of
property were the weakest part of his book.

A strange

mixture of medieval pluralism, nineteenth century utopian
socialism and Proudhonian syndicalist anarchism, his
vision of a decentralised personalist state was more a
dream than a blueprint.

What it did offer was a theoret-

ical standpoint from which to criticise the two major
alternatives of capitalism and communism.

That was as

much as Mounier needed to establish, since the immediate
need was for catholicism to be presented as offering a
criticism of the existing, unsatisfactory

society, to be

seen to base its criticism on its own permanent principles,
and to be able to offer a direction in which to move.

The

person as a method of analysis was successful in this
limited ambition, but it was a defensive ambition which
sought to answer the increasing numbers of people who reproached the Church for its failure to produce a pertinent
response to social problems.

It remained to be seen

whether personalism could play the positive role of producing a genuinely effective catholic solution to these
problems.

b)

Anarchism.

In setting up personalism as an ideology which was
recognisably of the Left, it was necessary for Mounier to
confront the idedbgies which already existed on the Left.
On a social level, if Mounier wished to compete for the
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adhesion of the industrial working-class, he had to situate
himself with respect to the doctrines which at present
enjoyed their support.

Two ideologies occupied the ground

on which Mounier wished to operate: Marxism and anarchism.
Of these, Marxism was a powerful force, supported by efficient and combative organisations;
ist parties.

the communist and social-

To challenge Marxism was a major undertaking

which Mounier was ill-equipped for at this time, and he
was content to keep at a safe distance, not elaborating
on the position Esprit had outlined from the beginning.
Anarchism, however, was a more manageable proposition,
since it had no organised or coherent defender.

In addi-

tion it offered the possibility of exploiting an important
current of thought as an ally against the increasing
domination of Marxism.
Anarchism as a political ideology had arisen in the
latter part of the nineteenth century. 72 Though a number
of thinkers could be regarded as important theorists,
there was no coherent central doctrine which could be
taken as accurately summing up anarchism.

It is almost

true that there were as many forms of anarchism as there
were anarchists.

The defining theme was an opposition to

the concept of the state, usually accompanied by a vigorous
refusal to accept any form of authority or absolute, whether
political, religious or intellectual.

It combined a

72. The information on anarchism used in this section is
taken from:G. Woodcock, Anarahism (London, 1963); J. Joll,
The Anarchists (London, 1964); D. Guerin, L'anarchisme
(Paris, 1965); H. Arvon, L'anarchisme, 4th edition {Paris,
1968).
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defence of individual freedom with spontaneous and militant political activity.

Although most anarchists were

animated by these concerns, the ways in which they developed and expressed them were varied in the extreme. Anarchism therefore allowed Mounier a considerable range of
possible interpretations.
fact to his advantage.

He was not slow to turn the

The immediate occasion for his

'An arch i1e et personna l' 1sme ,73 was th e conS1. d era bl e ro 1e

played by anarchists in the Spanish Popular Front government, and in the struggles of the Spanish Civil War.

The

existence of anarchism as a significant political force even
in this limited context, and the upsurge of interest it
provoked in France at the time,74 led Mounier to examine
it more closely, particularly since, through the intermediary of Proudhon, it found many echoes in his own thought.
Since he considered that no progressive social action
was possible without the participation of the working
class, Mounier began by stating the task of personalism
as being to combine those authentic values the working
class had preserved with those it had neglected.

For this

operation he proposed to look behind the screen of professed doctrine to discover those values which were genuinely defended by the working class movement.

The

73. E. Mounier, 'Anarchie et personnalisme', Esprit, no.ss,
avril 1937, p.109-206. Reprinted in Oeuvres, I, p.63s-72s.
The essay was also reprinted in two collections of Mounier's
articles, Liberte sous conditions (Paris, 1946), and
Communisme,anarchie et personnalisme (Paris, 1966).
74. The interest in anarchism can be gauged by the fact
that Esprit's special number on it, in which Mounier's
essay appeared, sold out almost immediately.
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anarchist thinkers, he argued, were particularly close to
the people, and did not admit to the separation of their
thought from their life.

It was therefore legitimate,

he thought, to distinguish the spirit of their thought
from the letter.

He dismissed those forms of anarchism

which had no basis in the working class: Stirner's egocentric individualism,75 Tolstoy's idyllic ruralism,76
Nechayev's frenetic nihilism.77

He wished to confine him-

self to the positive contributions of Proudhon, Bakunin78
and Kropotkin,79 and it was to their inheritors that he
referred when he said:
Un certain courant anarchisant, qui a mOri dans
l'experience ouvriere, reste vivace dans Ie monde
ouvrier. Assoupi depuis un certain nombre d'annees,
il se cabre des qu'il se sent provoque. J~8'hesite pas ~ dire que pour nous personnaliste~·11l est

75. Max Stirner (1806-1856), an early disciple of Hegel,
was best known for his book Der Einzige und sein'~Eigentum,
which appeared in 1844 and proclaimed an extreme form of
individualism. His real name was Johann Schmidt.
76. Leo Tolstoy (1826-1910), the Russian noveTIist, gave
up his great wealth in 18~2 and practised a mystical version of primitive christianity based on a return to the
land and non-violence.
77. Sergei Nechayev (1847-1882), a Russian revolutionary
and friend of Bakunin, he was noted for the violence of his
political commitment to destroy the existing order by all
possible means. Arrested in 1872, he died in prison.
78. Michael Bakunin (1814-1876), born into the Russian
military aristocracy, he became one of the major theorists
of anarchism and participated in many of the European revolutionary movements. He was a 'communist anarchist' and
a founder member of the First International, from which he
was eventually excluded after a long struggle with Marx.
79. Peter Kropotkin (1842-1921), a Russian aristocrat, was
active in revolutionary agitation throughout Europe. In
later life he developed a more scholarly approach to anarchist theory. He returned from exile to Russia ,at the time
of the revolution, but denounced the Bolsheviks and the
violence of their methods.
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un des espoirs sur lequel nous misons pour l'avenir
et le devebppement de ce mouvement. II a forme et
inspire encore Ie meilleur de l'esprit syndical,
l'opposition a l'imperialisme ouvrier et au fascisme
proletarien, il est Ie plus apte a recevoir, mieux,
a decouvrir de lui-meme l'idee personnaliste.80
This statement reveals Mounier's attraction to federalist,
libertarian socialism.

Whereas constructive anarchists

had sought to foster solidarity and fraternity, he saw,
they had also consistently refused centralised authority
and thereby presented him with the elements of a base for
personalism in the working-class tradition.

Implicit in

the statement was also the hope that anarchism might offer
a means of wooing the workers from their entrenched allegiance to Marxism: this was the force of his denunciation
of 'l'imperialisme ouvrier' and 'fascisme proletarien'.
To substantiate his case, Mounier went on to give a brief
history of the First International from the anarchist pott
of view.

Marx and Engels were presented as doctrinaire,

power-hungry manipulators who ruthlessly crushed the authentic aspirations of the working-class as expressed by
Bakunin and by the French anarchist representatives.

The

historical survey was intended to persuade and move, rather
than to inform, but in appealing to nationalist feelings,
in using personal i~endo,

in giving an extremely partial

account, he revealed a willingness to use polemical techniques he had previously eschewed.

80.

Oeuvres, I, p.660.

The clear conclusion to
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be drawn was that Mounier was offering personalism as an
alternative ideology to Marxism, and that he was prepared
to fight for it as a living ideology, and not just a philosophical system.

The next step was to demonstrate that per-

sonalism was in harmony with the best parts of the anarchist
tradition, and to establish what those parts were.
The central point, he suggested, was the anarchist
critique of power and authority.

In the first instance, he

agreed, this took the form of a denial of God, but more
essential was the refusal of political power.

Basing his

analysis closely on Proudhon, Mounier accepted the anarchist
point that authoritarian and coercive power-structures

imp-

lied a pessimistic view of man, which was self-fulfilling
in view of the corrupting, degrading effect of power.
Anarchists, he said, sought to replace a structure of authority based on subordination by one of equality based on
coordination.

In this way, he pointed out, they wished to

create a just society which would not be disordered, but,
built on free exchange, would simply be different from the
present state-imposed social order.
Mounier accepted the logic of this analysis, affirming
its relevance and its basis in historical fact.

He added;

however, that there was perhaps a legitimate sense to the
concept of authority, divine or human.

The anarchist crit-

ique held against the distorted and caricatural form authority had often been forced into, he conceded, but did not
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destroy the true essence of it.

Mounier distinguished two

radically different meanings of authority, as spiritual
preeminence or as mere coercive force.

The first, he

argued, was legitimate and undeniable, the latter illegitimate and to be resisted.

Between them was the diffi-

cult area where they overlapped, he said, and thought that
the error of the anarchists lay in not appreciating that
there existed hierarchies of spiritual ascendency, which had
the need and the right to be expressed in the visible
world, even if it involved a limited degree of coercive
force.

He felt that the anarchist attack on power and auth-

ority was justified against the abuse of authority, but
that it should not be allowed to detract from spiritual
authority as exercised by God or by human persons.

He

suggested that this view of authority retained the essence
of anarchist thought, but integrated it into a higher,
more complete account.

Mounier was concerned as far as

possible to reconcile catholic teaching with a plausible
interpretation of anarchism, in order to acquire the broadest possible area in which to install his personalism.
Since he could allow himself little latitude of interpretation with his catholic values, it is not surprising if
he was less scrupulous in what he presented as the principles of anarchism.
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Next he turned to examine the anarchist denunciation
of government and the state.

Anarchists did not reject

the principle of social order, he insisted, but they did
reject the imposition of a specific form of order on the
grounds that it bred oppression and alienation.

Anarchists,

he said, opposed centralisation because it merely facilitated the exploitation of the governed and increased the
wealth of the governors.

States, in their view, were by

their nature based on an alienation of liberty, he said,
and even the most equitable of state machines remained a
machine, generating power and its consequent abuse.

Mounier

pointed out that this criticism was even applied to revolutionary governments, and, in a sense, no government could
be revolutionary since revolution was against government
by nature, and no historical government, however apparently
progressive, had been other than reactionary.

Taking up

Proudhon's criticism, Mounier showed how the communist form
of government was as oppressive as the bourgeois state in
curtailing personal liberties in the name of freedom for
the impersonal collective mass.

The solution to this prob-

lem, he proposed, was the setting up of a federative pluralist state.

It was impossible to eliminate the state alto-

gether, he accepted, except in an unraalisable utopia,
which was not helpful.

But in practice he thought it ought

to be possible, as the anarchists wanted, to reduce the
intervention of the state to a minimum.

The new 'rump'

Missing pages are unavailable
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state, he said, would obviously have to be conceived in
action after the destruction of the present regime, with
the ultimate aim of complete self-government
part of it.

for every

Heexplained that the principle of federation

implied a series of autonomous, freely associated members,
each having the right of secession.
trial decentralisation

Economic and indus-

followed logically from this, he

pointed out, though centralised controls might be necessary
to a limited degree.

In this matter Mounier agreed that

anarchist thought suffered, by comparison with Marxism,
from imprecision and naIvety.

But he insisted that the

spirit of freedom and generosity inherent in their thought
more than compensated, for even if they failed to make a
sou~d case for the complete abolition of state regulation,
their utopian impulse at least pointed in the right direction, promoting the freedom and integrity of the person.
Pointing out the lines of inspiration which were common to personalism and anarchism, Mounier judged that
anarchists indulged in excesses, but that their flights
of fantasy, when toned down and adapted with cornmon sense,
came close to recommending the aame structures and values
which dominated his own political theory.

He concluded:

Comment ne sentirions-nous pas une parente avec
les hommes qui les premiers ont cherche, si maladroitement que ce soit, a accorder vie collective
et liberte.81
81.

Oeuvres, I, p.699.
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It amounted to saying that though they expressed themselves badly, their instincts were sound, and Proudhon's
heart, at least, in the right place.
Going on to deal with the philosophical bases of
anarchism, Mounier acknowledged that the reconciliation
with personalism was more problematical,

since anarchism's

irreducible core was positivist materialism, entailing in
the first instance a refusal of all absolutes.

Distant

though this materialism apparently was from personalism,
Mounier examined in detail some of Bakunin's attack on
spiritualism, and found that all he destroyed was an
unworthy sham, not the essential truth.

He even asserted:

Son 'materialisme' est, en intention profonde, un
desir de realisme spirituel maladroitement habille
en materialisme.82
The qualities Bakunin ascribed to matter - movement, life,
intelligence and direction - were in fact attributes of
the spirit, Mounier argued, and the difference between
them was therefore orufone of terminology.

At the same

time as he attacked bourgeois pesudo-spirituality,

Mounier

said, Bakunin was ill at ease with the impersonal determinism of Marxism, which he accused of setting up a tyranny
of science, as anti-human as the tyranny of spiritual
absolutism.

Why, Mounier asked, did he not take the final

liberating step of throwing off his materialism?

Possibly,

he thought, Bakunin and his contemporaries needed a new

82.

Oeuvres, I, p.704.
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Plato who would have integrated the essential truths of
materialism and spiritualism.

Mounier then outlined the

shape such a synthesis would have taken, suggesting the
existence in the material universe of a tendency to prepare and serve man as a person.

This spiritual dimension

was, he agreed,closed to anarchists so long as they persisted in their materialism.
Since they rejected spirituality, there was no possibility of anarchists giving an account of man which would
adequately satisfy the conditions of Mounier's personalism.
But he thought they often came close to it in their anthropology.

The only freedom they attributed to man was that

he obeyed and was conscious of obeying, the laws of nature,
he pointed out, and they considered subordination to any
other force or agency to be a humiliation from wherever
it came.

Although anarchism could not avoid metaphysical

individualism, he argued, the fact did not prevent its
main theorists from unanimously asserting the importance
of social liberation for the liberation of the individual.
But if they failed to establish a satisfactorily integrated account of man'on which to rest their philosophy,
Mounier continued, they were strenuous in the defence of
three important values: human dignity, emancipation and
revolt.

For them, he said, man was neither good nor bad,

all depended on the environment and institutions which
formed him, and therefore a society had to be built which
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allowed him to be just and free, to be at one with himself and to respect his fellows.

In this society, Mounier

explained, the anarchists felt that a man could exercise
his human dignity; the construction of the society required
an emancipation from all that obstructed its development;
the emancipation could only be gained by confronting all
absolutes and obediences with a proud refusal, which constituted revolt.
Such a view of man visibly disappointed Mounier in
failing to come near to his own notion of the person.

Con-

sequently, he turned with some relief to the anarchist
account of the community, which provided a richer analogy
with his own vision.

Mounier pointed out that anarchists

refused to accept mass society as the only form of collective existence and proposed the model of society as a decentralised organism rather than a centralised mechanism.

They

saw 'the people' as a complex and organic whole which could
not strictly be defined, he argued, since any attempt to
reduce it to simpler components, such as social classes,
resulted in the destruction of its reality.

If 'the people'

were thus conceived, it was evident to Mounier that the
emancipation of the proletariat,

the only section remain-

ing in servitude, must inevitably engender the liberation
of the entire people.

This he saw as the goal which anar-

chism proposed for itself.
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Throughout

the examhation of anarchist philosophy,

Mounier was visibly embarrassed

in his attempts to insti-

tute a dialogue with a creed which plainly ccrr.asro""'f'd so
little to his own.

The method he used was to select and

emphasise those elements with which he could find sympathy,
deploring and diminishing

the importance of others.

that way he presented his own interpretation

In

of the essence

of anarchism, which then appeared as a doctrine close to
personalism

on the whole, except on those occasions where

the thought was weak, and compared badly.
interlocutors

Had any of his

been alive, they would undoubtedly

have

wished to challenge his conception of their real concerns;
but since he conceived anarchism as a diffuse conglomeration
of themes rather than a coherent philosophy,
justified in practising

a thoroughly tendentious selection.

His treatment of the atheism and materialism
was particularly

contentious,

of Bakunin

implying a considerable

of awareness on Bakunin's part.
explicitly

Mounier felt

lack

The suggestion that an

christian synthesis, transcending

materialism,

might have been acceptable to him was even less substantiated.

The rapid dismissal of the anarchist view of man

did not take into account the different context of assumptions and priorities
real enthusiasm

in which they worked.

in the discussion

Mounier's only

of philosophy was for

the anarchist concern for community, but there he was content briefly to examine the vague concept of Ie peuple,
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with its overtones of Peguy, emphasising the difference
from Marxism, and not seriously developing the relation
to his own thought.

Mounier regarded anarchist philosophy

as separable from anarchist politics, not hesitating to
denigrate and diminish the philosophy while seeking to
establish the politics as in many respects close to his
own thought.

This again demonstrated that his intention

was polemical: taking advantage of the relative diffuseness of anarchism compared, for example, with Marxism,
Mounier presented a picture of it which did no justice even
to those of its advocates he had chosen to study.
In his final chapter Mounier set out to summarise
what he regarded as anarchism's positive contribution.

In

effect he pointed out the various ways in which the anarchist tradition had prepared working class socialism to
receive personalism.

Its major contribution, he said, was

the refusal of the will to power as a temptation both on a
personal and a political level.

He explained that they

combined this refusal with a thoroughgoing critique of
politicians, who tended to be so engrossed in the struggle
for power that they forgot the .emancipation of the proletariat.

The anarchists understood that even when the poli-

ticians were not of bourgeois origin, they soon become
assimilated to a bourgeois power-elite, he said, with the
consequent reluctance to abandon their positions of power
and privilege.

The same critique, he suggested, applied to

the intellectuals who automatically parasi~ud the working
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class, and although they did not exclude them from the
revolution, anarchists very properly insisted that intellectuals be put in their humble place, and not be allowed
to attain preponderance

in a movement they should serve

without seeking to control.

Although it became ridiculous

when systematised, he argued, anarchism was a fertile and
unsystematic movement best suited to defending those qualities it embodied in the libertarian and even utopian wing
of the socialist movement.

While it was not capable of

constructing a coherent plan of action even on a theoretical level, he thought, it did at least prevent the working
class from becoming closed in a rigid Marxism, and thereby
held the door open to personalism.
two practical lessons.

Finally Mounier drew

Anarchism had always insisted on

the need for ideological propaganda, he said, recognising
that men must be transformed, not only institutions, if the
revolution was to succeed.

And anarchism was firmly com-

mitted to concrete and direct action, he added, realising
that beliefs had to be implemented; eVBn if they had occasionally fallen into excess, their infallible presence in
revolution either on the barricades or in the market place
had, in Mounier's view, assured them of an influence out of
all proportion to their number.

Mounier was happy to find

these two lessons, close to his heart, at the centre of
anarchism, even if he was obliged to state them more baldly
than usual.

The parallel between ideological propaganda
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and the spiritual revolution makes it clear that though
he believed his doctrine to have a higher, spiritual
dimension, Mounier's personalism was competing on the
same ideological ground as anarchism.

The parallel between

anarchist committed action and his own 'm~thode d'immanence,83 clarifies Mounier's own intentions for the small
dedicated ~lite which he had suggested would radiate their
influence through the revolution; it points to Mounier's
growing determination to act more effectively.
This whole study of anarchism was an attempt to establish personalism as a political ideology, with a base in
the working class, offering an alternative to Marxism.

By

comparing it with anarchism Mounier situated personalism
as an ideology of like aspirations.

Implicit in the study

was the suggestion that anarchism had been groping for
values and truths which personalism clearly apprehended,
also that anarchism's political and institutional aims were
fully included in personalism, though given an improved
formulation.

There was therefore no reason,

Mounier imp-

lied, why personalism should not supplant anarchism as the
libertarian current of working class socialism.
successful was Mounier's attempt?
this thesis will$oW
working-class,
ist.

How

The later chapters of

how far he made contact with the

and how far he won acceptance as a social-

In neither case can he fairly be said to have occu-

pied any of the ground held by anarchism, nor to have
established personalism as an independent political ideology.
83.

On the side of ideas, the account is only slightly
Oeuvres, I, p/72S.
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more positive.

His presentation of anarchism was exces-

sively selective, both in limiting his sources to three
thinkers and in taking disparate elements from each.

He

relied heavily on Proudhon in the field of political theory
and on Bakunin in metaphysics; Kropotkin was only introduced for occasional corroboration.

He stressed in each

case the divergences from Marx, ignoring the convergences.
He described a total anarchism which corresponded to
nothing a professed anarchist would recognise as his.
Within this framework Mounier successfully drew parallels
and distinctions between anarchism and his own thought,
always to the advantage of his own.

An important conse-

quence was that he clarified the limitations of his declared readiness to enter dialogue.

He was unable to deal

withatheism or materialism except by ascribing it to insufficient thought, and could not recognise it as a serious
or lucid position. He was embarrassed by the firm assertion of any belief he did not hold, and tended to assume
that it was symptomatic of a deeper, often contrary, impulse.

He was incapable of questioning his own beliefs in

the spirit he asked of his interlocutors, since he considered himself to be possessed of the truth on essential
matters,

and his opponents at best groping for it.

In

view of these limits, Mounier failed to appreciate the
full force of anarchist thought or to add to the understanding of anything other than his own positions.

The

book was, however, a first attempt at ideological warfare
with a serious socialist opponent, and as such prepared
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the ground for the more important battle he was preparing
to engage with Marxism.

c)

Conclusion.

By the end of 1937 Mounier's thought had become substantially what it was to remain to the end of his life.
Its theoretical articulation was largely completed within
the first two and a half years of Esprit's existence and
scarcely varied thereafter in more than a few details.
Its gestation had largely consisted of a focussing of
attention on an important area of catholic thought, the
human person, its nature and its consequences.

To this

was added a mixture of elements from those philosophies
of man which seemed to be~most easily reconciled with this
catholic humanism, particularly

those of Bergson and Scheler.

Adopting the person as a central value provided a useful
link with catholicism, but also allowed a semi-autonomous
philosophy to evolve around it.

This philosophy Mounier

hoped to use both as a basis for analysing other philosophies and theoretical problems, and also as the central
doctrine of a new ideology which would offer practical
remedies to the social problems that were becoming urgent.
In both cases personalism was semi-autonomous
licism.

Philosophically

from catho-

it was inspired by and always com-

patible with Church doctrine, though it welcomed the possibility of fertilisation from other intellettual sources.
Ideologically it was born and developed in a catholic environment; it took its strength from, and tried to strengthen
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the Church's social extension; and it attempted to extend
its appeal outside the social circles which the Church
occupied, but which were gradually shrinking in size.
Although ideology and philosophy are inextricably bound
together, the driving force behind the philosophy was its
function as ideology.

Mounier was not interested in

philosophy for its own sake, he was interested in it as
doctrine which would direct people's minds and ultimately
their actions.

The object of his study on property was

not to produce a disinterested exegesis of the Church's
position, it was to demonstrate that a catholic need not
defend capitalist property relations, and to open up new
areas of exploration and reflection on the problem.
Equally the study on anarchism was not an exercise in political theory, it was a blow in Mounier's ideQbgical struggle,
an attempt to replace an existing ideology by demolition
and assimilation.

The theory of personalism cannot be

isolated from its practice, because, as ideology, it had a
political and social dimension which determined its survival as a living doctrine.

Mounier was aware of this,

and as a result of his decision to devote more of his time
and attention to:social and political practice, the theoretical bases of personalism scarcely evolved after this
time.
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(1938-1944)

Preparation for war.
In March 1938 the German army marched into Austria;

from that time on, war became a real possibility.l

Euro-

pean politics was dominated by the Czechoslovakian

crisis.

Hitler claimed the right to annexe the Sudetenland area of
the country to Germany on the grounds of a large proportion
of German-speakers

in the population.

ly resisted by the Czech government.

The claim was strongFrance and Britain,

fearing that the situation might provoke a military confrontation, met the German and Italian leaders in Munich
in September 1938 and carne to an agreement conceding the
German claim.

Daladier, the French Prime Minister, and

Chamberlain, the British, claimed a victory for peace in
Europe.

Public reaction in France was mixed, regretting

the plight of the Czechoslovak nation, but welcoming the
apparent assurance that war was averted.2

The agreement was

received with a divided mind by every major political
grouping in France, with the exception of the communist
party, which vehemently opposed it.
1. The details of these events are contained in any standard history. Particular use has here been made of A. Werth,
France and Munich, before and after the surrender (London,
1939), which deals with the events as they affected France.
2. These reactions were graphically described in J.-P.
Sartre, Le sursis (Paris, 1945).
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Mounier's reaction was instantaneous and unequivocal.
In a strongly worded leader article entitled 'Lendemains
d'une trahison',3 he roundly denounced the betrayal, fustigating those who had perpetrated it.

Characteristically,

he saw the action as stemming from a deeper cause than
political mismanagement:
Si nos gouvernants ont choisi une paix ignomlnleuse,
ce n'est pas seulement parce qu'eux-memes manquaient
de foi et d'autorite. C'est parce qu'au meme moment,
demoralises par le meme mal, les rues et les villages
de France grouillaient d'hommes suant de peur, que
n'interessaient ni la justice des Sudetes, ni la justice des Tcheques, ni l'Allemagne, ni l'Europe, ni la
France, encore moins l'innocence de la France et meme
pas l'injustice de la guerre, mais une saule chose:
un moratoire de tranquillite ••• on ne nous fera pas
croire que c'etaient la des hommes qui ne voulaient
pas tuer; c'etaient bien plus simplement des hommes
qui ne voulaient pas se battre.4
The cowardice and decadence of the whole French nation
were to blame, he argued.

France, he said, was in the gdp

of a spiritual malady which impelled it to dishonour and
disavow its tradition of heroism and justice, a corrupt
bourgeoisie had injected its poison into the nation, and
Munich was the culmination of its effects.

But in con-

demning both the agreement and its spirit, Mounier added
that it was possible beforehand to have been substantially
in favour of the same solution for valid reasons and opposed
3. E. Mounier, 'Lendemains d'une trahison', Esprit, no.73,
octobre 1938, p.1-15. Esprit had already devoted a special
number (June 1938) to the question of war over Czechoslovakia, and had taken up a position strongly supporting the
Czech resistance to Hitler's demands, but refusing to
accept that war was a necessary consequence of this.
4. Ibid., p.3-4. The omission marks are mine.
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to it for invalid reasons.

-

War might have been avoided,

he thought, but a strong peace was necessary, a peace
which woUd have been as effective a check to nazi imperialism as would a declaration of war.
achieved at Munich, he insisted.

This had not been

Again, he thought, a

declaration of war made in the spirit of fear and weakness
was equally undesirable, but it was possible to have advocated war as a necessary step to halt fascism and reestablish international justice.

Whatever the force of these

arguments, he went on, the essential need was to oppose
fascism with strength in the full awareness of its easily
discernible ambitions.

Predicting, with remarkable accu-

racy, the future course of events, he warned that antiGermanism and purely negative antifascism were not the
answer, but that what was needed was a national re-awakening on personalist lines.

Only this, coupled with inter-

national disarmament, he said, could avert catastrophe.
He concluded, however, by implicitly recognising the probability of war and defined his own response:
Notre combat sera en tout lieu oftmanoeuvreront
nos principaux ennemis en cette affaire: Ie mensonge, la haine et l'avilissement des coeurs.
Notre role sera de maintenir un peu d'humanite dans
une condition inhumaine, et de preparer, contre la
demence collective, les conditions d'une paix juste,
mesuree, creatrice.S
Mounier foresaw the consequences of war quite clearly, and
was already resolved to fight to attenuate its effects in
5.

E. Mounier, 'Lendemains d'une trahison', p.1S.
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the minds of the population with the object of creating
the best possible conditions for a successful aftermath.
This short paragraph set out the broad programme of action
which he undertook during the entire war.
Since the Munich agreement was accompanied by the
mobilisation of French military reservists and by frenetic
rearmament, Mounier had every inducement to produce an
analysis of this nature.

Nevert~less

undergone an important evolution.

his position had

His acceptance of the

likelihood of war imposed a totally different perspective
on his activity: the perspective of a major historical
catastrophe which would affect every aspect of life, and
against which nothing he could do would have any material
effect.

All he felt he could hope to do was to limit the

moral damage.

Faced with the urgency of events, it had

been agreed at Esprit's summer conference

6

that an organ

was needed which would be more capable of dealing with
developments than a monthly review could hope to be.
this end a fortnightly newspaper was created.

To

Entitled

Ie Voltigeur,7 and directed by P~-A. Touchard,S it was to
6. The conference was held on 2S July 1938 at Jouy-en-Josas.
Reports from it were published in the October number of Esprit.
7. The first number was dated 29 September 1938, and subsequent numbers appeared at roughly fortnightly intervals
until the 18tH, dated 12 July 1939, which announced that the
paper would not appear again until after the summer break.
With the outbreak of war, however, it 'merged' with Esprit,
which continued to print the name Le VOltigeur as a subtitle until June 1940.
S. Pierre Aime-Touchard (b.1903) studied at the Sorbonne,
became a teacher, joining Esprit early as a theatre critic
and was active in the Troisieme Force. During the war he '
was a leading figure of the literary resistance in Paris.
He later held administrative ?osts in ~he arts, most notably
as administrator of !he Comedle-FransaIse a~d as director of
the Paris Conservatol:e~ ~s well as makIng Important contributions to theatre crItIcIsm.
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concern itself with questions of immediate political importance, basing itself on the principles of Esprit, and
run by the friends and contributors of the review.

Mounier

wrote a number of short articlesfi>r it himself, but the
majority of the contributions came from those members of
Esprit - particularly Touchard and Madaule - whose interests were mainly political.

Since it was aimed at the

same readership as Esprit, the first result of its creation
was to relieve Mounier of the increasing domination of comment on events, and to allow him room in the review for
more general reflection, which in turn formed the basis of
the Voltigeur's perspective.

The decision was amply vin-

dicated, for the proliferation

of crises leading up to the

declaration of war made it difficult even for the Vtitigeur
to keep abreast of events.

Esprit was thus able to exa-

mine the underlying issues and the consequences of international and domestic affairs without the burden of taking
explicit position on day to day developments.
From the summer of 1938 until.September
thought was dominated by the impending war.

1939, Mounier's
Apart from

the moral issues involved, he was concerned at the attitude
of the Church and the recrudescence of fascism in France.
In the Voltigeur he did what he could to prevent catholic
opinion from following the conservative Right in its sym9
pathy for Hitler and its ctiStt."8Clrd
for nazi victims. He
9. E. Mounier, 'Au Voltigeur catholique', Voltigeur, no.2,
19 octobre 1938, reprintrl in Bulletin des Amis d'E. Mounier,
no.23-24, d~cembre 1964, p.6-8.
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stressed the papal condemnation of nazism, constantly
referring to the encyclical Mit brennender Sdrge.10
"Ill e,
one par t i1CU I ar I y courageous art1c

In

h e spo ke out plainly

against what he saw as cowardice in the pope's refusal to
condemn atrocities committed by Hitler and Mussolini, and
the explicit approval accorded to Franco's initiation of
war in Spain.

The mon~

preceding the war also saw an

alarming proliferation of fascism in France, both in the
tradition of the French extreme Right, and imitated from
the German and Italian models.
was powerfully stated.

Mounier's stand against it

In October 1938, he wrote: 'jamais

• • • la tentation du fascisme ne se presentera

plus viru-

lente que cet hiver',12 and the considerable number of
articles he devoted to the subject is some measure of his
concern.

Fascism was a strong and seductive movement, he

argued. Like hazism, it showed no gratitude for concessions
made, and could only be countered by a resolute and force10. E. Mounier, 'Pie XI, pape de l'unite humaine', Voltigeur, no.l0, 15 fevrier 1939, reprinted in Bulletin des
Amis d'E. Mounier, no.23-4, decembre 1964, p.22-24. The
e~cyclical, published on 14 March 1937, contained a strong
denunciation of nazi doctrines.
It is partly reprinted in
A. Freemantle (ed.), The Social Teachings of the Church
(New York, 1963), p.89-94.
11. E. Mounier, 'En interrogeant les silences de Pie XII',
VOltigeur, no.16, 5 mai 1939, reprinted in Bulletin des
Amis d'E. Mounier, no.23-4, decembre 1964, p.28-33.
12. E. Mounier, 'Lendemain d'une trahison', loc.sit., p.14.
The major articles on fascism, on which the following
summary of Mounier's position is based, are: 'Comment Ie
fascisme vient aux nations', Esprit, no.72, septembre 1938,
p.645-51, 'L'Europe contre les hegemonies', Esprit, no.74,
novembre 1938, p.147-165, ~eprinted in Oeuvres, IV, p.193207, and 'Les deux sources du pre-fascisme', Esprit, no.
75, decembre 1938, p.322-6.
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ful affirmation of true values, particularly those which
fascism sought eventually to suppress.

Christians should

not be deceived by the lip-service paid to religion, he
warned, for it was purely temporary and tactical.

At the

same time, he said, the opponents of fascism should avoid
the trnp of setting up an alternative type of fascism,
which would be just as totalitarian and would defeat the
object.

Radical regeneration and constructive resistance

should not be abandoned for their caricatures of frenetic
activism and shrill diatribe, he insisted, and oppo~ion
to nazi imperialism should not be a cover for French imperialist aspirations.

Worse, he thought, was the fatalis-

tic acquiescence before the displays of power presented in
Italy and Germany, the paralysis of the will which was
a prelude to servile imitation and, eventually, cheerful
subjugation.

Mounier's analysis was lucid and thorough in

showing the dangers inherent in fascism; he was subtle in
exposing the dangers which threatened to pervert the different responses.

In presenting his solutions, however,

he displayed only a theoretical understanding.

This

sprang from the nature of his intention, which was to foster awareness among those whose task it was "to formulate
concrete solutions.
Mounier was among the first to realise that the
immediate effect of Munich, far from ensuring peace, was to
make war highly probable in the near future.

The same
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realisation struck the whole of France within a few weeks,
provoking intense discussion of the problems of war and
peace.

Mounier's contribution was a detailed study of

the problems from a christian point of view.

Entitled

originally Pacifistes ou Bellicistes?,13 the study was published in pamphlet form during the summer of 1939, and
contained a summary of the arguments and analyses which
Mounier was propagating in Esprit and elsewhere.
Defining peace as a spiritual state, not simply the
absence of military warfare, Mounier pointed out that
peace could not be said to exist when hatreds and armaments
were proliferating, nor so long as politics remained a
continuation of war by other means.

Christian peace was

not synonymous with tranquility, docility or immobility,
he argued, it demanded courage, sacrifice and action, and
in some situations it might require the use of force, if
that were the only way the christian's inner strength could
express itself.

He equated peace with the affirmation of

the human person in all its dimensions.

Peace as an eter-

nal order had to be based on justice, generosity and love,
he said.

At its limit he considered that it implied an

ethic of non-violence, but, since few men were capable of
its authentic implementation, he conceded that it entailed
the use of force in preference to a cowardly abstention
13. E. Mounier, Pacifistes ou Bellicistes (Paris, 1939),
reprinted under the title 'Les chretiens devant Ie probleme
de la paix', in Oeuvres, I, p.785-834.
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from action.

Examining the Church's declared doctrine,

Mounier emphasised its condemnation of general and obligatory conscription, of armed peace, of economic imperialism,
of the militarisation

of youth and of the disregard for

treaties; he stressed the two constructive principles of
arbitration and disarmament.
there~re

If all failed, he argued,

limited conditions in which the use of force was

legitimate, though war was a catastrophe both spiritually
and materially, and in the context of 1939, pointed to
the failure of western christianity.

He emphasised, how-

ever, that there were other catastrophic eventualities
which could not be admitted, even though resistance entailed
the risk of war.

The proper course of action for a chris-

tian, he concluded, was to struggle to avoid both, leaving
God to decide the outcome.
Mounier's exposition of the true nature of peace posed
the problem of war as a choice between relative failures,
in which the christian was faced with a cruel dilemma,
which he could not accept without accepting the fact of
failure.

His only solution, in Mounier's view, was to

refuse the dilemma until such time as one or other failure
was forced on him, hoping at the same time that God would
resolve the situation in the best possible way.

In a theo-

retical sense, Mounier evaded the issue, by refusing its
obvious terms, but in the context of 1939, the practical
consequence of the analysis was clear-cut: war was admitted
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as a possible, even probable, course of action, and one
which should not be shirked if it became necessary.

In

the frenzied months following Munich, French and British
diplomacy was everywhere conceding before the intransigeance
of German, Italian and even Spanish demands.

Each con-

cession was excused as being necessary for the avoidance
of conflict, with the result that it became increasingly
apparent that war was increasingly likely, and on increasingly unfavourable terms.

Mounier's advice, which found

growing support on the political Left, was effectively to
stand firm.

Hitler's invasion of Czechoslovakia

and the

fall of Prague in March 1939 marked the end of the last
illusions generated by the Munich agreement; simultaneously
the behaviour of General Franco in snubbing the French
ambassador to Spain, Marshal Petain, in joining the RomeBerlin axis, in demanding and receiving financial and military aid, awoke the traditional nationalism of the Right,
who now reluctantly joined in the chorus of those who wanted
a firm stand.

From this time onwards France urgently pre-

pared for war as crisis succeeded crisis, so that when it
was eventually declared in September 1939, no-one, least
of all Mounier, was surprised.
The months preceding the war did little to advance
directly the progress of personalism,

and personalism did

little to alter the succession of events.

The urgency of

the crisis compelled Esprit to adopt a series of positions,
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of which, in retrospect, few people could challenge the
wisdom, and the review consiidated its growing reputation
on the political Left.

Mounier revealed himself as a per-

ceptive political commentator whose predictions were often
accurate, but his success was a personal one, based on the
acuity of his intelligence rather than the solidity of his
professed ideology.

II.

'Phoney war'.
From September 1939 until May 1940 the drole de guerre

plunged France into a strange half-world with all the
discipline and appearance of war, but with little of its
reality.14

Most of the action during these nine months was

on the level of propaganda.

A large section of the popu-

lation was under army discipline, and the remainder were
being exhorted to work to support the war machine.

The

communications media were under the strict supervision of
the government information service, and critical comment was
firmly discouraged.

Most writers not on active service

were quite willing to give their energies to pro~oting the
war effort in whatever way they could, and much of what was
published was entirely subordinated to this end.
Mounier, being deaf in one ear and almost blind ln one
eye, had not previously done any military service; with
14. In addition to standard histories, use has been made
here of A. Zevaes, Histoire de six ans (1938-1944) (Paris,
1944).
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universal conscription he was called to join the Auxiliary
Service in the region of Grenob1e.15 His duties were
clerical and undemanding, so that he was able to devote
some of his time to writing.

Despite the considerable

difficulties involved he succeeded, with the help of friends,
in continuing to direct Esprit, which was allowed to continue pub1ication.16

In the situation which he had largely

foreseen a year earlier, he determined to carry out his
promise of providing a haven of truth and lucidity amid the
i
propagan da, 1"
1es an d con fus
US10n
0 f war. 17

His primary task,

Mounier felt, was to do full justice to the complexities of
the various issues he dealt with, thereby countering the
oversimplification
raged sources.

and easy emotivity of officially encou-

He attempted to analyse the situation

coolly, opposing the total mi1itarisation of life, resisting
15. For details of Mounier's life during this time see
Oeuvres, IV, p.633-651, and Esprit, decembre 1950, p.100S101S.
16. The work was mainly done by P.-A. Touchard and his wife,
both in Paris. The independent publication of the Vo1tigeur
was discontinued. To add to the material difficulties,
Mounier's only daughter, Fran~oise, developed an incurable
encephalitis following a small-pox injection. The child,
aged two, was reduced to a vegetable-like existence till her
death in 19S4. This added a testing personal ordeal to the
already difficult situation.
17. The main articles on which the following summary of
Mounier's position is based, are 'Par tous les temps',
Esprit, no.SS, octobre 1939, p.4-9; 'Gardons-nous de notre
ennemi, l'ennemi', Esprit, no.SS, janvier 1940, p.115-9;
'1940', ibid., p.113-4; 'Des deux Al1emagnes aux deux
traites', Esprit, no.89, fevrier 1940, p.209-19.
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the imposition of aggressive values of war in place of the
spiritual values of peace, rejecting a crude and nationalistic anti-Germanism in favour of determined anti-nazism,
keeping an open and constructive attitude to the preparation
of the post-war period, and affirming the ultimate supremacy of love against the expedient fostering of hate.
personalist-spiritualist

The

offensive was no longer appropri-

ate, he realised, and he saw his work as a defensive
action.

In a sense, he believed, western civilisation was

entering the beginning of a new Middle Ages.18

Esprit, he

felt, could play the rale of a monastery which would preserve the best part of the culture of the past to contribute to that of the future.

He did not renounce the

attempt to participate in and influence the events and
thoughts of the day, but in the face of a massive war
effort, he recognised that he could not hope to do any
more than keep alive a small current of purity and integrity.

The process of dehumanisation, necessary to the

successful prosecution of the war, heknew could not be
reversed; at best he hoped not to be tainted by it.

Mounier

did not believe that the Axis powers would triumph, but at
the same time he could not foresee a rapid Allied victory

. perspectIve
. was a Iong, grIm,
. ex h austIng
. st rugg 1e. 19
hIS
18. Mounier suggested this specifically in a letter to
Nicolas Berdyaev, dated 13 November 1939 (Oevures, IV,
p. 646).
19. He made this belief explicit in a letter to Daniel
Villey, dated 12 December 1939 (Oeuvres, IV, p.651).
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As part of his attempt to defend spiritual values
against the effects of this long state of siege, Mounier
produced a work which stated more explicitly than before
the intimae link between personalism and christianity.20
His intention was to confront catholics with an awareness
of spiritual imperatives at a time of temporal crisis.
His method was to examine the metaphysical

structures of

the person in order to deduce moral, social and political
consequences.

He admitted the conditions of this method:

C'est qu'~ vrai dire les exigences temporelles du
personnalisme ne sont a la rigueur astreignantes
que si la personne est ontologiquement transcendante
au hiologique et au social, et que seule une metaphysique chretienne assure cette transcendance.21
This clarified the fact, which he had always disguised,
that personalism was only philosophically

tenable in the

context of a corpus of christian doctrine, which had always
been assumed but never stated.

He went on to say that if

personalism was necessarily catholic, catholicism was not
necessarily personalist, though personalism seemed to him
to unite the central catholic doctrines in such a way as to
permit a practical philosophy to be constructed on them.
Mounier insisted on the relevance of spirituality and
he warned those who went to war assuming that God was on
20. E. Mounier, 'L'enjeu des valeurs judeo-chretiennes;
Personnalisme catholique', published in three parts in
Esprit, February, March & April 1940, reprinted in Oeuvres;
I, p.729-779 under the title 'Personnalisme et christianisme'. It was written at the request of the Catholic
University of Washington for their centenary.
It was later
published as 'Catholic Personalism faces our times', in
J. T. Delos, et.al., Race, Nation, Person,(New York, 1944).
21.

Oeuvres, I, p.736.
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their side to be sure first of all that they were on God's
side.

This reminder was directed both against the catholic

hierarchy, who acquiesced too easily before the priorities
of war, and against the civil authorities, who embraced
too enthusiastically

the totalitarian possibilities offered

by the emergency'; it was addressed to the maj ori ty of
believers, whom the outbreak of war had once again thrown
into confusion and exposed to the dangers of pragmatic
materialism.

Mounier contended that christianity was made

more, not less, relevant by the situation, and that it was
more than ever necessary to remain faithful to the eternal
spiritual values when confronted with a war which represented a triumph of the forces of matter.
At the same time as asserting the primacy of spirituality, Mounier pointed out the importance of commit,ment.
Spirituality did not mean a deta~hed

cultivation of purity,

he argued; on the contrary it demanded openness to events
and a sustained, active presence in the world.
tion of this well-established

The reasser-

personalist tenet was speci-

fically intended to forestall the temptation felt by many
catholics to withdraw from public life, feeling, as often
before, that the temporal world was beyondmdemption

and

should therefore be abandoned in favour of purely spiritual
pursuits.

Against this, Mounier urged that the world was

in more than usual need of assistance from the resources
of the spirit and furthermore that the menace which threatened to swamp spiritual values should not be evaded by
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withdrawal

from the area of danger, but should be fought

with determination

on its own ground.

On both counts, he

concluded, the christian's duty was in commit.:.-ment
and
action, even though, in the present circumstances

it might

be possible to do little more than bear isolated witness
to the true values.
Despite the apparent assurance with which Mounier
delivered his strictures, this study was less trenchant
than his writing generally tended to be.

The reason for

this was that he was no longer certain where the main ideological enemy was, or how far he could oppose an undesirable
propaganda which was nonetheless

aimed at mobilising the

nation's morale so as to defeat the Axis powers more effectively.

Although he was experienced

in ideological struggle

after seven years with Esprit, now that the government was
seriously directing its attention to propaganda on the
ideological level, Mounier was unsure of his response, and
divided in his own mind about the war.

Like the whole of

France, he could only with difficulty believe in the reality
of it; he was just old enough to remember the Great War, and
tended to anticipate a conflict which would pose essentially
the same problems,

to the extent that one of his major pre-

occupations was the preparation

of a peace treaty which

should not fall into the same errors as the Versailles
Treaty of 1919.

The patriotic reflex which ran through all

his writings of the time tended to moderate the harshly critical approach which at other times characterised

his atti-
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tude to the government.

In part this was a spontaneous

desire to mute any criticisms which might impede the war
effort, but in any case he had to show prudence under the
constant threat of censorship.

He dare not damage army

morale since such an action would automatically deprive
him of the readership he had built up in the

armed forces,

and perhaps bring about unfortunate consequences on a personal level since he was himself a soldier.

As a result of

these many factors Mounier found himself according the war
a higher priority than he professed to condone in the
realm of values.
An important example of Mounier's

readiness to accept

the war as a priority was his reaction to the dissolution
.
of the Frenc h cornrnun1st
party.22 Since the signing of the
Soviet-German pact of non-aggression

in August 1939, the

party had suppressed its previously vehement anti-nazism in
favour of a blanket opposition to the war.

This policy

reversal had provoked fearful division in its ranks, but the
official line had been accepted with varying degrees of
reluctance by many militants.

Eventually, the French govern-

ment, recognising its docility to orders from Moscow and its
potential danger to the war effort, declared it illegal.
The first result, as Mounier acknowledged, was to deprive
a large section of the working class of any form of organisation or political expression.

In a time of peace, he

21. Cf. E. Mounier, 'Sur les decombres du communisme',
Esprit, no.90, mars 1940, p.428-30. The account of these
events is taken largely from J. Fauvet, Histoire du parti
cornrnunistefrancais, vol.2 (Paris, 1965), esp. p.11-44.
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might well have denounced the move as a measure directed
against the working class, but now he accepted it as
necessary and added: 'Nous ne partageons aucun des attendrisgments d'un lib~ralisme larmoyant devant le caract~re
radical de telle ou telle mesure prise' 23

Not only did

he not shed any tears, he also saw a golden opportunity to
win the working class over to a personalist ideology while
they were in a state of confusion.

Clearly it was a

tenable position to hold that the dissolution of the party
was a necessity of war, but Mounier accepted the argument
with surprising alacrity at a time when he had declared
that the war could not be an absolute priority.
In the spring of 1940 Mounier was inevitably involved
in the increased military activity.

He was beginning to

see a modified role for Esprit, owing to the difficulties
of publication and diffusion facing most reviews, as a
plat f orm f or wr1ters w h 0 h ad lost thOI
e1r usua
0

tr1ob une, 24

and he himself took a decreasing part in the review's
activities.

Its future now posed more questions than there

were answers available, so that it was fitting and perhaps
merciful that the catastrophe of events imposed its own
solution.

III.

Vichy.

France fell in six weeks before the German onslaught.
A demoralised National Assembly transferred all its powers
23. E. Mounier, 'Sur les decombres ••• ', p.428.
24. See E. Mounier, 'Changer les hommes, changer les
methodes', Esprit, no.92, juin 1940, p.213-217.
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to the ageing Marshal Petain, who dissolved the Third
Republic and became Chef de l'Etat Fran~ais.25
overrun and divided up.

France was

Petain as head of State was allowed

tOffitablish his administrative capital at Vichy and to
have effective rule over a large area of southern France.
The remainder of the country was under the direct rule of
the occupying forces.

At this moment there seemed little

chance of Germany not conquering Europe, few people expected England to hold out, Russia was apparently in league
with Hitler, America would not be committed, France was
humiliated, continental Europe was overrun.

The sensible

thina seemed to be to make the best of a bad job, which
was precisely what the Vichy regime at first seemed to
offer.

The Vichy government installed a right-wing, catho-

lic administration under the motto 'Travail, Famille,
Patrie', and called for France to repent of its sins and
work for a spiritual renewal.

In proposing a 'National

Revolution', while leaving the terms vague, Petain allowed
everyone to believe that this was the revolution they had
been calling for since the early 1930's.

He also appeared

to have wrested a degree of autonomy for his government,
although in reality he was obliged to acquiesce in whatever
the German authorities wanted.
After the debacle, Mounier spent a short period in a
prisoner-of-war

camp but by early July he was demobilised

25. The account of the Vichy regime given here is drawn
from A. Werth, France 1940-1955 (London, 1956); Robert
Aron, Histoire de Vichy (Paris, 1954); and S. Hoffman,
'Aspects du regime de Vichy', Revue fran~aise de science
politique, no.l, janvier-mars 1956, p.44-69.
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and back in Grenoble wnh his family.26

His immediate con-

cern was to discover what possibility he had of continuing
Esprit, and to this end he established himself in Lyon, a
natural centre of intellectual activity in the southern
zone.27 Along with several colleagues, Mounier hoped that
the ambiguities in the new State philosophy might be made
to permit true spiritual and human values to be smuggled
in beneath the counterfeit.

He set out his analysis of

the situation in the diary he kept during the period:
Est mort ce qui etait mor~; un nouveau visage est
impose a l'histoire qui nous attend, un visage autoritaire; nous ne pouvons eluder ces oscillations a
grande amplitude de l'histoire, ni travailler a
contre-courant de ses donnees elementaires; il ne
reste qu'a assurer les memes fidelites, avecdes
gestes et des formes nouvelles, dans la matiere
nouvelle. Blondel a une bonne formule: "faire de
l'armement spirituel clandestin", c'est-a-dire profiter des similitudes de noms entre nos valeurs et
les valeurs publiquement proclamees pour y introduire,
a la faveur de cette coincidence, le contenu desirable.28
He would not contemplate abandoning his mission of propagating
the gospel of personalist revolution, therefore the only
question arising was how best to implement his intention.
The ambition of subverting Vichy from within was encouraged
by the fact that many of the official declarations were
couched in terms analogous to those of his own personalism.
It was clear to him that nothing was possible in the north,
26. For details of the private life of Mounier, and of the
evolution of his thought during this period, see Oeuvres,
IV, p.664-723, and Esprit, d6cembre 1950, p.1015-1032.
27. See H. Amoretti, Lyon capitale 1940-1944 (Paris, 1964).
28. Oeuvres, IV, p.668, dated 4 August 1940. The Blondel
referred to was Charles Blondel, a long-standing leader of
the christian democratic movement. Mounier had recently
met him in Lyon, when Blondel had returned from a visit
to Vichy.
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which was directly under nazi occupation, but in the south
he was prepared to publish Esprit openly and to participate in the government-sponsored youth movements in order
to carry out his mission more effectively.

After consul-

tation with as many of his old associates as possible, it
was agreed that Esprit should reappear, the first number
coming out in November 1940.

Some of his friends warned

him that publishing the review was likely to compromise him,
whereas others were delighted at his courage.

Mounier

stood by his decision throughout, but he became less certain
as the months passed.29
The arguments levelled against him revolved around
how far he might be &onstrued as giving his tacit consent
to the Vichy regime, and how far he allowed it to camouflage its essential totalitarianism under an apparent
liberalism.

No one, it is true, seriously saw Mounier as

any sort of collaborationist, but there was deep division
over the tactical wisdom of his action.

In his own defence

he deployed a number of counter arguments.

Initially, he

suggested that it might be possible to save Vichy from its
own worst tendencies by working to assert its best aspects.
29. Mounier kept a copious diary during this time (cf.
Oeuvres, IV, p.664-723) from which most of the debate can
be inferred. Beguin discusses it to someextent in 'Une
Vie', Esprit, decembre 1950, p.l020,
as does Fran~ois Goguel
in 'Positions politiques', Esprit, decembre 1950, p.815.
Jacques Duquesne, in Lescatholiques
fran~ais sous l'occupation (Paris, 1966), draws on these sources in his discussion (p.131-137) of Esprit's 'hesitations', but he gives
no specific references and the details are not always
accurate.
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It is true that he could not propose such a plan with much
hope of success, but he felt it as a moral obligation.

It

would be illegitimate to condemn Vichy, he argued, without
giving it a fair chance, even though the condemnation was
ultimately almost inevitable.

At the same time he felt

that it was possible to work within that framework with
some hope of exercising an effect in his own field.

He

was well aware of his defects as a man of action and wrote
in lis diary:
II ne faut pas forcer son g~nie. Je suis un homme
de conversation, de m~ditation, de dialogueG •• J
C'ast en ce sens que je fais de l'action~ .•~ Ce
n'est peut-~tre pas une position d'efficience politique, je n'y ai aucune pretention. Mais ce n'est
pas non plus une position de degagement. Je pense
bien peser dans Ie sens d'une efficacite mais dont
le point d'insertion est autre que poli ti.que , 30
This went far towards summarising his dilemma.

By tem-

perament and by experience Mounier was fitted only to operate publicly and by a process of debate and persuasion.
The whole of his work had always been open and public in
order to reach and awaken as many men as possible.

He

relied on the media of pUblicity: widely-circulated publications, lectures, debates, discussions, none of which
would function successfully in clandestinity.

For this

reason he was convinced that if anything was to be done
during the reign of Vichy, it had to be done in the open,
and with the constant aim of keeping the channels of communication open.

This, he felt, was possible in a mixed

30. Oeuvres, IV, p.701, dated 30 March 1941.
is Mounier's, the omission marks mine.

The emphasis
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and chaotic regime~ where it would be impossible in a
disciplined and monolithic dictatorship. Moreover, since
he situated his action on a non-political

level, he cal-

culated that there was less chance of being seen as a
dangerous influence.

In his own view, however~ the non-

political influence he might hope to wield was ultimately
more profound and therefore more effective than any political action he might undertake towards his subversive ends.
He insisted that within France under Vichy, it was still
possible to maintain true values openly in certain sectors,
and to a certain extent.

In some of the youth organisa-

tions and in some intellectual circles there was a real
degree of independence, he argued~ and it should be fosteredo

To one of his critics he wrote:

Je ne pense pas que, sous pretexte que pour des mois
les Fran~ais vont respirer difficilement, il soit
preferable de leur dire qu'entre l'asphyxie et la
sante il n'est pas de digne intermediaire, au moment
ou nous pensons leur distribuer un peu de mauvais
air ou lentement nous introduisons de plus en plus
d'oxyg~ne.31
In other words~ against the 'all-or-nothing' argument he
proposed the 'half-a-Ioaf-is-better-than-no-bread'

one.

The people needed spiritual food, he argued, and since he
could for the moment supply their needs without too much
sacrifice of integrity it would be negligent to refuse.
He was acutely conscious of the battle for the minds of
the French population, particularly the youth, and insisted
that they should not under any circumstances be abandoned
until it was impossible to continue fighting.
31. Oeuvres, IV, p.695, letter dated 22 February 1941,
addressed to Etienne Borne, an active christian democrat
who wrote for Esprit up to the war.
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In November 1940, therefore, Esprit reappeared, reduced
to a slim volume of 64 pages,

Much had changed with the

defeat and Mounier was as yet unsure of the possibilities
offered by the new situation.
edition was somewhat timid.

For this reason, the November
His leading article32 acknow-

ledged the failure of the Third Republic and reiterated all
the general positions Esprit represented.

Of the new r~gime

he said he expected it to be excessively authoritarian, but
affirmed his willingness to submit to the discipline of
events in order to be 'pr~sent
~
ce qUI" se cr~e·.33

a

ceux qui souffrent et

Despl"t"t
h
e I s mo dera te tone, tear

a

t"
IC 1e

deployed a wide range of subtle implications and deliberate
ambiguities intended to convey a position of substantial
reservations to the informed reader.
suffice to illustrate the point.

One example will

He concluded:

La France s'est suffisamment confess~e, mes amis.
Laissons maintenant les morts enterrer les morts.
Laissons la France morte enterrer la France morte.
Comme chacun, voici que nous avons regarde notre
pass6. Ne nous attardons pas dans une mauvaise
conscience morbide. II y a plus de travail que
jamais. Commen~ons-Ie de bonne volonte.34
The conscious imprecision of the passage permitted several
different interpretations according to the inclination of
the reader.

A Vichy censor might have seen in it a sincere

determination to adapt to the new government.

A neutral

observer would perhaps have read it as an exhortation to
32. E. Mounier, 'D'une France
novembre, 1940, p.1-10.
33. Ibid., p.10.
34. Ibid., p.10.

a

l'autre',Esprit,

no.94,

-
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shrug off the unhappy memories and make the best of a
bad job.

The initiated reader, however, would have recog-

nised a number of blows struck against the new order.
Possibly the passage contained incisive allusions to specific events or declarations which must remain opaque to
a later reader, but even in the general context of the
time the attacks can distinctly be discerned.

Vichy saw

defeat as an act of God and consequently demanded that the
nation should repent and purge itself of the past errors
which had provoked it.

In effect, this implied a disavowal

of the Third Republic, particularly the Front populaire
and all it stood for, in favour of a conservative and
authoritarian State.

Mounier, in calling for an end to

the continued self-reproach and sterile lamentation officially encouraged by Vichy, implicitly resisted the consequent conversion to the values of the catholic Right.

In

discouraging a morbid preoccupation with past errors, he
conveyed his reluctance to abandon much that was valuable
in the Third Republic, as well as a refusal to renounce
the substance of his own previous positions.

Finally, he

implied that if there was more work than ever to be done,
it was because the new r~gime would be harder to 'save'
than its predecessor.

The bulk of this issue of the review

was in a similar vein, with the general theme that harsh
reality must be faced, but that it must not lead to despair
or acquiescence.

In another article the concrete impli-

cations emerged more clearly.35

On a political level,

35. E. Mounier, 'Les ~ouvelles conditions de la vie Dublique en France', EsprIt, no.~4, novembre 1940, p.()U-04.
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Mounier admitted the only acceptable response to defeat
was a massive and dignified silence; but he insisted it
should be supplemented by constructive effort in the nonpolitical sector.

Hence he felt that attention had to be

concentrated on youth organisations, trades unions, religious
associations, intellectual circles and public education.
It is difficult to assess the effect of this style of
intellectual combat, presented as it was in highly opaque
form.

Mounier's supporters tended to assert that his un-

shakeable opposition to any kind of acquiescence to nazi
Germany or Vichy was transparently clear to them at the
time, though time and forgetfulness have eliminated much of
the clarity.36

Other, less sympathetic, commentators have

taken his ambiguous writing as clear evidence that he flir. h the r~g1me.
~.
37
te d W1t

Pos t-war po l·
em1C h as ten de d to over-

simplify the issue in order to assert one or the other point
of view more forcibly. Mounier obviously felt his first
month's attempt to be unsatsifactory in that his opposition
should have been expressed more firmly.

Accordingly he

became bolder the following month and was rewarded by severe
censoring.

The resulting areas of blank page were both

satsifying and evocative; but on the one hand they were
effective in eliminating controversial comment, and on the
36. This was the position forcefully expressed by Mme.
Paulette Mounier and M. Jean-Marie Domenach in private conversations. See also A.B~guin, Esprit, d~cembre 1950, p.l027.
37. J. Duquesne, op.cit., p.133-134, strongly implies this,
as does Roger Garaudy, Lettre A Emmanuel Mounier, homme
d'''Esprit''(Paris, 1950), which is a short, highly polemical
pamphlet written in the heat of debate over developments
initiated by Marshal Tito in Yugoslavia.
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other hand, if Esprit were to continue they would not long
be tolerated by the authorities.

In subsequent numbers,

therefore, he struck what he hoped was an effective balance.
Publishing substantial quantities of uncontroversial

or

highly theoretical articles, he also introduced a system
of highly allusive criticism.

One section, for example,

merely reproduced particularly outrageous or ridiculous
statements from government officials and the puppet press,
under the title 'Pour servir ~ une histoire de notre temps'.
Usually these extracts required no comment and the implied
judgement was clear; occasionally the point was emphasised
by witty juxtaposition with other extracts or by a pungent
title.

The book-review section hid a number of barbs, and

took every opportunity to attack works by Vichy supporters.
Mounier also won many minor victories over the censors,
inducing them to cut out quotations from Petain, to allow
articles by Jews, to permit quotations from banned books,
to miss references to potentially subversive material and
the like.

Furthermore, with the aid of influential friends

he extracted from them a number of concessions they were
38
initially unwilling to make.
A battle Mounier fought
with great vigour was against the sudden promotion of Peguy
to the rale of patron to the National Revolution.

In a

highly selected, expurgated version, Peguy was presented as
38. The detail of this intellectual skirmishing with the
censors can be found in Mounier's diaries for the period,
in Oeuvres, IV, p.679-712, passim.
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a ferocious peasant patriot in love with a traditionalist
catholic France, eulogising Mother-earth as the fount of
39
solid virtue.
Such a P~guy was well adapted to the
ideology now in command at Vichy, and Henri Massis in particular was active in promoting the cult, which gained
considerable momentum.

Mounier deployed considerable eff-

orts to rectify this partial, deforming view of the writer
he considered as his own spiritual mentor.40
The total effect escapes a modern reader, but it is
apparent that, after the first two unsuccessful numbers,
Esprit won the respect and loyalty of many readers who could
not be presented as supporters of Vichy.

The fact alone of

presenting calm and intelligent discussion was sufficient to
ensure the review a wide readership at a time when calm and
intelligence were so conspicuously absent.

In a sense the

mere stimulation of thought was fe~t as a concrete liberation.

In addition, Esprit, along with Stanislas Fumet's

Temps nouveau,41 was probably at the furthest point in
39. The cult of P~guy is described in A.Werth, France
1940-1955, p.42-43.
40. Mounier was not entirely displeased at P~guy's popularity, but tried to point to the side of P~guy about which
Vichy was silent - for example, his admiration of Jews (see
E. Mounier, 'Charles P~guy et le probleme juif', Esprit, no.
97, f~brier 1941, p.256-259), embarrassing during the campaigns of anti-semitism.
P~guy was an eminently ambiguous
writer who could be construed as attacking or defending quite
contradictory positions. Mounier hoped to turn the ambiguity
to his advantage, just as Vichy did. Significantly, P~guy
also appeared in a later edition of the clandestine Editions
de Minuit series, with selected passages supporting the
Resistance cause.
41. Temps nouveau_ was a continuation of Temps pr~sent which
had tried to take the place of the suspended Sept in the tradition of outspoken and socially aware catholic reviews. Though
more specifically catholic it held a similar position in the
/ .•• cont. over
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opposition that any publication was allowed to reach without risking suppression and worse: it therefore attracted
the support of a dissenting public which would otherwise
have nothing to read. Within five months the review had
reached a circulation in the south equivalent to ns total
circulation before the war.

Its opposition was also recog-

nised by the true mentor of Vichy, Action fran~aise, which
made a slashing attack on it as early as December 1940.42
The question arises as to why the authorities allowed
Esprit to appear.

A first reason is that it was recognised

as a catholic review.

Since the regime gave the Church a

position of considerable privilege, and in return received
from it considerable moral support, Esprit was probably
considered unlikely to adopt an ultimately dissident position out of harmony with the declarations of the Church
hierarchy.

A second reason is that Esprit shared much of

the vocabulary of the National Revolution.

The twin inspi-

rations of Vichy were Maurassian nationalism and catholic
personalism.43

Personalism, less influential than nation-

alism, stemmed largely from the doctrines elaborated by
Ordre nouveau and the reviews of the Jeune Droite in the
early 1930's.

Three influential figures, Rene

41.(cont.) South to Esprit, and was suppressed at the same
time. Stanislas Fumet (b.1896) a catholic writer and journalist, directed Temps present after being a journalist with
Sept. Involved with the resistance, he was briefly imprisoned. After the war he made a career in publishing, continuing to write art-criticism and studies on catholic authors
and themes.
42. See Oeuvres, IV, p.683.
43. Cf. Robert Aron, op.cit., p.196-217, who gives a detailed
analysis of Vichy's doctrine. Aron himself belonged to the
Ordre nouveau movement. Expelled from Paris i~ 1941 he
spent some time in Lyon before work1ng successlvely with
Generals Giraud and de Gaulle in Algiers.
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. 44 Gaston Bergery 45· and Robert Loustau, 46 were among
BelIn,
those who contributed to the elaboration of the National
Revolution and who had received some of their earliest
training in these movements.

As an earlier chapter showed,

much of the critique of society proposed by these movements
had been shared by Mounier and Esprit and for a few months
there existed a degree of unanimity in rejecting the totalitarian state, parliamentary democracy, liberalism and
individualism, and in demanding absolute respect for the
person, pluralism, corporatism and the implementation of
catholic values in public life.

Though firm distinctions

became increasingly apparent after the events of February
1934, the different movements continued to express their
positions in the same terms. Whereas the renewed vogue for
these teras gave Mounier hope that he might subvert their
official meaning by imposing his own content on them, the
Vichy ideologists may equally have hoped to draw Mounier
into effective support of their objectives by means of the
same ambiguity.

A third reason why Esprit was permitted is

perhaps that an appearance of liberalism would be encouraged
44. Ren~ Belin (b.1900) an anti-communist trades union leader with a working class, militant background, he was the
'token' Left-wing minister in the government, occupying the
Ministry of Production and Labour.
45. Gaston Bergery (b.1892) the former associate of Izard,
and the Front social leader, had been the only deputy to
vote against war credits in September 1939. He was an
Ambassador with various posts under P~tain. He was tried
and acquitted of collaboration, after the war.
46. Robert Loustau (b.1899) a professional mining engineer,
he had belonged to Ordre nouveau but had passed on to the
Fascist Croix de Feu and Parti Populaire fran;ais. He was
head of the Foreign Affairs office under Paul Baudouin's
Ministry.
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by the visible toleration of dissent.

Provided it remained

relatively mild in its attacks, Esprit could serve as a
channel of recuperation, focussing discontent in a way
which implicitly accepted the form of the regime, and hence
forestalling more radical opposition.

The question remains

as to who was more successful in achieving their objectives,
Mounier and his colleagues, or the Vichy authorities.

To

answer this it is necessary to examine Mounier's other activities which were the logical and necessary adjunct to his
..
·t 47 M oun1er
.
act1v1ty
a t E spr1.
was a qua l·f·
1 1e d teac h er an d

considerably experienced as an organiser and leader, so that
when Petain announced his plans to give priority to the
formation of French youth in various youth movements, 48
Mounier was ~le, with a little discreet help from friends
in the civil service, to offer his talents.
Jeune France was a movement set up and sponsored by
the Youth Ministry for the purpose of fostering cultural
and artistic activities among young people~49

On the

47. Mounier himself considered that 'La revue n'est qu'un
tremplin' (Oeuvres,IV, p.702-703, in his diary dated 30
March 1941). The publication of Esprit was far less potentially compromising than Mounier's personal involvements in
Vichy's youth policy.
48. Petain, following Hitler's example, saw the need to
impress the new values of the regime on the nation's youth,
and to that end formed a special Youth Ministry, charged with
the task. The Revue d'histoire de ladeuxi~me guerre mondiale
dedicated a special number (no.56, octobre 1964) to a detailed
study of the question, which remains unsurpassed, and from
which much of the following material is drawn.
49. Mounier's account of his collaboration in Jeune France
is contained in his diaries, especially in Oeuvres, IV, p.
690-692, dated 28 January 1941.
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advice of friends, Mounier agreed to participate in it,
and for a short time was one of its directors.

His rale

was to ensure that the potential ~lite had a thorough cultural formation, to encourage the growth of regional cultural resources and ultimately to prepare the establishment
ot a series of maisons de culture.

In this, Mounier seems

to have enjoyed a considerable autonomy; most of his energy
was spent organising lectures, discussions and conferences
with little or no intervention from official sources.

The

relative abundance of funds allowed him to travel freely
and organise meetings with whomsoever he saw fit, and he
was therefore able to make contact with many intellectuals
.
.
50 The Ecole
an d art1sts
w h 0 sh are d h·1S own perspect1ves.
des Cadres at uriage51 was a school blessed by Vichy in the
hope of forming new leaders and administrators within the
r~gime.

Run by a determined ex-army officer, Pierre

Dunoyer de Segonzac, it retained a consistent spirit of
fierce independence and invited guest lecturers who were
often firmly opposed to the politics of collaboration.

Sev-

eral of its staff and students later passed into the Resis50. The most prominent of these were the four poets MaxPol Fouchet, Pierre Seghers, Loys Masson and Pierre Emmanuel.
Seghers was a contemporary of Mounier's, the other three
being about ten years younger. All were connected in some
way with the literary Resistance, Fouchet being the most
active. Emmanuel was living at Dieule~, where Mounier
settled after his tdal.
51. The most useful accounts of Uriage are R. Josse,'L'~cole
des cadres d'Uriage', Revue d'histoire de la deuxieme guerre
mondiale, no.61, janvier 1966, p.49-74; and J. Bourdin, 'Des
intellectuels a la recherche d'un style de vie: L'Ecole
nationale des cadres d'Uriage', Revue fransaise de science
politiq~e, d~cernbre 1959, p.1029-1045, on which the present
account is based.
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tance, but in the meantime it operated on a basis of official
sponsorship from Vichy allied with a maximum of autonomy in
its workings.

From the beginning Mounier paid regular visits

as a part-time lecturer and soon established solid links with
its staff - including the future director of Le Monde, Hubert
Beuve-Mery.

Mounier was convinced that it was a bastion for

the kind of values he stood for, and did all he could to
support and defend it.52 Mounier also participated for a
short time in Compagnons de France,53 a government-sponsored
variant of the scout movement.

It published a magazine to

which he contributed,54 but he soon felt its totalitarian
and para-military spirit to be unconducive to the promotion
of personalist values and by mutual agreement withdrew.
In the early spring of 1941, Mounier was at the height
of his success.

Esprit was acquiring a wide following,

52. Not all those associated with Uriage were connected with
any kind of Resistance. Paul Claudel, Henri Massis and Gaston
Bergery were involved with the school in varying degrees all convinced supporters of Vichy. Nor was the school entirely
free from the Vichy ideology: Segonzac had a great admiration
for Petain, and he taught a respect for leaders and authority - being referred to himself as 'Ie vieux chef'.
53. For details of the Compagnons de France, see A. Basdevant,
'Les services de jeunesse pendant l'occupation', Revue
d'histoire de la deuxi~me guerre mondiale, no.56, octobre
1964, p.65-88; and J. Duquesne, op.cit., p.201-205.
54. Mounier contributed only two articles to the weekly magazine Compagnons, in the first and fifth issues. Mme. Mounier,
in Oeuvres, IV, p.864, mentions another, but it was not published. Mounier had envisaged a regular column, but his contributions were out of harmony with the rest of the magazine
and nothing more appeared after November 1940.
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particularly in the youth movements.

He himself was in

constant demand for talks and lectures, and he felt that
his philosophy was winning an increasing acceptance.

As

time progressed, however, his growing enthusiasm was
accompanied by a growing unease.

He was enthusiastic

because Esprit seemed to him to be the only serious opponent to Action fran~aise in the ideological battle for the
soul of France.55

He w~s uneasy because his continued pre-

sence in Vichy organisations, and the continued appearance
of Esprit began to awaken his fears of seeming compromised
and increasingly drew criticism from his close friends.
In April, Uriage was ordered to dispense with his services.
The mechanisms behind this are unclear, but it is probable
that it stemmed from an attempt to keep soObviously influential a project as the education of a future ~lite in the
hands of more orthodox teachers.

Mounier also detected
56
the presence of Henri Massis in the affair.
Nonetheless

he continued to visit Uriage on an informal basis for some
57
time, as did several more active Resistance leaders.
Throughout the spring and early summer Esprit's
opposition to Vichy became more overt.

Alongside uncon-

troversial and often deliberately childish articles, Mounier
55. See Oeuvres, IV, p.712. This was a gross overestimation
on his part and ignored the influence of other personalists,
mainly from Ordre nouveau, and of other liberal catholics,
such as Fumet. It also ignored the ideological forces which
eQuId not be publicly expressed, but which nonetheless were
present: particularly the various forms of socialism and
Gaullist patriotism.
56. See Oeuvres, IV, p.705&711. Massis was in an influential post at the Youth Ministry~ Part of his duties included supervising the official control ofer Uriage. He was
almost certainly instrumental in obtaining Mounier's exclusion,
as he implicitly admitted later (cf. Aspects de la France,
30 April 1970).
57. ~o~g !he~e. visitors was H~~~~~!renay, the dynamic lea-
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included denunciations of false values and attacks on the
Action fr.ncaise orientation of the r~gime,58

Correlative-

ly the Maurrassian campaign against Esprit intensified and
it is likely that a more efficient system would have banned
the review more quickly.

In July, however, Mounier, increas-

ingly anxious to avoid seeming compromised, published a
hilarious mock fairy-tale by Marc Beigbeder wherein Pe~ain
was lampooned in the figure of a donkey, and the whole of
9
V·1ChI·
.
d th e
Y savage Y r1d i1CU 1ed •5 Th e 1oca 1 censor m1sse
point, but not many readers did so, including the Vichy
authorities.

One final issue appeared in which Mounier was

able to set down his personalism in full; though prudence
deman ded that h e om1·t the exp l··t
1C1

. 1 conc 1·
pract1ca
US10ns. 60

In August, he was ordered to cease publication of Esprit, a
month previously he had been definitively excluded from
Uriage, and a month later he was dismissed from Jeune France.61
His public activity was now at an end, and he took stock.
58. E. Mounier, 'Le seul mal de l'intelligence', Esprit, no.
100, mai 1941, p.506-509; E. Mounier, 'Encore un', ibid.,
p.509-510j E. Mounier, 'Notre maitre Barr~s?', Esprit, no.
101, juin 1941, p.594-595.
59. Marc Beigbeder, 'Supplement aux m~moires d'un ane',
Esprit, no.l02, juillet 1941, p.647-651.
60. E. Mounier, 'Pour une charte de l'unite fran~aise',
Esprit, no.l03, aoOt 1941, p.689-711. This article was based
on lectures Mounier had often delivered, but strengthened to
include a number of direct attacks on Vichy policy, though
without naming it as such. It consisted largely of a reiteration of the principles of personalism in an abstract way.
61. See Oeuvres, IV, p.712-717. Esprit was forbidden 'en
raison des tendances generales qu'elle manifeste' (ibid., p.
714), on 20 August 1941.
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The suppression of Esp~it came as a relief and the
strength of his relief is indicative of the extent to which
his activities had been ambiguous.

He wrote to his parents:

Quelle pure joie de n'etre pas du cat~
d'etre consacre sur papier le fr~re de
cents qui souffrent pour leur foi dans
concentration,de tous ceux qui peuvent
lever leur regard sans biaiser.~2

de la lachete,
tous les innoles camps de
aujourd'hui

He felt that he was nowpublicly declared a genuine opponent
of Vichy, and saw the event as a kind of accolade.

Later

he professed surprise at having been tolerated so long, and
attributed the fact of publishing ten issues to the stupidity of the censor,63 though the matter was clearly not so
simple.

During these ten months he saw his achievement as

two-fold: 'le freignage net de la poussee totalitaire' and
,la

~ ~ t'10n et I'es Jeunes , •64
suture entre no t re g~nera

Any

judgement of Mounier's action in these months must take
account of these points as the essence of the case for the
defence.
It is doubtful whether Esprit can claim to have made
a significant contribution to cGmbatting the creeping
fascism which Vichy represented.

Any hopes of influencing

the new regime were soon dashed as it revealed itself wholly
docile to the orders of the occupying power.

Esprit's

effect on the population as a whole is more difficult to
62. Oeuvres,IV, p.713, dated 25 August 1941.
63. E. Mounier, 'Les cinq etapes d'Esprit', Bulletin des
amis d'E. Mounier, no.29, m.rs 1967, p.20.
64.

See Oeuvres, IV, p.714.
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assess, but within its self-imposed limits it was clearly
a force for the anti-totalitarian

opposition at a time

when sullen acquiescence had not yet crystallised
active resistance.
organisations

into

Mounier's activity in the official

reinforced its effect and arguably provided

a degree of lucidity and intelligence which might impede
the progress of fascism.

Most of his efforts were directed

at a small but important elite concentrated

in the sphere

of education both inside and outside school.

In this way

his influence, wherever it was exerted, tended to multiply
itself automatically.
analysis.

The second point follows from this

Mounier's major success was to have gained

a firm foothold in the rising generation.

Nine years had

passed since Esprit first appeared; the review was marked
indelibly by the early 1930's and those - including Mounier who had been young then.

To retain its idaiogical relevance

it had to receive a new injection of youth.

This was

successfully operated both in the editorial team and in the
readership by the considerable impact of the review and its
director between November 1940 and August 1941.
was privileged

Esprit

in being the most dissident of the non-clan-

destine reviews, in being one of the few reviews to appear
at all, and in baving retained a solid body of support from
before the defeat.

It was therefore able to command a

large potential audience otherwise uncatered for; it was
also able to draw on a large number of young intellectuals
with few other means of expression.

Mounier was privileged
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in being one of the most dissident of those intalectuals
who were allowed to lead a public life, in being given
positions which provided exceptional opportunities

to

communicate his ideas, and in having retained untarnished
his pre-war reputation for courage and integrity.

He was

therefore in a strong position to qualify as a symbol on
which youthful idealism could focus. At a time of extreme
confusion he articulated an ideology of constructive opposition which had not been discredited and which offered
hope and direction.

The importance of these achievements

became apparent after the Liberation.

The only remaining

question is whether Mounier's action had the immediate
effect of channelling dissatisfaction

into channels accep-

table to Vichy, thereby detracting from a more militant
Resistance.

In the short term it is highly likely that such

was his tendency.

However,' militant Resistance was only

beginning to emerge as a tangible alternative for most
people and was determined much more by historical developments than by philosophical

considerations.

Mounier's

elimination from Vichy was probably a stronger source of
persuasion to resist than his ambiguous presence had been
a dissuasion.

The effect of his activity under Vichy was

therefore negligible in the efforts of building a Resistance
movement.

In the history of the war, Esprit's intellectual

'operette face ~ l'ennemi,65 was irrelevant.

In the history

65. The phrase is that of Daniel Villey, a contributor to
Esprit, who had opposed Mounier's decision to publish the
review under Vichy, see Oeuvres, IV, p.700.
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of Esprit, it provided a vital base on which to build
Monnier's ideological rale after the Liberation.

IV.

Resistance •
Complex as Vichy was, the Resistance was even more

complex.

Even to define the Resistance poses difficult
problems. 66 There is no ready criterion for what constituted the Resistance, much less for those who can be said
to have been in it.

The maquisards and the more flamboyant

leaders of the underground movements were a relatively
minor part of the whole, and even the more militant resistance workers spent most of their efforts on relatively
humdrum 'husiness.

The majority of those who later claimed

to have resisted did little more than practise a sullen
non-cooperation with the Germans until very late in the
war.

Besides those whose resistance was expressed in action,

there was a whole category of intellectual or spiritual
resistance which is far harder to assess, and to which
Mounier belonged.67

In order to locate Mounier more pre-

cisely, a short historical outline will be useful.
68

Northern France was under German military occupation.

This created a situation of instinctive opposition from the
66. Among the many studies on the Resistance, the most useful are those of M. Henri Michel who has written on many
aspects of it. His compact Histoire de la r~sistance fran~aise (Paris, 1965) is particularly useful. Use has also
been made here of Henri Nogueres, Histoire de la Resistance
en France, 2 vols., (Paris, 1969).
67. The problems and achievements of the intellectual
resistance are well described in J. DebO-Bridel, La Resistance intellectuelle (Paris, 1970); and Vercors, La Bataille
du silence (Paris, 1967).
68. Material on the general conditions of the occupation
/ ••• cont. over.
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vast majority of the population.

It was expressed in a

multitude of small gestures but serious resistance was
from the outset a hazardous undertaking.
The earliest
organisations

were fragmentary and uncoordinated.

They

succeeded in producing ephemeral underground newspapers
from around December

1940, but were ruthlessly suppressed

by the Germans, and from early 1941 a steady stream of
executions

and deportations

began.

The many small organ-

isations gradually merged so that from roughly the end of
1942 three major networks were in operation in the north:
the socialist,
middle-class

trades-union-based

Organisation

communist-dominated

Liberation-Nord,

Civile et Militaire,

Front Natinnal.

the number of militants

the

and the

Even at this stage

involved was quite small, but as

the tide of war turned against Germany during the course
of 1943 the movements grew rapidly.
Resistance in the south was different,
November

1942.

at least until

The presence of the ambiguous Vichy govern-

ment, the absence of German soldiers and the lack of contact
with the north created special conditions.
immediately perilous and the crystallisation
tine movements was slow.

Dissent was not
of clandes-

From the middle of 1940 Henri

Frenay began organising his Combat movement gathering
together a number of left-wing catholics who after some
68. cont. has been drawn mainly from 'L'occupation de la
France', special number of Revue d'histoire de la deuxieme
guerre mondiale, no.54, avril 1964; and Henri Amouroux, La
vie des francais sous l'occupation (Paris, 1961).
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hesitation rallied to de Gaulle in mid-1941.

Little by

little the network developed a wide variety of subversive
activities and published its own paper from December 1941.
Sharing Lyon as a base were Fra~Tire\1r, centred on refugee intellectuals from Paris, and the southern branch of
Liberation.

With the occupation of the south in November

1942, conditions came more closely to resemble those which
the North was accustomed to, and from scattered and halfhearted support, the southern movements progressed to more
integrated and dedicated series of networks which eventually linked up with the North.
The oomposition of these early Resistance movements
was largely left-wing.

The bulk of membership of the

Right and Centre parties solidly supported Vichy, while the
non-communist

left, including more progressive catholics

and christian democrats, tended to oppose it.

The commu-

nist party, clandestine already, held an uneasy and ambiguous neutrality until the German invasion of Russia in
the spring of 1941, after which it threw all its forces
into Resistance.

Added to this were a number of national-

ists in the old anti-German tradition and many uncommitted
individuals who resisted by personal decision rather than
on ideological grounds.

Although there was always a great

deal of internal disagreement,

the major movements were

gradually unified under the ultimate, if precarious, authority of de Gaulle and the Conseil National de la Resistance
which first met in May 1943.
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Much of the activity of the resistance naturally
took the form of acts of subversion, increasingly so as
time went on.

But in addition to the immediate task of

liberating French territory, winning the minds of the
people and planning the post-war were high priorities
that resisters were anxious not to leave in others' hands.
The substance of this ideological combat was undertaken
by two main methods: study groups and clandestine publications.69 The study groups were usually composed of
prominent intellectuals and aimed at drawing up projects
and plans of action to be implemented upon Liberation.
They also contributed to the underground press.

The press

existed for the purposes of information and propaganda in
the first instance, but in the long term aimed to stimulate
discussion and to prepare a climate of opinion in which a
reconstruction could most successfully be carried out.
Apart from the regular radio broadcasts from abroad, the
secret press was the only effective means of communication,
Its printing and diffusion were carried out at considerable
risk and sacrifice, which placed a particularly heavy responsibility on the intellectuals who wrote for it.
With his experience of ideological struggle Mounier
was apparently well equipped to participate
gical resistance.

in the ideolo-

In some respects his public activities

69. On the clandestine press the most useful works are
R. & P. Roux-Fouillet, Catalogue des periodiques clandestins diffuses en France de 1939 a 1945 (Paris, 1954); C.
Bellanger ,Presse cTandestine1940-1944
(Paris, 1961). On
the intellectual content of both press and study groups
the main published sources are H. Michel, Les courants de
pensee de laResistance
(Paris, 1962); and H. Michel & B.
Mirkine-Guetzevitch, Les idees politigues et sociales de la
resistance (Paris, 1954].
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under Vichy could be placed in this category, but there was
also a clandestine side to his action which more clearly
belongs to the Resistance.

Initially it was a simple ex-

tension of the broad ideological struggle he was leading
at the time.

In late November 1940 he organised the first

of a series of large gatherings of intellectuals who had
. Lyon. 70
soug h t re f uge In

N ot a 11 th ose present were opposed

to Vichy, but this was deliberate policy, both to legitimise the gatherings and to try to exert some pressure on
the pro-Vichyites.

Many of the journalists and philosophers

who attended became prominent names in the history of the
Resistance.

Hubert Beuve-Mery,71 Fran~ois de Menthon,72

Andre Philip, Fran~ois Perroux73 and Louis Martin-Chauffier74
are among the best known, but the meetings also included
less militant catholic laymen such as Gabriel Marcel,
Stanislas Fumet and Jean Lacroix, and several influential
and militant priests: Fathers de Lubac, Chaillet, Danielou
70. See Oeuvres, IV, p.680 in his diary dated 30 November
1940, and Esprit, decembre 1950, p.1020.
71. Hubert Beuve-Mery (b.1902) had been a foreign correspondant for Le Temps and from 1940 till 1942 was on the staff
of the Ecole des cadres, Uriage. Active in the Resistance,
he later founded and edited Le Monde.
72. Fran~ois de Menthon (b.1900), a christian democrat,
lectured in economics and politics. Active in the Combat
movement and the Comite General des Etudes, he later held
various government offices.
73. Fran~ois Perroux (b.1903), a prominent economist, was
born and taught in Lyon. After involvement in the Resistance,
he founded the Institut des sciences economiques in 1944.
74. Louis Martin-Chauffier (b.1894), writer and journalist,
was active in the Liberation-Sud movement, whose paper he
edited. He is mainly known for his contributions to Le
Figaro and Figaro litteraire, and for his literary criticism.
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and Fessard among them.

75

Not all the participants were

of one mind, on the contrary, there was often de~p division, though usually on the level of tactics, depending
on each man's assessment of the Vichy government.

Mounier

received some harsh criticism for publishing Esprit, but
the majority were unanimous in their long-term aims.
How far these metings can be described as an early manifestation of the Resistance depends on the definition adopted.

They had the effect of establishing a loose liaison

between all the dissident intellectuals of the southern
zone, and of diffusing opinions and information that could
not be expressed openly.
Militant resistance was only just beginning at this
time, either in the north or in the south.

A handful of

clandestine pamphlets had appeared, but these early attempts
were essentially individual gestures and no concerted organisation had yet asserted itself.

The Comhat movement was

beginning to emerge more strongly during the early months
of 1941, and Mounier kept in contact wi~ its activities so
that soon after the suppression of Esprit he began, with the
blessing of Combat's leader, Henri Frenay, to organise a
76
clandestine study group.
Its first task was the elabor75. These four Jesuit priests were all born around the
beginning of the century. Chaillet and Fessard in particular were active resisters; Chaillet founded and directed the
clandestine ·Cahiersdli T~Dioign:ageChretien, Fessard wrote
its first number 'France, prends garde de perdre ton ~me'.
76. The group included Jean Lacroix, Andre Philip, Joseph
Hours, Ie pere Desqueyrat, Jean Wahl and Stanislas Fumet.
Its work was of a highly theoretical nature with a long-term
intention, arguably more appropriate to a later stage of the
war. Its relation to the Combat movement is ambiguous, particularly since most ofCbmbat's activities were more concrete at this stage. The resulting declaration was published
in Esprit, no.l0S, decembre 1944, p.118-127.
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ation of a new Declaration of Rights which would serve as
the preamble to a new constitution.
ofmlf-a-dozen

For a month the group

intellectuals worked to establish a draft

'Declaration des droits de la personne', but events cut
short their further projects.
Though he was not actively engaged in militant resistance at this stage, Mounier was on close terms'with some
of the leading Resistance figures and more than once acted
as an intermediary putting potential workers in touch with
one or other of the local organisations.

It was at this

time too that the clandestine Cahiers du Temoignage Chretien began to appear.

Though he did not pe~sonally take

part, he was in close contact with its Jesuit editors, so
that the police at one point mistakenly suspected him of
having written the first issue.77

In reality, Mounier

devoted much of his time to the preparation of his next
projected book, dealing with the French working-class tradition.

The project, which occupied him for some time,

was never brought to fruition.

The extent of his clandes-

tine. activity is difficult to establish with certainty,
as will become apparent, but the Vichy police suspected him
of belonging to the Combat resistance movement.

On this

suspicion, Mounier and forty-six others were arrested on
15 January 1942.

From then until the end of October,

77. See F. & R. Bedarida, 'Une rlsistance spirituelle; aux
origines du "Temoignage chretien" (1941-1942)', Revue d'histoire de la deuxi~me guerre mondi~le, janvier 1966, p.3-33.
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excepting a short period on parole, he spent his time in
prisons at Clermont-Ferrand,

Vals-Ies-Bains,

and Lyon.

In mid-June he and several others undertook a hunger strike
in protest against their detention without charge.

After

a battle of wills with Vichy lasting twelve days, and amid
considerable publicity, the government relented; the detention order was lifted and Mounier and his friends were
transferred to hospital. The victory was unfortunately
brief, for three days later they were all charged and imprisoned in Lyon gaol, where they remained until the trial
took place in later October 1942.78
Fifty Combat militants were charged with various antigovernmental activities, but only Frenay and seven other
leading figures, all of whom had escaped, were given severe
sentences, the remainder receiving light penalties.

Mounier

was accused of being the spiritual leader of Combat.

The

only real evidence against him was confined to the text of
the 'D~claration des droits de la personne', to surmise
based on the occurrence of his name in association with
other known resisters and to suspicion that the Esprit
group system was part of a Resistance network.

Through

the brilliant conduct of his defence by his lawyer, through
an impressive array of witnesses to vouch for him, and
through the lack of any concrete evidence, he was given the
benefit of the doubt and released.
78. The details of these events are related in Esprit,
decembre 1950, p.721-775, and p.1032-1038; and in Oeuvres,
IV, p.725-765.
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How justified Mounier's acquittal was, is difficult
to tell, since the evidence is ambiguous.

Nothing surviv-

ing of what was written at the time can be relied on, since
it would obviously have been foolhardy for any resister to
admit to his activities on paper.

On the other hand, such

accounts as were written after the war are imprecise and
coloured by the considerable temptation to overstate
Resistance activities.

At the time, he wrote to his lawyer

denying ever, having written in Combat or any of the tracts
h e was accuse d

0f

..
79
wrItIng.

H e wrote a Iong statement

0f

explanation to the Secretary General of the Police80
thoroughly exonerating himself from any suspicion of subversion, an action which was later judged naIve by fellowresisters.81

Clearly he was anxious to escape condemnation,

but if no proof were found against him it is possible that
there really was none to be found.

On the other hand, it

is possible that he was successful in hiding the traces,
as he later suggested. 82 He also claimed that the leaders
of the three resistance movements of the south were due
to meet at his house on the day of arrest, but that the
. d at thI'
rendez-vous h ad b een retlme
east

mInute. 83

It' IS

79. The letter, unpublished, was written to Maitre Gounot
in the spring of 1942. A transcript is deposited in the
Bibliotheque Mounier at Chatenay-Malaby.
80. Oeuvres, IV, p.745-750.
81. See F. & R. B~darida, 'Une r~sistance spirituelle •••'.
82. In an unpublished letter to Mankewicz dated 30 December 1945, of which a transcript is held in the Bibliotheque
Mounier.
83. In a letter to J. Martineggi, dated February 1945. The
full transcript of the letter is in the Bibliotheque Mounier,
but the details referred to are omitted from the extract
given in Oeuvres, IV, p.725. The omission could be a sign
of modesty or an awareness of inaccuracy, on the part of
Mounier's literary executors.
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evident that if he had engaged in such subversive activity,
Mounier must indeed have covered his tracks remarkably
well, for it was not discovered by the prosecution.

How-

ever that may,be, he received, for the duration of the war,
a small allowance from Combat.
Important factors in Mounier's release were that Vichy
had not yet felt the full impact of Resistance, and that
its courts still retained some autonomy from the German
occupying forces.

It was therefore not yet driven to deploy

the full range of its punitive powers against dissent.
Mounier and those tried with him were among the last to
benefit from this leniency.

Vichy had had to reckon with

the considerable campaign mounted on Mounier's behalf in
intellectual, educational and diplomatic circles.

More

important, perhaps, his contribution to the Resistance was
not on a tangible level.

He had not written any incite-

ment to civil disorder or undertaken any disruptive political agitation; his influence was directed at fostering
strength and independence of mind, cultivating the soil from
which resistance could spring - a vital r8le, but not one
which could be proved criminal in precise terms.
Mounier's arrest, imprisonment, hunger strike and
trial are therefore more significant for the effect they
had in people's minds than for the rights and wrongs of
the case.

The hunger strike in particular aroused a wave

of support which established it as a symbolic act of opposition sufficiently important to be broadcast on the
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Resistance radio, irrespective of its immediate causes,
and the apparent victory gave rise to a feeling of triumph
out of all proportion to the ends achieved.

In the uni-

versities of the south men of moderate views and considerable prestige felt able to protest at the injustice of
Mounier's detention without committing themselves to a particular political stance; writers and artists wrote to
Vichy confident that their dissent need not be ascribed to
caplicity in Combat; diplomats, notably the Swiss embassy,
considered that their pressure for his release did not violate their political neutrality.

But for many people this

protest was a rare chance openly to declare an opposition
which went much further than the legitimate limits of its
expression.

The imprisonment and trial alone had an effect

of making more people aware of the degree of opposition
which existed and the extent to which it was organised.
The presence of Mounier helped to confer on this opposition
an aura of respectability which Vichy constantly strove to
eliminate. Whether he willed it or not, his reputation for
intellectual integrity and seriousness of purpose was in
part at least assimilated to the Resistance.

Not only did

the Resistance benefit from his implicit inclusion, Mounier
benefitted too.

He was established as a resister and

acquired prestige in the eyes of those who considered that
to be the direction of a Frenchman's duty.

The full imp-

ortance of this became clear in the post-war period.

In
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the meantime his imprisonment could be considered as a
kind of consecration which rendered him acceptable as a
model to many young catholics who were determined to resist, but had few catholics of stature to look to for inspiration.

It also made his thought a serious force among the

ideologies which were contending for the mind of the Resistance.
On Armistice Day 1942, scarcely a fortnight after
Mounier's release, the German army occupied the southern
zone.

Any pretence of French independence was finally

shattered and the south henceforth enjoyed roughly the same
conditions of life as the north.

The relative leniency of

the police and the courts towards the various forms of
Resistance was at an end.

Prudently, Mounier took an assu-

med name, Leclercq, and retired to a small village, Dieulefit, in the DrSme, where he remained until the summer of
1944.

Since the area was nominally under Italian occupation,

he felt sheltered from the German authorities.

Most of his

free time was occupied in reading and working on two major
studies: one on the future of christianity; the other,
already begun in prison, a treatise on human character.

He

was not entirely cut off from his old contacts, for Dieulefit had become something of a refuge for writers wanting
to escape attention.

In addition to residents Pierre
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Emmanuel, Andree Viollis84 and Andre Rousseaux,8s all of
whom had worked with Mounier before ,the war, several passing guests, including Louis Aragon,86 Elsa Triolet,87 Loys
Masson and Pierre Seghers stayed there for short periods.
At Dieulefit Mounier organised two Esprit conferences
in 1943 and 1944, uniting friends from both zones in a
series of short study sessions to prepare for the post-war
reconstruction.

In addition to the established partici-

pants, Hubert Beuve-Mery, Paul Flamand,88 Andre Mandouze89
and Gilbert Dru were also present.90

The last two names

84. Andree Viollis, a journalist, had worked on Vendredi
and had written controversial reports on French colonial
activities in Indo-China.
85. Andre Rousseaux, writer and journalist, had moved from
Action fran~aise to Le Figaro and was marginally involved
with the Resistance.
86. Louis Aragon (b.1897), a surrealist who turned to communism, was already an eminent poet and novel~ist. He was
one of the leading figures of the literary resistance and
engaged in many clandestine activities.
87. Elsa Triolet (b.1896), a Russian born journalist and
writer, had married Aragon in early 1939 and shared his
activities.
88. Paul Flamand had been editor of the Editions du Seuil
since 1938, a position he still holds.
89. Andre Mandouze had been active in the pre-war catholic Left as a writer and journalist and later became a
leader of the progressiste movement.
90. Gilbert Dru, at the time in his early twenties was a
follower of Mounier and a militant Resistance worker.
Executed by the Gestapo in July 1944, he was considered to
be a main founder of the M.R.P.
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are particularly significant in that they represent the
young catholic intellectuals who became closely associated
with Mounier and also the development of the two movements
which could claim most affinity with his thought - christian
democracy and progressisme.

Little enough can be said to

have sprung directly from these meetings, though Mounier
did take the opportunity to express his determination that
Esprit, under his direction, should reappear after the end
of the war.
Since the winter of 1942-1943 the prospect of a German
defeat had become increasingly apparent and the French
Resistance began to grow rapidly.

Its activities divers i-

fied and on the intellectual side, the preparation for a
new post-war France was its major preoccupation.

To this

end, de Gaulle's envoy, Jean Moulin, the famous "Max", set
up a weighty study group, the 'Comite Generale des Etudes'.
The group's task was to publish a review of serious political reflection, and to prepare itself to act as advisor
to an eventual provisional government, and its regular
members were Paul Bastid,91 Robert Lacoste,92 Fran~ois de
91. Paul Bastid, an eminent academic in political science
and law, had held various parliamentary and ministerial
posts before the war. He became a member of the Conseil
National de la Resistance, and retired from an eminent public
career in 1965.
92. Robert Lacoste, a civil servant and trades unionist,
later joined de Gaulle as Minister in the provisional government, and held various ministerial posts as a socialist
depute until 1968.
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Menthon, Alexandre Parodi,93 Pierre-Henri Tettgen94 and
95
Marc Bloch.
Mounier was invited to join, and although
there is no record of what he actually did or discussed with
the group, he contributed a substantial article to the clandestine review, Cahiers politiques, which expressed the
Comite's positions and researches.

It is the only surviving

piece of clandestine writing Mounier published and it
appeared in July 1943.96 Few of the key words of personalism
were present, but that is explained by the desire to evade
identification

and by the possibility

that the article may

have been retouched by another hand lest the style be too
revealing.

Nonetheless,

all the basic themes of Mounier's

political theory were expounded, emphasising those parts
93. Alexandre Parodi had already held government posts.
He became a minister in the provisional government and
represented France on the U.N. Security Council, in addition
to other national and international offices.
94. Pierre-Henri Teitgen, professor of l.w, became Minister of Information in 1943 and went on to hold various
ministerial posts as a depute for the M.R.P., of which he
became President in 1952.
95. Marc Bloch, the distinguished historian, returned from
England, where he had escaped at the Fall of France. Active in the Franc-Tireur movement, he was arrested and shot
in June 1944 near Lyon.
96. Other articles have been attributed to Mounier, but
only one can be claimed with any certainty to have been
written by him (see Bibliography 1943 NOTE.): E. Mounier,
'Pourquoi je suis republicain: reponse d'un catholique',
Cahiers politiques, no.2, juillet 1943, p.4-9. Reprinted
in H. Michel & B. Mirkine-Guetzevitch, Les idees politiques
et sociales de la resista~ce (Paris, 1954), p.88-94.
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which were common to all catholics, particularly the refusal to assimilate the catholic faith to any specific form
of regime.

He outlined the catholic values which any regime

should respect, and in conclusion recommended a radically
new republic, free from the errors which had vitiated the
Third Republic, as the best way to embark on a reconstruction.

Relatively free from polemic, the article was an

example of Mounier's lucid, though committed, intelligence.
Apart from the Cahiers politiques, Mounier's name has
been associated with Combat, Temoignage chretien and La
. t~crleurs.
.
97
France 1n

He was certainly in contact with the

first two, and probably with the latter, a substantial
review produced in the Grenoble area.
for them then no trace remains.

If he wrote anything

The only other article by

Mounier's hand to have appeared was a brief extract from
a pre-war article attacking the right-wing press and the
98
cowardly defeatism of the bourgeoisie.
Towards the end
of the war Mounier was involved in planning at least two
projected newspapers, but events prevented the realisation
97. Incomplete collections of these reviews are kept in the Reserve section of the BibBoth~que Nationale and in the Bibliotheque de Documentation Internationale Contemporaine (BDIC).
Information on them is drawn from F. & R. Bedarida, 'Une
resistance spirituelle •••'; R. & P. Roux-Fouillet, Catalogue
des periodiques clandestins •••; J.-P. Gault, Histoire d'une
fidelite, Temoignage chreti~ri (Paris, 1964); M. Granet &
H. Michel, Combat, histoire d'un mouvementderesistance
(Paris, 1957); F. Rude, "'La France Ln t.e r i eure": une revue
clandestine nee dans la region Rhane-Alpes', Annales de
l'Universite de Grenoble, section Lettres-Droit, tome 22,
1946, p.51-96.
98. It was taken from 'Lendemains d'une trahison', Esprit,
no.73, octobre 1938, p.4-5, and was reprinted in Le populaire,
~0.29, janvier 1944~ See D. Mayer, Les Socialistes dans la
Resistance (Paris, 1968), p.9. It was reprinted without
acknowledgement and without Mounier's knowledge.
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of his planned contributions.99

In all the eighteen months

following his release from prison he did not produce much
of immediate concrete import.

He had clearly decided that

he had no vocation as a man of action or as a politician.
He declined to serve on any of the provisional committees
being set up, and carried his decision even to the point of
refusing an invitation to join the Consultative Assembly in
Algiers in January 1944.
With the Normandy landings in June of that year, all
the adult males in the Drome lived in a state of semi-mobilisation until the eventual liberation of the area at the
end of August.

Dieulefit was of little strategic import-

ance and therefore largely escaped the savage battle which
was going on around it, though it was only a few miles away
that the maquis were decimated in the Vercors.

Within a

month of Liberation Mounier was back in Paris and ready for
the hard battles confronting him in post-war France.

V.

Conclusions.
Mounier's role in the Resistance and his importance at

the Liberation were essentially ideological.

The military

success of the summer 1944 owed nothing to him, and he considered the political events up to that time as being of
secondary importance in so far as they affected only the

99.

See Oeuvres, IV, p.795.
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material conditions of the post-war reconstruction.
He placed his own action on a different level.

He

He sought

primarily to exercise an influence on the level of beliefs
and values, and though he may have disapproved of the connotations of the term he must be considered as an ideologist.

In order to assess the extent of his success in this

realm, it is first necessary to examine briefly the position
o f th e

0th er
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With the ignominious fall of the Vichy government and
the collaborationist

factions, the political Right within

France was, for a time at least, eliminated from public
affairs in disgrace.

Probably the most coherent single

force to emerge from the Resistance was the communist party.
Although since Hitler's rise to power it had been the most
strenuous opponent of nazism, the signing in August 1939
of the Soviet-German pact of non-aggression

had split the

party by forcing its leadership to denounce the pending war
as "imperialist".

The party was in disarray and subjected

to savage persecutions

throughout the war months.

Despite

tentative approaches both to Vichy and to the German occupant, this persecution was continued and increased after
the French defeat and the party, demoralised and decimated,
contunued a precarious underground

existence.

June 1941,

100.
In addition to material already mentioned, material
for this section is drawn from Robert Aron, Histoire de la
Liberation de la France (Paris, 1959); Adrien Dansette,
Histoire de la Liberation de Paris (Paris, 1958); Jacques
Chapsal, La vie politiqueen
France depuis 1940 (Paris, 1966).
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when Hitler invaded Russia, was the turning point.

From

this date onwards communists flocked enthusiastically

into

clandestine organisations and, although under more severe
oppression than other branches, soon became the most dynamic
wing of the Resistance.

Whether they formed a numerical

majority is impossible to ascertain, but it is beyond doubt
that they amply proved themselves in dedication, in organisation and in effectiveness.

Communist preponderance

the Resistance had two main effects.

in

First, it allowed the

occupying and collaborating authorities to use the wellestablished fear of bolshevism as a weapon to hinder the
growth of support for the Resistance.

Particularly among

catholics, many potential recruits were prevented from joining, at least in the early stages, lest they might be contributing to a communist take-over which could be worse
for them than the German occupation.

Second, and in the

long term, more important, the communists had won a degree
of respect, trust, and, eventually, influence among resisters of every political complexion.

Non-communist

intel-

lectuals iB particular were often highly impressed by their
first real contact with a powerful ideology they had previously dismissed, and had their conditioned fears allayed
by close personal relationships.

No one who had fought in

the Resistance could contest the communists' claim to an
important part in the decisions of the post-war.

This was
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a serious inconvenience 1n some quarters, but nonetheless
a fact which had to be taken into account.

Although Mounier

had been relatively insulated by events during the occupation, it was a fact which conditioned his action and one
he was obliged to take into account increasingly as time
passed.
Much ambiguity surrounds the activities of the catholic church during these years.101 Since Vichy was dominated by the political Right and since the Right was almost
entirely catholic, it is not surprising that the Church
was accorded a place of privilege in the new order.

For

the Church, there was no question of dissidence in the
first instance, since catholic doctrine traditionally stipulates loyalty to the established civic powers.

Although

the Church hierarchy could not contemplate any sort of
profane authority over it, it amply compensated Vichy by
a thoroughgoing

cooperation with the regime, sometimes bor-

dering on positive subservience.

In return the Church was

offered a considerable degree of power, mainly visible by
the appointment of traditionalist

catholics in political

office; Jacques Chevalier, for example, was for a time
Minister of Education.

By tactical error Chevalier failed

101. This remains the subject of controversy. The interpretation given here is my own drawn from the following
highly divergent sources: P. Vergnet, Les Catholiques dans
la Resistance (Paris, 1946); Mgr. E. Guerry, L'Eglise
catholique en France sous l'occupation (Paris, 1947); R.
Garaudy, L'Eglise, le communisme et les chretiens (Paris,
1949); J. Duquesne, Les catholiques fransais sous l'occupation (Paris, 1966).
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to achieve his objective of total clericalisation, but in
other fields, particularly in youth organisations and
social work, those responsible were more successful, to
the extent that many clerics thought of P~tain as the instigator of a great new christian revival, and gave their
wholehearted support.

The hierarchy, finding itself in

greater harmony with the government than at any time for
more than a century, was not conspicuous in its protests,
and indeed one member, the ageing Cardinal Baudrillart,
was embarrassingly pro-German.

Beyond its charitable work

on behalf of prisoners, refugees and other war victims,
the official Church's participation in the Resistance
amounted to occasional protests at nazi atrocities, isolated
protests against the persecution of Jews and the refusal
to make forced labour in Germany an obligation of conscience.
On the level of individu~l action, it was a different
picture, though among the higher clergy only the Archbishop
of Toulouse and a handful of bishops made more than a
derisory contribution.

Despite the general discouragement

of their superiors, many priests and laymen were militant
resisters, taking part mostly in non-confessional
ties.

activi-

The production of such clandestine publications as

Temoignage Chretien, the number of catholic maquisards, and
the relatively strong catholic representation

in the Combat

movement helped lend respectability to an oth~rwise unauspicious record.

The immediate effect of the Hierarchy's
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position was generally to discourage resistance and encourage compliance with the demands of Vichy even until
late in the war.

A conscientious catholic could not do

other than hesitate before engaging in subversive action,
though many did not hesitate long.

One result of this was

the emergence of a greater spirit of independence among
the laity and lower clergy, who felt that their moral position was stronger than that of their slightly discredited
spiritual superiors.

It became an urgent necessity for

the Church to rehabilitate itself in the public mind.

As

a result, those catholics who did resist were given a prominence which the intrinsic value of their actions did not
always merit.

This gave rise on the one hand to their

being in a position of considerable influence, but also
to their being used as a meansm

secure the reimposition

of the Church's lost authority, and eventually the re-establishment of the catholic Right as a political force.
This complex position inherited by catholicism from the war
was a major determinant in Mounier's action.
After a long period of disarray, the non-communist
left asserted itself in the latter half of the occupation
as a major ideological current.

Less monolithic than either

the catholic church or the communist party, it was a product of the Resistance in a sense that they were not.

On

a political level it found its expression in a regenerated
socialist party and in a greatly enlarged christian democratic movement.

The socialist party had split in confusion

-

at the fall of France.
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Despite the courageous public stand

of Leon Blum and one ot two other prominent figures, the
party had effectively ceased to exist.

Many socialists had

spontaneously joined the various resistance movements as
individuals, and after the communist party had entered the
Resistance as a unit, it was not long before socialists
began to prepare a reconstituted S.F.I.O.

Under almost

entirely new leadership, the party drew support from its
traditional sources but also from many otherwise uncommitted
Resisters.

The catholic Left in general, including Mounier,

was for a long time disorientated under Vichy and reactions
varied widely, though by 1942 many were won over to resistance.

Of these a small proportion found an acceptable

expression in orthodox socialism, but many felt a rethinking of christian democracy to be more appropriate.

These

latter, including a large section of the rising intelligentzia, laid the foundations of what was to become the
Mouvement Republicain Populaire (M.R.P.).
Since the war, many attempts have been made to establish the Resistance as predominantly belonging to the noncommunist Left.

If christian democracy can be termed left-

wing, which until the Liberation it generally could, and
if a small number of glaring exceptions are admitted, those
Resistance workers who were not communist were mostly leftwing.

Vague though the term might be, it expresses the
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desire for a renovated democratic republic, social reform
and peaceful international cooperation, however the suggested means of achieving them varied.

Within this loose

grouping is situated the substance of Mounier's influence.
Distinct from catholicism, to which he owed spiritual
loyalty but whose temporal embodiments he often had to
resist, distinct from communism, to whose social programme
he owed broad cooperation but whose philosophy he considered nefarious, distinct from the ideologies of the pre-war
years, in which his own thought took its origins but which
the war years had largely discredited, Mounier strove to
crystallise an ideology based on the principles of personalism.

This personalism was intended to express and direct

the aspirations of the new men which the Resistance had
formed.
The impact of personalism is difficult to assess.

On

a specific level it is possible to paint to individuals who
were animated by it.

Perhaps the most energetic of these

was Gilbert Dru102 a young catholic intellectual who before
the war became attracted to Mounier and Esprit, and who
attempted in his own activity to implement the ideals of
personalism.

A determined resister, he played an important

role in shaping christian democratic resistance and laying
the foundations of the M.R.P. before his death at the hands
of the Gestapo.

Another energetic resister and close friend

102. Dru's importance is discussed in Jean-Marie Domenach,
Celui qui c~oyait au ciel (Paris, 1947) and in the special
issue of the christian democrat review France-Forum, no.58,
juillet-aoQt 1964.
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of Dru's, Jean-Marie Domenach,103 shared a similar enthusiasm and survived to join the staff of the resurrected
Esprit.

On a slightly different plane, Alban Vistel, a pre-

war sympathiser with Esprit, also looked to Mounier.104
Having set up his own small resistance organisation, but
having no activist acquaintances, he wanted to be put in contact with other Resistance groups, and sought out Mounier as
one of those most likely to be able to help in practical
terms.

Mounier introduced him to Andr~ Philip and the

Liberation movement.

These three publicly-known

figures

may be taken to represent many other lesser-known people who
looked to Mounier and personalism during the war either as
a new discovery or with the experience of familiarity, and
who formed the base for personalism as a post-war ideology.
On a general level the impact of personalism is visible in the ideas which dominated the Resistance, though
they display a considerable heterogeneity. lOS

A revolution

was broadly accepted as being necessary to a satisfactory
regeneration of France after the defeat of Germany.

Though

103. Jean-Marie Domenach (b.1922) was a student in Lyon,
where he contributed to the Cahiers de notre jeunesse.
After the Liberation he joined Esprit, which he has directed
since 19S7.
104. Alban Vistel, catholic journalist and writer has
written his own account of the events in La nuit sans ombre
(Paris, 1970). His estimate of Mounier's importance to the
Resistance can be seen in his article 'Fondements spirituels. de la R~sistance', Esprit, nO.195, octobre 1952, p.
480-492.
105. The following analysis is derived from H. Michel &
B. Mirkine-Guetz~vitch, Les idees politiques et sociales
de la resistance, and from H. Michel, Lescourantsde
pensee de la Resistance.
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common to left-wing thought, the anticipation of a material
revolution was often accompanied, particularly in Combat,
and the southern Resistance, by the insistence on a spiritual
regeneration without which it would be in vain.

The means

of achieving this spiritual and material revolution was a
form of social humanism which would renounce the use of
totalitarian methods, adopt as its axiom the respect of the
human person, and implement the Republican ideals of liberty,
equality and justice.

These themes, all commonplaces of

Esprit's canon in the thirties, now became commonplaces of
the Resistance canon, and although a direct causal link is
impossible to establish, there can be little doubt that
Mounier contributed towards its establishment, however
indirectly.

Whether his long work of propagation had borne

fruit or whether his ideas merely chanced to coincide with
those of many other resisters at the time is debateable.
What is undeniable is that at the Liberation a new and effective ideological force was needed, and that for a time it
seemed that the historical conjuncture might have singled
out personalism to fill that need.

The need for a political

ideology was produced by the failure of the old ones.
Liberalism as embodied in the Third Republic was discredited
by Munich and the fall of France, nationalism and monarchism
had fallen with Petain, conservatism had become enmeshed in
Laval's double jeu, Fas.cdsm had frankly collaborated wi th
the invader.

Patriotism was too diffuse to qualify as a
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coherent ideology and communism had too many enemies and
too dubious a pastto command a consensus.

Socialism and

christian democracy seemed to hold the key to the future,
and a synthesis of the two into a democratic and libertarian
socialism based on the values of christian humanism was
what personalism offered.
But if events conspired to make Mounier's ideas so
potentially applicable, it is also true that events conspired, and were used, to make Mounier an appropriate agent
to communicate the ideas.

His stature as a public figure

and as a symbol was considerable.

He was already known to

a broad section of the population as editor of Esprit, a
prominent review which had tried to continue under Vichy
but had been suppressed.

He was known to many of the rising

generation as a teacher and organiser who had been eliminated from Vichy's youth movements while at the peak of his
popularity.

He was established by virtue of his imprison-

ment, hunger strike and trial as a member of the Combat
movement.

For having adopted or been forced into these

crucial positions, Mounier received absolution from any
ambiguity which may have surrounded his actions: his public
image was that of an intellectual leader of the Resistance.
The significance of this is hard to overstate when it is
realised that post-war France required Resistance credentials of any public figure who aspired to power or influence.
Mounier had also acquired the reputation of being a just
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man of unjmpeachable integrity.

Partly perhaps because he

had not acted primarily as a politician, his name was not
associated with any of the squabbles or less savoury incidents which had occured during the occupation years.

His

hands were free and clean to undertake the task of building
a new France on the fresh and untried principles of personalism.

Moreover, his appeal was not limited to the Resis-

tance.

As a loyal catholic he could hope to win the support

and assent of many whose mediocre record owed something to
the Church's excessive deference to Vichy, but who were
prepared to work in the new spirit of regeneration provided
their religious convictions were not an object of reaimination.

Finally, although he firmly resisted the conse-

quences, Mounier's insistence on seeing every. side of a
question before giving a considered, balanced judgement,
compounded with the ambiguities inherent in his thought,
exposed him to the constant risk of misappropriation.
Some whose dubious past obliged them to seek new channels
of expression saw Mounier as an apparently progressive model
which could safely be imitated on a formal level, but which
could be used to serve objectively retrogressive ends.

By

blurring essential distinctions, by shifting crucial emphases, by neglecting vital reservations,

these newly found

disciples hoped to use him as a cover for the stealthy
reintroduction of conservatism,

and rallied to his support.

As a result of these factors, at the time of the Liberation,
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Mounier was well-known in most sections of the community,
and widely looked upon for a variety of motives as a spiritual and intellectual leader.

His personal reputation and

the opportuneness of his personalism, left him poised to
become a major ideologist of the post-war; that is the
significance of the war years for him.
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I.

LIBERATION.
a)

The context.

In the autumn of 1944, liberated Paris was in an
atmosphere of euphoria; the sense of victory was fuelled by
the progressive

retreat of the German forces on all fronts.1

At this early stage it was tempered by the difficulty in
assuring the basic material needs, but not even the acute
food shortages could stifle the general feeling of relief.
France seemed unified as rarely before, though already signs
began to emerge that the relative unity would be short-lived.
Those forces which contributed to the Liberation all thought
of themselves as the Resistance, but their differences,
patched over for the sake of defeating a common enemy, soon
reappeared when faced with the task of fashioning a new
France.

Everyone knew what they had been fighting against;

there was sharp disagreement as to what they had been fighting for, and each group insisted on its right to a part in
1. The account given here is common to most studies: particular use has been made of A. Werth, France 1940-1955 (London
1956), and C. Gavin, Liberated France (London, 1955) for
general historical material; the political interpretation is
drawn in addition from P. Williams, Politics in Post-war
France, 2nd ed ,, (London, 1958), and J. Chapsal,La vie
politique en France depuis 1940 (Paris; 1966).
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the reconstruction.

The end of four years of occupation and

puppet government· had left the country in a state of turmoil
where no one was entirely sure of the forces which composed
it.

The war was still being fought and the economy had to

be lifted from its total collapse, daunting tasks in themselves without the additional problem of creating new political, social and cultural structures.

Although it sought

ostensibly to unite all movements and tendencies which had
played a part in the Liberation, the provisional government
of General de Gaulle was divided between various tendencies
which, pending the holding of elections, could not yet be
accurately perceived.
In the winter of 1944 these tendencies were beginning
to crystallise with the foundation congress of the christian
democrat Mouvement Republicain Populaire (M.R.P.) and the
reconstituting congress of the socialist party.

Both

these congresses joined with the communist party in pledging their committment to the charter drawn up in March 1944
by the Conseil National de la Resistance

(C.N.R.).2

This

charter, intended as a programme of government for the new
Republic, was the basis of the revolution which many Resistance workers confidently expected to follow the Liberation.
It offered a clear index for situating men and movements on
the political spectrum.

Briefly it provided for the setting

up of an independent Republic, the punishment of collaborators and Vichyites, the expropriation

of traitors and all

2. See H. Michel, Les courants de pensee de laRes.stance
(Paris, 1962).
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who had profited by the war and occupation, universal suffrage, full civil rights and liberties, and economic and
social reforms.

The economic and social reforms were the

main point of contention since they provided for widespread
nationalisation,

workers' participation

in management, pro-

ducer and consumer cooperatives, economic and social democracy, the right to work and rest, a protected and adequate
standard of living for all, full social security, independent trades unionism, education based on ability rather
than privilege and full political, economic and social
rights for the colonies.

It was a left-wing programme

reminiscent of the aims of the Front Populaire of 1936 and
coincided most closely with the general line of the socialist party.

But it was a reformist rather than a revolution-

ary project and therefore the communist party regarded it
as a minimum programme, the first step towards a socialist
society.

Within the ranks of the M.R.P. it was diversely

received, and although the progressive wing gave its enthusiastic committment, there were many who paid no more than
lip service.
Although they had introduced new elements into their
action, neither the communists nor the socialists were new
to the political scene.

Both parties had been heavily

depleted by executions and deportations, but the new ~lites
which replaced the pre-war leaders followed closely on their
predecessors in their approach to political action.

Of the
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three major parties, only the christian democrats were substantially new, and they did not fail to emphasise that the
M.R.P. was born in the Resistance.3

Although it was not a

new conception, christian democracy had never acquired a
large following in France.

It drew its inspiration from

many sources, ranging from Albert de Mun,4 the Sillon,S
the catholic youth organisations and the small Parti D~mocrate Populaire6which had been a minor political force
between the wars.

In its new form as the M.R.P., it sprang

directly from the war, corresponding to the realisation of
many catholics that they had a legitimate and important
duty to participate in the political life of the nation in
a positive and constructive sense.

The parties of the

Right, to which they had traditionally given their allegiance
were now discredited and the time now seemed ripe for the
establishment of a progressive party built on specifically
christian principles.

The founders and leaders of the

M.R.P. almost all had strong connexions with the A.C.J.F.
and its tributaries which rose to importance during the
late 1920's and the 1930's, and must be counted among the
Church's young intellectual ~lite.

Although it could not

claim any formal ties with the Church, the abundance of
informal links with the hierarchy and the various catholic
3. On the M.R.P., see M. Vaussard, Histoirede
la d~mocratie chretienne (Paris, 1956); M. Einaudi & F. Goguel, Christian democracy in Italy and France (Notre Dame, 1952); R.W.
Rauch, PoTiticsand beTief 'incontemporary France (The
Hague, 1972).
4. Albert de Mun (1841-1914) had been engaged in catholic
social action in the later nineteenth century, and was a
founder of the A.C.J.F.
5. The Sillon, founded by Ma~c S~rnnier had been a f1 urishin£ PQlitical movement for reform~mong'catlioI1cs 1n tge early
twent1eth century.
6. The P.D.P., a:sma11 christian democrat party of the 19~O's
was tileM.R.P. s 1mmedlate predecessor.
,
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organisations

ensured that in its early years at least, it

could rely on the Church's blessing.

It was also able to

use the network of contacts and organisational
of the catholic organisations.

ressources

The party's clientele was

drawn almost entirely from practising catholics and from a
wide spectrum of opinion.

It included at one end those who

looked for genuine social reform and even revolution, but
were not prepared to risk the possible erosion of christian
values which communism and socialism might entail.

At the

other end it included those who, with the dissolution of
the traditional Right, gave their support to the movement
as being the most likely to further the reactionary ends
they could not yet publicly profess.

The ambiguity implied

by this broad range of support, was the party's strength
in so far as it initially ensured a strong electoral support,
its weakness in that it led to division and loss of direction.
But in the early days after its foundation in November 1944,
the M.R.P. could still claim both to be a direct descendant
of the Resistance and to embody the progressive

aspirations

which the C.N.R. had laid out as its programme.
Although the M.R.P. received most of its support from
catholics, it was not the only party catholics supported.
As time passed and genuine right-wing parties began to reemerge, the M.R.P. lost many followers who had supported it
only as a temporary expedient.

Also, during the first months

following the Liberation, a small number of catholics supported the communist party, and a rather larger number, the
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socialist party.

An important minority had been won over

to the kind of revolutionary socialist humanism which
emerged as the dominant current of the Resistance, and, in
the temporary absence of prohibitions

from the Church

authorities, had constructed their own relationship with
the two major parties which embodied it.

Both parties had

the advantages of long political experience
organisation,

in po~ical

a proud Resistance record and a coherent

political doctrine; these coupled with the muting of their
once virulent opposition to religious belief, made them
particularly attractive to progressive

catholic militants,

and to the catholic working-class.
Within the catholic church itself, changes had taken
place.

7

The war had sufficed to mum for the time being the

voices of authoritarianism
prevalent.

which had previously been so

Such a development gave an opportunity for pro-

gressive elements to exert their influence more freely, and
could only lead to a leftward shift.

The lower ranks of

the clergy had drawn from the war a measure of understanding
and contact with people outside the Church's immediate ambit,
which made them more aware of the relative inadequacy of
their traditional pastoral activities.

Hence pressure was

felt by the upper reaches of the hierarchy, which responded
by calling for a renewal of the Church's apostolic mission.
7. Material in this section is drawn mainly from W. Bosworth, Catholicism and Crisis in ModeJtnFrance (Princeton,
1962) and A. Dansette, Destin dtit~th61itis~e francais
1926-1956 (Paris, 1957).
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The call was welcomed and interpreted as a new openness
and flexibility in answer to which renovations were initiated both within the priesthood and in the auxiliary
organisations.

The Mission de Paris began to extend its

experiment with worker-priests;

the religious orders in

their different fields re-examined and increased their
action in the world, as for example the Jesuits in the
spiritual direction of youth movements or the Dominicans
in the communications media; experiments with community
living and a new emphasis on missionary work began to emerge
on a parish level; certain sections of the Catholic Action
movements, such as the Mouvement populaire des familIes,
abandoned their strict denominationalism,

preferring a broad

and effective action to doctrinal purity; study groups were
being set up throughout the country to examine the possible
reforms in liturgy and education with the help of which the
Church might more effectively fulfill its role in the postwar world.
The atmosphere was one of readiness to change within
the structures of the Church, although the tendency was not
to flourish unchecked.

In their temporal activities too,

catholics no longer felt bound to traditional patterns.
There was the hope of an endm

the prickly formalism which

had always limited the action a catholic could take to
obtain social justice; likewise there was the expectation
that the recent upheavals had blown away the ingrained sectarian reactions which had always restricted catholic participation in political life.

An example of this was the
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evolution of the catholic-inspired
des Travailleurs

Chr~tiens.

Conf~d~ration

Fran~aise

This trades union had always

been considered as docile to the employers and bound by
strict observance of papal encyclicals which generally
excluded militancy.

After the war, however, it relinquished

its explicit dependence on the Church and, while remaining
pledged to christian principles gradually evolved to a
position of accepting non-christian workers and of taking
its place alongside the other unions as militant defenders
of working class interests.

In all this the Church author-

ities acquiesced and continued to encourage catholics to
associate themselves with the C.F.T.C.
Throughout France the Liberation was therefore seen as
an opportunity for renewal.

Four years of occupation had

given many people inflated expectations of the post-war;
it was seen as a victory for the Resistance in particular
and for the Left in general.

It was not long before the

cracks began to appear in this rosy picture, but in the
meantime Emmanuel Mounier embraced the future with high
hopes.

b)

Mounier's position.

Mounier saw that the gestation of a new order presented
enormous difficulties for anyone wanting to influence its
formation, but also that the opportunities

offered were
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unprecedented in their scope.

The basis of experience

and influence which he had now acquired gave him every
reason to hope to playa
new France.

large part in the creation of a

His method was already decided, and, after

arriving in Paris in September 1944, he spent two months
in frenzied activity to obtain the publication of Esprit.8
Both materials and facilities were limited.

Communica-

tions and transport were only slowly recovering from the
complete halt to which they had been brought by the fighting; paper was heavily rationed, with newspapers still
appearing only on one sheet; manpower, in short supply, was
concentrated on priority production and those who helped
prepare Esprit were busy much of the time with more immediate concerns.

Weekly newspapers were just beginning to

appear in diminished form and whe~ Esprit finally reappeared
in December 1944, it was by several months the first monthly periodical to do so.

The effect of this was to put

Mounier in a particularly influential position.

The reasons

behind this crucial success are not difficult to distinguish.
No doubt Mounier's seemingly boundless energy was a major
cause, but energy alone cannot suffice as an explanation.
The two government ministries which most closely affected
his situation were those of Industrial Production and of
Information.

They were respectively controlled by Robert

8. Information on Mounier's activities is drawn from
Oeuvres, IV, p.797-831, and Esprit, no.174, decembre 1950,
p.l046-1060.
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Lacoste and Pierre-Henri Teitgen, both of whom had been
to some extent associated with Mounier through the Comite
General d'Etudes, during his time at Dieulefit.
contacts and relationships
able to apply,

9

Fortunate

added to the pressure he was

so that following Teitgen's permission

to

appear, he was able to squeeze from Lacoste sufficient
paper to print the first number.
Mounier took care to send the first issue of Esprit
as far as possible to all those who had been subscribers

in

the spring of 1940 or the summer of 1941, thereby reaching
his widest established audience with a firm expectation of
their renewed support.

At the same time an entirely new

readership was open, particularly

in the north, among those

who had been brought to ponti cal and intellectual

adulthood

by the events of the war years, and for whom a serious
review was a new experience.

In the short term at least,

he could also count on a substantial support from the professional, educational

and intellectual

sectors which had

for so long been deprived of serious material for reflection.
Evidence of this is amply furnished by the subscription
which were published during the early months.

lists

They reveal

the names of loyal readers from before the war, of young
men and women at the beginning of their career, of institutions for which it would be required reading, and of the new
9. For example, Mounier's friend and former Esprit contributor, Etienne Borne, was a commisaaire in the Ministry of
Information.
Also the wife of a contributor was related to
Lacoste (see Oeuvres, IV, p.798) and he did not hesitate to
calIon her to help. His other contacts were certainly used
similarly, though no records remain.
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stars in the French intellectual firmament.

The initial

response was highly encouraging and soon showed in a healthy regular circulation.

The majority of these readers

were, as had always been the case, catholic, and any attempt
to assess Mounier's activities must take account of the
fact that he was addressing himself primarily to catholics.
The catholic context was not a liability, however,
and although Mounier might have preferred to have a wider
audience, he nonetheless gained access to an impressive system of communication and diffusion which he was fully able
.

to exp I 01t.

10

Although it was careful not to describe its-

elf in such terms, Esprit was generally regarded as a catholie review, and a catholic publication could in the first
instance usually rely on an actual readership several times
larger than its circulation figures.

Many catholic institu-

tions automatically subscribed to Esprit after the war in a
way they had been reluctant to do before it, since it was
now considered as an important and almost respectable review.
This meant that the major articles at least would be widely
read and discussed in these establishments.

Beyond that,

students, seminarists, priests and teachers were interested
to keep abreast of what Esprit was saying, and since they
were relatively poor, one copy might easily pass through
many hands.

In the second instance, major articles in catho-

lie monthlies were soon reported in summary and extract form
10.

See Georges Suffert, Les catholiqueset
la gauche
(Paris, 1960), where this system is d(scussed at some length.
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in the weekly and daily catholic press, often with comments,
replies and additional contributions.

From there the main

points would be taken up in the specialised magazines, the
provincial press, newsletters and other organs so that the
substance of an intellectual article was in some form communicated to a public much larger and more varied than noncatholic writers could hope to reach.

The process would not

stop there, but in the course of time ideas that were considered significant would become the subjects for study and
discussion groups of various kinds, retreats, conferences,
debates, lectures and sermons, which contributed to give
them an extremely wide currency within the catholic community, and, depending on their quality and aptness, a substantial potential influence.

Finally, the Church by the

nature of its organisation facilitated networks of personal
contacts throughout the country, giving any catholic access
to a fund of goodwill which could often be of greater help
than more impersonal material means of communication.
Though catholics made up the majority of readers,
Esprit also reached a small non-catholic audience, largely
made up of intellectuals.

Some belonged to other christian

denominations or wavered on the margins of belief, some
read the review as part of their general attempt to keep
abreast of developments in the intellectual field.

Though

its influence on intellectuals had limited practical effect,
the fact of Esprit's status obliged such readers to take its
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positions seriously, and at times led to the initiation of
debates and dialogues in which the review had at least the
chance to exercise a lateral influence on those who did
not share its doctrines.
Outside Esprit Mounier and his editorial team contributed widely to other publications both as spokesmen of
the review and in their own oright.

Mounier himself was

particularly close to Combat, writing some 20 articles for
it between late 1944 and spring 1947; he also wrote several
for the socialist daily paper Cit~-soir during the course
of 1945.

This by no means exhausts his journalism outside

Esprit, but the bulk of it, along with the vast majority
of his radio broadcasts, was devoted to topics not directly
connected with political issues.

It is less easy to eval-

uate the impact of the other communication media Mounier
used.

His various lecture tours, the debates he attended,

all that can be called public appearances, attracted interest and comment wherever he went, particularly in the pro11
vinces, where he was in constant demand.
For the most
part his audiences did not extend much beyond the confines
of the Church's sphere of influence, though at times he
carne into direct contact with those socialists and comrnunists with whom he sought a dialogue.

Equally difficult to

11. Mounier's movements can be deduced from his letters and
diaries, from allusions made from t Ime t.o time in Espri t,
and from the unpublished internal newssheets which circulated among contributors and subscribers (available in part
at the Biblioth~que Mounier).
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assess is the impact of his books.

The only one which may

be said to have a specifically political incidence, Qu'estce que Ie personnalisme?,12 was first published in Esprit,
and will be discussed in that context.

Like his personal

appearances, his books may have made his thought accessible to some readers who would not otherwise have come into
contact with it, mainly by means of advertising or of

~W""
the books

reviewsL

received in the press generally.

Most

probably, however, their readership was substantially in
the same area as Esprit itself.

On a political level,

therefore, Mounier could hope to influence a predominantly
catholic audience which would generally be receptive to
his ideas, and a small body of non-catholic intellectuals
who respected his judgement, but who did not share his basic
assumptions and had thus no reason to regard him as an
authority.

He could of course also rely on the attention of

others, for whom catholic support could playa

substantial

rale in their own political actions, and whom Mounier from
time to time tried to draw into discussion.

c)

A first analysis.

At the time of Esprit's reappearance, Mounier faced a
complex political situation in which his own possibilities
12. E. Mounier, Qu'est-ce que le personnalisme (Paris,1947)
reprinted in Oeuvres, III, p.179-245. Of the others, all
but one (Le personnalisme)were reprints of already published
material. Apart from Liberte sous conditions (Paris, 1946),
which~printed pre-war essays, they were all of doctrinal
or cultural rather than political interest.
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were nonetheless clear and considerable.

Before the war he

had seen his political rale as being to revolutionise the
spiritual; now he saw it as to spiritualise the revolution.13
In other words, he thought that the most urgent task was to
make the leaders of the post-war reconstruction aware of
catholic values, whereas before, it had been more urgent to
make catholics aware of revolutionary values.

In 1944,

Mounier realised, the most urgent needs of the country were
political and economic, but he insisted that hE own overall
intentions were the same as they had been in 1932.

In his

first post-war editorial, he wrote:
Nous n'avons pas le dessein d'@tre une revue principalement politique. Sans jamais en negliger
l'incidence politique, souvent primordiale, nous
des irons etendre notre recherche a tous les problemes de civilisation qui sont remis en cause par
la crise.14
Esprit was conceived as an ideological weapon, but one that
should serve a total ideology of which the political aspect
was only the most tangible.
In his first article, Mounier assessed the political
situation at length.15

Assuming that history was moving

towards a radical material upheaval, he declared that his
long-term aim was to use the historical moment to precipitate a renewal, which would ultimately create a spirituality
13. Mounier expressed this conception in an address of 23
December 1944 reprinted under the title 'Les cinq etapes
d"'Esprit"', in Bulletin des amisd'E. Mounier, no.29, mars
1967, p.9-2S.
14. E. Mounier, 'Esprit, nouvelle serie', Esprit, no.10S,
decembre 1944, p.3.
1S. E. Mounier, 'Suite fran~aise ~ux mahdies infantiles
des revolutions', Esprit, no.l0S, decembre 1944, p.19-33.
Reprinted in Oeuvres, IV, p.76-90.
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appropriate to the new social order.

He argued that since

spiritual values and social change were in a reciprocal
relationship and the defenders of the spiritual should
accept the implications of revolution even if it led to the
transformation of their traditional values.

Drawing on the

frequently-invoked parallel with the Revolution of 1789, he
suggested that two dangers had to be avoided.

On the one

hand, imitation of the Girondins' high moral tone and civilised moderation would leave room for the insinuation of
objectively reactionary elements behind the shield of legitimate scruple.

On the other hand, the example of the

Jacobins might lead to a cold and fanatical extremism which
was ultimately a form of fascism.

Only if these errors

were avoided could France achieve the total revolution which
Mounier defined as:
un ensemble de transformations assez profondes pour
abolir reellement les maux reels d'une societe arrivee dans une impasse, assez rapides pour ne pas laisser aces maux finissants Ie temps d'empoisonner un
pays par leur decomposition, assez mesurees pour
laisser le temps murir ce qui ne murit qu'avec le
temps.16
In practical terms this entailed boldness, strength and
decision in destroying the former bourgeois, capitalist
structures and replacing them with
structures.

new popular socialist

Unless this was quickly done, Mounier argued,

the revolution would fail on all fronts, including the
spiritual front.

16.

Oeuvres, IV, p.89.
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In this analysis, Mounier summarised his attitude to
the main political forces in France.

He felt that the

danger of Girondinism was most present among the christian
democrats.

For reasons they could never understand, they

received only criticism and scorn from Mounier, whom they
17
in turn regarded as a spiritual patron of their movement.
The apparent paradox of this is explained by a comparison
of the bases on which both relied.

The majority of Mounier's

audience fell, by social class and by religion into the
natural constituency of the M.R.P.

However, as a specifi-

cally catholic party, the M.R.P. also included most of the
conservative elements whiCh Mounier was dedicated to opposing.
Therefore, however close to his own the ideas of many
christian democrats were, Mounier knew that it could only
be a conservative force in practice.

Hence, to identify in

any way with the M.R.P. would have been an ideological suicide which would probably lose for Mounier any audience outside it.

On the other hand, as experience had shown him,

almost no amount of hostility on his part would undermine
the respect and attention which the christian democrats
accorded him.

Mounier's position in this was mostly a tact-

ical necessity, but on one major point of principle he was
adamant.

The M.R.P. presented itself, often cynically, as

the only political expression of catholicism.

It was

17. The reactions of the christian democrats were best
expressed after Mounier's death in Francisque Gay, Les democrates d'inspiration chretienne al'epreuve du pouvoir (Paris,
1951), and in Etienne Borne, 'Mounier, juge de la democratie chretienne', Terre Humaine, fevrier 1951, p.65-71. The
problem is studied in some detail in R.W. Rauch, Politics
and belief in contemporary France (The Hague, 1972).
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therefore guilty of confusing the spiritual and the temporal,
an offence which Mounier had strongly attacked in the prewar Right.

He was not going to condone it in the M.R.P.

As time passed and the christian democrats emerged as increasingly reactionary, Mounier's
ciple also increased.

insistence on this point of prin-

He was able to observe similar situ-

ations in Italy and Germany where, for comparable reasons,
christian democrats were proving to be the new right wing in
..
18 As a result of these considerations Mounier
po 11t1CS.
gave the least sympathy and the least attention to the political movement which in many ways was closest to him.
When he spoke of Jacobinism, Mounier was referring to
the danger he saw lurking in the communist camp of tota1itarianism.

He did not at this time consider the question at

length, but during the post-war period it was the problem of
communism which occupied him the most acutely, although in
almost every way it was the political
him.

force most alien to

With regard to the communists and the socialists,

Mounier faced his most difficult problem.

If he was to avoid

being swallowed up by christian democracy and if he was to
establish personalism

as a viable political

ideology he had

to maintain support within the socialist party and at least
gain tolerance from the communists.
political movements were beginning

In late 1944 the three
to take shape, but the

18. This tendency is duscussed in M. Einaudi & F. Goguel,
Christian democracy in Italy and France, and in F. Spotts,
The Churches and Politics in Germany (Middletown, Connecticut, 1973).
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relatinnship between them was as yet unclear.19

Mounier did

not want to situate himself in terms of a party since he
wished to base his personalism on elements from all of them.
Whatever its expression, personalism as a political ideology
was constructed to command the assent of what Mounier considered to be the best elements among the socialists and christian democrats.

In practice this meant the progressive wing

of the M.R.P. and christians in the S.F.I.O.

These elements,

he supposed, would be all the more receptive since they
lacked the kind of solid doctrinal foundations which gave communism so much of its force and direction.

While he could

not hope to supplant communism, he could certainly hope to
introduce coherence into the muddled mixture of ideas and
habits which passed for doctrine on the non-communist Left.
Until the late spring of 1945, it had seemed possible
that united action might be initiated by the three major
forces, crystallising the aspirations of the Resistance.
Mounier had encouraged this as far as he could, particularly
insisting that the communists should not be isolated or excluded,20 and even went so far as to support the attempt of
the communist-dominated

Front national group to set up a

broad-based party of the Left on the model of the British
19. The communist party had survived the war with its structures more or less intact, but with an increased membership.
The S.F.I.O. (socialist party) held its reconstituting congress in November 1944, the same month in which the M.R.P.
held its foundation congress.
20. See E. Mounier, 'La querelle du travaillisme', Esprit,
no.106, janvier 1945, p.288-290.
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Labour party.
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This movement could, he thought, resolve

the problem, already acute, of the split between the government and the Resistance and the incipient division in the
ranks of the Resistance itself.

He may even have entertained

hopes of establishing himself as a major ideologist of the
projected party, and his admonitions to its various constituent elements were all directed towards establishing a common synthesis.

During this period of ferment it seemed

entirely reasonable to work in the perspective of an imminent
revolution which would usher in a new era.
of Frenchmen shared this view.

A large number

The word 'personalism' was

on everyone's lips, as a synonym, quite often, for 'socialist
humanism', and for a time Mounier's hopes appeared to be in
process of realisation.

The apparent success of the Resis-

tance movements in preparing a harmonious Liberation suggested
that Mounier was about to wield the kind of ideological influence for which, as has been seen, the war years had prepared
him.
Despite this apparent success, it rapidly became evident
that the united revolution had failed that might have given
personalism a political reality; Mounier had to moderate his
ambitions for personalism.

Despite considerable goodwill

and restraint even on the part of the communists, the fusion
21. See E. Mounier, 'Front national', Esprit, no.l0S, mars
1945, p.620-621. The F.N. was a group based on a Resistance
movement which united communists and the old radicals, among
others. It even included a priest on the central committee.
During 1945 it merged with other small ex-Resistance movements to form the Mouvement Unifi~ de la Renaissance Fran~aise, a short-lived organisation.
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of the three major forces failed to occur.

The immediate

reasons behind this were the deep-rooted reservations against
cooperation with the communists felt by large sections of
the socialist party and the M.R.P.

The decisive reasons are

to be found in the lack of an integrated social and economic
base for the proposed union, as the old class divisions painfully reasserted themselves.

The three parties emerged from

the 1945 elections with their characters sharply distinguished, but still prepared to work together despite their
differences.

Mounier was in difficulty: his major hope had

been for a new organic union which would find in personalism
the ideological expression of its fundamental aspirations,
the synthesis which would transcend the individual ideologies of its constituents.
failure held lessons.

This hope was now dashed, but its

The establishment of a political

ideology required a strong social base, he realised.

The

required broad base did not exist in society, and personalism on its own had not the social extension with which to
challenge its rivals, however strong its intellectual position.

In particular it lacked any real hold within the

working class.

Mounier took the M.R.P. to task for its
22
fear of popular forces,
but for all his goodwill, the
larger part of his own followers were open to the same

criticism.

The remedy for such a situation might have been

22. E. Mounier, 'Les mauvaises raisons', Espri t, no. 108,
mars 1945, p.619-620.
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the creation of an Esprit movement to make contact with the
working class, but Mounier's pre-war experience gave him
every reason to be sceptical of its practical effect.

He

therefore had to reassess the situation to find a more modest
means of insertion.

Such modesty was encouraged by the

fragmentation of the Resistance movements in spite of their
apparent theoretical agreement.23

Their adherents had

seemed to profess a kind of revtiUtionary christian or nearchristian socialism very close to personalism, but even a
common orientation, admittedly vague, could not hold together
the political unity which social and economic reality contradicted.

Although an organic union of communism, social-

ism and christian democracy had failed to materialise, the
three forces continued throughout 1945 and 1946 in the
uneasy cooperation of 'tripartism'.

The more modest inser-

tion Mounier now looked for was as a sympathetic observer
wi th no partisan commi t.vment , but who would have the ear
of all parties.

It was in the light of this situation that

he produced his major political work of the post-war period,
.
? 24
gu'est-ce que Ie personna 1Isme
.•

d)

Personalist politics.

A year had passed since the heady days immediately
following the Liberation, when Mounier had thought utopia
23. See E. Mounier, 'Obscurium per obscurius', Esprit, no.
113, aoOt 1945, p.444-445.
24. E. Mounier, gu'est-ce que le personnalisme (Paris, 1947),
was written as a series of articles in Esprit, janvier & mars
1946, f~vrier 1947. It is reprinted itiOeuvres, III, p. 179245.
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to be on the brink of realisation.

He explained personalism

now as being complementary to existing political ideologies:
On ne devient pas personnaliste en quittant ses
fidelites anterieures ou les points de vue pratiques que lIon a choisis sur la resolution des
problemes pratiques. On peut etre chretien et
personnaliste, socialiste et personnalisteA et
pourquoi pas? comrnuniste et personnaliste.~5
The only difficulty with this conception was that although
a communist personalist was a theoretical possibility, none
existed in reality.

Personalism, Mounier explained, suppor-

ted the socialist revolution but was also opposed to any
oppression of the person by totalitarian forces.

He realised

that his formulation was vulnerable to misappropriation

by

reactionary elements, but felt that important values were at
stake which could not be abandoned.

Acknowledging

the

dangers of theoretical purism, Mounier nevertheless reasserted that the fundamental means of Esprit's action remained
unchanged: the strategy of 'Ie petit groupe, qui vaut par
la qualite des homrnes rassembles et l'intensite du rayonnement plus que par Ie nombre'. 26 This pOlicy of operating
through a small dedicated elite, he admitted, held the risk
of producing a small band of revolutionary purists, but he
felt thet the risk could be countered if the necessity of
comrni~ment were sufficiently impressed upon them.

He

pointed out that pre-war experience had proved to him how
important were cornrnit,mentsmade in imperfect situations
25.
26.

Oeuvres, III, p.179.
Oeuvres, III, p.190.
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hot of one's own choosing.

Mounier developed a theory of

political practice which accepted that the precondition
for influencing events was in the first place to understand
them, that the only way to understand them was to take part
in their development and that only by taking part in them
could one hope to implement the changes decided on the basis
of that understanding.

Mounier acknowledged that in his

attempt to find a satisfactory balance between the retention
of fixed principles rooted in the~ernal

and the introduction

of history as a new absolute, he had corne close to the
Marxist concept of praxis.27 The difficulty, he saw, was
that it became impossible to avoid compromising principles
unless they were stated in the most flexible terms.

Since

his analysis laid weight on practical judgement in particular circumstance~, Mounier expected that divisions would
inevitably arise from time to time among personalists.

The

only answer he proposed was to undertake a radical work of
education, in the broadest sense.

Such education, he said,

would be directed towards eliminating, especially among
catholics, the illusory stance of neutrality and objectivity, the excessive cultivation of scruple, the narcissistic conscience-searching,

the selfish protection of indi-

vidual integrity and the extreme perfectionism which ultimately inhibited decision and action.

He insisted that it

was an urgent matter to end the situation where'les spiri-

27. Oeuvres, III, p.193. He avoided suggesting that he had
taken the concept from Marxism.
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tuels sont trop souvent, dans les coups durs, absents pour
.
d e conSC1ence
.
,•28
ra1son
Mounier's call to commi~ment,

while echoing his earlier

analyses, contained a note of urgency previously lacking.

In

common with the existentialists of Sartre's school, who
largely shared the same political objectives,29 his preoccupat ion with commi~.ment reflected the realisation of a generation of intellectuals that they were confronted with a
situ.tion of massive change which would transform the conditions of their lives.

They understood that they and their

contemporaries were at the height of their ability and presented with a unique opportunity to exercise a decisive
effect on the events of their time.

The experience of

helplessness which had until then been their lot was now
replaced by a determination to make use of the new possibilities of power and influence that seemed to be held out.
The satisfaction of these ambitions was incentive enough
to make them impatient of the constraints which had traditionally kept so many intellectuals from involvement in
political action.
While insisting on commitment, Mounier was careful to
emphasise the necessity for recognising transcendent absolute values, without which, he warned, temporal action could
28. O~uvres, III, p.196.
29. See M.-A. Burnier, Les existentialistes et la
(Paris, 1966). Apart from the brie experience of the R.D.R.
(see below) the personalists and the existentialists had
little contact in political affairs, despite the closeness
of their positions. The philosophical relations between
them are discussed in the following chapter.
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only lead to servitude.

He felt that while he himself had

the prophetic task of asserting the rights of the absolute,
his readers should not interpret this as a call to defend
any specific embodiment of the absolute.

Rather, he said,

they should seek a progressive and inventive response, creating where necessary new forms of temporal action and new
institutions more appropriate to expressing spiritual imperatives in the modern world.

First, however, Mounier con-

sidered that spiritual values required a new form of expression as a result of the dislocation of the classical conception of man proposed by optimistic liberal rationalism.
He presented his personalist humanism as the appropriate
alternative.

The political implications were clear, he

said:
Le personnalisme en effet considere que les structures du capitalisme se dressent aujourd'hui en travers du mouvement de lib~ration de l'hornrne,et
qu'elles doivent etre detruites au profit d'une
organisation socialiste de la production et de la
consornrnation. Ce socialisme, nous ne l'avons pas
invent~. II est ne de la peine des hommes et de
leur reflexion sur les desordres qui les oppriment.
Personne ne le realisera sans ceux memes qui l'ont
tire de leur propre destin.3D
The unambiguous embracing of socialism was intended to
express Mounier's view that it was the only way in which
personalism could be put into practice at that time, and
that it was the best available means of preparing the
world for the spiritual revolution which was still his final

30.

Oeuvres, III, p.244.

-

aim.
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An unspoken implication of this commit/ment was that

personalism could not aspire to replace socialism as a
political ideology.

It could either become a current of

socialism, or else renounce its claim to be a.political
ideology and hope, as a general cultural ideology, to exercise a lateral influence on socialism.

At this stage, in

early 1947, Mounier was reluctant to choose between the two
options.

The choice did not long remain open.

The spiritual

revolution was obviously not imminent, the political struggle
was urgent.

Mounier's difficulty was that those whose poli-

tical aims he shared, particularly the working-class
their main representatives,

and

the trades unions, the communist

and socialist parties and their allied organisations, these
bodies were largely indifferent, if not hostile, to his
spiritual values.

On the other hand, those whose spiritual

aims he shared, particularly the catholic church, and French
catholics as a whole, were generally suspicious of, if not
repelled by, his political commitments.

The war had muted

the contradictions between the two and increased the area
in which they overlapped.

This area of overlap was the one

in which Mounier worked, hoping to expand it.
Politically, Qu'est-ce que le personnalisme

reveals

Mounier as being firmly established on the non-communist
Left.

In most situations Esprit took up a position similar

to the socialist party, Les Temps Modernes, France-Observa~,

Temoignage Chretien and the other non-communist organs
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of the Left.

For this reason a detailed examination of

Esprit's political commitments would not yield the same
degree of interest as its pre-war declarations.

As one of

France's major political and cultural reviews, it made,
under Mounier's direction, an important contribution to
reporting, analysis and debate in connexion with most political issues.

Although its positions were still considered

'advanced' among catholics, it was still respectable enough
for the French government to take 500 subscriptions for the
purposes of its diplomatic and cultural services.31

Mounier

was by now doing little more than consolidating changes
which had been largely won by 1944.

In terms of ideological

force, his political commitments before and during the war
were much more influential than his post-war positions and
declarations.

In part this can be attributed to the rela-

tive novelty of his earlier positions, which had now become
familiar.

Virtually the only issue on which Mounier's posi-

tion was not easily assimilated, the one which demanded of
him determination and courage in the face of hostility from
all sides, was the question of relations with the communists.

II.

Cold War.
a)

The communist question.

Since the departure from the government of General de
Gaulle in January 1946, the system of tripartisme had given
31. See E. Mounier, in a letter to Victor Serge dated 20
October 1945, in Bulletin des amisd 'E. Mounier, no. 39,
avril 1972, p.13-15.
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Mounier a favourable political climate in which he could
hope to exercise an influence impartially on the three con.
.
i supporters. 32
st1tuent
part1es
and thee1r

Particularly imp-

ortant in this was the basic assumption that a degree of
unanimity existed which permitted some common doctrine to
be constructed in a limited field.

For more than a year

the uneasy coalition lurched from one disagreement to another
with tensions increased by domestic and foreign pressures.
At horne, economic difficulties led to a disenchantment with
the governin-g. parties; the problem of constructing an
acceptable con~tution

took its toll in disharmony; and the

shifts in the balance of electoral power, coupled with the
emergence of a Gaullist Right-wing party, the Rassemblement
du Peuple Franc ad s :(R.
P. F.), made the concept of three-way
cooperation seem less unequivocally necessary or even
desirable.

Abroad, the first decisive moves in the Cold

War made it difficult for France to conqnue a system of
'national unanimity' increasingly in contradiction with the
international disunity.

At the crux of the problem were

the communists who, as the strongest individual party, had
every claim to their share of power, but who excited the
fear of France's Anglo-American

allies, of the conservative

and moderate majority within France, and of their politically weaker partners in government.

In May 1947 they were

32. In addition to sources already quoted, use has been
made here of O.R. Taylor, The Fourth Republic of France
(London, 1951) and Jacques Fauvet ,La IVeReptibl ique (Paris,
1959) •
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excluded from the government following their protest against
the economic policy it was pursuing, and thereafter they
became the permanent opposition.

This situation served to

underline what had only been disguised by tripartism, that
of all the differences which separated the parties, those
existing between the communists and the others were the
most substantial.

Whatever conclusions may be drawn from

this, it infallibly entailed that the communist pa~ty with
the consistent support of one fifth of the electorate,
became the major point of reference in economic, political
and ideological matters, whether in order to oppose it, to
support it or to find some other kind of relationship with
it.

Mounier was not exempted from this necessity, and as

a result, much of his attention and much of his writing was
devoted to the problem of communism.
The position of the Church on the matter had in theory
not changed, although in the immediate months following
liberation few leading catholics had felt it opportune to
speak out publicly against communism.

However, by the end

of 1945 orthodox catholic circles were beginning to point
out more firmly the dangers inherent in communism formthol'lCS. 33

In February 1946, Mounier drew up a precise account

of his attitude towards communism.

Tripartism was at its

height and the communist party was officially still consi33. See, for example, J. Danie1ou, 'La vie intellectuelle
en France, communisme, existentialisme, christianisme',
Etudes, eeptembre 1945, p.241-254; L. Beirnaert, 'Les chretiens en face du communisme', Etudes, decembre 1945, p.
289-303. These articles refused communism with increasing
firmness, though with a moderation of tone which was never
found again in this Jesuit periodical after 1946.
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dered a respectable expression of political aims.

Mounier

introduced an investigation of the fascination which the
party seemed to hold for young intellectuals, with an article
which was intended to institute a dialogue between himself
34
and the party.
Despite the temptation it represented, he
said, there were considerable reservations preventing many
from joining the party, and it was his intention to grasp
the essence of these reservations.

He pointed out that

France was split by one major political division:
Elle passe entre ceux qui ne peuvent s'adresser aux
communistes globalement pris que dans une disposition fraternelle, meme quand ils les combattent, et
ceux dont l'anticommunisme, qu'il soit socialiste
ou reactionnaire, est le reflexe politique directeur.
Nous sommes du cSte des premiers.35
This in itself was a bold statement, even if he may have
been overgenerous in drawing the boundaries of the first
category, but his total refusal of the anticommunism which
was preparing to sweep the West was, he said, a political
judgement taking many factors into consideration.

First,

he recognised that, whatever its good excuses, anticommunism
was the consolidating bond behind the various reactionary
forces and as such had to be resisted.

Second, he observed,

it was an undeniable fact that the communist party had the
confidence of the majority, and certainly the militant wing,
of the working class.

This fact was decisive, he explained,

since no one could seriously plan a revolution in which the
34. E. Mounier, 'Debat it haute voix', Esprit, no.119,
fevrier 1946, reprinted in Oeuvres, IV, p.114-137.
35. Oeuvres, IV, p.115.
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working class was not the major force; consequently he considered that 'toute fleche dirigee sur Ie parti atteint
dans sa chair meme l'espoir des desesperes et dans sa force
~ t •36
arm~e
1 eur S1-I enC1euee

In another time or another coun-

try a different party might occupy the same privileged position, but in France in 1946, he suggested, the two other
main parties owed their weakness precisely to a lack of contact with the working class: the socialist party slipping
centrewards with the deadweight of its bourgeois roots, the
M.R.P. sinking under its growing load of Right-wing support
and its confessionalism.

Third, he saw the attraction of the

communist party as springing from its virile solidity, its
commit,-ment to action and the near-religious
it required of its members.

self-discipline

Why then did not he and his

colleagues become communists?
Briefly, Mounier said, he accepted the force of the
Marxist social and economic analysis, but he had to insist
on the importance of moral and spiritual considerations,
particularly regarding the nature and future of man.

There

was room, he was sure, both for the Marxist, more concerned
with material conditions, and for the personalist, more
concerned with human problems.

But whereas the personalist

was prepared to work with the Marxist, each dealing with
his own sphere, the Marxist, he complained, saw the personalist as unnecessary, if not actually harmful, and refused
to listen to him.

36.

The consequence of such a situation, he

Oeuvres, IV, p.116.
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warned, was that the Marxist, by neglecting human questions
on the level of means, ran the risk of compromising the human
benefits of his envisaged end.

While he did not wish moral-

ism to weaken revolutionary action, he went on, he felt
that a moral standpoint was a necessary safeguard against new
forms of social alienation, and therefore called on the communists to practi~e a degree of intellectual integrity,
putting an end to the wil,-ful double-thinking and repugnant
cynicism of some comrades.

He called upon them to encourage

a liberalisation of conditions within the Soviet Union, permitting more diversity and individual freedom.

He also

called on the communists to encourage frankness in Russian
propaganda so that potential allies could see more clearly
what Soviet intentions were.

In making these points, Moun-

ier said, he was not participating in the growing anti-communism, but only expressing reservations which were in theory
open to be dissolved.

He agreed that his reservations did

not exclude membership of the party, but felt that they did
impose a long hesitation at least.

In effect, Mounier was

saying, he could only embrace a communism which conceded
the acceptance and implementation of personalist values,
but he claimed that such a concession was compatible with
Marxism and was a feasible proposition, which he would welcome.

The texts which Mounier's remarks introduced tended

to confirm his impression of communism's attraction for
young intellectuals but also of the strong reservations
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existing in non-communist circles.

From the texts he drew

the conclusion that a deep-seated christian humanism and a
desire for intellectual and cultural liberty were the two
authentic factors opposing communism.

Non-communists, how-

ever, should not rest, he stressed, until they had satisfactorily solved for themselves the problem of effective
political action, which the communists had solved and
which constituted their strongest claim to anyone's adherence.
The total effect of Mounier's montage is hard to assess.
From his point of view it was first an attempt to draw them
into a debate which might lead to a dialogue, which might
lead to an eventual modification of their less acceptable
principles.

The legitimacy of such an ambition is question-

able since it implied their acceptance of his perspective
and his scale of values; he could hardly expect a sympathetic
response to the implicit suggestion that their view of the
world was shallow and ill thought out, whereas he held the
key to its completion.
Mounier's conviction of his own righteousness was only
equalled by the parallel conviction of the communists.

In

the event, his enquiry attracted the interest of a number
of young communists, who tried frankly to explain the reasons for their commit'ment.

Most notable of these was

Georges Mounin,37 a young communist intellectual who replied
37. G. Mounin, 'Pourquoi je suis reste communiste', Esprit,
no.121, avril 1946, p.572-580. Mounin is now better known
for his literary criticism and his work in linguistics.
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point by point to Mounier's questions and who demonstrated
a genuine desire for dialogue.

Mounier, though delighted

at his openness, chose to tackle the more weighty reaction
published by Roger Garati~y in a party review.38 Garaudy
welcomed the intent of the inquiry but could not appreciate
why Mounier drew back from joining the party.

He thought

Mounier was mistaken in his analyses of the relationship
between communSm and the working class, and between thought
and action.

He criticised Mounier's thought as being

divorced from action and his concept of liberty as lacking
any material substance.

He suspected the implicit regur-

gitation of all the worn anticommunist slogans of the last
twenty years and concluded:
Tel est au fond Ie veritable rev~lateur de ces pensees impuissantes: l'echec devant les problemes
pratiques. Lorsqu'une pensee est incapable de
determiner les conditions actuelles de son efficacite, et de situer son point d'insertion1 elle
n'est plus que machine a moudre du vent.j9
In short, he raised the one ghost Mounier had been trying
earnestly to lay: his lack of practical efficacity.

Stung,

Mounier replied40 attacking Garaudy for his intellectual
38. R. Garaudy, 'Impuissance et malfaisaBce du spiritualisrne politique', Cahiers du communisme, mars 1946, p.212223. Garaudy (b.1913) had been a depute and a member of
the party central committee since 1945. One of the party's
leading intellectuals he left it after the invasion of
Czechoslovakia in 1968.
39. Ibid., p.223.
40. E. Mounier, 'Autour du communisme (suite) " Esprit,
no.122, ma i 1946, p.855-,~67.
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dishonesty and prejudice.

He refused to recognise himself

in the caricature which identified his thought with the
hackneyed anticommunism he spent much of his time attacking,
and accused his critic of misrepresenting
thought and efficacity.

his position on

Sadly, he concluded that there was

a long way to go before a true dialogue became possible.
There, for the time being, the conversation rested with
neither side any closer to a common understanding.

While

Garaudy was less than just to Mounier's intentions, the barb
directed against his ineffectiveness went deeper than Mounier
was prepared to admit.

And although Garaudy arguably exag-

gerated Mounier's anticommunist reflexes, it cannot reasonably be held that Mounier had more than a forced sympathy
for communism.
There were a number of possible consequences which
Mounier could hope to provoke by his efforts.

The first,

a modification in the party's philosophy, was obviously
unlikely.

The second, a: heightened awareness of moral and

spiritual values among party militants, was more feasible,
and in 1946 he could at least seek to break down the uncritical and dogmatic adhesion of communists to the party line,
although he could scarcely expect the thanks of the Central
Committee.

The third consequence, a new dynamism injected

into the entire Left by the example offue best elements in
communism, was perhaps the one Mounier most earnestly wanted
to promote.

The points on which he specifically praised

the party - solidity, efficacity and working-class

roots -
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were those he constantly urged on the personalist movement.
The fourth consequence, an immunisation of the rest of the
Left against the temptation of communism, was one he did
not and could not formulate publicly.

While they did not

amount to the obsessive anticommunism of many socialists,
which Garaudy thought he detected, Mounier's objections to
communism were strong enough and deep-rooted enough to drive
him to counter the spread of its influence beyond the unavoidable minimum.

The last two consequences come near to

explaining the accusations which have often been urged in
condemnation of Mounier's effort of dialogue: that he was
either contaminating the catholic Left with communism or
else was undermining the party's support within the catholic
working class.

That such contradictory allegations could be

made was the logical result of his trying to occupy a position between two forces which both assumed no man's land to
be in the hands of the enemy: communists demanded nothing
less than total adherence;anticommuni~s

nothing less than

total opposition, it was Mounier's first task to refuse the
dilemma of choice.

To establish this middle ground was the

indispensable condition for a generalised growth of personalism as an effective element in the political ideology of
a revolution, however far away its realisation might be.
Mounier's efforts at dialogue were received with caution in more traditional catholic circles.

Although more

trust was placed in him than before the war, a journal like
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Etudes was not slow in giving alarmed warnings td Esprit
, t the dangers l.'
t was courtl.ng.
,4
1
agal.ns

In partl.cular,
'

Mounier was advised not to underestimate the efficacity of
christian social doctrines, and not to concede too many virtues to the communists.

No one thought that Mounier was

s.eriously tempted to join the communist party.

However, one

of the most difficult problems of Mounier's position was
whether he was prepared to condone any catholic membership
of the party.

He only became fully aware of the problem

during his visit to Poland in spring 1946, during which he
spoke to men who, by nature of their country's government,
were being obliged to think out their attitude in the knowledge that a great deal hung upon their decision.
France of 1946, Mounier~alised

In the

that many catholics were in

fact members of the party, and at that stage, he did not
feel it to be illegitimate.

His lack of concern was encour-

aged by the fact that the Church judiciously refrained from
any disciplinary measures over the issue.

In mid-1947 with

the mounting pressure of the Cold War to temper his rela tive
permissiveness,

Mounier was obliged to write more precisely

,
f h'
,,42
worded explanatl.ons
0
l.Sposl.tl.on.

While he still did not deny the practical admissibility
of the step, he was now careful to surround it with a whole
series of conditions.

Communism was not the only possible

41. See J. Dan i e Lou , 'Tentation du emunurri
sme ", Etudes, avril
1946, p.116-117, and L. Barjon, 'Quand les chretiens s'accusent', Etudes, mai 1946, p.214-220.
42. See E. Mounier, 'Reponse a une enquete sur Ie communisme', Confluences, no.1S-20, 1947, p.191-206, reprinted in
Oeuvres, III, p.611-620; and E. Mounier, 'Communistes chretiens?', Esprit, no.135, juillet 1947, p.116-121, reprinted
in Oeuvres, III, p.620-625.
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political stance, he insisted, and those who embraced it
should be aware that alternatives existed.

If they persis-

ted, he said, they must be exceptionally watchful that their
christian faith be not eroded; under no circumstances should
they abandon their ultimate reservations on spiritual matters
and indeed they should try as far as possible to impregnate
their action as communists with a true and thorough spirituality.

On the level of theory, he stressed, catholicism

and communism were deeply at variance, but practical considerations were also part of
, a spiritual life, and important
concrete realisations ought not to be jeopardised for the
sake of purely theoretical differences, provided these differences were constantly borne in mind.

The effect of his

analysis was to safeguard the right of a catholic to join
the party, but at the same time to demonstrate the difficulty of such a decision and its limited practical effect.
He reiterated his conviction that revolutionary action was
not limited to political action and that in the political
sphere other commit·ments were
that to the communist patty.

as defensible as
Unfortunately,

from Mounier's

point of view, this one aspect of his thought aroused
passions which the rest did not.

No one much minded osten-

sibly revolutionary ideas in non-political matters, and if
they did they could always reply within the conventions of
intellectual debate; catholic participation

in the M.R.P.

and the socialist party was hardly controversial, even to
those who disapproved of it; but support for the only
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remotely revolutionary force in politics was not taken
lightly.

His position in 1946 was acceptable to the catho-

lic authorities only temporarily.

In 1947 it had become more

difficult to sustain, and as the Cold War intensified it
became almost impossible, even with the reservations which
Mounier progressively multiplied round it.

b)

Retreat from politics.

Throughout 1947 the anticommunist campaigns intensified
while the living conditions offue working class wors·.ened.
Mounier's dilemma was sharpened by the crisis which broke
during the winter of that year.

In response to widespread

strikes and demonstrations the government unleashed the full
force of its repressive machinery to restore order; the
working class, divided in its response, was defeated and the
trades union federation split in two.

France henceforth

slipped into the orbit of the United States, the communist
party was isolated and the working class weakened.

More

than ever Mounier was under pressure to adopt a position of
anticommunism and more than ever he asserted his refusal.
The communist party, threatened, began to close its ranks
and tended increasingly towards the intransigeant and
illiberal reflexes which Mounier most regretted in it.

To

add to his problems a series of political trials in Eastern
Europe had begun with that of Petkov in Bulgaria, and the
behaviour of the Soviet Union, as demonstrated in the takeover in Czechoslovakia,

seemed to confirm his worst fears
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. 43
~b out It.

Though not actually changing h5 position,

Mounier felt obliged to set out more emphatically his reservations about the party.
An important incentive to him in this action was the
founding in late 1947 of the Union des Chr~tiens Progressistes,44 who declared that spiritual and political matters
were entirely separate and that in their judgment the only
feasible means of defending the working class and the ideals
of popular democracy was to workiin conjunction with the
. t par ty.
communIS
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cised them for their unseemly haste, their uncritical adulation which forgot or ignored the negative side of communism's record, and their lack of a strong and independent
position which alone could prevent their merely being assimilated into the party.

He took care not to condemn their

efforts as such, but also not to identify himself with~
their line.

Religiously, he argued, they were perfectly

within their rights as far as he could tell, but politically
they were being naive.

As the progressistes defined their

attitude more precisely, it appeared that they were less
unconditionally

bound to communism than had attfirst seemed

the case, and particularly that they were not party members
for the most part.

Mounier felt more confidently that they

43. See Mounier's commentaries on these affairs: 'Petkov
en-nous', Esprit, no.138, octobre 1947, p.591-599, reprinted
in Oeuvres, IV, p.142-1S0; and 'Prague', Esprit, no.143,
mars 1948, p.241-255, reprinted in Oeu~res, IV, p.151-160.
44. See A. Dansette, Destindu tatholicisme francais,
p.22S-234.
45. E. Mounier, 'D~livrez-vous', Esprit, no.141, janvier
1948, p.133-139, reprinted in Oeuvres III, p.625=632.
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might be a promising movement, 46 though he knew that too
close an involvement with communism was unacceptable to the
catholic hierarchy, and that the hierarchy was bound eventually to assert its view.

For himself, he was careful to

keep contact with the communists to purely verbal exchanges.
By 1948 Mounier was finding it difficult to sustain his
revolutionary political posture within the framework of
existing political forces.

The communists were becoming

intractable, the socialists sterile and centrist, the christian democrats increasingly reactionary.

The only apparently

dynamic group was the Gaullist R.P.F., and he wanted nothing
to do with its neo-fascist tendencies.47

He began to look

for a new socialist force, free from the contaminations of
the existing parties.

Only at one moment did this hope

come anywhere near fulfilment.

Towards the end of February

1948, after several months of preparation, a new political
movement was launched: the Rassemblement democratique revolutionnaire (R.D.R.).

Its comite d'initiative, dominated

by the tigu~e of Sartre, included Paul Fraisse48 as Esprit
representative among the nine journalists, four members of
the National Assembly and seven trades unionists.

The

46. See E. Mounier, 'Les chretiens progressistes', Esprit,
no.150, novembre 1948, p.744-746, reprinted in Oeuvres,
III, p.632-634.
47. In December 1947 Esprit produced a special number
devoted; among other things, to Gaullism, and entitled
'La pause des fascismes est terminee'.
48. Paul Fraisse (b.1911) a long-time contributor to
Esprit was at the time directeur-adjoint of psychology at
the Hautes Etudes. He has since established himself as a
distinguished psychologist.
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foundation appeal

49

declared its independence from liberal

democracy, weak-kneed social democracy and Stalinist communism, its determination to struggle for human rights, liberty
and social justice, and its fidelity to the working class
and the spirit of revolutionary democracy.

Concrete propo-

sals were not precisely stated, but its declaration coincided
closely with the principles and aspirations witch Mounier
held.

He greeted it with cautious optimism as the first

sign of a new socialist revival, and urged his readers to
lend their efforts to ensuring its success.

To some extent

it seemed to him the answer to his problem of political
insertion:
11 n'est pas contestable que l'absence d'un mouve-

ment politique qui tant bien que mal exprimat l'incidence politique de nos recherches cr~ait a beaucoup, a nous -memes , une sorte de.nBlaise.Le R.D.R.
fond~ fin f~vrier, sera-t-il ce mouvement? 11 est
trop tat pour l'affirmer. 11 peut l'etre.50
He had become conscious that despite his attempts to lever
the major parties in a personalist direction, he was failing to exert more than a piecemeal influence which could
not be fashioned into a cogent political force.

The R.D.R.

offered the promise of a movement which might embody a nearpersonalist ideology, and he detected in it the youthfulness
and seriousness which might command success.

To his credit,

however, Mounier also saw the embryonic faults which might
49. Printed, among other places, in Esprit, no.143, mars
1948, p.464-466.
50. E. Mounier, 'Premier signe: le R.D.R.', Esprit, no.143,
mars 1948, p.463. See also Esprit's 'Enquete sur la France
desorientee' (no.146, juillet 1948) which called for 'un
regroupement de tous les ~l~ments progressistes non communistes' (p.74).
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vitiate its action: a temptation to mere rhetoric, a lack
of economic and political rigour and an excess of leaders
with too scanty a base.

Sadly, his fears were too well

grounded and the R.D.R. soon foundered in theoretical
squabbles and a surplus of good intentions over political
realism.

Disavowed by the socialist party which furnished

most of the troops, and strongly

criticised by the communists

and their fellow travellers, on whose cooperation they had
counted, the movement had no substantial group left to turn
to for support and eventually died a natural death.
Mounier was extremely disappointed, and began to feel
that he was gradually being forced on the defensive.

He

lacked the political vehicle which might have made it worthwhlle for him to formulate practical suggestions.

Though he

did not despair, he found his attention increasingly taken
by his other work, to the extent that his political declarations became more sporadic.

He had, it seemed, nothing to

add, and in the face of a great reactionary upsurge he felt
politically helpless.

Personalism now had no specific

political expression either in one party or in a coherent
grouping of patties which might serve to install it as a
political ideology.

The most he could do was to encourage

the development of a personalist tendency within all parties.
For himself, he now emphasised the need to withdraw from
specific political commitments:
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II faut que l'intelligence se donne Ie recul, les
doutes, le champ de reflexion necessaires pour rendre
l'action plus efficace, ou l'accorder ~ des exigences
qui la debordent.51
Though not precisely a revewsal, Mounier's position had
evolved considerably in the year since he had emphasised
.
th e nee d t0 'me ttre Ia ma1n

=-

d

Ia paAte revo I·
.,
ut1onna1re
.#

•52

Without any single concrete objective to pursue, one political party was as good as another for Mounier's purposes.
Since he could not be sure of finding an audience, sympathetic or not, among non-christians, Mounier was increasingly addressing himself to christians.

His efforts were

directed at revolutionising catholics once more, in the
hope that eventually as much as possible of their spirituality would penetrate the revolutionaries.

In the case of

the socialist party, catholics were already a significant
minority and, along with a number of protestants, formed a
ready audience within the party.53

Mounier had no need to

appeal for a spiritualisation of its doctrines since most
of the unacceptable elements had been removed or muted,
he therefore spoke to socialists in a similar way as to
christian democrats, emphasising the need for bold revolutionary action with no dogmatic anticommunism.

The

M.R.P. ~t. all intents and purposes consisted of catholics
and had largely slipped into a reactionary political stance.
Mounier tried to conduct a rearguard action against the
resurgent right wing and to keep open the M.R.P.'s early
51. From an untitled editorial note, Esprit, no.146,
juillet 1948, p.75.
52. In 'Communistes chretiens', Esprit, no.135, juillet
1947, p.119 (Oeuvres, III, p.623).
53. See Rene Remond (ed.), Forces religieuses et attitudes
politigues dans la France contemporaine (Paris, 1965).
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progressive

tendency.

Mounier therefore resigned himself

to a long term strategy, trying to prepare ideologically
for the day when events might again lend themselves to the
assertion of personalism as a political

ideology.

He

effectively withdrew from political debate at this point,
and it was only an initiative from the oommunist party that
drew him temporarily back into political activity.
The beginning of 1949 saw a serious attempt by the
communist party to initiate a wide-ranging

peace campaign

and once more to extend the hand of friendship to catholics.
For some months, Mounier's interest in communism had been
purely philosophical,

he now found himself plunged back into

the troubled waters of a political dialogue with them.

In

April 1949 Maurice Thorez,54 speaking at a party congress,
called specifically

on Mounier, Claude Bourdet,55 and men

like them who refused anticommunism, to join in a common
action with them.56 Thorez presented cogent reasons:

54. Maurice Thorez had been Secretary-General of the
French communist party since 1930. He had been a Minister
in the government until 1947~
55. Claude Bourdet, editor of Combat, was a christian
socialist.
He had been Vice-president of the Assembl~e
consultative and later was a founder of the Observateur.
56. The speech, given to the National Congress of the
party 10 April 1949 at Montreuil, was published under the
title 'Partisans de la paix, unissons-nous' ,Cahiers du
communisme, mai 1949, p.623-646.
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Nous ne vous demandons pas de penser comme nous,
de renoncer Avos croyances, A vos opinions. Nous
vous demandons de nous entendre pour lutter contre
une politique que vous-memes condamnez. Vous aussi
vous vous !levez contre Ie Pacte Atlantique, contre
la guerre au Viet-Nam, contre la pr~paration a la
guerre anti-sovi~tique, contre les provocations anticommunistes. Vous reconnaissez que la justice aux
balances fauss~es frappe les militants ouvriers, tout
en epargnant les speculateurs, qu'elle condamne les
resistants, tout en lib~rant les traitres. Vous
reconnaissez que de graves dangers menacent la France,
la R~publique, la Paix. Comment dans ces conditions,
pouvez-vous vous refuser A l'union indispensable pour
sauver ce qui nous est commun, pour sauvegarder l'esprit de la Resistance qui nous animait et qui nous
anime toujours vous et nous?57
The list of common points was impressive and Mounier could
not fail to recognise the force of the appeal; he took it
' .E spr1t.
' 58
seriously an d rep I,
1ed 1n

Without questioning

Thorez's sincerity or courageous attempts to put an end to
the isolation of the party and the resulting sectarianism,
he had, he said, to refuse his invitation, however sad and
depressing the refusal might seem.

Admitting his irritation

at being singled out, he accused the communists of going
the wrong way about obtaining the left-wing unity which
they professed to desire.

They were, he said, intolerant,

intractable and inflexible, and could not hope to attract
serious collaboration from himself or the non-communist
Left in general until such time as they gave up their
insistent attempts to swallow up all who came near.

This

57. Ibid., p.634-635.
58. E. Mounier, 'Ne nous demandez pas de ne pas etre nousmemes', Esprit, no.156, juin 1949, p.849-852, reprinted in
Oeuvres, IV, p.172-176.
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strong retort, coming soon after Mounier had firmly reprimanded the progressistes for their excessive cooperation
with the party, drew immediate responses from major communist intellectuals.

Fran~ois Billoux59 considered Mounier's

position interesting from the point of view of the foundation
of a future United Front movement, but thought it unfair to
attack the firmness of the party's doctrine when this was
part of its strength.

Roger Garaudy60 felt that Mounier's

position was based on a kind of philosophical
ignored class and political determinations.

relativism which
He thought it

was illegitimate or at least ill-advised to try to separate
Thorez from the party, or the party from the working class,
whereas communists were justified in trying to separate
individual catholics from their fellows since the Church as
a political force was anticommunist and anti-working-class.
J,-T. Desanti61 saw Mounier as torn between the Church and
the working class, and fe.lthe would benefit from a little
self-criticism which might reveal to him the contradictions
inherent in his position.

All three articles offered fra-

ternal advice and left open the possibility of cooperation,
but all were written on the assumption, exactly symetrical
59. F. Billoux, 'Elements de discussion avec Emmanuel
Mounier', France nouvelle, 2 juillet 1949, p.3 & 8; 9 juillet
1949, p.3; 16 juillet 1949, p.3. Billoux was a long-standing member of the Political bureau of the party, and a
depute for Marseilles.
60. R. Garaudy, 'Le dialogue communistes et catholiques et
Ie marxisme vivant', Cahiersdu communisme, aoOt 1949,
p.993-1004.
61. J.-T. Desanti, 'Scrupules et ruses d'Emmanuel Mounier',
La nouvelle critique, octobre 1949, p.56-70. Desanti was
a party journalist and philosopher.
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to Mounier's, that they were in possession of the truth and
had to persuade their interlocutor of the wisdom of abandoning the outstanding differences.

Both parties used the

plea 'ne nous demandez pas de n'~tre pas nous-m~mes' while
asking the other to change.
such a dialogue.

Clearly little could corne from

At precisely this point, with a state of

comradely deadlock inaugurated, the Church authorities chose
to intervene.

c)

Backs to the wall.

On 14 July 1949, the catholic Holy Office published a
decree which forbade catholics, on pain of excommunication
to join the communist party or to undertake any activity
which might lead to the setting up of a communist state.
Though it was scarcely more categorical than the encyclical
Divini Redemptoris of 1937, it went so far as to threaten
excommunication

and was immediately seized upon by the

Right wing who turned it into ammunition for the Cold War.
It was far from certain what the aim of the decree was,
since any number of situations might have provoked it particularly the position of catholics in Poland, or it
might merely have been a reminder of the Church's declared
view.

In the face of a virulent press campaign against the

French catholic Left, with himself prominent among the targets, Mounier had within days written a long analysis of his
.
62
reactlon.
62. E. Mounier, 'Le decret du Saint-Office', Esprit no.
158, aoOt 1949, p.305-314, reprinted in Oeuvres, III:
p.654-663.
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Refusing to dismiss or disobey the decree, he tried to
reach a full understanding and assent, but first intsted
that the measure could not be taken as evidence of the
Church's right-wing sympathies, and that neither he nor
Esprit were guilty of the activities it condemned.

It was,

he said, a warning and a guide to the Church's avant-garde
to exercise an increased caution and rigour.

The duty of

an avant-garde, he noted, was to venture into dangerous and
unknown regions in order to explore and chart them, but it
was essential that it should not lose contact with the main
body on whose behalf it was operating.

The effect of dec-

laring part of this territory out of bounds, he added, was
not to prevent exploration, in the contrary, it was to
encourage a redoubled effort of exploration in the areas
still within bounds.

In other words the faithful should

interpret the decree in a constructive way, using it to
become more fully aware of their obligations and responsibilities both to other catholics and to the non-christians
with whom they were engaged in dialogue.

This said, however,

he admitted that some political content had inevitably
entered the promulgation,
spiritual.

though that need not vitiate the

If a blow had been struck against communism,

the only serious opponent to capitalism, then, he argued,
it was all the more a catholic's duty to assert himself in
the fight against capitalism, lest the poor and wretched,
the working class, feel itself abandoned by the Church.

He

noted that the Church had excommunicated neither the nazis,
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nor the fascists, nor the exploiters, nor the arms manufacturers, all of whose material crimes were far greater
than those of the communists.

Perhaps the most appropriate

reaction to the decree, he suggested, was to regard it as
a mesure to prevent the rising forces of democracy and
socialism from being contaminated by the risk of tyranny
which communism still undoubtedly contained.

In the same

way, the Church had in the past tried to defend reason
against libeniism, social reform against materialism, and
science against scientism, and each time attempts had been
made to throw the baby out with the bathwater, the same
attempts to throw revolutionary socialism out with communims, he concluded, must not be allowed to succeed.
While in this article Mounier did not ostensibly deviate from his already established political relationship
with the communists or anyone else, it nonetheless marked
a turning point. His brave words could not erase the fact
that he was now obliged unconditionally to reject the possibility of catholics joining the communist party, though he
had previously always stopped short of such a rejection.
But perhaps more important, for the first time since the
war, Mounier was confronted with the danger which had haunted
him before the war, that of disavowal by the Church.

Of

course, the climate was now different, but the shadow of
disapproval was still a serious problem, since Esprit was
still dependent on predominantly catholic support.

His

criticism of the progressistes had been undertaken at least
partly because he recognised that their position was ultimately unacceptable to the hierarchy, but he was commonly
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thought of as being close to them, so that any attack on
them would by implication cloud his reputation.

The decree

was widely construed as just such an attack and however
unjust this lack of nuance might be, he knew that it would
inevitably have its effect.

He was correct in his assertion

that the decree did not condemn him, but its impact was
wider than the preci~e area of its strict application.
Extra prudence was therefore necessary for those close to
the people and positions affected: Mounier was almost as
close as it was possible to come.

Privately Mounier consi-

dered the decree as extremely unfortunate, probably based
on a massive error of historical interpretation and sense,63
but since the Church had spoken he had to take its decision
as containing a prophetic warning in addition to the immediate practical consequences.

It was as if a sharp rap on

the knuckles had been administered.

Mounier's attitude

towards the communists, which had never been enthusiastic
and which for some time had been less than warm, cooled
rapidly.
The communists, dismayed at the set-back to their
attempts at reconciliation with catholics, and finding
their former misgivings confirmed, returned to their hard
line.

Relations deteriorated.

Although 1949 was not a

politically turbulent year within France, international
63. He made this assessment in a letter of 9 October 1949,
Oeuvres, IV, p.821.
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controversies arose which proved highly divisive on the
Left, serving especially to separate the non-communists
the communists.

from

Mounier had always gone out of his way to

give the benefit of the doubt as far as possible to the
communists in previous affairs; even the trial of Cardinal
Mindszenty in Hungary had not drawn Mounier to join the
righteous howl which was set up in catholic circles.

Now

after the decree, though not necessarily as a direct consequence, he began to take a more intransigeant stance against
the communist bloc where catholicism was often being roughly
dealt with, and from which disquieting stories were emerging.
In November 1949 he published in Esprit two articles relating
the difficulties Czechoslovakian catholics faced from an
antireligious government, an article analysing the Rajk
trial in Budapest, and an account of a recent visit to Yugoslavia.

All the articles were sharply critical of Russian

communism, and in his presentation Mounier denounced 'Ie
silence peureux, le mensonge cynique et l'illusion satisfaite,64 which, having rooted itself in communism, threatened
to vitiate all that was positive and valuable in it.

He

did not, he insisted, want to damage the interests of the
international working class which looked to the communist
party as its only serious protector, but could not accept
that its aims would be better served by lies than by truth.
The following month he published two statements by prominent
64. E. Mounier, 'De l'esprit de v~rit~', Esprit, no.161,
novembre 1949, p.660.
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fellow-travellers, Jean Cassou 65 and Vercors, 66.who wIshed
to make a similar protest against the falsehoods which the
party was propagating.

The French communists took these

criticisms as part of a much broader orchestrated attempt
to undermine their position and divide the working class.
Their replies were vigorously polemical taking the attitude
that those who were not solidly behind them must be against
them and classifying Esprit along with the anticommunist
press. 67 Mounier stuck to his position but refused to be
drawn into a generalised attack on the communists, insisting
that he and other sympathetic intellectuals had the right
..
..
68
an d duty to f ormu 1ate constructIve crltIclsm.
Since he
was no longer able to assume that the communists were amenable to such criticism and since he himself could not make
such concessions as would restore the lost dialogue, he felt
that the time had come to reassess his whole position regarding them.
Mounier's editorial in Esprit of February 1950 was
significantly entitled 'Pidelite,69 to indicate that he was
following the fundamental principles he had always held;
but its effect was to modify his political position.

He

65. Jean Cassou, the writer and art critic, became curator
of the Musee d'Art Moderne.
66. Vercors, writer and journalist, had founded the clan~.
destine Editions de Minuit.
67. The party's hostility to Esprit's new position was
aqressed in Humanite, 14-19 decembre 1949, inLes cahiers
du communisme, janvier & mars 1950, and in La nouvelle
critique, decembre, mars, avril, mai 1950, among others.
68. E. Mounier, 'Reponse a "Humanite"', Esprit, no.163,
janvier 1950, p.130-134.
69. E. Mounier, 'Fid~lite', Esprit, no.164, fevrier 1950,
p.177-182, reprInted In Oeuvres, Iv, p.17-21.
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had, he said, never been directly linked with either the
communist party or Marxist philosophy, however much he might
have benefited from their inspiration, and if he had been
particularly concerned with communism since the war, it was
because that had been a basic condition for the satisfactory
implementation of the ideals of the Resistance.

Moreover,

he added, he could not contemplate abandoning the mass of
the working class, who looked to communism as their only
true friend.

As long as there had been a chance of a united

national movement he had, he insisted, refused to strike
any blow against the communists.

However, such a movement,

he said, required the communists to respect their allies
and refuse the dangers of dishonesty, totalitarianism and
subordination to foreign models, particularly the U.S.S.R.
Since they had failed to meet these conditions three duties
seemed to Mounier to impose themselves.

First itwas neces-

sary to continue the fight for material security, human and
social dignity, democracy, honesty and liberty regardless
of whoever else, even communists, he might be in practical
alliance with at any time.

Second, it was necessary to

take more account of the price and the consequences of
socialist revolutions, weighing more carefully the incipient
dehumanisation they may cnntain.

Third, it was necessary

patiently and intelligently to avoid the isolation of communism and therefore the proletariat from the other progressive forces, since experience had proved that only if
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all three were combined could a socialist revolution succeed.
As a result, he concluded, the non-communist Left had to
refuse anticommunism, refuse to be excluded from the proletariat by the communists, refuse the negative satisfactions of ineffectual purism, and redouble its efforts to
create an authentic and just socialist force.
In effect, Mounier was signalling the end of the privileged situation which communism had enjoyed in his eyes
since the war.

No fundamental difference was theoretically

involved, but the tactical immunity he had given the party
was lifted, and though he did not mean this to herald a
concerted attack, it inevitably meant preparing for battle.
The Cold War was now anyway in full swing, and the Left,
divided seemed condemned to a long term of entrenched
fighting.

The communists, already under severe pressure,

adopted a savagely defensive posture.

Garaudy's reply to

"
" "
""
70
Moun1er's
new pos1t1on
was V1C10US.

Attac k"1ng h"1m as th e

servant of anticommunism, and as part of an organised
offensive in the guise of friendship, Garaudy accused him
of using the e~e

of spiritual values to cover a crusade

on behalf of the interests of capital.

With a highly sel-

ective anthology of quotations, he attempted to discredit
Esprit's action during the occupation.

Then, pointing out

his refusal to accept the reality of class

or

class struggle, his persistence in trying to set up a kind
70. Roger Garaudy, 'Lettre a Emmanuel Mounier, homme
d'Esprit', (Paris, 1950), this was a short pamphlet.
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of third force, his defence of Tito against Russia, and his
rejection of Thorez's offer of cooperation, he suggested
that Mounier's real ambition was to lead the left-wing
working class youth away from the defence of the workingclass.

Mounier's reply was measured and calm.71

He rebut-

ted the unfair suggestions as to his intentions, his war
record and his participation in a plot and reiterated his
firm determination to refuse the polarisation of communism
and anticommunism.

He did not agree that his ambition to

exercise a salutary influence on communism could be equated
with an attempt to subvert it.

Finally, he reaffirmed:

Nous restons sur le terrain que nous occupions, si
difficile soit-il a tenir aujourd'hui.
II arrive
que l'histoire recompense ceux qui s'obstinent, et
72
qu'un rocher bien place corrige Ie cours d'un fleuve.
These lines, among the last he published beore his death
in March 1950, asserted an ambitious desire to occupy a
position which was becoming practically untenable: that of
bridge between the communists and the non-communist and
mostly anticommunist Left.

How long he could have held it

is impossible to guess; already his shift over the previous
six months had made it extremely precarious.

He had on

the one side to overcome his constitutional repugnance for
the methods of communists both in France and in other
countries, the prudence dictated by the Church's categorical position and the increasing force of anticommunist
71. E. Mounier, three articles in Esprit, no.165, mars
1950, p.545-552, reprinted under the title of one of them,
'L'avilissement ne rend pas', i~ Oeuvres, IV, p.180-189.
72. Oeuvres, IV, p.189.
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pressure among those who had usually been close to him in
outlook.

On the other side he had to overcome the commu-

nists' fierce hostility to criticism, especially from outside, their deeply rooted reluctance to tolerate non-materialist philosophy or religion and their unwillingness to respect
the independence of their potential allies.

Dialogue had

broken down, but Mounier did not intend to allow himself to
be ignored.

He determined to carryon

trying to do the

impossible since he could not see an acceptable alternative
and was unwilling to do nothing at all.

The task was all

the more difficult for being obviously a long term commitment, and had he lived, it would have demanded a heroism
and obstinacy equal to anything he had yet shown.
A man of less determination might quite reasonably
have despaired.

With the failure of the R.D.R. Mounier's

political insertion had been brought to an and, except in
so far as his influence continued to be felt in the parties
of the pragmatic and conservative Troisi~me force governmente

The government offered less and less ground for any

hopes he had entertained as to its capacity to embody the
principles of personalism.

Political reality did not lend

itself to the implementation of the programme sketched
"
73
briefly in Le personna 1Isme.

Taking up the major themes

of the Manifeste from before the war, his programme was
formulated more as an act of duty than hope, revealing by
its brevity the improbability of its being seriously pro73. E. Mounier, Le personnalisme (Paris, 1949). Part Two
was entitled 'Le personnalisme et la revolution du XXe
si~cle', and is reprinted in Oeuvres, III, p.S09-S2S.
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posed in the foreseeable future.

All Mounier could hope for

Esprit was that it be accepted as a journal of serious political comment until such time as it might again become the
vehicle

of an effective ideology.

In this he need not

fear, for it had long been established as an important
source of material for reflexion with a high reputation for
informative and perceptive reporting of international
affairs.

Mounier himself had contributed considerably to

this, but had never considered it as more than one aspect
of his total mission.

He was disappointed at the failure

of his attempt to establish a viable political ideology and
though he did in a sense refuse to admit the failure, the
refusal was more of a stubborn defiance, a dogged gesture
ID the future, than a real belief in the possibility of
success.

d)

Conclusion.

It would be unjust to dismiss Mounier. as a complete
political failure.

His ambitions had been progressively

eroded since his early dreams of setting up a comprehensive
personalist ideology.
the working-class

He had failed to make contact with

and therefore could not advance the per-

sonalist revolution which he hoped it would lead.

He had

failed to maintain a meaningful dialogue with the communists,
without whose political strength, he recognized, no revolution could take place.

These failures were of his own

making, though not altogether his own fault.

His intellec-
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tual and ~litist methods were not designed to work in a
communist, working-class milieu, which was foreign to him,
but in the catholic middle-class to which he belonged.

The

priorities he defended were too remote from working-claxs
experience, the language he used too close to that of the
middle-class

intelligentsia for him to breach the class

barrier, let alone the religious barrier.

It was inevitable

that the success he ultimately sought should elude him, but
in the process he achieved a different kind of success,
which was less spectacular but not negligible.

He had ful-

filled the role of the vanguard in establishing positions in
relatively unknown territory: in this case the margins of
communism.

Despite the severe strain under which the events

of 1949 had placed him, Mounier did not slide into anticommunism, nor was he censured by the Church, so that
although he failed to maintain the dialogue, he did at
least succeed in keeping the possibility open on the catholic side.

Limited though this achievement may appear, it

was nonetheless valuable in the context of the intensifying
Cold War, the Vatican's increasing intransigeance, and the
temporary defeat of working class militancy within France.
Other catholics more audacious than Mounier came to grief
with surprising speed: the progressistes,

the worker-

priests, the advanced Dominican theologians, Jeunesse de
l'Eglise and Quinzaine, for example.74

Mounier therefore

74. The evolution of the various groups in the catholic
avant-garde is complex, and remains contentious. The most
useful survey of developments in the years immediately following Mounier's death is A. Dansette, Destin du catholicisme
francais (Paris, 1957).
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stands out again as arguably the furthest a catholic could
go in that direction at that time.

The effect of such a

position was to make him a point of reference and a point
of departure for other catholics.
In terms of political changes, Mounier had no tangible
effect, but in terms of ideological changes, his influence
is undeniable.

The intellectuals of the M.R.P., among

whom he counted many personal friends, borrowed extensively
from his analyses, albeit in attenuated form, and even looked
to him along with Jacques Maritain, as one of the party's
spiritual patrons.

It is doubtful how much of this reflects

creditably on Mounier, and how much can be ascribed to the
M.R.P.'s search for coherence and intellectual respectability, particularly since it was on the level of political
judgements that the M.R.P. diverged from his thought.
Other intellectuals, politically nearer to the socialist
party, were more faithful to his inspiration.

Some of them,

less cautious than Mounier, became involved in the various
movements mentioned earlier which came to grief under the
weight of papal displeasure during the early 1950's, but
many avoided these hazards and continued to pioneer the
same paths.

For them Mounier was as much a comrade-in-arms

as a spiritual mentor.

They had been formed before and

during the war and shared the same struggles.

Esprit and

the group which Mounier had gathered round it held a leading
position among the catholic avant garde.

The newspaper

Temoignage chretien typified the relationship:

it took
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Mounier for a helpful and respected guide though not an
.
75
aut h or1ty.
Mounier's effective political contribution lay
therefore in helping to form a progressive intellectual
group of which he was only part, and in giving the example
of a successful attempt to follow in principle a consistently
revolutionary line, while retaining his integrity as a
catholic.
Mounier had at one time hoped for more than this, but
his chosen method of creating a small active elite to educate and animate the people was of necessity a long term
project.

He could not reasonably have expected at this

stage a more tangible political result than the existence
of such an elite.

The less tangible success of setting an

example fulfilled the ambition of his early years to lay
down an act of witness.

He believed then that he would act

as much by what he was as by what he did, and although his
conception of political action underwent a considerable
evolution, he finally returned to his earlier notion.

In

effect, he represented the combination of catholicism and
revolutionary socialism.

Whatever its defects and whatever

his failures, the fact that such a combination could exist
in one man without prejudice to his faith was in itself a
powerful political statement.

Mounier failed as a political

ideologist but in his failure he set up a human paradigm
for his revolutionary personalism, and the cadres for a

75. See J.-P. Gault, Hlstoire d'une fidelite, Temoignage
chretien, 1944-1956 (Paris, 1964).
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continuing attempt to implement it politically.

Whether

it can be termed success therefore depends on the extent to
which his successors promoted his political aims.

After

his death, Mounier's influence merged even more into the
multiplicity of currents affecting the political behaviour
of French catholics, and his particular contribution is
impossible to isolate.

The achievements of those who, con-

sciously or unconsciously, continued his efforts belong to
a different study.

Mounier, however, led his ideological

struggle on more levels than the political and was more
concerned with the success of personalism in what he considered more important: the spiritual revolution.
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EXISTENTIALISM.
a)
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b)

Confrontation.
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d)

Developments.

II. MARXISM.
a)
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b)
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d)

Conclusion.
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C HAP
BATTLE

I.

FOR

T E R
MINDS

S I X
(1944-195'0)

EXISTENTIALISM.
a)

The Participants.

The war and the German occupation had destroyed
France's political institutions, and placed its social and
cultural institutions under severe pressure from many different directions.1 Throughout France, the ways in which
people thought of themselves, each other, and their relation
with the world, had been called into question by events.
Of the pre-war ideologies which sought to give structure and
coherence to people's reflexions, none had emerged unshaken.
Many philosophies and attitudes were available in post-war
France, but of those which claimed to offer explanations
and directions for all levels of human experience, and which
commanded sufficient support to be considered as ideologies,
only three seemed to have survived the war: catholicism,2
Marxism and existentialism.
By virtue of its ambiguous rale during the occupation,
the catholic hierarchy had been widely discredited and as
a result lost much of its moral authority.

With it, the

conservative and traditionalist wing of the Church had
suffered a temporary eclipse.

In the years immediately

1. The historical judgments made in this chapter are substantially taken from discussions in previous chapters and
the material used is drawn largely from the same sources.
2. Protestants and jews had emerged from the war with
credit, but they were small, relatively diffuse minorities,
and could not be considered as major ideological forces.
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after the war, therefore, responsibility for maintaining
the Church's ideological power fell to younger, more progressively-minded

catholics.

They formed a variety of

groups and movements within the Church, each expressing its
view of christianity in a specific activity.3 Some worked
in political formations, like the progressistes, some in
theological explorations, like the Dominicans, some in horne
missionary innovations, like the worker-priests;
many others.

there were

Among them, Emmanuel Mounier and Esprit had cho-

sen the task of producing a synthesis within catholicism,
which would encompass all levels of ideological activity,
defending the established values of the Church and extending
the application of those values to as wide an audience as
possible.

Within catholicism there was nO,ideology which

combined a comparable degree of coherence and comprehensiveness with the prestige and the audience which personalism
commanded.

Mounier led the strongest of the catholic ideo-

logies in post-Liberation

France, and was therefore in the

vanguard of the Church's spiritual and intellectual struggles
against its ideological rivals.

The other main religious

group in France, protestantism, was not sufficiently organised or widespread to present an ideological challenge to
personalism.

In any case, many protestants,

like Andre

Philip or Denis de Rougemont, were happy to subscribe to
personalism, which was generally compatible with their own
beliefs.

Mounier's taSk was two-fold: to consolidate and

3. A detailed analysis of these groups and movements is
given in William Bosworth, Catholicism and Crisis in Modern
France (Princeton, 1962), and in Adrien Dansette, Destin du
catholicisme fran~ais (1926-1956) (Paris, 1957).
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extend personalism as a distinct though not fully autonomous
ideology; and to defend the central values of catholicism
against its two major opponents.

His confrontation with the

more powerful of them, Marxism, will be examined later.
Existentialism

was a more complex challenger.

It was more

diffuse and ambiguous than Marxism and it was in many ways
close to personalism.
The first difficulty with existentialism
it.

is defining

As a general concept it is open to many interpretations

and may include many thinkers within its scope, including
Kierkegaard, Heidegger, Jaspers, Marcel, Sartre, Camus and
a long list of others.4

As an ideological movement of the

1940's, however, it had a much more specific meaning.

It

was a social phenomenon which found its expression in a
loose grouping of French intellectuals.
social functions of existentialism

By looking at the

and at its intellectual

leaders, it will be possible to grasp existentialism

as an

ideology.
In the absence of appropriate sociological analyses,
the social base of existentialism

in liberated France is

difficult to establish with precision.

Nevertheless,

it

is possible to draw an approximate picture which makes it
sufficiently

clear.5

First, existentialist

was a term

4. There are many accounts of existentialism, few of which
give a clear definition of their subject. The most useful
philosophical accounts are John MacQuarrie, Existentialism
(London, 1973); Jean Wahl, Philosophies of existence (London,
1969); and Mary Warnock, Existentialism (London, 1970).
5. The account which follows is compiled from K. Douglas,
'The French intellectuals: situation and outlook', in E.M.
Earle (ed.), Modern France (Princeton, 1951), p.61-80; from
D.G. Charlton, 'French thou~ht in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries', in D.G. Cfiarlton led.), France (Lond9n,
1972) p.243-290; from brief comments in h1stRr1ca~ss~¥dtfi~
alreaAy quoted; and from a study of the Frenc pre
1940's.
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loosely applied to a broad, non-conformist

subculture which

ranged from anarchistic young social drop-outs to the sophisticated expression of disillusionment

in various art-forms.

Often there was little connexion between these people and
Sartrean philosophy, but the mood was sufficient to suggest
a link.

The mood was based on an amoral individualism,

most often founded on bitterness and disillusion, but often
enough giving birth to a surprising intensity and imagination.

It was a middle-class phenomenon, even the social

drop-outs had mostly dropped out of middle-class families.
And it was largely centred on the generation which had come
to adulthood just before, or during, the war.
to say that its various manifestations

This is not

did not appeal to

an older or socially wider audience, but the wider audience
were largely visitors, rather than inhabitmts of existentialism.

The mood on which the existentialist vogue was

based was not of Sartre's creation - it was a product of
the historical conjunction, a reaction by the rising generation to the years of occupation and the post-war austerity.

Sartre expressed a similar mood.

He was therefore

appropriated, and, as often as not, misappropriated.

Many

disparate phenomena were assimilated, rightly or wrongly,
to existentialism once the label had been established.

A

taste for jazz, American films and fiction, Juliette Greco,
unkempt appearance, unconventional behaviour, iconoclastic
views, all qualified in the popular press and th~ popular
imagination as existentialist.

This tendency was to some
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extent encouraged by the flow of novels, plays, films,
articles and public appearances by the recognised intellectual leaders of the movement, and by their frequent
association with those public figures who catered to the
tastes which were seen as existentialist.
it was initially due to a misrepresentation,

Whether or not
Sartre and

his colleagues undoubtedly owed their influential position
to the success of 'existentialism' on this level.

The

centre of the sub-culture was the Parisian Latin Quarter,
the traditional centre of French student life.

Students

formed the main link between the sub-culture and the second
major reality which the term existentialist

designated -

the cultural ideology.
In so far as it had a distinct reality, existentialism
as a cultural ideology was atheistic and took as its leader
Jean-Paul Sartre, although he was not alone in this role.
The consciously ideological supporters of existentialism
largely consisted of students and the educated young middleclass, predominantly

Parisian, who were filling the lower

ranks of the professions,
civil service.

education, the media and the

As well as appreciating

the fashionable pop-

ular culture they also found their needs satisfied by the
literary and intellectual output of leading figures in the
existentia1istcircle.

Sartre's novels, plays and to a

lesser extent his theoretical writings were an abundant
means of propagation.

He himself was the object of enormous

attention, even adulation - Boris Vian's friendly exagger-
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6

ation in L'ecume des jours is not entirely unfi.ounded.
Simone de Beauvoir maintained a steady production.

Camus,

who for some time was regarded as an existentialist, had a
large following, increased perhaps by his journalistic
activities.

Les Temps Modernes was widely read.

In addi-

tion to these, other figures added their contribution in
literary, philosophical or journalistic ways to consolidate
the spread of the new ideology and there was also a sizeable
backlog of works published or written before or during the
war which had not received the attention they now commanded.
Nowhere was material lacking.
For the most part, even those who read Sartre and the
others were not especially concerned with the intricacies
of phenomenological

existBntialism.

What they took was a

way of looking at themselves and the world and a way of
behaving in it.

In many respects it was an e)(.fre.ss

IOV\

of

attitudes they already felt appropriate, but since they now
found an intellectual framework which suited them they
adopted it as their personal and communal ideology.

The

main features of this ideology were the denial of any kind
of philosophical or moral absolute, the affirmation of the
free individual as the only point of reference, a disillusionment with the world, and a determination to face the
worst, and if possible change it, with courage and honesty.
6. The hero of the novel (published in 1947) was obsessed
with Jean-Sol-Partre, presented as the subject of widespread
adulation. There was sufficient truth in this for the exaggeration not to appear ridiculous. Biographical notes are
not given in the present section on the main existentialist
figures, since it is assumed that they are sufficiently
familiar.
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It was not generally a warm nor an optimistic world-view,
but it did take account of the situation in which its adherents found themselves, it did explain much that they felt,
and it did offer a credible way of coping with the overwhelming experiences they had come through and could expect
to continue to face.
It was in the same group that the political support,
the third aspect of existentialism, was based.7

Of this there

is less to say, since it could not be said to have established itself as a political ideology.

There was no clear

continuity between the substance of its message and its
political positions, despite the general requirement of
commitment.

The politics of existentialism rested ultimately

on the declarations of Les Temps Modernes, and the circle
around it, which made it a less than cohesive force in the
non-communist Left.
The fourth and final face of existentialism
sophical.

is philo-

It involved the intellectual leaders and the

school which sprang up around them, and was socially based
again in the higher reaches of the same class.

Of necessity

perhaps, its members were drawn from those sections of the
middle-class which dealt with ideas and who had the leisure
to devote themselves to study: writers, journalists, teachers in senior secondary or higher education.

To them

might be added a few students and a sprinkling of intellectually inclined people from other sectors, but not many
7. The political aspects of existentialism are dealt with
at length in M.-A. Burnier, Les existentialistes et la
politique (Paris, 1966).
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could do more than try to keep up with developments.

Who

precisely these intellectual leaders were, is more difficult
to establish, particularly
Liberation.

in the early months following the

By the time the first issue of Les Temps Mod-

ernes was published in the autumn of 1945, however, certain
figures had emerged clearly.

For the first time the exis-

tentialists had access to their own monthly review; previously their work had been published individually in a
variety of organs.
existentialism
review.

There can be no simple equation between

and the writers whose names appear in the

Certainly the three major contributors must be

included: Jean-Paul Sartre, Simone de Beauvoir and Maurice
Merleau-Ponty,

but beside them a large number of other

writers appeared who cannot easily be classified.
Genet be so labelled?

Can Jean

Or Michel Leiris, or Violette Leduc,

or Boris Vian, to mention a few of the better-known
writers who figured in its pages.

There is no satisfactory

answer, but they and others felt an affinity with existentialism, and, more important, were felt by the public to
belong to the movement.

This perhaps is the crucial point;

as long as they were thought of as existentialists

they

were effectively assisting the ideological growth of existentialism.

There were others, less closely bound to

Sartre's circle, writers of the calibre of Georges Bataille,
Etiemble, Francis Jeanson and Maurice Banchot, of whom
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something similar could be said.

Perhaps most prominent

of these latter was Albert Camus.
To try to establish a coherent intellectual position
which would be acceptable as a description of something
common to all these is a fruitless pursuit.

They were too

varied individually and they never produced any common
statement of position.

Quite the reverse, if anything they

were distinguished by their extraordinary

lack of unanimity.

From the beginning they were divided by a succession of
debates and quarrels of varying gravity which had them almost
all set against one another at some time.

As a result it

is difficult to find a more precise characterisation of
their cornmon features than that which has already been
applied to their ideological supporters.

Nonetheless, they

would all have acknowledged that intellectually, ideologically or subjectively their basic concerns were most typically articulated in the central position of Sartre.
Immediately objections arise on several counts, but it was
largely true of the existentialists

in the autumn of 1945,

though. Camus should perhaps be excepted.

This situation

was reflected on the one hand by Sartre's immense personal
popularity and on the other by the torrent of opprobrium
which was soon poured on him by ideological opponents.

But

if Sartre was the acknowledged giant of existentialism at
this stage, it must also be said that he was joined by
colleagues of only slightly less stature.

A thinker like

Merleau-Ponty, nr a novelist like Simone de Beauvoir could
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not fairly be assimilated to Sartre's account, however
closely the three of them cooperated on the review, and the
other stars in the existantialist firmament were all too
brilliant and too independently minded to permit Sartre
to be considered as more than the first among equals.

It

is outside the scope of this study to examine in detail
the structure of existentialism, but its growth and eventual disintegration as an intellectual and cultural movement can best be understood in terms of Sartre's own development.

He occupied and then withdrew from the central

position in a configuration of relationships between relatively autonomous individuals who were not decisively determined either by him or by one another.

The exception to

this is that Simone de Beauvoir chose to accompany Sartre
in his development.
At this point it is appropriate to explain briefly
the position of Camus relative to both existentialism and
personalism.

He had emerged from the war with two widely

read and influential books, Le my the de Sisyphe and
L'Etranger, both of which were published in 1942 without
receiving the reception they would have been given by a
free press.

Hence, at the Liberation, they were commonly

assimilated to the existentialist
shared some preoccupations.

school, with whom Camus

Hewas also one of the new

figures to have come to public prominence as a result of
his Resistance activities and to be actively engaged as a
journalist in political affairs.

For a brief period he was
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regarded as philosophically

linked with Sartre, a miscon-

ception encouraged by their personal friendship, by their
common stand on several political issues and by Sartre's
association with Combat, the newspaper Camus edited.

It

rapidly became evident, however, that the two men were
widely divergent in their views and interests - a divergence
apparent from their earliest writings.

By the end of 1945,

few informed commentators would have classed Camus as an
existentialist along with Sartre, though they were sometimes
cited together as examples of modern atheism.

Mounier him-

self spoke of this similarity, but was never drawn to present
Camus as an existentialist.

He was familiar with Camus's

work as a novelist, essayist and journalist, and later wrote
a substantial critical article on it,8 bu~ was not deceived
into thinking him a major ideological opponent.
From this brief examination of the social structure,
the ideological functions and the intellectual leadership
of existentialism,

it can clearly be seen how far it posed

an ideological threat to Mounier's personalism.
considering the philosophical

Before

issues involved and the

questioft of intellectual antecedents, the comparative
resources with which Mounier could respond must be taken
into account.
On the level of a fashionable sub-culture, Mounier
could not seriously hope to compete, but even there his
situation was not as bleak as it seemed.

'Existentialism'

8. E. Mounier, 'Albert Camus, ou l'appel des humilies',
Esprit, no.163, janvier 1950, p.27-66, reprinted in Oeuvres,
IV, p.326-358.
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was primarily a Parisian phenomenon, and Mounier's strength
had always been in the provinces.

The cultural lag, strong

catholic traditions and provincial conservatism combined to
attenuate the more aggressive manifestations

of the new

fashion, but could not ultimately resist its spread throughout France.

In any event Mounier was neither equipped nor

anxious to challenge on the level of fashion.
On the second level, that of the cultural ideology,
Mounier was not so helpless.

As has been seen, he had

access to a highly organised network of communication through
the Church and its various associated movements.

The strength

of this, combined with the hostility felt in many quarters
towards Sartre and his associates, provided a ready reception for any potential antidote, particularly among the
older generations.

Mounier had made a concerted effort

during the war to recruit young men and women to personalism.
Of necessity his efforts had largely been directed towards
the southern half of the country, but they had given him a
foothold in the generation which was now turning to existentialism.
origin;

Most of them were catholics of provincial

but with those of their elders who remained loyal

to Espri~ they

provided the support Mounier needed if his

ideological battle was to have any chance of success.

His

clientele therefore consisted of his own contemporaries he was 40 in 1945 - and a section of the young catholic
elite with whose aid he wished to win over the rising generation.

Catholics were understandably

hostile to the
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militant atheism of existentialism.

Conservatives of the

older generation were shocked at the comprehensive rejection of established values, fearing the erosion of the
prestige and influence which now seemed within their own
grasp.

Both groups thought it urgently necessary to stem

the rapid advance of the existentialist movement among the
young.

Both were prepared to use their position in the

community, and the channels of communication to which they
had access, in order to achieve this end.

Reviews and news-

papers began carrying hostile examinations, books appeared
in a similar vein.9 There was, in short, a backlash against
existentialism, and although Mounier did not wish to appear
a middle-aged reactionary, he found a fertile soil waiting
for his ideological alternative and was not inclined to
refuse it.

So he found himself contending for the minds of

the non-catholic middle-class under-30s, which Sartre
seemed increasingly to be holding.

Mounier knew them to be

crucial to his own ideological struggles.
On the political plane the problem was not the same.
In many ways Esprit and Les Temps Modernes were engaged on a
similar path in the non-communist

Left.

Their brief cooper-

ation in the abortive R.D.R. project was evidence if this
were needed.10

But whereas Mounier had to contend with the

9. The best example of such a book is the Que sais-je study
Paul Foulquie, L\Existentialisme (Paris, 1946). Manyarticles appeared, of which a good example is J. Mercier, 'Le ver
dans Ie fruit', Etudes, fevrier 1945, p.232-249; speaking in
the orthodox Jesuit review, Mercier accused Sartre of satanism and blasphemy, among other things.
10. See Chapter Five.
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catholic church and could not come too close to the communists, Sartre had no authoritative restraints on his political options.

Moreover, Mounier was attempting, initially,

to establish personalism as a distinct political ideology,
while Sartre was attempting to modify the already existing
ideology which MaDism offered.

For this reason personalism

and existentialism did not come into open conflict on the
level of political ideology.
Among the intellectual leaders of personalism there
were widely divergent thinkers, but they were a much more
unified and centralised group.

Like the existentialists,

their work was centred on a monthly review, Esprit, but
there could be no doubt that Mounier himself was firmly in
command, even if his colleagues from time to time gently
reproached his dictatorial tendencies.

The basic team had

not changed significantly since before the war.

Jean

Lacroix, Edmond Hurneau, Henri Marrou, Georges Zerapha, Paul
Fraisse, Pierre-Aime Touchard, Jacques Madaule, Fran~ois
Goguel, Henry Queffelec11 and Adrien Miatlev12 still formed
the backbone of the review.

They were joined gradually by

younger writers like Claude-Edmonde Magny,13 Marc Beigbeder!4
Paul de Gaudemar,15 Joseph Rovan16 and Jean-Marie Domenach.
11. Henry Queffelec was a novelist and liteary critic.
12. Adrien Miatlev was a poet and literary critic.
13. C.E. Magny is well known for her studies on modern
literature.
14. Marc Beigbeder, who joined Esprit during the war, was
a critic and polemicist.
15. Paul de Gaudemar was a critic and for a time correspondant in England.
16.

Joseph Rovan was a historian and political scientist.
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The cohesion of the editorial team was assured by regular
meetings to hammer out points of theory and policy, and by
annual conferences to gather together as many readers and
contributors as possible.

Mounier still felt that some

organised movement of friends of the review was needed,
but learning from his pre-war experience he insisted that
such personalist centres ·.as were set up should be surrounded by sufficiently demanding conditions of participation
to prevent them from degenerating into directionless talking shops.

These centres were animated by Esprit militants

of long standing and kept in close contact with the review's
regular activity.17

Although editorial policy encouraged

a large number of articles from specialists outside the
personalist milieu, from the autumn of 1945 onwards there
was an increased emphasis on establishing the positions of
basic doctrine, aimed at welding the review into the coherent
ideological organ which it had sought to become before the
war.18 This meant that new contributors were expected to
serve their ideological apprenticeship before being accepted
as regular members of the team, though Mounier did try to
encourage the recruitment of new, young writers.

The intel-

lectual leaders of personalism were therefore much more
unanimous in their allegiance to a unifying doctrine than
were the more individualistic existentialists
Modernes.

Whereas atheist existentialism

of Les Temps

recognised Sartre

17. Details of these were published regularly in the back
pages of the review. Some centres also published their own
internal newssheets and bulletins.
18. Mounier's editorial policy can be gathered from his personal writings: Oeuvres, IV, p.797-831 & Esprit, decembre
1950, p.l046-1060.
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as the first among several related but independent theorists,
personalism had an appearance of broad orthodoxy established
ultimately by Mounier.

It would be wrong to represent

Mounier as imposing his individual views, however, since he
encouraged his cOlleagues at the same time to develop their
own positions.

Any agreed orthodoxy was always the result

of a cooperative effort, and it was never specific or exclusive enough to provoke the kind of disharmony which was so
typical of the existentialists.
Socially the leaders of the two schools were almost
indistinguishable.

If leading personalists

included more

provincial-born men, the difference was scarcely perceptible.
Both were kavily male-dominated,

despite the presence of out-

standing women like Simone de Beauvoir and Claude-Edmonde
Magny.

There were cettainly a majority~practising

catholics

among Mounier's colleagues, but the proportion was not as
high as among his readers.

Despite the later arrival of

the existentialists they were contemporaries

in age, Sartre

himself was barely three months Mounier's junior.

Both

teams held positions of comparable eminence in the same
fields, and could calIon

the same range of publie platforms

to communicate intellectually with each other and with their
peers.

Possibly the existentialists

came more often from

wealthier backgrounds, but it is not consistently true and
without a long and exhaustive study could not be demonstrated
conclusively enough to permit any meaningful inferences.
Apart from religious differences, there is thus no important
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distinction which can be drawn between the social bases
of existentialism and personalism at this level.
From the comparative social insertion of the two ideologies, certain tactical considerations emerge which throw
light on Mounier's action.

In the fields of popular culture

and politics competition was pointless, and in terms of
intellectual power the opposing doctrines met on the same
territory with equal arms.

In the field of cultural ideolo-

gy, however, both sides had different strengths and weaknesses, and there the stakes were highest.

Mounier's obvious

tactic was to reinforce and unite his own points of strength,
while attempting to isolate the different elements of existentialism, thereby reducing its cohesion and increasing
its vulnerability.

Later he might hope to annexe it selec-

tively, assimilating some elements and neutralising the
rest.

Such is the plan Mounier adopted, without specifically

acknowledging any social dimension in his operations.

b)

Confrontation.

Intellectually, existentialism sprang from a strange
mixture of traditions.

Mounier had his own view of its

nature and genealogy, but the form which presented an ideological challenge to him was the Sartrean variety.
Merleau-Ponty

Sartre,

and Simone de Beauvoir drew their philosophi-

cal inspiration mainly from the German-based school of phenomenOlOgy.19

Following Husserl, they held that any account

19. See E.N. Lee & M. Mandelbaum (ed.), Phenomeniogy and
existentialism (Baltimore, 1967); and Edo Piv~eviE, Husserl
and phenomeIIiogy (London, 1970).
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of the world had to take its starting point in the act of
perception.

Since all experience was received through the

senses, they argued, nothing could properly be said to exist
except in terms of a perceptual relationship, and therefore
existence was constituted in the mutual interde~ce
perceiver and the perceived.

of the

Many consequences followed

from this initial position; they were explored at length
by Sartre in his L'Etre et le n6ant (1943) and by MerleauPanty in his Phinom6nologie de la Perception

(1945), but

from an ideological view-point only the general implications
were influential.

The heavy and complex analyses phrased

in technical language, borrowed directly from the German,
roused few people to examine the difficulties posed by
Husserl and Heidegger, the fathers of Sartrean existentialism.

What was communicated was a serious attempt to face

the problems of human isolation, both metaphysical and
psychological, of guilt and anguish, of freedom and responsibility.

Although Sartre's was an uncomfortable vision

which raised many problems and solved few, his determination
to deal lucidly and honestly with real human experiences in
purely human terms found strong ech~

in a generation which

had just emerged from a war into a difficult post-war period.
It was less the philosophical cogency than the emotive and
imaginative power of existentialism which was its strength.
In this perspective,

its clearest antecedents were the two

non-academic thinkers, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche.
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From Mounier's point of view it was more important to
confront the problems raised by the imaginative power of
existentialism than to involve himself in abstract discussions involving phenomenology, about which he knew little.
Hence, as a prelude to facing Sartre directly he addressed
himself to the antecedents he felt to be most relevant.
Kierkegaard had played little part in Sartre's own formation, but his writings expressed many elements which Sartre,
despite his atheism, had been marked by in the strongly calvinistic protestantism of his upbringing.

Although S~ren

Kierkegaard had died in Denmark in 1855, his works had long
. d un known. 20
remalne

Interest had been aroused in

him when

his works became available in German during the 1920's, but
only in 1929 did the first translation appear in French.
Most of his major works had been published in French between
1932 and 1938, when Jean Wahl's Etudes kierkegaardiennes21
had established him as an important thinker.

The intensity

and anguish of his mind found a strong echo in the minds of
a generation which had undergone the harrowing experience of
the war.

The specific content of his teachings was second-

ary to men who could not share his passionate commitment to
the christian faith.

The important thing was that he was a

prime example of 'Existentialist Man', one who lived his
20. The most useful short study of Kerkegaard is Ronald
Grimsley, S~ren Kierkegaard, (London, 1973).
21. Jean Wahl's book, published in Paris, 1938, remains a
major study of the subject.
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philogphy and whose life was his central message.

Kierke-

gaard's harsh nordic protestantism was alien to Mounier's
temperament and upbringing.

Nonetheless he recognised in a

detached way the fertile elements which it might offer as
well as the common ground which existed between it and his
own faith.

These elements emerged in his later study,22

but in 1945 Kierkegaard posed nourgent problem for Mounier.
Nietzsche was a more formidable, if more familiar proposition.23

A constant source of inspiration in France since

the turn of the century, he had been more often adopted as a
literary than a philosophical influence, and, as in other
parts of Europe, had been harnessed to a variety of causes,
not always pleasant.

His fierce attack on received morality

and his often savage polemic against christianity made him a
powerful and dramatic figure.

What particularly singled him

out as a model for existentialism was the way in which, like
Kierkegaard, he had passionately lived out his philosophy,
even to the point where ha had lost his sanity in the course
of his momentous struggle.

Mounier had a passing acquain-

tance with him, though naturally he felt a deep hostility.
Since nazism represented Nietzsche as one of its fathers, it
had seemed to Mounier that he must prepare himself to do
intellectual battle with him.
22.

During his retreat at Dieulefit

See below.

23. Apart from Nietzsche's own works, Gilles Deleuze,
Nietzsche et la philosophie (Paris, 1962) has been consulted
for the following discussion.
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he read and digested a great deal of Nietzsche's works.
Their impact on him was greater than he had anticipated,
and in his attempt to come to terms with them he wrote
L'affrontement chretien.24 Originally conceived as a defence of christianity, the book sought to draw the teeth of
Nietzsche's

critique and to adopt that part of it which

could be instructive. By the time Mounier was able to publish it, the scope had broadened to include the first shots
in his intended battle with existentialism,
as he then called it.
athe~ic

or neo-stoicism

In order to do this he assumed that

'neo-stoicism' adopted the substance of Nietzsche's

critique of christianity without acquiring any of his positive virtues:
Nietzsche se lan~ait ~ l'assaut de l'univers chretien
les mains ruisselantes des richesses lointaines du
surhomme et du surmonde. L'atheisme moderne est calviniste, ses eglises sont nues, ses pasteurs aiment
le frisson; ils ont l'oeil morose et trop souvent
la voix geignante.25
This was a fierce, though not undeserved attack on Sartre,
to whom he only once referred by name in the book.

In so

far as Mounier was concerned to parry the onslaught of
atheism, he was right in taking Nietzsche to be at the
centre of his concerns.

In regarding Sartre and company as

pale shadows of the master, he was assuming that their preoccupations stemmed from the loss of belief in God.

Such an

assumption was probably inevitable in one for whom the
24. E. Mounier, l'affrontement chretien (NeuchAtel, 1945),
reprinted in Oeuvres, III, p.7-66.
25. Oeuvres, III, p.'7.
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existence of God was of central importance, but it did not
do justice to the thought of atheist existentialists.

Later

Mounier's increased acquaintance with their work brought
modifications to his assessment.

In this book, however, he

was more concerned to confront Nietzsche and to use him as a
stiff broom to sweep away some of the accumulated impurities
of christianity.
The introduction called to arms a decadent and slumbering Church.

History, he said, dealt ruthlessly with the

weak and if very much of Nietzsche's attack was justified,
the Church could be in imminent danger of destruction.

For

having rested too long under the wing of the ruling class,
and for having fed off the fat of the land, he declared, it
had grown unused to battle, and appeared to have lost its
heroic virtues. In view of the many powerful critiques and
the many-fronted attack under which it was coming, Mounier
thought that the Church needed to recover the strength of
its early struggles if it was not to risk historical oblivion.
He proposed to face honestly the questions which Nietzsche's
attack raised:
Le christianisme est-il un pseudonyme de la coalition
des faibles et des peureux? Hante-t-il les carrefours de la decadence?26
Mounier saw that these questions were penetrating enough to
awaken contempt among non-christians

and had oonscience among

many christians who were intimidated and ashamed by the
strength and resolve of their opponents.
26.

Oeuvres, III, p.ll.

He was not prepared
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to concede th~ the Church could be tther than victorious

in

Eternity, but in History, he warned, the victory was not
assured.

The first step was to diagnose the weakness - was

it inherent and inevitable, or was it a foreign germ caught
from a sick era?
In answering these critical questions, Mounier tried to
carry the offensive to the enemy,

The Church was accused of

lacking virility, but the reality, Mounier argued, was that
it combined both virility and femininity so as to avoid
making an idol of either.

The Church was accused of com-

placency, but, he replied, it was right to avoid the debilitating excess of anguish with which atheistic existentialism
was afflicted, and right to refuse hysterical
cing melodramatics

when dealing with the great questions

about man and the universe.
was that existentialists
pair and tragedy.

and unconvin-

Part of the trouble, he suggested,

failed to distinguish between des-

Despair, he explained, was empty, destruc-

tive, individual and foreign to christianity,

whereas tra-

gedy, however painful, allowed hope, offered spiritual
riches and lay at the heart of catholic doctrine.

He admit-

ted that some christians failed to rise out of a comfortable
complacency,

but then so did some atheists.

already in christianity,

The remedy was

he said, and not to be found in the

frenetic nihilism of post-nietzschean

atheism.

Underlying

the discussion was the familiar assertion that the catholic
truth exemplified

to the highest degree all positive values,

properly understood.

When Nietzsche

or his successors exal-

ted the value of strength, drama or tragedy, Mounier replied
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that christianity was stronger, more dramatic and more
tragic in a more complex and meaningful way.

Once that had

been established, and the attack was, to his satisfaction,
parried, Mounier used the strength and the lessons he had
drawn from the operation to apply the various criticisms
from within.
Mounier now admitted that the failure of christians to
live up to their faith was sufficiently widespread to require
more than a casual dismissal.

This malaise was, he claimed,

the product of the Church's temporal expression.

Naturally,

since the Church was in the world, it acquired many imperfections from its environment, but, Mounier insisted, none
of these invalidated, though they might mask, the essence of
christianity.

This essence he regarded as separable from

the temporal context, though he conceded that only an experienced insider could accurately discern the line of division.
Nietzsche's charge that the Church operated a spiritual
castration on its members was based, Mounier thought, on an
erroneous negative view of the Middle Ages and on a misinterpretation of Saint Paul's condemnation of the flesh, as
against the spirit.

The flesh which must be chastised,

Mounier corrected him, simply referred to the tendency to
sin, not to the human body and its instincts.

The taint

which christianity had acquired from its historical circumstances was not implicit in its teaching, he continued, but
nonetheless needed to be combatted so that when western
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civilisation collapsed, as Mounier considered it likely to
in the near future, christianity would not sink with it.
On a smaller time-scale, but no less seriously, the christian
malaise also operated, he said, on the sociological

level.

He repeated his familiar analysis of the way in which the
Church in France was taken over by the bourgeoisie,

leading

to a sharp decline in its insertion in the working class.
This, he argued, was to the detriment of the Church as it
came to be identified with the mediocre and conservative
values of the decaying twentieth century bourgeoisie,

shaed

up by the .nemic apologetics of dull clerical hacks out of
touch with the real world.

Mounier then examined in some

detail the elements of this spiritual castration which the
bourgeoisie had imported into the christian education.

The

excessive emphasis on restraint and austerity; the negation
of natural instincts; the cultivation of moderation and submissiveness;
self-analysis

the resulting dissimulation

and shame, tortuous

and casuistry; the morbid negation of sexual-

ity; the cloying possessiveness

of the family; obsession with

sin and guilt; all these and many more faults besides could
be ascribed, Mounier affirmed, to the bourgeoisie deforming
aspects of christian education.

Often, he said, the result

no longer resembled the original stronger and more demanding
teachings of the Scriptures and the saints.

The mediocrity

of nineteenth century bourgeois values was passed off as
christian truth, he warned, and against these perversions
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the denunciations of Nietzsche held good.

He added that

there was even no originality in the denunciations,

at least

not in 1945, since Esprit had already for a dozen years been
saying precisely the same.
In addition to attacking its bourgeois accretions,
Nietzsche accused christianity of fostering a slave mentality.

Mounier probed the distortinns which had been perpetra-

ted on christian doctrine so as to lay it open to such charges.

The stress on humility, authoritarian methods of teach-

ing, moral intimidation, Mounier agreed, now produced browbeaten individuals without strength or joy, whereas in their
medieval formulation they were intended to temper the brutal
manners of a violent age.

The exaltation of obedience in

and out of season robbed the young christian of his rightful
spiritual autonomy, he continued, and a morbid obsession with
suffering for its own sake maimed sensitive temperaments.
He added that even the christian virtue of charity could be
perverted into a lukewarm sentimentality,

a spineless

refusal to stand up for the truth and a neurotic retreat
into childishness.

None of this, Mounier claimed, was com-

patible with the words or the intention of the great catholic
educators, who were aware of the dangers lurking for their
pupils and who would have considered the bourgeois perversions of their doctrine as nothing less than blasphemy.
Having lengthily expounded the faults which, he conceded,
existed in modern christianity, Mounier returned to the
offensive.

Despite the deformations, he asserted that it was
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capable of creativity and adventure.

Christianity had its

aggressivity and power, its boldness and daring, he said;
it feared neither life nor death and held the key to selftranscendence.

These virile qualities were, he affirmed,

fundamental to a faith which claimed to have the way, the
truth and the life, and only such a faith could have the
necessary strength and completeness to provide an adequate
response to the upheaval of the modern world, always provided it could find and express its own true nature.
In ideological terms Mounier displayed a keen tactical
sense in this book.

On the one hand he sought to undermine

existentialism

as a potential rival before it was able to

find cohesion.

He did this by setting Nietzsche against

Sartre and by setting what he considered to be the strengths
of his own position against the weaknesses of the opponent.
On the other hand he sought to strengthen both christianity,
by innoculating it with the neutralised Nietzsche, and personalism, by presenting it as the most healthy and combative
current within the Church.

There is no doubt that in the

second aim he was able to achieve a good deal of success,
but in the first aim he had a long struggle on his hands.
Existentialism was a more hardy growth than he had anticipated
and his apparent taming of Nietzsche had no more effect on
its development than did his sideswipes at Sartre and Camus.
As an opponent, existentialism was diffuse and elusive,
demanding a much more careful approach than he had foreseen.
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Straight after the war the existentialists were not in
a position to establish themselves with the firmness and
authority of Mounier.
calIon

They had no organisation and could not

any of the resources which were available to Mounier.

It is not surprising, therefore, that Mounier did not understand the nature and strength of his opponents more clearly
at this stage.

L'affrontement chr~tien had been a confron-

tation with Nietzsche modified to take in the existentialists.
Much more was required, though Mounier drew valuable experience from this early exercise.

As existentialism asserted

itself during 1945, Mounier followed its different manifestations and was careful to publish adequate analyses,
reviews and summaries so that he and his readers had a basic
understanding of its principles and their implications.

The

most comprehensive was Claude-Edmonde Magny's sympathetic
exposition of Sartre's philosophical work in March and April
of that year, 27 but by the time Les Temps Modernes appeared
in October all the major works of French existentialism had
been examined in Esprit.

Mounier himself wrote the assess-

. , f.
.
28
ment of the new reVIew
s Irst Issue.

Stressing that both reviews belonged to the same age
section of the same generation, Mounier welcomed the several
points on which they shared a common view, particularly the
27. Claude-Edmonde Magny, 'Systeme de Sartre', Esprit, no.
108, mars 1945, p.564-580; no.109, avril 1945, p.709-724.
28. E. Mounier, 'Le message des "Temps Modernes" et le
neo-st6!cisme', Esprit, no.117, decembre 1945, p.957-963.
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importance of a philosophy of man in which the human person
was both free and yet committed to his situation.

Pointing

out that Sartre's place was only on one branch of existentialism, he suggested that existentialism,

along with Marxism

and personalism, was one of the three great doctrines of the
time.

Sartre's version, however, he regarded as excessively

pessimistic and felt it displayed the moral ambiguity common
to all forms of stoIcism.

Already Mounier had decided that

Sartrean existentialism was radically unacceptable and even
went so far as to suggest that despite similarities of language he was further from Sartre than from Marxism.

As

always with Mounier, the test was seen as the conception of
man implicit in the philosophy.

Sartre's conception was

stated succinctly in the first issue of his review:
Nous concevons sans difficult~ qu'un homme, encore
que sa condition le conditionne totalement, puisse
etre un centre d'ind~termination irr~ductible. Ce
secteur d'impr~visibilit~ qui se d~coupe ainsi dans
le champ social, c'est ce que DOUS nornrnonsla liberte, et la personne n'est rien d'autre que sa liberte.29
This passably non-technical

summary of Sartre's position was

close to Mounier's in so far as it asserted both the autonomy
of the person and the limitations imposed by his environment.
What Mounier could not accept was that the person was given
tot! freedom and defined in terms of it.

This knocked the

bottom out of his own view of the person as a nodal point in
a network of forces.

In particular the dimension of inter-

iority, crucial for Mounier as leading to God, for Sartre
29. Jean-Paul Sartre, 'Pr~sentation', Les Temps Modernes,
no.1, octobre 1945, p.17.
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led to nothing.

In a word, it was the irremediable atheism

at the centre of Sartre's philosophy which determined Mounier's reaction to it.

During the following months he devoted

himself to preparing a major response which would take account
of the major importance of existentialism as an ideology and
at the same time present a view of it which could challenge
its identification with Sartre's atheistic brand.

c)

Interpretation.

The result of Mounier's labours appeared in Esprit
between April and October 1946, and was published in book
form at the end of that year under the title Introduction
- 1-1smes. 30
aux eX1stent1a

The introduction to the book made

clear Mounier's intention:
Lil es!7 temps de rendre ~ chacun son dO, et ecartant le tumulte de la mode, de ramener ce melange
d'existentialisme et d'inexistentialisme, qui constitue le sarOisme, ~ sa situation propre: le dernier
surgeon d'une des traditions existentialistes, tradition qui, issue de Heidegger, s'est elle-meme constituee en opposition radicale avec les fondateurs de
la philosophie moderne de l'existence. Notre dessein
est de r~~ablir ici cette tradition dans son ampleur
oubliee.
He was determined to put Sartre in his place, or, more precisely, to describe existentialism in such a way as to
reduce to a minimum the importance of Sartre within it.

He

sought to achieve this aim by pitching the battle on an
30. E. Mounier, Introduction aux existentialismes
1947),reprinted in Oeuvres, III, p.69-175.
31. Oeuvres, III, p.70.

(Paris,
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apparently non-ideological level, and by speaking in terms
of philosophical traditions.

He was thus able to deride

the current popularity of Sartre's brand of existentialism
as 'la livraison au bavardage quotidien d'une philosophie
.

dont Ie sens est de nous arracher au bavardage'.

32

He could

also belittle Sartre's own contribution on the grounds that:
l'existentialisme" repr~sentait d~jA Ie courant Ie
plus riche et le plus abondant de la philosophie
contemporaine en un temps ou le grand talent de JeanPaul Sartre s'interessait.A la confiture sous des
aspects plus imm~diats que ceux de la psychanalyse
existentielle.33
This reductive manoeuvre was only possible on the level of
pure ideas, and in the first instance this was the level on
which Mounier was talking.

He traced the genealogy of

existentialism, basing his analysis on the same principles,
and constructed a family tree.

With its roots in Socrates,

the Stoics, Saint Augustine and Saint Bernard, it emerged
above the ground with Pascal and Maine de Biran.

Kierkegaard

formed the trunk, at the top of which was Phenomenology.
Thereafter there were two main branches.
through Nietzsche and Heidegger to Sartre.
divided into many ~outs

The first passed
The second sub-

and bore Laberthonniere, Blondel,

Bergson, P~guy, P.-L. Landsberg, Scheler, Barth, Buber, Berdyaev, Shestov, Soloviev, Gabriel Marcel, Jaspers and personalism itself.

Without proceeding to a detailed criticism of

32.

Oeuvres, III, p.69.

33.

Oeuvres, III, p.69.
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the schema, several points should be mentioned which Mounier
did not always make clear.

First, he was anxious to allow

as wide a meaning as possible to the term existentialist.
This was implicit in his statements that for existentialism
'l'existence de l'homme est le probl~me premier de la philosophie',34 which sufficed to define it, and that at least
for its christian exponents 'l'existentialisme est une
autre maniere de parler Ie christianisme,.35

The wider the

meaning, the more its centre of gravity could be shifted
away from the atheistic branch and the more easily Sartre
could be presented as out on a limb.

Second, whereas Mounier

included a wide variety of thinkers and writers on the
christian branches, some of whom had dubious credentials,
he left out a number of thinkers who might have a claim to
be included on the atheist branch, not least Merleau-Ponty
and Camus.

This clearly all added to Sartre's isolation.

Third, the analogy of a tree, emphasised by its diagrammatic
form (the only diagram Mounier ever used), was potentially
misleading.

It embodied a perspective which did not accu-

rately or fairly represent the relations between the various
thinkers or their relative importance, and it imposed a
hierarchy of values which the thinkers did not all share.
Again this worked against Sartre.

Finally, the unobtrusive

inclusion of his own thought on the existentialist
34.

Oeuvres, III, p.70.

35.

Oeuvres, III, p.72.

tree
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conferred on his declarations

an automatic authority and a

right of arbitration which were useful, if not altogether
legitimate weapons.
The or.entation of Mounier's examination was further
compounded by his decision to deal with existentialism
thematically.

The utility of this approach was that it dis-

located the intellectual coherence of any individual thinker
and allowed Mounier to propose his own principles of coherence, which were clearly more amenable to the application
of his own criteria of judgement.
to confront Sartre on philosophical

He thereby avoided having
terms and neutralised

the intellectual power of his system.

In this way Mounier

had the best of both worlds: having discounted Sartre's
ideological impact and intellectual formulation he proceeded
to his own analysis from the ambiguous stance where he felt
his own strength to be, on the borderline between philosophy
and ideology from which he could make sallies into both
without being trapped into either.
Looking in the first chapter at the problem of knowledge, Mounier described the existentialists
all impersonal epistemologies
of the analysis.

Consequently

as rejecting

and putting man at the centre
all systematic philosophy was

excluded as ignoring the singularity of the existing individual. Abstract and mechanical thought with its pretentions
to all-embracing completeness gave way, he claimed, to a
living and human diversity of individual reflection.

Since
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they regarded systems as built to dispense men from thinking,
he said, the existentialists'

first step consisted of a

philosophical awakening, shaking men out of their indifference and provoking them to a vital and passionate appraisal
of their existence.

They thereby overturned the traditional

relationship of knowledge between man and the world, he continued, rejecting the concept of man as a self-possessed
consciousness passively observing the external world,
replacing it by a perceiving subject rooted in mystery and
opaque to itself.

Since the existence of the world was

inexhaustible and full -of mystery, he went on, it could be
examined and analysed in depth but at no time grasped in its
totality, much less expressed in a systematic formulation.
Immediately the exclusion of Sartre was reinforced.

The

refusal of systematic philosophy which Mounier attributed to
all existentialism was incompatible with a work like L'Etre
et le neant.

Mounier was implicifty suggesting that in so

far as he was systematic, Sartre was betraying true existentialism.

By the same token he was again dispensing with

the need to consider the internal coherence of Sartre's
philosophy in his analysis.

He incidentally also ruled out

Heidegger in the same way, and proposed the christian brand
therefore as the model of all existentialism.
Passing on to examine in more detail the dramatic conception of man which he considered to characterise existential philosophy, Mounier distinguished eight major themes.
Man was contingent both in that he existed at all and in
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that he had one specific existence rather than another;
ms reason was inadequate to cope with the world; he was
dynamic and restless, always moving on into the future; his
existence was precarious and never assured, so that he was
in a constant state of anguish, dizziness and danger, confronted with the necessity to choose himself at every stage;
he was out of harmony with the world, threatened and alienated; he was faced at every moment with the dreadful awareness of his own inevitable death and had to come to terms
with it;he was isolated and cut off from his fellow men and
his own true nature was hidden; finally, though for Sartre
alone, man was ultimately nothingness.

With the exception

of this last theme Mounier examined e~ch one from two points
of view: the christian and the atheist.

The substance of

his remarks was ostensibly based on his reading of ~rkegaard, amplified by Gabriel Marcel and at times Pascal,
who between them represented for him the main stream as
christian existentialism.

He presented them as engaged in

a dialectical process in which the austere and gloomy
aspects of their vision were not allowed to be overstated,
and were intended to prepare the corresponding positive
cha~acteristics of christianity.

The object, he explained,

was to set up a tension and intensity in which the christian
faith was lived to the full.

It is apparent that in fact he

took Pascal as his model, amplified by Marcel and jerkegaard,
but this basic structural option was implicit rather than
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Jaspers served as a transition to the atheist

interpretation but Heidegger and Sartre were the main
examples.

Mounier used Heidegger to show how an atheist

tried to find a secular substitute for the positive side of
the christian dialectic, but Sartre, sparingly quoted, was
taken to demonstrate how catastrophic was the unniieved
gloom of thoroughgoing atheist existentialism.

Mounier

attacked his nihilistic view of the frenetic dynamism of
consciousness and his paranoid reaction to the contingency
of being.

He isolated Sartre's concept of Ie n~ant

particular attack.

for

It entailed, in his view, an impover-

ished, humiliating and purely negative conception of man
and his possibilities.

He suggested that Sartre should

really be termed an 'inexistentialist' since the basis of
his thought was the void rather than the plenitude.

This

attack, couched in polemical terms, is an excellent example
of the way in which Mounier avoided the philosophical

analy-

sis which underpinned the Sartrean account, treating it as
an arbitrary and subjective view.
Mounier admitted that the historical situation had been
instrumental in the spread of existentialism but he believed
that its roots went deeper.

He saw it on the one hand as a

christian response to the over-complacent

attitude of the

Church, which had led to a widespread dechristianisation.

On

the other hand, he saw it as the atheists' response to their
loss of belief in God, an attempt to replace religion, Eading
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more often to despair and nihilism.

Mounier warned that

the ontology of despair was destructive and unacceptable to
the christian and must be corrected by an ontology of hope
which alone could situate man in his true nature and dignity.
Locating the problem on a spiritual level, he therefore saw
atheistic existentialism as the expression of a malady of
the soul, and its christian counterpart as the remedy for
such a malady.

He implicitly denied that Sartre's thought

might be a response to concrete historical conditions by
analysing it not in terms of a historically relative phenomenon but in terms of an ahistorical absolute.

Apparently

he failed to perceive its ideological nature.
Mounier began the next chapter by suggesting that
existentialism shared with personalism a common recognition of
the need for interiority.

He added that it must be counter-

balanced by a self-transcendence

and an exteriorisation to

prevent it falling into individualism. Existentialists,

he

said, saw men as torn between this true mode of existence
and the false mode, its polar opposite, which had many names
- divertissement

(Pascal), inauthenticity

mauvaise foi (Sartre) or aestheticism

(Heidegger),

(Kierkegaard) - all

designating the same selfishness, indifference and lack of
lucidity.

In each case, he explained, the inauthenticity

had to be overcome by a conscious choice and a radical transformation on the part of the individual.

For christians this

was a positive liberation, Mounier argued, but for the
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atheists the liberation was ultimately meaningless - in
either case the movement and the intention were substantially alike.

He thus suggested a degree of harmony between

the two branches of existentialism but it was a harmony
achieved only by imposing on Sartre and Heidegger a structure of intentionality which neither of them expressed and
which their philosophies were therefore ill-equipped to deal
with.
Concomitant with their emphasis on interiority, Mounier
continued, modern existentialists had been anxious to stress
the insertion of man in the world.

They saw man, he said,

as born into a situation which he had not chosen, but which
he had to come to terms with and aS$ume responsibility for,
even if this eventually led to a radical transformation of
the situation.

Such a position, he

claimed, entailed a

co~plex theory of action, in so far as it implied contradictions between the assumed present and the different chosen
future, and between individual freewill and historical
necessity.

Action in the world, he went on, tended to

become objective and impersonal, but refusal to act entailed
a retreat into unreality, solipsism and the dissolution of
the self in pure subjectivity.

He regretted that early

existentialists had tended to this refusal, probably an
over-reaction against the menace of nineteenth century
materialism.

Fortunately, he thought, modern existentialism

seemed prepared to restore the balance.

In this analysis of

engagement, Mounier rested largely on Kierkegaard, posing
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the problem in terms of involvement or interest in the
everyday world as against a possible retreat into art or
piety.

This interpretation ignored the more far-reaching

analysis of commitment in Sartre's terms of purposive and
ultimately political intervention in the course of events,
as opposed to the passive and anyway inevitable involvement
in the day-to-day flow of life.

On this occasion he largely

ignored the aspect of Sartre's thought which was most ideologically active, assimilating it to an allied but much
more abstract argument.
Mounier went on to examine a characteristically
tentialist concern: the existence of oth~~eople.

exis-

Existen-

tialists, he said, had raised the problem of alienation
which occurred in the relationship between two minds, denying the possibility of communication other than by indirect
and unsure means.

The atheist existentialists had been par-

ticularly tormented by the proble~, he suggested, and
ultimately could only see consciausnesses

locked in conflict.

For Heidegger, he explained, the individual attained authenticity only in total solitude and dereliction: other people
being only a temptation to sink into servitude or inauthenticity.

Mounier then examined Sartre at some length,

reiterating his account of personal relatiaships as a battle
between hostile freedoms, committed to trying and failing to
enslave each other.

He admitted that it was accurate up to

a point, but only as a partial account applicable only to an
inauthentic mode of being.

He suggested that Sartre in his
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paranoia had disregarded the possibility of human relationships as a mutual enrichment in which shame, fear and hatred
could be replaced by respect, fidelity and love.

But ha

added that only christianity could show the way out of his
ontological dereliction, repacing the total isolation of the
individual, inescapable in Sartre's view, with a divine
inner transcendence.

This critique of Sartrean psychology

was highly pertinent in pointing out that no satisfactory
human relationships were permissible within it, except
through the operation of mauvaise foie
refute Sartre philosophically,

While it did not

this objection reduced the

credibility of his position for those who believed in the
possibility of authentic and satisfying human intercourse.
Mounier's suggested revision of his account was based on an
emotional rather than an intellectual adjustment, and its
acceptability consequently depended on the degree of optimism in his reader.
In the following chapter Mounier returned to the problem of ambiguity in the existentialist conception of action.
He said that they tended to a cultivation of different forms
of action only for the intensity of the subjective experience procured.

For the athe~s,

he suggested, this was not

surpising, since, despite their protests to the contrary,
they had no positive force to nourish effective action in
the world, and furthermore no external point of reference by
which to direct it.

Since moral responsibility

fell, in

their view, entirely on the individual, and since every least
act was taken to be universally normative, Mounier pointed
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out, human acts carried a debilitating load of responsibility
which would tend more often to paralyse than to catalyse
into action.

The christian existentialists

es~aped this

charge, he claimed, by inserting human freedom into a network of forces in tension, and by offering an external
scheme of reference.

The total freedom allowed by Sartre

in particular could, he said, be no less than arbitrary,
leading to a disorientation in a world where everything was
possible, where no effective limits were placed on freedom
and where there was nothing and no one to be responsible to.
The danger Mounier saw in this was a total moral relativism
in which there would ultimately be no firm grounds on which
to condemn even nazi atrocities provided they were undertaken with subjective intensity.

What Mounier missed in

atheistic existentialism was a firm, independently existing
hierarchy of values on which to base action or judgement.
The lack of absolutes seemed to him to undermine moral or
purposive activity and eventually to destroy meaning.

He

therefore attempted to show that such a position was untenable.

There was, however, no way in which he could refute

the consistent moral relativity implicit in the sartrean system.

His only response was to appeal to the existence of a

need for external absolutes.

Since he considered christian-

ity to meet such a need, the implication of his analysis was
to woo people away from one self-consistent
tem to another more agreeable one.

ideological sys-
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The next chapter posed the question whether, in insisting on the priority of the individual existent, existentialism eliminated the possibility of general truths and therefore of philosophy.

Mounier could suggest only two ways to

resolve the problem.

The first, he said, was to stress the

primacy of the way in which truth was perceived at the expense of neglecting its content.

The alternative he offered

was to accept duration and repetition in existence as a basis
for generality which escaped the isolated unicity of the
individual in the instantaneous present.

However, he agreed

that these were weak replies and that the best way to understand the resulting fragmentation of truth was as part of a
total dialectic.

The dialectic, he suggested, was completed

by the older essentialist doctrines which had become fossilised and needed to be shaken and challenged in the interests
of truth, which ultimately, he argued, the existentialists
had at heart.

Once more, Mounier's response was to impose the

model of christian existentialism, whose exponents could
legitimately be described as wishing to apply a sharp corrective to the decadent tendencies of the Church.
true of the atheists, however,
out in the persp~ive

Such was not

Their work was not carried

of an established account of truth,

and there was no reason to suppose that they regarded truth
as the kind of absolute which it represented for Mounier.
To treat Sartre as deliberately exaggerating his case was
thus a refusal to take seriously his declared position, and
amounted to interpreting Sartre's explorations as the
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defective but well-meaning

restatement of a known absolute

already available in a satisfactory,
formulation.

though old-fashioned.

It was the catholic paterna~m

which Mounier

had never lost.
In the final chapter, Mounier detected in all forms of
existentialism

the intuition of a presence in the world which was

not altogether explicable.

Atheists were troubled by the

experience, he argued, and ascribed it to an illusion of the
mind projecting its hidden preoccupations

into the world,

hence the disquieting experience of the Double.

Christians

knew, he said, that it was the revelation of the superabundant source of being.
attack on Sartre.

Here Mounier launched into his final

Hideously misconceiving

the creative full-

ness of being, Sartre, in Mounier's view, contrived to
strangle being, reducing it to the hostile and nauseating
status of his 8tre-en-soi.

Robbed of spontaneity or movement,

Mounier exclaimed, this brute mass was set over against
human consciousness which in its turn was misconveived as
pure negativity,
being.

lacking any notion of fullness or real

The irremediable separation Sartre introduced into

being, Mounier argued, was a false and pernicious one produced by a mind unable to stand outside its own impoverishment.

To divorce man from existence, he went on, was the

inescapable consequence of refusing living being, and in this
sense Sartre represented the honest and lucid working out of
the initial refusal.

Mounier declared that christian exis-

tentialists offered a positive answer to Sartre in the
notion of an authentic transcendence which was that infinite
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movement within being which drove it on to be more than
itself, and rather than a negation, was an affirmation of
something beyond.

He added that this beyond called for a

response which rational thought could not encompass, the
model of which was an act of faith, and thought that only
in this way could human existence reach outside itself to
a reality which could transform it.

Thus, Mounier concluded,

existentialism offered a kind of prophetic revival, capable
of shaking the church into a healthy reappraisal and of
revitalising western rationalism to face the challenge of
the new world.

Here, once the polemic is disregarded,

Mounier recognised the principle which had underlain his
attack on Sartre since the outset: atheism in any form was
unacceptable and when it was expressed with coherence and
honesty it was to be rejected with all the energy at his
disposal.

Although he scarcely referred to God specifically,

Mounier visibly used belief in God as the ultimate guide to
his analysis.

As a result his hostility towards Sartre was

most pronounced in those areas of discussion where belief
or unbelief were most decisive in philosophical

terms.

Throughout the book; Mounier's aim was to defend christian doctrine and to discredit atheism.

The aim was carried

out first by setting up the christian existentialists
true form of existentialism.

as the

Marcel, Kierkegaard and Pascal

were constantly reoommended, though Kierkegaard was occasionally reproached for the more distinctively protestant
features of his thought.

Jaspers could be regarded as an
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honorary christian, Mounier implied, since he was represented as striving for a truth which he never fully perceived,
though his analyses always suggested a possible religious
solution which was never embraced.

Heidegger, with whom

Mounier was clearly not familiar, was shown as a lost soul,
working to come to terms with the loss of God and signally
failing, a sad rather than a dangerous figure.

So far,

Mounier had no difficulty in showing the harmony of the
existentialist school and the obvious superiority of its
christian members; he even emerged as something of an existentialist himself on these terms.
the situation was different.
sibilities.

With Sartre, however,

He was caught in three impos-

First, he could not ignore Sartre because

without him his account of existentialism would be both
incomplete and ideologically irrelevant.

Second, he could

not base his account on Sartre, since this would make the job
of refutation immeasurably more difficult and ideologically
ineffective.

Third, he could not be over-selective

in his

presentation of Sartre, since, Sartre being already widely
known, that would have laid him open to the charge of misrepresentation and would have been ideologically counterproductive.

The result was a compromise.

Mounier grappled

with Sartre from different angles, seeking leverage whereever he could find it, but without gaining a decisive victory.

Pitching the fight sometimes on philosophical,

some-

times on emotional grounds, he tried first to present Sartre
as an aberrant, almost illegitimate member of an otherwise
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valuable school of thought, second to suggest deficiencies
in his ontology, third to neglect important areas of
strength in his thought.

Ideologically

effective response available.

this was the only

Although a dialogue had not

really been instituted, Mounier appeared to face Sartre
honestly and to develop an intelligent position in relation
to him.

Resisting some but also accepting some of Sartre's

points, Mounier conducted his argument on a level which was
never drily technical, often richly expressive and always of
some intellectual complexity.

In short, the book was

tailored to appeal to the anticipated audience of informed
catholics with a sympathetic interest in new ideas, whether
the older personalists of Mounier's vintage, or the leaders
of the new generation of young catholics.

In this context,

the book was carefully judged to have a maximum effect on
the ideological client~le he had already acquired, strengthening their self-assurance

and providing a useful defence

against the sollicitations

of a powerful rival.

The measure of Mounier's success with his Introduction
aux existentialismes

can be assessed by comparing it briefly

with the treatment of existentialism which appeared in the
popular Que sais-je? series at the same period.36
author's dry, catechistic appr~ch

The

was only enlivened by a

vehement denigration of everything connected with Sartre.

Not

36. P. Foulqui~, L'existentialis.e (Paris, 1946). The
modifications introduced in latter editions affected both the
substance and the structure of the book. Recent editions
bear little resemblance to the first one.
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only did he deal pedantically and condescendingly with him,
failing to confront or undermine him philosophically

or

ideologically, but he also devoted more of the book to
expounding scholastic distinctions and the academic neoessentialist philosophy of Louis Lavelle.

It was a book

which having disastrously misconceived its audience and its
subject could not hope to exercise the kind of influence
Mounier did.

Successive editions of the book show substan-

tial changes to remedy this, but Mounier, in contrast, was
a skilled ideologist who had the ability to find the right
method to communicate effectively with his audience.

d)

Developments.

Mounier's success in articulating an adequate response
to existentialism was quickly recognised in catholic circles.37
He was seen more generally as a prominent figure in the debate
over existentialism which was widely pursued in the press and
elsewhere. 38 Having once established his position in the
matter, Meunier modified it very little in his subsequent
work.

He took care, however, to follow the progress of the

existentialists closely, reviewing their work regularly in
Esprit.

The succeeding three or four years brought little

37. See for example Marcel Reguier, 'Existentialisme et
personnalisme', Etudes, juillet-aoOt 1946- p.134-136.
38. For example, he took part in an organised public debate
on the subject with Merleau-Ponty, Gandillac, Wahl and
Danielou (17 June 1946), which attracted a vast audience
(see press reports). This was after his first major articles
but before their appearance in book form.
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new intellectual development in the existentialist camp~
The period was one of consolidation during which its positions were variously explored and elaborated by its protagonists.

Parallel to this a flurry of books appeared offering

examinations and criticisms in varying depth from different
points of view, sympathetic or hostile, outside the existentialist circle.

Possibly the most significant development,

from Mounier's point of view, was the upsurge of interest in
christian existentialists, who had hitherto slumbered in
relative obscurity.

Such interest, broadly confined to

christian circles, may have led some to personalism, but
there is no real evidence to support such a claim.

What it

did achieve was to help sensitize the catholic population to
the change, questioning and rethinking which was running
through the old structures.

Against the background of this

growing awareness Mounier's personalism appeared as a firm
and respected doctrine and as an open window on to the
intellectual unknown.

Even if they did not embrace it whole-

heartedly, there were many, even cautiously progressive
catholics, who looked to personalism for a lead.
As the forties drew to a close, Mounier attenuated some
of the harshness he had expressed towards Sartre.

In part

this followed from a closer acquaintance with his works, in
part from a realisation of the serious intentions of his
philosophical explorations, and in part from Sartre's
unassailable preemininence in French intellectual life.

In
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an article of 1948,39 he admitted 'je n'ai pas moins que
d'autres quelques premiers mouvements
droit de Sartre,.40

a

me reprocher

a

l'en-

Referring to the method he had used in

his Introduction aux existentialismes, he asserted that 'ce
n'~tait point diminuer Sartre, c'~tait l'entourer d'un murmure
de complicit~s et de questions,.41

This reinterpretation

was scarcely accurate, since the book's whole object had
been to diminish Sartre.

However, it is evidence of a dis-

tinct shift in Mounier's position.

The points of difference

remained unchanged, but Mounier was less peremptory, and
more prepared to concede that Sartrean existentialism had
its strong points.

He could well afford to: two years had

passed in which Sartre had become the undeniable giant of
French thought and was widely thought to hold the same position in the world of letters.

Ideologically the position,

though largely unchanged, had acquired a stability which
seemed to permit a degree of fraternisation.

Politically,

Mounier and Sartre were running along similar paths.

In

1948 they were actively collaborating together in the R.D.R.
project, so that active hostility on Mounier's part would
have been politically ill-conceived.

As a result, the debate

rested.
39. E. Mounier, 'Perspectives existentialistes et perspectives chr~tiennes', in Colette Audry (ed.), Pour ou contre
l'existentialisme (Paris, 1948), p.129-164, reprinted in
Oeuvres, IV, p.359-381.
40. Oeuvres, IV, p.360.
41. Oeuvres, IV, p.359.
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In terms of their rale as cultural ideologies both doctrines had reached their peak by 1948.

Within four years

atheist existentialism had been torn apart by the tensions
of the Cold War.

Personalism, suffering from similar strains,

entered a rapid decline following Mounier's death.

Neither

was destroyed by intellectual considerations, but si~ply
because the conditions of their functioning as ideologies
had changed.

Personalism was already destroyed as an&fec-

tive political ideology.

The growing conflicts within

France, and the re-emergence of catholic conservatism to
challenge the avant-garde, rendered finally pointless any
attempt to preserve personalism's coherence as a philosophy,
and therefore as a distinct cultural ideology, after the
death in 1950 of Mounier whose work it had been.

For exis-

tentialism, the increasing political divisions between its
major figures and Satre's own absorbtion in politics deprived it of the coherence it required to continue as an independent ideology.

Social conditions also evolved, young

middle-class supporters were growing older and seeking more
settled habits of mind; their younger brothers and sisters
were looking for new, idols; the intellectual establishment
was looking for new debates; and the political left was
being flung into the brutal polarisations

of the Cold War.

Under these circumstances both existentialism and personalism
succumbed.

But before examining the reasons for personal-

ism's collapse and the manner of its dissolution, it ia
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appropriate to consider its relations with the other ideology
which dominated post-war France and towards which both
Sartre's and Mounier's attentions were so compellingly turned.

II.

MARXISM.
a)

Sparring partners.

MaDism, like personalism, but unlike existentialism,
sought to be a total ideology.

That is, it claimed to des-

cribe the world comprehensively and to formulate a complete
practical response to it.

The last chapter showed how

Marxism's major exponent in France, the communist party,
dominated political thinking and activity, especially on the
Left.

It also dominated broader theoretical discussions,

and Mounier was obliged to confront its general ideological
. 1·lca t·lons. 42
lmp
Socially, Marxism had its main base in the workingclass, where it was virtually unchallenged.

The reasons for

this are not difficult to find, since it was an ideology
whose analysis of history was based on the class struggle
and which committed itself both practically and theoretically
to the victory of the working-class.

Despite the strong

influence which Marxism enjoyed in the non-communist

left,

it is undeniable that, both politically and ideologically,
its most energetic and influential defender was the communist
42. For material in this section substantial use has been
made of David Caute, Communism and the French Intellectuals
(London, 1964); George Lichtheim, Marxism in modern France
(New York, 1966); and F. Bon and others, Le communisme en
France et en Italie, vol.I, (Paris, 1969).
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There were other forms of Marxism, held by fellow-

travellers of the party, and, to a lesser degree, by some
members of the socialist party, but in liberated France,
to talk of Marxism automatically involved the communists.
The influence of Marxism therefore extended at least as far
as the party's influence, which meant that it was felt in
every aspect of working-class

life.

Clearly, not all of

those who could be described as Marxists were more conscious
of the intellectual implications t.hanwwe re those who cjhaimed
to be existentialists, but there was far less distance
between committed supporters and followers.
of the party itself was closely knit.

The structure

Its stress on education

was supported by a network of communications comparable in
scope to that of the catholic church and certainly more efficient.

Even against the communists alone, Mounier could not

hope to challenge Marxism in the working-class,

and there

were other Marxist influences at work to increase the impossibility.
In the middle-class, however, the picture was different.
Following the war, the middle-class was conscious of the
failure of traditional liberalism as a viable ideology.
Many still held to the political and religious authoritarianism which had traditionally been the major alternative,
but the generation which had grown to maturity in the Resistance, along with many of their elders who had been active
in it, were drawn into close contact with the communists.
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Such contact would, for the majority, have been unthinkable
five years earlier, and it forced them to assess their
position in relation to the party and the ideology it offered.
The respect and sympathy which its Resistance
ded, the unaccustomed

record comman-

acceptance of communists in government

posts, and the high regard in which the Soviet Union was for
a time held, ensured an unprecedentedly
for Marxist ideas.

receptive audience

Among catholics there was

rarely any

question of embracing Marxism, though there was a clear need
to come tomtms

with it; among non-christians

many for whom it resolved satisfactorily
disorientation

they felt.

there were

the ideological

The major rival to Marxism in this

social sector was existentialism,

but both overlapped suffi-

ciently into Mounier's territory to forbid any complacency
on his part.

The leading Marxist intellectuals

in France

were more varied in social origins than their rivals, but
they were nonetheless

dominated by the same social group of

teachers and journalists.

The important difference was

that as an older and international
calIon

ideology, Marxism could

a body of theory and practice that existentialism

could not hope to equal, and that Mounier could only surpass
by presenting himself in a specifically
To assert himself ideologically

catholic light.

against Marxism Mounier

had to take account of social considerations
which existentialism
working-class,

provoked.

was effectively

similar to those

One area, in this case the
closed to him; one area, again
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the catholic middle-class, was virtually closed to the opponent; one area, the young non-catholic middle-class, was
open to contest.

For personalism to become a strong cultural

ideology it was essential that it should consolidate its
position among catholics, but equally impo~nt
win acceptance among non-catholics.

that it should

It was therefore with

a constant eye on the young elite who were as yet ideologically uncommitted that Mounier engaged bEtle with Marxism.
Earlier chapters have shown the beginning of Mounier's
confrontation with Marxism and the response he had prepared.
The intellectual position had not changed, but-the ideological position had, and Esprit's first major invesit8ation
was aimed precisely at discovering the extent of communist
penetration into the vital generation - the 20 to 30 age
group.43

The individuals consulted in this enquiry were

all young intellectuals mostly from the Paris area.

As

with one voice they acknowledged the strong attraction of
the communist party and almost as often the powerful effect
of the Marxist analysis.

The christians among them, how-

ever, mostly drew back on the brink of commitment either
in distrust of the party or because they felt that Marxism
excluded a spiritual dimension which they would not abandon.
Significantly, a minority of christians were not deterred
by these considerations.

Perhaps not surprisingly also,

several were convinced of the need for a coherent alternative, not to be found in the existing political parties,
but along the lines of the personalist

inspiration.

43. E. Mounier, 'Ceux qui en etaient, ceux qui n'en etaient
pas: enquete sur le communisme et les jeunes', Esprit, no.
119, fevrier 1946, p.191-260.
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During the early post-war period, political questions
were so dominant as to be unambiguously the key to Mandsm
as a total ideology.

This did not eliminate the need to

meet Marxism intellectually, but it did make it less urgent.
Throughout 1946 and 1947 Mounier's declarations were turned
less towards a new examination of Marxist theory than a
reiteration of the basic points he had defended since the
thirties.

He had initially been almost entirely ignorant

of Marxist thought, and his early dec~ations

on the matter

had leant heavily on the knowledge brought to Esprit by
various of his colleagues.

In particular, he was strongly

influenced by the Russian emigre Nicholas Berdyaev~ whose position Mounier had largely adopted as his own. 44 The cruder
elements of Berdyaev's account had been attenuated by a
knowledge of Marx's early manuscripts which revealed analyses
of alienation, ideology, philosophy and social superstructures, which Marx later muted.45

Although Mounier gained

a degree of verbal sophistication he did not materially alter
his position throughout the thirties.

The problem of

Marxism had at all times been a function of the activities
of the communist party, and Mounier had therefore not been
forced into a serious ideological confrontation for which he
was not prepared.
44. See above, Chapter 2,I.c), where the question is discussed in some detail. See also N. Berdiaeff, Problemes
du communisme (Paris, 1933).
45. A. Cornu's account of the early Marx had been reviewed
and analysed in some detail in Marcel More, 'Les annees
d'apprentisage de Karl Marx', Esprit, avril, juin, septembre
& octobre 1935.
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Although his inevitable contact with Marxism had compelled Mounier to formulate his views on it more clearly
over the years, they were substantially the same in 1946
as they had been in 1932.

In an article introducing the

investigation of communism among young intellectuals, he
rearticulated the theoretical basis for Marxism's inaccep46
tabOlO
1 Ity.

It sought, he said, to reduce everything to

a function of economics.

While it was undeniable, he admit-

ted, that economic and social factors operated in spiritual
affairs, he emphasised that spiritual forces also operated
to disrupt any deterministic account.

Hence, he claimed,

although Marxism's social analysis was penetratingly acute,
it was in other respects a crude philosophy.

Primarily, it

failed to accept the necessity for a guiding conception of
man, without which, he argued,revolution

could disastrously

fail to produce the expected liberation.

He concluded that

until Marxis~ treated such considerations as more than the
maunderings of a disoriented petty-bourgeoisie,

and applied

themselves seriously to moral and psychological

explorations,

they could not expect to gain the support of those for whom
the spiritual dimension was vitally important.
Many criticisms can be, and were, levelled against
Mounier's picture, not least of the Marxist account of
superstructures

.
an d h uman conSCIousness.

GM'
eorges

ounln, 47

46. E. Mounier, 'D~bat A haute voix', Esprit, no.119,
fevrier 1946, p.164-190, reprinted in Oeuvres, IV, p.114137. See also Chapter 5, II.a).
47. Georges Mounin, 'Pourquoi je suis rest~ communiste',
Esprit, no.121, avril 1946, p.572-580.
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a young communist intellectual, was quick to point out - at
some length - that the crude determinism attributed to
Marxism was a complete and caricatura1 misunderstanding.
. p~.
.
M aur1ce
~p1n, 48 a young protestant commun1st,
also pointed
out that any conception of man was only meaningful in the
context of concrete historical conditions.

This replied

to Mounier's proposal of an ahistorical paradigm for human
activity.

Roger Garaudy49 flatly accused Mounier of asking

Marxism to embrace a Platonistic idadism such as characterised personalism.

Mounier welcomed Mounin's and Pepin's

replies as hopeful signs of a worthwhile dialogue, but suggested that they were being perhaps a little naIve.

To Garaudy

he could only say that he had obviously not understood any., s persona 1·1sm. 50 In another articleS1 at
thing 0f Espr1t
about the same time, he restated his position, assimilating
something of the criticism offered and suggesting directions
in which reconciliation might be possible.

Idealism in the

Marxist sense, he said, was precisely one of the· alienations
against which personalism had always fought, holding that
48. Maurice Pepin, untitled article, Esprit, no.121, avril
1946, p.S91-596.
49. Roger Garaudy, 'Impuissance et malfaisance du spiritualisme politique', Cahiers du communisme, mars 1946,
p.212-223.
50. E. Mounier, 'Autour du communisme (suite)', Esprit, no.
122, mai 1946, p.855-857.
51. E. Mounier, 'Situation du personnalisme (suite et fin)',
Esprit, no.120, mars 1946, p.432-457, reprinted in Oeuvres,
III, p.203-228.
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thought unrelated to the material world was an aberration.
At the same time, he insisted, Marxism tended to fall into
the opposite aberration of refusing to acknowledge

spiritual

needs and thereby reducing the world to pure matter, and man
to a machine.

Nevertheless Marxism did have the virtue, he

conceded, of demonstrating

the unity of mind and body in

man, and the interrelation

of mind and matter in the world.

Provided it could abandon its insistence on the~imacy

of

economics in the dialectical relation between man and the
world, he said, Marxism was not so far from personalism's
affirmation of the ultimate sovereignty
human mind.

of the creative

Why, he asked, could Marxism not go beyond its

materialism

and aecept the importance of the interior

dimension of man?

That, for the moment, was his last word.

Intellectually, Mounier was apparently seeking to
disestablish the MaDist dialectic from its economic and
historical basis.

He gave no strong reasons why this should

be done, nor did he point to any tangible advantages in
doing it.

There was obviously no chance of his persuading

convinced Marxists, but ideologically
unimportant,

this was relatively

since those on whom he could hope to have an

effect were the young progressively

minded catholics.

His

approach was well judged to eliminate the mystery of Marxism
as an unknown and therefore fascinating

force, to establish

a small number of simple and decisive points which rendered
it unacceptable,

and to assimilate

to personalism

as far as
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possible those aspects of Marxism which were clearly powerful.

The total effect was one of immunisation

a defensive rather than offensive operation.

and as such
Tactically,

this posture was forced on him because, whereas he could not
hope to exercise much influence within the Marxist camp,
Marxism was visibly making inroads into the catholic camp
and therefore on personalist

territory.

It is clear that

Mounier's dialogue with Marxism was dictated by tactical
necessities,

and that innocent or disinterested

motives

played no part in it.
During the course of 1946 the ideological extension of
Marxism reached a high point.

Those who had hesitated

eventually made up their minds one way or the other, the
political situation marked the end of the Marxist honeymoon
for the time, and the anti-communist

campaign from the emer-

gent Right was beginning to force an increasing polarisation.

By the end of the year Mounier noted this develop-

ment and was pleased to see that more people were thinking
seriously about Marxism, not just rushing to join the party.52
He even suggested that Esprit's own reflections were an
early contributing

factor.

In so far as he had tried a

holding action against Marxism, it is possible to say that
by late 1946 his objectives had been largely achieved, even
if his own ideological efforts were a contributory
than a decisive factor.

rather

This did not mean that he could

52. E. Mounier, in a series of book reviews under the
general title 'R~centes critiques du communisme', Esprit,
no.126, octobre 1946, p.472-484.
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relax, and during the following months he extended his
understanding

of Marxism in comment on developments

in

communism, in open debate with communists and in the examination of theoretical problems implied in these debates.
One such was the deaate on realism.
In early 1947 the communist party opened a public
debate on the problems of a Marxist view of culture and art.
Different opidons were aired, centring on the status of the
doctrine of socialist raiism, and the degree to which creative artists should be subjected to party discipline in
their work.

Mounier welcomed the admission that more than
53
one view was now tolerated on a question of doctdne.
In
February of that year Esprit published a small selection of
contributions

to the debate, stressing the freedom necessary

for the artist while admitting the social responsibility.
Mounier himself wrote at some length elaborating on the
theme

0f

"
54
rea 11sm.

In the course of his argument for

relative freedom to be allowed to the creative avant-garde,
he examined the concept of "reality".

Quoting the writings

of the young Marx, he pointed out that reality was not an
abstract concept and could not be defined by the mere
repetition of the word "objective".

Instead, he said, it

had to be understood as in part a function of human activity
in which perception and interpretation
tive elements.

were basic and forma-

Such a concept of reality, he argued,

53. E. Mounier, 'Tempete sur l'esth~tique', Esprit, no.
129, janvier 1947, p.175-178.
54. E. Mounier, 'Le r~el n'est ~ personne', Esprit, no.130,
f~vrier 1947, p.206-213.
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necessarily undermined the view that art should be a
straightforward

description of everyday events, and made

room for its potential ability to explore new ways of seeing
and understanding

the world.

To forbid this possibility

artists, he concluded, was a retrogressive

to

measure in so far

as it curtailed the forward movement of the vanguard, and
therefore of the body of the troops.
As time passed, however, it became apparent that this
was not a debate in which an outsider was welcome, but an
internal struggle.55

On the one hand, many French communist

writers were anxious to defend their right to produce the
kind of literature which they subjectively
appropriate;

felt to be

they were supported in their position initially

by Garaudy and Herve, both leading party intellectuals.
On the other hand, Aragon in harmony with the Soviet Union,
felt that the need was above all for a literature which
would contribute specifically

to the unity and mobilisation

of the working class against western, and particularly
American, capitalism.

With the formation of the Cominform

under Zhdanov, the latter tendency gradually asserted itself,
effectively
realism.

reimposing the eetablished

doctrine of socialist

Those who had supported a less dogmatic line either

submitted or left the party.
The significance

of the debate's development was not

limited to France, nor to the field of art alone.

A similar

~~~ David Caute, Communism and the French Intellectuals,
especially p.318-335.
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debate was occupying the Italian communists.

Mounier took

the trouble to publish comments and contributions on the
Italian debate, which was most pertinent to the French one,
and expressed often in highly polemical terms.56

Beyond

the problem of art and culture was the whole question of
the relation between Marxism and the Soviet Union.

The

efforts of Zhdanov to get French intellectuals to accept
the same orthodox line as their Russian counterparts was a
long and divisive process which required the application of
curbs to independent thought and the imposition of an authoritative version of Marxism.

As French communists became

more intractable in their understanding of Marxism, Mounier
m~iplied

his appeals that they should adopt a more open

attitude to dialogues with non-communists.

His attitude must

be seen in the context of the intensifying Cold War in which
his political position was becoming impossible and in which
the only meaningful level of dialogue available was ideological.

It was essential, he knew, to keep the dialogue open

because his ideological strength lay in his being able to
operate on the frontiers of Marxism and catholicism.

Hither-

to the crux of the problem had been what attitude to take to
the communist party itself and although this remained
important it had

b,

1948 been thoroughly debated and the

people who were most affected had mostly taken their decisions.
56. For example, E. Vittorini, 'Politique et culture',
Esprit, no.141, janvier 1948, p.34-57.
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What remained for Mounier was the one task which he had up
to now consistently avoided: a serious examination of Marxism as a philosophy and a comprehensive

assessment of his

own position in relation to it.

b)

Confrontations.

Although Marxism was the major ideology he had to face
from 1932 onwards, Mounier never addressed himself to it the
same way as he had done to fascism or anarchism before the
war, or to exisuntialism

after the war.

When he died in

1950 he had just begun to read a French translation of
Marx's D as Koaplta I for th e fOlrs t tolme, 57 POSSlobIy WIt h a
°

view to a major confrontation,

so that, in effect his most

serious attempt to face Marxism publicly is represented by
the May-June 1948 issue of Esprit.

The issue with the gen-

eral ~itle of 'Marxisme ouvert contre marxisme scolastique',
devoted almost 300 pages to articles and montages on various
aspects of Marxism and set out to offer a fund of reflection
and criticism.

In this very substantial work, Mounier's own

contribution was largely editorial.

The contents, too rich

to be dealt with here in detail, included an anthology of
Marx' and Engels' writings; articles on Marx and Proudhon
and on various aspects of Marx related to morality, history,
religion, revolution, consciousness,

materialism,

economics,

and culture; an enquiry into whether marxism was becoming a
57. This information was given to me in conversation by
M. Jean-Marie Domenach,who
shared Mounier's community
residence.
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scholastic philosophy.

The contributors

ranged from commit-

ted communists to dominican priests and through a selection
.
1··
o f nat10na
1t1es. 58

.
th e vo 1ume, 59 M·oun1er ment10ne
.
d th at 1t
. was
In t roduC1ng
the centenary of the publication of the first French edition
of the Communist Manifesto, and suggested that the occasion
was best commemorated by a serious attempt to understand the
obvious power of Marxism.

His object was therefore to exam-

ine the strengths and the limitations without falling into
the confusions which assisted polemic but did not find the
truth.

Refusing to expurgate Marxism for easy consumption,

he also refused to father on to Marxism disguised versions
of his own thought, understanding

that the task of elucida-

ting Marxism was a long difficult one which was only worth
doing honestly.

For that reason, he went on, this montage

was not intended as a definitive statement of his positions,
nor was it meant to give support to the widespread slogan
58. Contributors to the volume were: E. Mounier; Andr~
Fiole-Decourt, a pre-agr~gation student at Lyon; J. Lacroix;
Remo Cantoni, Italian communist editor of Studi fil~sofici;
Walter Dirks, German editor of Frankfurter Hefte; Julien
Coffinet, socialist economist and journalist; Jean Domarchi,
lecturer in Law at Dijon, scholar of Marxist theory; Maurice
Caveing, communist and progressiste catholic, philosophy teacher; Aim~ Patri, assistant editor of Paru; R~v P. Chenu,
dominican theologian and historian; Christopher Hill, Oxford
modern historian; Francis Jeanson, writer and journalist,
close to Sartre; Philip Spratt, American poiitical journalist;
Henri-Charles Desroches, dominican, assistant editor of
Economie et humanisme; Michel Collmet, teacher in Paris,
former assistant editor of Volont~; Charles-Fran~ois Hubert,
communist Marx scholar and contributor to Economie et
humanisme.
59. E. Mounier, 'Marxisme ouvert ou marxisme scolastique?',
Esprit, no.145, mai-juin 1948, p.70s-708.
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'depasser Ie marxisme', but he did hold an intention which
could be confused with this;
Aidons le marxisme ••• ~ se depasser lui-meme, c'est~-dire A lutter contre ses propres cristallisations,
~ se debarasser des contaminations d'epoque, ~ decouvrir ou ~ admettre (comme toute hypothese scientifique) des perspectives qu'il n'avait pas d'abord
envisagees, enfin ~ developper la force inventive de
ses propres decouvertes.60
This hope that Marxism would go beyond its own limitations
was founded, Mounier argued, on the dynamic and open principles which were built into it.

If these principles were

adhered to, he hoped, a genuine dialogue would be possible
which could be to the ultimate benefit of both personalism
and Marxism itself.

While his Marxist collaborators

could

probably have subscribed to the apparent spirit of these
sentiments, Mounier made it entirely clear where his own
reservations were:
La faiblesse du marxisme consiste, pour nous, ~
eriger un systeme d'explication valable dans certaines
limites de temps, d'echelle et de structures, en une
volonte d'explication universelle et totalitaire.61
This sentence summarised neatly the objection which Mounier
had always held, that Marxism excluded God, and from that
point stem all his reservations, reticences and oppositions.
The whole of the article was another way of saying that Wen
Marxism found room for God it would become acceptable,

The

openness Mounier wanted to encourage in it was therefore a
readiness to concede the relative
60.
61.

Ibid, p.707-708.
Ibid., p.707.

autonomy of consciousness
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in relation to the economic infrastructures.
concession

From this

the way would be open to introducing

the possi-

bility of spiritual forces playing a decisive rSle in
events.

This was Mounier's

eventual aim, though in the

process of achieving it he was prepared to adopt much of the
Marxist analysis of the social and economic spheres, where
he had consistently
The distinction

admitted its superiority.
explicit in the title of the number,

.between a scholastic and an open Marxism, was explored in
a montage of texts presented by Mounier.62

He had asked a

number of writers, communist and non-communist,
on the distinction he proposed.
predictable.

The communists,

to comment

The answers were largely

to a man, replied that Marxism

was by its very nature open and creative, constantly
and able to take account of changing circumstances,
where necessary

to renew defunct or inappropriate

ready
prepared

analyses.

Some of them pointed out that Marxists were only human and
consequently

ther~ were times when they failed to be true to

their principles,

but as Claude Roy said, there was no reason

why they should try to fit the stereotypes
by non-Marxists.

Moreover,

formed for them

Roy added, given the treatment

which they had been accorded by everyone else since the
62. 'Y a-t-il un scolastique marxiste?', Esprit, no.14S,
mai-juin 1948, p.736-766.
Contributors were: Communists:
Claude Morgan, Henri Denis, Marcel Prenant, Jean Beaufret,
Claude Roy, Georges Mounin; Non-communists: J.-W. Lapierre,
Brice Parain, Andre Dumas, Georges Friedmann.
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beginning, Marxists had shown extraordinary

lucidity and

tenacity in remaining true, though they ought not to be
complacent about it.

The non-communist

contributors,

also

to a man, felt that Marxism had suffered an inevitable loss
of vigour and was tending to a rigidity comparable with the
worst excesses of scholasticism.

This, they hastened to

add, was no one's fault since it a'rose from the peculiar
social and historical conditions in which Marxism had to
Irow.

It could be remedied, they suggested, if Marxists

would only become more ready to criticise their beliefs and
open themselves to other possibilities, which they had
hitherto disregarded.
Despite the presentation of the enquiry, which suggested
a certain coherence and unanimity among the contributors,
there was evidently no real agreement between the two sides.
The longest and most penetrating of the replies was that of
Claude Roy, who came nearest to forging a link between the
two sides.

Having admitted that Marxists do sometimes use

their ideology as a simple framework into which everything
must be fitted, and fall short of the intelligence and
rigour with which the Marxist method should be used, he coneluded:
Nous sommes toujours menaces, de l'exterieur et de
l'interieur, en nous-m@mes et en face de nous, de
perils et de paresses. Mais le marxisme est aussi
une discipline de la lucidite. II doit preparer
les lendemains qui chantent avec des aujourd'hui
qui parlent clair, droit et vrai. C'est un programme sur lequel je pense que nous pouvons nous
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retrouver aussi, mon cher Emmanuel Mounier, avec
toi, avec tes amis.63
It is difficul~ theoretically,

to see what more Mounier

could wish from a Marxist and why he did not embrace Roy
as a blood brother.

The commitment to honesty, the intel-

lectual modesty, and the openness of his declaration demanded a reciprocal response from Mounier; thjs was, however,
not forthcoming.

The same is true of the Italian communist,

Remo Cantoni, whose contribution was essentially in the
same spirit.64

While he appreciated their position and

always referred to them afterwards as honest, open Marxists,
there is no evidence to suggest that Mounier tded to come to
terms with them in any way, on the contrary he used them as
a stick with which to beat their less amenable colleagues.
Among their less amenable colleagues, two party intellectuals, Jean Kanapa and Victor Leduc, soon made it clear
that they regarded Mounier's position with suspicion, but
were prepared to continue a dialogue now that it had been
opened.

Kanapa65 accused Mounier of giving expression to a

number of distorted interpretations

of Marxism and trying to

undermine the basic doctrine, but thought that with vigilance on both sides a dialogue was possible if Mounier were
prepared to take fewer liberties with Marxist doctrine.
63. Claude Roy, in an untitled article, Esprit, no.145,
mai-juin 1948, p.754.
64. Remo Cantoni, 'Mythe et critique dans la culture marxiste', Esprit, no.145, mai-juin 1948, p.767-782.
65. Jean Kanapa, 'Avec les catholiques Ie dialogue est
possible ••• mais il y faut une vigilance reciproque',
Cahiers du communisme, no.8, aoQt 1948, p.814-831.
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Leduc66 echoed this sentiment and added that Mounier should
leave Marxism to the Marxists and concentrate on the more
fruitful line of cooperating with the party on practical
issues.

Both men took the whole affair as a confused indi-

cation that the party was making some headway and could hope
to build on this, given the right approach.

The right

approach, as they understood it, was to take a firm doctrinal position, conceding nothing, and to attempt to establish
a limited unity on a practical level.
following orthodox Leninism.

In this they were

Mounier firmly repelled their

advances,67 denying, rather dishonestly,

that he had inten-

ded any dialogue, but agreeing to open one since it had been
taken that way.

Rejecting their accusations of distortion,

he replied to their invitation of practical cooperation

say-

ing that the elucidation of basic ideological positions was
more important and that he had as much right as anyone else
to examine Marxism critically, and that the communists would
do well to follow his initiative as had Roy and Cantoni.
The effect of this reply was to distinguish

theory and prac-

tice in Marxism, a distinction his interlocutors

resisted,

but one which permitted him to pursue his study of it through
a period in which the political implications,

if accepted,

would have been overWelming.
66. Victor Leduc, 'Qui sont les obscurantistes?', Action,
22-28 juin 1948; and 'Chronique des revues', Cahiers du
communisme, no.7, juillet 1948, p.744.
67. E. Mounier, 'Main ouverte et marxisme ferm~', Esprit,
no.147, aoQt 1948, p.214-217.
Reprinted in Oeuvres, IV,
p.169-172.
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During the summer he elaborated on his position in some
detail for the benefit of the review's annual conference.58
He stressed that if Marxism was going to be transcended two
duties were incumbent on personalists.
II faut admettre qu'on puisse assimiler de plus en
plus profond~ment Ie marxisme, lui devoir de plus
en plus, et cependant ieter sur lui un regard de
plus en plus critique. 9
It was necesaary, he implied; to intensify the relatinnship
with Marxism, on the one hand learning more from it, on the
other multiplying the reservations provoked by the basic
difference.

Such an intensification,

he rightly saw, could

not take place without his having to neutralise the proselytising force of communism, and while he felt himself immune
to it, he also felt a responsibility to protect those of his
associates and followers who might be less secure.

In this

project can be found the explanation for his attitude to
dialogue with communist Marxists.

Recalling the obligations

which the social basis of personalism dictated, it will be
remembered that Mounier needed to consolidate

the catholic

core of personalism in each generation while extending its
grip on the young non-catholic ~lite.

By 1948 his insertion

in the latter category was relatively small, for Marxism
and existentialism had proved more powerful, his efforts
were consequently intensified in this area.

But another fac-

tor had also emerged imperiously demanding attention: the
68. The conference was held at Jouy-en-Josas in July 1948.
Mounier's report was published as 'Les taches actuelles
d'une pens~e d'inspiration personnal~e',
Esprit, no.1SD,
novembre 1948, p.679-708.
69. Ibid., p.69l.
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substantial increase in recruitment of working-class
lics both by communist-dominated
party itself.

catho-

trades unions and by the

Although Mounier could not ~ope to exercise

much direct influence on events there, he was not entirely
helpless ideologically.

Any aid he could offer in the

direction of analysis and argument would be welcomed by
those catholic organisations

and publications

direct contact with the problem.

operating in

Their prime need was a

pertinent, effective critique of Marxism which would not
appear to run counterm

the advancement of the working-class

or to contradict those analyses which corresponded with
working-class

experience.

Taken together these factors compelled Mounier to
redouble his efforts to come to terms with Marxism without
yielding ground, and above all without reaching a peaceful
coexistence with communism.

Such coexistence,

he knew,

would inevitably lead to an erosion of personalism
weaker of the two; and the~osion

of personalism,

as the
he felt,

would expose the Church to the risk of being undermined.
For these reasons Mounier took an intransigeant
promising stand alainst the sollicitations

and uncom-

of communist intel-

lectuals and at the same time devoted much time and energy
to examining Marxism.

On a personal level he read voracious-

ly, taking over most of Esprit's reviews of books on Marxism
and preparing analyses of specific themes which Marxism had
raised to importance.

Perhaps the most central of these was

the conception of History.
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The importance of History was a development of nineteenth century thought which lay at the roots of Marxism.
The Church, seeing its rale as depending on the assertion
of an ahistorical absolute, had hitherto given relatively
little attention to this aspect of socialist thought.
After the post-war resurgence of Marxism as an intellectual
force, leading catholics began to examine the question more
closely. 70 Mounier was among them.
Before the war Mounier's perspective had always been
that of Eternity, at least in so far as reflective thought
was concerned.

History had always represented

dimension of activity which did not i~nge
of moral or ~ritual

for him a

on the elaboration

judgements and was therefore not a deci-

sive constituent of personalism as an intellectual matrix.
Maxism, on the other hand, had placed History at the centre
of its attention, refusing to consider that any aspect of
human activity could legitimately be abstracted
ical relativity.

from histor-

Already in 1947, Mounier had given some

attention to the question in speeches made to international
conferences.71

Pointing out that the idea of history having

meaning and direction was of judeo-christian

origin, he

emphasised that for a christian, history was finite and had
70. See, for example, Jean Dani~lou, 'Christianisme et histoire', Etudes, septembre 1947, p.166-184; Gaston Fessard,
'Le communisme va-t-il dans le sens de l'histoire?', Psych~,
juillet-aoQt 1948, p.844-872.
See also Nicolas Berdiaeff,
Le sens de l'histoire (Paris, 1948).
71. 'Pour un temps d'apocalypse', delibered at the UNESCO
conference in Paris 1946 (Oeuvres, III, p.341-360), and 'Le
christianisme et la notion du progres', delivered at an international conference in Geneva, September 1947 (Oeuvres, III,
p.391-438).
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a definite end in the Kingdom of God.

Such a conception,

he

suggested, was more meaningful and more compatible with human
dignity than that of an indefinite process which might or
might not be a progress.

From this view of history stemmed

his often repeated 'tragic optimism' which expressed his
belief that although history was sure to end in glory, the
path was strewn with reverses, obstacles and sufferings
which would only end with the apocalyptic end of time, and
that, meanwhile, a chdstian's duty was to fight on in historical uncertainty,

using his human capacities

his spiritual mission on earth.

By 1949 he had developed

this analysis of history to some complexity,
problems raised in detail.

examining the

In one article72 he suggested

that a major problem was the relationship
and human freedom.

to advance

between history

It was important, he said, to avoid

falling into a refurbished form of Predestination

by assuming

that history followed an inevitable, ineluctable path.
Marxism, he thought, stood between two possibilities;

one

stressed the weight of necessity in history, the other
stressed the need for human effort to conquer its alienations.
Provided Marxists kept the latter in constant view, he considered, they had much in common with the christian view.
Ultimately

the Marxist view of history was one of immanence,

he thought, whereas the christian believed
dimension.

in a transcendent

This, he argued, was the radical difference,

though even such a radical difference was attenuated in prac72. E. Mounier, 'Histoire: idole ou r~alit~', Civitas
(Lucerne), no. 10, juin 1949, p.584-593.
Reprinted in
Oeuvres, III, p.595-610.
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tice.

Granted that history had meaning and direction, he

went on, the problem was posed as to who could interpret
it, a task clearly beyond any individual.

The Church,

obviously, could throw some light on the divine mystery of
~tory,
end.

he agreed, though all would not be revealed till the
Otherwise the christian was largely in the same posi-

tion as the Marxist, grappling with the unknown which was
only structured intelligibly through a series of mediating,
interpreting bodies such as governments, parties, leaders
and theorists.

Moreover, he added, history was so full of

the unpredictable

that it could never definitively

with any certainty.

be grasped

Although spiritual history was not com-

mensurate with temporal history, he insisted, the temporal
was not irrelevant to the christian; and although the Church
should not be identified with its historical

and sociological

insertion, it was still important to purify its earthly
embodiment.

Therefore, he concluded, those who involved

themselves in exploring new forms of temporal incarnation
should be recognised by the Church as having an important
historical mission in which the spiritual was closely bound
up.
Onee Mounier had established a coherent account of history within his personalist

scheme, he felt that he was in

a position to counter the Marxist criticism that h5 thought
was 'abstract'.

The method for dealing with history was the

same as that for dealing with the concept of man.

Accepting
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the apparent situation as given in the marxist account, he
proposed an extra dimension which would not contradict it,
but which would complete it.

Introducing an area of inde-

termination he opened the way for the postulation
tual forces.

of spiri-

In both cases the immediate effect was to raise

the status of his own thought above the social and historical
determinations
ted.

without denying that such determinations

exis-

In other words, he could implicitly accept the ideo-

logical function of personalism while holding that it was not
essentially

ideological.

This contrasted with Marxism which

was prepared to admit its own ideological

function until

such time as hStorical and social contradictions
come, whereafter new ideostructures

would be generated to

correspond to new social and historical
Mounier's

were over-

conditions.

relationship with Marxism was reaching an

intense stage in 1949, as he was increasingly

obliged to accede to

its analyses in temporal matters, and he grew correspondingly
more insistent in his assertion of the spiritui dimension
it denied.
development,

This intensity was heightened by a parallel
as has been seen, in the political

sphere, where

his increasing awareness of the embattled situation of the
working-class

went hand in hand with a growing repugnance for

the communist party.

The degree of Mounier's

visible evo-

lution towards Marxism was certainly one of the reasons
which prompted Thorez to appeal for his cooperation;
simultaneous

intensification

the

of his reservations was equally
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important in Mounier's response of withdrawal.

In order to

retain his balance, Mounier was constantly obliged to introduce compensatory
difficult

intensifications,

a situation increasingly

as the months passed, with the papal decree of

July 1949, the show trials in Eastern Europe, the polemic
aroused by Tito's actions in Yugoslavia,
industrial

strife of the winter of 1949.

his de~opment
to say.

and the bitter
What the course of

would have been, had he lived, is impossible

Would he have found a solution?

There is no reason

to suppose so: certainly he could no more embrace MarKism
than he could close his eyes to it.

Intellectually

he was

learning more and more from Marxism, but whether he could
have reflected this in the political

and ideological

context

of the 1950's is open to question.

III.

PERSONALISM.
a)

Situation.

The examination of Mounier's
tentialism

relationship

with exis-

and Marxism has suggested that his thought lacked

the force to expand appreciably beyond the catholic milieu
which had been its crade.

Two final questions must be

examined in order to assess personalism
logy: how far it was a successful

as a cultural

ideo-

and cohesive force within

catholic circles, and how far it was a viable in~lectual
framework in its own right.

Something of the answer has

already emerged: it was an ideology of the catholic avantgarde, seeking to create modes of coexistence

with the major
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secular ideologies, exploring new territory and building a
total structure of responses to meet the challenge of new
situations and relationships in all areas of human activity.
A~mpting
i~sted

to give his position a concrete content, Mounier
more than ever on the dimension of commitment, but

constantly stressed that no single political line followed
necessarily

from personalism.

Its broad,objectives

must, he

said, include the destruction of the western bourgeoisie

and

the coming of socialist structures as a result of workingclass action.

Divorced from these implications, he warned,

it would turn into 'une id~ologie A tout faire,73 and be
taken over by reformist or conservative
a mystification.

interests to become

Caught in a cleft stick, Mounier saw the

dangers springing from the sociological
alism as an ideology.

function of person-

How was it possible to avoid them?

If he refused to work from the social reality of his insertion, he was doomed to sterility.

If he allowed his social

base to dictate his positions, they were bound to be perverted.

His project was therefore to unite the vanguard of the

catholic middle-class,

a project requiring a fin~ sense of

balance and a strong sense of direction if it was to be
successful.

The relationship between an ideologist and his

audience is reciprocal, as has been seen.
and modifies their consciousness,

and cannot separate the

two tasks without losing his function.
73. Oeuvres, III, p.238.
isme? (1947)J

He both expresses

Mounier had aimed at

(From Qu'est-ce que Ie personnal-
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inducing a radical traasformation

in his followers, so it

was all the more essential that he should continue to cater
for their particular

tastes and needs.

Such an ambition was

complicated by the desire to create an ideology which would
influence as wide an audience as possible.
he wanted personalism

However universal

to be, he had always to ensure that it

would not be rejected en masse by the catholic middle-class.
He had therefore to remain faithful to catholic doctrine,
and propose an acceptable r8le for the middle-class
cultural transformation

in the

he considered to be imminent.

two conditions were closely bound together.

The

Allowing sub-

jective conditions to be decisive in judging persons permitted members of any class to contribute
in a significant way.
working-class
middle-class

to the revolution

On this interpretation,

even if the

were decisive in the economic sphere, the
could, singly or together, playa

decisive, or

at least positive, rale in the cultural and spiritual one.
The crucial factor for personalism was therefore its relationship with the catholic church.
Mounier's fidelity to catholicism was basic to his personalism, though he consistently

refused to allow it to

appear an exclusively catholic, or even christian, philosophy.

In this regard he tended, more than before the war, to

adopt a dual position.

While always making clear how far

personalism was one of a number of possible choices for a
catholic, he increanngly allowed himself to be represented
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as a lay spokesman for the Church on intellectual
whether in international

visits and conferences,

reviews aimed at largely non-catholic
broadcasts

to establish personalism
catholic faith.

in books and

audiences, or in radio

for the French cultural service.

prestige thus acquired contributed

matters,

The personal

to his legitimate efforts

as an effective defender of the

He did not always show the intellectual

connection between his personalism
but their coexistence

and orthodox catholicism

in his own person was sufficient

establish an ideological

to

link in the minds of his audience.

Mounier was always prepared to go to great lengths to
safeguard his orthodoxy, as he had before the war.
usually a happy coincidence

It was

of personal belief and ideologi-

cal necessity, but on occasion the two conflicted.

The most

striking example of such a conflict was the Church's condemnation in July 1949 of those catholics who were prepared
work with the communist party.

to

Privately Mounier considered

this a disastrous step, but loyally swallowed his objections
. pu bl.1C. 74

1n

assessment,

Eventually he might have changed his personal

but he immediately perceived

that his influence

would be undermined unless he publicly accepted the ruling.
In this decision he revealed an awareness of the nature of
his audience and his sensitivity

to their reactions.

tue of his efforts, Mounier consolidated
to the catholic avant-garde,
74.

By vir-

his rale as mentor

offering a context in which it

This affair is examined in Chapter 5, II.cY·
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could come to terms with the problems facing it.

Through

Esprit he offered serious analyses of current political
affairs in France and abroad, contributions

to philosophical

and moral debates which were occupying the intelligentsia,
and reportages on social and economic conditions throughout
the world.

Linked to this was a loose network of friendships,

meetings and discussions which gave sympathisers
nity to feel in touch with important developments,

an:opportuand which

further consolidated the solidarity which their common interests encouraged.
movement.

Together these elements helped to create a

Other sectors of the Church were also working in

the same direction, however, and the movement can be seen as
part of a more general movement among catholics to seek new
expressions of their place in the world by looking at hitherto
relatively unexplored areas.75

The wider manifestations

of

this are beyond the scope of this study; the question which
arises is how far Mounier succeeded in giving coherence and
direction to the movement which he had worked to create.
answer can be found in the intellectual

articulations

The

of his

thought in the post-war period.
During early 1946 Mounier was careful to publicise his
positions as widely as possible.

He reissued some of his pre-

war studies76 and published a collection of articles recently
75.

See A. Dansette, Destin du catholicisme francais, and
Bosworth, Catholicism and Crisis in Modern France.
76. E. Mounier, Liberte sous conditions (Paris, 1946).

w.
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.
d· 1n E spr1t.
. 77
pr1nte

This latter under general title

Qu'est-ce que Ie personnalisme?

was a reiteration of some

of the major themes of pre-war Esprit and a reappraisal of
their implications.

It was aimed at stirring the memories

of past supporters and whetting the appetite of the rising
generation with the intention of calling both to thought and
action.

As before the war Mounier urged that he was not

attempting to build a monolithic system:
Le personnalisme, tant qu'il d~pendra de moi, ne sera
jamais un syst~me ni une machine politique.
Nous
employons ce terme commode pour d~signer une certaine
perspective des probl~mes humains, et pour accentuer,
dans la solution de la crise du xxe si~cle, certaines
exigences qui ne sont pas toujours mises en valeur.78
The sense of this declaration was not to diminish his ambition
to provide a total ideology, but rather to emphasise that it
must not become fixed into a rigid dogmatism.

It must be

open, he insisted, not only to political, but also to philosophical variations, depending on the judgement and preference
of the individual personalists.

He therefore repeated that

personalism was a philosophy in competition with Marxism and
existentialism,

but warned that all three overlapped and

tackled similar problems in a situation of fruitful competition,
not in a struggle to the death.

Intellectually,

he argued,

personalism was distinct from, though not uniformly hostile to,
these rivals.
77. E. Mounier, Qu'est-ce que le personnalisme?(Paris,
Reprinted in Oeuvres, III, p.179-245.
78. Oeuvres, III, p.179.

1947).
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In its substance the personalist philosophy which he outlined remained unchanged since its elaboration a dozen years
before, offering the same analysis of the person in the
world.

In its appearance, however, there were differences.

His vocabulary had altered in harmony with the climate of the
post-war.

Much of the Peguyste rhetoric had disappeared, along

with the flowers of bergsonian eloquence, and the unctuous
jargon of late-nineteenth century piety.

Some of it lingered

on, but it was being partly replaced by the drier, more precise terminology of social and economic analysis, the unwieldy
jargon of germanic existentialism and the more racy and
aggressive polemic of the working-class

struggle.

It would be possible, on examining these articles, to
detect shifts in Mounier's philosophy, but to do so would be
to mistake their aim and scope, which was not to propose a
philosophy, but to provoke a commitment and to point to a
philosophy best expressed elsewhere.

A serious formulation

of personalism as a method of enquiry and analysis, and as a
potentially complete account of the world, was given elsewhere, in two books quite different from each other, which
together rev~l the measure of Mounier's intellectual achieve-

"
mente

The first, Traite du caractere,79 was the fruit of his

researches in prison and clandestinity.
i
1 summary
Personna 1·lsme, 80 was a f Ina

popular consumption.
require

0f

The second, Le
i POSIi t Ions
i
f or
a 11 h IS

To examine either book in detail would

a study in itself, the first because of its complex-

ity and ramifications,

the second because of its density,

but it is important to take them, at least briefly, into account.
79. E. Mounier, Traite du caractere (Paris,1946).
Reprinted as Oeuvres, II.
80. E.Mounier,
~8 ~ersonnalisme (Pa~is,1949). Reprinted in
OeJilrres
111. '0.4 - ,,,_
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b)

A fighting science.

Published in 1946, the Traite du caract ere was an attempt
to provide a scientific foundation for the notion of the person which Mounier had developed.

His brief introduction noted

the uncertainty which he felt had begun to undermine man's
conceptinn of himself and continued:

II lui faut alors choisir vigoureusement, dans la
confusion de toutes les valeurs, ce que c'est que
d'@tre homme, et homme de son temps, puis le vouloir
hardiment, en alliant imagination et fidelite. Nous
avons choisi. Nous n'avons pas seulement, dans notre
recherche, voulu traiter de l'homme mais combattre
pour l'homme ••• notre science, pour @tre une science
honnete, n'enest pas moins une science combattante.81
The intention was therefore both descriptive and normative.
Mounier set out to elucidate the structures of the human personality, exploring its dimensions, the determinations which
governed it, the variations it displayed and its possibilities.

Within the psychological reality which emerged from

this study, Mounier sought to situate the areas of authentic
personal action and scientific uncertainty or incompetence
so as to justify the adoption of certain values and ascertain the conditions of their promotion.

The pedagogic nature

of the enterprise was not disguised and it was supported by
a substantial weight of references.
The Traite was a long, rich work, demanding to be considered in many different perspectives.

In the context of

the present study, however, its importance is primarily that
it was Muunier's fullest treatment of what he took to be the
81.

Oeuvres II, p.7.
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centre of his own thought, the human person.

Although his

approach was ostensibly scientific, an exercise in characterology, Mounier was quick to point out that any such exercise embodied, openly or covertly,

tune philosophie

de

l'homme et une volont~ sur l'homme',82 and that it was illusory for apychologist

to pretend to dissociate his science

from its human attachments.

Once it was suggested, he went

on, that the human person transcended his empirical manifestations, any scientific approach could only be approximate,
because its object was incommensurable.
Hence, he continued,
typologies were inherently deficient;
Le caractere est comme le dessin de l'~checde la
personnalit~.
Nous ne sommes typiques que dans la
mesure ou nous manquons A @tre pleinement personnels.83
He insisted that the person was always more than any characterisation of him, but that this did not completely
date such an exercise, it only set its limitations.

invaliE~ually,

he argued, to know a person was only possible for another
person in a personal relationship and all that that implied
in terms beyond the scope of science.

Moreover, he suggested,

a person existed in the dimension of time, developing and
shifting so that no single view of him could be adequate,
for he could only be grasped in the context of a past, present
and future.

Clearly, he concluded, this introduced a would-be

science into fields where it could not legitimately
82.
83.

Oeuvres, II, p.ll.
Oeuvres, II, p.42.

operate,
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involving ethics, values, ambiguities
of man.

and the ultimate nature

For Mounier, the person was fundamentally

a mystery,

and psychology bore the same relation to the person as theology to God.
His brief introduction to his subject matter held the
essence of Mounier's doctrine, for it presented the premisses
on which his analyses were based.

The view of the person was

that which he had already elaborated in the early 1930's and
in every way preceded the semi-scientific
prised the rest of the book.

studies which

The remaining

com-

700 pages examined

in turn the forces operating in the formation and development
of the person, and the different effects which in different
circumstances
unchanging,

they produced.

The underlying

assumption was

that the external and internal determinations

were ultimately at the service of the free centre around
which they turned and which gave them meaning.

The reader

was shown the effects of the material and social environment
and the physical condition of the body; the forces of emotive
energy, receptivity and the perception

of reality; the cap-

acities of action in the world, interaction with other people
and self-assertion;

the higher faculties of intellectual,

moral and spiritual life.

Each chapter demonstrated

the

forces at work and sought to suggest how they might be
observed and used to develop the person to the highest and
richest degree within its inherent possibilities. In this
sense it was explicitly educational, for Mounier continually
offered advice on the correction of various maladjustments.
Tpe

advice was, as he had made clear, based on a pre-conceived
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model of what the human person was and should be; from the
descriptions

and prescriptions

a composite picture emerged

of what constituted this model.

The key was balance.

At

every step the person, said Mounier, was at the centre of a
play of tensions between which he must arbitrate, avoiding
excess, to create himself.

He suggested that there was an

area of leeway between opposing excesses within which the
person should strive to maintain himself, and that once
having attained a given balance, he should maintain it in a
positive,

resolute and creative way, always seeking to improve

it and explore its possibilities.

This applied, he insis-

ted, whether the person was considered in his internal structure, his external relations, his prospective
dent development or any other perspective.
reality and as a value was indivisible
ed on a commitment of faith.

and transcen-

The person as a

for Mounier, and found-

The model, always implicit, was

the coneeption of God expressed in the catholic dogma of the
Holy Trinity.

In this cenception God was held to be both a

living personal reality and an absolute norm, in harmony
within himself; God was also held to be present in all men
both as their most central reality and as source and criterion of value.

The human person was therefore a fragment

of the divine person incarnated through man in the world.

It

followed from Mounier's acceptance of this account that what
began as a scientific examination
by establishing

of human character,

a hierarchy of human characters,

hierarchy of human activities.

ended

along with a
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The strudure of the book was a progression

ttom material

conditions at the beginning to religious expression at the
end, with no ambiguity as to the value hierarchy thereby
implied.

The system of classification

oriented.

Three main characteristics,

and resonance of representations
coordinates

adopted was similarly
emotivity, activity

were taken as appropriate

for meaauring and classifying

characters.

The

character which combined the most of these three qualities
was regarded as the ideal at every level, and, unsurprisingly,
most suited to the religious life.

Mounier explained that,

in practice, people fell short of this perfect harmony, but
that each imperfect character could develop appropriate,
though subordinate, value.

The entire exercise was an attempt

to construct a human,geography

of divine operations.

In presenting the multiple articulations

of the human

character, seat of the person, Mounier drew on a wide range
of reading, undertaken during the enforced leisure of the
occupation.84

This material gave the book a richness,

variety and force which served to support the central thesis
by appearing, at least, to take account of all the technical
arguments which might be urged against him.

Much of his

technical and conceptual app§ratus was drawn from the writings of the French clinical psychologist,

Pierre Janet, a

84. The analysis and criticisms of the Trait~ given here are
based on a passing acquaintance of the sources on which Mounier
drew, now largely superseded, and on a general knowledge of
standard histories of psychology and works of popularisation.
There are no substantial appraisals published on the Traite:
those who have the necessary erudition lack the inclination.
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near contemporary of Freud; his analytical methodology
based on the work of the Dutch characterologists
Wiersma.

was

Heymans and

To this was added a wide range of material from

French psychologists

of the 1920's and 1930's, notably

Wallon, Dupr~, Minkowski and Baudouin; a selection of German
and Austrian characterology,
and KUnkel; psychoanalysts

dominated by Kretschmer,

Klages

Freud, Jung and Adler, taken

largely from second-hand sources; and a broad spread of
literary, philosophical

and religious references.

Almost

entirely absent from the account was any work by English or
American psychologists:
not been drawn on.

even when referred to, it had clearly

The way in which Mounier deployed his

material reveals a great deal about his method of thought in
general, exemplifying both its strengths and weaknesses.
Beginning with the fundamental assumptions which he
inherited from his catholic fatth, he established

a hierar-

chical structure of norms and values into which empirical
observations

had to be fitted.

The structure was rigid in

its outline but allowed a certain flexibility within its
detail in order to accommodate and benefit from the observations.

As far as possible, all relevant material was coll-

ected and processed for inclusion.

The processing

of accepting all data and interpretations
be in general harmony with the~ructure;

consisted

which appeared to
those which did not

fit were either separated from their original context and
adapted, or taken as an illustration

of the errors implicit
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in an incomplete understanding,
ure he proposed.
personalist

or rejection, of the struct-

By this method Mounier aimed to achieve a

synthesis.

As everywhere else, what emerged was

an eclecticism which never quite succeeded in becoming an
integrated s,nthesis.

The Trait~ itself was an enormous rag-

bag of material often suggestive, often illuminating,

con-

taining some of Mounier's best writing as well as some of
his worst.

The central structure was there, but it often had

little bearing on the substance it had to carry, much of which
transferred ill from its original context.

The deficiencies

are apparent, and run parallel with aficiencies
his work.

elsewhere in

There was no basis in practical experience,

account being entirely theoretical;

the

the major theorists in

the field were incompletely understood,

he therefore did not

come to terms with them; the portion of rigorous analysis was
eked out by generous helpings of received wisdom, speculation
and prejudice;

the result was offered as acceptable on its own

rational terms, with the spiritual implications

largely opt-

ional, whereas it was only intelligible ultimately

in the

context of a religious faith.
As Mounier had wished, the Trait~ is tied to its date
and place of origin.

In many respects it has become old-

fashioned, but twenty-five years later it was still being
reprinted, read widely and even set as required reading on
more than one French course in education.
a comprehensive

psychological

What it offers is

account of man which is com-

patible with a non-deterministic

metaphysic,

and a handbook
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of information,
assumptions.

argument and advice for those who share its

In terms of Mounier's personalism

it sought to

establish a solid scientific basis for the concept of the
person, on which his hleology was centred.

It also exempli-

fied his method of analysis and the way in which he attempted
to construct an integrated synthesis of disparate elements
round a central conviction.

Like the whole of Mounier's work

it failed to fulfil the ambition which provoked it, but had
considerable
c)

value and effect on a more modest level.

Potted personalism.

Published only a few months before Mounier's
personnalisme

death, Le

was a work of entirely different nature.

As

part of the popular Que sais-je? paperback eeries, it had to
be a clear concise and comprehensive

account of personalism,

thereby forcing Mounier to an effort of reflection,

reassess-

ment and condensation on a scale he had not attempted since
the Manifeste au service du personnalisme

of 1936.

As a

result the book was in the first instance a summary of
seventeen years' work in which many apparently simple formulations were the fruit of long debate.

In this sense, to

analyse the book in any detail would involve a repetition
of much that has already been said.
book is both misleading

On another level, the

and revelatory.

refused to present personalism

Mounier had always

as a definable system, but

here he was obliged to introduce a highly schematic approach
which distorted and oversimplified

his thought at the same

time as forcing out into the open some of the ambiguities

-
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and confusions which it concealed.

On a number of points

the book proposed reinterpretations

and even on occasion

modifications

of his doctrine.

To examine these in detail

would involve much comparative exegesis of dubious significance, but it is pertinent to look briefly at the more
important shifts in Mounier's position and to discover what
new light the book shed on personalism
Attempting

to situate personalism,

as a whole.
Mounier insisted

that it was more than an attitude and less than a system,
it was a philosophy, or rather a family of philosophies
basic differences but much in common.

with

Such an affirmation,

followed by a history of the concept of the person through
the ages up to a wide variety of contemporary

thinkers, had

the effect of pitching personalism more specifically

on the

level of pure thought than Mounier had previously been prepared to concede.

This orientation was reinforced by the

fact that little more than one sixth of the text was devoted
to the practical implications of personalism,
entitled

'le personnalisme

at the end of the book.

in the section

et la revolution du xxe si~cle,85

There is no doubt that Mounier con-

ceived the book in the perspective

of personalism's

situation

in the years ahead, and that he saw that situation as a
difficult and defensive one, increasingly
survival of an intellectual
a popularised,

He therefore presented

but intelligent, version of personalism

intellectual position.
85.

~lite.

dependent on the

as an

This approach was entirely consistent

This was the title of the second and final part.
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with personalism's eroded ideological status.

Most of the

space was occupied by the examination of 'les structures de
l'univers personnel,.86

The person, Mounier began, was incor-

porated in the material world, partly determined by it,
partly transcendent.

This two-way relationship was described

in terms of movements of depersonalisation

and personalisation,

both of whXb, he claimed, were already implicit in the world.
Here Mounier borrowed from Teilhard de Chardin,87 some of
whose work, though not yet published, Mounier had seen.

He

gave a cursory outline of Teilhard's notion of personalisation as a structure of the natural world.

The imported

analysis did not clash excessively with its new context, but
0
lost convIctIon
andOll
was I
o

°
01 a te d •88
-assIml

Rooted in the

world, the person's first experience was one of communication,
complemented, Mounier continued, by an equivalent impulsion
of interiority.

The analysis of these two dimensions of the

person was enriched by the experience of the Trait~ du
caractere and his study of existentialism,
they added little to earlier analyses.
L'affrontement,

The next section,

dealt with an ill-defined conception of the

person as an assertion of singularity,
and decision.

but otherwise

difference, strength

These qualities formed the necessary condi-

tions for the person to confront his environment successfully,
86.

]is was the overall title of the first and longest part.

87. Oeuvres, III, p.444.
88. For a detailed study of the relationship between Mounier
and Teilhard, see Madeleine Barth~lemy-Madaule, 'L'univers
personnel d'Emmanuel Mounier et de Pierre Teilhard de Chardin',
in her book La ersonne et Ie drame humain chez Teilhard de
Chardin (Paris, 1967 , p.302-322.
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Mounier agued.

Despite his efforts to establish them as

ontological categories, this was an instance where the schematic structure of his analysis betrayed Mounier into proposing as a coherent unity a series of disparate elements.
The characteristics

described were valid, if commonplace,

moral themes which constantly recurred in his writing, giving
it much of its peculiar quality and force; they did not form
a unified or integral part of personalism

outside that con-

text.
The following chapter, dedicated to a study of freedom,
was another example of distortion.
been a major preoccupation

Human freedom had never

of Mounier's,

even though his

thought operated in the same areas as thinkers who were preoccupied by it.

The slogan 'libert6 sous conditions,89

accurately conveyed his position on freedom but exaggerated
the importance he gave to it.
his material determinations,

Since the person transcended
he argued, the simplest defi-

nition of freedom is the way in which the person is everything that he is.
mis-leading

In a sense, for Mounier freedom was a

and unnecessary

concept which is covered by

notions of person and personalisation.

His discussion of it

in this book was dictated by the important place it occupied
in the thought of others; it resulted in an uneasy and at
times confused chapter.
89. Oeuvres, III, p.47!. This was the title of the section
concerned and also of a book he had published in 1946 consisting of three pre-war studies.
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In his account of the transcendent dimension of the
person, Mounier was once more at ease, reiterating his analysis of the internal transcendent link between man and a set
of externally existing values, whether in the form of God or
not.

To this he added the brief outline of what, for him,

these values implied in philosophical

terms, all of which was

familiar implicitly or explicitly in his previous works.
The final section of the theoretical section was devoted to
l'engagement, a theme fashionable in 1949 and prominent in
Mounier's thought since the beginning.

Returning to Maurice

Blondel's notion, Mounier saw action as an integral part of
existence and truth and distinguished four divisions of
action: material, ethical, contemplative and communal.

In

practical terms, he said, commitment must take account of
prophetic and political modes, the former being contemplative
in essence, the latter material.

The dialectical relation-

ship thereby set up between efficacity and adherenee to absolute values must be maintained, Mounier concluded, however
difficult this mightre.

He spoke of the many dangers which

lurked in such a position.

Parts of this section had the

anguished tone of uncertainty proper to one who was not confident of having avoided all of the dangers.

He even recog-

nised that before the dialectic of action could be authentically conducted by anyone

man, there would have to be a

profound transformation in the spiritual climate of the time.
There was no major modification of Mounier's views, but what
did emerge was an increasing intensity in his attempts to
reconcile the divergent sollicitations of his position.
summed up:

He
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Une action non mutilee estmujours dialectique.
Souvent il lui faut tenir dans l'obscurite et Ie
doute, les deux bouts d'une chaine qu'elle ne
peut souder.90
It is clear that the two ends of the chain were getting
further apart and that for Mounier, attempting to hold both,
with the obscurity and doubt growing, the situation was
becoming increasingly painful.
As an intellectual operation Le personnalisme was the
most coherent formulation Mounier's thought received, an
attempt to express the whole of it in a short space.

It

revealed the scope and fertility of his account at the same
time as its weaknesses.

Expressed in dry, clipped terms,

many of Mounier's polarities and dialectical relationships
began to look like simple contradictions.

Stripped of their

historical references and their rhetoric, many of his themes
lost their force and unity.

Writing within a convention that

was alien to him for an audience he did not know, Mounier was
hard pressed to make his truths sound more than banal and
gratuitous assertions.

Separated from the ideological con-

text in which he had constructed personalism, Mounier forfeited much of the power he exercised as the leader of a
movement and as a catholic intellectual.

But if this was

true of his philosophy, it was even more serious for his political and social declarations.

Esprit's positions on prac-

tical issues, summed up in a few pages at the end, were
intelligible only in the context of a specific political programme, in the absence of which they appeared as no more than
90.

Oeuvres, III, p.505.
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intimations of utopia.

Mounier sketched in the main lines

of his political theory, adding in very general terms what
its implications were, and referring to appropriate numbers
of Esprit.

At best it was an invitation to reflection, at

worst a succession of vague imperatives devoid of substance,
ignoring the practical questions of implementation.

Taken

as a whole the book represented a pause in the progress of
personalism.

The pause might have been useful for taking

stock, exploring new avenues, consiidating positions and preparing for a renewed advance, or it might have been a prelude
to tactical withdrawal, reorientation or retreat.

In the

event Mounier died on 22nd March 1950 before it had become
clear what the pause would lead to.

Certainly his ambitions

would have been modified to cope with the modest ideological
implantation now left to him.

d)

Conclusion.

In the heady days after the Liberation and even as late
as the spring of 1947 personalism had seemed poised to establish itself as one of France's major ideologies..

It enjoyed

a secure audience which felt itself.in harmony ~ith personalist aspirations; it offered a coherent intellectual framework
already familiar to many; it enjoyed a creditable Resistance
record, unlike many other catholic movements;. and its leading
exponent was already a distinguished

intellectual

figure.

Three years later these statements were still largely true,
but outside a limited milieu it was barely possible to describe

--
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personalism as a serious ideology.

Intellectually, Mounier

had produced an impressive and well-judged defence of personalism against the two major opponents which had posed a
challenge.

He had established a position in which catholics

could hope to assimilate what was valuable in existentialism
and Marxism, leaving catholic orthodoxy intact.

Within the

limitations of his situation it is difficult to suggest what
more Mounier might have done to encourage the growth of
personalism as an ideology.

His energy, his intelligence,

his skill as an ideologist, his personal qualities, none of
these can seriously be called into question.

The reasons

why personalism scarcely survived the 1940's were inherent
both in its intellectual formulation and in the conditions
of its social existence.

Mounier half perceived the reasons

when he spoke of the difficult of holding two ends of a chain
which could not be welded together.91

He was faced with a

series of contradictions which could not be reconciled, and
which must now be examined in a concluding assessment.

-- 0

91.

0

0 --

In Le personnalisme, Oeuvres, III, p.SOS.
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Having examined at length the formation and situation
of Mounier as an intellectual leader and ideologist; the
establishment of the media through which he chose to communicate; his apprenticeship in political commitment; the
intellectual framework on which he based his ideology; the
ambiguous but variously fruitful experiences of the war and
occupation; the hopes and failures of personalism as a political ideology; and Mounier's struggle to assert personalism
against marxism and existentialism as a pre-eminent ideological force in post-war France; having examined these, it is
now possible to attempt an assessment of Mounier's achievement at the time of his death in March 1950.
Despite the esteem and interest with which Mounier's
works and his review Esprit were read, it is clear that personalism was no longer a viable ideology, politically or
culturally.

It commanded a decreasing measure of assent as

a distinct and coherent doctrine even among the middle-class
catholic audience which had been its strength.

There was no

significant support for it in the working-class

or among non-

christians.

The reasons for this are to be found in a series

of contradictions, structural and historical, which worked
irresistibly against Mounier's best efforts and intentions.
A first contradiction lay in the coexistence of conflicting principles of unity and diversity within personalism.
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The primary movement was one of unification,
ultimately

modified

thwarted by a reaction of diversification.

was implicit in Mounier's

conception of personalism

and
This

as a

philosophy which should be coherent without being systematic.
It led to a situation in which he appropriated

analyses from

divergent sources without adequately integrating them into
an overall synthesis.
Since many of his sources were flatly
incompatible,
fragments.

what remained was an eclecticism

This was entirely consistent with his notion of

the person as an indefinable

and unpredictable

also entailed that the only principle
coexistence

of juxtaposed

entity, but it

of coherence was the

of all the different elements in a particular

person: himself.
transmissible,

It followed that the structure was not

a consequence

amply confirmed

on Mounier's

death.
A similar contradiction

obtained with the group of thin-

kers who formed the intellectual

leadership

of personalism.

Between Marc Beigbeder, Paul Ricoeur, Jean Lacroix, Nicholas
Berdyaev, Jean-Marie
Maurice Nedoncelle

Domenach and all those who, like

and Gabriel Madinier, were personalists

without being part of the Esprit team, the unifying factor
was nominally

a commitment

to, or interest in, elucidating

and defending the human person, of which each had his own
conception.

Such a factor proved totally useless in estab-

lishing practical criteria for determining
alist and what they held in common.
really a common loyalty to Mounier,

who was a person-

The operative

factor was

and since he would not,

and could not, introduce an agreed common position,

beyond
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the vaguest, upon which to unite, no firm base was established on which a satisfactory
founded.

school or ideology could be

Mounier's own thought was taken as expressing the

public position of Esprit, but he increasingly

conceded the

need felt by his colleagues to develop independently
own preoccupations.

their

As a result the unity of their thought

came to rest less on a tenuous personalism

and more on their

commitment to the spiritual values of christianity.
The attitude of rank and file personalists
determined by this contradiction.

was also

The only doctrinal coher-

ence to be found in Esprit itself was Mounier's own writing,
even those closest to him in thought, like Lacroix, were
noticeably

different.

The same was even more true of the

collections of books which the review patronised.

In terms

of theory, no specific lines were laid down, and whereas
before the war Mounier had made regular efforts to summarise
and propagate Esprit's positions,

afterwards he left his

readers more often to sift through the various contributions
in search of a synthesis which ultimately
The strength of Esprit lay increasingly

did not exist.

in its special num-

bers on matters of general importance, where Mounier adopted
once more a pluralist attitude, juxtaposing

relevant views,

with perhaps an attempted synthesis in conclusion.

Although

this attitude had the effect of making readers think, it no
longer offered firm principles on which they might take a
common stand.

However valuable on other grounds, it did not

help to build a fighting doctrine.

Where it had once presented
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solutions, personalism now offered its supporters only contributions to debates.
undermined

In this way, Mounier's pluralism

the ideologically necessary unity which might have

strengthened

his position.

was also an obligation.

Pluralism was an option, but it

Without a pluralistic

attitude,

Mounier would have been obliged to abandon the comprehensive
scope of his thought, the wide range of colleagues and the
broad support of French catholics.
personalism

Although it undermined

as an ideology the contradiction

between unity

and diversity was one Mounier could not avoid.
A contradiction was also implicit in personalism's
totalising project, which may be expressed as its ambition
to become a total and universal ideObgy which by virtue of
being adopted would cease to be a d~inct

ideology.

Mounier

did not express his ambition in such specific terms, had he
done so the contradiction would have been too apparent.
He said that his ambition was to awaken the total sense of
man in sufficient men that personalism would be indistinguishable fy'om everyday life. But conceptions of man are
relative to conditions of man, social and historical,

so

that a total sense of man must be broad enough to encompass
at least all the varieties of human social existence and
precise enough to correspond to the experience of each.
conditions

The

in which Mounier sought to advance such a concep-

tion were too limited for him to advance it successfully.
Such as it was, his concept of man could oriy reflect the
experience of a small section of the middle-class

and only
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offer an a priori account of any other social group's experience.

The unity of the conception was thus vitiated by the

divided nature of its object of reference.
If it is to be successful, a potentially
ception must be communicated,

universal con-

either to all classes equally,

or to one class which would proselytise
only ever reached a middle-class

in some way.

Mounier

audience, despite the fact

that he held the working-class

to be the one which would play

the decisive r6le in history.

The reasons for his failure

to communicate can be found partly in his refusal to modify
the intransigeant
Esprit in general.
to a middle-class

intellectualism

of his own writings and of

The impact was thereby largely limited
intelligentsia.

He both hoped for the

diffusion of personalism over a wider range through the
intermediary

of the ~lite he reached, and also refused to

envisage an organised means of realising his hope.

He was

unwilling and unable to take the steps which would allow
him to implant his universal ideology universally,

on a

social basis.
In addition to the social limitations

to his efforts,

there was a further limitation springing from the religious
basis of his personalism
society.

and the religious divisions within

The incidence of religious belief in the urban

working-class

was minimal.

Catholicism was still strong in

some rural and provincial working-class
wise generally a middle-class

areas but was other-

phenomenon,

as was protestantism,
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though a substantial section of the bourgeoisie professed no
religious belief.

Hence the elaboration of a universal

ideology required that it be acceptable to catholic, protestant and atheist, or at least agnostic, circles.

To meet

this problem Mounier had to distinguish between different
kinds of personalism,
inspiration,

of which his own was of the catholic

and while striving for unity was obliged to

install division.

But since his own personalism

was the

dominant branch he was further led to mute the specifically
catholic and even christian references of his thought at the
expense of coherence and conviction.

Hence, even to commu-

nicate with the middle-class Mounier had to introduce wide
diversity into his own thought.

In practice the effects of

this were less harmful than might be expected since his readers were mainly catholics and took the catholic references
for granted.
A more serious structural contradiction
cation between theory and practice.

was the dislo-

A total ideology implies,

as Mounier often stressed, that all fields of human activity
be included in a single synthesis.

This ambition was under-

mined not by Mounier's failure to treat of all areas of
theoretical enquiry, a failure time might have remedied, but
by the radical divorce he perpetuated

between the elucidation

of theoretical positions and the undertaking
actions.

It was particularly

of practical

acute with regard to politics.

Since the earliest days of Esprit Mounier had iRtsted on the
imperative need for action to implement his ideals.
as before the war he strenuously

repudiated

After,

the tendency of

-

personalism
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to be purely theoretical,

tical commitment.

and called for poli-

At the same time he refused to formulate

any specific form of action, on the grounds that personalism
could not necessitate
another.

one particular choice rather than

This position did not prevent his making contri-

butions to political theory and debate, but it dd entail
their remaining without any serious chance of implementation.
Conversely to the extent he did have an effst on politics it
was independently

of his distinct ideological position.

The

divorce between theory and practice in politics meant that
despite Mounier's exhortations,

his theoretical position did

not gain adequate benefit from practical experience,

nor was

his theory of much assistance in defining practical

lines of

action.- The effective separation of politics and thought
was undertaken

initially to safeguard the unity of ~sonal-

ism and avoid divisive controversy.

To some extent the tactic

was successful, and the amicable recognition

of political

diversity saved it from being torn apart by the tensions of
the Cold War.

Instead, it merely drifted apart and by refu-

sing a specific line of action Mounier condemned personalism
to political irrelevance and subverted

its aim to present a

total ideology.
The structural contradictions

of personalism

themselves, sufficient to subvert Mounier's
added to them were the historical
position.

He was substantially

were, in

ambitions.

contradictions

of Mounier's

formed in a privileged

during a period of relative prosperity

But

and tranquility.

class
The
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first serious situation he had to face as a young adult was
an internatinnal

economic and political crisis which he tried

to understand in the framework of his inherited values.
Neither his principles nor his training helped him to understand or deal with the events of the early nineteen thirties.
As he learned to understand his historical
ing increadngly

situation, borrow-

from socialist, and particularly

Marxist,

analyses, he found himself in the position of an avant-garde,
constantly in danger from both sides.

He was caught between

the catholic middle-class

to which he belonged,

Marxist-led working-class

where his political

and the

sympathies

The spiritual revolution was aimed at reconciling

lay.

the best

of both camps, and could only hope to succeed in a situation
of class-collaboration.

Unfortunately,

struggle asserted itself with particular
middle-ground

whenever the class
intensity, the

Mounier occupied was severely reduced, to the

point where it became untenable.
Again, occupying a position in the avant-garde of catholicism put Mounier under severely contradictory
The margin between transforming
by it was slim.

stresses.

the Church and being rejected

He was obliged to assert his catholicism to

the extent that it was difficult to assert personalism
distinct ideology.

as a

During periods when the catholic rear-

guard were muted it was possible to take wide freedom for
innovatory thought.
immediately

Such was the case in the late 1920's and

after the war.

But where the Church reasserted

its traditional conservatism,

as during the Vichy government

and in the late 1940's, Mounier's middle-ground
more severely eroded.

was once
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Mounier was therefore working in severely limited oonditions which he could not ignore.

His political failure

was a direct result of forces outside his control, which he
did not altogether understand.

At the time of his death

the national and international political and economic situation made it difficult not to take sides, and Mounier
could not offer his alternative course with any prospect of
success.

As a general cultural ideology, personalism

vived slightly better than as a political
a kind of intellectual

ideology.

surIt was

anarchism with a powerful, but neces-

sarily vague guiding utopia to unite it and an equally
powerful repugnance for imposed structures to divide it.

In

some ways the tension generated by this opposition was
fruitful, but its fruits were byproducts

rather than end-

products, and like anarchism it failed in its major objectives.
In so far as Mounier's aim was to foster the creation
of an ideology which would ultimatev guide the thoughts and
actions of men of all conditions in all aspects of their
life, it is clear that he did not achieve his aim.
or less coherent ideology, personalism

As a more

gained currency among

catholic intellectuals who were anxious to find a coherent
response to the problems posed by the warring ideologies of
the forties and sought to restate their faith in a new relevant form.

In their effortS they attracted a few protestants

and agnostics to whom neither existentialism
appealed~

As an intellectual

nor marxism

matrix it appealed to middle-

class thinking catholics for whom it represented

a convenient
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schema of reflection on spiritual and cultural questions
without involving technical philosophy

to any great degree.

It therefore enjoyed a secure ideological status in that
restricted area, and continued to exercise considerable
influence through the early fifties.

This was much less

than its original project, and indeed ran flatly counter to
all Mounier's declared aims.

But it was obviously in har-

mony with everything Mounier was, did and stood for.

He

himself was supremely the product of the milieu he now spoke
to, the largely provincial catholic middle-class.
ods were intellectual

His meth-

and ~litist, and therefore tailor-made

to operate in the structures the class had evolved to
accommodate

its cultural and spiritual activities.

He stood

for confidence in the ability of his faith and intelligence
to push an adventurous but not foolhardy path through the
difficulties

of a changing world, and was therefore adopted

as a public 'directeur de conscience' by many more than
would have called themselves personalists.
scious of the ideological

Mounier was con-

situation he had reached in 1950;

certainly he was aware of the limitations

it imposed, and

of the continuing need to break out of them.

Whether it can

be described as success or failure is a more equivocal queston, and as a final assessment either description
equally inadequate.
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p. 13-109. The .~b.ldi.es contained in this book were.previous ly
unpublished.
Articles
'Charles Peguy et le probl~me de l'enseignement', Revue de
culture gen~rale, 20 janvier 1931, p.209-213; 20 mars 1931,
p.342-343; 20 mai 1931, p.453-461.
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'Bibliographie de Charles P~guy', Lesdocurnentsde
intellectuelle, 20 janvier 1931, p. 147-176.

la Vie

'Confession pour nous, Fran~aises', Aux David~es, janvier
1931, p.211-223; f~vrier 1931, p.280-293; juin 1931, p.360373. Signed "Jean Sylvestre".
'Reponse A Massis', in Henri Massis, 'Peguy et l'Agreg~
(suite)', Revue universelle, tome XLV, nO.2, 15 avril 1931,
p.227-230.
'Une ami tie spirituelle: les David~es', La Vie spirituelle,
13e annee, no.139, avril 1931, p.66-91.
Signed "Fran~ois
Chauvi~res".
Reprinted in J. Guitton,Les
David~es (Paris,
1967), p.82~108.
'La Pens~e de Charles Peguy', Les Alpes litteraires,
1931, untraced.

avril

'Peguy chez les Pito!ff', Les Nouvelles
1930, p.l0.

20 juin

litteraires,

'Temporel et spirituel', Aux David~es, juillet 1931, typescript in Biblioth~que Mounier.
Signed "Jean Sylvestre".
'L'action intellectuelle ou de l'influence', Revue de culture
gen~rale, no.l, 20 octobre 1931, p.5-9; no.2, 20 novernbre
1931, p.67-75; no.3, 20 decembre 1931, p.132-135.
Pages 5-9
and 132~135 are reprinted in Bulletin des arnis d'E. Mounier,
no.4, janvier 1954, p.2-10.
Book reviews
'M. Nathan, "L 'Esprit et ses maladies ''', Quinzaine
25 fevrier 1931, p.172.

critique,

'T. Friedel, "Pages chois ies du P. Laberthonni~re''', Quinzaine critique, 10 avril 1931, p.344-345.
'C. Bost, "L'Hygi~ne mentale''', QW.nzaine critique,
1931, p.457.
'Po Soller, "La repression rnentale"', Quinzaine
25 mai 1931, p.509.

critique,

'M. Fourrier, "A ceux qui cherchent une experience
Quinzaine critique, 10-25 aoOt 1931, p.32.
'J. Chevalier, "La vie de l'espri t''', Quinzaine
decembre 1931, p.347.

10 rnai

religieuse''',

critique,

10
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1932
Articles
'L'action intellectuelle ou de l'influence',Revue
de culture
g~n~rale, no.4, 20 janvier 1932, p.19B-202; no.B, 20 mai 1932,
p.453-456.
Reprinted in Bulletin ~es amis diE. Mounier, no.4,
janvier 1954, p.l0-16.
'Le langage et la pens~e. Le probl~me linguistique et le
probleme psychologique', 'Revue de cultureg~n~rale,
no.9, 20
juin 1932~ p.S23-S33; no.l0, 20 juillet 1932, p.S86-S9B.
'Refaire la Renaissance', Esprit, no.l, octobre 1932, p.S-51.
Reprinted with alterations in R~volution personnaliste et
communautaire (Paris, 1935), (hereafter referred to as R~v. pers.
et comm.), p.14-64; and in its altered form in Oeuvres I, p.
137-174.
'Programme pour 1933', Esprit, no.3, d~cembre 1932, p.363-369.
ICe ne sont pas ceux qui disent: Esprit, esprit ••• ', Nouvelle
Revue Francaise, d~cembre 1932, p.824-826.
Reprinted in
Rev. pers. et comm., p.393-39S; and in Mounier et sa g~n~ration (Paris, 1956)~ p.l07-109; and in Oeuvres, I, p.B4S-847.
Speeches
Untitled address at prize-g1v1ng ceremony at the Lyc~e SaintOrner, printed in the school's magazine, Bulletin du Lyc~e
de Saint-Omer, juillet, 1932. Untraded.
'Les directions spirituelles du mouvement "Esprit"',
given at the founding congress of the review Esprit
Romeu, 17 August 1932, printed in Bulletin des amis
Mounier, no.13-14, mars 1959, p.1-48. This address
tially formed the basis for the article 'Refaire la
sance' (see above, Articles 1932).

address
at FontdiE.
substanRenais-

1933
Articles
'Chronique du monde barbare', Esprit, no.4, janvier 1933,
p.666-670.
'Les tendances de la jeunesse et le mouvement "Esprit"',
D~peche dauphinoise, (Grenoble), 1 janvier 1933, p.2. This
article consists of a letter from Mounier with a brief reply
signed "Y.F.".
'Eloge de la force', Esprit, no.S, f~vrier 1933, p.819-826.
Reprinted in Rev.pers. et comm., p.239-24B; and in Oeuvres I,
p.307-313.
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'Confession pour nous autres Chr€tiens',Es'prit, no.6, mars
1933, p.873-896.
Reprinted in Rev.pets.et' conim., p.328-3S6;
and in Oeuvres,-I, p.373-393.
'
'Ceux qui ont commenc6.Catholiques',
p.102S-1033.
IVers notre secondejourn€e',

Esprit, no.6, mars 1933,

Esprit, no.7, avril 1933, p.4-S.

'Union, r6union et desunion pour la Verit€', Esprit, no.7,
avril 1933, p.137-140.
Reprinted in Rev.pers.et
Comm., p.
395-397, under the title 'Revolution et revolution'; and under
the original title in Les certitudes difficiles (Paris, 1951),
(hereafter referred to as Les cert.diff.), p.18-21; and under
the second title in Oeuvres, I, p.847-849.
'Certitude de notre jeunesse', Esprit, no.8, mai 1933, p.228234. Reprinted in Rev.pers. etcomm., p.230-238 under the title
of 'Reformisme et revolution'; in Oeuvres, I, p.301-306, under
the new title; in Les cert.diff., p.9-17, under the original
title; and in Oeuvres, IV,p.11-16, unar the original title.
'Ni Droite ni Gauche', Le mAt de Cocagne',
mai 1933, p. 1.

(Cahors), no.13,

'Vision socialiste et vision chretienne', Esprit, no.9, juin
1933, p.437-447.
Reprinted in Rev. pers. et comm., p.397404; and in Oeuvres, I, p.849-8SS.
'Avettissement', Esprit, no.10, juillet 1933, p.4S4-456.
Written and signed jointly with Georges Izard. Reprinted in
Bulletin des amis diE. Mounier, no.36, octobre 1970, p.6-8.
'Constitution des Amis d'Esprit', Esprit, no.l0, juillet 1933,
p.457-462. Unsigned.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E.
Mounier, no.36, octobre 1970, p.8-11.
'Quelques conclusions', Esprit, no.10, juillet 1933, p.629636. Reprinted with alterations under the title 'Note sur Ie
travail', in Rev. pers. et comm., p.ZOl-209; and in the
second form in Oeuvres, I, p.277-283; and as 'Lignes de position: Ie travail', in Esprit, no.23-24, aoQt-septembre 1934,
p.2-8, of a detachable supplement.
'Deuxieme annee', Esprit, no.11-12,
'Confrontation',
'Catholicisme',

septembre 1933, p.663-668.

Esprit, no.ll-12, septembre
Esprit, no.11-12,

septembre

1933, p.718-721.
1933, p.791-792.

'Argent et vie privee', Esprit, no.13, octobre 1933, p.5S-67.
Reprinted in Rev. pers. et comm., p.147-160j and in Oeuvres,
I, p.236-246.
'
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Untitled introduction (to R. Aron & A. Dandieu, 'Travail et
proletariat'), Esprit, no~14, novembre 1933, p.179-1S0.
'Journal d'Ernest Noirfalize' ,"Es{>rlt, no.14, novembre 1933
p.2SS-269.
Written and signed j01ntly with Jacques Lefranc:
Rep rdrrtedTn altered form in "Rev. pers. et comm., p.161-171'
and In Oeuvres, I, p.247-2S4."
"
,
'Georges Pomi~' (obituary), Esprit, no.14, novembre
'Au travail', Esprit, no.1S, decembre
Signed "Esprit".
"

1933, p.343.

1933, p.347-348.

'Pour la verite en Extr8me Orient', Esprit, noJS, decembre
1933, p.349-3S0.
Untitled note on Swiss legislation,
1933, p.SOS-S06.

Esprit, no.1S, decembre

1934
Articles
'Des pseudo-valeurs fascistes: prise de position', Esprit,
no.16, janvier 1934, p.533-540.
Reprinted in Rev. pers. et
coJiun.,p.12S-136j and in Oeuvres, I, p.223-22S.
Untitled note on a letter from R. de Becker, Esprit, no.16,
janvier 1934, p.676-677.
"
'Chronique du mondebarbare',
Esprit, no.17, fevrier 1934,
p.S34-840.
Unsigned.
(N.B. Mme. Mounier in Oeuvres, IV,
p.S41 attributes this article to Mounier.
It 1S composed of
three unsigned pieces of comment which do not read like
Mounier's work, though there is no evidence to deny or amfi rm
the attribution.)
'La Democratie et la Revolution', L'Aube, 27 fevrier 1934,
p.1-2. Reprinted In Rev. pers. et comm., p.220-227, under
the title 'Lettre ouverte sur la democratie'j and under the
second title in Oeuvres, I, p.292-297; and under the second
title in Las cert. diff., p.29-37.
'La revolution contre les mythes', Esprit, no.1S, mars 1934,
p.90S-915.
Reprinted in Rev. pers. et comm., p.314-325; and
in Oeuvres, I, p.361-369.
'La Democratie et la Revolution.
Un dernier mot avec Emmanuel Mounier', L'Aube, 9 mars 1934; p.l. This article~consists of a letter from Mounier to Paul Archambault, with
Archambault's reply.
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'De la propri~t~ capitaliste ~ la propri~t~ humaine', Esprit;
no.19, avril 1934, p.5-70. Reprinted in book form, see
Books 1936 below; and in Libert~ sous conditions (Paris, 1946),
p.83-164; and in Oeuvres, I, p.419-477.
('La religion et le monde',Esprit,
no.19, avril 1934, p.
197-199. This article,' attributed by Mme. Mounier in Oeuvres,
IV, p;841, is in fact an editorial quoted from the review
Sept, 31 mars, 1934, not written by Mounier.)
'R~ponse ~ l'Ordre Nouveau', Esprit, no.19; avril 1934, p.
199-203.
'La revolution spirituelle.
Conf~rence faite au Foyer de
la Paix, le 22 mars 1934~ L'~veil des peuples, 1 avril 1934,
p.3; 8 avril 1934, p.2.
'Judaisme: la conscience des Juifs', Espdt, no.20, mai 1934,
p.307-310.
'Les equivoques du personnalisme',
p.317-318.
'Jeunesse hollandaise',

Esprit, no.20, mai 1934,

Esprit, no.20, mai 1934, p.350-356.

'Nos positions: Primaut~ du spirituel', Esprit, no.20, mai
1934, p.2-5, of a detachable supplement.
Signed "Esprit".
'Tentation du communisme.
Pour un certain sang-froid spirituel', Esprit, no.2l, juin 1934, p.416-425.
Reprinted in
Rev. pers. et comm., p.137-146; in Cert. diff., p.177-187;
in Oeuvres, I, p.229-235; and in Oeuvres, IV, p.107-113.
'Y a-t-il une politique chr~tien?', Esprit, no.21, juin 1934,
p.485-499.
Reprinted in Rev. pers. et comm., p.357-374; and
in Oeuvres, I, p.384-406; and in Les cert. diff., p.48-62.
'Nos positions: Anticapitalisme', Esprit, no.21, juin 1934,
p.2-7, of a detachable supplement.
Reprinted in Rev. pers.
et comm., p.192-200; and in Oeuvres, I, p.270-276.
'La presse d~masqu~e', Esprit, no.22, juillet 1934, p.611-616.
'Toujours du mensonge', Esprit, no.22, juillet, 1934, P.619622.
'Croquemitaines',

Esprit, no.22, juillet 1934, p.623-624.

Untitltd note to an article by R. Fernandez, Esprit, no.22,
juillet 1934, p.568-569.
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'Lignes de positions: Principes de notre rassemblement',
Esprit, no.22, juillet 1934, p.1-S of a detachable supplement.
Reprinted in Rev. pers. et conuit.,p ,113-126; and in Oeuvres,
I, p.210-219.
'Troisieme ann~e', Esprit, no.23-24, septembre 1934, p.687-694.
'Duplicit~s du corporatisme', Esprit, no.23-24, septembre 1934,
p.711-712. Unsigned.
'Lignes de positions: le travail', Esprit, no.23-24, septembre
1934, p.2-8 of a detachable supplement. Reprinted in Rev.
pers. et comm., p.201-209; and in Oeuvres, I, p.277-28~
'Pr~face ~ une r~habilitation de l'art et des artistes',
Esprit, no.2S, octibre 1934, p.S-23. Reprinted in Rev; Pers.
et comm., p.172--191; and in Oeuvres, I, p.255-269.
'Pour une technique des moyens spirituels. I. Tombeau des
spiritualism~', Esprit, no.26, novembre1934, p.182-198. Reprinted in Rev. pers. et comm., p.249-266; and in Oeuvres,
I, p.314-326.
.
.
'Colonialisme et christianisme', Esprit, no.26, novembre 1934,
p.283-287.
'Notules', Esprit, no.26, novembre 1934, p.317-318.
'Qu'est-ce que le personnalisme?', Esprit, no.27, d~cembre
1934, p.3S7-367. Reprinted under the title 'R~volution personnaliste', in Rev. pers. et comm., p.6S-76; and under the
new title in Oeuvres, I, p.175-183.
'Pour une technique des moyens spirituels. II. La r~volution
personnelle', Esprit, no.27, d~cembre 1934, p.400-421. Reprinted in Rev. pers. et comm., p.267-289; and in Oeuvres, I,
p.327-343.
'La troisieme Force', Esprit, no.27, d~cembre 1934, p.S07-S09.
'Encore du colonialisme', Esprit, no.27, d~cembre 1934,
p.S29-S30.
'Lignes de positions: la propri~t~', Esprit, no.27, d~cembre
1934, p.1-8 of a detachable supplement. Reprinted in Rev.
pers. et comm., p.210-219; and in Oeuvres I, p.284-291.
Article in Polish
'Odnowa katolicyzmu we Francji', Wiadomosci Literackie, no.l,
7 January 1934 (means: 'The catholic renewal in France').
Untraced, printed in Warsaw.
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Book reviews
'Andre Gide, "Pages de Journal''', Esprit, no.2S, octobre 1934,
p.142-146.
Reprinted as 'Reponse A Andre Gide', in Rev. pers.
et comm., ·p.40S-408; and under the new title in Oeuvres, I,
p.8SS-8S8.
'Brice Parain, "Bssad sur la md sere humaine''', Espri t, no. 25,
octobre 1934, p.146-1S1.
'Daniel Halevy, "La Repuhlique des Comites"', Esprit, no.2S,
octobre 1934, p.1S1-1S2.
'Robert Francis, Thierry Maulnier, Jean-Pierre Maxence,
"Demain la France"', Esprit, no.25, octobre 1934, p.152-154.
'Louis Dimier, "Grandeur et causes de notre decadence"',
Esprit, no.2S, octobre 1934, p.1S4-156.
1935
Book
La revolution personnaliste et communautaire (Paris, 1935),
Published by Editions Montaigne in the collection "Esprit".
Reprinted in Oeuvres, I, p.129-416.
This book consists largely
of articles atready published between 1932 and 1935, with
modifications and some additions.
Articles
'Revolution communautaire', Esprit, no.28, janvier 1935, p.
548-580. Reprinted in Rev. pers. et comm., p.77-112; and in
Oeuvres I, p.184-209.
'Esprit continue', Esprit, no.29, fevrier 1935, p.707-708.
Signed "Esprit".
'Pour une technique des moyens spirituels. III. Vers de nouvelles formes d'action', Esprit, no.29, fevrier 1935, p.733755. Reprinted in Rev. pers. et comm., p.289-313; and in
Oeuvres, I, p.343-~60.
.
'Vers l'action organique', Esprit, no.29, fevrier 1935, p.
756-767. This consists of the programmes of, two recentlyformed movements, with introduction and comments by Mounier.
'Au pilori', Esprit, no.29, fevrier 1935, p.865-868.
'L'enfant, les militaires et l'etat, Esprit, no.30, mars 1935,
p.991-992.
'Les Hommes courageux', Esprit, no.30, mars 1935, p.995-996.
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'De droite et de gauche', Es~rit, no.30, mars 1935, p.996-997.
'Les catholiques et la d~fense nationale', Esprit, no.31,
avril 1935, p.1IJ-13 ••
'La course A 1i guerre', Esprit, no.31, avril 1935, p.142-148.
'Servitude et Grandeur militaire', Esprit, nO.32, mai 1935,
p.164-166.
'L'Eglise et le socialisme', Esprit, no.32, mai 1935, p.283-~84.
'Pluralisme chr~tien', Esprit, no.32, mai 1935, p.284-285.
'Mascarades', Esprit, no~32, mai 1935, p.308-309.
'Croix de feu', Esprit, no.32, mai 1935, p.312-313.
'Une pol~mique', Esprit, no.32, mai 1935, p.316-320.
'Notre patrie', Esprit, no.33, juin 1935, p.339-348.
ted as a "D~claration collective".
'Chretiens revolutiDnnaires',

Presen-

Esprit, no.33, juin 1935, p.42IT424,

'Du genre et de l'esp~ce', Esprit, no.33, juin 1935, p.424.
'Le~ons d'une campagne', Esprit, no.33, juin 1935, p.457-460.
'Polemiques', Esprit, no.33, juin 1935, p.469-470.
"'Espri ttlau cong res franco- ital ien sur la corporation',
Esprit, no.33, juin 1935, p.474-480. Unsigned.
'L'Apr~s-guerre: Tableau des Responsabilites',
juillet 1935, p.499-500.

Esprit, no.34,

'Realistes', Esprit, no.34, juillet 1935, p.603-604.
'Examen de conscience', Esprit, no.34, juillet 1935, p.606-607.
'Infiltrationsentimentale?',
p.632-&34.
'Conversation
p.667-673.

a

Esprit, no.34, juillet 1935,

l'~tape', Esprit, no.35-36, septembre 1935,

'Pour une enquete permanente sur la vie et l'homme conternporain - A nos lecteurs, a nos arnis', Esprit, no.35-36, septernbre 1935, p.674-676. Signed "Esprit".
'Dialogue sur l'~tat fasciste', Esprit, no.3S-36, septernbre
1935, p.725-751. Produced jointly with G. de Santillana.
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'Le congres international des ~crivains pour la d~fense de
la culture', Esprit, no~35-36~ septembre 1935, p.793-798.
'Notre Humanisme (d~claration collective)', Esprit, no.37,
octobre 1935, p.1-244• Signed "Esprit". Part reprinted in
Bulletin des amis dtE~ Mounier, no.36, octobre 1970, p.14-16.
'L'opinion chretienne et la guerre d'Ethiopie',
31, octobre 1935, p.136-138.

Esprit, no.

'Mariages bien', Esprit, no.37, octobre 1935, p.152-153.
'Appel ~ une litt~rature dtexpression nouvelle', Esprit, no.
38, novembre 1935, p.184-185.
Signed "Esprit".
'Chronique permanente pour une troisieme force. 1, Faisons
le point', Esprit, no.38, novembre 1935, p/275-281.
'D~claration sur une alliance franco-allemande',
39, d~cembre 1935, p.481-482.
Signed "Esprit".

Esprit, no.

Book reviews
'Jean Gu~henno, "Journal d'un homme de quarante ans"', Esprit,
no.28, janvier 1935, p.670-672.
'Etienne Gilson, "Pour un ordre catholique"',
mars 1935, p.959-964~

Esprit, no.30,

'Denis de Rougemont, "Politique de la personne"',
30, mars 1935, p.965-967.
'Isabelle Riviere, "Le devoir d'impr~voyance"',
31, avril 1935, p.84-85.

Esprit, no.

Esprit, no.

'Henri de Man, "L'Id~e socialiste''', Esprit, no.31, avril
1935, p.90-93.
'C.-F. Ramuz, "Taille de l'homme"', Esprit, no.31, avril 1935,
p.93-94.
'Jacques Duboin, "La grande r~volution qui vient"', Esprit;
no.31, avril 1935, p.141.
'E. Mounier, "La r~volution personnaliste et communautaire",
A. Ulmann, "Quatrieme pouvoir: la police", P. Verite & E.
Dab i t , "March~ aux puces''', Esprit, no.32, mai 1935, p.287288, under the general title 'La collection "Esprit"'.
'Louis Dimier, "Le nationalisme litteraire et ses m~faits
chez les Fran~ais"', Esprit, no.34, juillet 1935, p.604-606.
'Jacques Riviere, "Florence"',
1935, p.804-805.

Esprit, no.35-36,

septembre
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'Andr~ Malraux, "Le temps du m~pris"', Esprit, no.35-36,
septembre 1935, p.805.
'Andree Viollis, "Indo-Chine S.O.S.''', Esprit, no.38, septembre 1935, p.343-344.
'Maurice Fombeur, "Soldat'" , Esprit, no. 39, d~cembre 1935,
p.481.
1936
Books
De la propriete capita1iste ~ la propri6t6 humaine (Paris,1936).
Published by Descl6e de Brouwer in the collection "Questions
disputees".
The same material had already appeared in Esprit,
no.19, avril 1934, p.5-70; reprinted in Libert6 sous conditions (Paris, 1946), p.83-164; and in Oeuvres, I, p.419-477.
Manifeste au service du personna1isme (Paris, 1936). Published by Editions Montaigne in the collection "Esprit". The
same material had already appeared in Esprit, no.49, octobre
1936, p.7-216, to which some additions had been made. Reprinted in Oeuvres, I, p.479-649.
Articles
'Le dua1isme japonais', Esprit, no.40, janvier 1936, p.663-665.
'Pour un ordre nouveau en Belgique. A nos amis belges',
Esprit, no~41, f~vrier 1936, p.677. Signed "Esprit".
'Chr~tiens dans la cite', Esprit, no.41, f6vrier 1936, p.
797-800.
'Indecence du politique', Esprit, no.41, f6vrier, 1936, p.
829-830.
'L'information

socia1e', Esprit, no.41, fevrier 1936, p.830-831.

'Lignes de positions: Chretiens et incroyants', Esprit,
fevrier 1936, p.1-12 of a detachable supplement.
Reprinted
in Oeuvres, I, p.859-869.
Untitled note introducing a 'Cahier de litterature proletarienne', Esprit, no.42, mars 1936, p.929. Signed "Esprit".
'De l'homme eternel ~ l'homme nouveau', La parole universitaire (Brussels), avril 1936, p.891-894.
'Catholicisme et communisme',

Esprit, no.43, avril 1936, p.90-91.
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'Les deux grandeurs', Esprit, no~44, mai 1936, p.149-153.
'La femme aussi est une personne',Esprit,
no.45, juin 1936,
p.291-297.
Reprinted in Manifeste au.~rvice du personnalisme (Paris, 1936), p.112-117; and in Oeuvres, I, p.559-562.
'La femme chr~tienne dans la pens~e chr~tienne',
no.45, juin 1936, p.396-407.

Esprit,

'Rassemblement populaire', Esprit, no.45, juin 1936, p.441-449.
'Terre nouvelle', Esprit, no.45, juin 1936, p.4S2-453.
Unsigned.
'P~~face A quelques t~moignages', Esprit, no.46, juillet
1936, p.486-488. Signed "Esprit".
'La belle au bois s'~veille', Esprit, no.46, juillet 1936,
p.610-612.
'Espagne, signe de contradiction',
1936, p.1-3.

Esprit, no.49, octobre

'Manifeste au service du personnalisme', Esprit, no.49,
octobre 1936, p.7-216. Reprinted with additions in book form,
see Books 1936 above; and in the enlarged form in Oeuvres,
I, p.479-649.
'Le congres mondiale de la jeunesse', Esprit, no.49, octobre
1936, p.224-229.
'Terre libre', Esprit, no.SO, novembre 1936, p.286-290.
'Le point de vue catholique sur la paix', Vie intellectuelle,
10 novembre 1936, p.428-443; 25 novembre 1936, p.95-110.
'Premiers elements d'une methode realiste', Esprit, no.51,
decembre 1936, p.384-385.
Article in Polish
'List z Francji', Prosto z mostu, 1936.
'Letter from France'.)

Untraced.

(Means

Book reviews
'J acques Mari tain, "Lettre sur I'independance''', Espri t , no.
40, janvier 1936, p.598-602.
'Gilbert Maire, "Bergson, mon mattre''', Esprit, no.40,
janvier 1936, p.609.
'C.-F. Ramuz, "Questions"', Vendredi, no.23, 10 avril 1936,
p.S, under the title 'Ramuz Ie questionneur'.
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'Pierre-Henri Simon, "Les catholiques
Esprit, no~44, mai 1936, p.225-228.

la politique

'Joseph Folliet, "Morale internationale"',
mai 1936, p.266-267.

et I 'argent'" ,

Esprit, no.44,

'Helene Iswolsky, "L'homme 1936 en Russie so~tique"',
Esprit, no.44, mai 1936, p.267-268.
'Yves Simon, "La campagne d'Ethiopie et la pens~e politique
fran~aise"', Esprit, no.44, mai 1936, p.283.
'Paul Fabre, "Les Heures d'Abeche"',
p.284-285.
'Marc Scherer, "Catholiques
octobre 1936, p.229.

Esprit, no.44, mai 1936,

et communistes"',

Esprit, no.49,

'"Le service sociale et la communaut e" , Esprit, no. 5 1,
decembre 1936, p.474.
'Jean Prevost, "La terre est aux hommes"', Esprit, nO.51,
decembre 1936, p.517.
'Raymond Millet, "Le communisme
decembre 1936, p.571-518.

ou quoi?''', Esprit, no. 51,

'Francisque Gay, "Dans les flammes et dans Ie sang"', Esprit,
no.51, ~ecembre 1936, p.529-532.
Speech
'Le point de vue catholique', address delivered at the first
World Youth Congress, Geneva, devoted to the moral religious
and philosophical bases for peace, held between 31 August and
6 September 1936. Reprinted in summary form in the proceedings, Les bases de la paix (Brussels, 1936), p.59-62; and in
full in Vie intellectuelle, 10 novembre 1936, p.428-443, and
25 novembre 1936, p.95-110.
1937
Articles
'Les hommes abandonnes,
'Cooperation·,
1937, pv l ,

Esprit, no.52, janvier 1937, p.653-655.

Reveil de Chelles et des environs,

8 janvier

'Et maintenant', Esprit, nO.53, fevrier 1937, p.736-737.
Signed "Esprit".
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'Propriete capitaliste et propriete humaine',La
Fran~aises, fevrier 1937, p.112-120.

verite aux

'Enquete sur la jeunesse. I. Jeunesse personnaliste',
reel, fevrier 1937, p~16-20~
'Le destin spirituel du
personnalisme', Esprit,
printed in Liberte sous
in Communisme, anarchie
189; and in Oeuvres, I,
'Le personnalisme
p.299-303.

L'homme

mouvement ouvrier: Anarchie et
no.55, avril 1937, p.l09-206.
Reconditions (Paris, 1946), p.165-271j
et personnalisme (Paris, 1966), p.88p.653-725.

dans les revues', Esprit, no.56, mai 1937,

'Guernica', Esprit, no/56, mai 1937, p.327.
'La Tunisie a la fievre? Dui, d'un mal blanc', Esprit, no.56,
mai 1937, p.343-353.
'Guernica ou la technique du mensonge', Esprit, no.57, juin
1937, p.449-473.
'Reformisme ou reformes de structure?', Esprit, no. 58, juillet
1937, p.518-520.
'Espoir au peuple basque', Esprit, no.58, juil1et 1937, p.643649.
'Contre tous les fascismes', Esprit, no.58, juillet 1937,
p.649-650.
'Faillite de l'hebdomadaire', Esprit, no.59, aoOt 1937, p.
657-659.
'Le Probleme des livres sur l'URSS', Esprit, no.59, aoOt
1937, p.682-687.
'Programme pour quelques annees', Esprit, no. 60, septembre
1937, p.689-696.
'L'experience russe d'Andre Gide', Figaro litteraire, 4
septembre 1937, p.6.
('Bref historique des groupes "Esprit" en Suisse', Esprit, no.
61, octobre 1937, p.131-133l
Unsigned. This article, attributed to Mounier in Oeuvres~ IV, p.847, appears from internal
evidence, to have been written by a Swiss. It is therefore
most likely that the attribution to Mounier is false.)
'Court traite du catholicisme nndoyant', Esprit, no.6Z,
novembre 1937, p.282-314. Reprinted in Feu la chretiente
(Paris, 1950), p.27-64; and in Oeuvres, III, p.543-568.
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'Endroit et envers d'une rentr~e', Esprit, no.63, d~cembre
1937, p.473-478. Signed "Bsp r i t ",
Book reviews
'Pierre Trahard, "La sensibilite r~volutionnaire
Esprit, nO.52, janvier 1937, p.640-641.

(1789-1794)'"
'

'Roger Martin du Gard, "L'et~ 1914"', Esprit, no.52, janvier
1937, p.657-660.
'Paul Delourme, "35 ann~es de politique religieuse, ou
l'histoire de l'Oeust-Eclair"', Esprit, no.52, janvier 1937,
p.687-688.
'Victor Serge, "Destin d'une revolution"', Esprit, no.54,
mars 1937, p.989-992.
'Jean Lacroix, "Itineraire spirituel"', Esprit, no.56, mai
1937, p.304-306.
'''Lecommunisme et les chr~tiens"; Robert Honnert, "Communisme
et Catholicisme"; Papal encyclical, "Divini Redemptoris"',
Esprit, no.56, mai 1937, p.306-312, under the general title
of 'Chretiens et communistes'.
'Alphonse de Chateaubriant, "La gerbe des forces"', Esprit,
no.59, aoOt 1937, p.687-688.
'Henri Daniel-Rops, "Ce qui meurt et ce qui natt"', Esprit,
no.60, septembre 1937, p.789.
'Semaine sociale 1936, "Les conflits de civilisation"',
Esprit, no.60, septembre 1937, p.790-792.
'''Prob1emes de la sexualite"', Esprit, no.61, octobre 1937,
p.140.
'Albert Beguin, "Gerard de Nerval ''',Espri t, no ~63, decemb re
1937, p.467.
'Andre Chamson, "Retour d'Espagne. Rien qU'un temoignage"',
Esprit, no.63, decembre 1937, p.488-489.
Articles

1938

'A tous nos lecteurs', Esprit, no.64, janvier 1938, p.497-498.
Signed "Esprit".
'Situation de l'homme', Esprit, no.64, janvier 1938, p.499.
Unsigned.
'Charles Plisnier', Esprit, no.64, janvier 1938, p.613.
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'Troisieme voie', L!Aube, 1 f~vrier 1938, p .1• Reprinted in
L'aube, 25 mars 1950, p.2; and in Bulletin desamis dIE.
Mounier, no.23-24, d~cembre 1964, p.43-46.
'Le Front populaire. Bilan et avenir - et maintenant',
Esprit, no.66, mars·1938, p.801-806. Signed "Esprit".
'Bilan spirituel: court trait~ de la mythique de gauche',
Esprit, no.66, mars 1938, p.873-920. Reprinted in Les cert.
diff., p.78-131; in Communisme, anarchie et personnalisme
(Paris, 1966), p.9-56; and in Oeuvres, IV, p.40-7S.
'Les braves gens', Temps pr~sent, 11 mars 1938, p.3. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.23-24, d~cembre
1964, p.35-37.
'Dernieres cartouches', Esprit, no.67, avril 1938, p.1-4.
'Semaines sociales et personnalisme', Esprit, no.68, mai
1938, p.201-215. Reprinted in Feu la chr~tient~ (Paris, 1950),
p.202-221; and in Oeuvres, III, p.664-677.
'Lettres autour de la guerre d'Espagne', Esprit, no.68, mai
1938, p.235-251. Written by Mounier and by J.M.Semprun y
Gurrea. Mounier's contribution is reprinted in Les cert.
diff., p.65-77, under the title 'R~ponse A Semprun'; and
under the new title in Oeuvres, IV, p.31-39.
'Action temporelle des catholiques', La rel~ve (Montreal),
mai 1938, p.6-12.
'Greve et arbitrage', Esprit, no.70, juillet 1938, p.472-473 •
.'Comment Le fascisme vient aux nations', Esprit, no. 72,
septembre 1938, p.645-651. Reprinted in Les cert. diff.,
p.38-47; and in Oeuvres, IV, p.22-28.
'La France est-elle finie?', Le Voltigeur, no.l, 29 septembre
1938, p.4. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis dIE. Mounier,
no.23-24, d~cembre 1964, p.3-S.
'Sur Ie destin spirituel du monde ouvrier', Cahiers protestants (Lausanne), septembre-octobre 1938, p.34S-361. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis dIE. Mounier, no.18, d~cembre 1961,
p.2-12.
'Lendemains d'une trahison', Es~rit, no.73, octobre 1938,
p.1-1$. A short passage taken rom po4-S was reprinted in
the clandestine paper Le populaire, no.29, janvier 1944; the
same passage is reprinted in Daniel Mayer, Les socialistes
dans la r~sistance (Paris, 1968), po9o
"'Esprit" et l'action politique', Esprit, no.73, octobre 1938,
p.34-64o
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'Au Voltigeur catholique' ,Le Voltige'ur, novz , 19 octobre
1938, p.2. Reprinted in Bullet1n: des aniisd"E.' Mounier,
no.23-24, d6cembre 1964, p.6-8.
'L'Europe contre les h6g6monies', Esprit, no.74, novembre
1938, p.147-16S. Reprinted in Les cert.diff., p.301-322·
and in Oeuvres, IV, p.193-207.
'
'De l'Europe
p.228-230.

a

la France', Esprit, no.74, novembre 1938,

'Carnets d'une mobilisation
novembre 1938, p.2tl-31f,.

- tribune libre', Esprit, no.74,

'Correspondance. Autour de la Fl~che', Esprit, no.74, novembre 1938, p.311~319. Written mostly by Jean Maze, Sgned
"Esprit".
'Pour une d6mocratie personnaliste', Le Voltigeur, no.3,
2 novembre 1938, p.8. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E.
Mounier, no/23-24, d6cembre 1964, p.9-13.
'II n'y a pas de solutions', Temps pr~sent, 11 novembre 1938,
p.l. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.23-24,
d6cembre 1964, p.38-39.
'Anticommunisme', Le VOltigeur, no.4, '6 novembre 1938, p.3.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no/23-24,
d~cembre 1964, p.14-17.
'Th6rapeutique de nos divisions', L'aube, 22 novembre 1938,
p.l. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.23-24,
d6cembre 1964, p.40-42.
'Les deux sources du pr~fascisme',
1938, p.322-326.

Esprit, no.75, d6cembre

'Appel a un rassemblement: pour une d~mocratie personnaliste',
Esprit, no.7S, d6cembre 1938, p.424-432.
'De la complicit~ au meurtre', Esprit, no.7S, d~cembre 1938,
p.467-471.

'au
476.

va la Belgique?', Esprit, no.7S, d6cembre 1938, p.471Unsigned.

'L'Arm6e, armature de l'Al1emagne',
1938, p.3.

Temps pr6sent, 2 d~cembre

Book reviews
'L.-F. Celine, "Bagatelle pour un massacre''', Esprit, no.66,
mars 1938, p.9S9-961.
Reprinted in L'Herne, no.s, 1965.
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'J.M. de Semprun y Gurrea, "En face de l'imperialisme
Esprit, no.66, mars 1938, p~961-963.

romain"',

'A. Spire, "Le dec1in du marxisme''', Espri t, no. 66, mars
1938, p.964.
IV.Sartres,
P.964.

S.J., "Georges Sorel"', Esprit, no.66, mars 1938,

'Marius Richard, "La femme
avril 1938, p.131-133.

a tout faire"', Esprit, no.67,

'Georges Lefranc, "Histoire du syndicalisme fran~ais"; Leon
Jouhaux, "LaCGT. Ce qu'elle est, ce qu'elle veut"; J. Zinherld,
"La CFTC''', Esprit, no.68, mai 1938, p.298-299.
'Georges Bernanos, "Les grands cimeti~res sous la lune"',
Esprit, no.69, juin 1938, p.43S-441.
Reprinted in Revue des
lettres modernes, vol.290-297, 1972, p.242-2S0, in a number
entitled 'Etudes bernanosiennes, 13'.
'Thierry Maulnier, "Au-dela du nationalisme"',
juin 1938, p.442-446.
'Harold Laski, "La liberte"',
'Felix Sartiaux,
1938, p.122.

Esprit, no.69,

Esprit, no.70, jui1let

"La civilisation"',

1938, p.573.

Esprit, no.73, octobre

'H.G. Wells, "Les freres Rouge et Blanc''', Espri t, no. 74,
novembre 1938, p.286-287.
'Antoine Allard, "Demander
novembre 1938, p.310-311.

pardon aux morts"',

Esprit, no.74,

'Denis de Rougemont, "Journal d'Alle.agne"; G.K.Chesterton,
"La Barbarie de Berlin"; G.B. Shaw, "Sovietisme et fascisme";
Benoist Mechin, "Histoire de l'armee allemande depuis l'armistice", vo.II; Esprit, no.7S, aecembre 1938, p.476-478,
under the general title 'Interrogations a l'A1Iemagne'.
Interview
!Action temporelle des catholiques', in Dominique Auvergne,
Regards catholigues sur le monde (Paris, 1938), p.77-91.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.1S, decembre
1961, p.12-24.
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1939
Book
Pacifistes ou bellicistes? (Paris, 1939). Published by
Editions du Cerf. Reprinted without the Introduction in
Oeuvres, I, p.785-837 under the title 'Les chr~tiens devant
le probl~me de la paix'.
Articles
'Corps et ime au "Vol t Lgeur" t , Le Vol tigeur, no. 7-8, 18
janvier 1939, p.3. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no/23-24, d~cembre 1164, p.18-21; and in Vers la vie
nouvelle, f~vrier-mars 1965, p.lll of a supplement.
'P~guy, proph~te du temporel', Esprit, no.77, f~vrier
p.627-631.

1939,

'Pie XI, pape de l'unit~ humaine', Le Voltigeur, no.1D, lS
f~vrier 1939, p.3. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E.
Mounier, no.23-24, d~cembre 1964, p.22-24.
'Avez-vous lu "Mein Kampf"?', Temps pr~sent, 24 f~vrier
1939, p.6. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier,
no.23-24, decembre 1964, p.47-60.
'Apologie pour la r~publique', Esprit, nO.78, mars 1939,
p.786-788.
'Les deput~s se penchent sur leur pass~', Esprit, no.78,
mars 1939, p.858-873. Signed "Esprit".
'Quelques conclusions', Esprit, no.78, mars 1939, p.874-879.
'Lignes de structure d'un pouvoir politique', Esprit, nO.78,
mars 1939, p.880-887. Unsigned. The style and content of
this article make its attribution to Mounier doubtful, though
in the absence of any firm evidence the attribution in
Oeuvres, IV, p;849 cannot be refuted satisfactorily.
'Uantisemitisme qui n'ose pas dire son nom', Le Voltigeur, no.
11, 1 mars 1939, p.l & 7. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis
d'E. Mounier, no.23-24, d~cembre 1964, p.2S-27.
'Le joueur A terme', Esprit, no.79, avril 1939, p.1-2.
'Du pape, et qu'il ne doit pas @tre fran~ais', Esprit, no.79,
avril 1939, p.127-129.
'Un fran~ais decouvre la Suisse', Cahiers pr0testants
sanne), avril-mai 1939, p.152-160.

(Lau-
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'Fronti~res du parti', E~p~it, no.SO, mai 1939, p.2SS-263.
'Vers une volont~ fran~aise', Esprit, no.SO, mai 1939, p.
297-300.
'En interrogeant les silences de Pie XII~ Le VOltigeur, no.
14-1S, S mai 1939, p.6. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E.
Mounier, no.23-24, d6cembre 1964, p.2S-33.
'Une nouvelle r~alisation "Esprit"', Esprit, no.Sl, juin
1939, p.414-41S.
Signed "Esprit".
'Her~siophages', Esprit, no.81, juin 1939, p.439-442.
'L'Emigration, probl~me r6volutionnaire',
juillet 1939, p.473-474.

Esprit, no.a2,

'Val~ry Jahier' (obituary), Esprit, no.B2, juillet 1939,
p.6S3-6S4.
'Prehistoire de la Troisiame Force', in 'E16ments d'une g~neration; Bilan des 6checs et des espoirs avant l'action',
Courrier de Paris et de province, 20 juillet 1939, p.28-34.
'Conditions de paix pour l'6te 1939', Esprit, no.B3, aoOt
1939, p.6S7-692. Written in collaboration with G. Duveau
and N. Spoulber.
'La soumission de l'Action fran~aise', Esprit, no.S3, aoOt
1939, p.69S-696.
'Si l'art doit servir', Fontaine (Algiers), no.S, aoOtseptembre 1939, p.77-78.
'1789-1939', Esprit, nO.84, septembre

1939, p.697-700.

'A nos amis, ~ nos abonnes', Esprit, no.S4, septembre
p.800. Signed "Esprit".
'A nos lecteurs', Esprit, no.BS, octobre 1939, p.1-3.
"Esprit - Le Voltigeur".

1939,
Signed

'Par tous les temps', Esprit, no.SS, octobre 1939, p.4-9.
Article' in English
'Observations of the tradition of French personalism',
Personalist, (Los Angies), Summer 1939, p.280-287.

The

Book reviews
'Georges Izard, Andr~ D~l~age, Georges Duveau, J. Roman, LouisEmile Gal¥, "La Bataille de la France"', Esprit, no.76,
janvier 1939, p.621-622.
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'Je~n-Pierre MI-xence, -Histoire de dix ans"', Esprit, nO.79,
avr1l 1939, p.127-129.·
'Robert Aron, "La fin de l'aprE!s-guerre", Esprit, nO.79,
avril 1939, p.151.
1940
Articles
'1940', Esprit, no.SS, janvier 1940, p.113-114.

Signed "Esprit".

'Gardons-nous de notre ennemi, l'Ennemi', Esprit; no.SS,
janvier 1940, p.115-119.
'L'enjeu des va leurs judeo-chr~tiennes; Personna1isme catholique', Esprit, no.S9, f~vrier 1940, p.221-246; no.90, mars
1940, p.394-409; no.91, avril 1940, p.57-72.
Reprinted with
slight alterations under the title 'Personnalisme et christianisme', in Libert~ sous conditions (Paris, 1946), p.11-45,
p.46-64, p.65-82; and under the new title in Oeuvres, I,
p.729-752,p.753-766,
p.767-779.
'Des deux Al1emagnes aux deux trait~s', Esprit, no.S9,
f~vrier 1940, p.209-219.
Signed "Esprit".
'Radio-Reportage',

Esprit, no~S9, f~vrier 1940, p.332-333.

'A nos 1ecteurs', Esprit, no.S9, f~vrier 1940, p.335-336.
Signed "Esprit".
'Le divorce civils-combattants: l'Uti1isation des amphibies:
pour un corps franc de liaison', Esprit, naSO, mars 1940,
p.357-361.
'Sur 1es decombres du communisme',
p.42S-430.

Esprit, no.90, mars 1940,

'Peines perdues', Esprit, no.90, mars 1940, p.434-435.
'A la recherche de l'Europe', Esprit, no.91, avril 1940, p.l-~.
Signed "Esprit".
"'Nous autres fran~ais"', Esprit, no.91, avril 1940, p.110-112.
"'Changer 1es hommes, changer 1es m~thodes''', Esarit, no.92,
juin 1940, p.213-217.
Signed "par la r~daction
'Esprit".
'Information contre X ••• ', Marianne
1 aoOt 1940, p.1-2.

(Lyon), vo1.9, no.402,
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'A l'intelligence fran~aise', Marianne
21 aoQt, 1940, p.1-2.

(Lyon), vol.9, no.40S,

'Lettre de France', Les cahiers protestants
septembre-octobre 1940, p.423-434.
'Un bon m~tier dans les mains', Compagnons
octobre 1940, p.4.

(Lausanne), no.6,
(Lyon), no.l, 19

'D'une France A l'autre', Bprit, no.94, novembre
'Georges Bonnefoy'
p.44.

1940, p.l-l0.

(obituary), Esprit, no.94, novembre

1940,

'Les nouvelles conditions de la vie publique en France',
Esprit, no.94, novembre 1940, p.60-64.
'Decouverte de la communaute',
novembre 1940, p.3.

Compagnons

(Lyon), no.S, 16

('Les journees des dupes', Compagnons (Lyon), no.S-6, 1940.
This articles, attributed by Mme. Mounier "eu.ilr in Oeuvres,
IV, p.864, does not occur in Compagnons.
If it was wrltten,
there is no trace of its having been published.)
'Droles de cartesiens',
decembre 1940, p.3.

Temps nouveau

(Lyon), no.2, 27

Article in English
'Lettre from France', The Commonweal
no.l. 2S October 1940, p.8-11.

(New York), vol.XXXIII,

Book reviews
'Victor Serge, "S'il est minuit dans Ie si~cle"t, Esprit,
no.89, fevrier 1940, p.304-306.
'Henri Lefebvre, "Le materialisme
89, fevrier 1940, p.316-317.

dialectique"',

Esprit, no.

'Drieu la Rochelle, "Gilles''', Esprit, no.91, avril 1940,
p.87-90.
'Gaston Bachelard, "Lautreamont"',
p.92-9S.
'Jacques Madaule', "Le christianisme
no.91, avril 1940, p.9S.

Esprit; ~o.91, avril 1940,
de Dostoiewski"',

Esprit

'''Les hommes, sont-ils egaux?" (special number of "Etudes carmelitaines")', Esprit, no.94, novembre 1940, p.4S-S0.
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1941
Articles
'Aux jeunes f'rancaLs ", Esprit, no. 96, janvier 1941, p. 129131. Signed "Bsp r i t.t",
.
'Unite fran~aise et pluralisme',
1941, p.132-138.

Esprit, no.96, janvier

'Programme pour le mouvement de jeunesse fran~aise',
no.96, janvier 1941, p.152-167.
'Le mangeur de nouvelles',
p.189-190.

Esprit,

Esprit, no.96, janvier 1941,

'Secours national', Esprit, no.96, janvier 1941, p.190-191.
'Propriete capitaliste et propriete humaine', Compte rendu
analytique de l'annee 1940-1941, Societe d'economie politique
et d'economiesociale de Lyon, 6e seance, 10 janvier 1941,
p.91-118.
'Peguy, mediateur de Bergson', Temps nouveau (Lyon), nO.5,
17 janvier 1941, p.3~ Reprinted with additions in A. B6guin

& P. Thevenaz (editors), Henri Bergson (Neuchltel, 1941), p.
319-328; in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.20, juillet
1963, p.3-11; and again in BulletIn des amis diE. Mounier,
no.42, janvier 1974, p.3-9.
'Sur l'intelligence en temps de crise', Esprit, no.97,
fevrier 1941, p.201-215.
'Charles Peguy et le probl~me juif', Esprit, no.97, fevrier
1941, p.256-259.
'Jeune France', Esprit, no.97, f6vrier 1941, p.261-263.
'La Revolution
p.269-271.

du XXe si~cle', Esprit, no.97, f6vrier 1941,

'Personne et communaute
21 fevrier 1941, p.l.
'Liberalisme',

1941', Temps nouveau

(Lyon), no.l0,

Esprit, no.98, mars 1941, p.335-336.

'Les deux zones', Esprit, no.98, mars 1941, p.346-347.
'Les devoirs du pluralisme',
p.361-367.

Esprit, no.99, avril 1941,

'L'Ecole et les realites spirituelles',
1941, p.426-429.

Esprit, no.99, avril
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'L'Ecole nationale des cadres d'Uriage', Esprit, no.99,
avril W41, p.429-431.
.
.
'La France entre la fid~lit~ et l'imagination',
100, mai 1941, p.441-446.
'Le seul mal de l'intelligence',
p.506-509.

Esprit, no.

Esprit, no.l00, mai 1941,

'Encore un', Esprit, no.l00, mai 1941, p.509-510.
'Notre mattre, Barras?', Esprit, no.l0l, juin 1941, p.594-595.
'Jeunes~fran~aise',
1941, p.426-438.

Suisse contemporaine

'Fin de l'homme bourgeois',
p.609-617.

(Geneva), juin

Esprit, no.l02, juillet 1941,

'Pour une charte de l'unit~ fran~aise', Esprit, no.l03,
aoOt 1941, p.689-711.
Book reviews.
'C.-F. Ramuz, "Oeuvres complates",
f~vrier 1941, p.264-26S.

vol.I', Esprit, no.97,

'Henri Massis, "Les id~es restent"', Esprit,no.98,
1941, p.337-339.
'J. Fouques-Duparc, "Le Troisiame
100, mai 1941, p.518-S19.

Richelieu"',

mars

Esprit, no.

'Fran~ois Perroux (director.' of collection), "La Bdb l Lo theque
du peuple"', Esprit, no.l02, juillet 1941, p.679-680.
'J.-H. Nicolas, O.P., "Le Salut de la France et les pr~dictions modernes''', Esprit, no.102, juillet 1941, p.681.
'Charles P~guy, "Situations''', Esprit, no.102, juillet 1941,
p.682.
'Daniel Hal~vy, "P~guy et les cahiers de la quinzaine''',
Esprit, no.l03, aoOt 1941, p.712-713.
'Roger Se cre t aIn , "P~guy, soldat de la v~ri t~''', Espri t, no.
103, aoOt 1941, p.713~
'Pierre P~guy, "Pour connattre la pens~e de P~guy", & "P6guy
present~ aux jeunes"', Esprit, no.l03, aoOt 1941, p.713-714.
Speech

!\able
the

'Pour un human.isme f ranc aIs 'I.. address d~t!)[ctri~
des cadres, Unaie (Isere), 1~41. Types
p
a
Bibliotheque Mounier.

Eco Le

In
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1942
No known publications.
prison.

Mounier spent most of the year in

1943
Article
'Pourquoi je suis repub1icain.
Reponse d'un catho1ique',
Les cahiers politiques, no.2,jui1let
1943, p.4-9. Unsigned:
the Cahiers were pub1ished"c1andestine1y
by the Resistance
group Comite general d'etudes. Reprinted in brief extracts
in H. Michel, Courants de pensee de la Resistance, (Paris,
1962), p.360-361; and more fully in H. Michel & B.MirkineGuetzevitch, Les idees oliti ues et socia1es de la Resistance (Paris, 1954 , p.88-94.
NOTE: In Oeuvres, IV, p.864, Mme. Mounier attributes to
Mounier three other articles published by the clandestine
Les cahiers po1itiques: in no.l, avril 1943; in no.4, novembre
1943; in no.5, janvier 1944. The first two mentioned are
attributed in the post-war index to the review to Robert
Lacoste and Louis Terrenoire respectively: there is no adequate reason to contest this attribution.
The third is not
attributed to any author, but Mme. Mounier's claim that her
husband wrote it is an unfounded assertion.
The style and
the content make it unlikely that Mounier wrote it, and Mme.
Mounier has been unable to substantiate her claim with any
evidence.
It should be added that the authorship of clandestine writings is often obscured by factors inherent in the
circumstances of its production, and in this case it is not
possible to auain certainty. Mounier has been mentioned in
various places as having been associated with, and having
written unspecified material for, the following clandestine
journals: Temoignage chretien (not specified whether Courrier
francais du •••, or Cahiers du •••), Combat, La France int~rieure, Le Resistant de la Drame. None of the surviving
issues of any of these contain material by Mounier, and in the
case of the first three, detailed post-war studies fail to
advance any evidence for Mounier's contribution; the fourth
was a short-lived, rudimentary newsheet.
Mme. Mounier claims
the articles in the Cahiers po1itigues as Mounier's only
clandestine publications, and he probably only wrote one of
those.
1944
Articles
'Le christianisme a-t-il devirilise l'homme?', Jeunesse de
l'Eglise, (Lyon), no.3, juin 1944, p.35-58.
Unsigned.
This
article consists of extracts from his Affrontement chretien
(Neuchatel, 1945).
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'Responsabilit~ de l'~crivain', Combat, 10 novembre 1944, p.1-2.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis dIE. Mounier, no.29, mars 1967,
p.S-7.
.
"'Esprit", Nouvelle S~rie', Esprit, no.l0S, d~cembre 1944, p.1-3.
'Suite fran~aise aux maladies infantiles des r~volutions',
Esprit, no.l0S, d~cembre 1944, p.19-33. Reprinted in Les cert.
diff., p:132-1S3; and Oeuvres, IV, p.76-90.
'Faut-il refaire la D~claration des Droits?', Esprit, no.l0S,
d~cembre 1944, p.l18-127. Reprinted with alterations in Les
cert. diff., p.162-174; and in altered form in Oeuvres,
p.96';'104.

IV:-

'La jeunesse comme my the et la jeunesse comme r~alit~ - bilan
1940-1944', Esprit, no.10S, decembre 1944, p.143-1S1.
'Delivrons-nous de nos peurs', Combat, 8 d~cembre 1944, p.l.
Speech
'Les
1944
Dieu
d'E.

cinq ~tapes d I "Espri t'It, address delivered on 23 Deceml:er
to the editor and staff of Dieu vivant. Reprinted in
vivant, no~16, 1950, p.37-S3; and in Bulletin des amis
Mounier, no~29, mars 1967, p.9-25.

Broadcasts

(on Radiodiffusion

fran~aise)

'Au bout de la nuit', 24 decembre 1944.
'La Querelle de la purete', 31 d~cembre 1944.
1945
Books
L'Affrontement chretien (NeuchAtel, 1945). Published in
Switzerland by Editions la Baconni~re, in the collection "Les
cahiers du Rhane". Reprinted in Paris, 1948, by Editions du
Seuil· in Oeuvres, III, p.7-66; and in Paris, 1963, by
Editi~ns du Seuil in the collection "Livre de vie".
Montalembert, choix de textes (Paris and Freiburg, 1945).
Published in Switzerland by L.U.F. and in France by Egloff in
the collection "Le cri de la France". The book consisted of
a selection of texts chosen by Mounier and a preface. The
preface was printed separately in Esprit, no.l11, juin 1945,
p.16-25 under the title 'Montalembert ou la libert~ quand mSrne'.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis diE. Mounier, no.20, juillet
1963, p.12-2S.
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Articles
'''Pas de politique" - "Pas de p rob Lenes "
janvier 1945, p.282-284.
'La Resistance et les elections',
1945, p.284-286.
'Qu'est-ce que la democratie?',
p.286-288.
'La querelle du travaillisme',
p.288-290.

t

,

Esprit, no.106,

Esprit; no.106, janvier

Esprit, no.106, janvier 1945,
Esprit, no.106, janvier 1945,
.

'Esprit 1940-1941', Esprit, no.106, janvier 1945, p.303-306.
Unsigned. This article is not'attributed by Mme. Mounier,
but internal evidence suggests that Mounier wrote it.
'La grande col~re des administres',

Combat, 13 janvier 1945,p.l.

'Les guerriers mal assures, Esprit, no.107, fevrier 1945,
p ·~447-450.
'Bourgeoisie',

Esprit, no.107, f6vrier 1945, p.451-452.

'Solitude de Varsovie', Esprit, no.107, f6vrier 1945, p.471-472.
'Andre Deleage'(obituary),
p.476-477.

Esprit, no .•107, fevrier 1945,

'La pensee fran~aise sous lbccupation',
Presse, fevrier 1945, Untraced.
'La femme aussi est une personne',
Untraced.
'Fidelite de Saint-Exupery',

Agence francaise de

Femmes, no.l, f6vrier 1945.

Temps present,

9 f6vrier 1945, p.3.

'Les mauvaises raisons', Esprit, no.10S, mars 1945, p.619-620.
'Les consciences malheureuses',
p.620.

Esprit, no.108, mars 1945,

'Front national', Esprit, no.10S, mars 1945, p ~620-621.
'Faut-i1 reviser la Declaration
no.109, avril 1945, p.696-708.

des Droits?(suite) " Esprit,

'Esteva ou l'innocence coupable', Esprit, no.109, avril 1945,
p.756-575.
Unsigned.
'La conference federaliste europeenne
109, avril 1945, p157-758.
'Faut-i1 reviser la Declaration
110, mai 1945, p.850-856.

de Paris', Esprit; no.

des Droits?(fin)',

Esprit, no.
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'Faux marbre', Esprit, no~110, mai 1945, p.900-901.
'Devant Ie despoir
p.901-902.

allemand', Esprit, ncv t tu , mai'1945,

'A nos 1ecteurs', Esprit, no.llO, mai 1945, p.919-920.
'Les ~crivains fran~ais et la vie publique', Agence francaise
de Presse, mai 1945. Untraced.
'Le dialogue France-A11emagne',

Temps pr~sent, 4 mai 1945, p.3.

'Monta1embert ou la 1ibert6 quand m8me', Esprit, no.lll,
juin 1945, p.16-25. Printed as preface to Monta1embert, choix
de textes (Paris and Freiburg, 1945).
'La hauteur et la largeur, Esprit, n04111, juin 1945, p.l06-109.
'Chroniqueurs',

Esprit, no.l11, juin 1945, p.133-135.

'Les deux tentaions de la France', Servir (Lausanne), no.25,
21 juin 1945.
'Que cette horreur ne soit pas une horreur vaine', Cit~-Soir,
27 juin 1945, p.2. Reprinted under the title 'Jamais nous',
in Les cert. diff., p.154-156, a~., in Oeuvres, IV, p.91-92.
'Elements d'une r6forme de l'Arm6e', Esprit, no.112, juillet
1945, p.178-186.
'Nouveaux d~bats sur l'Al1emagne',
1945, p.292-298.
Unsigned.

Esprit, no.112, juillet

'Les d~mons fami1iers', Pour la vie, no.l, juillet 1945, p.6074. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.5, novembre 1954, p.5-16.
'Le P~tinisme, ~trange vertu', Cit~-Soir,
"'Esprit" et l'actualit6 politique',

27 juillet 1945, p.2.

Esprit, no.113, aoQt 1945,

p.l442-444.

'Obscurum per obscurius', Esprit, no.113, aoOt 1945, p_'444-44S.
'Simone Bernard'(obituarYh

Esprit, no~113, aoOt 1945, p.455-456.

'T~moignage et efficacit6', Temps pr~sent, 10 aoQt 1945, p.3.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.29, mars
1967, p.27-30.
'Personnalisme et socialisme', Cit~-Soir, 14 aoQt 1945, p.2.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.29, mars 1967,
p.31-32.
'Desagr~gation',

Cit~-Soir,

30 aoOt 1945, p.2.
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'Les Juifs parlent aux nations', Es~rit, no.114, septembre
1945, p.4S7-459.
'Actualite et inactualit6 de Val6ry', Esprit, nO.114, septembre 1945, p.515-517.
'Les nouveaux emigrants', Cit6-Soir,

26 septembre

1945, p.3.

'Morale et revolution', Cit~-Soir, 21-22 octobre 1945, p.2.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.29, mars
1967, p.33-35.
'Le casse-cou occidental', Esprit, no.116, novembre 1945,
p.689-696.
'Sur le regime des prisons', Esprit, no.116, novembre 1945,
p.697-728.
Part of this article is the work of Ie p~re
Marty. Partly reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier,
no.39~ avril 1972, p.31-44.
'Politique confessionnelle', Cit6-Soir, 3 novembre 1945, p.2.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.29, mars 1967,
p.37-39.
'Bertie Albrecht, gr6viste de la faim', Combat, 11-12 novembre,
1945, p ,1-2•
'Le chevalier du Graal ou l'intelligenee engag~e-d~gag~e',
Esprit, no.117, decembre1945,
p.859-874.
Reprinted under
the title 'La dramatique de l'intelligence', in Trait~ du
caractere (Paris, 1946), p.684-700; and under the new title
in Oeuvres, II, p.664-679.
'Le message des "Temps modernes" et le n~o-stolcisme',
no.117, decembre 1945, p.957-963.
'Jean Gosset'(obituary),
p.l007-1008.
Unsigned.

Esprit,

Esprit, no.117, d~cembre 1945,

Articles in English
'France in the Catacombs', The Commonweal
XLII, no.4, 11 May 1945, p.85-87.

(New York), vol.

'The structures of Liberation', The Commonweal
vol.XLII, no.5, 18 May 1945, p.112-114.
'The Resistance', The Commonweal
25 May, 1945, p.136-138.

(New York),

(New York), vol.XLII, no.6,

Book reviews
'A. de Waelens, "La Philosophie
no.l06, janvier 1945, p.269.

de Martin Heidegser"',

'Emile Brehier, "La Philosophie
janvier 1945, p.269.

et son passe"',

Esprit,

Esprl't, nol06,
_ _
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'Indomitus (Philippe Viannay)" "Nous sommes les rebe lIes";
Andre Haurion, "Vers une doctrine de la resistance: le socialisme humaniste"', Esprit, no~107, fevrier 1945, p.461-464.
'Georges Bernanos, "Lettres aux Anglais"', Esprit, no.10S,
mars 1945, p.591-593.
'Georges Duhamel, "Civilsation fran~aise", "Inventaire de
1'abime", and "Chronique des saisons ane res" ", Espri t, no.

108, mars 1945, p.605.
"'La Pens ee'"; no s l", Esprit, no.109, avril 1945, p.734.
'Roland de Pury, "Journal de Cellule"', Esprit, no.l09, avril
1945, p.737.
'Jean Galtier-Boissiere, "Mon journal pendant l'occupation'tt,
Esprit, no.llO, mai 1945, p.904-905.
'Thierry Maulnier, "Violence et conscience"', Esprit, no.113,
aout 1945, p.453-455.
'Julien Benda, "La France byzantine"', Esprit, no.116, novembre 1945, p.784-788, under the title 'Querelles de Byzantins'.
'''Vieintellectuelle" and "Dieu vivant"', Esprit, no.116,
novembre 1945, p.790-791, under the title 'Les revuesd'inspiration chr6tienne.
'Jean Lacroix, "Socialisme?''', Esprit, no.116, novembre 1945,
p ,846.
'''Lachronique sociale de France"', Esprit, no.l17, decembre
1945, p.965.
'Loys Masson, "Pour une Egl ise •••'tt, Esprit, no. 117, decembre
1945, p.965-966.
Broadcasts

(on Radiodiffusion

fran~aise)

'La religion et la France nouvelle', 7 ~anvier 1945. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.9-10, decembre 1956,
p. 2- 5.

'La rentree des moralistes',

14 janvier 1945.

'La culture fran~aise et Ie monde nouveau',

18 janvier 1945.

'Pantheon', 18 janvier 1945. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis
diE. Mounier, no.12, juin 1958, p.2-4.
'Positions d'ecrivains, 21 janvier 1945.
'Jacques Maritain', 22 janvier 1945.
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'Peguy ressuscite', 28 janvier 1945, Rprinted in Bulletin
des amis d'E. Mounier, no~12, juin 1958, p.4-7.
'Georges Duhamel ou Ie bonheur opiniAtre', 11 fevrier 1945.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.12. juin
1958, p.7-10.
.
.
'Moines~Chevaliers',

17 fevrier 1945.

'Socialisme fran~ais', 27 fevrier 1945.
'Temoins de l'ombre', 10 mars 1945. Reprinted in Bulletin
des amis d'E. Mounier, no.12, juin 1958, p.l0-12.
'Renouveau de l'education populaire',

18 mars 1945.

'Bernanos, conscience de la Franaf, 25 mars 1945. Reprinted
in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.12, juin 1958, p.1Z-15.
'Resurrection des revues, 1 avril 1945.
'Comme Dieu en France', 8 avril 1945. Reprinted in Bulletin
des amis d'E. Mounier, no.9-la, decembre 1956, p.s-8.
'Le Dialogue France-Allemagne',

15 avril 1945.

'Edouard Le Roy, 22 avril 1945.
'Les ecrivains et la vie publique',
'Renouveau des etudes medievales',

28 avril 1945.
13 mai 1945.

'L'Ame fran~aise devant la victoire',

20 mai 1945.

'Quelques clartes sur Ie debat scolaire',
'Le Temps des dossiers',
'Leon Brunschvicg',

3 juin 1945.

10 juin 1945.

'Jeunesse de la France',

17 juin 1945.

'Presence fran~aise en Suisse romande',
'Echelles nationales

27 mai 1945.

et vocations

'La fievre existentialiste',

24 juin 1945.

collectives',

1 juillet 1945.

8 juillet 1945.

'La Jeune Droite intellectuelle',

15 juillet 1945.

'Le Probleme allemand devant la conscience
juillet 1945.
'Le complexe Petain', 5 aoOt 1945.

fran~aise',

22
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'Destin du rationalisme fran~ais', 12 aoOt 1945.
'Le Personnalisme',

19 aoOt 1945.

'Le surr~alisme rallume ses feux', 27 aoOt 1945. Repr.hted
in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.12, juin 195B, p.15-1B.
'L'Esprit de la Lib~ration', .9 septembre 1945.
'La Psychologie en France', 16 septembre 1945.
'L'Avenir de la vitalit~ fran~aise', 30 septembre 1945.
'Propos sur Byzance', 7 octobre 1945. Reprinted in Bulletin
des amis d'E. Mounier, nO.12, juin 1958, p.19-21.
'Le D~sarroi des hommes libres', 14 octobre 1945.
'Le Probl~me juif en France', 21 octobre 1945.
'La litt~rature et la libert6', 28 octobre 1945~ Reprinted
in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.12, juin 1958, p.22-25.
'Catholiques et Communistes', 14 novembre 1945. Reprinted
in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.9-10, d~cembre 1956,
p.8-11.
'Les Temps Modernes', lB novembre 1945.
'Le Marxisme et l'opinion fran~aise', 25 novembre 1945.
'Terreur et Nihilisme', 4 d~cembre 1945.
'Le Christianisme social', 9 d~cembre 1945. Reprinted in
Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.9-10, d6cembre 1956, p.l1-14.
'Quelques clart6s sur nos hebdomadaires',

16 d~cembre 1945.

'La crise de l'Occident et l'optique fran~aise', 23 d~cembre
1945.
'Kafka en France', 30 d6cembre 1945. Reprinted in Bulletin
des amis d'E. Mounier, no.12, juin 1958, p.25-28.
'L'Intelligence qui rassemble', text prepared but not broadcast, reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.2S,
aoOt 1966, p.3-B, where it is suggested that it was intended
for October 1945.
1946
Books
Libert~ sous conditions

(Paris, 1946).

Published by Editions
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du Seuil in the collection ~Esprit".
This book consists of
the three pre-war studies 'De la propri6t6 capitaliste A la
p rop r Le t e humaine',Esprit,
no t s , avril 1934, p.5-70; 'Le
destin spirituel du mouvement ouvrier: Anarchie et personnalisme'
Esprit, no.SS, avril 1937, p.l09-20~; 'L'enjeu des valeurs
judeo-chretiennes; Personnalisme catholique', Esprit, no.89,
fevrier 1940, p.221-246;no.90,
mars 1940, p.394-409; no.9l,
avril 1940, p.S7-72. To this was added brief commentary,
reprinted separately in Oeuvres, I, p.871-B74.
The constituent material is reprinted in Oeuvres, I, p.419-477, p.653725, p.729-779.
v

Traite du caract~re (Paris, 1946). Published by Editions du
Seuil in the collection "Esprit".· Reprinted with additions
as Oeuvres, II.
Articles
'Situation du personnalisme, I', Esprit, no.llB, janvier 1946,
p.4-25. Reprinted in Qu'est-ce que Ie personnalisme? (Paris,
1947), ·p.9-42; and in Oeuvres,III, p.183-202.
'Les cahiers suisses "Esprit"', Esprit, no.118, janvier 1946,
p.41T42.
'Et ailleurs', Esprit, no.118, janvier 1946, p.43.
'Les collections
p.118-120.

"Esprit"', Esprit, no.l1B, janvier 1946,

'Paul-Louis Landsberg'
1946, p.15S-156.

(Obituary), Esprit, no.118, janvier

'La crise fran~aise: Le malentendu de Gaulle', Servir
(Lausanne), no.7, 24 janvier 1946.
'Pour une action personnaliste',
p.161-163.

Esprit, no.119, f6vrier 1946,

'Debat a haute voix', Esprit, no.119, f6vrier 1946, p.164-190.
Reprinted in Les cert. diff., p.188-222; in Oeuvres, IV, p.114137; and in Communisme, anarchie et personnalisme (Paris,
1966),

p.57-B7.

'Ceux qui en 6taient, ceua qui n'en etaient pas', Esprit,
no.119, fevrier 1946, p.191-260.
Unsigned.
The article consists of a montage of comments from young intellectuals with
regard to communism, interspersed with linking comments.
'Bilan spirituel fran~ais 1946'- Cahiers du libre examen
(Brussels), fevrier 1946. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E.
Mounier, no.19, octobre 1962, p.13-27.
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'Une lettre d'Emmanuel Mounier' (to Pierre Herv~, the editor),
Action, no.76, 15 f6vrier 1946, p.l0. Reprinted in Oeuvres,
IV, p.802-803.
'A quoi pensent les jeunes hommes?', Le mondeillustr6,
f~vrier 1946, p.248.

23

'Situation du personnalisme (suite et fin)', Esprit, no.120
mars 1946, p.132-IS7.
Reprinted in Qu'est-ce que Ie person~
nalisme? (Paris, 1947), p~43-80; and in Oeuvres, III, p.203-228.
'Introduction aux existentialismes, I', Esprit, nO.121, avril
1946, p.521-539.
Reprinted in Introduction aux existentialismes (Paris, 1947), (hereafter referred to as Intro ••• 19(7),
p.7-32; in Introduction aux existentialismes (Paris, 1962),
(hereafter referred to as Intro ••• 1962), p.7-~6; and in
Oeuvres, III, p.69-87.
'Pour conclure', Esprit, no.121, p.606-610.
Reprinted in Les
cert. diff., p.222-227 under the title "Post-scriptum"; and
under the new title in Oeuvres, IV, p.137-141.
'La d~gradation des droits', Esprit, no.121, avril 1946,
p.677-680.
'Declaration des droits de l'homme', Servir (Lausanne),
avril 1946.
'Le dialogue marxisme-existentialisme',
18 avril 1946.

11

Servir (Lausanne),

'L'agone du christianisme', Esprit, nG122, mai 1946, p.717-730.
Reprinted in Feu la chretiente (Paris; 1950), p.9-26; and in
Oeuvres, III, p.531-542.
'Intxduction aux existentialismes, II', Esprit, no.122, mai
1946, p.744-767.
Reprinted in Intro •••1947, p.32-64; in
Intro •••1962, p.37-76; and in Oeuvres, III, p.88-110.
'Autour du communisme
p.855-857.

(suite)', Esprit, no.122, mai 1946,

'Les nouveaux r~prouv6s', Combat, 11 mai 1946, p.1-2. Reprinted in Les cert. diff., p.157-161 and in Oeuvres, IV, p.93-95.
'Ou la libert~ se cherche une place', Servir (Lausanne),
16 mai 1946.
'Le grand probl~me des 6l'ctions fran~aises.
Le debat de
l'efficacit~', Servir (Lausanne), 23 mai 1946.
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'Bilan de la pr~sence fran~aise: En Pologne' ,Espti t , no.
123, juin 1946, p.933-934.
.
.
'Introduction aux existentialismes, III', Esprit, nO.123,
juin 1946, p.935-954. Reprinted in Intro •••1947, p.65-90;
in Intro ••• 1962, p.77-108; and in Oeuvtes~'III, p.111-128.
'L'ordre r&g~-il
p.970-1003.

l Varsovie?',

Esprit, nO.123, juin 1946,

'CI~ricalisme et anticl~ricalisme',
juin 1946.

Servir (Lausanne),

13

'Les deux tentations de la France', Servir (Lausanne), 21
juin 1946.
'Introduction aux existentialismes, IV', Esprit, nO.124,
juillet 1946, p.74-102. Reprinted in Intro •••1947, p.91-12S;
in Intro •••1962~ p.109~156; and in Oeuvres, III, p.129-156.
'Monde moderne, monde chr~tien', Esprit, no. 125, aoOt-septembre
1946, p.185-187. Unsigned.
'Autriche 1946: au les langueurs post-fascistes',
S aoOt 1946, p.l & 3.

Combat,

'Autriche 1946: les survivants et les revenants',
aoOt 1946, p. 1&3.

Combat, 9

'Autriche 1946; oft Paris d~pose sa carte', Combat, 10 aoQt
1946, p ,1&3.
'Une tentative de r~~ducation europ6enne dans les vall~es du
Tyrol au se rencontrent jeunes Fran~ais et jeunes Autrichiem',
Combat, 11-12 aoOt 1946, p.l&3.
'Autriche 1946: premi~res
13 aoQt, 1946, p.l&3.

renaissances

de l'esprit', Cpmbat,

'Introduction aux existentialismes, V et fin', Esprit, no.
126, octobre 1946, p.413-433.
Reprinted in lfttre•••~941,
p.129-156j in Intro.~.1962, p.157-189; and in Oevures, III,
p.157-175.
'L'inqui~tude de la libert~ dans la France contemporaine',
Suisse contemporaine (Lausanne), octobre 1946, p.958-970.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.19, octobre
1962, p.2-12.
'L'homme am~ricain', Esprit, no.127, novembre
Unsigned.
'Opinions fran~aises: conclusion',
1946, p.738-740.

1946, p.529.

Esprit, no.127, novembre
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'Enquete sur les revues europeenne s : "Espri tit',Octobre, no. 8,
9 novembre 1946, p.6. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E.
Mounier, no.1S, mai "1960, p.l-S.
.
.
"

'La France, terre d'asile', Servir (Lausanne), 21 novembre 1946.
'Le mois de I 'UNESCO' , Esprit, no~128, d~cembre 1946, p.870-872.
'De la r~sistance A l'abstention',
1946, p.917-918.

Esprit, no.128, d~cembre

Article in Polish
'Powtanie warszawskie', Xuznica, no.3, 1946, (means: 'The
Warsaw uprising'). Untraced.
Book reviews
'Raymond Aron, "De l'armistice il l'insurrection
Esprit, no.119,
f~vrier 1946, p.343.
.
.
'Jean Wahl,
"Existence";
humanisme"',
the general

nationale"',

"Existence humaine et transcendance"; Jean Grenier,
Jean-Paul Sartre, "L'existentialisme est un
Esprit, no.121, avril 1946, p.6S2-653, under
title 'Existence'.

'Emmanuel d'Astier, "Sept fois sept jours"', Esprit, no.121,
avril 1946, p.69l.
'Henri Gui tton, "Le cathdicisme
avril 1946, p.691.

social''', Esprit, no. 121 ,

'Bernard Voyenne, "Mais oil sont les r~volutionnaires?";
Gaston Fesaard, "France, prends garde de perdre ta libert~";
Victor Leduc, "Le marxisme est-il d~pass~?"; Georges Izard,
"L'homme est r~volutionnaire"; Jean-Paul Sartre, "Mat~rialisme
et r~volution " (in "Temps modernes")', Esprit, nO.126,
octobre 1946, p.472-484, under the general title 'R~cents
critiques du communisme'.
'''Cahiers internationaux de sociologie"',
d~cembre 1946, p.875-877.

Esprit, no.128,

"'Deucalion''', Esprit, no.128, de cemb r-e 1946, p.877-878.
Speech
'Entretien sur la fin du monde', lecture delivered at the
Sorbonne, on 21 6ctober 1946, as one of a series to mark the
first U.N.E.S.C.O. general conference.
Reprinted in the
collected edition of the series, Les conf~rences de l'U.N.E.S.
C.O. (Paris, 1947), p.11-28; in Esprit, no.129, janvier 1947,
p.1-21, under the title 'Pour un temps d'apocalypse'; under
the new title in La petite peur du XX
.
9-40·
and
under
the
new
trtle
e
s1ecle
(Paris~ 1948),
P•
,
1n Deuvres,III, p.341-360.
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Broadcasts

(on Radiodiffusion

fran~aise)

Interview with Pierre Sipriot concerning the Trait6 du
caractere, reprinted in Bulletin desamis d'E. Mounier, no.1S,
mars 1960, p.6-9, where it is dated 1946. No more precise
date has been discovered.
'La Derniere Querelle des mystiques et des rationalistes',
1 janvier 1946.
'L'Aventure d'Uriage', 6 janvier 1946.
'Le S6rieux litt6raire',

13 janvier 1946.

'Ou l'on respecte l'homme', 20 janvier 1946.
'Retour des poI6mistes',

27 janvier 1946.

'Fran~ois Mauriac, journaliste',

27 janvier 1946.

'Le Visage de l'homme', 3 f6vrier 1946.
'Les nouveaux emigrants',

10 fevrier 1946.

'La Culture fran~aise et le monde nouveau',
'La Place de 1'6crivain',
'Un dialogue',

26 f6vrier 1946.

3 mars 1946~

'Gabriel Marcel ou l'existentialisme
'Le Parti des civilis6s',
'Inquiete fraternite',
'La pensee socialiste',
'La Declaration

17 f6vrier 1946.

numero deux', 10 mars 1946.

17 mars 1946.

24 mars 1946.
7 avril 1946.

des Droits',

14 avril 1946.

'La Suite d'un dialogue', 23 avril 1946.
'Humanisme et Socialisme',

12 mai 1946.

'Clericalisme et anticlericalisme', 27 mai 1946. Reprinted in
Servir (Lausanne), 13 juin 1946; and in Bulletin des amis d'E.
Mounier, no.9-10, decembre 1956, p.14-17.

'Ou la liberte se cherche une place', 2 juin 1946.
in Servir (Lausanne), 21 novembre 1946.

Printed

'L'Atheisme en France', 1 juillet 1946. Reprinted in Bulletin
des amis d'E. Mounier, noB-l0, decembre 1956, p.17-20.
'Les Hommes malades de la liberte', 8 juillet

1946.
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'Le Centenaire de L~on Bloy', 14 juillet 1946.
'Recherche d'une communaut~', 21 juillet 1946.
'Engagement', 28 juillet 1946.
'L'Avenir de la religion', 4 aoQt 1946. Reprinted in Bulletin
des amis d'E. Mounier, no.9-10, d~cembre 1956, p.20-23.
'Les Echanges culturels et l'occupation',

11 aoQt 1946.

'L'Insurrection des ~crivains', 18 aoQt 1946.
'Les Le~ons de Paris lib~r~', 25 aoQt 1946.
'Les Personnages invisibles', 15 septembre 1946.
'R6flexions sur la guerre', 22 septembre 1946.
'Penseurs politiques et penseurs apocalyptiques',
1946.

29 septembre

'A la recherche de l'Europe', 13 octobre 1946.
'Etienne Gilson', 26 octobre 1946.
'Economie et Humanisme', 3 novembre 1946.
'Ou en est Andr~ Malraux', 23 novembre 1946. Reprinted in
Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.20, juillet 1963, p.26-29.
'Le Siecle de la peur', 2 d~cembre 1946.
'La Querelle de l'art dirig6', 8 d6cembre 1946.
'Promesses de la sociologie fran~aise',

14 d~cembre 1946.

'Le Reactif Koestler', 22 d~cembre 1946.
'Ou le chroniqueur se poseles
decembre 1946.

questions premi!res', 30

1947
Books
Introduction aux existentialismes (Paris, 1947). Published
by Editions Deno!l. Reprinted under the same title (Paris,
1962), by Gallimard in the collection "Id~es"; and in Oeuvres,
III, p.69-175. The same material had 'lready been published
in Esprit, avril, mai, juin, juillet, octobre 1946.
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Qu'est-ce
Editions
Oeuvres,
appeared

que Ie personnalisme? (Paris, 1947), Published by
du Seuil in the collection "Esprit". Reprinted in
III, p.179-245. The same material had already
in Espiit, jan~ier, mars 1946 & f~vrier 1947.

Articles
'Quelques r~flexions sur Ie personnalisme',
1947, p.25-30.

Synth~ses, no.4,

Untitled reply in Roger St~phane (ed.), 'Questions du communisme', Confluences, vol.8, no.18-20, 1947, p.191-206.
Reprinted in Feu la chr~tient~, p.126-139; and in Oeuvres,
III, p.611-620.
Untitled reply in JUlien Teppe (ed.), Enqu@te sur Ie nationalisme (Aurillac, 1947), p.14-16.
'Pour un temps d'apocalypse', Esprit, no.129, janvier 1947,
p.1-21. Reprinted under the title 'Entretiens sur la fin du
monde' ,in Les conf~rences de l'U.N.E.S.C.O. (Paris, 1947),
p.ll-28; and in La petite peur du XXe si~cle (Paris, 1948),
p.9-40; and in Oeuvres, III, p.34l-360.
'L'ombre qui a perdu son homme', Esprit, no.129, janvier 1947,
p.22-24.
'Camus parle', Esprit, no.129, janvier 1947, p.156-157.
'Balan~oires', Esprit, no.129, janvier 1947, p.165-166.
'Tempete sur l'esth~tique',
p.175-l78.

Esprit, no.129, janvier 1947,

'Le r~el n'est ~ personne', Esprit, no.130, f~vrier 1947,
p.206-~13.
'Les ~quivoques du personnalisme', Esprit, no.130, f~vrier
1947, p.265-282. Reprinted in Qu'est-ce que Ie personnalisme?
(Paris, 1947), p.81-100; and in Oeuvres, III, p.229-241.
'''Temps pr~sent" iisparait', Esprit, no.130, f~vrier 1947,
p.323-324.
'Vari~t~ de la philosophie
15 f~vrier 1947, p.164.

fran~aise', Le monde illustr~,

'Pour une politique allemande', Esprit, no.131, mars 1947,
p. 369-380. Signed "Esprit". Reprinted in Les cert. di ff. ,
p.350-363; and in Oeuvres, IV, p.227-236.
Untitled article on Jean Wahl and the College Philosophique,
Esprit, no.131, mars 1947, p.463-464.
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'Tentation de l'Aventin', Esprit, no~131, mars 1947, p.475-476.
Untitled article on optimism and pessimism,
mars 1947, p.483-485.
-

Esprit, no.131,

'Pr~venons la guerre d'Afrique du Nord', Esprit, no.132,
avril 1947, p.545.
Unsigned. .
'Du va Ie IV6 Reich? Premiers symptOmes de l'avenir allemand',
Le monde, 11-lZ mai 1947, p.1-2.
'Du va le IVe Reich?
mai 1947, p.1--Z.

Abendland

ou Os t Landt ", Le monde, 13

NOTE: The following ten articles published in Combat on black
Africa were reprinted in an expanded form in L'Eveil de
l'Afrique noire (Paris, 1948), and in Oeuvres, III, p.251-338.
The general title of the series was 'L'Eveil du continent noir'.
'L'Afrique devient-elle
p.1&4.

majeure?', Combat, 18-19 mai 1947,

'S~n~gal, porte de l'Europe, Ie pays du "tout ou rien"',
Combat, 21 mai 1947, p.4.
'Une jeune ~lite d~chir6e entre l'Europe et l'Afrique', Combat.
20 mai 1947, p.1&4.
'Le Dahomey, quartier latin de l'A.O.F.', Combat, Z2 mai 1947,
p.4.
'Le Lib~ria ou l'emancipation
1947, p.4.

noir sur noir', Combat, 24 mai

'La COte d'Ivoire est Ie territoire ou les rapports entre
blancs et noirs sont les plus tendus', Combat, Z5-26 mai 1947,
p.3.
'Guin~e, terre de mod6ration
27 mai 1947, p.3.

quelque peu d~laiss~e',

'Les mirages du Niger dont un •..
polytechnicien
un autre Nil', Combat, 28 mai 1947, p.4.

Combat,

r8vai t de fai re

'L'~chec de l'Office du Niger est une le~on que la nature
africaine donne 1 l'Europ~en', Combat, 29 mai 1947, p.4.
'Le Togo ou se retrouvent les influences portugaises, br~siliennes, allemandes, subit l'attraction de l'Angleterre',
Combat, 31 mai 1947, p.4.
'Deux ans apres ••• ', Esprit, no.134, juin 1947, p.890-893.
'Final', Esprit, no.134, juin 1947, p.1073-1076.
'Les Mal aimant', Esprit, no.134, juin 1947, p.1089-1091.
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'Ramuz et ses pens6es', Esprit, no.134, juin 1947, p.1092-1094.
'L'incroyance
1094-1095.

des croyants', Esprit, nO.134, juin 1947, p.

'La Route noire', Esprit, no.135, juillet 1947, p.66-89.
Reprinted in L'Evei! del'Aftique
noire (Paris, 1948), p.1148; and in Oeuvres, III, p.251-272.
'Communistes chr6tiens?', Esprit, nO.135, juillet 1947, p.116121. Reprinted in Feu la chr6tient~, p.139-146; and in
Oeuvres, III, p.620-625.
'La mauvaise querelle de l'esprit', Le populaire,
1947, p ,2.
'Y a-t-il une justice politique?',
p.212-238.

19 juillet

Esprit, no.136, aoQt 1947,

'Exodus 47', Esprit, no~136, aoQt 1947, p.28S-286.
'La Route noire (fin)', Esprit, no.137, septembre 1947, p.
306-~40. Reprinted in L'Eveil de l'Afrique noire (Paris,
1948), p.48-104, and in Oeuvres, III, p.272-304.
'Aux avant-postes de la pens~e chr~tienne', Esprit, nO.137,
septembre 1947, p.436-444.
Reprinted in Feu la chr~tient~,
p.221-233; and in Oeuvres~ III, p.677-68S.
'Intelligentsia

S.O.S.', Esprit, no.138, octobre 1947, p.578-581.

'Petkov en nous', Esprit, no.138, octobre 1947, p.591-599.
Reprinted in Les cert. diff.~ p.228-240; and in Oeuvres, IV,
p.142-150.
.
.
'Alerte au Herr Professor',
'Rencontres internationales',
1947, p.1183.

Le Populaire,

11 octobre 1947, p.2.

Le monde illustr6,

18 octobre

'Second dossier sur la justice politique', Esprit, no.139,
novembre 1947, p.654-684.
Written in collaboration with J.-M.
Domenach.
'Ramuz, victime d"'Esprit"',
p.751.

Esprit,no.139,

'Aux Distraits', Esprit, no.139, novembre

novembre

1947, p.756.

'Un cheval s'est emballe', Esprit, no.139, novembre
p.757-758.
'Premier appel ~ l'opinion internationale',
novembre 1947, p.794-796.
This declaration
Mounier among others.

1947,

1947,

Esprit, nO.139,
is signed by
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'Lettre it un ami africain',Pr6sence
africaine (Paris & Dakar),
no.l, novembre-d'cembre 1947, p.37-43. Reprinted in L'Eveil
de l'Afrique noire (Paris, 1948), p.159-168; in Oeuvres,III
p.333-338; and under the title 'A une jeunesse dichirie',
'
in Afrique action (Tunis), 6 f6vrier 1961, p.17-18.
'Controverse Mounier-Marcel', Carrefour, vol.4, no.164, 4
novembre 1947, p.7. This consists of an exchange between
Mounier and Gabriel Marcel.
'La pause des fascismes est termin6e', Esprit, no.140,
decembre 1947, p.797-799.
'Devant nous', Esprit, no.140, d6cembre
Articles

1941, p.940-942.

in other languages

'II personalismo in Francia', La Fiera Litteraria
September 1947 (means: 'Personalism in France').

(Rome), 18

Untraced article on German youth, published in Poland 1948.
Reprinted in part in Alfred Grosser, 'Apr~s douze ans',
Allemagne, no.64, juin 1964, p.l&2.
Book reviews
'Pierre Naville, "Psychologie, marxisme, mat6rialisme", &
"Theorie de l'orientation professionnelle"', Esprit, no.130,
fevrier 1947, p.356-359.
'Ren' Le Senn~wTrait6 de caract6rologie"',
fevrier 1947, p.359-360.

Esprit, no.130,

'Henri Baruk, "Psychiitrie morale experimentale, individuelle
et sociale"', Esprit, no.131, mars 1941, p.514-515.
'Jean Mouroux, "Sens chr6tien de l'homme"', Esprit, no.131,
mars 1947, p.515-S16.
Unsigned.
'Jean Wahl, "Tableau de la philosophie
no.131, mars 1947, p.516.
'C.G. Jung, "L'homme l la d6couverte
131, mars 1947, p.516-S17.

fran~aise"',

Esprit,

de son !me"', Esprit, no.

'Andre Vene, "Vie et doctrine de Karl Marx"; Luc Somerhausen,
"L'humanisme agissant de Karl Marx"', Esprit, no.131, mars
1947, p.S18-S20.
'Arthur Koestler, "Croisade sans croix"', Esprit, no.131, mars
1947, p.S18-S20.
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'Adri:n Dansette, "Histoire de la lib~ration de Paris"',
EsprIt, no.131, mars 1947, p~533-S34.
'Alexandre Marc, "Av~nement de la classe ouvri~re"', Esprit,
no.131, mars 1947, p.534.
'Andr~ Ulmann, "L'humanisme du XXe si~clefl', Esprit, no.
133, mai 1947, p.877-878.
Speeches
Untitled address
writers at Lahr,
Reprinted in the
Documents (Paris

given to a meeting of French and German
in the Black Forest, 20-29 August 1947.
proceedings, 'L'~crivain dans la cit~',
& Cologne), no.8, 1947, p.512-514.

'Le christianisme et l'id~e de progr~s', address given at the
Rencontres Internationales de Gen~ve on 13 September 1947.
Reprinted in the proceedings of the conference, Prosr~s technique et progr~s moral (Paris & NeuchAtel, 1947), p.181-223;
in La Petite Peur du XXe si~cle (Paris, 1948), p.97-152; and
in Oeuvres, III, p.391-438. Mounier's contributions to the
discussions at the conference are reprinted in the proceedings,
p.239-244, p.337-346, p.453-454.
Broadcasts

(on Radiodiffusion

fran~aise)

'Le combat des optimistes et des d~sesp~r~s', 5 janvier 1947,
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.9-10,
decembre 1956, p.23-25.
'Y a-t-il une sensibilite £ran~aise?',

11 janvier 1947.

'Laicite et laicisme', 19 janvier 1947.
'L'Ecrivain juge l'ecrivain',
'Variete de la philosophie

26 janvier 1947.

£ran~aise',

7 f~vrier 1947.

'L'Esprit souffle ~ tous vents', 9 f~vrier 1947.
'Le Nouveau Coll~ge philosophique',

11 f~vrier 1947.

'Tentatives de dialogue', 17 f~vrier 19.7.
'Les Briseurs de machines',

24 f~vrier 1947.

'La Crise de la presse', 2 mars 1947.
rPierre Janet', 8 mars 1947.
'''Temps pr~sent"', 17 mars 1947.
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'''Temoignage chretien"', 24 mars 1947. Reprinted under the
title 'Le Christianisme et les barbar~s', in Temoignage
chretien, 1 fevrier 1957.
'L'Effort culturel en Allemagne occupee', 31 mars 1947.
'Cauchemars radiophoniques',

10 avril 1947.

'Presence de Barr~s', 22 avril 1947.
'L'Eveil de l'Afrique noire', 30 avril 1947.
'De la justice politique', 6 mai 1947.
'L'Homme du n!ant', 17 mai 1947.
'La Revolution des directeurs',

24 mai 1947.

'Ramuz le penseur', 31 mai 1947.
'Deux debats dans l'Eglise de France', 7 juin 1947. Reprinted
in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.9-10, decembre 1956,
p.26-28.
'Histoire et theologie', 14 juin 1947. Reprinted in Bulletin
des amis d'E. Mounier, no.9-10, decembre 1956, p.28-29.
'Albert Camus', 21 juin 1947.
'Examen de conscience d'un humaniste',

29 juin 1947.

1948
Books
L'Eveil de l'Afrique noire (Paris, 1948). Published by
Editions du Seuil in the collection "Esprit". The same material
had already been published in Esprit, juillet & septembre 1947;
in Combat, 18-31 mai 1947, and in Presence africaine, novembre
1947. Reprinted in Oeuvres, III, p.249-338.
La Petite Peur du XXe siecle (Paris and Neuchatel, 1948).
Published by Editions du Seuil in the collection "Esprit",
and by La Baconniere in the collection "Les cahiers du Rh6ne".
Reprinted in Oeuvres, III, p.341-425.
The essays which constitute this book had all been published elsewhere.
Articles
'Perspectives existentialistes et perspectives chretiennes',
in Colette Audry (ed.), Pour ou contre l'existentialisme?
(Paris, 1948), p.129-164.
Reprinted in L'Espoir des desespe~
'Paris, 1953), p.147-187; in Oeuvres, IV, p.359-381; and
in Malraux, Camus, Sartre, Bernanos (Paris, 1970), p.113-143.
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'Peguy, Ie mal vaincu', Nouvelles de France, untraced.
ted in Adam, (London), no.187, octobre 1948, p.29-30.

Reprin-

'Cheminements du personnalisme', Esprit, no.141, janvier 1948,
p.12-13. Unsigned. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E.
Mounier, no.31, fevrier 1968, p.S-7.
'Lignes de force d'un personnalisme
janvier 1948, p.14-23.

italien', Esprit, no.141,

'Victor Serge'(obituary), Esprit, no.141, janvier 1948, p.112113. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.40,
octobre 1972, p.4S-46.
'Troisieme force(fin)', Esprit, no.141, janvier 1948, p.113-114.
'Delivrez-vous', Esprit, no.141, janvier 1948, p.133-139.
Reprinted in Feu la chretiente, p.147-156; and in Oeuvres,
III, p.625-632.
'Marxisme et culture', Esprit, no.141, janvier 1948, p.140-143.
'Contre la guerre sainte', Le monde illustre, 7 fevrier 1948,
p.137. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.41,
mai 1973, p.7-10.
'Engagement et embdgadement', Petite revue (literary supplement
of Le Nouvel Alsacien) (Strasbourg), 18 fevrier 1948. Reprinted
in Dialogues, no.l0-11, fevrier 1959.
'Prague', Esprit, no.143, mars 1948, p.353-364.
Reprinted in
Les cert. diff., p.241-25Sj and in Oeuvres, IV, p.151-160.
'Reponse a quelques critiques', Esprit, no.143, mars 1948,
p.457-462.
'Premier signe: le R.D.R.', Esprit, no.143, mars 1948, p.462464.
'Les revues menacees', Esprit, no.143, mars 1948, p.476.
'Roger Breuil' (obituary), Esprit, no.143, mars 1948, p.512.
'Berdiaeff, premier humaniste de l'Europe nouvelle'(obituary),
Combat, 26 mars 1948, p.4. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis
d'E. Mounier, no.33, fevrier 1969, p.18-20.
'Le plan Marshall et l'Avenir de la France', Esprit, no.144,
avril 1948, p.513. Unsigned.
'Nicolas Berdiaeff' (obituary), Esprit, nO.144, avril 1948, p.661.
'Priere pour les abandonnes', Esprit, no.144, avril 1948, p.
666-668.
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'Marxisme ouvert contre marxisme sco Las t i.que", Esprit,ncu145,maijuin 1948, p.705-708.
.
.
Untitled conclusion to an 'EnquSte sur la France d~sorient~e',
Esprit, no.146, juillet 1948, p.74-75. Signed "Esprit".
'La litterature pure, ou l'oiseau bleu', Esprit, no.146,
juillet 1948, p.108-110.
'Lettre au pere Fessard', Psych~, juillet-aoOt 1948, p.873877. Reprinted in Feu la chr~tient~, p.164-172; and in
Oeuvres, Ill, p.637-643.
'Cahier Nicolas Berdiaeff', Esprit, no.147, aoQt 1948, p.161.
Unsigned.
'Munich: Deuxieme congres international de la jeunesse',
Esprit, no.147, aoOt 1948, p.222-224.
'Main ouverte et marxisme ferme', Esprit, no.147, aoOt 1948,
p.214-217.
Reprinted in Les Cert. diff., p.268-273; and in
Oeuvres, IV, p.169-172.
'Allemagne, responsabilites France', Figa~o litt~raire, 21
aoOt1948, p.4. Reprinted in Allemagne, avril 1967, p.3&24.
'Un effort pour "Espri t'tI, Esprit, no.148, septembre 1948,
p.26S-272.
'Andre Malraux ou l'impossible dech~ance', Esprit, no.149,
octobre 1948, p.469-S12. Reprinted in L'Espoir des d~sesp~r~s (Paris, 1953), p.11~81, under the title 'Andr~ Malraux,
re-conquerant aveugle'; under the new title in Oeuvres, IV,
p.287-32S; and under the new title in Malraux, Camus, Sartre,
Bernanos (Paris, 1970), p.13-63.
'Une majorite', Esprit, no.149, octobre 1948, p.569.
'Je suis Ie general de Gaulle', Esprit, no.149, octobre 1948,
p.575.
'Les deux visages du federalisme europeen', Eprit, no.1SO,
novembre 1948~ ~.601-602. Unsigned.
'Declaration de guerre', Esprit, no.1SO, novembre 1948, p.603607. Reprinted in Les Cert. diff., p.390-396; and in Oeuvres,
IV, p.254-258.
'Taches actuelles d'une pensee d'inspiration personnaliste',
Esprit, no.1SO, novembre 1948, p.679-708.
Reprinted in
Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.31, fev~i.r 1968, p.9-38.
'Un comite France-Allemagne',
p.726-727.

Esprit, no.1SO, novembre

1948,
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'Separation de corps', Esprit, no~lS0, novembre

1948, p.73S-736.

'Les chretiens progressistes' ,Esprit, no. lSD, novembre 1948
p.744-746.
Reprinted in Feu la chretiente, p.1S7-1S9; and i~
Oeuvres, III, p.632-634.
'Trois vues sur l'affaire Lyssenko(III)',
decembre 1948, p.896-900.
Articles

Esprit, no.1S1,

in Polish

'Wojownicy Nadziei', Odrodzenie (Warsaw), no.19(180), 9 maja
LMar7 1948, p.1-2. Reprinted in French under the title 'Les
combattants de l'espoir', in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier,
no.41, mai 1973, p.ll-1S.
'Europa! germanizm', Odrodzenie (Warsaw), no.29(190),
lipca :lJulr7 1948, p.S. (means Europe and Germanism1.

19

Book reviews
'Jean Wahl, "Petite histoire de l'lfxistentialisme"; Marc
Beigbeder, "L'homme Sartre"; Pierre Bautang, "Sartre est-il
un possede?"; Henri Lefebvre, "L'existentialisme"; JUlien
Benda, "La tradition de l'l!xistentialisme"; Francis Jeanson,
"Le probleme morale et la pensee de Sartre"; various authors,
"Existentialisme chretien: Gabriel Marcel", A. Brunner,
"Pensee incarnee"; Nicolas Berdiaeff, "La dialectique existentielle du divin et de l'humain"; "Essai de metaphysique
eschatologique", "De l'esclavage et de la liberte de l'homme"',
Esprit, no.141, janvier 1948, p.143-1S0, under the general
title 'De l'existentialisme ~ nos conditions d'existence'.
'Claude Aveline, Jean Cassou, Andre Chamson, Louis MartinChauffier, Vercors, "L' heure du choix"', Esprit, no. 141 ,
janvier 1948, p.173-174.
'''Progres technique et progres moral"; abbe Bergougnioux,
"Progres ou regression?"; M. de Corte, "Philosophie des moeurs
contemporaines"; Georges Bernanos, "La France contre les
Robots"; M. Leroi-Gourhan, "L'homme et la matiere", "Milieu
et techniques"; G. Friedmann, "Les problemes humains du
machinisme industriel"', Esprit, no.142, fevrier 1948, p.344348, under the general title 'L'homme et la technique'.
'Jean Lescure, "1848"', Esprit, no.146, juillet

1948, p.1S6.

'Etienne de Greef, "Notre destinee et nos instincts", "Les
instincts de defense et de sympathie"', Esprit, no.148,
septembre 1948, p.421-423.
'Henri Lefebvre, "Le Marxisme", "La pensee de Karl Marx",
"Critique de la vie quotidienne"', Esprit, no.148, septembre
1948, p.423-426.
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'Maximilien Rubel, "Pages choisies pour une 6thique socialiste"',
Esprit, no.148, ,eptembre 1948, p~426~
'Pierre Naville, "Les conditions de la libert~, Esprit, no.148,
septembre 1948, p.433.
'Joseph Folliet, "Les chr~tiens au carrefour"; Maurice Montuclard, "Lettre aux impatients"', Esprit, nO.149, octobre
1948, p ,598 •
Speech
'La Machine en accusation', address given at a conference of
the Centre d'6tudes sociologiques in Par~, June 1948. Reprinted in the proceedings of the conference, Industrialisation et
technocratie (Paris, 1949), p.1-22; in La petite peur du XXe
si~cle (Paris, 1948), p.44-93; and in Oeuvres, III, p.361-390.
Mounier's contribution to the discussion is reprinted in the
proceedings, p.206-207.
Broadcasts

(on Radiodiffusion

fran~aise)

'Y a-t-il une science du caract~re~ 11 septembre 19481
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.25-26~ aoQt
1965, p.3-8.
'Notre corps et nous', 18 septembre 1948. Reprinted in
Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.25-26, aoOt 1965, p.9-15.
'L'6motivit6, racine du carac~~re'; 25 septembre 1948, Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.25-26, aoOt 1965,
p.16-20.
'Quelques dimensions primaires de la vie
octobre 1948, Reprinted in Bulletin des
no.25-26, aoOt 1965, p.21-28.
'La lutte pour Ie r6el~ 9 octobre 1948.
Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.25-26,

psychologique', 2
arnis d'E. Mounier,
Reprinted in
aoOt 1965, p.29-34.

'Maitriser notre action', 16 octobre 1948. Reprinted in
Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.25-26, aoOt 1965, p.35-39.
'Vivre avec autrui', 23 octobre 1948. Reprinted in Bulletin
des amis d'E. Mounier, no.25-26, aoOt 1965, p.40-45.
'L'Equilibre du moi', 30 octobre 1948. Reprinted in Bulletin
des amis d'E. Mounier, no.25-26, aoOt 1965, p.46-51.
'Intelligence et caract~re', 6 novernbre 1948. Reprinted in
Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, ~o.25-26, aoOt 1965, p.52-57.
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'Caractere et vie spirituelle', 13 novembre 1948; Reprinted
in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.25-~6, aoOt 1965, p.58-64.
'Mon espace et rna duree', 20 novembre 1948.
1949
Book
Le Personnalisme (Paris, 1949). Published by Presses Universitaires de France in the collection "Que sais-je?". Reprinted in Oeuvres, III, p.429-525.
Articles
'Un surnaturalisme historique', in Albert Beguin (ed.), Georges
Bernanos (Paris & Neuch~tel, 1949), p.99-132. Reprinted in
L'Espoir des desesperes (Paris, 1953), p.189-234; in Oeuvres,
IV, p.382-406; and in Malraux, Camus, Sartre, Bernanos (Paris,
1970), p.147-178.
'L'observation de la personnalite totale', Bulletin de l'Association des travailleuses sociales, 1949. Untraced.
'La Paix est declaree?', Esprit, no.152, janvier 1949, p.96-98.
'OU l'on discute des objections ~ Davis', Esprit, no.152,
janvier 1949, p.101-103.
'Si nous avons attendu trois ans', Esprit, no.152, janvier
1949, p.104--106. Reprinted in Les cert. diff., p.364-368;
and in Oeuvres, IV, p.237-239.
'Les equivoques du pacifisme', Esprit, no.153, fevrier 1949,
p.181-196. Reprinted in Les cert. diff., p.369-389; and in
Oeuvres, IV, p.240-253.
'Propositions de paix scolaire', Esprit, no.154, mars-avril,
1949, p.337-342. Signed "Esprit".
'Rappels et conclusion', Esprit, no.154, mars-avril 1949,
p.557-558. Unsigned.
'Le proces du cardinal Mindszenty', Esprit, no.154-mars-avril,
1949, p.559-566. Written in collaboration with J;-M. Domenach.
R~inted in Les cert. diff., p.256-267; and in Oeuvres, IV,
p.161--168.
.
'Les chretiens progressistes', Esprit, no.154, mars-avril,
1949, p.567-576. Reprinted in part in Feu la chretiente,
p.181-184, & p.159-163; and in Oeuvres, III, p.650-651, &
p.634-637.
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'Lettre au p~re Fessard', Etudes, mars 1949, p.389-394.
Reprinted in Feu la chretiente, p.173-181; and in Oeuvres,
III, p.644-649.
'Reponse a L'Enquete phiksophique sur les conflits actuels
d'ideologies', Cahiers de l'U.N.E.S.C.O., PHS,W, 6--20, avril
1949. Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.41,
mai 1973, p.21-30, under the title 'R~flexions sur la democratie'.
'Presentation', Allemagne, no.l, avril-mai 1949, p.l.
'Le pacte atlantique', Esprit, no.155, mai 1949, p.577--590.
Signed "Esprit", written in collaboration with Paul Fraisse
and Jean-Marie Domenach. Reprinted in Les cert. diff., p.331349; and in Oeuvres, IV, p.214-226.
'Chronique non-politique', E~it,

no.155, mai 1949, p.698.

'L'Escroquerie aux signatures', Esprit, no.155, mai 1949,
p.708-710.
'De l'usage du mot catholique', Esprit, no.155, mai 1949,
p.710-713. Reprinted in Feu la chretient~, p.184-188; and
in Oeuvres, III, p.652-654.
'Le mois des pacifiques', Esprit, no.156, juin 1949, p.852-854.
'La Paix indivisible', Esprit, no.156, juin 1949, p.855-857.
Written with the collaboration of Paul Fraisse; Reprinted under
the title 'Le mois des pacifiques', in Les cert.diff., p.279282; and under the new title in Oeuvres, IV, p.176-178.
'La Paix des autres', Esprit, no.156, juin 1949, p.857-858.
Reprinted under the title 'Le mois des pacifiques', in Les
cert. diff., p.282-284; and under the new title in Oeuvres,
IV, p.178-180.
'Amnistie', Esprit, no.156, juin 1949, p.872-874.
'Ne nous demandez pas de ne pas @tre nous-mSmes', Esprit, no.
156, juin 1949, p.849-852. Reprinted in Les cert. aff.,
p.273-278;and in Oeuvres, IV, p.172-176.
'L(Histoire, idole ou realit~?', Civitas (Lucerne), no.l0,
juin 1949, p.584-593. Reprinted under the title 'L'Histoire
chretienne', in Feu la chretiente, p.103-125; and under the
new title in Oeuvres, III, p.59S-610.
'Trois mots', Esprit, no.157, juillet 1949, p.111S.
'Le decret du Saint-Office', Esprit, no.158, aoOt 1949, p.305314. Reprinted in Feu ~a chretiente, p.l~8-201; and in
Oeuvres, III, p.654-663.
'Maurice Didier'(obituary),
Unsigned.

Bsp~it, no.158, aoOt 1949, p.328.
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'De l'usage du mot catholique(suite)',
septembre 1949, p.42S-431.

Esprit, no.1S9,

'Exemples suivant la r~gle: la France catholique',
no.1S9, ~eptembre 1949, p.431-433.

Esprit;

'Cheminements', Esprit, no~159, septembre 1949, p.437-438.
'Critiques et complements', Esprit, no.160, octobre 1949,
p.481-S19.
Written with the collaboration of Paul Fraisse
and Henri Marrou.
'De l'esprit de verite', Esprit, no.161, novembre 1949, p.657660.
'L'objection de conscience est-elle une diversion?',
no.161, novembre 1949, p.803-80S.
'Jacques Lefrancq'(obituary),
p.8SS-8S6.
Articles

Esprit,

Esprit, no.161, novenilire1949,

in other languages

'0 Personnalismos que i hellniki par~dhossi', Elephenea Grarnrnata
(Athens), May-June 1949. (means: 'Personalism and the Greek
tradition).

'VersaUmte Gelegenheiten', Der Monat (Berlin), June 1949,
(means: 'Lost opportunities').
Untraced interview on youth in 1949, published in Brazil,
Turkey and Germany in 1949. Printed in Bulletin des amis
d'E. Mounier, no.1S, mars 1960, p.13-18.
Book reviews
'Renee Dupuy, "Les bras etendus"', Esprit, no.1S3, fevrier
1949, p.33S.
'Jean Lacroix, "Force et faiblesse de la famille"', Esprit,
no.1SS, mai 1949, p.742-743.
'Gustave L.S. Mercier, "La vie de l'univers': Paul Lab ererme ,
"L'origine des mondes"; Lecomte de Nouy, "L'homme et sa destinee"; Jean Rostand, "Esquisse d'une histoire de la biologie"; "Nouvelles pensees d'un biologiste"; Dr. Huant, "Des
fissures, ou determinisme ~ l'emergence des finalites";
Robert Blanche, "La science physique et la realite"; FrankDuquesne, "Cosmos et gloire"; Gustave Thils, "Preludes"; E.
Rideau, "Consecration''', Esprit, no.1SS, mai 1949, p.743-747,
under the general title 'L'hornrneet l'univers'.
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'Raymond Vancourt', "Marxisme et pensee chr~tienne"', Espri t,
no.1SS, mai 1949, p.751.
'Yves Farge, "La guerre d'Hitler continue"', Esprit, no.155,
mai 1949, p.755.
"'Etudes carme lLtaf.nes", special number entitled "Satan''',
Esprit, no.1S6, juin 1949, p.906.
'Jean Dani~lou, "Dialogues"; Paul Sandor, "Histoire de la
dialectique"; Auguste Cornu, "Karl Marx et la pens~e moderne";
R. Louis Salleron, "Un jeune catholique devient communiste"j
"Bulletins Analytiques (C.N.R.S.)"', Esprit, no.156, juin
1949, p.906-907.
.
4-Maurice Nadeau, "Histoi re du Surrealdsme ,II''',Esprit, no.
158, aoQt 1949, p.3Z4-32S.
'Raissa Maritain, "Les Grandes ami t i es " ", Esprit, no.159,
septembre 1949, p.464.
'H.C. Des roches, "Signification du marxisme''', ESEri t, no.
159,septembre
1949, p.464-466.
('D. Dubarle,O.P., "Optimisme devant ce
159, septembre1949,
p.466. This short
by Mme. Mounier in Oeuvres, IV, p.860.
S.P., and therefore, although it occurs
signed E.M., it cannot be by Mounier.'

monde"', Esprit, no.
review is attributed
However, it is signed
between reviews

'Jean Mouroux, "Je crois en toi"', Espr&t, no.159, septembre
1949, p.466. Unsigned.
'Henry Dum~ry, "La philosophie de l'action"', Esprit, no.159
septembre 1949, p.466-467.
'Roger Mehl, "La condition du philosophe chr~tien"', Esprit,
no.159, septembre 1949, p.467.
'Ludwig Klages, "Expression du caract~re dans l'~criture.
Technique de la graphologie"', Esprit, no.159, septembre 1949,
p.467-468.
Klages' forename is given (wrongly) as Ludurg.
'Po Mesnard, "Le vrai visage de Kierkegaard"; R. Jolivet,
"Introduction a Kierkegaard", "Les doctrines existentialistes
de Kierkegaard a Sartre"', Esprit, no.160, octobre 1949,
p.643-645, under the general title 'De l'existentialisme au
rationalisme'.
'Aldous Huxley, "Les Temps futurs"', Esprit, no.160, octobre
1949, p.645-646.
'Herv~ Bazin, "La t~te contre les murs"', Esprit, no.160,
octobre 1949, p.646.
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'Georges Duveau, "La pens~e ouvri~re sur l'~ducation pendant
la second R~publique et le second Empire"', Esprit, no.160,
octobre 1949, p.648.

'c. Lugon, "La r~publiq~e communiste chr~tienne des Guaranis"',
Esprit, no.160, octobre 1949, p.651-652.
'G. van der Leeuw, "La religion dans son essence et ses manifestations"; Pierre Deffontaines, "G~ographie et religions";
Mircea Eliade, "Traite d'histoire des religions"', Esprit,
no.161, novembre 1949, p.838-843, under the general title
'Actualite du religieux'.
'Jules Monnerot, "Sociologie du communisme"', Esprit, no.161,
novembre 1949, p.843-848.
'Michel Carrouges, "La mystique du surhomme"', Esprit, no.
161, novembre 1949, p.849-850.
'Jean Galtier-Boissi~re, "Histoire de la guerre (1939-1945)"',
Esprit, no.161, novembre 1949, p.854-8ss.
'Simone de Beauvoir, "Le Deuxi~me Sexe"; Hel~ne Deutsch, "La
psychologie des femmes"', Esprit, no.162, decembre 1949,
p.100s-1009.
Speech
'Foi chretienne et civilisation', address given to the
Semaine des intellectuels catholiques, Paris, 1949. Reprinted
in the proceedings, Semaine des intellectuels catholiques
(Paris, 1949), p.56-96; and in Feu la chretiente, p.234-275,
under the title 'Feu la chretiente'; and under the new title
in Oeuvres, III, p.686-713.
Broadcasts
'Comment les etudiants d'aujourd'hui abordent-ils les problemes philosophiques?', B.B.C., London, 23 May 1949. Reprinted
in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.15, mars 1960, p.18-24.
This bToadcast consists of a discussion between Mounier and
A.J. Ayer, chaired by Henri Jourdan.
Interview with Pierre Emmanuel concerning Mounier's book, Le
personnalisme, on Radiodiffusion fran~aise, 23 decembre 1949.
Reprinted in Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.ls, mars
1960, p.l0-13.
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1950
Book
Feu la chretiente (Paris, 1950). Published by Editions du
Seuil in the collection "Espritn•
Reprinted in Oeuvres, III,
p.529-713.
It consists of articles written between 1937 and
1949, selected and edited. It was intended as the first volume of a series of 'Carnets de route', and although it was
only published after Mounier's death, he was entirely responsible for the selecting and editing, as well as the brief
preface.
Articles
'Albert Camus ou l'appel des humilies', Esprit, no.163, janvier
1950, p.27-66. Reprinted in L'Espoir des desesperes (Paris,
1953l p.83-145; and in Oeuvres, IV, p.326-358; and in Malraux,
Camus, Sartre, Bernanos (Paris, 1970), pb7-110.
'On demande un psychiAtre', Esprit, no.163, janvier 1950,
p.125-130.
'Reponse a I '"Humanite''', Esprit, no.163, janvier 1950, p.130134.
'Vers la paix scolaire', Esprit, no.163, janvier 1950, p.136137. Unsigned.
'Fidelite', Esprit, no.164, fevrier 1950, p.177-182.
Reprinted
in Les cert. diff., p.22-28; and in Oeuvres, IV, p.17-21.
'Notes scandinaves, ou Du bonheur', Esprit, no.164, fevrier
1950, p.253-286. Partly reprinted in Les cert. diff., p.397427, under the title 'Du bonheur'; and under the new title in
Oeuvres, IV, p.261-281.
'Medecine - quatrieme pouvoir?', Esprit, ~o.165, mars 1950,
p.337-537. This article consists of a montage of comments
and contributions. Mounier edited it, though not unaided,
and contributed introductory remarks, linking commentary and
concluding remarks.
'La ligne est en reparation', 'Un&·conjuration sans conjures',
'L'avilissement ne rend pas', 'Ne jouons pas a cate du feu',
Esprit, no.165, mars 1950, p.545-547, 547-549, 549-552, 552555. Reprinted under the collective title 'L'avilissement ne
rend pas', in Les cert. diff., p.Z84-287, 287-290, 290-294,
295-298; and under the new title in Oeuvres, IV, p.180-182,
182-184, 184-187, 187-189.
'Elegie pour "Combat"', Esprit, no.166, avril 1950, p.655-657.
'L'Operation "Titisme franc;ais"', Esprit, no.166, avril 1950,
p.660-662.
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'L'esprit de verite(suite)', Esprit, no.166, avril 1950,
p.663-665.
'Propositions de paix scolaire(suite)', Esprit, no.166,
avril 1950, p.665.
'La France et l'Europe', Observateur, no.l, 13 avril 1950, p.3.
Article in German
'Brief an einige europAische Freunde', Aussprache (Dusseldorf),
no.3-4, 1950, p.15-22. Printed in French under the title
'Lettre a quelques amis europeens', in Les cert. diff., p.323330; and in Oeuvres, IV, p.208-213.
Book reviews
'Simone Weil, "L'enracinement"', Esprit, no.163, janvier
1950, p.172-174.
'Alec Mellor, "La Torture", Roger Grenier, "Le rOle d'accuse"',
Esprit, no.163, janvier 1950, p.174.
'Amedee Ponceau, "Timoleon, Reflexions sur la tyrannie''',
Esprit, no.164, jevrier 1950, p.330-332. Reprinted in the
collective volume Amedee Ponceau: Etudes& temoignages (Paris,
1966), p.194-197, under the tite 'La condition humaine'.
'Dr. A. Hesnard, "L'Univers morbide de la faute"', Esprit, no.
165, mars 1950, p.556-559.
'H.C. Peuch, "Le manicheisme", Steven Runciman, "Le manicheLsme medieval''', Esprit, nO.166, avril 1950, p.710.

POSTHUMOUS
Collections
Les certitudes difficiles (Paris, 1951). Published by Editions
du Seuil in the collection "Esprit". Reprinted in Oeuvres, IV,
p.7-281. This book is made up from articles published between
1933 and 1950 and was planned in broad outline by Mounier as
one of the series of 'Carnets de route'. The detailed selecting and edition, however, was done anonymously after his death.
L'Espoir des desesperes (Paris, 1953). Published by Editions
du Seuil in the collection "Esprit". ·Reprinted in Oeuvres,
IV, p.283-406; and under the title Malraux, Camus, Sartre,
Bernanos (Paris, 1970), published by Editions du Seuil in the
collection "Le point", with the original title as sub-title.
This book consists of four essays published between 1948 and
1950. Mounier had assembled them and chosen the title for
publication.
When they finally appeared, the book was presented as the third of the series of 'Carnets de route'.
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Mounier et sa g~n~ration (Paris, 1956).

See Private writings.

Oeuvres, 4 volumes (Paris, 1961-1963). Published by Editions
du Seui1. Volume I (1961) contains material written and published between-1931 and 1939, which appeared in book form
during Mounier's lifetime.
Volume II (1962) contains the Trait~ du caract~re
(1946) with-some-iaaitions to the original text.
Volume III (1962) contains material written and
published between-194S and 1950, which was published in book
form during Mounier's lifetime, omitting the Trait~ du caract~re and Monta1embert, and adding Feu la chr~tiente (1950).
Volume IV (1963) contains Les certitudes diffici1es
(1951), L'Espoir-des d~sesp~r~s (1953) and Mounier et sa g~n~ration (1956), the latter with later additions. It also contains a bibliography of Mounier's work, established by Mme.
Mounier.
Communisme, anarchie et personna1isme (Paris, 1966). Published
by Editions du Seui1 in the collection "Po1itique". This
book consists of three articles 'Le destin spirituel du mouvement ouvrier; Anarchie et personna1isme' (1937), 'Bi1an
spirituel: Court trait~ de la mythique de gauche' (1938), and
'Debat ~ haute voix' (1946).
'L'Engagement de la foi (Paris, 1968). Published by Editions
du Seui1 in the collection "Livre de vie"
This book consists
of a selection of Mounier's writings edited by Mme Mounier,
most of the passages are short extracts from articles published in the Oeuvres, or in the Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier.
Private writings
'Journaux de prison', Esprit, no.174, d~cembre 1950, p.721775. Includes extracts from the diaries Mounier wrote in
prison in 1942 and a short selection of letters written at
the same time.
'Une vie', edited by Albert B~guin, Esprit, no.174, d~cembre
1950, p.923-1060. Consists of a montage of extracts from
Mounier's letters, diaries, and occasionally published works;
reminiscences and commentaries by people who knew Mounier
during his life; and narration and commentary linking the
article into a kind of documentary biography, by the editor.
Mounier et sa g~neration (Paris, 1956). Published by Editions
du Seuil in the collection "Esprit". Reprinted with additions
in Oeuvres, IV, p.407-831. This volume, edited by Mme Mounier,
who occasionally adds a footnote, contains extracts from
letters, diaries, reports and other papers, assembled to form
a documentary biography. It is the largest single source for
Mounier's private writings.
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Maritain-Mounier. Correspondance 1929-1939, edited by Jacques
Petit (Paris, 1973). Published by Editions du Seuil and
Descl~e de Brouwer in the collection "Les grandes correspondances". In addition to the correspondance indicated in the
title, extracts from Mounier notebooks are included, as well
as extracts from items published in Esprit at the time.
'Une semaine', Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, nO.l, f~vr.er
1952, p.s-9. Notes on his daily activities written at the
request of an English review on 19 March 1950.
'Emmanuel Mounier et la naissance d'Esprit', Bulletin des amis
d'E. Mounier, no.2, octobre 1952, p.3-31. Letters and diaries
of the early 1930's, not all of whth where reprinted in
Mounier et sa g6n6ration.
'Journal de Dieulefit', Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.
7-8, decembre 1955, p.1-39. Mounier's diary from June to
September 1944.
.
.
'Correspondance entre Mounier et Berdiaeff', Bulletin des amis
d'E. Mounier, no.33, f6vrier 19~9, p.s-17.
'Lettre a Victor Serge', Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier, no.
39, avril 1972, p.13-15.
'Entretiens avec Jacques Maritain et d'autres', Feuillets
d'information de l'Amiti6 P6guy, no.84, mai 1961, p.7-24.
Notes made after conversations about P6guy during the preparation of his book on the subject.
'Entretiens avec Marcel P6guy et d'autres', Feuillets d'information de l'Amiti6 P6guy, no.85, juin 1961, p.19-28. As
previous entr)l'.
NOTE:
In addition to the work listed above, the Biblioth~que Mounier
contains a collection of letters, some of which are completely
unpublished, others of which have only been printed in extract
form. The remainder of Mounier's private writings have either
been lost, or have not been made available by Mme Mounier, in
whose charge they remain.
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2.

WORKS ON MOUNIER
a)

Books wholly or partly about Mounier

Barlow, Michel, Le socialisme d'Emmanuel Mounier

(Toulouse,1971)

Borne Etienne, Emmanuel Mounier ou Ie combat pour l'homme
(Paris, 1972)
Calbrette,

Jean, Mounier, le mauvais Esprit (Paris, 1957)

Chaigne, Herve, and others, Emmanuel Mounier ou Ie Combat
du juste (Bordeaux, 1968)
Charpentreau, Jacques, and Louis Rocher, L'esthetique
naliste d'Emmanuel Mounier (Paris, 1966)

person-

Conilh, Jean, Emmanuel Mounier, sa vie, son oeuvre (Paris,1966)
Domenach, Jean-Marie,
Guissard,

Emmanuel Mounier

Lucien, Emmanuel Mounier

Lacroix, Jean, Le personnalisme
Lestavel, Jean, Introduction
Loubet del Bayle, Jean-Louis,
trente (Paris, 1969)

(Paris, 1972)

(Paris, 1963)

comme anti-ideologie

aux personnalismes

(Paris, 1961)

Les non-conformistes

Moix, Candide, La pensee d'Emmanuel Mounier

(Paris,1972)

des annees

(Paris, 1960)

Rauch, Rufus William, Jr., Politics and belief in contemporary
France: Emmanuel Mounier and Christian democracy. 1932-1950
(The Hague, 1972)
Roy, Jean-Marie,

Mounier aux prises avec son si~cle (Paris,1972)

Zaza, Noureddine, Etude critique de la notion d'engagement
chez Emmanuel Mounier (Geneva, 1955)
b)

Theses consulted

Dunphy, Jocelyn 'Emmanuel Mounier et la crise de l'humanisme,
1932-1950' (unpublished M.A. dissertation, University of
Melbourne, 1964).
.
Lewis, David Levering, 'The Politics of Moral Revolution in
France, 1926-1951; a study of Liberal Catholicism' (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, London School of Economics and Political
Science, 1962).
Lurol, Gerard, 'Pour une gen~se de la thematique de la personne
chez Emmanuel Mounier' (unpublished Memoire de mattrise de
philosophie, University of Paris, Sorbonne, 1970).
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c)
Action

Periodicals devoted wholly or partly to collective
studies of Mounier.
(Beirut), mars 1957, p.60-78.

Aussprache

(Dusseldorf), February 1952, special number.

Bulletin des amis d'E. Mounier (Paris', first number f~vrier
1952, twice yearly since then. This prints and reprints
works by and on Mounier, and monitors developments in Mounier
studies, If is an important source of material.
Combat

(Paris), 23 mars 1970, special supplement.

Cooperation

(Basle), 18 d~cembre 1965, special number.

La croix (Paris), 25 mars 1970, special feature.
Esprit (Paris), d~cembre 1950, special number. The most
important and useful single publication on Mounier to date.
Contains substantial studies and unpublished material.
Esprit

(Paris), avril 1970, special feature.

Freres du monde (Bordeaux), no.27, 1964, special number,
later expanded into a book (see: Herv~ Chaigne and others).
Informations catholiques internationales
p.15-23, special 'dossier'.

(Pari~, 15 mars 1960,

Le monde (Paris), 28 mars 1970, p.4-5 of 'Monde des livres',
special feature.
Planete plus (Paris), septembre
trated.

1970, special number, illus-

Reflets (Grenoble), mars 1970, special number of the magazine
of the Lycee Emmanuel Mounier, Grenoble.
Temoignage

chr~tien (Paris), 12 mars 1970, special feature.

Vie nouvelle

(Rennes), mai 1962, p.1-13, special number.

Vie nouvelle

(Paris), mai 1961, special number.

d)

Articles on Mounier with some interest

Anonymous, unsigned article in Pravda (Moscow), 29 September
1951, reprinted in Preuves (Paris), novembre 1951, p.21.
G.A., 'Int-roduction ~ Emmanuel Mounier', La vie enseignante
(Lot), septembre, octobre, novembre, d~cembre 1960, f~vrier,
mars, mai, juin 1961.
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G.A., 'Bilan du personnalisme',
janvier 1962.

La Vie enseignante

Andreu, Pierre, '''Esprit''(1932-1940)',
no.33, mai 1959, p.34-49.

(Ia),

Itin6raires

(Paris),

Barthelemy-Madaule, Madeleine, 'L'univers personnel d'Emmanuel Mounier et de Pierre Teilhard de Chardin', in her book
La personne et le drame humain chez Teilhard de Chardin
(Paris, 1967), p.302-322.
Baussart, Elie, "Emmanuel Mounier et les probl~mes sociaux de
notre temps', Dossiers de l'action socia1e catholique (Brussels),
avril 1950, p.252-256.
Beguin, Albert, 'Fid6lit6 et imagination',
173, novembre 1950, p.593-606.

Esprit (Paris), no.

Borne, Etienne, 'Mounier, juge de la d6mocratie
Terre humaine (Paris~ f6vrier 1951, p.65-71.
Borne, Etienne,
inte1lectue11e,

chr6tienne',

'Pour un tombeau d'Emmanuel Mounier',
(Paris), juin 1956, p.l02-113.

La vie

Bose, Jean and Suzanne Grumbach, 'Hommage a Emmanuel Mounier',
Foi et vie, (Cha1ons-sur-Marne), juillet-aoOt 1950, p.397-400.
Boulier, Jean, 'En Pologne 1946', Europe
1967, p.319-343.

(Parish f6vrier-mars

Br6hier, Emile, short section in his Transformation
philosophie fran~aise (Paris, 1950), p.218-219.

de la

Chenu, M.D., 'Un t6moin des ann6es trente', Esprit (Paris),
no.417, octobre 1972, p.433-437.
Clement, Marcel, 'Emmanuel Mounier', Itin6raires (Paris),
no.35, juillet-aoOt 1959, p.65-77; nO.36, septembre-octobre
1959, p.61-77.
Coates, J.B., 'The Personalism of Emmanuel Mounier', The
Fortnightly (London), no.l029, August 1952, p.l09-116.
Comin, A., 'Deux inspirateurs, Mounier et Machado', Esprit
(Paris), no.342, octobre 1965, p.451-467.
Conilh, Jean, 'Mounier et notre g6n6ration',
no.255, novembre 1957, p.486-499.

Esprit (Paris),

Copleston, Frederick, 'Mounier, Marxism and Man', The Month
(London), vol.6., no.4, October 1951, p.199-208.
Cottier, M.M., 'Sur Emmanuel Mounier', Nova et vetera
vol.35, no.2, avril-juin 1960, p.77-83.

(Geneva),
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Debray, Pierre, 'Les or1g1nes intellectuelles du progressisme
chretien, III', L'ordre fran(;ais (Paris), novembre 1960, p.61-72.
Devaux, A.A., 'Emmanuel Mounier, homme de foi, de pensee et
d'action', Les cahiers de Neuilly (Paris), no.3, 1965, p.3-10.
Domenach, J.-M., 'Emmanuel Mounier', Psyche (Paris), no.44,
juin 1950, p.497-501.
Domenach, J.-M., 'Explication de texte', Esprit (Paris), no.
235, fevrier 1956, p.161-174.
Domen ach , J.-M., 'Massis et "Esprit''', Esprit (Paris), no.394,
juillet-aoQt 1970, p.262-263.
Duforez, Henry, 'Grandeur spirituelle d'Emmanuel Mounier',
Masses ouvri~res (Paris), avril 1951, p.51-eO.
Dumery, Henry, 'Un philosophe de combat: Emmanuel Mounier',
his book Regards sur la philosophie moderne (Paris,1956),
p.129-131.

in

Dunphy, Annunciata, 'Emmanuel Mounier: Personalism and Vatican
II', Compass (Melbourne), vol.II, no.4, September-October 1968,
p.114-120.
Ellul, Jacques, 'Pourquoi je me suis separe d'Emmanuel Mounier',
Reforme, (Paris), 15 avril 1950.
Emmanuel, Pierre, 'EmmaJiluelMounier et la naissance d'''Esprit''',
Flandre liberale (Ghent), 2 juin 1950.
Folliet, Joseph, 'Inventaire apr~s dec~s, Emmanuel Mounier',
Chronique sociale de France (Lyon), no.4, 1 juillet 1956, p.
355-361.
Fran~ois, Michel, 'La revue qui a forme une generation chretienne., France-ObseTvateur (Paris), 2 avril 1959, p.12-13.
Fumet, Stanislas, 'Emmanuel Mounier, successeur de Peguy', 1!!
cahiers litteraires de l'ORTF (Paris1 no.12, 29 mars-11 avril
1970, p.39-41.
Grosser, Alfred, 'Emmanuel Mounier
(Pari~, 2 avril 1960, p.3.

(1905-1950)', R6forme

Hebblethwaite, Peter, 'A prophet and the Holy Office', The
Tablet (London), 4 J\>ril 1970, p.327-328.
Hill, Patrick J., 'Emmanu! Mounier: Total Christianity and
Practical Marxism', Cross Currents (New York), vol.XVIII, no.
1, Winter 1968, p.77-104.
Jagu, A., 'Emmanuel Mounier: accomplissement personnel et
engagement public', in the collective book, Horizons de la
personne (Paris, 1965), p.121-140.
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Jagu A., 'Emmanui Mounier, d~fenseur et t~moin de la personnel,
Revue des facultes catholiques de l'Ouest (Angers), no.4,
1959, p.1-18.
Jagu, A., tUne philosophie engag~e: le personnalisme d'Emmanuel Mounier', Revue des facultes catholiques de l'Ouest
(Angers), no.2, avril 1953, p.8-21.
Juin, Hubert, 'Emmanuel Mounier', Critique
aoOt-septembre 1956, p.734-747.

(Paris), no.111-112,

Kelly, M.H., 'The fate of Emmanuel Mounier: a biographical
essay', Journal of European Studies (London), vol.2, no.3,
September 1972, p.256-267.
Lacroix, Jean 'L'actualite de Mounier', Le monde (Paris),
13 juillet 1966, p.8.
Lacroix, Jean, 'A propos du Personnalisme', Recherches et
debats (Paris), no.15-16, juillet 1951, p.62-65.
Lacroix, Jean, 'Le personnalisme d'Emmanuel Mounier', in his
book Panorama de la philosophie contemporaine (Paris, 1966),
p.100-108.
Lacroix, Jean, 'Les trois conversions d'Emmanuel Mounier',
Temoignage chretien, (Paris), 30 mars 1960.
Lerivray, Bernard, 'Mounier et la contestation', Evangile
aujourd'hui (Paris), 3e trimestre 1964, p.33-38.
Lestavel, Jean, 'L'avenir du personnalisme',
(Paris), octobre 1961, p.31-37.

Affrontement

Lewis, D.L., 'Emmanuel Mounier and the Politics of Moral
Revolution.
Aspects of political crises in French liberal
Catholicism, 1935-1938', Catholic Historical Review (Washington), vol.LVI, no.2, July 1970, p.266-290.
Lurol, Gerard, 'Mounier et le surrealisme',
no.414, juin 1972, p.1010-1022.

Esprit (Paris),

Madaule, Jacques, 'Le persoualisme de Mounier', Adam (London),
vol.XVIII, no.206-207, May-June 1950, p.22-23.
Madiran, Jean, 'Sur Mounier et sur le jugement',
(Paris), no.69, janvier 1963, p.129-131.

Itin~raires

Marceau, Felicien, short section in his book Les ann~es
courtes (Paris, 1968), p.197-199.
Marcotte, Gilles, 'Un chretien nomme Mounier',
(Canada), no.16, fevrier 1957, p.3-8.

La cite libre

Markow-Totevy, G., 'Emmanuel Mounier', in Michel Mourre (ed.),
Dictionnaire des idees contemporaines (Paris, 1964), p.506-S11.
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Marrou, Henri, 'L'action politique d'Bmrnanuel Mounier',
Cahiers de la Republique (Paris), no.2, 1956, p.89-99.
Maulnier, Thierry, 'L'esprit d'Emmanuel Mounier', Hommes et
mondes (Paris), no.46, mai 1950, p.124-128.
Mauriac, Fran~ois, 'L'esemple de Mounier', La Table Ronde
(Paris), no.29, mai 1950, p.4S-48.
Mauriac, Fran~ois, entries in his Le nouveau bloc-notes,
1960 (Paris, 1961), p.266, 316, 384-385.

1958-

More, Marcel, 'Liminaire sur Emmanuel Mounier', Dieu vivant
(Paris), no.16, 1950, p.7-1S.
Mourre, Michel, 'Mounier, proph~te charitable et sanglant',
Aspects de la France et du monde (Paris), 5 octobre 1951.
Natanson, Jacques, 'Presence de Mounier', Esprit (Paris),
no.283, avril 1960, p.609-638.
Palo, Luigi di, 'Le christianisme comme "Optimisme tragique"
chez Emmanuel Monnier', Nova et Vetera (Geneva), no.4,
octobre 1968, p.296-306.
Peeters, Paul, 'Mounier est-il recuperable?', La revue nouvelle (Brussels), vol.LII, no.12, decembre 1970, p.511-516.
Pierce, Roy, 'Emmanuel Mounier, tragic optimist', in his
book Contemporary French Political Thought (London, 1966),
p.49-88.
Prelot, Marcel, 'La politique degagee de tout fondement confessionnel: Emmanuel Mounier', in his book Histoire des idees
politiques (Paris, 1966), p.660-664.
Robillard, Jean-Paul, 'Mounier, le christianisme et le capitalisme', Les cahiers de la Place Publique, (Paris), no.l.
21 fevrier 1951, p~12-15.
Rouquette, Robert, 'Cheminements tragiques d'Emmanuel Mounier',
Etudes (Paris), vol.272, no.2, fevrier 1952, p.245-252.
Rouquette, Robert, 'French catholicism confronts Communism',
Thought (New York), no.l0, Autumn 1953, p.354-374.
Rouquette, Robert, 'Positions et oppositions d'Emmanuel Mounier', Etudes (Paris), vol.268, no.2, fevrier 1951, p.145-155.
Rowhnds, Cynthia, Preface and Appendix I to her translation of
E. Mounier, The Character of Man (London & New York, 1956),
p.v-vi and 315-316.
Simon, Pierre-Henri, 'Vocation de Mounier', Nouvelles Litteraires (Paris), 12 juillet 1951, p.4.
Simon, Pierre-Henri, 'Emmanuel Mounier, Ie personnalisme d'Esprit (1932-1950J,
in Robert Aron (ed.), Histoire de notre
Temps, no.5, (Paris,1968), p.19-42~
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Smith, Colin, 'Emmanuel Mounier', in Paul Edwards(ed.),
The Encyclopedia of Philosophy (London & New York, 1967),
vol.5, p.410-411.
Wahl, Jean, 'Le personnalisme
(Paris), 18 avril 1950.

d'Emmanuel Mounier',

Le monde

Wintzen, Rene, 'Emmanuel Mounier', Eckart (Berlin), vol.26,
no.3, July-September 1957, p.257-261.
Wolf, Donald, 'Emmanuel Mounier, a Catholic of the left',
Review of Politics (Notre Dame), vol.22, no.3, July 1960,
p.324-344.

e)

Obituaries

NOTE: Although usually brief, the obituaries published at
the time of Mounier's death are often re~ling.
The following
list also includes reports and comment printed at the time which
do not constitute formal obituaries. The name of the periodical
or paper is followed by the date, the year is 1950 in all cases,
the authors' names are in brackets where available.
I,

Paris

Action, 27 mars (Yves Farge)
L'Action Nationale, avril (Arthur Laurendeau)
L'Age nouveau, juin 1950 (Jacques Madaule)
Alliance nouvelle, 27 mars (Paul Est~be)
L'Ame populaire, avril
Arts, 24 mars (E. Humeau)
Arts, 31 mars (E. Humeau)
L'Aube, 23 mars (Etienne Borne)
L'Aube, 24 mars (Georges Bouyx)
L'Aube, 28 mars (Georges Bouyx)
L'Aube, 25 avril
Aurore, 23 mars
Aux ecoutes, 31 mars
Bataille socialiste, mai
Carrefour, 28 mars (Pierre Andreu)
Ce matin, le pays, 23 mars
Christianisme social, mai-juin
La Cite nouvelle, 13 avril (Jacques Bois)
Combat, 24 mars (Louis Pauwels)
La croix de Paris, 24 mars
La croix de Paris, 28 mars
Cruzko deya Paris, avril
La Defense, juin (J.-M. Tarrago)
Echo de la presse, 30 mars
Esprit, avil
Etudes, avril-mai-juin (Jean Danielou)
Figaro, 23 mars (Georges Izard)
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Figaro litt~raire, 25 mars~ (Jean Prasteau)
Figaro litt~raire, 1 avril (Jean Cayrol)
France-Allemagne, 1 avril
France catholique, 31 mars
France illustration, 8 avril (Andre Rousseaux)
Franc-Tireur, 23 mars (Georges Altman)
Franc Tireur, 25 mars
Gazette des Lettres, 1 avril
La Graphmlogie, avril
L'Homme nouveau, 2 avril (E. Biancani)
L~Humanite, 23 mars
.
La Jeune Republique, 18 avril
Larousse mensuel, juin (Gerard Caillet)
Uberation, 23 mars
Liberte de l'Esprit, avril (Max-PoI Fouchet & Genevi~ve de Gaulle)
Les Mal-Pensants, mai (Georges Suffert)
Le monde, 23 mars
Le monde, 25 mars
Le monde ouvrier, 1 avril
Nouvelles litteraires, 30 mars (Pierre Emmanuel)
Opera, mars (Gerard C.illet)
Paris libere, 24 mars
Le populaire, 23 mars
Le populaire, 25 mars
Reforme, 1 avril (Andre Dumas)
Reforme, 15 avril (H. Lauga)
Revue de la pensee fran~aise, mai (Georges Lerminier)
Revue de metaphysique et de morale, aVIiI-juin
Revue de Paris, mai (Gaetan Bernoville)
Revue juive, 11 avril (Emmanuel Rais)
Le socialisme chretien, avril (Robert Angleviel)
Temoignage chretien, 24 mars
Temoignage chretien, 31 mars (Albert Beguin)
Temoignage chretien, 31 mars ( Joseph Folliet)
Les Temps Nodernes, avril
Terre retrouvee, 1 avril (Rabi)
Tribune des nations, 31 mars (Andre Ulmann)
Vie catholique illustree, 2 avril
Vie intellectuelle, avril
ii.

Provincial France (the name of the town is placed first)

Albi, Le Tarn libre, 31 mars
Angers, Le courrier de l'Ouest, 3 avril
Bar-le-Due, Le Meusien, 8 avril
Bayonne, Le Republicain du Sud-Ouest, 25 mars
Brive, Informations, 24 mars
Cdmar, Le nouveau Rhin fran~ais, 24 mars
Elboeuf, Journal d'Elboeuf, 29 mars
Grenoble, Le Reveil, 24 mars
Lille, La croix du Nord, 26 mars,
Lille, La voix du Nord, 24 mars
Limoges, Le courrier, 23 mars
Lyon, Echo du Sud-Est, 24 mars
Lyon, Le Progres, 23 mars
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Le Mans, La d~p~che du Maine, 24 mars
Le Mans, L'Eclaireur r6gional de l'Ouest, 23 mars
Metz, Le Lorrain, 24 mars
Montpellier, Le siecle, 1 avril
Moulins, L'Aurore du Bourbonnais, 2 avril
Nantes, France nouvelle, 1 avril
Orl~ans, R~publique du centre, 24 mars
poitiers, Le libre Poitou, 24 mars
Rodez, Le Rouerat, 2 avril
Rouen, Paris-Normandie, 25 mars
Strasbourg, Dernierss nouvelles de Strasbourg, 26 mars
Strasbourg, L'~veil alsacien, 26 mars
Strasbourg, Le nouveau meusien, 23 mars
Tournan, Le m~morial, 1 avril
iii.

Outside France

Algiers, Journal d'Alger, 29 mars
Oran, L'Echo d'Oran, 6 mai
Pondichery, Lib6ration, 10 mai
Augsburg, Deutsche Tagepost, 8 April
Baden, Badische neueste Nachrichten, 27 M~rz
Baden, Badische Zeitung, 2S M!rz
Berlin, Lancelot, n.d.
Berlin, Der Monat, Mai
Berlin, Der Tagespiegel, 24 M~rz
Essen, Die Welt, 25 MArz
Frankfurt, Frankfurter allgemeine Zeitung, 25 M~rz
Frankfurt, Frankfurter Hefte, Mai
Frankfurt, Frankfurter neue Presse, 24 MArz
Frankfurt, Frankfurter Rundschau, 24 MArz
Frankfurt, Die neue Zeitung, 27 MArz
Hamburg, Hamburger Echo, Mlrz
Koblenz, Reinischer Merkur, Mai
Munich, Muncher Merkur, 28 M~rz
Oberlahnstein/Rhein, Rheinische Post, 24 MArz
Stuttgart, stuttgarter Nachrichten, 24 M~rz
Vienna, Geistiges Frankreich, n.d.
New York, New York Herald Tribune, 4 April (Paris edition)
New York, The Commonweal, vol.LII
London,
London,
London,
London,

Daily Mail (Paris edition)
The Personalist, Summer
Socialist commentary, May
The Tablet, April

Dublin, The Dublin Review, 3rd Quarter
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Basle, Basler Volksblatt, 27 MArz
Basle, Coop~ration, 1 avril
Bern, Der Bund, 29 April
Freiburg, Freiburg Tagepost, 27 MArz
Geneva, Courrier de Gen~ve, 2S mars
Geneva, Journal de Gen~ve, 25 mars
Lausanne, Gazette de Lausanne, 25 mars
Lausanne, Gazette de Lausanne, 11 avril
Lucerne, Luzerner neueste Nachrichten, 29 MArz
Porrentury, Le Pays, 31 mars
St. Morritz, Le nouvelliste valaisien, 7 avril
Winterthur, Der Landbote, 1S April
Zurich, Neue Zurcher Nachrichten, 5 Mai
Zurich, Neue Zurcher Zeitung, 1S April
Zurich, Die Tat, 29 MArz
Zurich, Die Weltwoche, 31 MArz
Antwerp, Gazet van Antwerpen, 28 Mar.
Brussels, Face a main, 22 avril
Brussels, Le peuple, 24 avril
Brussels, Revue G~n~rale BeIge, avril
Louvain, Construire, juin
Louvain, L'escolier de Louvain, mai
Ypres, Gre~Echo, 5 April
Luxemburg, Escher Tageblatt, 8 Apr.
Luxemburg, Luxemburger Wort, 28 Mar.
Luxemburg, Luxemburger Wort, 5 Apr.
Copenhagen, Litterae, May
Bologna, De l'Avvenire d'Italia, 24 mar.
Elisabethville,

L'Essor du Congo, 22 avril

Saigon, France-As~

mars

Montreal, Le Devoir, 12 avril
Montreal, Le Devoir, lS avril
Montreal, Notre temps, 22 avril
f)

Reviews

NOTE: Most of Mounier's works were widely reviewed in the
French press. Some are included in the contemporary material
bibliography belqw. Most are of limited interest, and have
been omitted. One set of reviews, however, is particularly
interesting: the publication of Mounier et sa g~n~ration provoked a number of reminiscences and reassessments six years
after Mounier's death. The name of the publication is followed
by the date, the year being 1956 in all cases, the place Paris
unless otherwise stated. The author's name is in brackets
where available.
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Arts, 28 mars (P. Andreu)
Les beaux-arts, Brussels, 11 mai (H. Clouard)
Le Bulletin, mai (Jean Verlhac)
.
Bulletin critique du livre fran~ais, juin
Bulletin des Lettres, Lyon, 15 juillet (V.-H. Debidour)
Carrefour, 11 juillet (J.-J. Marchand)
Carrefour, 15 aoOt (Paul·Serant)
Christianisme sociale, aoOt (Anne-Marie Goguel)
Christus, octobre (Jacques Guillet)
La cit~, Brussels, 16 mai (Jean Leirens)
Combat, 11 juillet (H. Juin)
La croix, 10 mars (Lucien Guissard)
Demain, 26 avril (Georges Suffert)
La D~peche du Midi, Toulouse (Jean Peyrade)
Echo du centre, La Louviere, Belgium, 10 juin (J,-L. Bruch)
Esprit, juin (Louis Bodin)
Etudes, juin (Henri Holstein)
Europe, mai-juin (Louis de Villefosse)
L'Express, 16 mars (Fran~ois Mauriac)
L'Express, 18 mai (Clara Malraux)
Forces nouvelles, 1 avril (E. Borne)
Gazette de Lausanne, Lausanne, 18 aoOt
L'heure fran~aise, 31 mars (A. Clart~)
Jeune Europe, 1 avril
.
Journal musical fran~ais, 29 septembre (H. Rambaud)
Les Lettres Fran~aises, 18 octobre (Marc Soriano)
Mercure de France, 1 septembre (Georges Pirou~)
Le Meridional, Marseille, 22 avril (P. Poujol)
Le monde, 20 avril (P.-H. Simon)
Nation beIge, Brussels, 17 juillet (Charles Bernard)
La nouvelle Gazette, Brussels, 27 mai (J.C. Ibert)
Nova et Vetera, Geneva, octobre-d~cembre (N.-M. Cottier)
Paris-Normandie, Rouen, 6 avril (Yvon Hecht)
Pr~sences, Champrosay, 2e trimestre
Le Progres, Lyon, 28 avril (R. Tavernier)
Revue de Paris, juin, (P.-H. Simon)
La Revue nouvelle, 15 juin (Andr~ Molitor)
La Table Ronde, juillet-aoOt (Serge Dumartin)
Tala Sorbonne, mai (J.-P. Taflieb)
T6moignage chr~tien, 23 mars (Georges Suffert)
Terre retrouv~e, 15 avril (Rabi)
Tribune des nations, 30 mars (Andr~ Ulmann)
L'Union, juin
Vie spirituelle, septembre (P.R. Regamey)
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Books

Allport, G.W., Personality,
(London, 1938).

a psychological

Benda, Julien, Fin de l'~ternel

interpretation

(Paris, 1929)
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Benda, Julien, Trahison des clercs (Paris, 1927)
Berdiaeff, Nicolas, Cinq meditations
1933)

sur l'existence

Berdiaeff,

Nicolas, Probl~mes du communisme

Berdiaeff,

Nicolas, Le sens de l'histoire

(Paris,

(Paris, 1933)
(Paris, 1948)

Bernanos, Geroges, Francais, si vous saviez (1945-1948)
(Paris, 1961)
Borkenau,

Franz, The Spanish Cockpit

(London, 1937)

Boven, Dr. W., La science du caract~re

(Paris, 1931)

Brasillach,

(Paris, 1941)

Robert, Notre avant-guerre

Bremond, Henri, Histoire litteraire du sentimBnt religieux
en France (Paris, 1916-1933)
Chevalier,

Jacques, Bergson (Paris, 1926)

Chevalier, Jacques, Etat des services, publications
d'en~gnement
(Montlu~on, 1929)
Cornu, Auguste, Karl Marx, l'homme et l'oeuvre,
(Paris, 1934)
Dalbiez, Roland, La methode psychanalytique
freudienne, 2 vols. (Paris, 1936)

et projet

1818-1845

et la doctrine

De Becker, Rayaond, Livre des vivants et des morts (Brussels,
1942).
De Rougemont, Denis, Journal d'une epoque. 1926-1946
(Paris, 1968)
Domenach, Jean-Marie,

Celui qui croyait au ciel (Paris,1947)

Dubois, Jeanne, Pour reconstruire la France deux architectes,
Fr~deric Mistral et Jacques Chevalier (Avignon, 1941)
Dupre, Henri, Pathologie
(Paris, 1925)

de l'imagination

Ferry, Gilles, Une experience

de formation

Foulquie, Paul, l'existentialisme
Garaudy, Roger, L'eglise,
(Paris, 1949)

et de l'emotivite
de chefs (Paris, 1945)

(Paris, 1946)

le communisme

et les chretiens

Garaudy, Roger, Lettre ~ Emmanuel Mounier,
(Paris, 1950)

homme d'Esprit
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Gide, Andr6, Journal, vol.1 (Paris, 1951)
Gilson, Etienne, L'esprit de la philosophie
1932)

m6di6vale

(Paris,

Guerry, Emile, L'Eglise catholique en France sous l'occupation (Paris, 1947)
Guitton, Jean, Portrait de Monsieur Pouget (Paris, 1941)
G~y, Alain, M6taphysique
Chevalier (Paris, 1940)

et intuition: Ie message de Jacques

Hoog, Georges, Hy5toire, doctrine, action de la 'Jeune R6publique' (Paris, 1925)
Iswolsky, Helen, LIght before dusk. A Russian catholic in
France 1923-1941 (New York, 1942)
Janet, Pierre, De l'angoisse 1 l'extase
Janet, Pierre, Les m6dications

(Paris, 1926)

psychologiques

(Paris, 1919)

Kothen, Robert, La pens6e et l'action sociale des catholiques
1789-1944 (Louvain, 1945)
Landsberg,

Paul-Louis,

Probl~mes du personnalisme

Le Senne, Ren6, Le mensonle et le caract~re

(Paris,1952)

(Paris, 1930)

Le Senne, Ren6, Trait6 de caract6rologie

(Paris, 1946)

Marcel, Gabriel, Du refus 1 l'invocation

(Paris, 1940)

Marcel, Gabriel, Etre et avoir (Paris, 1935)
Marcel,

Gabriel, Journal m6taphysique

(Paris, 1927)

Marcel, Gabriel, Le Monde Cass6, suivi de Positio~t
approche!_£o~etes
du mystere ontologique (Paris, 1933)
Maritain,

Jacques, Les degr~s du savoir (Paris, 1932)

Maritain, Jacques, Les droits de l'homme et la loi naturelle
(Paris, 1945)
Maritain,
1933)

Jacques, Du r6gime temporel et de la libert6 (Paris,

Maritain,

Jacques, PrimautE du spirituel

Maritain,

Jacques, Trois rEformateurs

Martin du Gard, Roger, Correspondance
Martin du Gard (Paris, 1968)

(Paris, 1927)

(Paris, 1925)
AndrE Gide - Roger
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Maulnier,

Thierry, La crise est dans l'homme (Paris, 1932)

Maxence, J;-P., and Thierry Maulnier and Robert Francis,
Demain la France (Paris, 1934)
Maxence, J.-P., Histoire de dix ans (Paris, 1939)
Maxence, J.-P., and N. Gorodetzky, P~guy (Paris, 1931)
Merleau-Ponty,
(Paris, 1945)

Maurice, Ph8nom6nologie

de la PeEception

Montcheuil,

Yves de, L'Eglise et le monde actue1 (Paris,1946)

N~doncelle,

Maurice, La r6ciprocit6

Nedoncelle,
1942)

Maurice, La Personne humaine et la nature (Paris,

des consciences

(Paris,194Z)

Peguy, Charles, Oeuvres en prose, 2 vols. (Paris, 1959-1961)
Peillaube,

E., Caract~re et personnalit~

Prelot, Marcel, Manuel politigue.
crate populaire (Paris, 1928)

(Pads, 1935)

Le programme

du Parti d6mo-

Sartre, Jean-Paul,

L'Etre et le n6ant (Paris, 1943)

Sartre, Jean-Paul,
1946)

L'existentialisme est un humanisme

Sartre, Jean-Paul,

Le sursis (Paris, 1945)

Scheler, Max, Nature et formes de la sympathie

(Paris,

(Paris, 1928)

Tharaud, Jer6me and Jean, Notre cher P~guy, 2 vols. (Paris,1925)
Vergnet,

Paul, Les catholigues

dans la R6sistance

Wallon, Henri, Stades et troubles du d6veloppement
moteur mental chez l'enfant (Paris, 1925)
Walter, G~rard, Histoire du parti communiste
Werth, Alexander,

(Paris, 1946)
psycho-

(Paris, 1948)

The destiny of France (London, 1937)

Werth, Alexander, France and Munich, before and after the
surrender (London, 1939)
Werth, Alexander,

France in Ferment (London, 1934)

Werth, Alexander, The Twighlight

of France (London, 1942)

Zevaes, Alexandre, Histoire de six ans, 1938-1944

(Paris,1944)
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Articles

(published in Paris unless otherwise stated)

Anon, 'Communisme et communion', Action francaise,
1932, p.3.

1 d~cembre

Archambault, Paul, 'La D~mocration et la R~volution. Lettre
A M. Emmanuel Mounier', L'aube, 21 janvier 1934, p.l.-2.
Archambault, Paul, 'Destin d'un mot: Personnalisme'
Politique
vol.8, no.2, f~vrier 1934, p.154-165.
'
Archambault, Paul, 'Du personnalisme au marxisme: une aventure
spirituelle', Politique, juin 1948, p.481-489.
Archambualt, Paul, 'Esprit', Politique, vol.6, no.l1,
novembre 1932, p.1034-1036.
Archambault, Paul, 'Problemes et doctrines du personnalisme',
Politique, vol.13, no.4, avril 1939, p.374-376.
Archambault, Paul, 'R~ponse A Emmanuel Mounier',
f~vrier 1934, p.1-2.

L'aube, 28

Barjon, Louis, 'Quand les chr6tiens s'accusent',
1946, p.214-220.

Etudes, mai

nouveaux du probleme de
la France et de l'~tran3.

Beirnaert, Louis, 'Les chr~tiens en face du communisme',
Etudes, d~cembre 1945, p~289-303~
Billoux, Fran~ois, 'El6ments de discussion avec Emmanuel
Mounier', France nouvelle, no.18S, 2 juillet 1949, 'p.3&8;
no.186, 9 juillet 1949, p.3; no.187, 16 juillet 1949, p.3.
Blondel, Maurice, 'Les 6quivoques du "Personnalisme"',
Politique, mars 1934, p.193-20S.
Boisdeffre, Pierre de, 'Le drame d'Esprit: le personnalisme
~u carrefour', Liberte d'Esprit, no.3, avril 1949, p.62-63,
reprinted in his hook, Des vivants et des morts (Paris,
1954), p.11-17.
Boivin, P., 'Esprit', Etudiant socialiste,
Boivin, P., ,Esprit', Etudiant socialiste,

novembre

1932,p.l0-ll.

janvier 1933, p ,15.

Boutang, Pierre, 'M. Emmanuel Mounier contre Barres',
Action fran~aise, 10 juillet 1941.
Casanova, Laurent, 'Concernant la revue "Esprit", MM. Cassou
et Vercors', Humanite, 16 d6cembre 1949, p.1-2.
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Casanova, Laurent, 'M. Jean Cassou et l'anticommunisme',
Humanite, 19 decembre·1949, p.1-Z.
Corval, Pierre, 'Le personnalisme d'Emmanuel Mounier',
Homme nouveau, no.31, decembre 1936, p.14.
Courtade, Pierre, 'Votre huile est rance', Humanitl,
decembre 1949, pS.

14

Danielou, Jean, 'Christianisme et histoire', Etudes, septembre
1947, p.166-184.
Danielou, Jean, 'La vie intellectuelle en France, communisme,
existentialisme, christianisme', Etudes, septembre 1945,
p.Z41-Z54.
Danielou, Jean, 'Tentation du communisme',
1946, p.116-117.

Etudes, avril

De Becker, Raymond, 'Christianisme et revolution', La vie
intellectuelle, vol.Z2, no.3, 25 juin 1933, p.383-388.
Defrennes, Pierre, 'Chefs de file', Etudes, juillet 1931,
p.169-188.
Demagny, P., 'Mouvements de jeunes et jeunes revues', Politique,
avril 1933, p.357-365.
De Rougemont, Denis (ed.), 'Cahier de revendications',
Nouvelle Revue Fran~aise, decembre 1932, p.801-845.
Desanti, Jean-T., 'Le monde chretien est divise', Nouvelle
critique, no.7, juin 1949, p.21~
Desanti, Jean-T., 'Scrupules et ruses d'Emmanuel Mounier',
Nouvelle critique, vol.1, no.9, octobre 1949, p.56-70.
Descoqs, Pedro, 'Individu et Personne', Archives de Philosophie,
vol.24, no.2, 1938, p.1-58.
Dirks, Walter, 'Emmanuel Mounier', Frankfurter Hefte
(Frankfurt), vol.4, no.l1, November 1949, p.960-963.
Fessard, Gaston, 'Le christianisme
Etudes, janvier 1949, p.65-93.

des chretiens progressistes',

Fessard, Gaston, 'Le communisme, va-t-il dans Ie sens de
l'histoire?', Psyche, juillet-aoQt 1948, p.844-872.
Fessard, Gaston, 'Le probleme du communisme',
1948, p.219-247.
Fessard, Gaston, 'Reponse
1949, p.394-399.

Etudes, fevrier

a Emmanuel Mounier', Etudes, mars
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Gaillard, Jeanne, 'Esprit', La pensee, nO.19, juillet-aoOt
1948, p.125-128.
Garaudy, Roger, 'Le dialogue communistes et catholiques et
Ie marxisme vivant', Cahiers du communisme, vol.26, no.8,
aoQt 1949, p.993-1004.
Garaudy, Roger, and others, 'Esprit jette Ie masque',
Nouvelle critique, vol.2, no.15, avril 1950, p.18-31.
Garaudy, Roger, 'Impuissance et malfaisance du spiritualisme
politique', Cahiers du communisme, mars 1946, p.212-223.
Garric, Robert, 'Pourquoi nas acceptons', Revue des jeunes,
15 fevrier 1933, p.159-173.
Grivet, Jules, 'La theorie de la personne d'apr~s Henri
Bergson', Etudes, novembre 1911, p.449-485.
Izard, Georges, 'Une generation qui se sacrifie', Courrier
de Paris et de la province, juillet 1939, p.35-38.
Jeanson, Francis, 'La personne et la cornrnunaute',La France
interieure, no.61, 15 octobre 1947, p.30-35.
Kanapa, Jean, 'Avec les catholiques Ie dialogue est possible •••
mais il y faut une vigilance reciproque', Cahiers du communisme',
vol.25, no.8, aoOt 1948, p.814-831.
Lagardelle, Hubert, 'De l'hornrneabstrait ~ l'hornrnereel',
Plans, no.l, janvier 1931, p.24-32.
Lamour, Philippe, 'Notions claires pour une civilisation occidentale', Plans, no.l, janvier 1931, p.13-23.
Le Blond, J.-M., 'Qu'est-ce que l'existentialisme?',
mars 1946, p.336-350.

Etudes,

Leduc, Victor, 'Chronique des revues', Cahiers du communisme',
vol.25, no.7, juillet 1948, p.744.
Leduc, Victor, '''Esprit''et une certaine ma.i~re de tromper
Ie peuple', Cahiers du communisme, vol.27, no.l, janvier
1950, p.112-114.
Leduc, Victor, '''Esprit''poursuit sa "croisade" de 1941
contre le comrnunisme', Cahie~au communisme, vol.27, no.3,
mars 1950, p.l06-108.
Leduc, Victor, 'Qui sont les dEcurantistes?',
juin, 1948, p.3.

Action, 22-28

Lienart, Achille, 'Le chretien devant le progr~s de la
science', Etudes, decembre 1947, p.289-300.
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Lubac, Henri de, 'L'idee chretienne de l'homme et la recherche
d'un homme nouveau' ,Etudes, octobre 1947, p.3-25; novembre
1947, p.145-169.
Marcel, Gabriel, 'Compte rendu', Nouvelle
no.212, mai 1931, p.747-750.

revue francaise,

Marcel, Gabriel, 'Desaccord avec Mounier',
no.112, 22 octobre 1947, p.7.
Maritain, Jacques, 'Idee de la personne',
24 decembre 1937, p.2.

Carrefour,

vol.4,

Temps pr6sent,

Maritain, Jacques, 'Individu et personne',
7 janvier 1938, p.2.

Temps present,

Massis, Henri, 'Charles P6guy et l'Agr6ge', Revue universelle,
vol.44, no.24, 15 mars 1931, p.742-747.
Massis, Henri, 'Peguy et l'Agrege(suite)',
vol.45, no.2, 15 avril 1931, p.227-230.

Revue universelle,

Maulnier, Thierry, 'Note sur la revue "Esprit"',
XXe siecle, mai-juin 1935.
Mauriac, Fran~ois, 'Les jeunes bourgeois
Echo de Paris, 25 mars 1933, p.l.

Revue du

revolutionnaires',

Mercier, J., 'Le ver dans Ie fruit', Etudes, fevrier 1945,
p.232-249.
Mouillaud, Maurice, 'Ceux que l'histoire veut perdre',
Nouvelle critique, vol.2, no.14, mars 1950, p.44-58.
MUller, N., and others, 'Le mouvement Esprit', Schweizerische
Rundschau (Einsiedeln), November 1937, p.649-654.
Nizan, Paul, 'Les enfants de la lumiere', Commune, no.2,
1933, p.10S-112.
Reprinted in his book Intellectuel communiste 1926-1940 (Paris, 1967), p.219-225.
Nizan, Paul, 'Sur un certain front unique', Europe, janvier
1933, p.137-146.
Pivert, Marceau, 'Une entreprise de 'noyautage' de l'enseignement public - Les Davidees', L'Ecole liberatrice,
28 juin 1930, p.553-554.
'Charles Peguy, poete de Jeanne d'Arc', LeMail
no.XII, Printemps 1929.

(Orleans),
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'Porche ~ l'oeuvre de Charles P~guy', Les cahiers 1930, no.6,
f~vrier 1930.
Ranke, H. von, 'Emmanuel Mounier zu Problemen unserer Zeit',
Deutsche Beitr!ge, no.5, 1949, p.507-515 (Munich).
Regnier, Marcel, 'Existentialisme et personnalisme', Etudes,
juillet-aoQt 1946, p.134-136.
Rude , F.,
"'La France Ln t er i eu rev r une revue clandestine nee
dans la region Rh8ne-Alpes', Annales de l'Universite de
Grenoble (Grenoble), vol.22, 1946, Section Lettres-Droit, p.51-96.

Sainte-Trinite, Philippe de la, 'La recherche de la personne,
esquisse th~ologique', Etudes carm~litaines, a~l 1936, p.12S-171.
Sartre, Jean-Paul, 'Presentation', Temps modernes, no.1;
octobre 1945, p.1-21.
Serveze, Gerard, 'Notes sur la revue 'Esprit"', Commune, no.l,
juillet 1933, p.76-85.
Silvaire, Andre, 'Sous le signe d'Esprit', La revue francaise,
vol.27, no.6, 25 decembre 1932, p.955.
Speaight, Robert, 'Letter from Paris', Time and Tide (London),
vol.27, no.17, 27 April 1946, p.389-390.
Synchrone,
p.4.

'Mounier et P~guy', Temps present, 10 fevrier 1939,

Thibaudet, Albert, 'Reflexions. Peguy et Bergson', Nouvelle
revue francaise, no.211, avril 1931, p.580-592.
Thorez, Maurice, 'Partisans de la paix, unissons-nous',
Cahiers du commurisme, vol.26, no.S, mai 1949, p.623-646.
Wurmser, Andre, 'Reponse ~ Jean Cassou', Cahiers du communisme,
vol.27, nO.l, janvier 1950, p.115-120.
c)

Periodicals

L·"-Aube
Cahiers du communisme
Cit~ soir
.,_

Combat
Esprit
Etudes

(Published in Paris unless otherwise
stated, up to 1950)
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Humanite
Le Monde
Nouvelle Critique
Le populaire
Sept
Temoignage chretien
Temps modernes
Temps nouveau (Lyon)
Temps present
Vendredi
Le Voltigeur
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Other material consulted
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Books

Amoretti, Henri, Lyon capitale, 1940-1944 (Paris, 1964)
Amouroux, Henri, La vie des francais sous l'occupation
(Paris, 1961)
Aquinas, St. Thomas, Summa Theologica

(London, 1921)

Ardagh, John, The New French Revolution. A social and economic
survey of France 1945-1967 (London, 1968)
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Aron, Robert, and Georgette Elgey, Histoire de Vichy (Paris,
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Arvon, Henri, L'anarchisme

(Paris, 1968)

Barral, Pierre, Le departement de l'Isere sous la troisieme
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Beaujour, Michel, and Jacques Ehrmann, La France contemporaine
(Paris, 1966)
Bellanger, Claude, Presse clandestine

1940-1944 (Paris, 1961)
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Berdyaev, Nicolas, Dream and reality, an essay in autobiography (London, 1950)
Bodin, Louis, and Jean Touchard, Front populaire (Paris, 1961)
Bon, F., and others, Le communisme en France et en Italie,
vo l , 1, (Paris, 1969)
Bosworth, William, Catholicism and Crisis in Modern France
(Princeton, 1962)
Bottomore, T.B., Karl Marx: early writings (London,1963)
Brogan, D.W., The French Nation 1814-1940 (London, 1957)
Burnier, Michel-Antoine,
(Paris, 1966)

Les existentialistes

et la politique

Calvez, Jean-Yves, and Jacques Perrin, The Church and Social
Justice (Chicago, 1961)
Camp, Richard L., The papal ideology of social reform (Leiden,
1969)
Caute, David, Communism and the French Intellectuals
1964)

(London,

Chapsal, Jacques, La vie politique en France depuis 1940
(Paris, 1966)
Chevalier, Jacques, Bergson et Ie p~re Pouget (Paris, 1954)
Cobban, Alfred, A History of Modern France, vol.3, 1871-1962
(London, 1965)
Corbett, Patrick, Ideologies (London, 1965)
Coston, Henry (ed.), Partis, journaux et hommes politiques
d'hier et d'aujourd'hui (Paris, 1960)

Croteau, Jacques, Les fondements thomistes du personnalisme
de Maritain (Ottawa, 1955)
Dansette, Adrien, Destin du catholicisme fransais 1926-1956
(Paris, 1957)
Dansette, Adrien, Histoire de la Liberation de Paris, 2nd
edition, (Paris, 1958)
Dansette, Adrien, Histoire religieuse de la France contempormne,
edition revue (Paris, 1965)
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Darbon, Michel, Le conflit entre la Droite et la Gauche dans
Ie catholicisme francais (Toulouse, 1953)
DebO-Bridel, Jacques, La Resistance intellectuelle

(Paris,1970)

Delaporte, Jean, Connaissance de Peguy, ed. revue et augmentee,
(Paris, 1959)
Deleuze, Gilles, Nietzsche et la philosophie

(Paris, 1962)

Duquesne, Jacques, Les catholiques francais sous l'occupation
(Paris, 1966)
Duroselle, Jean-Baptiste,
France (Paris, 1951)

Les debuts du catholicisme social en

Earle, Edward Meade (ed.), Modern France. Problems of the
Third and Fourth Republics (Princeton, 1951)
Ehrmann, H.W., Politics in France (Boston, 1968)
Estier, Claude, La gauche hebdomadaire

1914-1962 (Paris, 1962)

Fauvet, Jacques, Histoire du parti communiste franC;ais (Paris,
1965)
Fauvet, Jacques, La Quatri~me Republique

(Paris, 1959)

Fouchet, Max-Pol, Un jour, je mIen souviens (Paris, 1968)
Freemantle, Anne, The Social Teachings of the Church (New
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Garaudy, Roger, Perspectives de l'homme, 4th edition (Paris,1969)
Gault, Jean-Pierre, Histoire d'une fidelite. Temoignage
chretien, 1944-1956 (Paris, 1964)
Gavin, Catherine, Liberated France (London, 1955)
Gay, Francisque, Les democrates d'inspiration
l'epreuve du pouvoir (Paris, 1951)
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Gobry,lvan, La personne (Paris, 1961)
Goguel, Fran~ois,and Mario Einaudi, Christian democracy in
France and Italy (Notre Dame, Indiana, 1952)
Graham, Bruce Desmond, The French socialists and tripartisme
1944-1947 (London, 1965)
Granet, Marie, and Henri Michel, Combat, histoire d'un mouvement de resistance (Paris, 1957)
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Guerin, Daniel, L'anarchisme

(Paris, 1965)

Guitton, Jean, Les Davidees (Paris, 1967)
Harris, Nigel, BelEfs in society: the problem of ideology
(London, 1968)
Hervet, Robert, Les compagnons de France (Paris, 1965)
Hoffman, Stanley, and others, France: change and tradition
(London, 1963)
Hughes, H. Stuart, The obstructed path (New York, 1968)
Jagu, A., and others, Horizons de la personne (Paris, 1965)
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Kanapa, Jean, La doctrine sociale de l'eglise et le marxisme
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